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WEDNESDAY, JULY 23, 1947

UNITED STATES SENATE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH OF TILE

CO3MM%[ITTfEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,
Washington, D. C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:30 a. m., in
the committee room, Capitol Building, Senator Forrest C. Donnell,
presiding.

Present: Senators Donnell (presiding in behalf of the subcommittee
chairman), Smith, Mulrray. and Pepper.

Senator DNN-,ELL. The committee will be in session.
Is Dr. Isidore Falk present?

STATEMENT OF ISIDORE S. FALK, DIRECTOR OF THE BUREAU OF

RESEARCH AND STATISTICS, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRA-
TION, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Senator DONNELL. Will you please state your name?
Mr. FALK. Yes, Mr. Chairman, Isidore Sydney Falk.
Senator DON NELL. Where is your home?
Mr. FALK. My legal residence is in Stonington, in the State of

Connecticut. My local residence is in Chevy Chase, Md.
Senator DONNELL. Now, Dr. Falk, your name has come up right

often in the hearings on S. 1606 last year, and hearing this year on
S. 1320 and S. 545, and you have been quoted from time to time in
respect to your interest in and work in connection with this subject of
medical insurance.

In view of that. I desire to ask you quite a number of question., in
regard to y1ur experience and background, after which I would like
to examine into your views with respect to a number of provisions
of one of the bills, especially S. 1320.

I know of no better place to start than at first.
I will ask you where and when you were born?
Mr. FALK. Brooklyn, N. Y., September 30, 1899.
Senator DONNELL. What was your educational background in

Brooklyn?
Mr. FAIK. I attended the public grade schools and the Boys' High

School in Brooklyn.

Senator DONNELL. Did you finish high-school work?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And you were graduated from high school in

Brooklyn?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. I graduated from the Brooklyn Boys' High

School in 1915.
1693
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Senator DONNELL. 1915?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. What did you then do immediately after you

graduated from the Brooklyn High School?
Mr. FALK. Immediately after that I spent a few months in tem-

p orary employment in the American Museum of Natural History in
ew York City, in the Department of Public Health, in preparatory

work for a job to which I had been appointed and which I was to
take up that autumn at Yale University in New Haven, Conn.

Senator DONNELL. Did you take up the work at Yale that autumn?
Mr. FALK. Yes. I had a job in a laboratory in the Yale School of

Medicine and which made it possible for me to pay my way through
college.

Senator DONNELL. What was that particular laboratory?
Mr. FALK. The Laboratory of the Department of Public Health,

Yale School of Medicine.
Senator DONNELL. What was the position you entered into?
Mr. FALK. I do not remember its name, but my duties were every-

thing from janitor, bottle washer, dishwasher, and laboratory boy to
technical assistant.

Senator DONNELL. You were what age at that time?
Mr. FALK. About 16 when I started.
Senator DONNELL. About 1 years of age?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. How long did you occupy that position at Yale?
Mr. FALK. That original job and successive positions-and I may

say that I do not remember all the details about them-I held suc-
cessively from 1915 until 1923, in the employ of the Yale School of
Medicine. I think there were some minor interruptions as in the
case of the period when I was in the United States Army (SATC). j

Senator DONNELL. Do you recall, Dr. Falk, what salary you were
to receive at Yale when you started there in 1915?

Mr. FALK. I think it was $600 a year for the academic year, if I
recall correctly, Senator.

Senator DONNELL. Did you subsequently enter upon a course at Yale
University yourself as a student?

Mr. FALK. Yes, I did.
Senator DONNELL. When did you enter upon that course?

Mr. FALK. I first entered as a special student, an arrangement which
permitted me to take only such courses as I wished to take without
reference to the regular curriculum. That was within the period 1915
to 1917. 

#

I am not sure whether I first entered courses in the autumn of 1915
or early in 1916, but within the period 1915 to 1917 I was a special
student and attended certain selected courses which I wished to attend.
I was permitted to do this under the rules of the university, by per-
mission of the dean of the Scientific School.

Senator DONNFLL. Did you ultimately receive a degree at Yale?
Mr. FALK. Yes. In 1917, I matriculated in the regular way.
Senator DO NL,. In what department?
Mr. FALK. The Sheffield Scientific School, and in June 1920 I

received the degree of bachelor of philosophy, magna cum laude.
Senator DONNELL. The Sheffield Scientific School is a part of the

university?

NATION AL -EAIi'J I1i ViOGAM
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Mr. FALK. Yes; it was one of the undergraduate schools.
Senator DONNELL. Your degree was bachelor of philosophy?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did you receive any other undergraduate de-

grees?
Mr. FALK. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did you take a medical course?
Mr. FALK. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. You are called doctor. That is because of the

doctor of philosophy degree you hold. Is that correct?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. I received the degree of doctor of philosophy.
Senator DONNELL. Would you prefer to be called doctor or mister?
Mr. FALK. Senator I am customarily called mister.
Senator DONNELL. Most of the time I have heard you referred to as

doctor.
Mr. FALK. Some people do address me as doctor, Senator. I do not

encourage it because some of my work is in a field that pertains to
medicine and it sometimes leads to a misunderstanding that I am a
doctor of medicine, which I am not.

Senator DONNELL. You have never taken a medical course and are
not a doctor of medicine?

Mr. FALK. The latter is correct. The other is partially correct. I
did not take any regular course in medical studies per se.

Senator DONNELL. Do you recall what the medical courses were that
you did take?

Mr. FALK. Certain of them were the premedical courses which were
taken bv students majoring in the biological sciences, such as anat-
omy, hi'stology, physiology, embryology, and a number of others,
and, of course, chemistry and physics courses. I can recall that a
course in pathology was the regular medical school course. I think I
was excused from some of the courses that otherwise would have been
required, such as bacteriology and immunology.

I can recall attending the courses in public health which were re-
quired of medical students, but I was excused from taking them for-
nially since I was assisting in teaching them.

I attended parts of the courses in physical diagnosis, and some
others in the clinical branches of medicine, autopsy work, and so on,
but those were not required of me for my degree, so my attendance
in them was only partial and voluntary, and by special arrangement.

There are others which I hesitate to try to name because I have not
thought about them for years.

Senator DONNELL. I understood you to say you did not take the
course in bacteriology. Is that right?

Mr. FALK. I did not take the medical school course or graduate
course except as an auditor or visitor. I was excused from those. I do
not think I was required to take any formal course in bacteriology as an
undergraduate or as a graduate student.

I did attend some of the more advanced courses in bacteriology and
in the related field of immunology but it is my recollection I was
excused from taking the regular courses, having apparently given
satisfactory evidence that my work in those fields had gone beyond
that stage.

Senator DONNELL. Had you studied bacteriology at all?
Mr. FALK. Not formally.
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Senator DONN E LL. Or informally?
Mr. FALK. Informally, I was laboratory assistant to one of the most

distinguished bacteriologists in the world and had done a great deal
of work with him.

Senator DOx-NELL. How long?
Mr. FALK. All through that period from 1915 on. The laboratory

in which I was working was one in which bacteriological work was
going on all the time.

Senator DONNEIL. You say, however, you did not take a formal
course in bacteriology in your undergraduate work. That is correct?

Mr. FALK. That is correct, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. I understood you to say you were excused from

taking bacteriology.
Mr. FALK. I think I said I was excused.
Senator DO.NNMIL. YOU were not in the medical school at all?
Mr. FALK. No. sir; not as a medical student.
Senator DoNN-ELL. Were you ever in the Sheffield Scientific De-

partment?
Mr. FALK. As a graduate student I was a student in the graduate

school of Yale University, which required its students to take the
course necessary for the graduate degrees in different-

Senator DoNNELL. Confining ourselves to undergraduate work,
Mr. Falk, I understood that you did not actually enter the Medical
School at all in Yale University. That is correct, as an under-
graduate?Mr. FALK. If I understood your question it was, Did I mat riculate
as a student in the medical school? and the answer is "No."

Senator DONNELL. The answer is "No."
Mr. FALK. That is correct.
Senator DoNxEm. You took your degree as bachelor of philosophy

in 1920.
Can you tell us what was your major study, and so denominated in

the record of the institution, if you know, leading up to the degree of
bachelor of philosophy?

Mr. FALK. I am not sure. It might have been biological or pre-
medical.

Senator MURRAY. Can you get that information for us?
Mr. FALK. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. Yes. Would you be kind enough to furnish that

information to the clerk of the committee. Mr. Rodgers?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And I will ask you to furnish any details you

may have overlooked this morning. You are at perfect liberty to
give us all that you think has any materiality.

Mr. FALK. Senator, I am willing to give all I have, but I am not
sure as to what is material.

Senator DONNELL. Whatever you consider to be material in de-
termining what the subject matter was.

Mr. FALK. I will be glad to furnish the clerk with a list of my
courses appearing on the record furnished by the university

Senator Do,-'.TLL. And the number of hours you engaged in each
of those courses, if you have that information.

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.

NATIONAL HEALTH PROGRAM
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(Subsequently Mr. Falk submitted the following records:)
YALE UNIVERSITY,

SHEFFIELD SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL,
New Haven, Conn., March Si, 1947.

This is to certify that Mr. Isidore S. Falk attended the Sheffield Scientific
School from September 1917 to June 1920. He received the degree of bachelor
of philosophy in June 1920, having pursued the undergraduate course in pre-
medical studies. He entered on credits from --------------------------
He entered without conditions, having passed the following examinations re-
quired for admission:

English, second year German, third year German, elementary algebra, advanced
algebra, plane geometry, solid geometry, plane trigonometry, physics.

FRESHMAN YEAR

Courses

Grade

First Second
term Iterm

Drawing ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- B
English ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- A A+
English composition ----------------------------------------------------------------- A A
French ------------------------------------------------------------------- C+ B
Organic chemistry ------------------------------------------------------------------- A A
Qualitative analysis ----------------------------------------------------------------- A ----------
Physiology ---------------------------------------------------------------------- A --
Quantitative analysis ---------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- A

SOPHOMORE YEAR I

As a special student:
Freshman chemistry ------------------------------------------------------------ 3.5 -----
Freshman mathematics ------------------------------------------------------------------- 3.3
Freshman physics --------------------------------------------------------------- -------- 3.5
Freshman physics laboratory ------------------------------------------------------------- 3.5

JUNIOR YEAR 2

French ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 80
War issues ----------------------------------------------------------.--------------- 90
Physiological chemistry ---------------------------.------------------------------ 93
Public health seminar --------------------------------------------------------------- 9-- --i.....
French 3 ------------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  B
English composition 3 ------------------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  B
Embryology 3 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- A
Histology 3 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- A

SENIOR YEAR

Physiological chemistry ------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- A
Physiology of nutrition -------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- A
Physical chemistry ------------------------------------------------------------------ A
Genetics ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- A
Public health seminar ------------------------------------------------ A A
Physical physiology ---------- -------------------------------------------------- A + ----------
Physiological chemistry ------------------------------------------------------------- A
Comparative anatomy ------------------------------------------------------- B
Physical chemistry ------------------------------------------------------------------ A A
Public health ------------------------------------------------------------------------ A A

INo sophomore year for class of 1920.
2 War regime (Medical Corps).
' January to June 1919.
Key: A-+ exceptionall) =95-100; A (excellent)=90-94; B (very goo) = 80-89; C+ (eood) - 75-79; C (fair)

m70-74; D (passable)f-60-69; F (failure, to be made up by examination)=50-59; X (total failure)- below
50. Marking when a special student on the scale of 2.0-4.0; 2.0 being passing grade.

He is entitled to a letter of honorable dismissal.
Resqectfully submitted.

LooMIs HAVEMEYER,
Assistant Dean, Sheffield Scientific School.
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YALIC UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL

SCHOLARSHIP RECORD

Name, Isidore Sydney Falk. Date, March 30, 1937. Candidate for
degree. Degree of Ph. D. granted June 1923. Holder of (Scholarship,
Fellowship).

Attendance per
week per year

Year Name of course Instructor Grade
First Second
term term

1920-21 Principles of public health ------- Prof. Winslow ---- 6 ---------- Honors.
Elements of sanitary engineering_ . Prof. Barney . 6 ---------- Do.
Principles of vital statistics - ------ Prof. )ublin -- 2 2 Do.
Public health seminar ----------- Prof. Winslow. --- 2 2 Do.
Immunology and special bacteri- Prof. Smith ----------------- -------- Auditor.

ology.
Public health administration- ---- Prof. Winslow -------------- 4 Honors.
Industrial hygiene and sanitation ------ do ------------ 2 ........ Do.
Industrial physiology ------------ Prof. Ryan ------------------ 2 Incomplete.
Colloid chemistry --------------- Prof. Johnston -------------- -1 Honors.

1921-22 Public health seminar ----------- Prof. Winslow - - 2 2 Do.
General pathology --------------- Prof. W internitz_ _ 14 ---------- Passed.

1922-23 History of biology --------------- Prof. Woodruff... 1 1 No credit given.
Advanced applied sociology ------- Prof. Davie ------- 2 2 Honors.
Applications of physical chemis- Prof. Saxton ------ 1 1 Passed.

try to biological chemistry.
Dissertation: The influences of Prof. W inslow ........................

certain electrolytes upon the
viability and the chemical and
physical properties of bacteria.

MARGARET C. STASE, Regi8trar.
One copy of this record is furnished free to each student.
A fee of $1 will be charged for each additional copy.

Senator DONNELL. After you had received the degree of bachelor
of philosophy in Yale did you still continue your work in Yale'!

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. In the graduate school?
Mr. FALK. Yes: my studies continued in the graduate school.
Senator DONNELL. Is the graduate school divided into several de-

aartments, or do you just matriculate into the graduate school as a
larger entity embracing the various specified studies?

Mr. FALK. I am not sure of the technical fact. I presume that
when we matriculated in the graduate school in those years it re-
quired a designation of the special field of study.

Senator DONNELL. How long were you in the graduate school at
Yale?

Mr. FALK. Three years.
Senator DONNELL. Did you receive the degree of doctor of

philosophy at the end of that 3-year period?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. On what subject did you write your thesis?
Mr. FALK. I believe my dissertation was on a bacteriological subject.
Senator DONNELL. Do you remember what the subject was?
Mr. FALK. I cannot recall it precisely, but it had to do with con-

ditions affecting the rate of dying of bacteria and their chemical and
physical properties.

Senator DONNELL. It had nothing to do with the matter of influ-
enza?

Mr. FALK. No, sir.
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Senator DONNEILL. You received your degree of doctor of philosophy
in what year?

Mr. FALK. 1923.
Senator DONNELL. 1923?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. What did you do then immediately after 1923'?
Mr. FALK. Well, in the autumn of that year I went to the Uni-

versity of Chicago. having received an appointment as assistant pro-
fessor of hygiene and bacteriology.

In the interinn, if I may add it. Seliator, I think from 192() on I
was instructor in public health in the Department of Public Health
of the Yale Medical School while I wa, attending the graduate school
and working toward my doctorate in that department.

Senator DONNELL. You taught in the field of public health at Yale
for how long a period?

Mr. FALK. I had been assistant to the professor of public health in
an increasing measure in the years 1915 to 1920, in very minor capac-
ities to begin with, and in somewhat more important capacities later.
If I recall the dates and other details correctly, beginning with 1920.
after I received my bachelor's degree. I was appointed an instructor
and began to be responsible for teaching in a more formal way. I
assisteN some of the older members of the faculty in some of their
courses and gave some courses myself in various fields.

Senator DON NELL. You are speaking of Yale?
Mr. F.Km. That is 1920 to 1923.
Senator DONNELL. WVhen you wenit to Chicago 1. niversity you

were there for about 6 years, were you not e5

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And you taught hygiene and bacteriology?
Mr. FALK. That was the name of the department.
Senator DONNELL. What did you teach?.
Mr. FALK. I taught courses in bacteriology, in immunology, in vital

statistics, in public health, in advanced theoretical problems in bac-
teriology and immunology, and I am not sure whether I gave formal
courses in fields like epidemiology. I am not sure of the details at
this point, but those are approximately the fields in which I taught
courses during those years.

Senator DONNFLL. When did you leave Chicago University?
Mr. FALK. At the end of the autumn quarter of 1929. That would

be something like the end of November.
Senator DONNEIL. Had you been engaged to teach throughout the

year 1929 or 1930?
Mr. FALK. Through the academic year. Our formal contracts, if

I recall correctly, were in terms of teaching three out of four quarters.
The appointment applied to three of the four quarters. Members of
the faculty were free one quarter of the four, which particular quarter
varied by arrangement.

I do not remember, Senator, whether my last appointment to the
University bore any reference to any specific period of time to which
it applied, because my last appointment in the spring of 1929 was with
the rank of full professor, and I have no recollection that it carried
any specific time period. It was a permanent appointment and I do
not recall more than that.
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Senator DONNELL. At any rate you left in November.
Mr. FALK. Yes, I had resigned and I left at the end of that autumn

quarter. Excuse me, I think it may have been the end of December.
I think it was just before Christmas week that my resignation took
effect and I left.

Senator DONNELL. Do you mind telling why you resigned that
position'?

Mr. FALK. Not at all, sir.
In the summer of 1929 or very late spring-I would have to verify

the date-I was approached and asked whether I would be interested
in taking an appointment with an organization known as the Coin-
mittee on the Costs of Medical Care.

Senator DONNELL. Was Dr. Michael Davis associated with that
committee ?

Mr. FALK. Yes, he was.
Senator DONNELL. Was he the one that communicated with you

in regard to that appointment?
Mr. FALK. I think not, though I am not sure. I think the first

approach came from Mr. Harry H. Moore, director of study, of the
committee. I think after the first communication from Mr. Moore
I indicated an interest in possible employment with that committee
and I think the next step was that Mr. Davis, who was a member
of the executive committee, was asked to talk with me about it because
both he and I were in Chicago then. I was invited to attend a meeting
of the executive committee of the Committee on the Costs of Medical
Care.

That was some time in the summer of 1929. I remember attending
that meeting in Burlington, Vt.

After my return to Chicago, I remember some discussions were
had, I think they were by correspondence, with the chairman of the
department of the university; and after that with the vice president
of the university. There was an exploration of the pros and cons,
whether I would stay with the university or accept this employment.
The complication in the matter was that the Committee on Costs of
Medical Care wanted me to come for a period which I think was to be
something over 2 years up to the'end of their 5-year program of
studies.

The proposal was put up to the university officials in terms of my
taking that appointment with the committee on a leave of absence
from the university. There was some question whether the university
could afford to give a member of a department with a very small
faculty leave of absence for so long a period, and we explored that,
pro and con. When the decision was made that the university could
not give me a leave of absence for so long, my request to the vice presi-
dent became an offer of my resignation. It was accepted by the uni-
versity with regret, to take effect at the end of the autumn quarter of
that year.

As I remember the facts, at the end of the autumn quarter I left
the university and joined the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care.

Senator DowNmLL. You say the resignation was accepted with
regret'?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Do you have that letter?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
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Senator DONNELL. With you this morning?
Mr. FALK. Yes. If there is no objection. may I have my secretary

sit up here with me, because she knows where my papers are?
Senator DONNELL. Certainly not. It is all right.
Mr. FALK. I have here, Senator, the letter which I wrote on this

matter to the chairman of the department.
Senator DONNELL. This is the original letter or a copy?
Mr. FA\LK. This is a copy made directly from the original, which is

in my file.
Senator DONNELL. Very well.
Mr. FALK. I have a letter I addressed to Mr. F. C. Woodward, vice

president, University of Chicago. I have Mr. Woodward's reply, and
I have a letter from the secretary of the board of trustees.

Shall I read them, sir?
Senator DONNELL. Well, if you please.
Mr. FALK. The first is a letter of August 5, 1929, to Professor Jor-

dan, who was chairman of the department of hygiene and bacteriology
in the University of Chicago, a very distinguished scientist.

It reads:
Prof. E. 0. JORDAN,

Flos8moor, Ill.
DEAR DR. JORMAN: You will recall that before you left I told you of my luncheon

conforene- with Dr. Michael Davis ard that he had asked me whether I might be
Interested in the work of the ('oiumittee on the Cost of Medical Care.

Senator DONNELL. Could I interrupt you there in view of the fact
you stated a few moments ago it was not with Dr. -Davis you had your
initial contact with the committee but it was with Mr. Moore. Does
that not refresh your memory that it was with Dr. Davis and not
Mr. Moore?

Would you mind repeating that last sentence, please?
Mr. FALK. May I add a sentence?
Senator DONNELL. Surely.
Mr. FALK. I think I had a letter from Dr. Moore first, but I would

want to search the files and determine whether or not that is correct.
If it is, I shall be very glad to submit that letter or a copy, if there is
such a letter.

Senator DONNELL. Would you mind rereading what you have al-
ready read ?

Senator MURRAY. Read it all over again so it will be connected.
Mr. FALK (reading) :

DEAU DR. JORDAN: You will recall that before you left I told you of my luncheon
conference with Dr. Michael Davis and that he had asked me whether I might be
interested in the work of the Committee on the Cost of Medical Care. Some days
later Dr. Moore invited ime to attend the conferences of the executive committee
in Burlington.

Senator DONNELL. Some days later Dr. Moore issued the invitation?
Mr. FALK. Invited me [reading]:

While, there, he offered me an appointment as associate director of the staff
of the committee. The enclosed letter has come since then.

I am sorry, sir, I do not have that letter here. (Continuing:)
I am prepared to accept Dr. Moore's invitation from the end of the autumn

quarter for 2 to 2y2 years (until June 30, 1932) if the necessary arrangements
can be made in the university. A decision in the matter is urgently pressing
because of Moore's needs and because I am extremely anxious to settle my own

Iliul
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plans for work (we must settle directly our program for animal and human in-
fluenza experiments). Several days have already elapsed since Dr. Moore has
pressed me for a reply. But I have preferred to delay negotiation of a release
from the university until there has been an opportunity to discuss the problem
firsi with you personally.

I should appreciate it very much if you will telephone me tomorrow (Friday)
concerning the earliest hour when you can discuss the matter with me.

I am sorry it has proven necessary to bother you at this time.
Yours sincerely,

And signed by myself.
Senator DONN.ELL. The date of that letter was what ?
Mr. FALK. August 5, 1929.
The next letter I have, Senator, is dated September 24, 1929, ad-

dressed to Mr. F. C. Woodward, vice president, University of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill., and reads:

DEAR SIR: In accordance with the arrangements discussed with you on Septem-
ber 9, 1929, I am now prepared to accept the invitation to Join the Committee on
the Cost of Medical Care as associate director of the staff.

I beg to present herewith my petition that I be granted a leave of absence by
the Universrty of Chicago for a period of 2% years from the close of the autumn
quarter, 1929, to June 30, 1932. In the event that this leave be granted I shall
be glad to maintain contacts with the department of hygiene and bacteriology and
to continue to supervise studies now in progress by members of the staff and by
students in the department.

In the event that the granting of a leave for this period be considered to in-
convenience seriously the program of the department of hygiene and bacteriology,
I beg that this petition be construed as a resignation from the faculties of the
University of Chicago, to take effect upon the close of the autumn quarter, 1929.

May I again take the opportunity to express my acknowledgment of the gener-
ous grants-in-aid that have facilitated my researches in the University of Chicago.

Very truly yours,

and signed by myself, with a notation "copy to Prof. E. 0. Jordan."'
The next letter, on the letterhead of the University of Chicago, of-

fice of the vice president and dean of faculties, dated September 28,
1929, reads as follows:

My DzAR MR. FALK: I regret very much to have to say that we think it is not
feasible to grant you a leave of absence for such a long period as 2A years. We
are therefore compelled, as you suggest, to treat your letter of September 24 as
a resignation.

It is hardly necessary for me to say that I am very sorry to see you go. The
appropriations which I have recommended for your research work evidence my
high opinion of your ability and my confidence in you. I sincerely hope that you
will find your new position congenial, and that you will have the best of luck.

Yours cordially,

and signed by Frederic Woodward.
The next letter, on the letterhead of the University of Chicago, the

board of trustees, office of the secretary of the board, October 17, 1929,
addressed to Mr. I. S. Falk, department of hygiene and bacteriology
faculty exchange, reads as follows:

Dr u MR FALK: The board of trustees of the University of Chicago, at its
meeting held October 10, 1929, accepted your resignation, effective December 31,
1929.

I venture to express the regrets of the university that you are leaving the
Institution and wish you the greatest success in your new position,

Very truly yours,

signed John T. Moulds, secretary.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Falk, when you were with the University

of Chicago, did you also occupy a position as director of surveys of
the Chicago Department of Health?
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Mr. FALK. Yes, Senator, I did, and I have tried, since I anticipated
some of these questions might be asked of me, I have tried to determine
precisely the dates.

I was a little surprised when I went digging into such limited
files as I have to find I could not exactly determine the date.

I noticed in some of my biographicalmaterial that I was director
of surveys of the city of Chicago at that time but I have found some
correspondence which leads me to question wether I was director of
surveys during the whole period between 1925 and 1927, or whether
I was doino' the work of that director as acting director part of the
time and hld the position only formally part of the time.

I know that within that period, 1925-27, I held that position and
worked in the department of health, but for how long it was precisely
that position, I am not sure.

Senator DONNELL. You were in the Chicago Department of Health
in the neighborhood of 2 years while you were with the University
of Chicago?

Mr. FALK. Yes, that is correct.
(For later information on this point, see testimony of Mr. Falk of

January 27 1948.)
Senator bONNELL. Did you know Dr. Arnold H. Kegel, commis-

sioner of health?
Mr. FALK. I knew him very little and very briefly before leaving

the department of health.
Senator DONNELL. I will ask you whether you saw the Chicago

Daily Tribune of Friday, December 23, 1927, which states: "Dr. Kegel
ousts health official; expect shakeup. U. of C. man dismissed by new
department chief"? The article itself goes on to state:

Dismissing Dr. I. S. Falk as director of the division of surveys, Health Com-
missioner Arnold H. Kegel yesterday made the first change in the personnel
of the city health department since he was named to succeed Dr. Herman N.
Bundesen 3 weeks ago.

Do you remember seeing an article of that kind in the Chicago
Tribune?

Mr. FALK. Yes, I have a copy.
Senator DONNELL. If you will glance through that article, please.

May I call your attention to this portion of the article and ask you
to comment:

Dr. Falk's ouster, it was understood, will be followed within a few days by
the ousting of several other division and bureau chiefs in the department in a
wholesale shuffle of jobs that will give Dr. Kegel an almost entirely new staff.
At least one assistant commissioner, it was understood, will be replaced.

Dr. Falk had held the post of director of surveys since January 1, 1926, drawing
a salary of $3,600 a year. He is also an instructor in bacteriology on the faculty
of the University of Chicago.

Can you tell us whether that is a correct statement of the facts?
And if you have any comment to make with respect to it, please do so.

Mr. FATI. Senator, I would not profess to be able to recall at this
time all of the details that are involved in one way or another with
what is in that article.

I have tried to think about it since the chairman invited me to
appear before this subcommittee. I anticipated this might be brought
up, because a good deal has been made of it in various publications
by Mrs. Shearon with respect to charges she has made or is reputed
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to have made that I was dismissed from the university as well as
dismissed from the city department of health.

That item in the Chicago Daily Tribune, which you have just read,
Senator., on its face, as long as you have asked me for comment, would
indicate that the new commissioner of health came into the depart-
mient and proceeded to prepare the ground for "a wholesale shuffle of
jobs" that would give him an almostt entirely new staff."

My recollection of the facts is somewhat of this nature, that the
comlmissioner of health of the city of Chicago, Dr. Herman N.
Bundesen, was dismissed with no warning or notice, and that Dr.
Kegel was appointed commissioner, and that directly after he took
office he indicated it was not congenial to him to have in the department
.taff various members who had been recruited during Dr. Bundesen's
incumbency.

Senator PEPPER. Has this Dr. Bundesen, who was your chief in
the department of public health, since that time again become con-
nected with the city of Chicago?

Mr. FALK. Senator, I would have come to that later. I do not
remember the date but Dr. Bundesen later again became commis-
sioner of health of the city of Chicago. That would have been some.
where about 1932 and, to the best of my knowledge, he is still com-
missioner of health of the city of Chicago.

Senator PEPPER. Thank you.
Mr. FATr. As to the surrounding circumstances under which I re.

signed from the city department of health, and I have reference to
the item which the chairman read referring to alleged facts that I had
prepared for publication a paper citing statistics purporting to show
reduction of tuberculosis under Dr. Bundesen's regime, I have no
independent recollection of that.

Senator DONTNELL. That is you have no recollection of whether
you did prepare such a statement?

Mr. FALK. I have no independent recollection as to whether anjy
matter of that particular kind was or was not connected with my
leaving. I do remember I prepared a paper with reference to tuber-
culosis mortality and morbidity.

Senator DONNELL. May I just interrupt you, Mr. Falk, a second?
Is it correct, as quoted, that some of the statistics referred to in the
paper of which you are supposed to be the author were misinter-
preted in behalf of his predecessor and "lie called on Dr. Falk for an
accounting. In the clash which followed, Dr. Falk resigned"?

Do you remember whether or not that is a true statement of facts?
Mr. FALK. I have no recollection, Senator, of that clash, or what

the important point or iteiim was that led up to it. All I know at this
time, to date, is what is in this item in the Chicago Tribune.

Senator DONNELL. You have no recollection that Dr. Kegel made
the charges against you in the use of these statistics in that you had
drawn a misinterpretation of them in behalf of Dr. Bundesen? You
have no recollection of that at all?

Mr. FALK. No, sir, other than that which this item in the newspaper
gives me.

Senator DONNELL. Does it give you any recollection on that subject?
Mr. FAIL . I am sorry, it does not. I should not be at all surprised

if Dr. Kegel made such a charge. I do remember that he was casting
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about to find some nominal grounds for dismissing a number of the
senior members of the staff of the department.

Senator DONNELL. Including yourself ?
Mr. FALK. Including myself.
Senator DONNELL. And he did, did he not, make the charge against

you at that time in connection with the performance of your official
duties that the statistics you prepared had been so interpreted by
you as to cast a light on his predecessor which should not have been
cast. Is that correct?

Mr. FALK. I only know what the item says.
Senator DONNELL. Would you say it is true or not true?
Mr. FALK. I would not say whether he did or did not make the

charge, because I have no independent recollection of the facts.
Senator DONNrLL. You have no independent recollection of

whether Dr. Kegel made that charge?
Mr. FALK. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. Did Dr. Kegel want you to stay or to get out?
Mr. FALK. He wanted me to get out.
Senator DO.N-,ErL. You might have a clipping from the Chicago

Daily Tribune of Thursday, January 12, 1928, with you. If you do,
could you refer to that?

Mr. FALK. I have a copy of that clipping. All I know is what is
in this copy.

Senator DONNELL. You have no recollection yourself?
Mr. FALK. Senator, I did not recall any of these items at all. I

found them as footnote reference in one of Mrs. Shearon's publications.
Senator DO.NNELL. And those footnote references were that he had

resigned from both under fire. That is the statement in her publica-
tion entitled "Blueprint for the Nationalization of Medicine." She
gives three references.

Mr. FALK. I am sorry. My page reference does not agree with
yours.

Senator DONNELL. Page 8 of her booklet. I think you will find it
at the bottom.

Mr. FALK. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. We have different editions. This is the third

edition I have here.
Senator MURRAY. I ask that the 17 other editions be introduced in

the record.
Mr. FALK. I have a document-
Senator DONNELL. Would the Senator like to have this document

incorporated in the record?
Senator MURRAY. I have no objection to anything. You can fill a

boxcar with it.
Senator DONNELL. I offer, then, the pamphlet entitled "Blueprint

for the Nationalization of Medicine" by Marjorie Shearon, Ph. D.
Senator MURRAY. The chairman said no one would read the record

any way.
Senator DONNELL. I can understand that. I will offer at this time

the three editions of Dr. Shearon's book entitled "Blueprint for the
Nationalization of Medicine-Plans to Enchain Medicine by Unwar-
ranted Regulative Interference."

Senator MURRAY. I object unless you introduce the first and second
editions.

VWa
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Senator DoNNELL. I will introduce them all.
Senator MURRAY. And any subsequent editions.
Senator DONNELL. Put them all in. There may be some in the

future.
Senator MURRAY. There are some coming and I want it understood

before the hearings are closed all of the subsequent editions will be
put in the record.

Senator DONNELL. Very well.
(The chart referred to and ordered to be inserted previously at

p. 1208 of part 3 of these hearings is inserted at this point.)
(Following is the third printing of Blueprint for the Nationaliza-

tion of Medicine:)

BLUEPRINT FOR THE NATIONALIZATION OF MEDICINE'

PLANS To ENCHAIN MEDICINE BY UNWARRANTED REGULATIVE INTERFEkRENCE

(By Marjorie Shearon, Ph.D., legislative consultant, formerly analyst, Social
Security Administration and United States Public Health Service; lately
consultant Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare)

INTRODUCTION

Definitions.-Since Senator Wagner and those who use him as a sounding
board have consistently denied that national compulsory sickness insurance is
socialistic or that it is state medicine, it may be well to define these terms
before considering the blueprint for nationalization of medicine. In the latest
edition of Webster's unabridged dictionary "socialism" Is ('efined as-

"A political and economic theory of Eocial organization based on collective
or governmental ownership and democratic management of the essential means
for the production and distribution of goods; also, a policy or practice based
on this theory. Socialism aims to replace competition by cooperation and
profit seeking by social service, and to distribute income and social opportunity
more equitably than they are now believed to be distributed. These aims
have given rise to many distinct schools" (among them, collectivism in France,
nationalism in America, state socialism ifi Germany, and bolshevism in Russia).

It is noted by Webster that "Socialism favors a great extension of govern-
mental action" and that "On questions of policy, opportunist or conservative
socialists believe in a slow evolutionary transformation of capitalist into social-
ist society * * *"

State socialism is defined as "A form of socialism prevalent in Germany and
Great Britain, which advocates utilizing the power of the state to equalize
income and opportunity by measures such as progressive Income and inheritance
taxes and compulsory insurance against. old age, unemployment, sickness, and
accident, and by state administration of industries, public utilities, common
carriers, banking, housing, and the like." Thus, by definition, compulsory sick-
ness insurance is one of the measures utilized by the state to equalize income
and opportunity in countries having a state socialist form of government. In-
deed, compulsory insurance was an essential part of the fiscal and regulatory
machinery devised by Bismarck's economic adviser and was acclaimed as the
"high-water mark of state socialism." 

Webster defines state medicine as "medical treatment provided or controlled
by a government and subsidized by public funds." Under such a definition. I
think it would be agreed that a national compulsory sickness insurance scheme
when fully developed for the entire population would be state medicine with
medical treatment provided or controlled by the Federal Government and sub-
sidized by public funds. The funds would be "public" whether they were de-
rived from social-security taxes, "premiums," "contributions," or income taxes.
Doctors would be paid by the Government in whole or in part on a salary basis

I Presented in part at the annual meeting of the Association of American Physicians and
Surgeons, Palmer House. Chicago, November 8, 1946.

2 Shearon, Marjorie, An Analysis of Current Bills, in Compulsory or Voluntary Health
Insurance, National Industrial Conference Board, May 16, 1946, p. 12.
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(as Is proposed under the current national health service bill in Great Britain)
or on a capitation basis which would be close to a dead-level salary. The
fee-for-service basis is almost out of the question administratively, although in
propaganda pamphlets doctors and patients alike are told that this would prob-
ably be the preferred method of payment. However, Ernst P. Boas, M. D.,
chairman of the Physicians Forum and one of the leading advocates of com-
pulsory sickness insurance, conceding the necessity for salaried or capitation
methods of payment, has said:

"Insurance guaranteeing complete medical coverage cannot be set up, except
at a prohibitive cost, if the fee-for-service principle is retained."'

With these definitions and frames of reference we are now ready to consider
how the nationalization movement developed in this country.

Socialization plan have been revealed.-Hitler, in Mein Kampf, set forth
his plans for world conquest; the International Labour Organisation, in its re-
ports on social insurance, has described the international pattern for socializa-
tion of medicine, country by country: and the Social Security Administration,"
in its publications and draft legislation, has revealed its plans for nationaliza-
tioni of medicine in the United States. People failed to take seriously the
avowed intentions of Hitler. Will the same mistake be made of failing to
take seriously the avowed intentions of the ILO and of the Social Security
Administration?

Long before his ascension to power, Hitler recognized the need of two things:
a blueprint and a propaganda machine. That same need was recognized by the
leaders of the socialization movement in this country. During the past two
decades they have perfected both the blueprint and the propaganda machine.
More than that, the leaders of the movement have instilled into their followers
the zeal and determination which characterize crusaders and reformers the
world over. Unfortunately, it must be said of the opponents to socialization, as
it was said of the opponents to Hitler before the war: "The forces in opposition
have lacked the clearness of plan, the unity of motive, the certainty of convic-
tion, needed to make their cause prevail." I

If those opposed to Government control of medicine are to arrive at a clear
plan of action and are to attain unity of motive and certainty of conviction, it is
imperative for them to identify the members of the inner ring who have created
the propaganda machine and made the blueprint for nationalization.

EVOLUTION OF PLANS AND PROPAGANDA

Three critical periods.-In tracing the nationalization movement in this coun-
try we must go back some 35 years to the time when the earliest social insurance
laws were passed in the United States. The first period, from 1911 to 1925, was
one of diffuse efforts. The second, from 1926 to 1934, was marked by the organ-
ization of private groups and the gathering of a sizable body of documentary
material on medical economics. The third, from 1935 to 1947, was characterized
by infiltration of the socializers into the Federal Government.

In 1911, 10 States enacted workmen's compensation laws. That was the year
in which Lloyd George succeeded, against great opposition, in forcing through
Parliament the National Insurance Act which brought to Great Britain a scheme
of compulsory sickness insurance for wage earners. These developments led
to scattered efforts in this country to arouse public interest in all types of social
insurance. However, the early reformers were not well organized, and the social-
ization movement languished. Arthur J. Altmeyer's connection with compulsory
sickness insurance plans dates back to this period.0

In the late twenties a revival of interest in socialized medicine was stimulated
by Michael Marks Davis, doctor of philosophy, director of medical services for
the Rosenwald Fund. He had joined that organization in 1928, after having been

3 Boas, Ernst P., M. D., Why Do We Need Health Insurance? No date, p. 13.
4 Under Reorganization Plan No, 2 of President Truman, which became effective July 16,

1946, the name of the Social Security Board was changed to Social Security Administration
and the functions of the Board were transferred to the Federal Security Agency. The
three-man board was abolished. The Chairman of the Social Security Board, Arthur J.
Altmeyer became Commissioner of Social Security. He has also been appointed Assistant
Federal Security Administrator by Watson B. Miller, FSA Administrator, and is thus
elevated to a higher administrative echelon.

'Hitler, Adolph, Mein Kampf, New York, 1939, p. xi.
o Commons, John R., and Altmeyer, A. J.. The Health Insurance Movement in -the United

States, in Report of the Health Insurance Commission of the State of Illinois, May 1, 1919,
PP. 625-647.
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director of a dispensary in Boston for 10 years and an organizer of pay clinics in
New York for 7 years. Davis favored socialization of medicine by (1) inte-
grating preventive and curative measures, (2) distributing costs through taxa-
tion and insurance principles, and (3) organizing medical services so that general
practitioners and specialists would carry on their activities as group practitioners
in hospitals and lines.

During the twenties Davis was joined by Isidore Sydney Falk, a man 20
years his junior, whose prior experience had been almost entirely academic and
scientific. Falk, after taking his doctor of philosophy degree in bacteriology
at Yale, had spent 5 years on the faculty of the Chicago Medical School * and 2
years in the Chicago Department of Health. He had resigned from both posi-
tions under fire.' Shortly before leaving Chicago in December 1929, he had
received considerable publicity in the press as the "discoverer" of the germ of
"flu" and had put forth the claim that a cure might soon be forthcoming. The
"discovery" was questioned. Falk's scientific career in bacteriology came to
an abrupt end. At that time the following statement appeared in the Journal
of the American Medical Association:

"With little if any apparent warrant, it is again announced, for at least the
tenth time in 5 years, that the causative organism of influenza has been discovered
and that it is hoped to prepare a vaccine. There is thus far little or no evidence
in scientific medical literature, or even in spoken addresses, to indicate that
I. S. Falk, doctor of philosophy, and his associates have progressed any further
toward the solution of this problem than have workers in other parts of the
world, now or in the past * * *' The furore is inexcusable." 8

On leaving Chicago Falk joined the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care as
associate director of research. That committee, which Michael M. Davis had
helped to organize in 1927 "to make a comprehensive survey of the economics
of medical care in the United States." 0 was financed by gifts of nearly $900,000
from 8 foundations including the Julius Rosenwald Fund, the Milbank Memorial
Fund, the Rockefeller Foundation, and the Twentieth Century Fund. The CCMC
published 28 volumes of which the most frequently quoted are the last two: "The
Costs of Medical Care" by Falk, Rorem. and Ring; and the final report of the
committee, "Medical Care for the American People."

The publications of the CCMC have been one of the mainstays of the State
medicine propaganda effort. They are still being quoted by the leaders of the
movement though the statistics are out of date. It is not the purpose of this
discussion to give a critique of CCMC findings and recommendations other than
to point out that that committee after 5 years' study did not come out with a
majority recommendation for compulsory sickness insurance. Instead, they pro-
posed promotion of voluntary health insurance plans, expansion of public health
services, coordination of medical services, improvements in medical education,
and other noncontroversial procedures.

During the period from 1926 through 1934 the necessary groundwork was being
laid. Davis and Falk, generously supported by a number of foundations, brought
together the scattered activities of the social reformers and gradually took over
the program for socialization of medicine in the United States. The period was
one of organization, development of slogans, enunciation of principles, and stiniu-
lation of pressure groups. Upward of $2,000,000 of private funds, possibly more,
was used to lay the foundations for development of the powerful propaganda
machine which was set in motion in the ensuing period from 1935 to .1947.

American sooializatior leaders adopt Bismarck's blueprint.-These two leaders,
Davis and Falk, appropriated, organized, and propagandized; they did not origi-
nate. The plan to bring medicine tinder State control had its origin in central
Europe, having been part of the larger program of state socialism put into effect
in Germany in the 1880's. As I have pointed out elsewhere, it has been said that
Bismarck's aimi was "first to muzzle the official Social Democrats, and then, by
a series of small bribes, to wean the proletariat from their adherence to revolu-
tionary principles." 10 It will be recalled that the main purpose of the Bis-

I "Dr. Kegel Ousts Health Official: Enect Sh~kp-up. TT. of C. Man Dismissed by New
Department Chief." Chicago Tribune. December 23, 1927; see also Chicago Tribune.
January 12, 1928. and December 15. 1929.

8 The Influenza Discovery(?), Journal American Medical Association, vol. 93, No. 25, p.
1975. December 21. 1929.

9 Julius Rosenwald Fund, Chicago, 1937, p. 17; Medical Care for the American People.
CCMC Publication No. 28, pp. vi-viii.

10 Shearon. Marjorie. An Analysis of Current Bills, in Compulsory or Voluntary Health
Insurance. National Industrial Conference Board. May 16. 1946. p. 12.

* COMMITTFE EDITOR'S NOTE.-In May 25, 1948 testimony Dr. Shearon volunteered the
following correction: Substitute "University of Chicago" for "Chicago Medical School."
For further explanation see testimony of that date.
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marckian laws of social insurance was to attach the workers to the state and to
launch a new taxing program which would raise revenues and at the same time
fulfill the purpose of "regulative interference." This interference was designed
to redistribute wealth and to regulate the purchasing power of the "lower classes."

Compulsory sickness insurance, which was one part of the Bismarck scheme,
was at first resisted by organized labor, but was later embraced by national
and international labor groups who apparently thought more of the "small bribes"
than of their freedom. Justification for imposition of state control of medicine
through compulsory sickness insurance legislation was set forth by the Interna-
tional Labour Organisation in 1927 in these words:

"The modern State, as guardian of public health and national prosperity con-
siders it both a right and a duty to impose compulsion. Even the devotees of
individualism admit * * * that insurance is a social duty the performance
of which the State may, in the general interest, enforce. [Italics mine.]

"Germany in 1883, without making lengthy experiments with the voluntary
method, was the first to make sickness insurance compulsory for industrial
workers, * * *

"This creation of Bismarek's, so keenly opposed at first by the German work-
ing class, was doubtless inspired by a political motive. Its purpose was to attach
workers to the State as the defenders of the capitalist system. [Italics mine.]

"When the State makes insurance compulsory and requires insured persons
and employers to pay contributions, it is its right and duty to supervise the
regular working of the insurance system.

"In the first place the State must see to it that normal effect is given to the
obligation of every person liable to insurance to join an insurance institu-
tiQfn, * * *

"* * * the supervisory authorities and their agents have the power of in-
vestigation. [Italics mine.] They may examine on the spot all the documents
connected with management. and have the right to inspect the establishments
set up or used by the funds: dispensaries, hospitals, sanatoria, etc. * * *
Sometimes, even, the supervisory authorities * * * may impose sanctions
(warnings and fines). * * * The supervisory authority * * * is not
merely thp protector of the law, but also a technical and social adviser.

"If by the law the management of Insurance is reserved to the State, it
entrusts the administration to a ministry or public department set up for the
purpose, together with its agents. * * *

"An insurance institution will have machinery for deliberation, execution,
and supervision, though this Is not always the rule. In many countries super-
vision is solely in the hands of the public authorities, and the law does not provide
for independent supervisory machinery (Germany, Great Britain, Irish Free
State, Japan) ."

The Shibboleths of the soeializer..-In 1925, 2 years before the ILO laid down
the principles for compulsory sickness insurance programs in the modern state.
Hitler in Mein Kampf had set forth the precepts for effective propaganda, stating:

"All effective propaganda has to limit itself only to a few points and to use
them like slogans until even the very last man is able to imagine what is intended
by such a word. * * * Pronaganda is not for the Intelligentsia. * * * It
has to appeal forever and onlv to the masses! * * * The more modest, then,
its scientific ballast is, and the more It exclusively considers the feelings of the
mnsses. the more striking will be its success.""

The Falk-Davis shibboleths have been limited to a few concepts used over and
over like slogans, until the very last man can understand the ideas to be conveyed.
The appeal has been marie to the masses. The scientific ballast has been most
modest. For 20 years, through books, pamphlets, the press, radio, forum dis-
cussions, and Senate hearings, the following slogans have been put forth by the
pronaganda machine:

"Medical services must be organized." "Health insurance must be compul-
sory." "Health insurance must be comprehensive." "Medical services must
be furnished by groups of physicians and related practitioners." "Medical serv-
lees must be available as a right." "The costs of medical care should be
distributed over groups of people and over periods of time." "Freedom of choice
should be guaranteed to patients and to doctors." "Our people would continue

1 Comnulsory Sickness Insurance. Comparative Analysis of National Laws and Statistics.
International Labour Office. Studies and Reports, Series M (Social Insurance), No. 6.
704 nn.. Geneva. 1927. np. 10. 11. R07. ond 65,R12 Hitler, Adolph, Mein Kampf, New York, 1939, pp. 230, 288.
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to get medical and hospital services just as they do now." "Health Insurance
is not socialized medicine." "Social security taxes are premiums, not taxes."

PROPAGANDA TECHNIQUES

Effective resistance to the forces working for State socialism requires an
understanding of the exact manner in which the socialist propaganda machine
has operated and is now operating. Three channels have been used by those
who advocate governmental intervention in the distribution of medical services:

Private propaganda via pamphlets, principles, and programs.-Propaganda,
liberally financed through the funds of private foundations and of individual
philanthropists, has been organized mainly by Michael M. Davis who has dis-
seminated pamphlets, drafted principles, and worked out programs. He has
operated primarily through committees organized or dominated by one or another
of the leaders in the socialization movement. Through these committees it
has been possible to get into circulation ostensibly disinterested statements
actually written by interested propagandists. Persons in the public eye, such
as movie actors, presidents of large corporations, ond the wife of an ex-President,
have been induced to lend their' names as "fronts" behind which the organizers
operate. This private propaganda is timed to support legislation drafted by
the organizers working inside the Federal Government.

Government propaganda via "research" reports, surveys, and draft legislation.-
After working for 7 years under the tutelage of Davis in the private propaganda
field of social "research," Falk graduated into the Federal civil service in 1936
where he took charge of the development of official governmental propaganda for
compulsory sickness insurance. Through Federal information services and other
media he has distributed directed "research" reports favoring compulsion and
governmental control of medicine. Using Federal appropriations and civil serv-
ice staffs, he has had an excellent opportunity to influence behind-the-scenes
opinion in both the executive and legislative branches of the Federal Govern-
ment. On the basis of reports and surveys which year after year have ham-
mered home the shibboleths of socialization and, more recently, nationalization,
Falk has promulgated principles and drafted compulsory sickness insurance legis-
lation based on the principles outlined 20 years ago by the ILO and since elab-
orated by Falk himself.

Propaganda via labor organization:s.-During his sojourn at the Milbank
Memorial Fund (1933-36) Falk worked out his plan for compulsory sickness
insurance and then began to enlarge his labor contacts here and abroad. At
the annual meeting of the advisory council of the Milbank Memorial Fund on
March 15, 1934, it was announced that the Milbank research staff, of which Falk
was research associate, were working out a plan which aimed "to complete the
work left unfinished by the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care." It was stat-
ed that "The staff members of the Milbank Fund see only in large-scale com-
pulsory health insurance the necessary and sufficient stimulus for widespread
improvement in medical practice."' 13 At that meeting Harry Hopkins, Works
Progress Administrator, joined in endorsing the program calling for compulsory
health insurance. He is quoted as having said:

"You aren't going to get health insurance if you expect people to do it volun-
tarily. I am convinced that by one bold stroke we could carry the American
people along not only for health insurance but also for unemployment insurance.
I think it could be done in the next 18 months." "'

The depression, the New Deal, and labor's rising tide concatenated a most
unusual and auspicious set of circumstances for an opportunist. Falk capitalized
on the entire situation, consistently playing a dual role after his career in

Ihscteriology had ended in 1929. Professionally, he has clung to "research" posi-
tions in private, and later in public, organizations; pragmatically, he has
wooed and used labor to achieve his ends. Srne of the labor groups with which

he has been associated are:

American Association for Labor Legislation
In 1934 Falk presented a paper entitled "Formulating An American Plan of

Health Insurance" before the annual meeting of the American Association for
Labor Legislation,"' and 2 years later was elected to the executive committee of

3 State Insurance of Health Urged, New York Times, March 16, 1934, p. 12.
24 Ibid.
15 American Labor Legislation Review, XXIV, No. 2, June 1934, pp. 87-94.
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the association." The organization is a policy-forming, lobbying group which
carries out "its entire program through the tested methods of research, confer-
ences, correspondence, publications, legislative drafting, and representation at
public hearings."" Founded in 1906, the association had consistently favored
passage of compulsory sickness insurance legislation and, in 1936, after enact-
ment of the social security bill, had pointed out that health insurance was "the
principal missing link in the administration's social securty program.", For
many years, Altmeyer, Falk, and Wilbur J. Cohen have been active in this organ-
ization and, along with Michael M. Davis, have published numerous articles on
sickness insurance In its official publication, the American Labor LegLqlation
Review. There has been a strong tie-in of the association with the ILO. Carter
Goodrich, chairman of the governing board of the ILO is also a member of thie
executive committee of the American Association for Labor Legislation.

International Labour Organi8ation
The second important labor group with which the Fall-Davis clique has been

affiliated is the International Labour Organisation. When the ILO was set up in
Geneva as a result of the Versailles Treaty of 1919, the United States was denied
congressional authority to join. For 15 years this country officially remained
aloof. Then in 1934 Congress enacted legislation authorizing the President to
accept membership in the ILO for the United States. The legislation was jammed
through in a characteristic manner. During the last-minute rush before Congress
adjourned on June 18, 1934, a joint resolution was introduced in the Senate and
on June 13 was passed without discussion." The companion bill in the House
evoked a short but violent blast from Congressman George Holden Tinkham, of
Massachusetts, who pointed out that there had been no hearings on the bill, no
witnesses, no reports from labor organizations. He said:

"If the House desires to commit the United States to internationalism under
the direction and control of propagandists paid with money of foreign interests,
then let the House vote for this resolution."

Despite the fact that thoughtful consideration had not been given this important
measure and that opportunity had not been provided for public discussion of the
bill, the House gave its approval on June 16 with a two-thirds vote. President
Roosevelt signed the bill on June 19, 1934, accepted ILO membership for the
United States, and immediately, set in motion the machinery necessary to bring
our Federal laws into conformity with the principles of state socialism advocated
by the ILO.

It is well to remember that the ILO, which had been created for the laudable
purpose of improving social conditions throughout the world, especially by estab-
lishing international standards in regard to hours, wages, and conditions of work,
had been developed into an institution of tremendous power. The ILO had been
dominated for a dozen years by its first director, Albert Thomas, who, before
accepting that position, had been "one of the leaders of the French Socialist
Party." 21 At the time of his death in 1932 he was described as "one of the most
ardent pioneers of socialiSm," 22 and it was claimed with pride that he had
"stamped the organization he created with the seal of his personality."2 3

Thomas had traveled from country to country and from continent to continent
preaching "the gospel of Geneva!" Throughout those early formative years of the
ILO when the United States was not a member, the organization policies had been
shaped by this ardent pioneer of socialism who, reared in an environment totally
different from our own, had become the exponent and fervent crusader for an
ideology foreign to the thinking of the majority in the United States. This
ideology, which had found its highest expression in state socialism, was responsi-
ble for inclusion, a~kbng other things, of a commitment on the part of ILO member
nations, to extend compulsory social insurance, including sickness insurance, as
fast as possible through exertion of pressure on the legislative bodies of those
member nations. The United States, on becoming a member of the ILO in 1934,

10 Loc. cit., March 1937, p. 46.
z' Ibid.

Ibid., p. 47.
19For history of this legislation In Congress see Congreshional Record, vol. 78, pp.

12238-12240. 12450, 12453, 12577, and 12579.
20 Ibid., p. 12240.
1 In Memory of Mlbert Thomas, Geneva, 1932, p. 6; see also International Labour

Review. XXV. No. 5, pp. i-iv, May 1932.
22 Albert Thomas the First Director, International Labour Review, XXVI. No. 1, p. 6,

3 u~v 1932.
13 Albert Thomas, 1878-1932, Annemasse, Haute-Savole, France, probably 1932, 122 pp.,

P. 69.
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stepped squarely into the center of an avowedly Socialist set-up and accepted a
commitment to further enactment of comprehensive social insurance laws as a
national goal.

Frances Perkins, then Secretary of Labor, was the prime mover in paving the
way for entry of the United States into the ILO. She asked, and received from
President Roosevelt, "permission to go ahead and prepare the way for the United
States to join the ILO." Nay, more. When the Economic Security bill (which
became the Social Security Act) was being drafted, Secretary Perkins brought in
Andre Tixier and Oswald Stein from the ILO as consultants. This was one of the
early moves to bring our Federal legislation and our economy into line with
the ILO Socialist pattern."4

I doubt if the vast majority of people in the United States knew anything at all
about this commitment, which still exists, or had any idea how far-reaching would
be the plans the Falk-Davis machine would develop under the protecting cloak of
official authority and Presidential blessing.

AFL, CIO, AND PAC

After Falk became a Federal employee in 1936 he directed part of his attention
to cultivating the American Federation of Labor and the Congress of Industrial
Organizations. Within the Bureau of Research and Statistics in the Social
Security Board, he created a special unit, innocently designated as the Division of
Coordination Studies, to handle labor contacts and to write speeches, pamphlets,
and reports for organized labor. Ida C. Merriam, labor economist. heads the
division. She works closely with Katherine Ellickson, assistant director of re-
search, CIO, and serves as a liaisbn with the ILO. While any too obvious connec-
tion with the Political Action Committee or its fund-raising affiliate, the National
Citizens Political Action Committee, would have been frowned upon because of
the Hatch Act, it has been possible to obtain the desired left-wing support through
association with such members of NCPAC as Michael M. Davis, Will S. Alexan-
der, Ernst P. Boas, and Raymond Walsh, research director of the CIO.

INFILTRATION OF SOCIALIZERS INTO FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Foundation. laid for national social insuran7we laws in the United States.-Dur-
ing 1933 President Roosevelt and his close advisers Secretary of Labor Frances
Perkins and Federal Emergency Relief Administrator Harry Hopkins began to
work on a plan of compulsory sickness insurance to be in included in a broad
program for economic security.5 Late in May 1934, the President outlined his
New Deal which included in his permanent program "nation-wide insurance of
workers against sickness." "' One month later, on June 29, 1934, only 10 days after
Congress had sanctioned our Joining the ILO, President Roosevelt appointed the
Committee on Economic Security the members of which were: Frances Perkins,
Secretary of Labor, chairman, and Harry Hopkins, Federal Emergency Relief
Administrator, together with Henry Morgenthau, Jr., Secretary of the Treasury,
Homer Cummings, Attorney General, and Henry A. Wallace, Secretary of Agri-
culture.' When the technical staff fbr the Committee was set up it included a
health insurance staff directed by Edgar Sydenstricker, scientific director of the
Milbank Memorial Fund, aided by his research associate at the find, I. S. Falk.
Also on that staff were M. M. Davis, Nathan Sinai, George St. J. Perrott, Katha-
rine F. Lenroot, and Martha M. Eliot. On January 15, 1935, the Committee on
Economic Security reported its recommendations to the President. Two days
later he sent his message to Congress recommending legislation on economic
security and that same day the Wagner-Doughton economic security bill was
introduced in Congress. It is worthy of note that the group of socializers was not
then sufficiently powerful to prevail with the President in the light of other more

24 For description of behind-the-scenes manipulations see Perkins, Frances, The Roosevelt
I Knew, New York, 1946, pp. 339-346; for ILO consultants, ibid., p. 282. See further,
Labor's Program to Socialize Medicine Internationally. Medical Economics, November
1945.

" For a full account of what transpired at this time see the excellent article by Frederic
J. Quigley, M. D., then president of the Medical Society of New Jersey, entitled "The
Philosophy of the Medical Society of New Jersey," the Journal of the Medical Society of
New Jersey, vol. XXX, No. 6, pp. 320-326, June 1934. See also Perkins, Frances, loc. cit.,
pp. 288. 289, and 297.

26 New York Times, May 20, 1934.
2 Social Security in America, Washington, 1937, p. 516. For dotails on Creation and

Membership of the Committee on Economic Security and Affiliated Groupa see pp. 515-523.
See also Perkins, Frances, loc. cit., p. 280.
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potent considerations. Although favoring compulsory health insurance, Roose-
velt failed to ask Congress to include such a scheme in the original economic
security bill which, as rewritten and greatly amended, became the Social Secur-
ity Act of August 14, 1935.,"

Social Security Board beconWs mecca for socialization leaderS.-On August 23,
1935, Congress confirmed the appointment of John G. Winant, who later became
Director of the ILO, as first chairman of the Social Security Board and Arthur
J. Altineyer as the second member of the 3-man board.' Walton H. Hamilton,
professor of law at Yale University, and at that time on loan as one of the direc-
tors of the National Recovery Administration, was made first director of research
and statistics in the Board. Hamilton, it will be recalled, had strongly advo-
cated compulsory sickness insurance in his minority report to the Committee on
the Costs of Medical Care."0 On December 1, 1936, Isidore Sydney Falk, having
left the Milbank Memorial Fund under fire was brought into the Social Security
Board as a medical economist in the small Division of Planning and Analysis.
Three persons who had been on Falk's staff at CCMC joined the Social Security
Board and eventually found their way to Falk's -:taff again. They were: Louis
S. Reed who became Assistant Chief of Health Studies on October 12, 1937; Mar-
garet C. Klein who entered in 1936 and became Chief of Medical Economics in
1940; and Martha D. Ring, who entered as a member of the information staff and
became one of the editors in the Division of Publications and Review.

Michael M. Davis was appointed on January 28, 1938, as Principal Consultant
in Medical Economics in the Division of Health Studies headed by Falk. He was
to receive all expenses and $18.05 a day up to 200 days in the year. George St. J.
Perrott, a chemist, had already entered the Public Health Service in 1.33 in the
Office of Statistical Investigations. Thus, by the beginning of 1938, nearly all
the more active workers in the movement for socialization of medicine had moved
inside the Federal Government or were in a position to shape national policies in
the role of consultant. Falk took over the reins from Davis who thereafter was
in very truth a consultant, not the commander in chief. Once the leader and
his henchmen were firmly intrenched in civil-service positions and had received
Presidential authority to work out programs and propose legislation, the road
for action was open. (See chart following p. 22 and Appendixes A and B.)

National social insurance laws projected by Roosevelt.-In August 1935, im-
mediately following passage of the Social Security Act, President Roosevelt had
appointed the Interdepartmental Committee to Coordinate Health and Welfare
Activities in the Federal Government. Membership included: Josephine Roche,
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, chairman; Arthur J. Altimeyer, Chairman,
Social Security Board; Oscar L. Chapman, Assistant Secretary of Interior;
Charles V. McLaughlin, Assistant Secretary of Labor; and Milburn L. Wilson,
Under Secretary of Agriculture. In October 1938 the President had added to
the committee Dr. Thomas Parran, Surgeon General of the Public Health Service,
and Aubrey Williams, Deputy Administrator, Works Progress Administration.
George St. J. Perrott of the Public Health Service was made secretary. In
October 1936 the Interdepartmenral Committee appointed a Technical Committee
on Medical Care which ultimately included Falk of the Social Security Board,
Mountin, Perrott, and Waller of the Public Health Service, and M. Eliot of the
Children's Bureau, chairman."

The membership of these two committees harks back to the days of the Com-
mittee on Economic Security and also gives a preview of the membership of other
committees that were to be appointed during the following decade when the same
little group of Government officials would be seen working together on self-per-
petuating committees to bring about an ever-increasing measure of Federal control
of medicine. During the period 1936 to 1947 top leadership was provided by Falk.
Some officials served as willing collabators, others as reluctant collaboration-
ists. Some were duped and never clearly saw the over-all plan, while others
followed the state Socialist or Communist line as fellow travelers, not initiating,
Yet not resisting, subversive movements.

29 Message of the President Recommending Legislation on Economic Security. H. Doc.
No. 81, January 17, 1935. p. vi. See also Toward Economic Security, Comments on
Economic Security. symposium broadcast March 16, 1935, and Perkins, loc. cit., p. 297.

2 Congressional Record, vol. 79, p. 14305, August 23, 1935, Frances Perkins, loc. sit.,
P. 300, states that she suggested these two men to President Roosevelt who then appointed
them to the Board.

33 Medical Care for the American People, CCMC Publication No. 28, Chicago, 1932,
p. 189-200.

SI Social Security Bulletin. T, 1-3, p. 4. March 1938; and Proceedings National Health
Conference, July 18, 19, 20, 1938, Washington, p. viii.
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Late in 1937 the Technical Committee on Medical Care completed a report which
was transmitted to the President from the Interdepartmental Committee. On
the recommendation of the latter Committee the first National Health Conference
was called in Washington in July 1938. The modest recommendations for legis-
lative action made by the committee at that time were quite at variance with pro-
posals made by the same group a bare five years later after they had strengthened
their organization and had attained greater power.

The medical-care provisions of the 1939 Wagner health bill, implementing the
recommendations of the Interdepartmental Committee, were drafted under Falk's
direction. Following hearings, the report for the subcommittee of the Committee
on Education and Labor recommending further study and a new draft bill was
written under Falk's direction. Congress failed to act on the legislation. It is
worthy of note that Falk did not then claim that the only road to national health
in this country was via federally controlled compulsory sickness insurance. The
1939 bill simply proposed grants-in-aid to the States for specified health activities
including medical-care services; the method of financing, whether by general
taxation or compulsory insurance, was optional with the States.

Consolidation of gains an assumption of prerogatives.-One of the main
reasons why so little progress was made in the socialization movement during
the 4 years from 1936 to 1940 was that Falk's position was obscure, his staff small,
his budget insignificant. He entered the Social Security Board on December 1.
1936, as Principal Medical Economist in the Division of Analysis and Planning,
in the Bureau of Research and Statistics, several steps below the directorship.
Walton H. Hamilton was then Director, Ewan Clague, Associate Director, and
Thomas C. Blaisdell, Jr., Assistant Director. Months passed. Then a Division
of Health Studies was created and Falk was made its chief at $6,400 on August
3, 1937. That fall Hamilton resigned, and on November 1, 1937, Clague became
Director. Blaisdell continued as Assistant Director, and Falk was given the
seemingly empty title of Acting Assistant Director of the Bureau in addition to
his title as chief of one of the divisions in the Bureau.' Blaisdell resigned on
July 15, 11)38, and on November 7 of that year Falk took the next step up, suc-
ceeding to Blaisdell's title and $6,500 salary. Within less than a month a salary
increase of $0 was forthcoming for Falk (as of December 2. 1938). Suddenly,
early in 1,940, Clague was transferred to the directorship of the Bureau of Em-
ployment Security. Falk became Acting Director of the Bureau of Research and
Statistics and. after a delay of about 5 months, was made Director on September
15, 1940, at a salary of $8,000. The man who for 4 years had held minor posts
and had had a staff of fewer than 30 persons became, overnight, administrative
head of a staff 4,f 186 persons. The congressional appropriation at his command
jumped from approximately $80,000 to nearly half a million dollars ($484,955 in
1941 ).3

Creation of a Division of Health Studies to draft legislation on compulsory
sickness insurance and to produce supporting "research" documents, while obvi-
ously consistent with Falk's long-time plans, was inconsistent with the intent of
Congress. Back in 1935 Sydenstricker and Falk, while on loan from the Milbank
'Memorial Fund to the President's Committee on Economic Security, had prepared
the report (Risks to Economic Security Arising From Ill Health'") which had
been the basis for the compulsory health insurance proposals included in the
report of the committee to the President on January 15, 1935. The President, how-
ever, as noted above, in making his recommendations to Congress on January 17,
1935, stated he would not ask for compulsory health-insurance legislation at that
time.

On the same day, as we have already seen, the full-blown economic security bill
(63 printed pages), embodying President Roosevelt's recommendations, was intro-
duced by Senator Wagner (S. 1130) and Representative Doughton (H. R. 4120).
It contained a section (402) on Duties of the Social Insurance Board, which
stated that the Board should have, among its other duties, the "duty of study-
ing * * * health insurance." Such foresight! Here was a bill which the
experts had drafted without a compulsory health-insurance title, since the Presi-
dent had expressly, and with good reason, avoided that highly controversial

n Directory of Federal Statistical Agencies, third edition. July 1938, pp. 55-56.
33Hearings before subcommittee of Committee on Appropriations, House of Representa-

tives, 76th Cong.. 1st sess., Department of Labor-Federal Security Agency bill for 1942.
pt. 2. pp. 791-799. See also hearings on Independent Offices anpropriation bill for 1938,
p. 949. (Falk's staff is now down to 65, budget down to $234,195).

91 Public Health in the Program for Economic Security, The Milbank Memorial Fund
Quarterly, vol. XIII, No. 2, pp. 147-151.
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Issue-here was a bill so drafted which yet contained a clause that would make it
mandatory for the Social Insurance Board to study health insurance and make
recommendations to Congress thereon! Congress, be it noted, rewrote that origi-
nal bill, and Doughton introduced the new bill (H. R. 7260) on April 4, 1935,
minus the mandate for the Social Security Board to have the "duty of study-
ing * * * health insurance." The bill, amended, became law on August 14,
1935 (Social Security Act, Public 271).
Thus Congress had specifically considered the question of whether or not the

Social Security Board was to have a mandate to study health insurance, and had
decided in the negative. The language of section 702 of the present law does not,
therefore, omit the study of health insurance from the mandatory duties of the
Board by oversight but by express intent. However, because Congress failed to
strike out the last three words of section 702, namely, "and related matters,"
which follow the listing of specified subjects which the Board is required to study,
Falk has repeatedly stated, and so have various Board representatives, that the
Board was authorized to make recommendations with respect to a wide range of
subjects (e. g., medicine, medical care,-hospital construction, compulsory sickness
insurance, etc.) remote from the cash-benefit programs originally constituting the
areas of administrative jurisdiction and mandatory research for the Social
Security Board.

The question arises whether the Social Security Board (now Administration)
has ever had the mandate claimed for it by Falk during the past decade either to
study compulsory health insurance or to initiate and draft legislation in that field
for Congress. That such a question has arisen in the mind of members of the
subcommittee of the House Appropriations Committee which holds hearings on the
Federal Security Agency appropriation bill each year is evident from the ques-
tions which Representatives Tarver and Keefe have asked again and again about
the propriety of the activities of the Bureau of Research and Statistics during the
Falk regime. The replies given to the members of the Appropriations Subcom-
mittee have been masterpieces of evasion.3

NATIONALIZATION MOVEMENT GAINS STRENGTH

Cradle-to-grave seoarity.-With one of the prime movers for the socialization of
medicine firmly established in the Federal Government as Director of the Bureau
of Research and Statistics in the powerful Social Security Board and the second
ensconced as a consultant to the Director, all was in readiness to put well-
matured plans into effect and to initiate a much stronger legislative program
than had previously been proposed.

World War II slowed down the plans, but was regarded by some as not without
its compensations. While 60,000 physicians were in the armed forces and doctors
at home were fully occupied with civilian services the moment would be oppor-
tune to sponsor Federal compulsory sickness insurance for the major portion of the
population. Hope was expressed that such a program might ride in on the
coattails of legislation directed toward general expansion of the entire social
security program and provision of special benefits for veterans.

There was talk of cradle-to-grave security. The Beveridge Report on
Social Insurance and the Allied Services,TM published in 1942, carried the promise
and threat of legislation for comprehensive social insurance or outright national-
ization in Great Britain. New life was instilled into the socializers here and
abroad. Opportunists saw in the devastation wrought by war plausible new
excuses for saving humanity by bringing entire nations under Government control.
There was to be a super New Deal which would bestow universal security based
on the principle of "the greatest good for the greatest number- whether they
wanted it or not." So fantastic were the dreams of the postwar planners in Great
Britain that a Member of Parliament humorously described them as follows:

"Oh, won't it be wonderful after the war?
There won't be no war, and there won't be no pore.
We'll all have a pension about 24,
And we won't have to work if we find it a bore.

u Department of Labor-Federal Security Agency appropriation bill for 1943. Hearings
before the subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives,
77th (long., 2d sess., pt. 2, pp. 639. 651-659. See similar hearings year by year.
"o How real was that threat is shown by the subsequent course of eTents : the introduc-

tion of the national health service bill in Parliament, March 21, 1946: the unfolding of
the whole plan to nationalize medicine in Great Britain ; and the opposition of the British
medical profession which has culminated in a vote by the majority of doctors to follow a
noncooperation course. British Doctors Vote Against Cooperation in Present National
Health Service Plan, the New York Times, December 13, 1946.

I
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There won't be no sick and there won't be no sore!
The beer will be quicker-and better-and more.
And there's only one road that I'd like to explore-
Why didn't we have the old wa-er before?" 3

Expansion of ILO activities during the war.-At the same time that a strong
propaganda movement for social security legislation along state Socialist lines was
being fomented in the United States, a similar movement was being agitated for
the entire Western Hemisphere. In December 1940 at Lima, Peru, in the presence
of John G. Winant, past Chairman of the Social Security Board and at that
time Director of the ILO, there had been created the Inter-American Committee
To Promote Social Security and to lay "the foundations for the future organiza-
tion of an inter-American conference on social security. ' About 100 delegates
from the Americas were present. Arthur J. Altmeyer, Chairman of the Social
Security Board, was the leading delegate from the United States, and during
the meetings was made chairman of the provisional committee to act for the 13
member countries.' On March 21, 1944, the Secretary of State of- the United
States notified Mr. Altmeyer that the President had approved his designation as
a member of the Permanent Inter-American Committee on Social Security and
had designated A. Ford Hinrichs, Acting Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, and George St. J. Perrott, Chief of the Division of Public Health
Methods in the Public Health Service, as substitutes for Altmeyer.0

In January 1945, the governing body of the ILO, of which Carter Goodrich is
chairman, decided "to place on the agenda of the Maritime Preparatory Technical
Conference the question of seafarers' social insurance, with a view to the for.
mulation of international minimum standards." A special committee, set up by
the governing board, met in London July 16-27, 1945, to discuss "a model scheme
of seafarers' social security." I. S. Falk, Director, Bureau of Research and Sta-
tistics of the Social Security Board, was the "expert" nominated by the United
States Government to represent this country at the London Conference."' He
presented his views on the relation of the scheme for seafarers to the "fundamental
principle underlying the existing social insurance system in the United States and
all major proposals for its expansion. This principle is that there should be one
basic system covering the entire working population [emphasis mine] and that
any special systems for particular groups should be supplementary to the basic
system." "

Entering wedge for state socialism proposed.--Returning now to the United
States, we find that by 1943 the stage was set for the long-planned, all-out
attempt to force through Oongress a comprehensive social insurance law.
"Now or never !" was the slogan. The social planners were in a position of
great strategic importance, being at least inside the Government rather than
outside, as they had been before the passage of the Social Security Act. Falk
not only had a large research staff, and nearly half a million dollars of the tax-
payers' money, including ample travel funds, but he was also in.a position to com-
mand the aid of technical staffs anywhere in the Federal Government. It
amounted to having access to virtually unlimited funds and unlimited staff.
Under these auspicious circumstances the first omnibus Wagner-Murray-Dingell
bill of 1943 was developed in the Social Security Board.

When Bismarck proposed his comprehensive social insurance program, which
was jubilantly hailed as "The highwater mark of German state socialism," the
laws were drafted to apply only to persons with low incomes. Sickness insur-
ance in Europe was usually workingman's insurance or poor man's insurance.
Indeed, nowhere in the world, save in Russia and New Zealand, had it been
proposed to make sickness insurance compulsory for the whole or major portion
of the population. It was, then, a revolutionary proposal which was made in
1943 when Senator Wagner boasted that he intended to bring the entire popula-
tion of 135,000,000 persons under a compulsory sickness insurance scheme which
was to be geared into a unified system of national social insurance. "Compre-
hensive coverage" and "comprehensive benefits" were the propaganda slogans.

3 Quoted from the London Chronicle by Edith Abbott in The Beveridge Plan or the
American Way, Social Service Review, March 1948, p. 74.

38 A New Structure for Social Security, ILO, Montreal, 1942, pp. 1-3.
V Ibid., p. 31.
4Inter-American Committee on Social Security, Provisional Bulletin No. 6, ILO.

Montreal, 1944, pp. 4, 5,
41 Maritime Preparatory Technical Conference, Copenhagen, November 1945, Social

Insurance Report VI, ILO, Montreal. 1945, pp. 1-3.
' Ibid., p. 52.
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When the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill was introduced on June 3, 1943, a
great hue and cry was raised about the alleged power that would be given to
the Surgeon General were the bill enacted. However, Falk who drafted the
compulsory sickness insurance provisions without consulting the Surgeon Gen-
eral, presumably had no intention of granting any real power to him.'2  In fact,
analysis of the bill shows clearly that the power of the Surgeon General was
so restricted it would have been impossible for him to make a policy decision, issue
any rules and regulations, enter into any agreements, or make any financial
commitments without first consulting, and receiving the approval of, the Board
of another agency, namely, the Social Security Board. Vested with none of the
authority which would normally be given to the administrator of a program of
such magnitude, the Surgeon General, had that bill been enacted, would have
been merely a puppet doing homage to an all-powerful lay agency. Indeed, the
sickness insurance provisions of that bill, together with the relevant admin-
istrative and fiscal provisions, were a flagrant grab for power in health and
medical matters by the Social Security Board.

Only in those contentious jurisdictions which were well known to be en-
graved with administrative pitfalls, e. g., appeals procedures, was full and un-
divided authority conferred upon the Surgeon General. The Social Security
Board, which had sponsored the legislation and would be deeply involved in set-
ting up the administrative machinery of the proposed compulsory sickness in-
surance scheme, washed its hands, so to speak, of responsibility when it came
to arbitrament. It is significant of the way in which the 1943 bill was drafted
that the Surgeon General could not make an agreement with a doctor, or
hospital, or patient without the approval of the Social Security Board; he could
not issue rules and regulations except that he do so jointly with the Social
Security 1oard; but, when it came to the appeals procedure he might take full
responsibility for all the administrative headaches arising out of a poorly
planned program and faulty legislation.

From the point of view of regulative interference and governmental control,
the really significant features of the 1.943 sickness insurance provisions were:
(1) the power conferred on the top policy-making group known as the Federal
Advisory Council, the members of which were to be chosen by the Social Se-
curity Board and were not to include any statutory representatives of health
and medicine, (2) the absence of representation of the medical profession on
the board of trustees of the Federal social insurance system, and (3) the vast
administrative authority vested in the Social Security Board.

This 1943 proposal to create a unified national social insurance system in
the United States, the first bill of its kind to be brought before the Congress,
(lied in committee. Nothing daunted, the Government planners decided to draft
an even more grandiose bill to be introduced in the Seventy-ninth Congress.
Elaborate plans were worked out behind the scenes. While in 1943 the strategy
had called for writing and introducing sickness insurance legislation without
consulting the Surgeon General, in 1944 he was not only consulted but was
even induced to get on the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill bandwagon. In order to
make It appear that the Public Health Service was solidly back of the Social
Security Board plan to insist on distributing the cost of medical care services by
means of the social insurance principle, the Federal Security Administrator
advised the Public Health Service to cooperate with the Social Security Board in
drafting legislative proposals. In October 1944 the staffs of Falk and Perrott.
under Falk's supervision, began to work on the nursing and dental provisions of
the new version of the Wagner-Murray-I)ingell bill which was then being drafted
preparatory to introduction in 1945.

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE LOBBYING ACTIVITIES INTEGRATED

Interested officials initiate 08tensibly disinterested statements.-Since tht'
effectiveness of propaganda depends upon the integration of activities on many

d2Falk and his staff drafted two compulsory sickness insurance bills In 1943; one,designated the "A. F. of L. bill," was eventually introduced by Senator Wagner on June 3,
1943. The other, known to members of Falk's staff os "our bill," . e., the Social Security
loard bill, was used by Falk to make Surgeon General Parran think he was being consulted
about the proposed Federal legislation. In reality, Dr. Parran was kept in the dark about
the contents of S. 1161 (78th Cong.) because the Social Security Board planners thought
it Would be good strategy not to let him know what was being proposed. The Board ub-
auitted to Dr. Parran only 4 of the 17 major sections of S. 1161, or the equivalent of 34of the 90 printed pages of the bill. Parts of the 4 sections were seductively worded to
appeal to PHS, but such wording was not Included in S. 1161.

dl / a
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fronts so that all are perfectly timed to influence the masses, organization ot
committees and conferences necessary to mold public opinion was begun 2 years
in advance of the introduction of the 1945 Wagner-Murray-Dingell bills. Late
in 1943, Davis organized the health program conference which ultimately pro.
duced the report on Principles of a Nation-wide Health Program. This report
was published by the Committee on Research in Medical Economics which Davis
had organized in 1936 with a grant of $165,000 from the Rosenwald Fund."
Timed to appear shortly before the Seventy-ninth Congress convened in January
1945, this conference report, we may infer, was designed to produce the desired
clfnate of opinion. On May 24, 1945, S. -1050, the new version of the 1943 Wagaer-
Murray-Dingell bill was introduced by Senator Wagner for himself and Senator
Mlurray and was referred to the Finance Committee of the Senate which failed to
call for hearings. Then, in a clever move to obtain public hearings on the com-
pulsory sickness insurance provisions of the over-all plan for comprehensive na-
tiontal social insurance, Wagner and Murray introduced S. 1606 on November 19,
1945. That same day, President Truman announced his broad program of social
legislation which included compulsory sickness insurance as one of the goals of
the administration. Since S. 1606 omitted the taxing provisions and confined
itself to health and medical provisions, it was referred to the Education and Labor
Committee where it was assured of favorable consideration since Senator
Murray himself was the chairman.
Bureaucrats draft "Principles of a Nation-wide Health Progr 'n"

When Senator Wagner Introduced the national health bill of 1945 he quoted
in extenso from the "Principles of a Nation-wide Health Program" without,
however, identifying the authors or indicating the tie-in with the Fdd1'al
official who had written the major portion of S. 1606." Senator Wagner, in
referring toi this conference report, stated that it had been issued by "29 leading
health experts, including 13 outstanding doctors." What he failed to state was
that 7 of the 29 hand-picked conferees were Federal officials who might rea-
sonably expect to obtain lucrative and powerful positions in the Government
insurance system which they were advocating. The 7 conferees who were
Federal employees at the time the report was prepared were:

Isidore S. Falk, Director, Bureau of Research and Statistics, Social Security
Board.

George St. J. Perrott, Chief, Division of Public Health Methods, USPHS,
and official liaison between Parran and Altmeyer.

Dean A. Clark, M. D., USPHS, now on loan as Director of the Health
Insurance Plan for Greater New York.

Frederick D. Mott, M. D., former reserve officer of the USPHS, on loan to
the Farm Security Administration, now Chairman, Health Services Plan-
ning Commission, Department Public Health, Saskatchewan, Canada.

Barkev S. Sanders, statistician, Chief of Health Studies on Falk's staff, S8B.
Kenneth E. Pohlmann, labor organizer, on Dr. Mott's staff, Department of

Agriculture, and
William Haber, professor of economics, University of Michigap, formerly

with National Resources Board, later with War Manpower Commission.
Senator Wagner likewise failed to state that four of the country's "leading

health experts" who were responsible for the conference report were members of
the National Citizen's Political Action Committee, the fund-raising committee
for the CIO-PAC of which the late Sidney Hillman of the CIO was chairman.
Those four NCPAC members were Will W. Alexander, vice president of the
Julius Rosenwald Fund and formerly Administrator of the Farm Security Admin-
istration; Ernst P. Boas, M. D., chairman of the Physicians Forum; Michael M.
Davis, chairman of the Committee on Research in Medical Economics and later
chairman of the Committee for the Nation's Health; and J. Raymond Wash,
research director of the CIO."' Senator Wagner further failed to state that

4"Julius Rosenwald Fund, Eight Years' Work In Medical Economics, 1929-36, p. 25.
"Principles of a Nation-Wide Health Program, Report of the Health Prora Con,

ference, published through cooperation of the Committee on Research in Medical fcon Mnics,
New York, November 1944, 34 pp. See Senator Vagner's speech, Congressional Rebord,
vol. 91, pp. 10789-10795, November 19, 1945, including statement that bill was "all-
inclusive" and that plan "would take in everybody," ibid., p. 10795. A. J. Altmeyer. then
Chairman of Social Security Board, later testified that [. S. FaIk "did a major or con-
siderable part" in preparing S. 1606 "in cooperation with the United States Public Health
Service and others." Hearings, National Health Program, loc. cit., pt. 1, p. 191.

46 National Health Program, hearings before the Committee on Education and Labor,
United States Senate, 79th Cong., 2d seas., on S. 1606, pt. 5, p. 2705.
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two of the conferees, Alan Gregg, M. D., director of medical services at the Rocke-
feller Foundation, and Will W. Alexander, were associated with foundations
long active in the movement to socialize medicine and for many years contributors
to the work of Falk and Davis in this direction. Nor was mention made of the
fact that Dr. Boas was a member of at least eight Communist-front organizations.

Senator Wagner did not disclose the tie-in of many of the "leading health
experts" with the Falk clique. Thus one of the conferees was Gerald Morgan
who had been appointed by Falk on March 21, 1939, as a disability insurance con-
sultant for the Division of Health Studies in the Social Security Board. This
appointment had been prompted by the fact that Mr. Morgan lived at Hyde Park,
was a neighbor of the late President, and in 1922 had published a book, "Public
Relief of Sickness,".which was not inconsistent with some of Falk's views about
the separation of cash and medical sickness benefits.

Senator Wagner failed to .state that the majority of the "13 outstanding
doctors" who signed the conference report were not practicing physicians, but
were salaried employees of the Government or staff members of universities or
research institutions. For instance, one of the conferees was Franz Goldmann,
associate clinical professor of public health at Yale University, who was born
and educated in Germany and who had never practiced medicine in this country.
Dr. Goldmann had been affiliated with the city health department of Berlin from
1922 to 1929 and with the Department of the Interior of the German National
Government from 1929 to 1933. He later worked with the Health Section of the
League of Nations. In 1928 he wrote a volume on German sickness insurance
benefits for the ILO and in 1945 published a book on "Public Medical Care." 4,
Nine years ago he joined the Yale faculty, according to his testimony at the
Senate hearings on S. 1606.' He has served as consultant to the Social Security
Board and the Department of Agriculture in connection with plans for distribu-
tion of medical care services. Finally, Senator Wagner failed to point out that
the publication of this docuni-tit which he quoted in support of the principles
of S. 1608 was financed and managed by Davis' committee on research in medical
economics which in turn had been financed by the Rosenwald Fund and the
Rockefeller Foundation. It is small wonder that these 29 carefully selected
conferees produced a document favoring compulsory sickness insurance under
Federal control!

Ahreswd manipulation of platform of APHA
A second supporting document referred to by Senator Wagner was the policy

statement on "Medical Care in a National Health Program" which had been
adopted in October 1944 by the American Public Health Association. Perhaps
the Senator did not know that the platform of the American Public Health Asso-
ciation had been written the Falk-Davis way after much behind-the-scenes manip-
ulation during the summer of 1944 at the Social Security Board and the Unite,!
States Public Health Service. Then, as Joseph W. Mountin, M. D., of the
Public Health Service, chairman of the medical care subcommittee, boasted, the
platform had been "rammed down the throats" of the subcommittee and later of
the full committee on administrative practice of the APHA. A thou ghtful
analysis of the platform and of the way in which its adoption was engineered
was written by Dr. W. G. Smillie of Cornell University Medical School.' He
points out that the platform was adopted without ample time for "assimilation
and analysis."

An editorial In the Journal of the American Medical Association, published after
the adoption of the APHA platform, likewise pointed out that the statement had
not been submitted to the full membership of the APHA for a vote. The associa-
tion at that time had 7,493 members, Including 1,571 fellows. "The report on
compulsory health insurance represents, therefore, the action of the subcommit-
tee [of 13] which prepared It, the committee on administrative practice [of 171
which approved it and the 49 members of the governing council who voted in its
favor. Here is nit a democratic practice in action; here i.q a shrewdly manipt.-
lated performance by full-time public offlials, economists, bureaucrat.. [Em-
phasis mine.] Most of the names of those on the subcommittee are those wen
long committed to Federal compulsory sickness insurance and to Federal control

0 Goldmann. Franz, and Grotjahn, Alfred: Benefits of the German Sicknesqs Insurance
System From the Point of View of Social Hygiene, Geneva, 1928; Goldmann, Franz, Public
Medical Care. New York, 1945, 226 pp.

48 National Henlth Program. loe. cit.. pt. 4. np. 221R-2221.
4Smillie. W. G.. M. D.. An Appraisal of a National Program for Medical Care, American

Journal of Public Health, vol. 85, pp. 587-592. p. 590, June 1945.

64431-48--pt. 4-8
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of all matters in the health field. * * * The rejection by the majority group
of the proposal for consultation with medical and dental leaders indicates the
attitude that may be expected of them if they should have control of the Washing-
ton bureaucracy that would dominate American medicine should their ideas
become effective. Perhaps this step in which these men had leadership will
be useful in serving notice once more on the medical, dental, nursing, pharma-
ceutical and other professional groups as to the nature of the political manipu-
lators in the fields of social security and public health whom the medical pro-
fessions will be forced to combat." 0 Members of the APHA subcommittee whose
names have long been associated with the socialization movement were: Joseph
W. Mountin, chairman; I. S. Falk, George St. J. Perrott, and N. Sinai.

This APHA platform, it will be recalled, set forth the following principles,
namely, (1) A single responsible agency is a fundamental requisite to effective
administration of the plan at all levels: Federal, State, and local; (2) the services
should be financed on a Nation-wide basis; and (3) adequate support for the plan
is to be secured "through social insurance, supplemented by general taxation
or by general taxation alone." As Professor Smillie has pointed out:

"The Federal Government, with some State participation, collects and distrib-
utes the funds for the medical services for the Nation as a whole. This is accom-
plished by a tremendous bureaucratic machine which coordinates all medical
services of whatever nature in every community in the land down to the last
physician, nurse, local hospital, and local health center. All public health activ-
ities, as well.as all medical and hospital services, will be under the direct admin-
istration of a single responsible agency.! "U1

That single responsible agency would be, to all intents and purposes, the Social
Security Administration which has already assumed leadership in planning the
program, drafting the legislation, and stating how the program would be operated.

Outlets for propaganda for the milases.-It is evident there now exists in this
country a small clique which operates a well-orgauized propaganda machine for
promoting compulsory sickness insurance legislation. Governmental and nongov-
ernmental units are closely integrated through interlocking committee member-
ships and interchangeable chairmanships. When sickness insurance legislation
is t. be introduced in Congress officials inside the executive branch of the Govern-
nient write the bills and supervise preparation of supporting "research" reports
to "explain" and "justify" the legislation. Outside lobbies handle the ostensibly
disinterested "educational" work. Bills are timed to appear on the some day as a
Presidential message, thereby attaining greater newspaper publicity. Shortly
before and immediately after the bills are introduced in Congress a veritable
broadside of articles appears in official and unofficial media directly or indirectly
controlled, or strongly influenced, by the very officials responsible for the legisla-
tion. Witness articles in the Social Security Bulletin, the Survey Graphic. the
American Labor Legislation Review, the Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly, to
mention a few. The staff of the Physicians Forum, Inc, wrote articles which
were circulated to organized labor, social workers, students, and other groups late
in 1945 in connection with the W-M-D bills. Such articles, based on "factual"
material stemming from a single Federal source, "favor the objectives" of the
legislation and chant the slogans furnished by the Federal clique. Private gifts
are solicited to make possible the wide distribution of hundreds of thousands of
these inspired articles. The material is highly colored, sometimes inaccurate, and
often deliberately misinformative. A few of the outlets may be mentioned to
illustrate how propaganda for nationalization of medicine is disseminated and
public opinion subtly molded.

Committee for the Nation's Health, Inc.
At the hearings on S. 1606 Michael M. Davis testified that his activities were

"educational" not promotional,' but on September 29, 1916, it was reported by the
Evening Star that Joseph H. Louchheim, New York City. had registered with the
Clerk of the House under the Reorganization Act as a lobbyist for the Committee
fer the Nation's Health, Inc. Davis is chairman of the executive committee of the
Committee for the Nation's Health, Inc., which, now that the law has caught up
with it, is admitted to be a lobbying group. During the hearings on S. 1606 it
opened Washington offices, in addition to its New York headquarters, in order to
handle newspaper publicity and other promotional work.

50 American Public Health Insurance Declaration, Journal American Medical Asuoclation,
vol. 126, No. 7, pp. 434, 435, October 14, 1944.5, Smillie, loc. cit., p. 590.
U National Health Program, hearings on S. 1606, loc. cit., pp. 2702-2703.
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The Phsicias Forum, Inc.
A small but vocal group of about 1,000 physicians, incorporated as the Physi-

cians Forum, has served as an outlet for compulsory sickness insurance propa-
ganda. While it claims to have a Nation-wide membership, its chairman admitted
that about two-thirds of the members are in New York State. During the year

1945-46 this organization distributed 125,000 copies of pamphlets, leaflets, etc.
The activity of the Forum has been largely concentrated on the W-M-D bills.
During the period July 1, 1945, to May 3,1, 1946, the Forum expended over $25,000,
including a special W-M-D grant of $11,500. Dr. Ernst P. Boas is chairman;
Federal employee Milton I. Roemer, M. D., a member of Dr. Mountin's staff at the
Public Health Service, is a council member of the Forum and active W-M-D
lobbyist "'; Peggy Stein, long associated with Michael M. Davis, is a member of
the Washington chapter of the Physicians Forum as well as the Washington
representative of the Committee for the Nation's Health, Inc.

Leslie A. Falk, M. D.,5 who during the war served on loan from the War Depart-
ment as the chief investigator on the staff of the Pepper Subcommittee on War
time Health and Education of the Senate Education and Labor Committee, is
another council member of the Physicians Forum, Inc.' Dr. Falk, whose name
appears on the staff which prepared the health insurance report for Senator
Pepper,' has had his appointment to the Commissioned Corps of the Public Health
Service confirmed by the Senate.

Senate comm ittces
While the Seventy-ninth Congress was in session, nonmedical officials in the

Federal Security Agency were particularly active in advising Senate committees
with respect to health and medical matters and in preparing reports which were
issued as Senate Education and Labor Committee prints. Propaganda pre-
pared by nongovernmental lobbying groups under the direction of Federal
officials was inserted in Senate reports, thereby attaining an aura of authority
and congressional sanction which they scarcely merited. Thus. both the report
of the health progrnim cotferenc.,, and the APHA platform were cited not only b;
Senator Wagner when he introduced S. 1606 on November 19, 1945, but also in
Senate committee print No. 1, entitled "National Health Act of 1945," trans-
mitted on November 26, 1945, and printed in 1946. This was a "Report to the
Committee on Education and Labor"-To not From the committee. The average
citizen. I dare say, would have no way of knowing that both these documents
which were cited as supporting the principles incorporated in the Wagner-
Murray-Dingell bill, S. 1606, had been written under the direction of the Falk-
Davis ring and were part of the over-all plan to "sell" State Socialist compulsory
sickness insurance legislation to Congress and to the public at large. The
average citizen would not know that the document submitted to the Education
and Labor Committee of the United States Senate had been printed without
ever having been discussed by the committee or without a vote of approval by
that committee.

During the 2 months when the Hill-Burton hospital construction bill was being
discussed in the executive sessions of the Committee on Education and Labor, it
was I. S. Falk who sat at Senator Murray's right hand as consultant in this
field; it was he who produced statistical tables on the formulae to be used in
distributing hospital construction funds; it was he, and not the representative
of the Public Health Service, who assumed active leadership in discussing
administration and financing of the hospital construction program. And after
the bill had been enacted, Falk's right-hand man and consultant, Michael M.
Davis, was named a consultant on the Federal hospital advisory council. Later,
when S. 1606 was under consideration, it was the Bureau of Research and
Statistics, headed by Falk, that furnished one document after another showing
the "need" for compulsory sickness insurance, the "'need" for Government in-
tervention, and the way in which the proposed scheme would operate. 7

" War Doctors' Worries Discussed at Meeting of Physicians' Forum, the Evening Star,
June 7, 1946. Speakers from Public Health Service at meeting: Palmer Dearing, M. D.,
and M. I. Roemer, M. D.

5 Not known to be related to I. S. Falk.
5 Minutes of Annual Membership of the Physicians Forum, Inc., June 19, 1946, pp. 1, 5.
" Health Insurance, subcommittee Rept. No. 5, 79th Cong., 1st sess., issued In March and

JulyJ 1946, by subcommittee on health and education of the Committee on Education and
Labor. For the story of the release of this report and of newspaper releases favoring
health insurance, see Congressional Record, July 23, 1946, pp. 9841-9847, and July 24,
1946, pp. 10047-10050.

57 National Health Act of 1945, Report to the Committee on Education and Labor:
Senate Committee Print No. 2, 1945. 79th Cong., 2d seas.; Medical Care Insurance a
Social Insurance Program for Personal Health Services, report from the Bureau of Research
and Statistics Social Security Board to the Committee on Education and Labor, United
States Senate, July 8, 1946, 186 pp., Senate Committee Print No. 5, 79th Cong., 2d sess.
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War Department
Two of the educational manuals issued by the War Department for the use

of personnel of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard here and over-
seas contained one-sided statements favoring Government-controlled sickness
insurance.' In Manual 763 appears the familiar shibolleth "Health insur-
ance * * * must be compulsory." " In EM 29 GI Roundtable entitled "Is
Your Health the Nation's Business," the APHA platform and the Health Con-
ference Report were quoted at length without their true identity, authorship,
and propaganda purpose being revealed. Manual 763 was withdrawn because
of public protest over the economic theories therein espoused; EM 29 is still in
circulation.

The latter was prepared for the United States armed forces as an educational
document by the Government-financed ad hoc Historical Service Board of the
American Historical Association. Cleverly and plausibly worded, EM 29 relied
heavily on the Falk-Davis Report of tho hand-picked Health Program Con-
ference and on the Falk-Mountin-Perrott engineered platform of the APHA.
Published in 1946 before hearings had been held on the W-M-D proposals, EM
29 contains a strong build-up for compulsory insurance and the bills then
pendin- in Congress, while ignoring other approaches and other national health
legislation. Statements throughout the pamphlet are misleading, as e. g., those
on selective service rejections. distribution of hospital facilities, provisions of
the W-M-D bills, to mention a few. The reader is supposed to be impressed by
the happy coincidence of the APHA and the health conference recommendations
with the provisions of the W-M-D bills. But the reader is not informed that
the authors of the much-quoted "research" reports include the author of the
W-M-D bills. Nor iN the reader informed that the little group of nonmedical
Government officials who are seeking control of the five-to-seven-billion-dollar
health and medical fund which it is hoped will accrue from annual tax collections
if the W-M-D type of legislation is ennctod is the s;ane little group that has con-
sistently put forth shrewdly manipulated statistics on the need for a federally
controlled medical care program. It is not intended to imply that the War
Department was cognizant of these facts, merely that it, like other agencies, was
used as a "front."

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Blueprint calls for ultimate nationauliz.ation of ,iediehin.-Dr. Boas has re-
ferred to S. 1050 as the "blueprint." Insofar as principles concerning the method
of distributing medical care services is concerned, the blueprint is to be found
in the 1927 ILO recommendations and in later proposals made by that Organiza-
tion, especially the 111 principles presented at the International Labour Confer-
ence in Philadelphia in 1944. The ILO recommended that member nations apply
these principles "as rapidly as national conditions allow, in developing their
medical care services" and that they report to the ILO "concerning the measures
taken to give effect thereto."60 Our most important social legislation, it would
seem, is to be based on principles representing the consensus of opinion of the
representatives of the socialist countries of Europe and of numerous other coun-
tries whose social and economic conditions are dissimilar from our own.

The nationalizers, having the blueprint in mind, move forward step by step,
according to plan. Isolated advances are made, sometimes on seemingly unre-
lated fronts, as one small piece of legislation after another is enacted. H1igh
pressure tactics are employed in Congress. Committees, as instruments for So-
cial action, are manipulated adroitly both inside and outside the Federal Govern-
ment. "Crisis" psychology is invoked. The need for Government intervention
is maximized, costs of programs are minimized. Under the guise of urgency.
measures are jammed through committees as was done in the case of the plat-
form of the American Public Health Association and as was attempted with the
maternal and child health bill (S. 1318, 79th Cong.). Bills are slyly introduced
into Congress at propitious moments and are then cleverly brought to it vote
without adequate hearings and without public knowledge of what is afoot. Thus
by stealth was this Nation maneuvered into the ILO without referral of the
matter to the people. Thus by stealth and adroit maneuvering might we be
jockied into acceptance of a national compulsory sickness insurance scheme be-

's Economics: Principles and Problems, Education Manual EM 763, March 30, 1944,
p. 482. and Is Your Health the Nation's Business? EM 29 Roundtable, January 16, 1946.

EM 763. loc. cit., P. 482.
I" Social Security: Principles and Problems Arising Out of the War, ILO, Montreal, 1944,

Report IV (1), pp. 102-115.
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cause the true meaning of the legislation would be concealed from the people and
even from the Members of Congress.

United States already cnnmittcd to Socialist program.-By virtue of our inem-
bership in the ILO and of our representation on the Permanent Inter-American
Conference on Social Security, this country is committed to a national policy in
favor of enactment of Federal legislation that would impose upon the entire
population a comprehensive national social-insurance program including com-
pulsory sickness insurance. Plans for socialization of medicine now call for
nationalization rather than for State action which was the goal in 1939 and
earlier. It is to be remembered that an enlightened, alert Congress is all that
stands between us and the program of State socialism which has already been
adopted in more than 30 countries under the aegis of the ILO and which our
official ILO representatives have pledged themselves to support.

Nationalization adrcratcd by officials who would administer lairs.-The nation-
alization movement is not a spontaneous upsurgence from. the people. Instead,
it has been skillfully planned and engineered by a handful of nonmedical men
who would greatly benefit if their schemes were realized. The leader of the
movement is I. S. Falk whose coworkers and supporters are: M. M. Davis, A. J.
Altmeyer, G. St. J. Perrott, W. J. Cohen, and N. Sinai. Members of the medical
profession who actively support the movement or naively serve as a "front" for
political activities they have not fully fathomed are: Ernst P. Boas, John P.
Peters, Channing Frothingham, Allan Butler, and a few others. Official backing
has been, or is now, provided by such past or present Cabinet offif'ers or other
high officials as: the late President Roosevelt, President Truman, Frances Perk-
ins, the late Harry Hopkins, Aubrey Williams. and Henry Wallace. The leaders,
rather than members of the legislative branch of the the Government draft the
social insurance bills. It is these same leaders and promoters who would ad-
minister the multi-billion-dollar programs they advocate so ebquently.

Over the past two decades there has been developed an efficient propaganda
machine for the purpose of "educating" Congress and the masses. The opera-
tors of the machine work not only outside, but also inside the Government, not-
withstanding the fact that there is a Federal law against such lobbying activities
on the part of Federal employees.' Congressional appropriations have been
used to carry on promotional work inside the Government in favor of particular
types of Federal social insurance, despite the fact that it was the clear intent
of Congress that the Social Security Board should not study health insurance.
Funds of foundations and of private philanthropists have been used for lobbying
activities outside the Government. All branches of the propaganda work have
been integrated by the leaders of the nationalization movement who have moved
into the Government since 1933.

State socialism implicit in comprehensive social insurance scheine.-A backward
glance over the past 20 years will show how much has already been accomplished
in making the blueprint for nationalization a reality. And the question natu-
rally arises whether one can use the tools, devices, and social programs of the
Socialist state without eventually having such a state In an analysis Of capital-
ism, socialism, communism, and other economic systems. made in 19:38 before
any of these comprehensive social-insurance schemes had come to the surface
in this country, the economists Loucks and Hoot pointed out that":

"Every Socialist program advocates a comprehensive scheme of social insur-
anep. in the interest of economic security for the individual. * * *

"Without denying that systems of social insurance might be established and
operated successfully under an economy essentially capitalistic in nature, the
Socialist argues that the efficient operation of a comprehensive scheme of social
insurance is possible only under socialism. Only under the centralized and
planned control exercised by such a system could the necessary coordination be
developed among wages, contributions, and benefits, between the payment of
benefits and the offering of opportunities to work, and among the various forms of
benefits. Moreover, the Socialist contends that the cost of protecting the individual
against the uncertainties of Income which lie outside his control should be borne
by society as a whole, in the manner least costly to the group as a whole. To dis-
tribute the costs in this manner requires a fusing of incomes and accounts held
to be impossible under a capitalistic economic system. For these reasons, all
modern socialistic programs advocate schemes of social i4u ranCe. * * *
[Emphasis mine.]

IN Title 18, Aec. 201. United States Code. See appendix C.
q Loucks, William N.. and Hoot, J. Weldon, Comparative Economic Systems, 1938, p. 347
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It is not far-fetched to think that if the United States were to adopt a social
program which could only achieve its most efficient form of operation under
socialism, pressure would be brought to bear to bring about such efficiency through
a change in our form of government. All of Europe which adopted the Bismarck-
ian social insurance laws has finally moved further and further toward the left.
Laws, which in the beginning gave limited power over the individual, have been
amended to give more and more power, until many countries have wound up with
full dictatorships. Compulsory insurance laws have been enacted over great
opposition in other countries, but they have been enacted.

Well-organized, persistent minorities have prevailed in engineering this world
trend toward socialism. They are actively at work in our own country. Their
leaders have penetrated the executive branch of the Federal Government and
even now bore from within, seeking stealthily to extend their power to the legisla-
tive branch. Will the United States, under the guidance of leaders imbued with
alien ideologies, be sucked into this international movement? Will we accept Bis-
marck's blueprint for state socialism as we accepted membership in the Interna-
tional Labour Organisation, blindly, without understanding, and without free and
open discussion of the issues at stake?

It took 50 years to transform Bismarck's Reich into Hitler's Ftihrerstaat-50
years of compulsion, regulative interference, and the indoctrination of new gen-
erations.' It took Great Britain 35 years (1911-46) to move from enactment of
her basic compulsory sickness insurance law to the current proposals to national-
Ize medicine. Government control of medicine has proved to be a prelude to, or
concomitant of, Government control of utilities, coal mines, industry in general,
land, and finally of the people themselves. The part played by comprehensive
social insurance laws in bringing about these transformations has not been fully
brought to view. Be it remembered, compulsory sickness insurance laws are a
political and bureaucratic device for attainment of power over people and exche-
quers; they have little to do with health. In their enactment, labor has been
sold down the river to the tune of small bribes, large taxes, and poor medicine,
while the health and medical professions have almost invariably been double-
crossed. The planners who make the blueprint, draft the legislation, and operate
the propaganda machines are generally to be observed working for personal gain
rather than in the public interest.

The full social and economic impact of the proposed comprehensive national
social insurance scheme would not be felt immediately. The price would not be
paid in a day, or a year, or a decade. But ultimatelly-a generation, possibly two
generations, hence-the price would be paid in loss of freedom and in the produc-
tion of a Nation of weaklings who, content with a minimum of subsistence from
a paternalistic government, would no longer seek a maximum of living from their
endeavors.

APPENDIX A

WHO'S WHO IN THE NATIONALIZATION MOVEMENT

Falk, Isidore Sydney: Born Brooklyn, 1899; son of Samsin and Rose (Stolz-
berg) Falk. Ph. D. Yale, 1923, bacteriology. On faculty, University of Chicago,
1923-29; director of surveys, Chicago Department Health, 1925-27; resigned
both positions under fire. In December 1929 Falk (1) was alleged to have made
unwarranted claims about isolation of "flu" germ; (2) left University of Chicago;
and (3) Joined staff of Committee on the Costs of Medical Care. Associate
Director of Research, CCDMC, 1929-33; Research Association, Milbank Memorial
Fund, 1933-36. Went to Social Security Board in 1936 as principal medical
economist in Division of Planning and Analysis in the Bureau of Research and
Statistics; was made Chief of Division of Health Studies at $6,400, August 3,
1937; in 1938 given title of Acting Assistant Director, Bureau of Research
and Statistics; promoted to Assistant Director at $6,500, November 7, 1938;
salary increase to $7,000, December 2, 1938; promoted to Director, Bureau of
Research and Statistics, September 15, 1940, $8,000; holds same position at
$10,000.

Falk provides the leadership for the nationalization movement; integrates
lobbying activities inside and outside Government; drafts compulsory sickness
insurance legislation or supervises drafting; manipulates committee findings;

IMarx. Fritz M., Government in the Third Reich, New York. 1937, pp. 1-14, 53-87.
6 Listed in order of approximate relative importance with respect to activity and

influence. Omitted are: (1) Names of certain Cabinet officers, and (2) names of physicians
used as "fronts" but not otherwise active as lobbyists.
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serves as consultant to certain Members of Congress; writes reports for Educa-
tion and Labor Committee favoring the principles of the Federal legislation he
has drafted. His administration was thoroughly investigated by the House
Ramspeck Committee and a report was prepared under date of March 24, 1944.
Two other congressional committees have investigated Falk's record because
of numerous complaints of alleged maladministration made by staff members
who resigned In protst and because of complaints from sources outside the
Government that Falk and members of his staff and other Federal employees
under his influence have engaged in lobbying despite the Federal law which
prohibits such activities (title 18, sec. 201, U. S. Code).

Davis, Michael M.: Born New York City, 1879, Ph. D. Columbia, 1906. Director
Boston Dispensary, 1910-20; secretary, Committee on Dispensary Development,
New York City, 1920-27; director, medical services, Rosenwald Fund, Chicago,
1928-36; chairman, Committee on Research in Medical Economics, Inc., since
1937 (committee 'supported by grants from Rosenwald Fund, Rockefeller Founda-
tion, and Albert Lasker). Appointed January 28, 1938, as principal consultant
in medical economics, Health Studies Division, Social Security Board, under
Falk, at $18.05 a day, with all expenses for not to exceed 200 days in the fiscal
year; appointed consultant Federal hospital council 1946. One of organizers of
CCMC and of Committee for the Nation's Health, Inc. Chairman, Executive
Committee of Committee for Nation's Health, Inc. Office: 1790 Broadway, New
York City; office Committee for Nation's Health, Inc., 402 Sixth Street NW.,
Washington, D. C. Organizer, lobbyist, pamphleteer; liberally financed .by
foundations and private philanthropists; works closely with Falk, Parran, and
Perrott.

Altmeyer, Arthur J., Ph. D.: Labor economist. Assistant Administrator,
Federal Security Agency, and Commissioner of Social Security, formerly Chair-
man Social Security Board. Appointed to Social Security Board August 1935;
became Chairman of Board in 1937; appointment renewed for 6 years by Presi-
dent, August 1945. Has been "educated" by Falk in sickness insurance field.
Backs Falk to limit and Is chief source of Falk's power. Serves as sounding
board for Falk's proposals to Congress, International Labor Organization, organ-
ized labor in this country, social workers, and other groups. Appointment by
the President as member of Social Commission of the Economic and Social
Council, United Nations Organization, confirmed by Senate, January 17, 1947.

Parran, Thomas, M. D.: Surgeon General USPHS. Has been associated
with socialization movement since early 1930's, but only recently has come out
in favor of compulsory sickness insurance. Was double-crossed during drafting
period of 1939 Wagner health bill and 1943 W-M-D bill, but collaborated with
Falk in preparation of 1945 W-M-D bills. When, in accord with Reorganization
Plan No. 2, which became effective July 16, 1946, the Federal Security Adminis-
trator appointed Social Security Commissioner Altmeyer to one of the two top
posts in FSA as Assistant to the Administrator, he did not similarly elevate
Dr. Parran. Thus, there is no representation of medicine in the top echelon of
administrative authority in the FSA.

Cohen, Wilbur, J., A. B.: Came with Altmeyer from Wisconsin to serve as
technical assistant on Committee for Economic Security, 1934. Moved along
with Altmeyer to Social Security Board in same capacity. Assistant Director,
Bureau of Research and Statistics, Social Security Board, under Falk. Attends
meetings, does some ghost-writing, prepares papers for labor publications; puts
sugar coatings on the bitter pills of compulsion.

Boas, Ernest P., M. D.: Born Worcester, Mass., 1891. Son of Franz and Marie
(Krackowizer) Boas. B. S., Columbia, 1910; M. D. 1914. Medical director
Monteflori Hospital, 1921-29; Columbia faculty since 1926; associate physician,
Mount Sinai Hospital. Chairman Physicians Forum, Inc. Member of the four
leading groups lobbying for nationalization 6f medicine. Member of National
Citizens Political Action Committee and of at least eight Communist-front organ-
izations. Active lobbyist and propagandist for nationalization.

Perrott, George St. John, A. M.: Chemist. Chief, Public Health Methods,
USPHS. Joined PHS staff, Office of Statistical Investigations, 1933. Directed
National Health Inventory, 1935-36, for which initial appropriation was $3,450,-
000. Worked closely at PHS and Milbank Memorial Fund with Edgar Syden-
stricker, to whom he was related by marriage. (Sydenstricker was first statis-
tician of PHS and Director of Research, Milbank Memorial Fund, 1928 to death,
March 19, 1986.) Now has staff of 103 physicians, statisticians, economists,
information specialists, and clerks. On June 17, 1943, was designated officially
by Dr. Parran as PHS representative to "cooperate with" the technicians of the

qor
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Social Security Board "in the further development of the program" set forth
in the 1943 W-M-D bill. Collaborates closely with Falk, making his staff avail-
able to him. A public relations man who sits on numerous committees organized
for purpose of nationalizing medicine; travels extensively at taxpayers' expense;
attended ILO meetings in Montreal, Mexico City, and South America. Spent
3 months in summer of 1946 with Dr. Mountin studying sickness insurance in
Europe. In a genial way sells Falk's ideas to the uninformed, the unwary, and
would-be social reformers.

Eliot, Martha M., M. I.: Associate Chief, Children'- Bureau, Social Security
Administration. President-elect APHA. More interested in her children's pro-
gram than in compulsory sickness insurance. Has been associated on committees
for many years with Falk.

Klein, Margaret C., A. B.: Chief, Medical Economuics Section, Falk's staff,
Social Security Board. Associated with Falk since CCM( days. Travels ex-
tensively to gather information; eyes and ears for Falk. When an attempt was
being made to force compulsory sickness insurance legislation through the Cal-
ifornia Legislature in 1944, arrangements were made to have a ('1O representa-
tive request Miss Klein's presence in California. She went there by plane at
the taxpayers' expense to spend a month working with pressure groups.

Merriam, Ida C., Ph. D.: Labor economist. Chief, Division of Coordination
Studies, Social Security Board, on Falk's staff. Has charge of contacts with
AFL and CIO; engineers labor conferences, provides material for speeches and
reports used by labor groups. Works closely with Katherine Pollak Ellickson,
Assistant Director Reserve, CIO. Attended ILO meeting in Seattle, June 1946.
Has organized a labor research group comprising directors of research of trade
unions.

Sanders, Barkev S., Ph. D. Statistician. Chief, Health and Disability Studies,
Social Security Board, on Falk's staff. Originally hired in 1937 to head a small
statistical pool, he proved so useful in producing statistics as directed that
when Falk was made Director of Research and Statistics in 1940, he gave his
old job to Sanders. Regarded by other staff members at that time as profes-
sionally incompetent; still so regarded in many quarters. Extremely useful to
Falk.

Switzer, Mary E., A. B.: Administrative Assistant to Watson B. Miller, Fed-
eral Security Administrator. Thoroughly conversant with administrative con-
ditions under Falk regime. Collaborates with Falk; friendly to Perrott.
Although not professionally trained in research, she has been appointed to
technical and research committees, such as, the former committee on Long-Range
Work and Relief Policies of the defunct National Resources Planning Board
and the present "working committee" of the President's Research Board which
held its first meeting January 2, 1947.

Mott, Frederick D., M. D.: Formerly a member of USPHS Reserve on loan
to Farm Security Administration. Favored compulsory sickness insurance,
collaborated with Falk. Farm Security Administration liquidated in 1946; prior
to that Mott accepted position as Chairman, Health Services Planning Commis-
sion, Department Public Health, Saskatchewan, Canada.

Roemer, Milton I., M. D.: Formerly USPHS Reserve assigned to Dr. Mott's
staff. Now a PHS commissioned officer on Dr. Mountin's staff. Active lobbyist
for W-M-D bill: A council member of the Physicians Forum, Inc., admitted to
be a lobbying organization to promote passage of the W-M-D bill. Has appeared
on public platforms as advocate of Federal compulsory sickness insurance leg-
islation. (E. g., see The Evening Star, Washington, D. C., June 7, 1946.)

Gross, Bertram, A. M.: Referred to in Newsweek as a "planner" and "Murray
megaphone." Entered Federal Government 1938 at $2,600 in Federal Housing
Authority; rose to $S,750 in December 1945, in RFC. Loaned to various Senate
committees headed by Senators Wagner and Murray. Early in 1946 set up
office in room 15A, Senate Office Building to engineer hearings on S. 1606. Watson
B. Miller arranged to borrow Gross from RFC in spring of 1946 to serve as
liaison between Federal Agency and Senate.

Malmberg, Carl, A. B.: Formerly clerk and ghost-writer on Dr. Mountin's staff,
PHS. Was recommended to Senator Pepper and became clerk to Subcommittee
on Wartime Health and Education, PHS paying his salary of $7,150. He at-
tempted without success to expedite PHS and Children's Bureau bills through
the Committee on Education and Labor. Left the Government during second
session of Seventy-ninth Congress to join staff of Democratic National Committee.

Corson, John J.: Protege of Altmeyer; formerly Director, Bureau of Old-Age
Insurance, Social Security Board. Now circulation director, recently research
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director, The Washington Post. Served on technical staff, House Ways and
Means Committee which investigated social-security programs and ad-ministra-
tion in 1945. Deplores failure of Congress to enact health insurance legislation
and predicts by 1975 "a system of social security which guarantees every family
continual economic security." See his "Basic Issues of Security" (Public Welfare,
October 1946, pp. 222-226-ff.).

Reed, Louis S., Ph. D.: Economist. On Perrott's staff, PHS. Formerly associ-
ated with Falk on CCMC and as Assistant Chief of Health Studies, SSB. Aided
Perrott and Mountin in work on APHA platform, serving as secretary at APHA
Subcommittee on Medi.al Care meetings in spring and summer of 1944. Engaged
in study of Blue ('ross plans; likely to give voluntary methods a pat on the back
and a kick elsewhere. Collaborates with Falk.

Ring, Martha D.: Associated with Falk since CCMC days. Editor, Committee
,n Economic Security. Joined editorial staff SSB, becoming Assistant Chief,
Publications and Review Division, June 21, 1939. Thoroughly indoctrinated with
Falk viewpoint after 20 years' exposure thereto. Transferred to Perrott's staff,
PHS, fall of 1946, to write his report on his 3 months' study of sickness insurance
in Europe.

Stein, Peggy: Junior professional, formerly on staff of Dr. Mott at Farm Se-
curity Administration, later on Truman committee staff. Closely associated with
M. M. Davis. Washington representative of Committee for Nation's Health, Inc.,
and member of Steering Committee of Washington, D. C. Chapter of Physicians
Forum, Inc.

APPENDLx B

Fields of operation of the leaders in the moremeflt to vationalize medlucbi

G.St. A.J. J. W. Ernst
Year Field of operation I. S. M.M. J. A.t- W* J N. Moun- P.

Falk Davis P1er- meyer Coen Sinai tin, Boas,

rott eyrM. D. M .D.

1927-
1932 Committee on the Costs of Medical Care:

Executive com mittee ------------------------ X .......................................
Research staff -------------------- X ---------------------- X
Representing economics and sociology -- ------ X

1928-
1936 Rosenwald Fund: Director of medical serv-

ices -------------------------------------------- X................
1934-
1935 Committee on Economic Security:

Technical board- X---------------------.......
11ospital odhisory board- ------------ ---------X
Executive staff --------------------.------- X -- -------- -x
Health insurance staff ----------------- X X X ------------ X .............

1933-
1936 Milbank Memorial Fund: Research asso-

ciate ----------------------------- X
1936 American Association for Labor Legislation:

Executive com m ittee -------------------- X ...........................................
1935-
1939 Interdepartmental Committee to Coordi-

nate Health and Welfare Activities ----------------------- X
Technical Committee on Mfedical Care X X ------------------ X -----

1937-
date Committee on Research in 'Medical Eco-

nomics, Inc ---------------------------- X------ ------ ---------------- X
1937-

date Committee of Physicians for the Improve-
ment of M[edical Care, Inc ---- ------ --------------------------------- X

1939-
(late Physicians Forum, Inc. ----------------- -----------------------
1943-
1944 Health Program Conference ------------- X X X ----------------------- X
1944 American Public Health Association: Sub-

committee on Medical Care ------------ X X.------.------ X X ------
1944-
date International Labor Office:

United States delegate and member of
Permanent Inter-American Commit-
tee on Social Security ---------------------------------- X...............

Alternate to United States delegate ----- ---------- X ..............................
United States expert ----------------- X..............................
Technical consultant ----------------.--------------- x

1946 Committee for the Nation's Health, Inc ----- ----- X------------------------------ X
1946 Federal Hospital Council -------------------- X
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APPENDIX C

FEDERAL LAW CONCERNING LOBBYING BY FEDICKAL EMPLOYES

TITLE 18, SECTION 201, UNITED STATES CODE

201. Use of appropriations to pay for personal service to influence Member of
Congress to favor or oppose legilation.-No part of the money appropriated by
any act shall, in the absence of express authorization by Congress, be used di-
rectly or indirectly to pay for any personal service, advertisement, telegram,
telephone, letter, printed or written matter, or other devise, intended or designed
to influence in any manner a Member of Congress, to favor or oppose, by vote
or otherwise, any legislation or appropriation by Congress, whether before or
after the introduction of any bill or resolution proposing such legislation or ap-
propriation; but this shall not prevent officers and employees of the United
States from communicating to Members of Congress on the request of any Mem-
ber or to Congress, through the proper official channels, requests for legisla-
tion or appropriations which they deem necessary for the efficient conduct of
the public business.

Any officer or employee of the United States who, after notice and hearing by
the superior officer vested with the power of removing him, is found to have
violated or attempted to violate this section, shall be removed by such superior
officer from office or employment. Any officer or employee of the United States
who violates or attempts to violate this section shall also be guilty of a mis-
demeanor and on conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not more
than $500 or by imprisonment for-not more than 1 year, or both. (July 11, 1919,
ch. 6, par. 6, 41 Stat. 68.)

(The second printing with three exceptions, appears to be identical
with the third printing. The second printing contains no flyleaf, thus
affecting the number of pages. The cover, appearing at this point,
and the chart with footnote, are different. They follow in turn:)

BLUEPRINT FOR THE NATIONALIZATION OF MEDICINE

PLANS To ENCHAIN MEDICINE BY REGULATIVE INTERFERENCE

(By Marjorie Shearon, Ph. D., Research Analyst)

Copyright, 1947, by Marjorie Shearon. All rights reserved. First printing
January 1947; second printing February 1947

Copies of this pamphlet may be obtained from

MARJORIE SHEARON, PH. D.

P. 0. Box 4034, Chevy Chase 15, Md.
Single copy ------------------------------------------------------- $0.25
50 copies --------------------------------------------------------- 10.00
100 copies -------------------------------------------------------- 18.00
500 copies --------------------------------------------------------- 85.00
1,000 copies -------------------- --------------------------- 150.00
2,000 copies ----------------------------------------------- 280.00
5,000 copies ----------------------------------------------- 500. 00

Shipment charges on orders of 1,000 and over not Included in price

The text of this pamphlet may be printed or quoted in whole or in part with
suitable credit to Marjorie Shearon, provided that written permission be obtained
for any extensive use of the material. The two-page chart may not be reproduced
without permission.

(The first printing is identical with the third printing, except for
the pagination, as explained, and for the cover, which follows:)
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BLUEPRINT FOR THE NATIONALIZATION OF MEDICINE

PLANS To ENCH AIN MEDICINE BY REGULATIVE INTERFERENCE

(By Marjorie Slearon, Ph. D., Research Analyst)

Copyright, 1947, by Marjorie Shearon. All rights reserved. First printing
January 1947

Copies of this pamphlet may be obtained from

IARJORIE SHEARON, PH. D.

P. 0. Box 4034, Chevy Chase 15, Md.
Single copy --------------------------------------------------- $0. 25
50 copies ----------------------------------------------------------- 10. (0
100 copie ---------------------------------------------------- 18. 00
509 copies ---------------------------------------------------- 85.00
1,000 copies ------------------------------------------------ 150.00
2,000 copies --------------------------------------------------------- 2,s0. oiQ
5,000 copies -------------------------------------------------- 00. 00

Shipment charges on orders of 1.000 and over not included in price.

The text of this pamphlet may be printed or quoted in whole or in part with
suitable credit to Marjorie Shearon. provided that written permission be obtained
for any extensive use of the material. The two-page chart may not be repro-
duced without permission.

(The following notes prepared by Dr. Isidore S. Falk subsequently
were ordered to be inserted at this point:)

NOTEs PREPARED BY I. S. FALIK ON BLUEPRINT FOR THE NATIONALIZATION OF MEDICINEE,
PUBLISHED BY MARJORIE SHEARON, IDENTIFIED AS "FIRST PRINTING JANUARY
1947."

(INTRODU('Tony NoTE.-I prepared the following notes in advance of these hear-
ings on July 23, 1947, so that they would provide a basis from which to comment
orally on Mrs. Marjorie Shearon's document entitled "Blueprint for the Nationali-
zation of Medicine-Plans to Enchain Medicine by Regulative Interference"
which I expected Senator Donnell would bring up. These notes are, therefore,
focused on specific items. Her document as a whole is, in my opinion, a false
and malicious piece of propaganda and misrepresentation, based upon "falsifica-
tion of facts and distortion of motives." In these notes I have attempted mainly
to pick up such items as lend themselves to factual handling, to indicate those
facts known to me which she has misstated or misrepresented, and to challenge
other item. in which-as far as I know-she has invented or misrepresented
facts, or has utilized unreliable sources. This memorandum is included in the
record of these hearings by permission of the subcommittee--I. S. FALK.)

Page 1706, paragraph 4
Does this make the United States of America a country "having a state social-

ist form of government" since 1935--when we adopted compulsory old-age and
unemployment insurance, or since 1913 when we adopted a progressive income
tax? Has each of our States (except Mississippi) and the Federal Government
been practicing "state socialism" since the years when we adopted workmen's
compensation-which is compulsory insurance against accidents? -Note that
Mrs. Shearon makes Bismarck a "state socializer."

Page 1706, line 36; p. 1707, lines 1 and 2
But note this is the new British system; not the health insurance they have had

since 1911.

Page 1706, lines 3-5
The fee-for-service basis of payment Is being used In compulsory insurance

Plans, and In voluntary plans (e. g., medical society plans).
Note that Boas-as well as others--accepted fee-for-service, as one of the

alternative methods of paying doctors, in "Health Program Conference" report.
Also note that Boas' objection here is in terms of "prohibitive cost" not adminis-
trative feasibility.
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Page 1707
The recommendations of the Social Security Administration have been clearly

set forth in its annual reports to Congress. The policy issues involved have been
seriously considered by millions of citizens and many groups throughout the
country; they still await serious consideration by the Congress. There are sharp
differences of opinion on those issues, as there have always been on important
pieces of social legislation. The important fact is that the issues will be decided
through the process of public debate and congressional action. In my opinion this
attempt to link the Social Security Administartion and the ILO' with Hitler is a
piece of shabby demagogy.

Page 1707, footnote 4
Arthur J. Altmeyer is not and has never been "Assistant Federal Security

Administrator." A relatively minor inaccuracy, perhaps, hut revealing of the
author's carelessness or disregard of facts.

Page 1707, last d lines; page 1708, first 6 lines
Note Shearon's editorial liberty. Davis (like a great many others) favored

the (1), (2), (3) items cited-but Shearon precedes these with "Davis favored
socialization of medicine by."

Page 1708, lines 9 and 10
Not "bacteriology" but public health; not "five," but six; and I was not con-

nected with the "Chicago Medical School but with the University of Chicago."
Mrs. Shearon seems to have difficulty in getting elementary facts of record
straigth.

Page 1708, lines 11 and 12
This is a typical Shearon mixture of fact and misrepresentation. I resigned

from the Chicago Department of Health "under fire" in this sense: The mayor
had suddenly and without warning dismissed Dr. Bundesen, the commissioner
of health and appointed Dr. Kegel. Directly after Dr. Kegel turned up in the
office, he attacked me and other senior staff officers who had been close to his
predecessor. According to the record, he didn't "request" my resignation, but
made it impossible for me to stay on. If Mrs. Shearon read the references
which she cited in her footnote 7, she knew all this. The Chicago Tribune item
of December 23, 1927 says that my "ouster" "will be followed within a few days
by the ousting of several other division and bureau chiefs * * * in a
wholesale shuffle of jobs that will give Dr. Kegel an almost entirely new staff."
The item of January 12, 1928 records that I resigned on my own motion. The
item of December 15, 1929 has no connection with any of Mrs. Shearon's
charges.

My files contain a letter from Dr. Jordan of February 16, 1927, in which he
approved my taking the Health Department job on a civil service basis as
proposed by Dr. Bundesen. He said:

"Up to the present the connection with the department of health has been for
the most part of distinct benefit to the department and, I think, has laid a
foundation for the development of our larger plans. I think you should discuss
with Mr. Woodward the possibility of compli(ations affecting the university in
case of a radical change of administration or policy within the health depart-
ment."

Also a letter of February 23, 1927, to Mr. F. C. Woodward, vice president of
the university, confirming a conversation with him to go ahead with the proposal.
Also saying:

"It is understood that I will carry the work in the department of health
primarily for its value to our teaching and research in the University of Chicago
and will present a resignation to the commissioner of health as soon as the duties
of the director of surveys become sufficiently ardous or extensive to interfere
with or to handicap my work in the University of Chicago.

"I may add again that no such difficulties are anticipated. Contrariwise, it is
expected that the work in the department of health will supplement in a valuable
way my work in the university and will provide the department of hygiene and
bacteriology important and necessary opportunities for the development of its
program in public health stildies and teaching."

And a letter of February 25, 1927, from Mr. Woodward approving Under the
conditions stated in my letter to him.

Dr. Kegel didn't last long as commissioner of health and was succeeded by
Dr. Bundesen who was reappointed in 1932 (by a new mayor, I think) and who
is still in that office.
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Resignation following a political turn-over constitutes resignation "under
fire" to Mrs. Shearon.

Page 1708, lines 18 and 14
I never "put forth the claim that a cure might soon be forthcoming ;" this is

either a Shearon invention or Is derived from some inaccurate source.

Page 1708, second (quoted) paragraph
Mrs. Shearon probably knows that this wlis a Fishbein "dig." He published

a summary of our influenza report December 28, 1929 in the Journal of the
American Medical Association.

Page 1708, third full paragraph, second sentence
Michael X. Davis was only one of many who helped organize the C. C. M. C.-

including L. F. Barker, Winford H. Smith, C. E. A. Winslow, etc.

Page 1708, fourth full paragraph, last sentence
Shearon doesn't explain how a report with these stated recommendations has

"been one of the mainstays of the state medicine propaganda effort."

Page 1708, fifth full paragraph, first 3 sentences
This is a Shearon invention. I didn't join C. C. M. C. until December 1929.

In 1926-1934 there wasn't any "program for the sopialization of medicine in
the United States." See Shearon's own statement a few lines earlier as to the
C. C. M. C. proposals. Also, note the names of the Foundations that supported
C. C. M. C.
Page 1708, (ffth full paragraph, last sentence

I would like to see the basis for these figures. The statement about them is
Shearon rhetoric and invention.

Page 1708, last paragraph; page 1709, lines 1-4
So Bismarck was a socializer? This seems to say that Bismarek's "Blueprint'"

was t6 socialize the state-a new interpretation of Bismarck. But the next spn-
tences seem to say (if they mean anything at all) that Bismarck used social
insurance to break the "socializers." *How, then, does she argue that others
took over Bismarck's "Blueprint" to do the opposite?

Page 1709, first full paragraph
This is Shearon; most people would say they accepted social insurance on its

merits, not on an ideological basis. Here, as in other capitalist countries, social
insurance was developed and adopted as a support and a bulwark of our free-
enterprise democracy.

Page 1709, second (quoted) paragraph,
The United States of America agreed with this and adopted compulsory social

insurance in 1935-by overwhelming bipartisan majorities in Congress. Aud,
incidentally, what is wrong with this statement quoted from ILO? Read apart
from the psychological effects of Shearon's style of writing to prejudice the
readers, it strikes me that this statement would be accepted by nearly everybody
in the United States of America.

Page 1709, fourth (quoted) paragraph
Notice what Mrs. Shearon does not emphasize in the last line of this quote-the

purpose of compulsory insurance was to make workers "defenders of the capi-
talist system."

Page 1710, second full paragraph
Apparently to Mrs. Shearon anything favorable to a program is dismissed as

"propaganda"; anybody for the program is a "propagandist"; and the more
people who are for It, the more "propagandists." Incidentally, until very
recently, Davis did not support compulsory insurance as against voluntary
insurance.

Page 1710, third full paragraph, lines 1-3
"Seven years under the tutelage of Davis in the private propaganda field" is,

to say the least, a Shearon-ese.

Page 1710, third full paragraph, lines 7-9
Normal, forthright research activities, publications, etc., re here given a

behind-the-scenes flavor, a Shearon smear. There was not ing covert, con-
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cealed, or "behind the scenes" in the forthright recommendations of the Social
Security Board, published in their annual reports and in statements to congres-
sional committees or in public addresses.

Page 1710, third full paragraph, last sentence
Again, the technique of labeling social insurance with semantic names ("so-

cialization," ".nationalization") and then repeating them over and over again.

Page 1710, fourth full paragraph, first scntcncc
Mrs. Shearon is correct only to the extent that I worked on compulsory insur-

ance (as well as voluntary insurance). The rest is misrepresentation, since the
Milbank Memorial fund staff were working on public health programs, group-
practice and health-center plans, community councils, professional education,
etc.-e. g., many aspects of the C. C. M. C. recommendations.

Page 1710, last full paragraph
The depression did precipitate the Nation's interest in a program which, in

1935, became the Social Security Act overwhelmingly approved by Congress and
never since then opposed by any substantial group of citizens and supported by
both major political parties. Both Republican and Democratic platforms con-
tinue to endorse it and to support its strengthening and expansion.

Shearon seems to ascribe to me some major role in the enactment of the social-
security program. I should be proud to be entitled to that credit; but anyone
who knows the history of that enactment knows that I had only a very minor
role in it-either in planning it, developing it, or in seeing it through Congress.
Shearon's "build-up" is so much an'exaggeration that it is false.

Page 1710, last 3 lines
Mrs. Shearon is correct that I was elected to the executive committee of the

American Association for Labor Legislation. I knew nothing about it; those
who elected me hadn't consulted me, and they apparently didn't know that I
had accepted an appointment to the Federal Government. When I received
the notice of the election, I declined it and was never a member of the executive
committee.

Pagd 1711, lines 7-10
Not true. I was never active in the American Association for Labor Legis-

lation, and I published in the Review (2?3?) papers over the years 1934
* * * (?) (I have not had time to check the precise facts).

Page 1711, lines 11-13
Shearon uses the present tense; she doesn't seem to know that the A. A. L. L.

ceased to exist some years ago, de facto if not de jure.

Page 1711, first full paragraph
According to Mrs. Shearon, legislation authorizing U. S. A. membership in the

ILO was "jammed through in a characteristic fashion"? And, later, Mrs.
Shearon writes about how Secretary Perkins was "the prime mover in paving
the way for entry of the United States into the ILO" (p. 712). And in her
footnote 24 she invites the reader to see Miss Perkins' book (The Roosevelt I
Knew, pp. 339-346) "for description of behind-the-scenes manipulation." The
reader might expect that some chicanery went on. Knowing how little Mrs.
Shearon can be trusted to give a true or objective account of facts or events, I
read Miss Perkins' chapter "Approaches To World Order," pages 337-346.
There I find she tells about broaching to President Roos(,velt the idea of our
joining the ILO, how the President advised her to go ahead, but said "Don't
try to do this without the full assent and understanding of the Members of
Congress primarily responsible for foreign policy." "Make sure that the men
on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee have information and convictions
about this idea of our going into the ILO." "Give them ample opportunity to
examine all the facts," etc. "We'll go in if you can win the support of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee" (pp. 340-341). Miss Perkins then tells
about her cnsultation with Secretary Hull, his approval to go ahead, their
discussions for several weeks, how she furnished information to and had talks
with members of the Senate Committee, and how several months later she had
their agreement and support to go ahead (both Republican and Democratic),
that Senator Harris,'n introduced a resolution and that it "went through with-
out opposition" (p. 343).
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Page 1711, last line, page 1712, lines 8-S
The ILO as "the center of an avowedly socialist set-up"' is another liberty

with fact and truth. "Accepted a commitment to further enactment of com-
prehensive social-insurance laws as a national goal" is nonsense. A member
of the ILO makes only a commitment that It will give consideration to conven-
tions and other agreements adopted by the ILO.

There is no indication here that Harold Butler (Great Britain's Minister to the
United States during the war) was the second, And John Winant, former
(Republican) Governor of New Hampshire, former (Republican) Chair-

man of the Social Security Board and our wartime Ambassador to Great
Britain was the third director of ILO; and that in its organization and work it
Is tripartite (government, labor, employer) and that the American labor
representatives have been selected from the A. F. of L. and the employer repre-
sentatives have been a long series of thoroughly responsible representatives
from American business. Are all these people also "socializers"?

The nonsense contained in this section on the ILO becomes further evi-
dent when considered in terms of the recent approval of the revised ILO con-
stitution (to bring the ILO into its new relations with the UN). Recently consid-
ered by the Senate, a joint resolution of Congress was passed by unanimous
action-with the active concurrence of Senator Taft. (See Congressional Rvcord,
June 2, 1947, pp. 6277-6278, 6302-6307.) (And all this is chronologica ly after
Shearon's writing and after she had been working for some time with and in the
office of Senator Taft as a member of the staff of the Republican National Com-
mittee and/or as "Research Analyst, Conference of the Minority, United States
Senate." It would appear that even Senator Taft hasn't placed much credence
in Mrs. Shearon's interpretation of the ILO or our membership in it.)

Page 1712, third f ll paragraph
This paragraph about our Bureau's Division of Coordination Studies

is a tissue of Shearon misrepresentation. The Division of Coordination Studies
was and is what its name indicates. It has had continuing contacts with
all important labor groups (through a formal organized "labor research group")
though Shearon mentions only CIO in this connection.

As for the PAC and the NCPAC, neither I nor the division has had any rela-
tions with them, direct or indirect. Shearon is building on the fact that we are
acquainted with people who are in NCPAC, though, so far as I know, Davis (and
Boas (?)) were members only of some local or medical subcommittee of NCPAC.
Alexander I haven't met more than once or twice and that was many years ago,
and Walsh I believe I have never met at all.

Page 1712, fourth full paragraph, lines 16-17
Mrs. Shearon is not correct about the "Health Insurance Staff." Drs. Davis

and Sinai were added as adjtinct members of the staff when Drs. Leland and
Simons were added from the American Medical Association. Mr. Perrott,
Miss Lenroot, and Dr. Eliot were never members of Sydenstricker's staff.

(1 looked at Social Security in America to see what that showed. It lists all
the names mentioned by Mrs. Shearon as on "Health Tnsurance Staff." Pre-
sumably this is where Mrs. Shearon got her material. But it is not correct.
So far as I know, Dr. Draper, Dr. Thompson, Miss Lenroot, and Dr. Eliot were
never on the Health Insurance Staff.)

(Note that Shearon mentions only those whom she is going to attack. If I am
right in having guessed where she got the incorrect information, notice whom she
does not mention-since that text also includes W. Frank Walker, deceased (Com-
monwealth Fund), Ira V. Hiscock (Yale University), R. G. Leland (AMA), A. M.
Simons (AMA), and W. F. Draper (USPHS)---of whom the last three have been
vigorously opposed to compulsory health insurance.)

Page 1713, first full paragraph, lines 9-11
Again a Shearon misrepresentation that I left the Milbank Memorial Fund

"under fire." It had been agreed in the spring of 1936 that I would shift from
the staff of the MMF to a grant-financed research project. Then Sydenstricker
died suddenly some time later, and the whole program affecting me was dropped
by mutual agreement-and solely on my motion-between me and the president
of the fund. Instead, I accepted the invitation to join the Social Security
Board staff, an invitation which I nowise sought.

(The Milbank Memorial Fund had been "under fire" in 1934 and 1935 in the
sense of being under severe pressure to stop its health-insurance studies. The
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"fire" came from various medical societies alid was directed to the fund and to the
Borden Co.-Mr. Milbank was chairman of th6 board bf this conpanyI There was
sonithing in the nature of a medical "boycott" campaign against Borden products.
Many of the facts of record on this episode are recorded in'American Medicine
Mobilizes, by James Rorty-W. W. Norton & Co., New York, 1939, pp. 116--130.j

Page 1713, first full paragraph, lines 12-17
There is some "slippery" writing here. Shearon knew very well that Reed,

Klein, and Ring were in the employ of the Social Security Board before I was and
that I had nothing to do with their employment. I was glad to have Reed and
Klein on my staff when I had responsibility for organizing the Division of Health
Studies, and later Ring when I became responsible for the Division of Publications
and Review.

Page 1713, second full paragraph, lines 1-2
Davis was one of many consultants and he received almost no pay from

Federal Government.

Page 1713, full paragraph, line 11
Perrott was not secretary of the Interdepartmental Committee in its early years.

He was later, long after the Technical Committee was appointed.

Page 1713, full paragraph, lines 12-15
Technical Committee was appointed in 1037, rather than in October 1936.
(The Bulletin reference Shearon cites gives the date she quotes, but it does not

apply to the Technical Committet. The proceedings reference gives no date for
the Technical Committee.) What does she mean by "ultimately included"?
These five were the committee.

Page 1713, last paragraph
Note the indirect and back-handed method of introducing something close to

a Communist smear, which has not come in before this.

Page 1714, second paragraph, first sentence
Not true that the 1939 Wagner bill provisions "were drafted under Falk's

direction." They were drafted by and under the direction of the whole Tech-
nical Committee, and under the direction of the Interdepartmental Committee,
and with the participation of Senator Wagner and his staff. (Incidentally, also
with Mrs. Shearon's participation.)

Page 1714, second paragraph, lines 5-7
Falk did not then or at any time since "claim that the only road to national

health in this country was via federally controlled compulsory sickness
insurance."

Page 1714, last paragraph, lines 4-8
Note that Shearon does not say, but implies, that Falk had something to do

with the drafting of this bill and the inclusion of the quoted wording. The
fact is that Falk had po contact whatever with that drafting or wording.

Page 1715, lines 3-7
I recall that Witte or someone else who was informed on the matter told us

the AMA representatives objected to inclusion of the phrase "re health insur-
ance" and that no obj(ctibn to its deletion was raised because it would still be
covered by the phrase "and related subjects."

Page 1715, first full paragraph
It is not true and has no basis in fact so far as I know for Mrs. Shearon to

say that Congress considered and decided against giving the Social Security
Board "a mandate to study health insurance." (See precedig note.) Note
that nothing to support Mrs. Shearon's interpretation appears in the committee
reports on the bill.

Page 1715, second full paragraph, lines 1-4
Shearon puts all this in the form of what Falk has "claimed." The basic fact

is that the Social Security Board decided this matter when in 1936 they invited
Falk to accept an appointment to their staff.

Also, until Shearon came along, with a new interpretation of section 702 of
the Social Security Act, the Board's interpretation of section 702 was never
questioned by the Budget Bureau and the congressional appropriation committees,
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the Congress, the Comptroller General, etc. The board's interpretation is still
generally accepted.

Page 1715, second full paragraph, lines 9-10
The question might be asked whether it wasn't Shearon who furnished the

"slanted" questions to the Appropriations Committee (or to those who handed.
them to Keefe, Engel, etc.).

Page 1715, third full paragraph, lines 4-6
"Well matured plans" is Shearon's invention, totally.

Page 1715, fifth full paragraph
All of this is obviously Shearon quackery, dragging the British developments

in. Were we responsible for Beveridge, his appointment by the Churchill govern-
ment, his report, its acclaim by all parties in Great Britain, the subsequent
Labour Party victory at the British polls, and the implementation of the
Beveridge report by a Labour Government instead of by a Conservative or Coali-
tion Government?

Page 1716, second full paragraph, lines 1-2
Carter Goodrich has been off the ILO Governing Body or Board for some time.

Page 1716, second full paragraph
Note that Mrs. Shearon doesn't say (perhaps implies ?) that Falk had any-

thing to do with the development of the maritime proposals, the preparation of
the "model scheme of seafarers' social security," etc. The fact is that Falk
didnt even know of these developments until he was asked by the Labor and State
Departments to act for the United States Government in studying the proposals
and, later, in going to the London meeting (already scheduled).

Page 1716, second full paragraph, last 3 lines
Mrs. Shearon's way of citing the principle that there should be one basic

social-insurance system would never give the reader to understand that it leads
to opposition against the special systems proposed for seamen in the ILO draft
report.

Page 1716, third full paragraph, line
"Now or Never!" was whose slogan? This is a total Shearon invention.

Page 1716, third full paragraph, lines 6-8
A Shearon exaggeration. The facts are that in 1943 the Bureau had a budget

of $189,000 (not "nearly half a million dollars"), and a travel fund of less than
$3,000 (as against what she implies by "ample travel funds").

Page 1716, last full paragraph
Mrs. Shearon's eloquence completely ignores even such facts as she has already

cited. She (p. 20) cited the Beveridge report (1942) which had already pro-
lsed "cradle to the grave" protection for everybody; but here she says "compre-
hensive coverage" and "comprehensive benefits" was a "revolutionary proposal"
in 1143. The fact is, of course, that the discussions leading up to the Beveridge
report in Great Britain and the report itself had made comprehensive social
security a very active subject of discussion (in the press and in magazines) in
Britain, the United States, and in many other countries.

In passing, what is wrong with extending social security to a whole population?
Is Mrs. Shearon defending "'workinguan's insurance" or "poor man's insurance"
or the older European models?

Page 1717, first full paragraph, last 4 lines
The bill contained a sound provision for consultation and clearance by the

Surgeon General with the Social Security Board on financial commitments;
and both were under the common direction of the Federal Security Administra-
tor, with the latter authorized to settle disputes or override both.

Page 1717, footnote 43
1. Mrs. Shearon says we drafted two bills in 1943. This is not true; we

drafted many drafts as we were working out many problems. If we talked
about "our" draft that probably referred to what we ourselves worked out; and
if we talked about an A. F. of L. draft we probably referred to a drat as pe-
pared or amended by the A. F. of L. to whom (among others) Senator Wagner
submitted his draft bill. I say this because I remember that we were asked to.

64431-48-pt. 4-4
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comment on various changes, additions, and deletions proposed to Senator Wag.
ner by the A. F. of L.

2. Her various statements about keeping Dr. Parran in the dark and not letting
"hiri know what was being proposed" is Shearon imagination or ignorance of
the facts. The fact is that the draft we were working out was sent by the
Chairman (Mr. Altmeyer) to Dr. Parran March 17, 1943 (with a letter of that
date) and discussed by them on March 20, 1943. Mr. Altmeyer told me (and
Mr. Cohen) of Dr. Parran's comments and his suggestions for changes or clari-
fications. Mr. Altmeyer asked me to go ahead and work out the problems raised
by Dr. Parran.

3. Mrs. Shearon says that "The Board submitted to Dr. Parran only 4 of the
17 major sections of S. 1161, or the equivalent of 34 of the 90 printed pages of
the bill." This is a typical Shearon misrepresentation, because the reader would
never guess that most of the bill dealt with subjects quite outside of Dr. Parran's
field (e. g. a unified national social-insurance system; public employment offices;
old-age, survivors and permanent-disability insurance; social-insurance protec-
tion for men in the armed services; unemployment, temporary disability and ma-
ternity insurance; unemployment-compensation allowances on termination of mil-
itary service; social-insurance contributions and trust funds; a unified public-
assistance program, etc.). Dr. Parran received all there was on the medical-care
program (the whole of section 11 of the bill, and the supplementary sections on
research, etc.).

4. Her final remarks about "seductively worded" parts that were not included
in S. 1161 are, so far as I know, her rhetoric and that only.

Page 1717, third full paragraph
The Federal Advisory Council was strictly advisory and its functions were

mainly on the broad social-insurance system; the Board of Trustees (Secretary
of the Treasury, Secretary of Labor, and Fedeal Security Administrator) is a
financial trustee (it is not clear why it should include medical representation) ;
and there was no "vast administrative authority" of any kind vested in the
Social Security Board for the health-insurance system. Its administrative au-
thority was practically wholly concerned with using the common wage-record
system to determine who is eligible to the benefits.

Page 1717, fourth full paragraph, line 5-7
But the Surgeon General was consulted in 1943, as she admits in footnote 43 on

the preceding page. As a matter of fact, she doesn't seem to know that Dr.
Parran was consulted twice in 1943-the March consultations (already mentioned
in reference above) and the May consultations. (The latter were nonproductive,
because Senator Wagner introduced the bill unexpectedly to us, on June 3.)
Page 1717, fourth full paragraph, line 8

Who "induced" the Surgeon General to get on a "bandwagon"?

Page 1717, fourth full paragraph, lines 9-12
It is news to me that the "Administrator advised the Public Health Service

to cooperate with the Social Security Board in drafting legislative proposals."
Does the author imply that the Public Health Servike should not work on legis-
lative proposals relating to health insurance?

Page 1717, fourth paragraph, last I lines
The joint work on the dental and nursing studies was not "under Falk's super-

vision" even though Shearon italicizes these words. The fact is that Perrott
and Falk were jointly responsible (by arrangement between Mr. Altmeyer and
Dr. Parran), and shared the chairmanship of all meetings. The only special
favor I enjoyed is that the technical exploratory conferences were held in my
office (the Public Health Service people were located in Bethesda), and the subse-
quent conferences with the nursing and dental consultants were held ini our
building (Board room), with Perrott alternating with me in the chair.

Page 1718, line 13
Note the slanting re "clever move." Apparently there is, in Mrs. Shearon's

philosophy, something wicked achieved if a bill she doesn't like gets referred to a
committee that will give it a public hearing, rather than getting referred to
another committee that will not.

Page 1718, first full paragraph
This tirade against the Health Program Conference Report is a complete

perversion of the document and a gross misrepresentation of the group. Since
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it professed to be a conference of friends of a national-health program, why is
it surprising that those whom Shearon says were leaders in this field should
be members of it? And what's wrong about Government officers meeting with
their professional colleagues to share In preparing a report-which expressly
says each member of the group acted in his individual capacity?

Shearon's heading says that "Bureaucrats" drafted the report. The fact is
that the Government members of the group participated in the conference but did
not do the primary drafting.

Page 1718, second full paragraph, lines 1-4
It is my impression this is a misrepresentation; that Boas and Davis were

members only of some PAC sub-subcommittee. And what does all this prove, and
what is the honesty of this rhetorical point that "Senator Wagner likewise failed
to state * * *?

Page 1719, 4nes 1-3
It will be news to the Rockefeller Foundation that they had long been "active

in the movement to socialize medicine"-whatever Shearon means by that last
phrase.
Page 1719, lines 8-4

I don't know much about contributions to Davis' work, but as to "the work
of Falk," neither Rockefeller nor Rosenwald Foundations had contributed a
penny to anything I was connected with since the CCMC (1929-33). (Except
for a small honorarium for a technical job I did for Rosenwald Fund in autumn
of 1936 when between the Milbank and the Government jobs.)

Pagd 1719, first full paragraph, lines 6-8
Re "Falk's views about the separation of cash and medical sickness benefits,"

the reader wouldn't guess at this point these have also been Shearon's views.

Page 1719, second full paragraph, lines 13-14
Goldmann was never a "consultant" to the Social Security Board.

Page 1719, second full paragraph, last 3 lines
Is there something wrong in 29 people of like general view coming together

to work out the major details of their general ideas? Does Shearon criticize
the AMA for putting only members who oppose compulsory health insurance on
one of its committees or councils?

Page 1719, third full paragraph, lines I,-6
What the "behind-the-scenes manipulation" was in the preparation of the

APHA policy statement, only Mrs. Shearon knows. I don't.

Page 1719, third full paragraph, lines 7-10
Dr. Mountin advises that he definitely never said any such thing. On the

contrary, he points out that the resolutions were developed and adopted in
fullest accord with the provisions of the constitution and bylaws of the APHA.
Page 1719, third full paragraph, last sentence

The answer to Smillie's prejudiced and erroneous analyses (A. J. P. H.,
June 1945, p. 587) has been published in the J. A. M. A., but Shearon doesn't cite
that (Journal, November 18, 1944, 126, 12, p. 789). See also Dr. Atwater's
statements in hearings on S. 1320, June 27, 1947.
Page 1719, last paragraph

This is Flshbein editorial liberty (J. A. M. A., Oct. 14, 1944, p. 434), embellished
by Mrs. Shearon. As is recorded in the J. A. M. A. for Nov. 18, 1944, the APHA
principles were adopted through the prodecures prescribed by the APRA constitu-
tion and bylaws (not by Fishbein's or Shearon's prescription). Did Fishbein or
Shearon ever criticize an AMA adoption because (according to the AMA con-
stitution and bylaws) it was approved by the house of delegates and not by the
fellows of the AMA or by the members? This very question is raised by Dr.
Godfrey in the J. A. M. A. letter (Nov. 18, 1944).

Page 1721, last paragraph
It is shocking that Shearon "discloses" what happened in executive sessions

of the Senate subcommittee, since she was there as Senator Taft's "expert." She
fails to point out that I was there by invitation of the chairman (Senator Hill),
as 1 presume she was; and that my contributions to the committee's work were
by invitation of the subcommittee.

e . .-
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Page 172, ftrst full paragraph
Who wrote Manual 763? I'm not sure I've ever even seen it, and EM-29 I

had never even seen or heard about until a few weeks ago, when I saw a printed
copy for the first time.
Page 1722, first full paragraph lines 15-22

Here Shearon repeats her charge about "manipulated statistics ;" but note that
she has nowhere-so far as I know-ever undertaken to show objectively or
specifically what statistics had been "manipulated" or where, by me or anyone
in the group she criticizes.

Page 1722, third full paragraph
As far as I k ow, it is an invention that "the 1927 ILO recommenda-

tions * * * (etc.)" contain the "blueprint" that is contained in S. 1050.
The 1944 ILO "principles" followed (not preceded) S. 1161 (June 3, 194a), the
predecessor of S. 1050 (May 24, 1945); the American Gpy7 ji.nt dlegotes
did not approve or vote for the 1944 principalss" ; and the Unit ed* States Govern-
ment did not then or thereafter approve or endorse them. Under the ILO consti-
tution, the Government is obligated to transmit them to Congress; but note that
in making sueh transmittal the President did not endorse or recommend them-
he merely transmitted them.

Page 1722, last paragraph
This is all Shearon editorial writing, with her active imagination to help out.

(Also, see above re p. 1711, last line.)
Page 1723, first paragraph

This is a gross misrepresentation and deception. Membership in the ILO and
the Inter-American Conference commits the United States to no such policy. (See
above re p. 1712, lines 1-3) ; see my notes on the article "Labor's Program to
Socialize Medicine Internationally," Medical Economics, Nov. 1945, which ap-
pear later in these hearings.)

Page 1723, second full paragraph
Nationalization, socialization, etc., are Shearon's inventions-or those of

groups like Dr. Fishbein's and the National Physicians Committee; and these par-
agraphs are a good sample of the kind of writing that is resorted to in the at-
tempt to persuade people this is truth rather than what it is-a bogey-man in-
vented by people with active imaginations and no respect for truth.

Page 1723, third full paragraph, lines 7-8
Note that earlier (p. 1715) Shearon challenged right of Social Security Board to

study health insurance. Here (p. 1723) this has become "the clear intent of Con-
gress that the Social Security Board should not study health insurance."
Page 1723-1724, quoted paragraph

It may be true that "all modern socialistic programs advocate schemes of
socal insurance * * *"; but it is also true that all (or nearly all) modern
nonsocialistic programs also advocate social insurance. In short, since nearly
everybody is in favor of social insurance, it is not surprising if socialists advocate
It and try to take credit when it is adopted, or argue that it can be best admin-
istered under their system.

Shearon's basic misrepresentation here is by the trickery of substitution. A
reader who didn't know7 the score would never guess from what she has said here
that-not only the socialists allegedly advocate social insurance, but also-the
Republicans as well as the Democrats advocate it. E. g., all or (certainly most)
modern capitalistic programs advocate schemes of social insurance.
Page 1724, first full paragraph

Ihn't the real point here that Europe has moved "left"-after the overthrow
of the extreme "right" represented by Hitler and his kind-despite and not be-
cause of the limited socially protective achievements of "Bismarckian social in-
surance laws"?

Page 1724, second full paragraph
It is a Shearon "libel" (?) to identify those who believe in, advocate, and work

for social insurance with those who are "engineering this world toward social-
ism." She applies all the epithets and cliches-boring from within, alien ideolo-
gies, international movement. By her line of reasoning, she-with a newly
acquired Bourbon philosophy-"bored" her way first Into the Republican National
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Committee and then into the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
(which more recently had to "fire" her). I say "newly acquired Bourbonism"
since she abhorred and attacked means-test medicine when she was on our staff
and vigorously advocated comprehensive compulsory health insurance.

Page 1724, last paragraph of page 1725
See earlier comments. If Shearon knows all these details, doesn't she also know

that I had been earning as much as $10,000 a year before I came to the Govern-
ment in December 1936? Or wouldn't it do for her to show that I got no financial
advancement from Government employment-since she emphasizes that personal
advancement Is a reason or the reason for my activities?

Page 1725, fir8t full paragraph, lines 6-13
This is news to me; never heard of any of these investigations before. From

the fact that I never heard of them, could it be that the investigations (if con-
ducted) did not find me guilty of these charges? On inquiry, I am also advised
that our personnel officers have never known of these investigations.

Page 1725, third full paragraph
Again Mr. Altmeyer is not "Assistant Administrator." Note that he was

again confirmed by the Senate for the Job (in 1947) of representing the United
States (to the Social Commission of the UN) after this Shearon pamphlet was
published.

Pages 1725, fourth full paragraph, lines 5-10
This is a completely garbled account. Altmeyer is not and has never been either

Assistant Administrator (as in the preceding paragraph) or Assistant to the
Administrator (as here). Under the Administrator there are four operating
branches, headed respectively by the Surgeon-General, the Commissioner of
Education, the Commissioner for Social Security, and the Commissioner for
Special Services. The latter two offices were created as a result of changes
e ,ected by Reorganization Order No. 2, and in no sense did the appointment of Mr.
Altmeyer to the position of Commissioner for Social Security represent an eleva-
tion to a higher post. Since the organization of the PHS was not affected by
Reorganization Order No. 2, there was no need to change the title of Dr. Parran's
position.

Page 1726, third full paragraph, liptes 8-7
As far as I know, it is Shearon invention that Miss Klei went to California

on a request originating with the CIO. She went on the request of our regional
director (Mr. Neustadt) to assist him in giving facts to persons interested in
the bills and who were asking him for aid (this included Governor Warren).
Indbed, Mr. Neustadt's subsequent request for an extension of Miss Klem's
stay in California came from him by phone from the Governor's office, and Mr.
Neustadt said the Governor requested that she be available for a longer period
to work with his (the Governor's) assistants.

Not true or correct.

Page 1726, fifth full paragraph, lines 2-3
Re the hart

Shearon has dragged in everything she could compile of professional connec-
tions. Would It be difficult to draw a similar chart for anyone who occupies any
position of consequence ot responsibility in the Federal Government? Or to draw
such a chart for Shearon herself?

Note the "dragging in" of people like Corson, Malmberg, etc. Corston's "staff"
position with Ways and Means is absurd if I am correctly informed that he
was only one of a number of consultants to that staff. Malmberg-whom I
scarcely know-I presume Is dragged in because he joined the staff of the Demo-
cratic National Committee.

Note that she has the Maritime Conference proposals all wrong. See Mrs.
Merriam's article in the Social Security Bulletin, August 1946.

[In this connection, see also the print-attached--of her earlier edition of the
chart. Note the heading.]

Many of her items are historical only, though as presented here are intended
to give a "current" Impression-witness the fact that the "legend" labels this
as "conditions existing during Second Session, Seventy-ninth Congress." Ob-
viously the chart collects various connections and associations Falk has had
in the course of many years (1928 ff) of work in the field of health and shows
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them together. Obviously such a chart could be made up for anyone who has
been active in professional or public affairs over a period of years.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Falk, if you will turn to page 6, probably
of your edition. It is under the heading "Evolution of plans and
propaganda." That is the general subject matter. Do you see that?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Do you see where it says-

During the twenties Davis was joined by Isidore Sydney Falk, a man 20 years
his ju ior, whose prior experience had been almost entirely academic and
scientific.

On the same page further down you will see-
He resigned from both positions under fire.

Mr. FALK. Yes. sir.
Senator DONNELL. And under footnote 7 it states:
Dr. Kegel ousts health officials. Expect shake-up. U. of C. man dismissed by

new department chief. Chicago Tribune. December 23, 1927; also Chicago
Tribune. January 12. 1928 and December 15. 1929.

Senator MURRAY. Mr. Chairman, I have an edition of this pamphlet
and I do not find this on page 6.

Senator DO.NNELL. What edition do you have?
Senator MURRAY. This is the second edition.
Senator DONNELL. Let me see. I will find it for you.
Senator MURRAY. Is it right at the top of the page?
Senator DONNELL. Right at the top of the page, yes.
Very well. Mr. Falk, you say you have no recollection of what

actual ly transpired between you and Dr. Kegel over your dismissal
or resignation, whichever the case was, from this office of director of
the division of surveys. You have no recollection at all?

Mr. FALK. I have said that I do not recall as to details.
Senator DONNELL. I do not mean the mere details. Have you any

recollection of what Dr. Kegel assigned to you as the reasons for want-
ing you to get out?

Mr. FALK. My only recollection is that in the first conversation I
had with him, when he turned up in the office, he told me in effect
that the sooner I left the happier he would be.

Senator DONNELL. I see.
Mr. FALK. As to what charges he may have made, I have no recol-

lection.
Senator DO.NNELL. You were drawing $3.600 from the city at that

time?
Mr. FALK. That -s what it says in that article. I have no inde-

pendent recollection of it.
Senator DONNELL Do you not remember what salary you were

drawing when you were only 28 years old?
Mr. FALK. I remember it was approximately that amount. Whether

it was $3,600. I would not remember.
Senator DONNELL. You were drawing a salary at the University of

Chicago. What was your salary at that time at the University of
Chicago, let us say in 1927?

Mr. FALK. Again I would not be sure, but I think it was probably
$4,000.

Senator DONNELL. The salary you were getting from the city was
in the neighborhood of 40 to 45 percent of your total income?
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Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Yet the circumstances involved in your dismissal

(lid not make enough impression on your mind so you can tell us what
reason Dr. Kegel assigned for wanting to get you out?

Mr. FALK. The general circumstances still remain with me. The
details I do not remember.

Senator DO.N-NELL. Did he make tle charge in substance to you at
that time that you lhad taken some statistics and misinterpreted them
in favor of your former clief ?

Mr. FALK. I do not know anything about that. I have no recollec-
tion.

Senator Do.N.NELL. You would not affirm that or deny it
Mr. FALK. No..'ii'.
Senator DONNELL. Is this gentlemen still living, Dr. Kegel?
Mr. iFAiK. I do not know.
Senator DoNxNELL. You do not know about that?
Mr. FALK. NO, sir.
Senator DONNELL. You gave a statement under date of January 12,

1928, to the press.
Mr. FALK. I do not remember.
Senator DONNELL. Do you have a clipping from the Chicago Daily

Tribune of that date?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Let me read it.
U. of C. expert tells why he quit Dr. Kegel.

I pause right there to say in general your resignation was requested,
you have just told us that the doctor said he was desirous of getting
you out and the quicker the better.

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DO.NINELL. The statement you gave to the Journal of the

American Medical Association denying your resignation was requested
is not correct?

Mr. FALK. That depends on how you interpret it. The new com-
missioner of health indicated he was not happy that I and others were
there, that I and other pei.oins there were uncongenial to him, and if
we were not there he would be happier.

Senator DONNELL. You knew he wanted you to get out?
Mr. FALK. I think so.
Senator DO-N-NELL. You knew it, did you not?
Mr. FALK. I cannot profess knowledge about what is alleged I knew

in 1928. I can give mybest recollection.
Senator DONNELL. You lmew he wanted you out and the quicker the

better. That is substantially it.
Senator MuRRAY. He did not state that he wanted him to get out.
Senator DONNELL. What did he say?
Senator MURRAY. He said he would be happier.
Senator DONNELL. It would influence
Senator MURRAY. It does not indicate he was demanding a resigna-

tion or made the express statement he wanted him to get out.
Senator DONNELL. You understood it would add to his happiness

and peace of mind if you would leave. That is correct?
Mr. FALK. I think that is correct.
Senator DONNELL. You know that is correct; do you not?
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Mr. FALK. No, sir; I am only saying I think that is correct.
Senator DONXELL. To the best of your recollection is that correct?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. That is all right. Let me read the next sentence

in the Chicago Tribune article:

Dr. Falk states he resigned of his own volition, because of lack of sympathy
for the new health commissioner's program.

That sentence indicates you were claiming you resigned of your own
free will and accord because you did not sympathize with the program.
That is not true?

Mr. FALK. He was trying-
Senator DONNELL (interposing). Now. I ask yu-
Senator MURRAY (interposing). I want this witness to be afforded

an opportunity to answer the question.
Senator DONNELL. That is all I want him to do; simply answer the

question.
Senator MURRAY. I object to the chairman interrupting the witness

and not giving him an opportunity to answer.
Senator DONNELL. Your objection is overruled.
Senator MtURRAY. Let the witness answer
Senator DONNELL. Your objection is overruled and the witness will

answer and make such explanation as he wishes after he has answered
Ihe question.

Senator MuRmAY. I want to have it noted in the record at this point
that the chairman is arbitrarily refusing to permit the witness to
complete his answer.

Senator DONNELL. He may complete his answer when this question
is answered: Mr. Falk, it is true that you knew he wanted you out.
That is correct?

Mr. FALK. Yes, that is correct.
Senator DONNELL. Now you may go ahead and make any explana-

tion you wish in full.
Mr. FALK. Senator, as far as I can decipher what these articles deal

with, they seem to focus on the question of whether I was dismissed
or whether I resigned. Insofar as they go beyond that, for whatever
additional light they shed, this statement in the Chicago Daily Tribune
of Thursday, December 12, 1928, I interpret it-I wish to make a cor-
rection, it is Thursday, January 12, 1928. When I found it a few days
ago I discovered that it was based upon a release from the Journal of
the American Medical Association and not from me.

At any rate, I have had no independent recollection of this item in
the newspaper, the statement of the Journal of the American Medical
Association, or that any of these matters were of public record.

My first recent knowledge or recollection of these matters came when
I looked up these references to the document by Dr. Shearon, allegedly
supporting her statement "He had resigned from both positions under
fire." At that time, knowing from long experience that her docu-
mentation of statements of that kind might not necessarily be accurate
or trustworthy, I asked someone to find for me copies of these refer-
ences and I obtained them. I regret to say we apparently did not
follow up to secure the Journal of the American Medical Association
or to look to see whether or not there was a statement in that journal.
I have no knowledge on that, but I read this item in the Chicago
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Tribune of January 12, 1928 when it became available to me and
found it says I resigned of my own volition and my resignation was not
turned in at Dr. Kegel's request, but of my own volition, at my discre-
tion, and under the press of an immediate circumstance which was in a
measure of my own creation.

I have no other knowledge or recollection at this time to what that
refers.

The item goes on to say that:
Dr. Kegel's plans and procedures and those of his advisers have made it

Impossible for me to remain in the Department of Health and retain my self-
respect. My presentation of a resignation may have been desired but was not
requested.

That means to me, if I am still responsive to your question, that
Dr. Kegel had indicated to me he would be happier without me in the
Department as well as happier without other people in the Depart-
ment, but that he did not go so far as to request my resignation and
that lie did not dismiss me.

I may add parenthetically I was a civil servant. He may not have
been free to dismiss me. I do not remember the details, but I do
interpret this item to mean that he did not go so far as requesting
my resignation, but that I precipitated circumstances, I presume, in
my relations with him in which some forthright issue arose, and on
the basis of which I submitted my resignation.

That is my interpretation of this item in the light of such recollec-
tion as I have of what transpired in December 1927 and January 1928.

Senator DONNELL. Now, Mr. Falk, have you completed your
statement on that?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. I would like to read that article in full. I do

not think you read the last sentence:
"My resignation," Dr. Falk states, "was not turned in at Dr. Kegel's request,

but of my own volition, at my discretion, and under the press of immediate
circumstances which was in a measure of my own creation.

"Dr. Kegel's plans and procedures and those of his advisers have made it impos-
sible for me to remain in the Department of Health and retain my self-respect.
My presentation of a resignation may have been desired, but was not requested."

Now, I return to your statement of a moment ago, and I want to
ask you if on reflection'you can think about "the press of immediate
circumstances which was in a measure of my own creation" referred
to. Can you recall now what that refers to?

Mr. FALK. No, Senator. I have no independent knowledge or recol-
lection of it. I had no recollection, as I said earlier, of even this item
in the paper. I obtained these only very recently and have not had
opportunity yet to see what, if anything, I have in my personal files
that may cast further light on it. I was planning to look into it
because when I read this I was curious.

Senator DONNELL. You have the first edition of Dr. Shearon's book.
What is the date of that edition? Look down at the bottom of the
flyleaf.

Mr. FALK. There is a statement on the inside cover, first printing
January 1947.

Senator MURRAY. I object to this being called a book. It is a prop-
aganda circular, and one of these editions contains scurrilous material.

Senator DONNEM. Which edition is that?
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Senator MURRAY. I do not know which one. One of the early
editions.

Senator DONNELL. One of the early editions ?
Senator MuRAY. One of the early editions.
Senator DONNFLL. There have been three.
Senator MURRAY. They all contain scurrilous propaganda designed

to confuse and befuddle the minds of people who would read the
pamphlet.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Falk, you have had this pamphlet for ap-
proximately 6 months in your possession, have you not?

Mr. FALK. I am not sure, Senator, how long I have had this in my
possession.

Senator DONNELL. Well, have you had this several months?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. So you have had ample time to check on what

the Chicago Tribune did say and what the Journal of the American
Medical Association did say?

Mr. FALK. Had I been so alert as to inqure what those footnote
references were I would haye, but as I said, I did not look into these
footnote references until just a little while ago, the last 10 days.

Senator DONNELL. But you read the booklet months ago.
Mr. FALK. Yes, that is correct, and I did make many notes of many

inaccuracies and misconstructions, as in the case of one item, to which
I refer as malicious and vicious misrepresentation with respect to the
alleged circumstances under which I left the university.

Senator DONNELL. That is in one of Mrs. Shearon's pamphlets?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Is that right?
Mr. FALK. Yes. I have reference to the sentence which you have

just read that I resigned from both positions under fire. As the rec-
ord indicates, I did not resign from the University of Chicago under
fire, and that statement which has already been read was what I regard
as a malicious misrepresentation. In another publication Mrs.
Shearon is reported to have used stronger language, referring to me
as having been dismissed from the university.

Senator DONNELL. The document before me states: "He had re-
signed from both positions under fire." •

ou are familiar with the Ramspeck committee over in the House V
Mr. FALK. Yes. I have heard of it. I would not say I am familiar

with it.
Senator DONNE1L. Are you familiar with a report of that com-

mittee that was prepared in 1944?
Mr. FALK. I am not. The only knowledge I have that there was

a study and report by that committee is that which I derived from
Mrs. Shearon's writing. I have made inquiry of those competent in
the agency to know whether there ever was such a study and report,
and they have told me they had no knowledge of it.

Senator DONNELL. You do know, however, there was such a report
prepared?

Mr. FALK. I do not. I only know what Mrs. Shearon says about it.
Senator DONNELL. How did the denial get out of your office you

presented a resignation to Dr. Kegel?
Mr. FALiK. To the best of my present information based on these

items we have been discussing-
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Senator DONNEIL. Do you not remember whether you resigned or
did not not resign from office there in Chicago?

Mr. FALK. Senator, I repeat I have no independent recollection of
the details of what transp red prior to having looked up these items
cited by Mrs. Shearon. I really would not have felt competent to say
Avhether I resigned.or had been *dismissed.

Senator DONNELL. You would not. Are the circumstances back
there when you in some way terminated your position, a position in-
volving $3,600 income, so unimportant that they did not leave any
impression so you would remember whether you resigned or was
dismissed ?

Mr. FALK. The details have not remained with me.
Senator DONNELL. You do not actually remember now whether you

x ere dismissed or resigned?
Mr. FALK. I have no independent recollection.
Senator DONNELL. As to whether you resigned or were dismissed?
Mr. FALK. At the city department of health?
Senator DONNELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. FALK. Yes; that is correct.
(For additional consideration on this point, see testimony of Mr.

Falk of January 27, 948.)
Senator DONNELL. You joined the Committee on the Costs of Med-

ical Care?
Mr. FALK. That is right.
Senator DONNELL. Is it?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Was there considerable publicity about a dis-

covery it was stated you had made in regard to the isolation of the
germ of influenza?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. There was a good deal in the papers. The New

York Times of Friday, December 13, 1929, has a large article stating:
Isolates germ of Influenza. Dr. Falk, of University of Chicago, announces dis-

covery of microbe of disease. Fourteen aides caught disease. Experiments
conducted on monkeys have failed to bring successful vaccination. Antitoxin
is sought. Bacteriologist, native of Brooklyn, names his find pleomorphaic strep-
tococcus.

Do you remember that article?
Mr. FALK. No, sir; I do not.
Senator DONNELL. At any rate you gave out a statement with respect

to the alleged discovery by you of a method of isolating the germ of
influenza.

Mr. FALK. I do not think that is correct. I think what happened is
a little different.

Senator DONNELL. What did you do?
Mr. FALK. My recollection of the fact is this, that I addressed an

organization known as the Bacteriology Club of the University of
Chicago, giving a summary of some findings, and unbeknownst to me
the press was there.

Senator DONNELL. I want to correct a question. I think I have in-
advertently misstated what this article says in this "Special to the New
York Times." It is dated Chicago, December 12 and states:

A year of research in the laboratories of the University of Chicago to discover
and isolate the germ of influenza which has taken heavy toll of human life in
It years has been crowned with success.
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This is only part of it. You may see all of it if you like.
This important announcement was made this afternoon by the discoverer, Dr.

Isidore S. Falk, 30-year old professor of bacteriology at the university and a
native of Brooklyn.

The announcement was accompanied by a cautiously worded statement that
there is "a hopeful prospect" that an antitoxin for influenza will be discovered.

"What we are hoping," he said, "is that a vaccine prepared from dead microbes
of the influenza germ ('an be absorbed through the mucous membrane of the
nose and throat and thus effect a cure."

I am not so certain there was any error because it does say-
The announcement was accompanied by a cautiously worded statement that there
is a hopeful prospect that an antitoxin for influenza will be discovered.

That is what the article in the New York Times says. You are quite
welcome to look at, it. Let the record show Mr. Falk has been handed
the article. We would be glad to have your statement on this, first on
the announcement, and then the antitoxin to overcome influenza.

Mr. FALK. First may I point out for the record, the first paragraph
which you have read aloud has to be read a little differently. As I read
it "a hopeful prospect," I call attention to the fact the reference to
antitoxin is not in the quote.

Senator DONNESLL. I understand.
Mr. FALK. I make that point because, if I remember correctly, I

think that is a statement Mrs. Shearon has ascribed to me, that I had
once claimed a cure for influenza, a point not very important to ac-
complish national health legislation, but very important to a bacteri-
ologist or immunologist, because an announcement of an antitoxin in-
dicates one thing and what had been done with vaccines for prevention
is quite a different matter.

Senator DONNELL. I do not know what you are referring to in Dr.
Shearon's statement, but I think what she has said is this-it is page
8 of the third edition:

Shortly before leaving Chicago in December 1929, he had received considerable
publicity in the piwess as the "discoverer" of the germ of "flu- and had put forth
the claim that a cure might soon be forthcoming.

Mr. FALK. That is what I have reference to, the first part of that
sentence with reference to the discovery of the germ. That part is
substantially correct, but what, is not is the second part. The second
part is based upon an inaccurate statement because I never worked on
an antitoxin for influenza.

Senator DONNELL. What does the New York Timnes article say?
Mr. FALK. It says the announcement was accompanied by a cau-

tiously worded statement that there is a hopeful prospect that an anti-
toxin for influenza will be discovered.

Senator DONNELL. Antitoxin is a cure?
Mr. FALK. That is not in the quotation. They do not directly ascribe

that to me. I do not believe it came from me because I did no work on
an antitoxin for influenza. That is very different from my work.

Senator DONNELL. Will you go ahead and read?
Mr. FALK (reading) :
"What we are hoping," he said, "is that a vaccine prepared from dead microbes

of the influenza germ can be absorbed through the mucous membrane of the nose
and throat and thus effect a cure."

Senator DONNELL. That is a quotation from you? Is that a correct
quotation?
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Mr. FALK. That I do not know.
Senator DONNELL. Is it your best recollection that it is a correct

quotation?
Mr. FALK. The general items it contains are as best I know correct.

Whether that is a quotation from me I do not know.
Senator DONNELL. But the factual items stated there in what pur-

ports to be a quotation from you are in your judgment substantially
correct?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir, except as to a reference to a cure instead of to
prevention.

Senator DONNELL. Go ahead.
Mr. FALK. Do you wish me to continue to read?. I wanted to see

what it contained and then I thought I would return to your original
question about what my recollection is.

Senator DONNELL. Go right ahead and look it over with care before
you answer.

(The witness thereupon examined the clipping fr()m the New York
-imes of Friday, December 13, 1929, handed him by Senator Donnell.)

Mr. FALK. Yes, Senator: I believe I did say my recollection was I
made a report on our influenza experiment before the Bacteriology
Club of the University of Chicago. It says Dr. Falk made his an-
nouncement today.

Senator DONNELL. What date is that?
Mr. FALK. Friday, December 13, 1929.
Senator DONNELL. That was only 18 days before you left the Uni-

versity of Chicago, was it not?
Mr. FALK. I think the letters I read earlier refer to my resignation

as taking effect on December 31.
Senator DONNELL. On. December 31.
Mr. FALK. And those letters were written in September and Octo-

ber. I read that from the letter received from the secretary of the
board of trustees dated October 17, 1929, and I read from letters be-
ginning with August 5, 1929. I refer to those for the purpose of indi-
,atina what I think it is proper to indicate, that there is no relevance
to this reference to 18 days because my request for a leave of absence
or my submittance of a resignation if a leave could not be gTanted had
been under negotiation from August on. My reiest was submitted
to the vice president of the university on a date in September, acknow-
ledged by him on another date in September and accepted formally
by the board of trustees in October. All of this was long before the
(late of December 13th cited.

Senator DONNELL. Where did you -arry on your experiments on
influenza? In the University of Chicago?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did your associates working along with you

know that?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did the University authorities know that fact?
Mr. FALK. Oh, yes. They were financially supporting the work.
Senator DONNE.LL. Did they know it at the time you wrote the first

letter?
Mr. FAIK. The responsible officers knew it.
Senator DONNELL. Did Professor Jordan know, on August 5, 1929,

you had been carrying on experiments with respect to flu ?
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Mr. FALK. Oh, yes.
Senator DONNELL. Who was he, what position did he hold?
Mr. FALK. Chairman of the Department of Hygiene and Bacteri-

ology.
Senator DONNELL. Did he know of the fact your efforts were

crowned with success? Did he know that?
Mr. FALK. I do not think that he knew or that anybody knew that

in August.
Senator DONN ELL. He knew you were working on that and it was

an extremely important subject?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. He knew that in August?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Still they accepted your resignation to take effect

December 31, 1929?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNDipL. And while this was going on. Is that right?
Mr. FALK. Yes, and I might add from the clipping you handed me:

Our researches at the University have been carried on since 1918 under the
Joint auspices of the University and the Influenza Commission founded and
aided by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.

In other words, the influenza studies at the University of Chicago,
in which I had a part, were a piece in a long stream of studies which
had been going on since 1918, and much happened after I left the
university.

Senator DONNELL. You had been working on this matter of influ-
enza almost exclusively during the year 1929.

Mr. FALK. I do not think so.
Senator DONNELL. You had been working very diligently and put-

ting in a large amount of time on it?
Mr. FALK. I think that is true.
Senator DoNN LL. Had you been giving out publicity on the de-

velopment during that period?
Mr. FALK. Not to my knowledge. I think there was no publicity

wtil this story broke on it which is recorded here to be December 12th.
Senator DONNELL. 1929
Mr. FALK. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. Dr. Jordan was your superior?
Mr. FALK. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. And he was away on an extended trip, was he

not, in 1929?
Mr. FALK. I do not know whether he was away on an extended trip.

That letter would indicate he was not at the university in the summer.
Whether he was at his suburban home. I do not know.

Senator DONNELL. You do not recall how long he was gone?
Mr. FALK. No.
Senator DONNELL. You do not remember when he got back you and

lie had some discussion over your actions in connection with the in-
fluenza study? You do not recall that?

Let me ask you this question, do you recall that or not ?
Mr. FALK. My recollection, Senator, would be that he was in Chi-

cago at the time this story broke because I have some recollection of
it, not very specific about this, but I, do have some recollection of dis-
cussing with him the timing of the two publications of those studies,
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one which appeared in the Journal of the American Medical Associa-
tion just about that time, and I do not remember the date, and the
other was arrangement for full publication of the studies in the form
of a monograph, and I do remember there was some discussion about
the financing to pay for that publication because it is my recollection
the special financing of that project was in the form of a grant from
the Influenza Commission, furnished by the Metrop6litan Life Insur-
ance Co.

So, from this item it is my best recollection Professor Jordan was
there.

Senator DONNELL. Professor Jordan did not express regret at your
leaving?

Mr. FALK. I believe he did. I have some letters.
Senator DONNELL. From Professor Jordan?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Do you have them here?
Mr. FALK. No, sir; I have not looked at my files of letters from

Professor Jordan for some time.
Senator DONNELL. There was an article which appeared in the

Journal of the American Medical Association on the 21st day of
December 1929, which was just 8 days after the New York Times
article, with respeeu to this article, which reads as follows:

With little, if any, apparent warrant, it is again announced, for at least the
tenth time in 5 years, that the causative organism of influenza has been discov-
ered and that it is hoped to prepare a vaccine. There is thus far little or no
evidence in scientific medical literature, or even in spoken addresses, to indicate
that I. S. Falk, Ph. D., and his associates have progressed any further toward
the solution of this problem than have workers in other parts of the world, now
or in the past * * * the furore is inexcusable.

That is contained in the Journal of the American Medical Associa-
tion, volume 9, No. 25, page 1975, December 21, 1929, and the quota-
tion I have read is from Dr. Shearon's book.

Do you know whether that appeared in the Journal of the American
Medical Association?

Mr. FALK. Yes, I do know it appeared. But that is not an article;
that is a. piece from the editorial column of Dr. Morris Fishbein.

There was a report in the Journal of the American Medical Asso-
ciation. Looking at my records, we published a report on December
28, 1929.

Sentor DONNELL. But the editorial comment made by Dr. Fish-
bein was as I read it?

Mr. FALK. I do not remember that I checked Mrs. Shearon's quota-
tions, but I have no reason to doubt that it may be a correct quotation.
except for my general hesitancy to rely upon anything she quotes as.
being necessarily accurate and reliable.

Senator DONNFELL. Now, Mr. Falk, you left the University of Chi-
cago to go with the Committee on the Cost of Medical Care. That is
right, is it not?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Davis was very instrumental in securing

your appointment with that committee. That is correct, is it not?
Mr. FALK. I am not sure. It depends on what you mean by "very

instrumental."
Senator DONNELL. Did he have anything to do with it?
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Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did he recommend you?
Mr. FALK. No, sir; if you mean did he first recommend me.
Senator DONNELL. Did he tell you he did?
Mr. FALK. No, sir: and my best recollection is that the recommenda-

tion did not initiate with him. My best recollection is that I had never
before met Mr. Davis, and, being in Chicago, he had been asked to
talk to me about the possibility of my joining the committee's staff.

Senator DONNELL. It initiated with Dr. Moore?
Mr. FALK. NO, it is my recollection that I was told it initiated with

Prof. Haven Emerson of Columbia University.
Senator DONNELL. Did Mr. Emerson recommend you?
Mr. FALK. I do not know that he reconimen(led it. I know he was

a member of the executive committee and that lie participated. I was
told, I think, that lie first brought up my name. All members of the
executive committee wlo attended the meeting participated and coni-
curred.

Senator DO.NNELL. At any rate, as you write in one of your letters
here. if I may have it just a moment, in your letter of August 5, 1929.
to Professor iJordan, you did state to Professor Jordan:

You will recall that before you left I told you of my luncheon conference with
Dr. Michael Davis ;nd that he had asked me whether I might be iliterested in
the work of the ('omnmiitee i ilhe ('ost of Medical Care.

You so stated in your letter?
Mr. FALK. Yes, Sir.
Senator DON.NFLL. Then you state:

SSome days later Dr. MooJre invited me to attend the conference of the executive
committee in Burlingtoii. While there, he offered me an appointment as associate
director of the staff of the committee.

You so stated in your letter of August 5, 1929 to Professor Jordan. I

Mr. FALK. Yes. sir.
Senator DONNELL. Have you made any search for the letter from

Professor Jordan to see whether or not lie professed regret at your
leaving the university?

Mr. FALK. NO, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Would you mind making a search and see if you

can find it ?ar. FALK. Yes, I would be glad to. The way I recall it, very defi-
nitely Dr. Jordan was very reluctant for me to leave the university.

I have no knowledge, and I should not express this as a belief, but
I hope I can find the expression from Dr. Jordan.

I (to know that for many years until his death Professor Jordan
and I were very good friends. We did not see each other very often,
but whenever we did we were very happy to see each other, and I
refer to that to indicate that I am sure my recollection is correct that,
Professor Jordan was reluctant to see me leave the university. I recall
that he participated and succeeded in making the arrangements for
the publication of my influenza studies after I left the university, and
if there were any implication that Dr. Jordan acceded, if I may say,
in the way Dr. Kegel acceded to my resignation from the Department
of Health of the City of Chicago, I think that would be very unfair.

Senator DONNELL. You think Dr. Kegel acceded to your attempt to
leave?
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Mr. FALK. I think so.
Senator DONNELL. You are equally sure he offered no objections?
Mr. FALK. I think that is correct, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. All right.
(In response to Senator Donnell's request Mr. Falk subsequently

submitted the following memorandum:)
A subsequent search of my files uncovers no correspondence within this period

with Dr. Jordan. I do not know at this time whether there was any correspond-
ence with him, or whether the discussions were oral only. Iy files do contain
numerious letters exchanged with Dr. Jordan after I left the University of
Chicago. They show that we had very friendly relations at the time I left the
university and that they continued to be very friendly up to the time of his
death.

Mr. FALK. I would like in the same connection to point out again
that studies and arrangements for my resignation from the University
of Chicago were initiated in the summer of 1929 and completed for-
mally by Octob~r 17, 1929, and unless someone had a preconception
of the future developing situation, it had no relation whatever with
respect to these matters of the influenza study, and the publications
to which your questions have been directed.

Senator DONNELL. In 1929 when you went with the Committee on
the Costs of Medical Care, had you yet become connected with the Mil-
bank Meiiorial Fund ?

Mr. FALK. NO, sir. I had no connection with the Milbank Memorial
Fund until the work of the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care
was completed and the committee offices were closed, except that the
Milbank Memorial Fund was one of the financial supporters of the
Committee on the Costs of Medical Care. It was one of a nuinber of
foundations which were giving financial support to the work of that
committee.

Senator DONNELL. It was right after the Committee on the Costs
of Medical Care was dissolved?

Mr. FALK. Terminated. It was a committee that had a 5-year pro-
gram and expected to close its work at the end of the 5-year period,
and it did. Very shortly after the 5-year program was completed,
the committee went out of existence.

Senator DONNELL. In 1933 you became research assistant of the
Milbank Memorial Fund; is that right?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And you were in that capacity for about a year;

is that correct?
Mr. FALK. No, sir; I think about 3 years.
Senator DON.NELL. I should have said three years-from 1933 to

1936.
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. In that connection you were closely associated

with people from the Public Health Service of the United States Gov-
ernment who were working at that time for government medicine?

Mr. FALK. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. You were not?
Mr. FALK. I do not know any people in the Public Health Service

who were working for government medicine.
Senator DON NELL. Do you know a man named Dr. Sydenstricker?
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Mr. FALK. I knew Mr. Edgar Sydenstricker very well. I forget
his precise title. I think it was director of the staff, or something sim-
ilar, for the Milbank Memorial Fund.

Senator DONNELL. He had been with the Public Health Service
prior to that?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. He came from the Public Health Service to the

Milbank Memorial Fund?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Falk, is it not true that Mr. Sydenstricker

was a statistician of the Public Health Service and later he was
director of research of the Milbank Memorial Fund until his death
on March 13, 1936? Is that correct?

Mr. FAirL. I think so.
Senator DONNELL. You left the Milbank Fund in 1933?
Mr. FALK. No, sir 1936.
Senator DONNELL. Would you tell us why you left the Milbank

Fund?
Mr. FALK. Yes. I want to look at my notes to get my dates correct.
Senator Do0NNELL. That is all right.
Mr. FALK. My recollection, Senator, is that in 1933 when I went

with the Milbank Memorial Fund, I went there on a temporary
arrangement which was of an uncertain duration. It was an experi-
mental undertaking, and then sometime a little later my appointment
was made more definitive, and I think the appointment took the form
of my becoming a regular member of the staff.

Then, in the spring of 1936 a new arrangement was made with the
president and trustees of the fund that I would shift from a staff
position in the Milbank Memorial Fund to work under a grant on a
series of research projects.

It is my recollection the fund authorized an appropriation of money,
if I remember correctly, for a 2-year program of study. We were m
the process of exploration as to which university or other institution
that grant would be made, when suddenly Mr. Sydenstricker, who had
been director of the program and with whom this new plan had been
developed, died.

He died very suddenly. On my motion, and solely on my motion,
the plans for the grant program affecting my work for, if I remember
correctly, the next 2 years, were dissolved and I left the Milbank Fund.
I think it was at the end of that summer in 1936.

Senator DONNELL. The Milbank Memorial Fund gave you a year's
salary and you went abroad and wrote your book on sickness insurance
while you were there. Is that right?

Mr. FALK. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. When did you write the book, Security Against

Sickness: A Study of Health Insurance, by I. S. Falk, Doubleday,
Doran & Co., Inc., Garden City, N. Y., 1936?

Mr. FALK. If I remember the facts correctly. my general recollec-
tion is that I began to work on this project in 1933. rhat t must have
been very soon after I first went to work with the Milbank Fund, and
apparently more or less continued on this job through 1933, 1934. 1935,
and 1936, except for an interruption in the summer of 1934 when I was
asked with Mr. Sydenstricker to join the technical staff of President
Roosevelt's Committee on Economic Security. I
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Senator DONNELL. What edition are you reading from?
Mr. FALK. There is only one edition of this book. I am reading

from chapter 1, Introduction.
Senator DONNELL. Chapted 1, Introduction.
Mr. FAuK. And I am reading from page 9. It goes on to say the

,york was interrupted because of my service on President Roosevelt's
Committee on Economic Security. I would judge this book was fin-
ished sometime in 1936, when it went to press, and I believe it is dated
as hav-ing been published in 1936.

Senator DONNELL. It was printed after the (leath of Mr. Syden-
stricker because it was dedicated to Edgar Sydenstricker, 1881-1936.

Mr. FALK. My recollection is the volume was coml)leted but the
printing was lot, because I still remember discussing the preparation
of the item which appears on the flyleaf.

Senator DoNNEILL. You did gro abroad shortly after terminating
the arranemnemts with the Milbanik Fund !

Mr. FALK. I went abroad before.
Senator DONN.,'ELL. Did you gro afterward also?
Mr. FALK. T hat would be in reference to the trip abroad in the

sunimer of 19,36?
Senator DONNELL. You wellt with the Social Security Board iii

1936?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Seziator DONxIL.. Vnd you weiit ill ull]er the title of lrieii)alI

me(lical economist 
Mr. F.ALK. That i.s correct.
Senator DONNELL. As you have indicated, you are not a graduate

of a medical school !
Mr. FALK. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. Did you ever study economics.
Mut. FALK. I do not think I ever studied it formally. I have

studied it.
Senator DONNKiL. Have you not, as a matter of fact, stated voil

never had a day of economic's in your life?
Mr. FALK. I do not think I ever said that.
Senator DONNELL. The title assigned to you was princil)al medical

economist.
Senator Mumn.tY. At this point I would like to ask the witness if he

will identify this al)pointment under which he took that office in the
Social Security Administration?

Senator DONNELL. Yes.
Mr. FALK. Senator, I believe this is not the appointment under

wlhich I took that office. I believe the acting chairman is referring to
the title assigned to the job to which I was appointed effective, if I
remember correctly, December 1, 1936.

This document which you have handed me, Senator Murray, is, I
believe, a Presidential appointment to the position of the same name.
principal medical economist, August 4, 1937, and that is a subsequent
appointment, Senator. In 1937 the original appointment to which
Senator Donnell referred was superseded. The original appointment.
wvas a so-called expert appointment made by the Social Security
Board after review and approval by the Civil Service Commission.

Senator DONNELL. The first appointment was principal medical
economist.
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Mr. FALK. Principal medical economist whereas the one Senator
Murray has handed me was appointment by the President of the
United States to the position of the same title, August 4, 1937, a sub-
sequent Presidential appointment which required senatorial confir-
mation.

Senator DONNELL. That is an appointment by Franklin D. Roose-
velt under date of August 4, 1937, nominating and appointing by and
with advice and consent of the Senate Mr. Isidore S. Falk as prin-
cipal medical economist in the Social Security Board.

That was the position to which you were appointed by the President
for which you were to receive a salary of $6,400 a year?

Mr. FALK. I think the original appointment was at the base salary
and carried $5,600.

Senator MURRAY. I would like to ask the witness to read this into
the record.

Mr. FALK (reading):
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

To all who shall see these. presents, greetings:
KNOW YE. that reposing special trust and confidence in the Integrity and

Ability of Isidore S. Falk, of Connecticut, * * * I have nominated, and, by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate, do appoint him Principal Medical
Economist in the Social Security Board, and do authorize and empower him to
execute and fulfill the duties of that Office according to law, and to have and
to hold the said Office, with all the powers, privileges and emoluments there-
unto of right annprtniininz, unto him the said Isidore S. Falk, subject to the
conditions prescribed by law.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused these Letters to be made Patent, and
the Seal of the United States to be hereunto affixed.

Done at the City of Washington this fourth Day of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-seven, and of the Independence of
the United States of America the one hundred and sixty-second.

By The President:
(Signed) FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.
(Signed) CORDELL HuTLL,

Secretary of State.

Senator Mumuy. Mr. Falk, that appointment required confirma-
tion by the Senate; did it not ?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator MURRAY. Were you confirmed by the Senate?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator MuRRAy. Was there any dissenting vote in that confirma-

tion ?
Mr. FALK. There were none, Senator, of which I had knowledge,

and the Congressional Record indicates the motion to confirm was
carried; that is, the confirmation of appointment was made without
objection.

Senator DONN .LL. Your salary was $5,600. That was the base
salary?

Mr. FALK. I was appointed to the position to which you refer at the
base salary of that grade, which was $5,600.

Senator DONNmELL. I just want to get this record clear. I under-
stand you were appointed in 1936 to the Social Security Board by the
Board itself. Is that right?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DoN L. Not by the President I
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Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Your appointment by the Board in 1936 was as

principal medical economist. What was the salary in that capacity?
Mr. FALK. I think when I first entered the duties of that job the

salary was $5,600.
Senator DONNELL. That is, your appointment by the President on

August 4, 1937, was at a salary of $6,400. Is that right?
Mr. FALK. Yes, that is correct, because in the interim my salary.

had been increased from $5,600 to $6,400 by the Social Security Board,
while still holding the original position.

Senator DONNELL. You held this position to which you had been
appointed in August 1937-you held it until 1938 when you were given
the title of Assistant Director, Bureau of Research.and Statistics; is
that right?

Mr. FALK. That is not correct.
Senator DONNELL. What is the fact?
Mr. FALK. I think, sometime after the President's appointment be-

came effective, those, like myself, with appointments of that kind were
brought in under the civil service, and the position which I held by
Presidential appointment was thus superseded by a civil-service posi-
tion, October 7, 1938.

Senator DONNELL. What was the title of that civil-service position?
Mr. FALK. I think it had the same title, though I am not sure of

that. A Division of Health Studies, if I remember the title correctly,
was created and my position became that of Chief of the Division of
Health Studies.

Senator DONNELL. When was that ?
Mr. FALK. I am not sure that I know that date. I am sorry but I

do not recall that date.
(Later the date of August 18, 1937, was supplied by the witness.)
Senator DONNELL. That was what you were appointed to by the

President? What is the title?
Mr. FALK. Principal medical economist.
Senator DONNELL. That is not what he calls it there.
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir, it is.
Senator DONNELL. And you were also at that same time the Chief

of the Division of Health Study, were you not?
Mr. FALK. I do not know whether it was at that time, before then or

subsequent.
Senator DONNELL. You were made Chief of the Division of Health

Study some time in the neighborhood of the time you were appointed
by the President. Is that right?

Mr. FALK. I think it is approximately correct.
Senator DON NELL. Then you were promoted to the position of

Assistant Director at $6,500 salary on November 7, 1938 ?
Mr. FALK. I will accept your statement, although I do not have the

date.
Senator DONNELL. Shortly after your appointment, approximately

a year and 3 or 4 months after you had been appointed by the Presi-
dent, you were made Assistant Director at $6,500?

Mr. FALK. What was the date?
Senator DONNELL. November 7, 1938, which I think is correct, that

you were made Assistant Director.
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Mr. FALK. My recollection is there is another interim step. I be-
came Acting Assistant Director.

Senator DONNELL. You did. In 1938 you were given the title of
Acting assistant Director?

Mr. 1 ALK. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. Then you were promoted to the position of As-

sistant Director at $6,500 in November 1938?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Shortly afterward your salary was increased in

December to $7,000 and thereafter, you were promoted to be Director
of Research and Statistics in September 1940 at a salary of $8,000?

Mr. FALK. That is correct.
Senator Do-,-NNEJLL. And you are now the holder of that position at

a salarv of $1..000 a year. 1s Ihat correct
Mr. FALK. Yes. May I, before you leave that, say the record that

has been introduced has not indicated however, that at the time I came
into the Government service on December 1. 1936, I came from posi-
tions that had been paying $8,000 to $10,000 for a number of years.

Senator DONNELL. In 1938 you were one of those who assisted in
the preparation of plans for the National Health Conference called
by President Roosevelt,?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DO.NNELL. And certain recommendations were made by

the National Health Conference about legislation. Is that right?
Mr. FALK. I am not sure that I can answer that categorically.
Senator DONNELL. The conference was held, at any rate?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir'.
Senator DONNELL. And you were very active in aiding and partici-

pating in it. That is correct, is it not?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did you and your staff in 1939 prepare or assist

in preparing t.he draft of the first Wagnier bill, S. 1600?
Mr. FALK. I participated in the preparation of the draft as a mem-

ber of the interdepartmental committee. My staff, I believe, partici-
pated in the preparation of one title of that bill. I am not sure
whether their participation extended beyond one title of that bill or
not.

Senator DONNELL. Do you remember what title that was?
Mr. FALK. I will not trust my memory, Senator. I will ascertain it.
Senator DONNELL. Just to refresh your memory, was it title XIII,

grants to States for medical care?
Mr. F.LK. That sounds correct, Senator. I can verify it.
Senator DONNELL. Would you recognize it if you were to see it?

I have a copy here. Page 34.
Mr. FALK. Looking at it now, I would say I am sure some members

of my staff assisted in the preparation of the drafts which were
eventually utilized by the interdepartmental committee for prepara-
tion of title XIII, and I would also guess, though I have no sure recol-
lection of this, that members of our staff participated in preparation of
underlying material which was used by the interdepartmental com-
mittee witl respect to title XIV.

I do remember Mrs. Shearon and others were among those who did
a large part of the underlying work in the case of title XIII.
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Senator PEPPER. Is that Mrs. Marjorie Shearon who is now sitting
beside the chairman?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator PEPPER. She was a member of your staff at that time?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator PEPPER. And she participated with a number of your staff

ill the preparation of the underlying material for these sections?
Mr. FALK. ITndelrlying drafts which were utilized by the interde-

partmental committee.
Senator DONNNELL. And the particular title which Dr. Shearon and

other members worked on was title XIII on page 34 of the bill?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELiL. And title XIII is entitled "Grants to States-

Medical." Correct?
Mr. FALK. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. The general underlying theory of that title was

the United States Government could grant aid to States rather than
having the United States Government go in and effect a national
program?

Mr. FALK. The first part is correct, but the grant to State programs
would still have been under national supeiN'ision.

Senator DONNELL. I will change the question then. Title XIII did
relate to grants to be given bv the United States Government to
States and the States were to operate the plan, using the money so
derived from the grants together with other money. Is that correct?

Mr. FALK. That is partially correct.
Senator DONNELL. What is the distinction.?
Mr. FALK. They would utilize those Federal funds as grants in

acordance with the requirements of the Federal statute, including the
standards laid down as guides to the States and as a basis under which
the Federal funds may be used and determining the use to which
Federal funds are put.

Senator DONNELL. You have read S. 545, now pending?
Mr. FALK. Yes. sir.
Senator DONNELL. That is the bill which Senator Taft and Senator

Smith and others are sponsoring?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELLJ. That bill proceeds on the theory of grants to

States?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And that is similar to the theory set forth in title

XIII?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator PEPPER. What was Dr. Shearon's attitude toward this mat-

ter of public health, Mr. Falk, at that time?
MIr. FALK. Senator,'do you wish me to answer that in my own words

or lhers?
Senator PEPPER. Well, in your own words, or hers, whichever way

you may see proper.
Mr. FALK. I would prefer to answer it in her words rather than

mine.
Senator PEPPER. I would consider that would be good evidence.
Senator DON NELL. Proceed, Mr. Falk. You remember her words?
Mr. FALK. Do I remember?
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Senator DoN--NEY Yes.
Mr. FALK. I would not profess to remember them. I could read

them.
Senator DoxxruL. You cannot remember what Dr. Kegel said to

you there in Chicago
Mr. FALK. No.
Senator Doxx-u-. But you think you would remember what she

said if you read it?
Mr. FALK. I would remember with greater clarity events in 193S

than in 1h2S.
Senator DoN-u-. Then what Dr. Kegfel said to you referred to a

pos-tiZi paving . .60O
Mr. FALK. Whether I resigned or was dismissed. I was going to lose

the 3.to,)0 anyway. That would be the same. I do not quite under-
stand.

Senator Do-x-%ui.. The point is. if you do not understand it. Mr.
Falk. that /.6% income, that question addressed by me would be a
matter of considerable importance. and I imagine it would be of im-
portance to almost anybody, and since you want to know what this
point is. it would be rather reasonable for you to remember whether
vou were discharffed or resigned in that connection.

Mr. FuAx. Whether I resigned or was discharged did not determine
whether my income would be $3.600 a year less. I. as an associate pro-
fessor at the University of Chicago. was permitted to do other work.
So. the $3.600 of that position. its loss coming from that position, is
no measure of what happened to my income.

Senato-r Do-xnu. Would you not assien such ultimate importance
to the loss of a -36,0 position as would cause you to remember whether
you were dismissed or resigned ?

Mr. FALK. I do not understand that the loss of $3,600 was necessarily
involved.

Senator I ,-r You were losing a position of $3,600. I will not
labor the point., but it would occur to me it would be reasonable to ex-
pect a man would remember with reasonable clarity whether he was
put out or zcrt out on his own volition.

Senator PErm It is also probable that a man. who was the chief
of a lady who at one time serve,l under him i± his field. who had dis-
tinct views, it may be the same lady has come to a position of great in-
fluence and takes the contrary po--ition.

Whatever he has there as a quotation of Dr. Shearon's words-
Senator DO. ru. Yes: I will be grlad to have it.
Mr. FAL. If I had not looked at the record I would only have

had some general recollection about Mrs. Shearon's participation in
the preparation of the underlying drafts.

As a matter of fact I had only a very vague recollection, since this
matter is something that occurred 10'ears ago. and I now have a
clear recollection, but that I would ascribe to the fact I have looked
at certain records.

Senator Do uEr.t. Go right ahead with whatever her statements
are.

Mr. FA L- I have found in our files various documents prepared by
Mrs. Shearon. They are associated with the development of docu-
ments which I have referred to as underlying drafts and which I
would judge from the record-I have no independent recollection of
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thi---were undertaken as a joint job by Mrs. Shearon and another
member of our staff. Miss Margaret C. Klem. The files contain those
various documents and they indicate Mrs. Shearon and Mis Klem
were jointly working on the preparation of the draft to which I re-
ferred. Upon looking into the files we find there are some memo-
randa which are signed by Mrs. Shearon alone, and the files_ also indi-
cate they were working in preparation of a joint document and also
produced joint memoranda.

I have borrowed from our files a number of these documents. I
have one before me which is dated September 12. 193k. with -31.
Shearon" under it. and this is a document entitled "'Notes on Specifi-
cati,,; fcr a Draft Bill for Public Medical Care.- I shall not under-
t:.ke to read all of it. Senat4ir. but I hall try to be responsive to the
question which Senator Pepper addres-ed to me.

Senator DON-.ELL. Ye.
Mr. FALK. Andl I would like to be refre;shed to be ;-ure I understand

the que-stion.
S r Ir Do Ei-,-ELL. We want to know the view of Mr-. Slle.Lron a-

beari:iz on . 1620.
Senator PEim. That's right
Senator MluRRAT. These documents were all documents prepared

by her or statements of hers in connection with these studies
Mr. FAx. I should like to reserve on one point: whether they were

all prepared only by her or whether some of them were joint prepara-
tions by her and Mis_ Klein.

Senator MIrxtA]. Now do you purport to read lezs than the whole
document? If so. would v(,u suggest that the whole document be
put in the record? Or. would you care to read all of each document?

Senator Do_-.x-r.u_. If we have any of it. we ought t,, h~tve it all.
Senator M.rt-RrA-. Read the entire document-each document

separately.
Mr. FAi.x. Some of them are lonir document. ;r.Aui"ii,. draft bills.
Se,_2ator rRBIr,_x. We have taken considerable time on thi matter

and we want to have the record complete on this phase as well as on
any other phase.

Mfr. FALK. I would only like to add then. if I may. I would rot need
to read all of them as responsive to Senator Pepper question. but I
shall be glad to read all of them if t'-e committee wishes to hear them.

Senator PumRt. You might read su;h parts az are pertinent, and
then if somebody wants to read

Senator Do.x%-AEu. I suggest we have it all in the record.
Senator P-rui.. It should all be in the re ::id. a nd then v'u read

such parts as are pertinent-
S Senator Dox_rJu. We would like to have it all read.
Mr. FxRt. You would like to have it all read?
Senator DoX-X_-ELi. Yes.
Mr. FAL K. 3May I grt a --upply of water?

senator Dox~ i. Yes. Read it all. We will take a much time
as is necessary.

Mr. FAux I am grateful sir.
Senator Doximu. If you will start in. let's hear it. This is

September 12. 1938!
Mr. FA x. Yes: September 12, 1938. "M Shearon.-
Senator Dorna. This is by her individually: is that right !
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Mr. F.LK. As far as I know.
Senator DON..NELL. It was in connection with the preparation of

S. 1620; is that right?
Mr. FALK. Yes.
Senator DoNNFjL. And that is the bill, the original Wagner bill-is

that right ?-introduced February 28, 1939. It was in connection with
the preparation of that bill that this statement was made; is that
correct ?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. I think, if I understand what you are saying,
tqnator. that I have here documents which were staff documents not

intended for any general use. They were intended only for intramural
use at that time. They were part of the -staff work that was being
done in exploring and working out underlying specifications. clarifi-
cations of ideas, working out details as to how this or that might be
done, spelling them out in one way and another way. a, i i-:tially doie
when staff people are exploring such matters.

Senator DONN.ELL. In connection with the preparations of S. 1620?
Mr. FALK. In connection with what eventually became S. 1620.
Senator DoNNEL,. All right. And that is the bill that was intro-

duced of the original Wagner bills from which the Wagner-Murray-
Dingell bill. with respective degrees of consang-uinity, has emerged?

Mr. FALK. I don't know, sir.
Senator DOXNELL. All right, go ahead.
Mr. FALK. I make the point I have no knowledge or recollection at

this time that at the time this draft was being considered it was any-
thing more than a technical staff exploration, and therefore I would
not really want to seem to be stating at this time that this was in any
direct continuity known to us at that time or known to the staff mem-
bers as relating to any particular bill or to that particular bill. This
was. as far as I know, a staff exploration to work out possible ways
and means of implementing certain general recommendations which
had been made by the Technical Committee on Medical Care and the
interdepartmental committee to which reference has been made.

Senator DON NELL. Right at this point, this was to implement the
recommendations made by the Technical Committee on Medical Care
consisting of Martha M. Eliot, of the Children'. Bureau: I. S. Falk,
Social Security Board; Joseph W. Mountin, M. D.. Public Health
Service: George St. J. Perrott. Public Health Service; and Clifford
E. Waller. Public Health Service?

Mr. F.kLK. And. Senator, of the Interdepartmental Committee to
Coordinate Healtl and Welfare Activities, of which that was a sub-
committee.

Senator DO-NNELL. And the Interdepartmental Conmmittee consisted
of Arthur J. Altmeyer. Chairman, Social Security Board: Oscar L.
Chapman, Assistant Secretary of the Interior; Charles V. McLaughlin,
Assistant Secretary of Labor; and lilburn L. Wilson, Under Secretary
of Agriculture. Is that right?

Mr. FA.K. As of some particular date, because the membership was
enlarged.

Senator DONNELL. This was the date of the National Health Con-
ference, held July 18, 19,20, 1938, at the Mayflower Hotel, Washington,
D.C.1



Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. The interdepartmental committee had some
additional members added later; there may have been some other
changes.

Senator MunRY. These studies you are going to refer to here are
studies that your department has been called upon to make at different
times, or studies of a similar character that have been requested of you
for other organizations and committees? You have done the same
work for Senate committees, have you not ?

Mr. FALK. Yes. Oh, yes; certainly. As well as, more importantly,
)y the direction of our own administrative superiors which at that

time was the Social Security Board. or by the chairman of the Board.
Senator MURRAY. Did you do any work of this character for Senator

Saltonstall in S. 1290. the school health bill?
r'. FALK. You refer to a current bill. I take it. Senator?

Senator MURRAY. Yes.
Mr. FALK. Well. the Bureau has not done anything similar to thi.-

mamely, the preparation of underlv ing drafts or specifications.
Senator MURRAY. But have you as:-isted them in working out the

phraseology of the bills they were undertaking to sponsor?.

Mr. FALK. Well, in the case of the Saltonstall bill to which you re-
fer. my recollection is that another bureau of our organization has
been requested by that Senator. or by his secretary-I wouldn't be sure
which-to help him work out some modifications or amendments of
that bill and, in turn, since some aspects of that work involved work
of my bureau, we too have been involved in the technical discussions.

Senator MuRR.Ay. Are you familiar with the Senate bill 678 spon-
sored by Senator Lodge dealing with the subject of expensive medi-
cines, X-rays, et cetera ?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir: I am.
Senator MuRRhy. Have you rendered assistance in the study of that

bill?
Mr. FALK. Yes. sir. But may I explain? The situation is. again,

different from that which obtained in the case of the bill you have
previously mentioned.

In the case of Senator Lodge's bill. I have no recollection that we
had any consultations on that bill until after it had been introduced
and had been referred to us for study. But it is my recollection that
when it was being reviewed in our agency there were consultations in
the course of the normal, the ordinary preparation of the agency's re-
view and opinion of the bill; that there were consultations between
Senator Lodge or his office and Dr. Parran, the Surgeon General of
the Public Health Service. and staff members, following which vari-
ous others of us, including myself, were involved in our agency's re-
view of the bill and that as a result of our review of the bill there de-
veloped certain criticisms of the bill and those were made available
to Senator Lodge: that he had further consultations with the Public
Health Service. I believe. If I recollect correctly, a little while later.
not long ago, Senator Lodge introduced an amendment in the nature
of a substitute for the bill to which you have referred. At the time
he introduced it, the Congressional Record shows that he referred to
these consultations and said he had received certain suggested changes
from, I think he said, the Public Health Service and had adopted them.
I hesitate to say that he adopted all of them, but many of them, and
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embodied them in the amended bill which he introduced at that time.
Senator MURRAY. These studies, then, that you carried on in con-

nection with S. 1620 were studies of the same character that you have
carried on in connection with other bills?

Mr. FALK. Senator, I am not sure I know at this moment how to
answer that question-whether I could answer it "yes" or "no," for
this reason: I don't remember whether at the time when these docu-
ments that I have before me were being written-whether we were
developing something in the nature of a bill that had been requested
by any Senator or whether at that time we were merely exploring the
development of the ideas formulated by the interdepartmental com-
mittee which may later have liad a connection with Senator Wagyner.
I am not sure. it might have been either, and 1 (lon't profess at the
moment to remember which.

Senator MURRAY. There is a bill pending here setting up a Bureau
of Dental Research. Did you render any assistance in connection with
the study of that bill and the preparation of that bill; do you
remember?

Mr. FALK. Is that the bill. you introduced?
Senator MURRAY. Yes. It is sponsored by myself, Senator Pepper,

Senator Taft, Senator Aiken, and Senator Morse. It is on the cal-
endar now. It is a dental research bill.

Mr. FALK. Yes. Well, if I recall the bill correctly, I would answer
it this way. But let me first ask a question. Am I correct that that
is a bill you introduced the year before?

Senator MURRAY. Yes. My recollection is that I did ask you to
advise me with reference to the provisions of that bill.

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. I do remember that now, and I tie it back
to an earlier bill. At one time you asked me to come to see you and
you gave me a draft of the bill which I believe had come to you from
a dental group-I have forgotten, I do not profess to remember,
whether they were a group of dentists acting in their individual capaci-
ties or whether they were acting for a dental association-and that
you asked me to review that bill. I took it back and we reviewed and
studied it. I remember that the review extended to consultations with
the Public Health Service, which would have been very much con-
cerned with the implementation of that bill. I remember having
some conversations with Dr. Parran about some features of it, and with
our general counsel. There may have been some staff review; there
probably was. I believe I can recall that I not only furnished the
results of our review to you but may have indicated what we thought
were improvements, if we had criticisms. I have only a vague recol-
lection, and I don't profess to remember all those details. I am not
sure that I remember, Senator, that you asked me to review an amended
draft later, though I think you did and that I did review it.

Senator MURRAY. Yes; I did.
Mr. FALK. And when the new bill was introduced my only recol-

lection at the moment is that either I or members of my staff at my
direction reviewed the new bill and found it either identical with or
substantially similar to the older bill as it had been improved, so that
I don't recall any more extensive review of that bill. But in that
sense I do recall that we have given you assistance at your request
in the review of that bill, as we have any committee chairman or Mem-
ber of Congress who has requested such help.



Senator MURRAY. Have you been invited by other public organiza-
tions to appear before them to discuss problems of a like character?

Mr. FALK. I have had many invitations, Senator, to discuss prob-
lems with reference to legislation, but I always decline such invitations
if they deal with pending legislation.

Senator MURRAY. Have you appeared before committees to assist
committees of the Congress in giving them advice with reference to
legislation ?Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. I have not had very much experience of that

kind since most of the work of that kind ini our bureau is done by
another member of our staff. But I have had some occasions when
I have been invited to assist committees of Congress and, of course,
I have always acceded to their wishes.

Senator Muimky. Have you appeared before the American Medical
Association for the purpose of discussing matters pertaining to these
medical problems?

Mr. FALK. Before the American Medical Association?
Senator MURRAY. Yes.
Mr. FALK. No, sir: I have not, personally.
Senator Auit.ky. Have you had anything to do with the study of

the hospital bill which we have had here a short time ago?
Mr. FALK. Are you referring to the hospital survey and construction

bill?
Senator MURIAY. Yes.
Mr. F.xIw,. Yes, sir: I dil.
Senator M-UIAry. Tliat is all.
Senator DONNELL. Now, Mr. Falk, I wanted to ask you this. You

said something about implementing the recommendations of the Tech-
nical Committee on Medical Care and of the Departmental Committee
to Coordinate Health and Welfare Activities. I want to ask you if
pmu presented at the National Iealth Co rfer'ence July 18, 19, and 20,
1938, called by the Interdepartmental Committee to Coordinate Health
and Welfare Activities at the Mayflower Hotel in this city, the report
of the Technical Committee on Medical Care?

Mr. FALK. No, sir. I presented a part of it.
Senator DONNELL. I have in my hand a volume entitled "National

Health Conference July 18, 19, and 20, 1938, Called by the Interde-
)artmental Committee to Coordinate Health and Welfare Activities,

Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C."
On page 55 is this heading, which takes up the page: "Report of

the Technical Committee on Medical Care to the National Health Con-
ference, session V, Tuesday Evening, July 19, 8 p. m., Arthur J. Alt-
meyer, chairman. A. A general program of medical care. B. Insur-
ance against loss of wages during sickness. Presented by I. S. Falk,
Social Security Board" and "Discussion."

Did you prepare this report which thereafter follows and which
consumes some 19 pages or thereabouts?

Mr. FALK. That is, Senator, my answer is-
Senator DONNELL. Well, did you present this phase ?
Mr. FALK. I haven't seen the document but I think the answer is

"Yes." But that is not what I understood you first to have asked me.
May I explain why I seem to have been uncertain about it?
Senator DONNELL. Certainly.
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Mr. FALK. The matter to which you refer, Senator, is session V of
this conference, and the document, I believe without examining it
closely, is one of a series of presentations, and this one which I pre-
sented as one of the members of the Technical Committee on Medical
Care dealt with-let me read this statement:

Attention may now be directed to the fourth major problem; the financial
burdens and the economic insecurity which sickness creates for self-supporting
persons.

having just been preceded by the statement that-
The Technical Committee on Medical Care has called attention to the notable

advances made in recent years in the prevention and cure of disease. The Com-
mittee has also called attention to the fact that there are serious inadequacies
in the health services of the Nation. In the report transmitted by the Interde-
partmental Committee to the President in February, the existing deficiencies were
summarized in four broad categories. Of these, the conference has already con-
sidered three:

And then the three are listed:
(1) Expansion of public health, and maternal and child-health services;
(2) Expansion of hospital, clinic, and other institutional facilities; and
(3) Provision for the medical services of needy and of medically needy persons.

Then comes the sentence to which I referred:
Attention may now be directed to the fourth major problem: the financial

burdens and the economic insecurity which sickness creates for self-supporting
persons.

From there on, my presentation dealt with just that part of the
Technical Committee's report.

Senator DONNELL. So the Technical Committee on Medical Care
then, in the report which you presented at this session V, set forth its
views, and I just quote the headings-not the document itself:

A general program of medical care; Sickness burdens of self-supporting persons:
Total costs and private expenditures; Income and health needs; Income and
receipt of care; Uneven burden of medical costs; Medical need and ability to pay
for adequate care; Incomes of practitioners and institutions; Inadequacy of
v'olunta ry insurance.

The Committee's recommendation; Federal grants-in-aid to the States toward
the costs of a more general medical-care program; Expansion of public medical
services in the States; Development of health insurance by the States; State
choice of program-

in the course of which I observe this:
The choice of method or combination of methods should, in the opinion of the

Technical Committee on Medical Care, be made by the States rather than by the
Federal Government.

An estimate of Federal costs, Insurance against loss of wages during sickness.
Part I: The incidence of disability; Total and average incidence of disability;
Uneven incidence of disability; An estimate of the permanently disabled.

Part II: The Committee's recommendation. Recommendation V: Federal
action toward the development of programs of disability compensation; Different
insurance provision for temporary and permanent disability.

Then the "conclusion."
Now, those are the headings, Mr. Falk, of this report. And I under-

stood you to refer to the fact that your office and your staff were work-
ing prior to the presentation of S. 1620 to Congress in an effort to
implement both that report and the report of the Interdepartmental
Committee to Coordinate Health and Welfare Activities. Did I un-
(leistand you correctly?

Mr. FALK. No, sir. You did not.



Senator DONNELL. In what respect did I misunderstand you?
Mr. FALK. I believe the substance of what I said was that we were

working on the task of trying to see how one would go about thinking
through and spelling out-"we," I am referring to the Technical Com-
mittee on Medical Care. That is a subcommittee under the direction
of the Interdepartmental Committee to Coordinate Health and Wel-
fare Activities.

Probably, Senator. it will be more helpful if I go back and sketch
in and lay a basis.

Senator DONNELL. All right.
Mr. F.LK. Tie technical Committee on Medical Care made a study,

developed its reports, submitted then to the Interdepartmental Com-
mittee. I will omit the miodus operandi. It. at any rate, developed a
report in which the results of its studies took the form of certain pre-
sentations of evidence, certain analyses of their findings and, finally,
certain recommendations with respect to medical needs as the com-
mittee saw them.

Senator DONNELTL. Was this the report presented by you on July
19, 1938?

Mr. FALK. No, sir. I am referring to the report of the whole Com-
mittee.

Senator DONNELL. All right.
Mr. F.xi.K. That report ended(l with five recommendations dealing

respectively-excuse me, Senator. I can do it more briefly from that
report of the National Health Conference.

Senator DONNELL. All right.
MN[r. FXLK. That report ended with five recommendations: The first,

expansion of public health, and maternal and child health services:
another with respect to expansion of hospital. c'linic. and other inlst itu-
tional facilities; the third was concerned with provision for the medi-cal services of needy and of medically needy persons: a fourth was coli-

cerned with-and this is not the actual wording of the recommenda-
tion-the financial burdens and the economic insecurity whicl sickness
creates for the people abov-e the level of the needy; and the fifth (leil1t,
with the problem of income loss resulting from disablement. That wzas
the report of the Technical Committee on Medical Care, a five-point
series of recommendations.

The Interlepartmental Committee's report, which was a separate
report, recast the recommendations of the Technical Committee and
that report emerged with four recommendations. I am referring now
to the parent committee, the Interdepartmental Committee, whose
membership as of the summer of 1938 Senator Donnell referred to.

Senator DONNELL. Would it be at all helpful to you to have this, as I
understand it, final copy of the proceedings of ihe National Health
Conference before you?

Mr. FALK. Thank you kindly, Senator, but I have the actual report
of the Committee.

The recommendations of the Interdepartmental Cemmittee, as I
have said, were four in number as against five in its subordinate com-
niittee's report. The four recommendations of the Interdepartmental
Committee were. A. Expansion of the existing Federal-State coopera-
tive program-

Senator DONNELL. What are you reading now. Mr. Falk, if you
please?.
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Mr. FALK. This is the report of the Interdepartmental Committee
as embodied in the House of Representatives Document No. 120 of
the Seventy-sixth Congress, the first session, transmitted to the Con-
gress by the President, Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Senator DONNELL. What date?
Mr. FALK. On January 23, 1939. It is one of the very convenient

printings we have available of these various documents. On that day
the President transmitted the report and recommendations on na-
tional health by the Interdepartmental Committee to C(oXrdinate
Health and Welfare Activities, including also the report of the Tech-
nical Committee on Medical Care, a subcommittee of that Interdepart-
mental Committee, along with a message of his own, to the Congress
,of the United States.

Now, I said the Interdepartmental Committee recommendations
were four in number-and this is important for a number of the other
matters we have ahead of us, because some confusion has arisen in the
literature of this field-as distinguishe(I from the five recommenda-
tiomis of the Technical Conmittee. The first-

Senator DONNELL. The four recommeldat ions came out after the
five recommendations in point of time; is that right?

Mr. F.m. I think that is probably correct, Senator. I think that
is probably correct.

Senator DONNELL. Off the record.
(There was a discussion off the record.)
Mr. F.\LK. I think I can summarize these four recommendations or

read the actual text of them. It may be a little easier to understand it.
Senator DONNELL. Use your own judgment, Mr. Falk.
Mr. FALK. I will read it. The first recommendation:
The commiittee recomnends the ex:ninsion and strengthening, of existing

Feieral-State cooperative hilli programs under h, Social S,.urity Act through
more nearly adequate grants-in-aid to the States and, through the States, to
the localities.

Under that, they have: 1, dealing with general public-health services,
and 2, dealing with maternal and child-irealth services.

Then, their second recommendation, labeled "B"
Senator DONNELL. Do you have an extra copy of that document .
Mr. F.%I.K. I am sorry, I haven't.
Ini recommnendatioii B:
The Committee recommends grants-in-aid to the States for the construction,

enlargement, and mihlierrization of hospitals and related facilities where these
are nonexistent or inideqmite but are needed. including tire construction of
ht'alth and diagnostic centers in areas, esj ,'ially rural or sparsely populated,
inaccessible to hospitals. The ('ommittet, also reconln(Is grants toward op-
erating costs (luring the first years of such newly developed institutions to assist
the States and localities in taking over responsibilities.

The third recommendation, C:

The Committee recommends that the Federal Government provide grants-in-aid
to the States to assist them in developing programs of medical care.

And the fourth recommendation, labeled "D":
The Committee recommends the development of social insurance to insure

partial replacement of wages during temporary or permanent disability.

Now, if one were to make a comparison of these four recomumnenda-
tions with the five recommendations of the Technical Committee,
what would emerge is this, that the third and fourth recommenda-



tions of the Technical Committee were in substance merged into one
recommendation of the Interdepartmental Committee, the recom-
mendation C; that where the third recommendation of the Technical
Committee dealt-

(At thispoint the bell sounded.)
Senator DONNELL. The committee will be in recess.
(After recess.)
Senator DONNELL. The committee will be in session.
Senator SMITH. The Senate is about to call the calendar, and since

we are all very much concerned with that and the difficulties involved
in the winding up of the session, after conference with the members
here, the subcommittee has decided that we will adjourn these hear-
ingrs now, subject to the call of the chairman, until the Congress
reconvenes in January. So the meeting will be adjourned.

I re(yret the inconvenience, if it is an inconvenience, to the witns,,s.
but we realize that there is much more information that is verx
valuable which he can give us. We simpil)y have not the time, vtlil
today or tomorrow with our other commitiments, to go into this as We
would like, and so it seen.- wise to the members of the committee t.)
adjourn at this time subject to the call of the Chair early in January.

Senator MURRAY. Mr. Chairman. I am not objecting to it-I al
consenting to it. In fact, I thought we should have adjourned sev-
('Pal days ago, and should not have undei-taken this today because I
knew that we could not conclude it. But the witness is here now and
I would like to ask him if this inconveniences him in any wax.

Ali. F.xij. )id I understand
Senator M'lun \Y. 1 Would vou like to continue with vour testimony?

Yelo have no objection to staving here for several days, if nces-arv.
to conclude your testimony at this time if the committee so desires?

Mr. Fmi. Not at all, Senator. I would be very glad to as,.,i- tl ,,
(i()Illittee tliotigh these hearings for any length of time the coimi-
inittee would like to have me. I can keep right on as long as my
physical and mental capacity permit and as long as the committee
wishes.

SViator SM1ITIf. We feel we must adjourn because of this conges-
Si(on. but we feel you could help us out by continuing your storx' In
,lantary and perhaps by developing it further in the'meantime so
that, youi can ,ir\'e us the whole l)icture, of the build-up of the legis-
]at in in this field.

Mr. FALK. Senator, I shall, of course. accept, as I should, most
prloperly, whatever the committee's decision is. I am a little reluctant
to have to go through the process again another time, as you can ap-
preciate, of refamiliarizing myself with memoranda and documents
and historical data and chronologies, from my selfish, personal point
of view and that of my office. It would be much more convenient to
pie to dispose of this matter and give the committee all I have, but
I should be glad to accede to whatever the committee's wishes and de-
Cisions are and will be glad to be available on another occasion.

Senator DONNiELL Mr. Falk, you will have the record so you can
pick uI) where you left off.

Senator SMITH. Even though a few months intervene, you can pick
41p where you left off when you come back. And we will ask the
other witnesses who were expected tomorrow and some of whom I
understand are here today to be available. It is very difficult foi'

I 64431-48-pt. 4-6
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them, too. The time. is too close to the finish, because too many of us
are subject to call. I have a number of bills I must watch and we have
a meeting this afternoon of the Labor Committee in this room so we
could not continue here and tomorrow I have to appear at another
committee meeting on another matter that is very important, so it
would be very difficult to continue with these hearings. I wish to say
that I am very much interested in your testimony and the experience
you have had in developing this legislation. I think I can say for my
colleagues that we deeply appreciate your coming here, and as the
chairman of the committee I am very sorry we were not able to get
through. I thought when we asked you to come that we would get
through in 1 day. I am sorry for that and I hope it is not too great
an inconvenience.

Senator MURRAY. Inasmuch as a number of documents and state-
ments have been intoduced into this record, emanating from Marjorie
Shearon, which we consider to be untrue and misrepresentations
and

Senator DONNELL. Does the Senator yield? The word "we" does
not apply to this member of the committee.

Senator MuRixkY. I am speaking of myself and the sponsors of the
bill-that we consider as intended to confuse the issues and befuddle
the minds of the people with reference to this proposed legislation.
That material has gone into the record. We consider it false-, we
consider it nothing but propaganda intended for the purpose of mis-
representing the truth and the facts. Now that is in the record and it
seems to me that we should not end this case at this moment with all
that in the record unanswered or unrebutted in any way, and I would
like to ask the witness if he has any documents which should be in-
troduced in the record which would have a tendency to explain these
documents introduced or emanating from Marjorie Shearon.

Senator DONNELL. Ir. Chairman, I would object to the witness
answering the question or putting in documents that he himself may
conclude to have some bearing on the matter without any opportunity
here for cros-examination or examination.

Senator MURRAY. Will you tell us what documents you have?
Senator DONNELL. I should think the matter should go over until

January and when this matter comes up he will bring everything in
the world that lie has and he will be examined fully.

Senator MURR.Y. In the meantime, the case goes out to the public
generally with the material which has been introduced here during
the course of the hearings which we feel totally misrepresents the truth
in this matter, and it seems to me that if we have some material here
that would answer that, that we should have the right to put it into the
record at this time so that it would have such effect as would be proper
to offset the false statements.

Senator SMIT. If we are going to adjourn, I don't see how we can
let anything come in that we haven't had a hearing on. I would have to
rule that we cannot do this. There isn't any publicity on it. This
is an adjourned meeting, as though the next witness were tomorrow.
We are not going to print and broadcast this day's proceedings until
we return.

Senator MURRAY. No; but you have Mrs. Marjorie Shearon here
who has organized a propaganda bureau here.

Senator SMITH. She is not doing this for the committee.
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Senator MURRAY. She is occupying an office in the Senate Office
Building furnished by the Government, from which she sends out lit-
erature and material every day falsifying the facts with reference to
this-and she admits that she is a propagandist and that she is a lobby-
ist and has applied for a license to be a lobbyist here.

Mr. FALK. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
Senator SMITH. You may, indeed.
Mr. FALK. It is my understanding that the transcript of these hear-

ings will be printed and become public documents. The members of
the committee have already introduced the document referred to as
the "Mrs. Shearon Blueprint for the Nationalization of Medicine"
which is in a very large measure a personal and what I regard as a
malicious and unfair and untruthful attack on me.

If the chairman would permit, I should esteem it a fair opportunity
to be given to me, since her document has been placed in the record,
if some notes which I prepared on that document of hers and on two
other articles, one of which is signed by her and the other one of
which is ascribed to her, so that just as her blueprint has not been
cross-examined or been subjected to cross-examination alnd is intro-
duced in the record there will similarly be introduced in the record
some comments of mine on her document.

Senator SMITH. How extensive ave your comments?
Mr. FALK. A memorandum, which is notes on her blueprint, is on

16 and a fraction typewritten pages; a memorandum on an article in
the magazine Medical Economics. November 1945, is on 17 typewritten
pages double-spaced; another memorandum on a article signed by her
which appeared in Medical Economics of July 1946 is on 2 pages.

Senator DONNELL. I have no objection to the suggestion of the
Senator from Montana. It is all right. But as to having these docu-
ments in at this time, we would like to cross-examine.

Senator SMITH. We will accept the statement and then we will
resume in January.

Mr. FALK. I tl nk that is due me since her attacks bearing directly
(,ii mie as well as ol others and on the legislation before this committee
and other bills have been introduced in the record at one point or
another. Then in fairness some of my coimnents upon those docu-
ments-and my comments are in a sense part of my defense against
charges laid against me and what I regard as misrepresentations,
misinformation and so on-will also be of record in the same public
l'ecord.

Senator DONNELL. No objection on my part.
Senator SMrITH. We will order that done. And would you like

to have those appear at the place in the record where this pamphlet
appears or right in connection with your testimony now, or what
would be your preference?

Mr. FALK. I think that the memorandum which deals directly and
specifically with Mrs. Shearon's document, the Blueprint for the Na-
tionalizatlon of Medicine, might most properly appear directly with
the printing of that document

Senator SMITH. It is sq ordered, at your request, at the same place
where that appears.

Mr. FALK. And the other two, if I may say so, I think might go in
at the same point or at this point in the testimony, as the chairman
sees fit. It might be better perhaps, if I may suggest this, to have
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it follow directly after the document which I referred to as Notes on
the Blueprint for the Nationalization of Medicine.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Chairman, it is my information that the
paper to which Mr. Falk refers has not actually been placed in the
record as yet. What is your second one you are referring to there,
Mr. Falk?

Mr. FALK. The second one I referred to was an article in Medical
Economics Jul- 1946.

Senator DoN -NELL. No. It is the other one.
Mr. FALK. Tlhe other one is an article entitled "Labor's Program

to Socialize Medicine Internationallv-Wagner Bill Revealed as a
Product of the International Labor Organization, appearing in Medi-
cal Economics November 1945. And it is my recollection that it was
included in the transcript either of these hearings or the hearings on
S. 1606 last year.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Chairman, I have no recollection of that,
and Dr. Shearon has had nothing to do with this article whatever.
It was objected to when it was offered here last year and when it was
offered at this hearing my information is, from Dr. Shearon, that it
was objected to and not l)lced in the record. As far as I al concerned,
there is objection to putting this in if he wants to )ut it in.

Senator SMITH. Is the document you refer to your comments on this
article or the article itself?

Mr. FALK. It comments on the article.
Senator DONNELL. Yoti are 1,oiig to put tl.e -, "ti.le in. too?
Senator SvITH. We would have to lut it in. wouldd you rather put

lheln both in or leave them both out?
Senator DONNELL. No objection to both of them going in.
Senator MURRAY. I have no objection.
Seiiator SMITH. Let's put them both in the record.
Mr. FALK. I suggest that they both be introduced in the record.

The article has been used extensively in these connections with the
legislation under consideration.

Senator MURRAY. And it has been given wide publicity.
Mr. FALK. Oh, yes. It has been reprinted and the reprints widely

distributed.
Senator SIrrH. I would suggest that that article and your com-

ments appear in the record in connection with this colloquy we are
having now so it will be understood why we are putting it in, and these
are put in at your request, Mr. Falk, to clarify your position with
regard to the points made in this article.

Senator DON. NELI. I want the record to show that my understanding
is that Dr. Shearon had no connection whatsoever with the article
Labor's Program To Socialize Medicine Internationally. She had no
connection, so I am told by her, with the article, and I believe that to
be correct-if we are talking about the same article.

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. In my notes, I might say for the record, Sen-
ator, is included a reference to an ascription of that article to her in
a publication put out by the National Physicians' Committee. There
are, I have presumed, internal evidences in- this article that she had
something to do with its preparation. It is so widely reported.

Senator DONNELL. I do not recall it by name but I recall seeing in
one of the publications of the National Physicians' Committee that
an article had by mistake been ascribed to Dr. Shearon, and it was



corrected in a subsequent issue of this publication to which the witness
refers. It was pointed out that Dr. Shearon had nothing to do with it.
There is no objection to both of them going in.

Senator MURRAY. Do I understand that Mrs. Shearon repudiates
the article?

Senator DONNELL. She had nothing to do with the article. It is not
a matter of repudiating it.

Senator MURRAY. It has been ascribed to her and she has been the
chief propagandist against this bill and has diffused her propaganda
widely throughout the country, and it seems to me it is along the same
line and it ought to be explained at the same time.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Chairman, she has diffused light on this in
other respects.

There is no objection to its going in but she had no connection with
it.

(The article referred to appears on p. 1773.)
Mr. FALK. Mr. Chairman, may I ask whether in addition to this

statement which Senator Donnell has made for the record the chair-
man might also obtain for the record a report on the authorship of that
article from the publishers, as to who participated in preparing the
underlying documents for it if that is different from who prepared the
final printing of it.

Senator DO-NNELL. I understand that one Hazel Huffman, now with
the House committee, wrote the article in question and Dr. Shearon
had nothing whatsoever to do with the preparation of it.

Senator MURR.Y. There would be no objection to your taking the
matter up with the publishers and making inquiries and furnishing
us with any information you may develop.

Mr. FALK. My position, Senator, is that since matters contained in
that article, many of which are plainly and clearly erroneous and mis-
represent the facts, have been utilized extensively by Mrs. Shearon in
her "Blueprint" and in documents which repute to be recordings or
summaries of speeches which she has made, I was prepared mentally
to accept the statement which appeared in the document issued by the
National Physicians' Committee ascribing the article to her, and to
accept other reports that she was the reputed author.

Senator DONNELL. Did you see the subsequent statement by the
National Physicians' Committee in which it pointed out that the
ascription of this document to her was in error and that she didn't
write it?

Mr. FALK. I have seen the errata slip which was pasted in and
which was not altogether unambiguous as I read it. It says that
they made a mistake in giving a footnote in which they mention her
name as the author because it is a fact that the original article did
not have the author's name. I was not sure when I read the errata
slip whether they were saying merely that they had made that mistake
or whether they were saying she had not written the article.

Senator DONNE.LL. Do you have the errata slip with you?
Mr. FALK. No. I am sorry I haven't.
Senator DONNELL. May I ask you why you didn't mention to us

this errata slip when you told us you wanted to offer this article by her?
You knew very well, did you not, that the National Physicians' Com-
mittee had called attention with a n errata slip to the fact that there
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was an error in ascribing this article to Mrs. Shearon, and yet you
wanted to introduce the document into this record. Why didn't you
tell us about it ?

Mr. FALK. In some of the copies they had this errata slip, in some
they had not.

Senator DONNELL. So you have heard it discussed quite a bit. You
knew it was in some copies. didn't you?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. My reason for introducing it had nothing to
do with that. I gave my reasons. I said that document had been used
extensively, and I believe I am justified in saying by Mrs. Shearon, in
the Blueprint as well as elsewhere, and that I was bringing this up as
well as the other article which bears her signature in the magazine
Medical Economics as well as my notes on the Blueprint for those
reasons.

Senator DONNELL. I didn't understand and do not recall that the
reason you were introducing that labor article was that it was referred
to in a subsequent article by her. I understood you were referring
to the article, and all the time you knew the National Physicians' Com-
mittee had by an errata slip called attention to the fact that the ascrip-
tion was erroneous, and yet you didn't call the committee's attention to
it.

Mr. FALK. I am sorry, you are misinterpreting what I said. What
I intended to say in this reference to these two other articles, as I be-
lieve the record will show, was in connection with the Blueprint. There
are many places where the same material in substance is used one way
or another, in respect of the International Labor Office, legislation
here before this Congress, to the alleged participation of these other
persons in the International Labor Office. It is on that basis that I
connected that article as well as the other article in Medical Economics
to the Blueprint. I do refer to the fact that there have been reasons
for believing that Mrs. Shearon had something to do with the Medical
Economics article, the one that has no authorship. I might be mis-
taken about the authorship, though I had not thought I was. I am
confident that I am justified in saying that the utilization of that
article, whether by reference or not, in the Blueprint connects it with
the Blueprint in no uncertain fashion.

Senator DONNELL. I would like to have the record show that the
errata slip was issued- by the National Physicians' Committee, also
that this committee, the National Physicians' Committee, later put
out an edition without Mrs. Shearon's name or an errata slip and that
they reprinted that particular page of that publication. I will ask,
Mr. Chairman, that you request the clerk of this committee to secure
from the National Physicians' Committee a complete list of publica-
tions with the articles and errata slips and so forth, everything that
pertains to that particular article that is in the possession of the
National Physicians' Committee.

(The publications referred are on file with the committee.)
Senator SMITH. I think that is a proper request if we are putting

these documents in the record.
Mr. FALK. May I add, Mr. Chairman, that the notes to which I

referred have a footnote which says:
An errata slip pasted into some of their copies says: "Pages 15 to 18. Credit

for authorship of the article Labor's Effort to Socialize Medicine Internationally
is erroneously given to Dr. Marjorie Shearon. The article appeared unsigned
in Medical Economics, November 1945."
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Senator DONNELL. Is there any ambiguity in that, as far as you can
see, in regard to making it perfectly clear that the National Physicians'
Committee is saying it was a mistake that she had been charged with
being the author of that article'. Is there any ambiguity there?

Mr. FALK. It doesn't say she didn't write it. It says the article
appeared unsigned in Medical Economics November 1945.

Senator DONNELL. What does it say just before that?
Mr. FALK. "Pages 15 to 18 * * * Credit for authorship of the

article Labor's Effort to Socialize Medicine Internationally is er-
roneously given to Dr. Marjorie Shearon."

Senator DONNELL. What do you understand by that? What does
that mean?

Mr. FALK. I am not sure what it means.
Senator MURRAY. Mr. Chairman, I think that nmans that she made

a mistake in stating in public the fact that she was the author. They
do not deny that she was the author. but they merely say it was a
mistake to put that in the record as coming from her.

Senator DONNELL. If that is the kind of reasoning on which S. 1320is based, we will rest our case right here. That is as thin a piece of
reasoning as it has been my opportunity to hear here or anywhere
else in the Senate so far.

I want the record to show now that Dr. Shearon denies that she is the
author of that article, and I want the record to show that the chair-
man has agreed that he will have the clerk of this committee request
the National Physicians' Committee for the errata slip and the various
publications of that particular article so we will have the full facts
before us.

Senator MURRAY. Mistakes of that kind occur very frequently. It
probably was intended that her name was not to be connected with it
at the time they gave it out for publication. A mistake was made
and they connected her name with it.

Are you familiar with the National Physicians' Committee? Do
you know what that organization is?

Mr. FALK. I know a little about it. I wouldn't say I was familiar
with it. I have seen some of their publications and some of their
documents, and I have seen reports on them.

Senator MURRAY. Isn't it engaged in carrying on propaganda some-
what similar to the propaganda being carried on by Majorie Shearon?

Mr. FALK. Similar, yes, sir, in many respects. It has been more
directed at bills or proposals and bills than at personalities and in-
dividuals and people than have Mrs. Shearon's, I would say as my
judgment, but otherwise it has many similarities.

Senator MURRAY. Doesn't it misrepresent the truth in connection
with proposed legislation?

Mr. FALK. I would give it as my opinion, sir, that it does.
(The materials for which Dr. Falk obtained permission for insertion

in the record are as follows:)

LABOR'S PROGRAM TO SOCIALIZE MEDICINE INTERNATIONALLY

WAGNER BILL REVEALED. AS A PRODUCT OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION

[This is without doubt one of the most important articles published by Medical
Economics in recent years. It is important because it explains for the first time
In any periodical the "master plan" of the International Labour Organization for
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socializing medicine in all countries of the world. No pipe-dream, this plan is
already responsible for the establishment of state medicine in Chile and in New
Zealand. Still more significant-though not generally known-is the fact that
the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill in this country was written largely by ILO leaders
and that those same leaders are a powerful element in the current campaign
for its passage. Information on which the article is based was secured by, and
under the direction of, a special investigator who has conducted inquiries for
many congressional committees and has had extensive experience with medical-
care issues. The investigation consumed a full three months. Literally scores
of sources were interviewed. Three cases of documents were collected. Every
fact was checked and authenticated. The result is a story calculated to open
the eyes of every physician and every thinking layman who reads it. Copies
are being released to all leading newspaper, radio, and magazine editors; Con-
gressmen, Governors, and professional assosidations.]

The Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill (S. 1050) should not be considered an
American-made piece of legislation. It is merely the latest action taken by a
memhr state of the International Labour Organisation, in this instance the
United States.

It is commonly believed that certain Senators and Representatives have sensed
a public demand for the socialization of medicine and have drafted legislation
to provide it. This is at best a half-truth. The majority of the American people
have made no such demand. Those behind it are leaders in the labor movement
in this country and abroad.

A good many people associate legislation to socialize medicine with the advent
of the New Deal. But in this sphere. Franklin D. Roosevelt was no innovator;
he was a follower. Plans for socializing medicine throughout the world-one
nation at a time-had been drawn up by the International Labour Organization
years before. Mr. Roosevelt was merely the agent who, it was hoped, would
implement ILO aims in the United States. He made a good start.

But what is the ILO? How did it originate? When did this country become
involved with it? What is it trying to do? How does it operate? What prac-
tical significance does it have for U. S. physicians?

The International Labour Organisation began as a private agency with head-
quarters in Basel, Switzerland. In 1919, under Part XIII of the Versailles
Treaty, it achieved official status as a subsidiary of the League of Nations.
Its main office, up until World War II, was in Geneva: now It is in Montreal.
Branches are maintained in Washington, D. C., and in other major capitals.

Original founders of the ILO were the International Association for Labor
Legislation and its various national affiliates (e. g., the American Association
for Labor Legislation). Other international organizations, with interlocking
directorates, lent needed assistance; among these was the International Asso-
ciation for Social Security, which openly advocated the socialization of all phases
of human endeavor.

The U. S. Senate, In 1919, specifically withheld the assent of the United States
from Part XIII of the Versailles Treaty. Senators at that time were aware
of the operation of organizations such as the International Association for Labor
Legislation and the International Association for Social Security. They knew
that Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation of Labor, had with-
drawn from the American Association for Labor Legislation and had denounced
its objectives as un-American. Despite Senatorial skepticism about ILO aims,
however, the first officially approved International Labour Conference was held
in the Navy Building at Washington, D. C., that same year. Franklin D. Roose-
velt, then Under Secretary of the Navy, made the necessary arrangements for
the meeting.

From 1919 until 1934 U. S. participation in the International Labour Con-
ference was through unofficial observers. These observers were among the
strategists and labor leaders responsible for the creation of the ILO. World
socialization was their aim, socialized medicine being only a small factor in
their plans at that time.

In 1934, through an unheralded joint resolution, passed by Congress, the
United States became a "Member State" of the International Labour Organisa-
tion and accepted the ILO constitution. But only a small segment of the public
knew about It.

Nor did many realize, as stated in the resolution, that the United States "took
part of 1900 in establishing and for many years thereafter supported the Inter-
national Association for Labor Le Rislation." Thus, world planning for com-
pulsory social Insurance is directed bV the ILO with the approval of the governing
but usually without the knowledge of the governed.
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The International Labour Organisation states its purpose as being "to pro-
mote social justice in all the countries of the world. To this end it collects
facts about labour and social conditions, formulates minimum international
standards, and supervises their national application." In seeking to supervise
the national application of ILO standards, the ILO is obviously more than a mere
fact-finding group.

The Governing Body of the ILO is composed of sixteen government repre-
sentatives, eight representatives of management, and eight representatives of
labor. "By accepting the Constitution of the International Labour Organisation
the States [national governments] agree to the preparation of international rules
for social insurance by a permanent body . . of experts in social matters,
namely the International Labour Office, and to the elaboration of these rules
by a permanent congress, namely the International Labour Conference, con-
sisting of representatives, not only of governments, but also of the classes directly
concerned, capital and labour." '

The International Labour Office acts as a secretariat, an information center,
anid a publishing house. It is "staffed by experts drawn from many different
countries, whose knowledge, experience, and advice are available to all the
nations which are members of the Organisation. It has branch offices and cor-
respondents in many countries."

What Americans serve among these experts? For medical care planning, there
are at least three (none of them physicians) : Arthur .1. Altmeyer, chairman of
the Social Security Board: Isidore S. Falk, director of the SSB's Bureau of
Research and Statistics; and Wilbur (ohen, its assistant director.

The International Labour Conference is described as "a world parliament
for labour and social questions." Each national delegation to the annual meet-
ings comprises four delegates, two representing the nation's government, one
representing management, and one representing labor; each of these three sec-
tions "speaks and votes independently, so that all points of view find full ex-
pression."

The U. S. Government, like others, pays the expenses of its own delegates to
the annual conferences. In addition, it pays dues to the ILO as a member state.

Few people have any conception of the influence the International Labour
Organisation exercises on their daily lives. A hint of this influence was given
by Franklin D. Roosevelt in an address before ILO delegates on November 7,
1941. He credited the ILO with "shortening the hours of labor, protecting women
and children in agriculture and industry, making life more bearable for the
merchant seamen, and keeping the factories and mines of the world more safe
and fit places for human beings to work in." He added that "Through the long
years of depression, from 1929 on, it sought to bring about a measure of security
to all workers by the establishment of things like unemployment insurance and
old-age insurance systems. Again, it sought to set the wheels of industry in
action through etablishment of international public works, rational policies of
migration of workers, and the opening of the channels of world trade."

The late President did not in that address mention the efforts made by the
IO to promote socialized medicine. He neglected to say that the ILO had
included requirements relating to medical care in its Workmen's Compensation
C mvention of 1925 and in its Sickness Insurance Convention and Agricultural
Convention of 1927. He omitted any reference to ILO work on public health and
health insurance in periods of economic depression on the economical adminis-
tration of medical and pharmaceutical benefits under sickness insurance-
schemes, and on curative and preventive care for invalids, the superannuated,
and widows and orphans.

These activities were small steps toward the larger goal. By means of them,
doctors and patients would become accustomed to socialized medicine in its
milder forms.

In 1943 and 1944 the ILO put finishing touches on 114 proposals for the "im-
provement and unification of medical care services." Many of these are em-
bodied in the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill (S. 1050) and in other proposals for
social legislation.

The amount of effort being expended by the ILO In furthering these proposals
is suggested by the size of the organization's 1945 budget, which is $2,702,655,
or double the 1944 figure.

Following is the procedure used by the ILO to effect legislation among its
member states:

Provisional Bulletin No. 5, Inter-American Committee on Social Security (ILO), p. 29-
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The Governing Body or the International Labour Conference itself, by a two-
thirds majority vote, makes certain Recommendations. These are discussed and
refined in a series of (onsultations. The Recommendations then receive a vote
by the Conference. A two-thirds majority vote by the delegates present means
acceptance. The Recommendations then become l)raft Conventions, and copies
of theem are sent to every ILO m'emher state. 81(.h inembers-c. g., the United
States-must bring the Draft Conventions before their legislatures within a
yea r.

Nor does ILO authority cease there. Governments are bound by agreement
to submit annual reports to the ILO, showing how ILO proposals have been
acted upon.

Seven important Recommendations (including one on medical care) were
adopted at the International Labour (onferenc. held in Philadelphia from April 20
to May 1, 1944. Said President Roosevelt then:

"Under the constitution of the Internatiolnil Labour ()rgaiiisation, these ree-
ommendations are forwarded to the member Governments for submirsion by them
to their respective, competent national authorities. I shall accordingly submit
them to the Congress in the regular way when certified copies are received."

In some instances ILO Draft Conventions have been presented to our Congress
in their original form and wording. In other cases they have been rewritten in
a form deemed more likely to enlist support (c. g., the Wagner-Murray-Dingell
bill).

Chairman of the ILO Governing Body at the present time is U. S. Dcl'hgate
Carter Goodrich. Other U. S. members of the Governing Body include Henry
Harriman, representing management, and Robert J. Watt, representing labor.

An ILO subcommittee on medical care has been active for a number of years.
When it met in 1943, there was discussion of a proposal "that all medical care
services shall be regulated by law." Dr. J. J. Heagerty, Canada's Director of
Public Health Services, asked wlat exactly was meant by the words "regulate(]
by law." He wanted to know whether they meant that the actual rendering of
medical treatment by physicians would be government-controlled.

Miss Laura Bodmer, of the ILO staff, indicated that it would. She also volun-
teered the opinion that private, voluntary insurance would be wiped out.

Isidore Falk, one of the American repress entatives present, suggested that in
place of the word "regulated" a more desirablele" termn be used. The provision
that "medical care services shall be regulated by law" was therefore changed to
read: "The nature and extent of the care provided by the service shall be defined
by law."

By such careful concealment of purpose, ILO strategists hope to convince the
American people and their elected representatives of the virtues of national
socialism.

Of particular significance to the medical annd allied professions is the Interna-
tional Labour Conference held in Philadelphia in 1944. At that session delegates 2

adopted a medical care recommendation embracing 114 detailed proposals to guide
the member states in developing their health services. A majority of the 114
proposals are embodied directly or by implication in the Wagnerl-Murray-Dingell
bill of 1945 (S. 1050).

The ILO medical program would relegate physicians to the role of mere func-
tionaries. Under wage-and-hour legislation, they would be classed simply as
skilled workers. Private practice would be frowned upon. All medical services
would be regulated by law. Administration would be a central government agency
with the help of unified local agencies.

One recommendation calls for the "establishment of chairs of social medicine"
in medical schools. Students would thus be available for indoctrination in the
principles of socialism before starting practice.

The ILO urges that "health protection be organized on the basis of national
insurance applied to wage earners and their families and to the self-employed
* * * this insurance should cover medical, surgical, pharmaceutical, hospital,
dental, prosthetic, and cash benefits."

2 The U. S. delegation was composed of the following persons (none of them physicians)
representing the groups specified :

Government-Senator Elbert D. Thomas (D., Utah). delegate: Assistant Secretary of
State Adolphe A. Berle, Jr., substitute delegate for Miss Frances Perkins. the official
delegate: Frieda S. Miller, Otis E. Mulliken, Charles W. Taussig, A. Ford Hinrichs, and
Isador Lubin. advisers.

Management-Henry I. Harriman, former president, U. S. Chamber of Commerce, dele-
gate: Henry S. Dennison. Charles Redding. and Clarence G. McDavitt. advisers.

Labor-Robert J. Watt, American Federation of Labor, delegate; William Green, presi-
dent, American Federation of Labor, adviser; George Meany, adviser.
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Drastic limitations on physicians' dispensing and prescribing and on the phar-
maceutical industry are specified in regulations proposed by the ILO. For
example:

"In several countries pocket books have been issued which show, for the differ-
ent medicines, the most economical composition, dosage, form, Ind method of
dispensing. It is (lesiral)le that these pocket books be widely used in order that
practitioners should have at their disposal detailed information enabling them
to compare the prices of remedies, according to the ingredients (of which they a-re
compounded and to the form in which they are prepared (pills, solutions, tablets,
cachets).

"These )ocket books, which have been found most useful to the practitioners,
specify certain medicines as being economical, without, however, implying that
hose not mentioned are uneconomical or are never to be prescribed * * *
Preparations of particular maike should be ordered only if no substitutes of equal
theral)eutic value exi-st or if they cost no more than substitutes dispensed from the
l)ra(titioner's )rescril)tion * ": Prelparations sold under trade-mark should,
where po .s ibl,, h, prescribed under their s, iei tilic designation.

llated proposals which have bneii forrmally approved by the ILO follow:
"To prescribe unnecessary (rugs r treatment does the patient no good and k

a source of logs to the fund. Therefore it should be made legally comlpulsory flir
the doctor to follow the rules for economical treatment, in the interest both of
the social insurance scheme and of the nation as a whole. The rules should give
practical hints on treatment which will give the best results at the lowest cist.
When two methods are of equal value, the doctor must choose the more eco-
ijomical * * * The rules should be drawn up be representatives of the fund
:ind of the doctors, with the help of expert pharmacists * * * Patent medi-
cines should as a rule jnot be prescribed unless no substitute can be nade up more
cheaply from the pharnacopoeia. Patent or proprietary medicines which have
not been sufficiently tested or which merely contain well-known drugs in a new
wrapping of whose composition is unknown should be excluded from use in social
insurance. Since there are, however, proprietary medicines which have great
therapeutic value and cannot be replaced, governments should see that they are
imt sold at excessive prices * * *

"No satisfactory solution of the problem of proprietary inedicincs can be
reached until the official pharmacopoeias have been entirely and radically revised
alnd the manufacture of drugs put undor systematic supervision." (Placing the
manufacture of drugs under government control would be altogether logical
to the ILO, inasmuch as the government would be the s)le pll,.haser.)

Development of social security (including socialized me(di.ine), under inter-
national administration is a leading ILO goal. The program promotes depolit-
i';tlization wherever political control can be superseded by administrative con-
trol. This effort, if successful, would tend to remove authority y from Congress
and other law-making bodies and supplant it with administrative control by an
international bureaucracy. It would be a radical departure from the current
program, which stops at the national level.

Proposals for an international health organization have been made as recently
:ns August 1, 1945, when -S. J. Res. 89 was introduced in our own Congress by Sena-
tors Pepper, Wagner, Murray, (apper, Ball. and Smith. Under this bill social-
ized medicine would be administered within the framework of the United Nations,
with the United States as one region of activity.

The interlocking of national with international groups interested in social re-
form (including socialized medicine) had its start at the Arbitration Court of
the Hague in 1899. This was followed by the formation of several nonofficial
international labor groups, among them the International Permanent Committee
for Social Security and the International Association for Labor Legislation.

By 1913, various foundations (Russell Sage, Milbank, Rosenwald, Rockefeller,
and others) also began to concern themselves with social insurance. They sent
representatives to participate in the conferences of all the major international
labor associations. One of the most important factors in the field by 1915 was
the Carnegie Foundation and its director, Dr. James T. Shotwell.

Not infrequently, private organizations sponsored by foundatiomis and dedicated
to the furtherance of ILO aims are taken over by the Government and given the
status of Federal agencies or are reorganized as pressure groups. The Com-
nflittee on the Costs of Medical Care is an example.

According to Phillips Bradley, chairman of the Department of Political Science
at Queens College, New York, in 1942, the number of private international organi-
zations today exceeds 700. "They cover practically every 'interest'--economic
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and social, individual and group. They cut across state [national] frontiers and
include individual members or functional associations in several, or many, states
[nations]. * * * Direct government support and participation are not uncom-
mon. Some of these organizations are composed of groups of governmental em-
ployes though not officially sponsored by the governments themselves.

"These organizations correspond, in the international sphere, roughly to pres-
sure groups in the domestic. * * * As they develop the visible evidences of
cooperation through conferences and other collaborative activities and agencies,
they tend to break down barriers to common official action. * * * More than
one, originating in purely unofficial activities, has become the nucleus of official
international cooperation at the administrative level.

"Illustrations of this type of development are numerous. First, there appears
an organized effort to bring together individuals and groups in different states
[nations] concerned with the promotion of improved conditions or uniform
standards. Conferences are organized. Governments sooner or later send 'ob-
servers.' Gradually, as public policy is brought into line with the objectives of
these associations, governmental representatives participate officially in the con-
ferences. Finally, interested governments associate themselves actively in the
management and activities of these organizations, or take them over as official
agencies of cooperation. Thus the cycle is completed and the area of official
international administration is widened.

"No brief analysis can do Ju.stive to a movement as significant as the develop-
mnent of international administration over the past century and a quarter. * * *
The process of depoliticalization is only begun. But we have achieved in the
time both the framework of efficient organization and the means for effective
collaboration among the civil servants of an integrated international order."

When United States Government officials meet with those of other nations for
the purpose of collaboration and exchanging ideas, it is assumed that they do so
In the interest of the United States. This is not the view taken by the Interna-
tional Labor Organizations. Consider, for example, the following story, told by
H. B. Butler, former ILO Director General, about Albert Thomas, the organiza-
tion's first Director General and a leading French Socialist:

"He [Albert Thomas] regarded himself, and insisted vigorously that every
member of the staff should regard himself, as an international official-not as
the servant of his own government or the defender of his country's interests.
On one occasion a volcanic outburst was provoked by a request for permission
to leave the Office because the government of the official in question thought he
could further the national interest better elsewhere. The Director flared out:
'What are national interests? They are something that I know nothing about in
this Office and which I refuse to consider. If you cannot be an international
official you had better go.'"

This same concept of "internationalism first" is revealed in the platform of
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, publicized this past
summer. That it will characterize also the other staffs of the United Nations
organization-including the Health Section under the Economic and Social Coun-
cil-is generally presupposed.

Certain United States Government officials who participated in ILO operations
may be asked one of these days to indicate just where their interests lie. This
applies to several in the Social Security Board (referred to at times as an "ILO
subsidiary").

When the Social Security Board was originally being set up, members of the
ILO staff were called to Washington to help direct the effort. They have gone
also to Ottawa to aid the revision of the Canadian unemployment system, to
London to give expert testimony before the Beveridge committee, and to a number

of the Latin-American countries to supervise the creation or revision of their
social-security plans.

John G. Winant, U. S. Ambassador to Great Britain and former Governor of
New Hampshire, was the first Chairman of the Social Security Board (19315-37).
Both before and after his SSB connection he served the International Labour

Office, first as Assistant Director, later (1939) as Director General.
Carter Goodrich, economist and professor of economics at Columbia University,

was with the Social Security Board in 1937. Mr. Goodrich served as a member

of the ILO Governing Body from 1936 until 1939 when he was made chairman.

He still holds that office.
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Former U. S. Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins has been considered by ILO
heads for the post (currently unfilled) of Director General at $20,000 a year, plus
expenses. The Acting Director General is Edward J. Phelan.

Three Social Security Board officials recently away from their desks attending
ILO conferences were Arthur J. Altmeyer, SSB chairman; Isidore S. Falk,
director of SSB's Bureau of Research and Statistics; and Wilbur Cohen, the
bureau's assistant director. Mr. Altmeyer was in Mexico City from July 23 to
July 30, 1945, attending the Conference of the Inter-American Committee on Social
Security (ILO), of which he is chairman. Mr. Falk, at the saine time, was in
London, attending the ILO's Maritime Commission Conference. Mr. Cohen was
at the Inter-American Conference in Mexico City with Mr. Altmeyer; he had
previously been one of the "experts" at the ILO Social Security Consultation on
Income Maintenance and Medical Care, in Montreal.

When the ILO transferred its office from Geneva to Montreal, it retained only a
skeleton staff at the new location. A number of ILO employes thereupon were
placed on the Social Security Board pay roll. Part of their work (like that of
many SSB employes) is the prepartion of material to be used by U. S. officials
at ILO conferences.

The Social Security Board is by no means the only U. S. Government agency
participating in ILO activities. Another important one of interest to phy.si'ians
was the National Resources Planning Board, active up until a year ago. This
bureau, charged with "the study of the social and economic needs of the postwar
world," was influenced in no small degree by the ILO philosophy. Its reports on
medical care were widely read by physicians.

Examples such as this demonstrate clearly that no large-scale study of socialized
medicine can be made without giving thought to the role played-and to be
i)layed-by the ILO. Its importance is emphasized still further by the fact that
the ILO has been promised a key role in the Economic and Social Council of the
ITnited Nations. (Assurance to this end was given by the late President Roosevelt
in 1944 and by former Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins on June 22, 1945.)

It is significant that representatives of six international organizations (the
League of Nations, the United Nations Interim Commission on Food and Agricul-
ture, the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Admini,4ration, tho Inter-
governmental Committee on Refugees, the Pan Americain Union, and the Pan
American Sanitary Bureau) were on the platform, with Mr. Carter Goodrich, at
the opening of the International Labour Conference in Philadelphia in 1944.

* * * * * *

Thus has organized labor been striving for the past several decades to foist
s cialized medicine on the American public. Other countries have succumbed.
Will the United States?

Current proposals for extension of the Social Security Act and for the creation
,,f a system of Federal medicine are evidences of the current strategy. In the
"ieantinie, the American public, generally, is quite unaware that a planned eco-
nomic revolution is taking place, with socialized medicine an important factor.

From Bismarck to Wagner, the plan of the socializers has differed from the
Communist ideal in only one aspect. Under communism, the state owns every-
thing and is the employer of the worker, be he doctor, nurse, or patient. Under
socialism, the state finances, regulates, and administers the program.

Almost every phase of the Bismarck-Wagner program has already been trans-
lated into American law as social security (workmen's compensation, unemploy-
inent insurance, old-age pensions, wage-and-hour regulations). Should com-
pulsory sickness insurance come to pass, we will have completed the pattern. All
niembers of the community, whether or not gainfully employed, will then receive
their medical care under government direction.

No one in medicine and in Its allied fields will be free from the administrative
yoke. For the care afforded will comprise "both general practitioner and specialist
(ut- and In-patient care, including domiciliary visiting: dental care; nursing care
't home or in hospital or other medical institutions; the care given by qualified
midwives and other maternity services at home or in hospital; maintenance in
hospitals, convalescent homes, sanatoria, or other medical institutions; so far

s. possible, the requisite dental, pharmaceutical and other medical or surgical
supplies, including artificial limbs; and the care furnished by such other profes-
sions as may at any time be legally recognized as belonging to the allied
professions."

There will be no market except the Government.
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"LABOR'S PROGRAM To SOCIALIZE MEDICINE INTERNATIONALLY-WAGNER BILL

REVEALED AS A PRODUCT OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION"--MEDICAL
ECONOMICS, NOVEMBER 1945"

In advance of the hearings on July 23, 1947, I prepared notes to furnish a basis
for oral comments since I expected that questions would be raised concerning
Mrs. Shearon's "Blueprint" pamphlet and the two articles published by the maga-
zine Medical Economics In the November 1945 and the July 1946 issues. These
notes are introduced at this point in the record by permission of the subcommittee.
-I. S. FALK.

1. (Pages 1778-1774).-The author of the article ("special investigator"),
though anonymous, was identified in the pamphlet Compulsion-The Key to
Collectivism published in 1946 by the National Physicians Committee.1

It is said in the box "Every fact was checked and authenticated." As will be
evident, the whole article is a fraud, woven out of a mixture of fact, fancy, and
fabrication.

2. From the title on it uses the Fishbein technique of labeling the Wagner-
Murray-Dingell bill and health insurance as "socialized medicine." This well-
known technique is here carried to the "big lie" stage. Where formerly socialized
medicine was labeled a national plot or conspiracy, here it is converted into an
international plot, with the ILO as the villain in the piece, and with all who have
had an active interest in national health legislation or any working relations with
the ILO charged with being part of an international plot. Those behind the
moN ement for socialized medicine in the United States are here referred to as
leaders in the labor movement in this country and abroad (p. 36, column 1).

3. Pigc .36, ,olwmn 2.-Nver heard before of the International Association for
Labor Legislation, International Association for Social Security, with interlocking
directorates * * * which openly advocated the socialization of all phases of
human endeavor.

Later I wrote to Mrs. John B. Andrews. The following is from her reply
(letter of October 20, 1946) :

"(1) This paragraph is hopelessly confused. It was of course our Interna-
tional Association that had headquarters in Basel beginning about 1900. The
ILO was not organized until 1919.

"(2) Our International Association had nothing official to do with the found-
ing of the ILO and the American section was in no way connected with the
foundation. After the ILO was authorized by the League of *Nations, John
[B. Andrews] was a representative of our Government at its organization meet-
ing in London in 1919.

"The name of the committee to which they probably refer was the Inter-
national Committee for Social Insurance formed in 1889. I'm sure it had no
official connection with the organization of the ILO and of course it did not
advocate 'the socialization of all phases of human endeavor'."

4. Pages 1724, seventh full paragraph).-Re Gompers withdrawal from AALL.
Did it ever happen? What about A. F. of L. membership on that organization up
to its termination in the 1940's? I didn't know, so I asked Mrs. Andrews and
received the following reply: "(3) Sam Gompers did resign from our association
around 1918-1919 in protest over our health insurance campaign. But Gompers'
stand was repudiated by the New York State Federation of Labor which sup-
ported our work. Gompers, as you well know, opposed all the social insurance.
He was, however, labor representative of the official United States organizing
group at Paris in 1919."

The play here on Mr. Samuel Gompers and his alleged position in 1919 must seem
strange to anyone familiar with the fact that ever since the United States became
a member of the ILO an A. F. of L. officer has been the American labor representa-
tive to the ILO, and with the fact that the A. F. of L. has so vigorously insisted on
this representation that they have even refused to share or alternate it with the
CIO. (The ILO constitution provides for government, employer, and labor dele-
gates, with the employer and labor delegates chosen "in agreement with the
industrial organizations * * * which are most representative of employers
or work people, as the case may be."

5. Here is as good a place as any to make some general remarks about the plain
attempt of this article to make the ILO appear to be something very different from
what it always has been and is. With apparently malicious intent, the article

1 An errata slip pasted into some of their copies says: "Pages 15 to 18. * * * Credit
for authorship of the article Labor's Efforts To Socialize Medicine Internationally i
erroneously given to Dr. Marjorie Shearon. The article appeared unsigned in Medical
Economics, November 1945."
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puts bits and pieces together to make the ILO seem to be a world socializing or
communizing organization. Yet every informed person knows it was and is an
organization which has striven for world progress and international agreements
through peaceful, orderly, and reasonable methods which have the fullest regard
for the independence, strength, and dignity of the national policies and the
national traditions of each nation that is a member. The constitution of the ILO
provides that no member nation can be coerced; each has to voluntarily decide
for itself whether it agrees to a convention (international treaty) adopted by the
ILO. (Note that of the scores of conventions adopted by the ILO in its 25 years
of existence, only 5 have been ratified by the United States, and all of these
deal with international agreements on the maritime industry-an industry in
which nations are in direct and continuous competition, where business, labor,
and governments jointly have been trying to bring order out of chaos.)

In 1934, though the United States had never joined the League of Nations,
it joined the ILO. Why? The ILO was affiliated with the League, but was inde-
pendent of it. We could join the ILO without ratifying the Versailles Treaty
or joining the League. There are many people in the United States who be-
lieve we should have joined the League-right after World War I or soon there-
after. Millions of people believe, today, that had we joined the League-even
some years after it was organized, we would have had a better chance than
we did to help prevent World War II. But whether that is correct or not, it
iS quite generally agreed 'that we at least made a sound decision when we
joined the ILO in 1934. In fact, the question might be asked who in the United
States of any standing in Government, politics, public affairs, business or labor
questions the wisdom of our membership in the ILO-other than the author of
this article in Medical Economics? And the uninformed who have been per-
suaded by these misrepresentations in Medical Economics and in other publica-
tions? So far as is known, this is a one-person campaign against the ILO,
supported by a magazine that is financed mainly by drug and medicine adver-
tisers. Why? Because the anonymous author is spearheading an attack on
health-insurance legislation in the United States; and has cooked up an "interna-
tional plot." From time immemorial demagogues have wrapped themselves in
their flags and used attacks on their opponents as a substitute for reasonable
arguments. A "foreign threat" has long been useful as a means of turning
patriotism and nationalism against a domestic cause. That is obviously the
author's technique in the present case.

A reader of this article would never guess, for example, that the United
States delegation to the ILO (with Government, employer, and labor member-
ship) for many years included as its employer member the Past-President of
the United States Chamber of Commerce.

[For the story of the ILO and its role in working for world progress in
economic relations, in striving for peace and improvements in the lot of man
everywhere, see The L-ast Peace (1942) by Harold Butler who was from 1920
to 1938 first Deputy Director and later Director of the ILO, and who during
World War II was Great Britain's Minister to the United States.]

[Note also that the new constitution of the ILO, to bring it into relation with
the UN, was approved by the United States Senate unanimously (and this in-
cludes Suantor Taft specifically) June 2, 1947. See Congressional Record, pp.
6277-8, 6302-7.] [Note that all this is long after the appearance of Mrs.
Shearon's Blueprint, etc.]

6. First picture and legend, Medical Economiics. page .18.-What is there in the
1944 ILO Declaration of Aims, signed by President Roosevelt, Mr. Nash, and
Mr. Phelan, that has to do with "A death warrant, they hope, for private medical
practice?"

Second picture uind legend, Medical Econorniies, page 39.-What has Harold
Laski's demands for nationalization of medicine along with banks, utilities, mines
to do with the ILO? There is not a word in the article to tie him up with the
ILO. He has nothing to do with the ILO. but his picture and this remark about
him are thrown in. Senator Thomas, of Utah, Mr. Goodrich and a remark about
Miss Perkins are similarly thrown into this page.

7. Pagd 1775, 8evond and third full paragraphs.-Note that one paragraph starts
with a statement about the ILO "staff of experts" and the next paragraph refers
to Altmeyer, Falk and Cohen of the Social Security Board after the question
"what Americans serve among these experts?" Is the reader expected to get
the impression that these three officers of the United States Government are on
the stall of the ILO? Of course, the fact is that they are not. They are occa-
sionally consulted as experts by the ILO, Just as are thousands of other persons,
il many countries, who are in government, management, labor, universities, etc.
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8. Page 1775, paragraph8 6-8.-Here is a quote from President Roosevelt which
refers to some of the great accomplishments that the nations of the world made
under the leadership of the ILO. But here it is put in the author's setting merely
to suggest to the reader "the influence the ILO exercises on their daily lives"
in some malign way. The author goes on to say the President did not mention
this and that which the ILO agreements had recommended relating to workmen's
compensation, sickness insurance, agreements as to the working conditions of
agricultural labor, for the care of aged widows and of orphans, etc. So what?
The President-in a general speech-wasn't giving a catalog of all ILO
achievements.

The reference to the ILO standards for workmen's compensation is revealing.
The author tries to give the impression that the ILO conventions on workmen's
compensation are subversive and dangerous because they call fQr the provision
of medical care to injured workers. The author fails to mention that every
workmen's compensation law in this country makes similar provision and that
no responsible person questions the need for such provision. Even the AMA has
gone along on this, and has urged more and better, and better managed, medical
care for workmen's compensation cases.

Incidentally, those conventions-to which the author refers and which the
President didn't mention-are conventions which the United States of America
did not adopt (though some other countries did) and which have never been
binding on the United States (though they are on those countries which volun-
tarily approved them). The author's point is, apparently, merely to condition
the reader's mind to think thAt everything the ILO does has a bearing on and is
for the purpose of "socializing medicine." ["These activities were small steps
toward the larger goal. By means of them, doctors and patients would become
accustomed to so(ializd medicine in its milder form."] In short, every effort to
shorten the hou-s of !.:bor, to protect women and children in agriculture and
industry, to make life more barable, safer or secure for the merchant seamen,
to keep the factories and mines of the world more safe and fit places for human
beings to work in (from her F. D. R. quote), all these and many more are
"small steps toward the larger goal."

9. Page 1775, vinth full paragraph.-The author of the article says that in 1943
and 19-_'4 the ILO "put finishing touches on 114 proposals for the 'improvement
anw unification of medical care services.' " And the author of the article says
"many ef these are enlbodied in the W-M-D bill (S. 1050-(etc.)." Note that
the W-M-D (S. 1050) was merely an amended version of S. 1161 which was
actually introduced in Congress on June 3, 1943, before the ILO work and docu-
ments of July 1943 and April-May 1944. Someone might ask the author of the
article how the ILO "114 proposals" got "embodied" in an American bill that had
been introduced before the "114 proposals" even existed.

Also, the reader would never guess that the ILO proposals on medical care
(Philadelphia Conference, 1944) were not approved by the United States Govern-
ment delegates because they disagreed with many of them. (On the final vote
on the recommendation concerning medical care, the United States worker dele-
gate (Mr. Robert Watt, of the A. F. of L.) voted for; the employer delegate (Mr.
Henry I. Harriman) voted against; and the two United States Government dele-
gates (Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins and Senator Elbert D. Thomas) ab-
stained from voting. (See Record of Proceedings, I. L. Conference, Twentieth

Session, Philadelphia, 1944, p. 269).) And when the Philadelphia documents
were transmitted to Congress by the President (as reqiured by the ILO constitu-
tion and our membership in the ILO), he did not recommend their adoption; and
they received no further attention by Congress in the committee to which they
were referred.

10. Page 1775, last two paragraphs.-This account of ILO procedures should ie
a warning to any informed person as to how garbled and inaccurate is the under-
standing-or, at least, description-of ILO activities by the author of the article.

The Governing Body has no authority to adopt "recommendations." After
considering any suggestions made by member governments or representative
organizations of emiloyors and workers, the Governing Body decides what items
shall be placed on the agenda for a meeting of the Conference, the full delegatO
body of the Organization. Any member government may object to the inclusion
of any item on the agenda, in which case the decision as to whether it will be
included or excluded is made by a two-thirds vote of the Conference itself. The
Conference may also decide, by a two-thirds vote, to include any subject on the
agenda for the subsequent meeting of the Conference.
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Subjects included on the agenda of a forthcoming Conference are discussed
in advance-on that point the author of the article is right. The author is also
correct in saying that it requires a two-thirds majority vote for the adoption of a
proposal (although the phrasing of the statement implies some doubt as to the
weight or validity of a two-thirds majority vote). Proposals adopted by a Con-
ference may be In the form of either conventions or recommendations. A conven-
tion is not, as the author says, simply a recommendation which has received an
affirmative vote. Rather, a convention is a proposed treaty, whereas a recom-
mendation is what its name implies.

Draft conventions, adopted by a two-thirds vote of the conference, must be
brought to the attention Qf the appropriate legislative body in each member
nation. But the decision whether or not to ratify the convention is made by the
national legislature-in this country, by the United States Senate, which, under
our Constitution, is entrusted with the treaty-ratifying power. There is no
obligation to ratify and, as was pointed out earlier, the United States has ratified
only five conventions since we became a member of the Organization. Recom-
mendations are not even acted upon formally by the Congress. Of course, if
the Congress should think that some of the standards embodied in an ILO rec-
ommendation are sound an(1 desirable for this country, it may enact legislation
putting such standards in effect. In many matters (e. g., protective legislation
for women, hours of labor, safety conditions, etc.) standards in this country
have been higher than those which have been adopted by an ILO Conference
as a feasible minimum for all countries.

The ILO procedure is essentially one of education and gradual acceptance of
minimum standards, which have no force in any country until measures carrying
them out are adopted by the country itself. Note how this process is misrepre-
sented in the author's statement: "Following is the procedure used by the ILO
to effect legislation among its member states."

11. Page 1776, fourth full paragrapi.k-Note again the charge that the W-M-D
bill is a rewritten form of the ILO "draft conventions." The fact, as noted
before, is that the W-M-D bill was introduced in Congress before the ILO
worked out the "draft conventions" to which the author refers. Incidentally,
the ILO "114 proposals" of Philadelphia, 1944, were not conventions; they were
merely "recommendations."

12. Page 1776, fifth and ninth full paragraphs.-Here is a typical- niisrepresenta-
tion of a specific episode.

(a) The meetings in Montreal in July 1943 were not of "an ILO subcommittee
on medical care (which) has been active for a number of years." It was an in-
formal meeting of consultants invited by the International Labor Office. If
there was such a subcommittee, it has certainly been inactive for years.

(b) The origin of the author's account of something alleged to have happened at
the Montreal meetings was unknown to me, until I consulted a copy of the pro-
visiunal minutes. It is alleged that Falk was responsible for change of one
phrase to another in the Office proposals for medical care services. A review of
the minutes, and comparison with the agenda document, shows that the author of
the article puts a sinister meaning (n an editorial change-of a wholly obvious
kind-to clarify the text.

The fact is that the original document prepared for the meeting by the ILO
staff said: "Medical care services * * * are regulated by law"; which is
certainly true. And it said later concerning "Public General Service" that such
• service implies "kinds of care defined by law," which was their definition of
"%hat they were talking about. The propos-als as developed and adopted at the
Philadelphia Conference [recommendation (N. 69) concerning jnedical care]
sayv:

"Essential features of a medical care service"
"(1) (purposes).
"(2) The nature and the extent of the care provided by the service should

be defined by law."
What there is sinister in all this, only the author of this article can explain.

And only that author can find in all this "careful concealment of purpose," "ILO
strategists," and "the virtues of national socialism." [The text of the article
started out as though it was going to prove "international communism," but here
the target has shifted to "national socialisim."I

13. Page 1776, tenth full paragraph, column 2.-Here the text refers again to the
"114 detailed proposals" adopted in Philadelphia in 1944. And the author says
a majority of the 114 proposals are embodied directly or by implication in the

W-M-D bill of 1945 (S. 1050) ."

64431-48-Pt. 4-7
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(a) As already pointed out, the W-M-D bill of 1945 (S. 1050) was a slightly
modified version of the W-M-D bill of 1943 (S. 1161). Thus, S. 1050 was not
derived from the Philadelphia adoptions of 1944, but from a 1943 bill by the same
Members of Congress. If the 1944 Philadelphia proposals resemble the W-M-D
bills, it must mean that the ILO borrowed from the W-M-D bills, not the other
way around.

As a matter of record, the document entitled "Plan of Discussion" prepared
by the ILO staff for the Montreal (July 1943) meetings specifically referred to
the Beveridge report, the Mexican Social Insurance Act, December 1942, the
Marsh and Heagerty reports in Canada, the new Brazilian and Cuban plans;
and then it went on to say: "Most recent of all is the Wagner-Murray-Dingell
bill, introduced into the United States Congress in June 1943 * * *."

(b) The Philadelphia proposals outline the features deemed desirable in either
a public medical service or a social insurance system. Since the W-M-D bills
(1943 and 1945) propose social insurance (and not a general public medical
service) it must be obvious that there will be items of similarity between the bill
and the ILO proposals (on social insurance) and equally, there will be items of
disagreement. The author of the article notes only the similarities, not the
disagreements.

(c) The author says (in the text) that at the Philadelphia Conference "dele-
gates adopted a medical care recommendation embracing 114 detailed proposals
to guide member states in developing their health services." A footnote after
the word "delegates" says: "The United States delegation was composed of the
following persons * * *." Is it not fair to assume this was intended to
give the reader the impression that the United States delegation voted for these
proposals and helped adopt them? Well, the fact is that they didn't. As pointed
out earlier, the United States Government delegates did not vote to adopt the
114 proposals or any of them.

14. Page 1776, paragraph 11.-Here follows a typical misrepresentation of the
content of the ILO recommendation (No. 69) concerning medical care. Since
the United States did not approve it, there is no need to examine the author's
misrepresentations in detail. One point deserves comment, since the author
of the article harps on it. "All medical services would be regulated by law." The
author of the article makes that sound horrible and monstrous to physician
readers. Yet every physician knows, when he is not under influence of that
author's pen, that medical service is regulated by law. I.)oes any physician doubt
for a moment that it is necessary to-have medical licensure laws, etc.? What he
doesn't know is that the diuthor of the article has translated the following-

"The nature and extent of the care provided by the (medical care) service
should be detained by law" (Philadelphia, 1944).
Into

"All medical services would be regulated by law" (Medical Economics, 1945).
Imagine the author's .shrieks if it were proposed that a medical care service
(whether a public medical service, or a social insurance system-the two sub-

jects being discussed in the Philadelphia recommendations) were not defined by
law but were left to "bureaucrats" to decide.

15. Page 1777, paragraphs 1-5.-Then follows another typical performance. The
author of the article says: "Drasti' limitations on physicians' dispensing and
prescribing and on the pharnmacutical industry are specified in regulations prll
posed by the I1A). For example :" Then follows a series of quotes that are not
identified. But--as far as I have identified themn-they don't happen to come
from (as the author of the article says) "regulations proposed by the ILO": they
come from a volume written by technical experts who were studying and report-
ing on practices and experience under certain health insurance systems and dis-
tilling out of them what seemed to them to be the lessons that had been learned.
The author's quotes "In several countries pocketbooks * * *" etc. I have
found in the documeyit entitled "I ('onsultation of Experts by the ILO. Conclusion,;
(if the Experts." pages 303-"04 of the volume Economical Administration of
Health Insurance Benefits (ILO. M, No. 15, 1938). A glance at the list of the
experts, and at the context fronm which the quotes is extracted, will show low
misleading is the use mv'de of it here.

16. Pagc 1777, paragraphs 6-7.-Next is the author's allegation that "inteml-''-
tional administration" "of social security (including socialized medicine)" "is a
leading ILO goal." Any informed person would know that this is nonsense. But
this is only a preliminary to show the internationalism of the ILO. "Proposals for
an International Health Organization" next get attention. According to the
author of the article, under Senate Joint Rresolution 89, "Soclaliz~d medicine
would he administered within the framework of the United Nations, with tile
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United States as one region of activity." The reader may not recognize this as
the Senate resolution encouraging the recently developed World Health Organi-
zation (WHO) affiliated with the United Nations, and which has been hailed by
leaders in all walks of life as one of the great accomplishments of the United Na-
tions towards world peace and order. [Incidentally, note that Senate joint resolu-
tion "was introduced in our own Congress by Senators Pepper, Wagner, Murray,
Capper, Ball, and Smith." This invites us to think of the last two (Senators Ball
and Smith), who on May 3, 1946, Joined with Senator Taft in introducing his
National Health Act of 1946, as sponsors of legislation under which-according to
the author's article in November 1945--"socialized medicine would be adminis-
tered within the framework of the United Nations with the United States as one
region of activity."]

17. Page 1777, last 2 paxagraph..-Next comes an attack on private organiza-
tions that have been striving for international collaboration for peace and world!
progress. And this is followed by an attack on the efforts to develop an inter-
national civil service of men and women who-when serving an international
organization-must not be subject to national pressures and must be wholly
loyal to the international organization. Is it conceivable, at this time, when our
whole world is hoping and praying for the successful organization of the United
Nations, for effective organization of atomic-bomb control, etc., that there will be
any substantial agreement with the narrow and dangerous nationalism the author
of this article preaches?

18. Page 1778, paragraph 7-9.-The author's atack on the Social Security
Board consists in showing that officers of the Board participate in the work of the
ILO, and implying there is some evil plot in all this. The author might as well
have added illustrations of the same kind that Mr. Byrnes, our Secretary of State
at the time, was engaged in some similar plot since he was participating in the
international discussion of peace treaties, of the United Nations, etc. And the.
same would be true for almost every person-whether a Government official, o: a
representative of business, labor, agriculture, etc.-who participates in any kind
of international conferences, organizations, etc.

This is the stuff of which the attack on "socialized medicine" is made by the
author of the Medical Economics article.

19. Page 1778, laat paragraph.-Upon looking this up I find that Carter Good-
rich was an "expert" consultant to the Social Security Board in its very earliest
days. He was on a per diem basis: he did some work for the Board in 1936 and.
was paid for it; and did not work for the Board after September 1936.

20. Page 1779, paragraph S.-I have inquired and have not found anyone here
who knows of any ILO employees who, as alleged, were placed on the Social
Security Board pay roll when the ILO transferred from Geneva to Montreal.

21. General.-This article in Medical Economics attempts to fabricate a case to,
prove that the ILO was and is an instrument for "internationalism" of an ob-
noxious type. It has already been mentioned that the ILO and the various na-
tional delegations to it are organized on a three-way basis-government, employer,.
and labor representatives. It is, therefore, not surprising that employer repre-
sentatives who have actively participated In the work of the ILO should resent
the misrepresentation of the ILO In this Medical Economics article. A letter
which an employer representative on the United States delegation, 1944, Mr.
Clarence G. McDavitt, wrote to Medical Economics has already been introduced-
into the record of these hearings.

22. General.-The article is a fake in its attempt to make it appear that na-
tional interest in health insurance is an "international" plot for "socialized
medicine."

Any informed person knows that the health-insurance movement in this coun-
try is a wholly American development. Its roots go back to health insurance
first enacted for seamen by the founding fathers in 1798. It has important
origins in workmen's compensation legislation enacted nationally and in the States
over the past 30 or 40 years.

The modern movement for health insurance in the United States began in 1927
with the formation of the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care (CCMC),.
Under the chairmanship of Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur who, at that time, was presi-
dent of Leland Stanford University. He had formerly been professor of medicine
and (lean of the medical school, and was a past president of the American Medical
Association. Later, after the committee became engaged in its 5-year study of
medical economic problems, he became President Hoover's Secretary of the In-
terior. He kept on as chairman of the committee-as an unofficial Job, since-
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the committee never had any official status or connection with Government but
remained a wholly private organization 1927-,3.

The next major development, after the ('CMC, was the study of health insur-
alnce by President Roosevelt's Cabinet Committee on Economic Security ( 1934-35.-,
which made a report on this subject.

Next, the work of an Interdepartmental (ommittee. appointed by the President
after enactment of the Social Security Act in 1935. and the development of a
national-health program (1937-39). This program was extensively discussed
at a natioual-healih conference held in Washington, I). C., 1938, by representa-
tives from all important parts of our democracy -including the medical profes-
sion. In the following year, Senator Wagner introduced the first bill to carry
out that national-health program (S. 1620, 1939). The Wagner-George hospital
bill (S. 3230, 1940), the Wagner permanent-disability insurance hill (S. 31924.
1940). the Wagner-Murray-I)ingell bill of 1943 and 1945 were a sucession of
legislative proposals following the original 1939 bill, dealing with naftioml health
and national social security.

These are the high points in a factual account, as distinguished from the Red
bogey published by Medical Economics.

THE CONSEQUENCES OF S. lI(hti-HIsTORtY OF BISMARCi'S POLITICAL HEALTH PLAN
IS SEEN AS WARNING TO UNITED STATES

[Medical Economics, July 1946. page 109ff)
Marjorie Shearon, Ph. D, the author of the accompanying article, is one of the Nation

top authorities on social security. Her \plume, "Economic Insecurity in Old Age"' pre-
pared for the Social Security Board. wa used as a brief by Justice Robert H. Jackson
when he defended the constitutionality of the Social Security Act before the Suprclliw
Court. In reading the majority decision upholding the act, Justice Benjamin Caitdo-,,
lioted extensively from the Nolume. Aftel engaging in public administration and 

search for many ears, Mrs. Shearon joined the staff of the Social Security Board in 19,6
She resigned iu 1941, "having come to the conclusion that compulsory sickness in iii
mnce legislation sa, being prepared by the board not as a health measure but for tile
purpose of centalizing great power and funds in a single, nonhealth agency." Mrs
Shearon is presently research analyst for the Conference of the Mlinority, U. S Senat-,
The accompanying material %ias prepared for the National Industrial Conference Board
and is pubtlished by special arrangement with that board aid the author.

The Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill of 1945 and the earlier version of 1943 find
their prototyle in the insurance laws of Bismarck. During the 1880's Bismarck,
acting on1 the re('omllendations of his econ(ilnic adviser, Adolph Wtgner, pro-
fessor of political science at the University of Berlin, laid down the general
principles of social iiisuranice. Laws of sickness insurance, accident insurance,
and (ld age insurance were eitcted despite bitter opposition. Bertrand Russell
has said that Bismarck's awill was, "fi rst to muzzle the official Social Deiocrats,
and then, by a series of small bribes, to wean the ptroletariat froit their ad-
herence to revolutionary principles."

Bismarck translated into law the theories of tile mail who is credited with
having done more than allyone else to give to state socialism its "scientific
forum and scientific foundation." Professor Wagner's social philtoslthy atit
total program for state control were outlined in an article lublishell it 1887
iln which lie advocated ptublic ownership of banking, insurance, colmllnications,

iand utilities, and state "insurance against sickness, incapacity, and old age."
He likewise proposed a lieu scheille of taxation that wold not only serve the
legitimate purpose of raising revenues ihut %oul at tile sanme lilne constitute
what lie called "regulative interference."

This "interference" was to operate by regulating first the distribution of
income and wealth and second the pi'chasing power and living habits of tile
"lower classes." The latter form of "interference" was to be accomplished
"by administrative measures, and eventually by compulsion." Wagner stated.
"'This two-sided policy of taxation I ('all social. The second side here ad-
vanced * * * is based, as concerns the mass of the population, the lower
laboring classes, oh the assumption that in tile truest interests of the nation
a guardianship may and 1ust be exerl'ised over the national c()snnilptioli or
over the application of income to personal purposes "

His "social" itisuramite laws, thrown as a sop to tite socialist ('erberns, were
acclaimed as "tile high-water mark of German state socialism." Designed to
quiet the compl-aints of the socialists and at the same time to ease the burden
oti the local governments for care of the sick poor, they were political and eco-
noillc devices rather than health nmeasures. The law of sickness insurance was

passed without the professional advice of health antd medical experts and
physicians, aind administrative control was placed in lay hands. Bismnarck, it
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person for the improvement of health. It is further admitted that German
insurance practitioners were underpaid an4( suffered from lay controls.

In the light of these facts one may wonder why the Federal official who saw
all the defects of compulsory sickness insurance should have written into the
successive Wagner-Murray-Dingell bills the very provisions which lie admitted
were provocative of discord and reasonably certaiii to load to autocratic rule.
red tape, and limitations on freedorn. The mixed sy'teii of remnuneratioi of
physicians which lie has Iroposed has bankrupted one sickness-insurance scheme
and might be expected to do the same thing in this country.

It is being loudly proclaimed at this tiie that Federal sickness-insurance
legislation should be enacted forthwith in order to induce physicians to leave
the cities and settle in rural areas. But the scheme did mit have ylhat effect
in Germany, where after 90 ears' operation it wvas obex ed that "tle pihysicianii
of Germany are located in excessive prol)ortion , 

in the large cities and in inado-
quate proportions in rural areas." It has been stat,,d repeatedly that the ii-
comes of the majority of physicians would be improved under the provisions (f
the latest W-M-D bill. But insurance practice did niot have that effect on Iithe
income of German physicians. In 1936, Mr. Falk stated :

"The inadequac. of professional incoWe is even iiore discouraging in Germany
than in the United States because it bears with unusual weight upon the insu'-
ance practitioners; whereas the less-than-average incomes of most physicians
in the United States are 'compensated' by the greater-than-average incomes of
the others; in Germany the less-than average incomes occur mainly aong
insurance practitioners whose clientele is anong the poor, and the greater-thi-
average incomes occur chiefly ainong noninqurance practitioners who serve
private patients in the higher income classes."

It is significant to note that following the National Socialist revolution in
1933 Hitler reorganized (lermany's social-insurance system. At that thae,
the Government's medical program was looked upon by many as one of the
-greatest props of the totalitarian state. The "leader" idea was introduced into
-the insurance system and Hitler issued a series of decrees in 1933, 1934, and
1935. "The new law, the decrees, and the regulations have profoundly changed
the arrangements under which medical services ire furnished. Where hitherto
the contract of service had been left to each find to be negotiated with each
doctor, it is now a central contract governed by law and regulation," wrote
Mr. Falk

The two leading professionals organizations of Gernian doctor. were dissolved.
Hitler gave exclusive legal status to the srckness-insrance doctors of Germany.
This group was given authority by decree lo furnish medical services io insured
and uninsured persons and to decide on remuneratiom. It was given responsi-
hility for the inishment of its members. In this cmniection, I woul point cut,
as others have before me, that a comprehiensice government sickni'ss-insurance
scheme with its nation-wide bureaucratic machinery lends itself to administration t

abuses wilh peculiar ease when the central power passes to a sadistic leader of
the litler type. Punishments are deviseed for physicians and patieils; the right,
of the individual are abrogated. This was dhne in Germany. It couhl be done
here.

It is obviously impossible in this short statement to enter into an exhaustive
discussion of the attributes of a compulsory sirkines. iisUrarnce prograin. I
should, however. like to say at few words about tile operation of the principle of
regulative interference The claim is frequently made that conmpulsory sickness
insurance does not change the practice of medicine. Patients, it is said, will
be free to enter or to remain out of the system; physicians wvill enjoy similar
freedom. Patients may freely choose their physicians from among those whi
lave cosented to become insurance practitioners and have signed a contract with
the Federal Government to abide by the rules andt regulations to Ire iAsueil ill
Washington.

Is this freedom? Patients would have about as much freedom as a prisoner
in a Federal penitentiary would have if given the choice of working on the rock
pile or in the prison laundry. Physicians on their part would be expected to
make a blind date with the official in Washington who would one day promnul-
gate the insurance rules and regulations which would have the force of law.

And what about patients? Under the latest W-M-D bill, insured persons
would be given the following degree of freedom: Once the law went into effect
every insured person would be informed as to the doctors in his particular insur-
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ice (district who had agreed to become insurance practitioners. If the panel

or capitation system such as is used in Great Britain were adopted, there would

be a limitation of, say, 1,000 or 1,500 patients per physician. Insured persons

would be given a certain period of time to sign upon some doctor's panel. If they

failed to act they would, after due notice, be assigned to some doctor by the

Sl geon General of the Public Health Service or his local representative. Clearly

there would be a rush to get on the panels of those doctors who were considered

to be the best in the community-assuming that they would consent to enter the

system. I'ersons who delayed or wvere recalcitrant would have to take the les

atisfactory doctors or would compulsorily be assigned to doctors whose lists

lad not filled raplily.
Persons moving into the neighborhood would haxe to be content with the left-

overs. If it so happened in a small conimiutv that none of the doctors were

particularly good, insured persons would still lie compelled to sign up with them

and could not niake arrangements with better qualified doctors in adjoining

communities unless they did so at their own expense in addition to paying their

increased social-security taxes and income ta xes. Under the panel systeli of

insurance practice the insured person becomes a pawn to he placed on panels at

so nuch per head pet' year for the purpose of giiarantteinlg to pliysicians miilnmum

incomes which tend iii time to become maxinmn in(ottles.

Under the W-M-ID bill, specialists would be available, as a rule, only on the

ollxice of the insurance doctor. Obviously there might be occasions when a

patient would deinand a specialist and the insurance practitioner ini the interests

of economy would refuse his consent. It such a case the patient would be conl-

pelled to refer his appeal for the services of specialists and consultants to the

local medical administrative officer appointed by the Surgeon General. Anyone

who has endeavored to obtain quick action on an appeal to a Governnment agency

in connection, let us say, with an OPA regulation will appreciate that a critically

ill patient would probably be dead before he could obtain a ruling on his right

to specialist and consultant services.

This is what is meant by regimentation and regulation of latients-this, inul-

tiplied a thousand-fold. It is claimed that utler the W-M-D bills insure persons

would receive "the best modern medical care." The bill does not so promise.

Instead, it specifies cheap and limited services. It would, for instance, pay hos-

pitals "not less than $3 and not more than $7 for each (lay of hospitalization, not

ill excess of 30 days." This implies ward service. Indeed, the language in the

bill refers to payment for "essential hospital services, including the ue of

-ard or other least expensive facilities compatible with the proper ('are of the

patient." Always the emphasis is on economy, ott the protection of the insurance

funds rather than ott the "best modern medical care" which is nowhere mentioned

in the bill.
The claim is made that patients not only have freedom of choice of physicians

but that they may change doctors if they are dissatisfied. Again, they have

,that brand of freedom that is permitted under Governnent dictatorship. If we

may judge by the "freedom" accorded insured persons in other countri's, it is

perfectly clear that such limited freedom as will be eitjo.\ed will obtaiu at the

moment of entering the system. It does not mean freedom to pick the doctor

you want at the time of sickness which may be months or years after the date

of entry into the sickness scheme. In Great Britain, the patient seeking to

,change insurance doctors must obtain the written consent of the doctor who is

being dropped and of the doctor whose services are sought. But the need for

,change generally arises as an emergency matter when minutes may tmean the

difference between life and death for the patient. perhapss under the new dis-

pensation death, before striking, will wait fo' an official 0. K. from Washington.

We can presently be philosophical about Government red tape it connection

with controls over industry, consumers goods, and prices. We look forward

to the day when such controls will be remove(]. There is something grimly

humorous about interminable forms in triplicate. One can even believe-

albeit with difficulty-that one still has a court of last resort when one is told that

tf dissatisfied with the ruling of the administrator in a regional office, one may,

Avithitn 90 days, appeal to the authorities in Washington by filing the appropriate

pifialel forms (seven copies, please). If one is still dissatisfied there is a modicum

of comfort in knowing that one may finally appeal to the Supreme Court of the

United States. This routine may have elements of humor when inanimate

goods are concerned. There would be nothing humorous if it life were at stake,

Nor can it be argued that analogies are farfetched.
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The degree of "regulative interference" with patients and physicians under I he
British and German sickness lnsu tance schemes is unbelievable. Consider the
provisions of the German Insurance Code with respect to hospital treatment.
Economy of administration is the dominant note. Thus, when it appears to an
insurance practitioner that a patient should be hospitalized the code specifies
that "the attending practitioner must prove the necessity of hospital treatment
in writing." Furthermore, the code and contract regulations specify that "the
consent of the sickness fund must be obtained before admission to hospital
except in urgent cases. The patient's consent is not required (1) if the nature
of the illness is such that treatment and nursing cannot be given at the-home
of the patient; or (2) if the disease is infectious; or (3) if the patient repeat-
edly disregards the doctors instructions or the rules for the conduct of patients."
Is this regimentation?

The insurance system in Germany is policed by medical referees "in respect
of the economy and the standards of medical treatment." Medical referee service
centers are set up, there being one medical referee for every 25,000 insured
persons. These medical referees, among their many duties, "are consulted, if
required, before admission of patients to hospitals."

Doctors are under strict control with respect to the prescriptions they may
write. "The standard cost of prescribing per case treated is fixed in the national
agreement for the whole country." If on investigation by a medical referee
it is decided that an insurance doctor has written prescriptions that are deemed
too expensive or has prescribed costly 'new drugs without sufficient Justification,
the doctor may be penalized by having the excess amounts deducted from his
government reimbursement. Such prohibitions ultimately lead to rigidity.

These are a few of the restrictions that hamper physicians under compulsory
sickness insurance chemes. They are to be found in the rules and regulation in
all countries having medical insurance benefits; such regulations are numbered
by the thousand. This is what is meant by regimentation of doctors and patients.
This is what lowers the quality of medical care and stifles initiative.

The International Labour Office has published an exhaustive volume entitled
"Economical Administration of Health Insurance Benefits." The first part
consists of 133 pages describing the principle of economy in administration
of health benefits; the second part consisting of 173 pages is devoted to the
principle of economy in national laws and regulations. There are rules for
the conduct of patients, rules for doctors, rules for hospitals, rules for pre-
scribing, etc. The basic law, complex as it is, is but a very small part of the
regulatory machinery of sickness insurance. Thus, in Great Britain the laws
of national health insurance, the rules and regulations, and the interpretation
thereof are set forth in a volume nearly 1,300 pages long and every insurance
practitioner has on his desk a volume of over 350 printed pages known as
the doctor's bible, which informs him as to what he may or may not do.

It is of the utmost importance to realize that the three Wagner-Murray-Dingell
bills were not drafted along American lines but are in direct conformity with
the international provisions which have been laid down by the International
Labour Office; these in turn largely reflect the German viewpoint with respect
to the nationalization of medicine and the concentration of power in central
governments.

With reference to the twoW-M-D bills, I wish especially to direct attention
to the devices employed for the purpose of conferring vast power on the Social
Security Board. First, there is created a national social insurance trust fund
which is to be held by a board of trustees consisting of the Secretary of the
Treasury, the Secretary of Labor, and the Chairman of the Social Security
Board. To this fund would be transferred all the present assets of the Federal
old-age and survivors' insurance trust fund. Into this fund there would pour
all the new and greatly increased social-security taxes-4 percent of pay rolls
from employers and 4 percent from employees, plus 5 percent of the Income (up
to $3,600) of self-employed persons, and such other tax receipts as might be paid
in the form of premiums for insurance for the State employees and statutory
beneficiaries, plus, finally the Government subsidy which might run as high as
50 percent of the cost of the program.

The Social Security Board, instead of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, would
collect the taxes. The Board would unquestionably play a dominant role in
the management of the fund. Furthermore, although all the health funds of
the country would presently or ultimately flow into this national sodtal-insurance
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trust fund and would, constitute approximately one-fourth thereof, the W-M-D
bill (S. 1050) does not include on the board of trustees any representative of
the health and medical professions. Despite assurances that the health funds
would be protected, the fact remains that they would be controlled by laymen,
and that the Surgeon General of the Public Health Service would have to go
hat in hand to the Chairman of the Social Security Board for approval of the
contracts he would make with hospitals, doctors, and dentists. This bill would
subordinate thk health interests of the country to an agency-the Social Security
Board-which has on its staff, so far as I know, not a single licensed practitioner
of medicine.

The bills are so drafted with respect to compulsory sickness insurance that
the main administrative authority over the lives of all the people in this country
would be subtly vested in the Social Security Board. Note the language of
S. 1606: The Surgeon General is authorized to draft the all-powerful rules and
regulations for the compulsory sickness insurance scheme, but he may not per-
form this, his most important administrative function, until he has consulted
the Social Security Board and obtained the approval of the Federal Security
Administrator. He must consult with the Social Security Board when he makes
studies and recommendations concerning the provision of personal health serv-
ices. He cannot make a move without consulting a lay board unskilled in
medical matters and without obtaining the approval of the Federal Security
Administrator, who is not a physician.

These may seem like unimportant details until it is realized that they are
the essence of control. The statutory provisions which have been deftly woven
into the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bills relate particularly to (1) the control
of the national social insurance trust fund, in which may some day be deposited
upward of one-fourth the annual national income, and (2) the top policy-form-
ing council, the so-called National Advisory Social Security Policy Council,
which is appointed by the Social Security Board. This policy council is not
limited in size and power as is the insignificant and wholly inadequate National
Advisory Medical Policy Council which the Surgeon General is permitted to
appoint. Although there is no statutory provision for inclusion among its
members of any health or medical representatives, tle Social Security Policy
Council is authorized inter alia to make findings and recommendations on the
"administration of medical, hospitalization, and related benefits." This ex-
traordinary provision would permit determination of high policy in connection
with the national health program by professionally unqualified, nonmedical
advisers. I believe it to be an extremely dangerous provision.

The suggestion has frequently been made that amendments should be proposed
to the sickness insurance title of the latest W-M-D bill and that the bill might
thus be made acceptable. This is like asking a builder to remodel a Fedeal
penitentiary into a California bungalow. One cannot have freedom within
the framework of compulsory sickness insurance. It is political double talk to
speak of freedom and compulsion as conditions which may be enjoyed simul-
taneously. Perhaps the people of America wish to seek health under a scheme
of nationalized medicine. But I doubt if that is the case. To the extent that
they are sold on the idea they have been sold by promises that cannot be fulfilled.

The pay-roll tax proposed by W-M-D bill sponsors would be totally insuffi-
cient to filiance the type of modern medical care that has been promised. We
would not have the facilities or the health personnel even withinL 10 years. It
would take the full time of all the doctors in the country to spend as little as
2 hours a year on complete health examinations for everyone in the country.
The gap between the promises in connection with W-M-D bills and the possible
performance is ipdicative of a lack of candor on the part of Government experts
Who wlthold from Congress and the public the facts which they have in their
possession and which should be made public.

If the companion W-M-D bills were to be enacted, the only thing that would
be sure to materialize would be the proceeds of the tax provisions. Whether
or not the Government could deliver the health and medical services it promises,
the national social insurance trust fund would bulge with Dew revenues. A
bureaucracy with undreamed of power would be established. Every family
would pay tribute to the Social Security Board for the support of the system
of nationalized medicine, to say nothing of other parts of the national social
insurance system for which there is considerable valid jUstification.
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That such legislation would lead to the abolition of the private practice of
medicine is freely admitted by the International Labor Office in a recent
pamphlet in which this statement appears: "The fact is that once the whole
employed population, wives and children included, is brought within the scope
of compulsory sickness insurance, the great majority of doctors, dentists, nurses,
and hospitals find themselves engaged in the insurance medical service, which
squeezes out most of the private practice on the one hand, and most of the
medical care hitherto given by the public assistance authorities on the other.
The ti-et step to a single national medical service is a short one * * "
[Italics mine.]

(Dr. Falk's notes on the foregoing article follow:)
[Marjorie Shearon, Ph.D., is stated as author in the box. Referred

to as "one of the Nation's top authorities on Social Security."]
Note that this article is referred to as having been prepared for the National

Industrial Conference Board.
1. It is not practical to comment in detail on this article-without undertaking

a large job-because nearly everything in it is wrong factually or is "slanted'
to such an extent that the facts are misrepresented. The general tenor of the
article is to invite the reader to believe, or to persuade him, that social insurance
in general, and health insurance in particular, is administratively a failure,
expensive, nonproductive, etc.; that it "regiments" the people, deprives them of
liberty, security, and their earnings, has been forced upon them and continued
despite them, etc. All of which is nonsense.

2. The opening section about Bismarck and Professor Wagner is Shearon non-
sense. She makes it appear that Bismarck threw social insurance as a "sop" to,
the Socialists, but history has known for a long time (before Shearon came on the
scene to rewrite it) that Bismarck developed social insurance to help destroy
the Socialists (whom he had already had outlawed legally) by providing social
security to deprive the public of a desire for socialism as a means to security.

3. Page 116ff: Mrs. Shearon quotes from my comments on the German system and
asks why I "should have written into the successive Wagner-Murray-Dingell bills
the very provisions which (I) admitted [in Security Against Sickness] were
provocative of discord * * * (etc.)." But an inspection of specifications in
the Get-man system and in the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bills will show, I believe,
this is merely rhetoric on her part. E. g. compare re coverage, use of "contract-
ing-out" and place of voluntary insurance agencies, Government participation hr
financing, provision for preventive services, provision for participation of profes-
sions, etc. (Incidentally, which system was "bankrupted" by "the mixed system
of remuneration of physicians"?)

4. Pages 116-118: Mrs. Shearon quotes from page 130 and from page 133 of Se-
curity Against Sickness to show the bad state of physicians' incomes in Germany
and too-low expenditures for preventive services. But note that she carefully
skipped what I said at the bottom of page 131 (the explanation, which suggests
the remedy incorporated in the W-M-D bills). [Also note that she ignores what I
said re adequate financing, on pp. 281-283 of chapter XIII, and at various points in
chapter XVI.] [Also note that she quotes the 5 and 6 cents per capita for health
activities in 1924 and 1925 (p. 133), but doesn't cite the 11 cents per capita in
the next sentence (a really substantial sum by comparison with public-health
expenditures) .]

5. Page 1O ff: Here the usual Shearon misrepresentations and misinterpreta-
tions of the W-M-D provisions. Nearly every point she makes is based on an
inadequate statement of the provisions or on a twisted interpretation.

Senator Dozr-n.L. I have one other thing, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Murray will doubtless recall that Dr. Reginald M. Atwater,

Executive Secretary, the American Public Health Association, was
called to testify with respect to S. 1320.

Do you remember him, Senator?
Senator MURR-AY. Yes, I do.
Senator DoNNELL A request was made of him on June 27 to give

certain supplemental information, which was furnished by him under
date of July 3, and I have the letter and the supplemental m formation.
I offer it for the record at this time.
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Senator MuRwAY. If it is necessary for us to call for a cross-exami-
nation when the hearings reopen, we would like to reserve the right
to do so.

Senator SMITH. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. I have no objection to the cross-examination of

the witness. However, he was a witness called by the proponents of
S. 1320.

Also, Mr. Chairman, my answer to Dr. Atwater of July 9, the con-
cluding sentence of the first paragraph of which says:

If there is any other portion of the above-mentioned constitution which you
would like to have incorporated, kindly notify me what said other portion
is * * *

He sent me a constitutional provision so that the committee could
decide if it was of sufficient importance to justify printing in the
record. I offer this correspondence so that the committee can take
such action as it deems proper.

(Dr. Atwater's letter and material submitted are as follows:)
THE AMERICAN PuBuc HEALTH AssocIATIoN,

New York 19, N. Y.. July 8, 1947.
Hon. FORREST C. DoNNNLL,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. 0.
DzAi SENATOR DONNELL: In accordance with your request of June 27 at the

hearing of the Subcommittee on Health of the Senate Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare, I give you the following supplemental information.

You will recall that you read into the record of the hearing an editorial be-
ginning on page 434 of the Journal of the American Medical Association, October
14, 1944, relating to the declaration on Medical Care in a National Health Pro-
gram which had recently been adopted by the American Public Health Associa-
tion. You asked me to advise you of any errors of fact contained in this ed-
itorial.

In answer to your question, I enclose a copy of a letter to the editor of the
Journal of the American Medical Association published in the November 18,
1944 issue commenting on this editorial from Edward S. Godfrey, Jr., M. D., then
commissioner of health in the State of New York, who is chairman of the Com-
mittee on Constitution and Bylaws of the American Public Health Association.
It will be noted that Dr. Godfrey was in the minority group on the governing
council who, in the opinion of the editor of the Journal of the American Medical
Association, were unfairly treated. Dr. Godfrey speaks with first hand know-
ledge of the facts.

It is respectfully suggested that this letter of Dr. Godfrey's in answer to the
editorial in question be included in the record because it points out the fallacy
of the editor's claim that the action was not of a democratic sort or truly rep-
resenting the sentiment of the Association.

There is an error in fact in the editorial in question in that the total member-
ship of the American Public Health Association is given as 7,493, whereas the
correct figure at that date was 9,064, which figure is a total of the two figures
given in the editorial for members and Fellows.

As pointed out by Dr. Godfrey's letter, it is not true that only fellows had a
right to vote for governing councilors as stated in the editorial. The fact is.
that only fellows present at the annual meeting had a right to vote for the
elective councilors, 10 of whom are elected each year for 3-year terms. Other
members of the association present at the annual meeting, or present at the meet-
itgs of affiliated societies or branches, had the right to vote for the other mem-
bers of the governing council, numbering approximately 70. The council there-
fore directly represents the membership of the association.

The American Public Health Association has pride in the record of Its
democratic procedure and, as secretary of the governing council at the 1944
annual meeting, I can testify that the vote of the governing council members

oii -h_
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of 49 to 14, favoring adoption of out statement, was as truly a deflocratic
expression of a majority opinion as a similar vote of the United States Senate
might be. The fact that subsequently there has appeared no move to reverse
the action speaks for itself.

In accordance with your request, I submit a copy of the constitution And
bylaws of the American Public Health Association in effect in 1944 with the
paragraphs related to the election of governing councilors marked.

Since you are interested in the make-up of the subcommittee on medical care,
I take the liberty of enclosing a list of the members of that subcommittee,
together with a list of the members of the committee on administrative practice
to which it is subordinate as of that date, and a list of the members of the
governing council. It will be understood that these persons serve in their
private capacity but their public position will be recognized as of the very highest.

You will recall that you inserted in the record the paper by Dr. W. G. Smillie
entitled "An Appraisal of a National Health Program for Medical Care," pub-
lished in the June 1945 issue of the American Journal of Public Health, calling
attention to the fact that such a critical point of view appeared in the official
publication of the American Public Health Association.

As chairman of the editorial board and managing editor of the American
Journal of Public Health, let me say that the board encouraged the publication
of this minority point of view. The association as a matter of principle welcomes
such independent thought and takes real pride in this tradition of free speech.
We wish that other professional jolfrnals had as liberal a policy in this regard.

In view of the fact that the record of the hearing of June 27 contains consid-
erable material, included at your request, on which I was not prepared to com-
ment in detail at the time, it is respectfully requested that this letter and such
of the supporting documents as seem proper should be included in the transcript
of the bearing.

Very sincerely yours,
REGINALD M. ATWATTR, M. D.,

BRecutive Secretary.

Tnt AMICAN PuBric HEALTH AssOCIATON

COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE AS OF OCTOBER 1944

Wilton I& Halverson, M. D., chairman, director, State department of public
health, San Francigco, Calif.

Haven Emerson, M. D., vice chairman, professor emeritus in pIblic health prac-
tice, Columbia University.

Reginald M. Atwater, M. D., secretary, the American Public Health Asociation.
Gregoire F. Amyot, Provincial health officer, British Columbia.
Dwight M. Bissell, M. D., health officer, San Jose, Calif.
George B. Darling, Dr. P. EL, staff of National Research Council.
Lloyd M. Graves, M. D., health officer, Memphis, Tenn.
Millard C. Hanson, M. D., health officer, Richmond, Va.
Ira V. Hiscock, Sc. D., professor of public health, Yale University School of

Medicine.
Kenneth F. Maxey, M. )., professor of epidemiology, Johns Hopkins University,
Joseph W. Mountin, M. D., United States Public Health Service.
John T. Phair, M. B., D. P. H., Deputy Minister of Health, Province of Oftftrio.
George H. Ramsey, M. D., visiting lecturer of public health, University of

Micbean.
W. S. Rankin, M. D., medical director, Duke Foundation, Clmrlotte, N. C.
Clarence I. Scamman, M. D., director, division of public health, the 61t11MOn-

wealth Fund.
Marion W. Sheahan, R. N., director of public health nursing, New York State

Department of Health.
H. A. Whittaker, sanitary engineer, Minnesota State Dlepartment of Health.
Consultants:

Henry F. Vaughn, Dr. P. H., dean of University of Michigan School of Public
Health.

C.-E. A. Winslow, Dr. P. H., professor of public health, Yale Univerity SchObbl
of Medicine.
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SUB3cOMMITTEE Ox mwiICL C4E AS Oir O=7o: 1944

Joseph W. Mountin, M. D., chairman, Unled States Pqblic Heolth Serviee.
Earle G. Brown, M. D., commissioner of health, Nassu County, N. Y.
David D. Carr, M. D., health officer, Tobpela-Shawnee, Kans.
Edwin F. Daily, M. D., United States Children's Bireau.
Graham L. Davis, W. K. Kellogg Fougdation.
Isidore S. Falk, Ph. D., Social Security Board.
Katherine Faville, R. N., nursing department, Wayne University, Detroit, Mich.
J. Ray Hege, M. D., health officer, Forsyth County, N. C.
Hugh R. Leavell, M. D., division of rpedicl sciences, Roekefeller Foundation.
Emory Morris, D. D. S., president, W. K. Kellogg Foundation.
George St. John Perrott, United States Public Health Service.
Edward S. Rogers, M. D., assistat commissioner, New York State Department

of Health.
Nathan Sinai, Dr. P. H., professor of public health, University of Michigan.

THc AMEISCAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASsOClT[ON

GOVERNING COUNCIL

OFFICERS 1943-1944

President, Felix J. Underwood, M. D., Jackson, Miss.
President-elect, John J. Sippy, M. D., Stockton, Calif.
Vice president Jean'Gregoire, M. D., Quebec, Canada.
Vice preA dent Pearl L. Kendrick, Sc. P., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Vice preuldent G. H. de Paula Souza, M. D., Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Treasurer, Loi Is I. Dublin, Ph. D., New York, N. Y.
Chairman of executive board, Abel Wolman, Dr. Eng., Baltimore, Md.
Executive secretary, Reginald M. Atwater, M. D., New York, N. Y.

EXECUTIVE BOAWD

Chairman, Abel Wolman, Dr. Eng., Baltimore, Md. (1945)
J. A. Doull, M. D., Cleveland Ohio (1945)
Louis I. Dublin, Ph. D., New York, N. Y., treasurer.
Hugh R. Leavell, M. D., Louisville, Ky., (1946).
E. G. McGavran, M. D., Clayton, Mo. (1946).
John J. Sippy, M. D., Stockton, Calif., president-elect.
Felix J. Underwood, M. D., Jackson, Miss., president.
Charles F. Wilinsky, M. D., Boston, Mass. (1944).
C. C. Young, D. P. H., Lansing, Mich. (1944).

ELECTYVB COUNCILOUS

Terms expiring 1944

J. A. Doull, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.
Martha M. Eliot, M. D., Washington, D. C.
Haven Emerson, M. D., New York, N. Y.
J. C. Geiger, M. D., San Francisco, Calif.
Kenneth F. Maxey, M. D., Baltimore, Md.
Stanley H. Osborn, M. D., Hartford, Conn.
I. C. Riggin, M. D., Richmond, Va.
George C. Rubland, M. D., Washington, D. C.
William P. Shepard, M. D., San Francisco, Calif.
C0-E. A. Winslow, Dr. P. H., New Haven, Conn.

Terms e4Tiring 1945

Margaret G. Arnstein, R. N., New York, N. Y.
E. L. Bishop, M. D., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Walter H. Brown, M. D., San Francisco, Calif.
V. M. Ehleps, C. E., Austin, Tex.
Selskar M. Gunn, New York, N. Y.
James P. Leake, M. D., Washington, D. C.
Arthur P. Miller, C. E., New York, N. Y.
Alton S. Pope, M. D., Boston, Mass.
W. S. Rankin. M. D., Charlotte, N. C.
Huntington Williams, M. D., Baltimore, Md.
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Terms expiring 1946

M. E. Barnes, M. D., Iowa City, Iowa.
W. W. Bauer, M. D., Chicago, Ill.
George B. Darling, Dr. P. H., Washington, D. C.
R. E. Dyer, M. D., Bethesda, Md.
Edward S. Godfrey, Jr., M. D., Albany, N. Y.
Jean Gregoire, M. D., Quebec, Canada.
W. S. Leathers, M. b., Nashville, Tenn.
Hugh R. Leavell, M. D., Louisville, Ky.
Joseph W. Mountin, M. D., Washington, D. C.
John J. Sippy, M. D., Stockton, Calif.

SECTION OFFICERS

Health Officers

Chairman, Joseph H. Kinnaman, M. D., Ponca City, Okla.
Vice Chairman Frederick D. Stricker, M. D., Portland, Ore.
Secretary Richard F. Boyd, M. D., Springfield, Ill.
Section Council, Malcolm R. Bow, M. D., Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, Earle G.

Brown, M. D., Mineola, N. Y., E. R.. Coffey, M. D., Washington, D. C., Henry F.
Vaughan, Dr. P. H., Ann Arbor Mich., Adolf Weinzirl, M. D., Portland, Ore.

Laboratory

Chairman C. A. Perry, Sc. D., Baltimore, Md.
Vice Chairman, Walter L. Mallmann, Ph. D., East Lansing, Mich.
Secretary, Edmund K. Kline, Dr. P. H., Olean, N. Y.

Vital StatistiC8

Chairman, Selwyn D. Collins, Ph. D., Washington.
Vice Chairman, Thomas J. Duffield, New York, N. Y.
Secretary, Ruth R. Puffer, Dr. P. H., Nashville, Tenn.

Engineering

Chairman, Sol Pincus, C. E. New York, N. Y.
Vive Chairman, Alfred H. Fletcher, Baltimore, Md.
Secretary, John M. Hepler, C. E. Lansing, Mich.

Industrial Hygiene

Chairman, Herbert G. Dyktor, Lansing, Mich.
Vice Chairman, T. Lyle Hazlett, M. D., East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Secretary, Carl M. Peterson, M. D., Chicago, Ill.

Food and Nutrition

Chairman, Donald K. Tressler, Ph. D., Westport, Conn.
Vice Chairman, Marietta Eichelberger, Ph. D., Chicago, I11.
Secretary Marjorie M. Heseltine, Washington, D. C.

Maternal and Child Health

Chairman, Myron E. Wegman, M. D., New York, N. Y.

Vice Chairman, Edythe P. Hershey, M. D., Helena, Mont.
Secretary, Marion Hotopp, M. D., Dover, Del.

Public Health Education

Chairman, C. Mayhew Derryberry, Ph. D., Washington, D. 0.
Vice Chairman, Lucy S. Morgan, Ph. D., Chapel Hill, N. C.
Secretary, Bruno Gebliard, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.
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Public ttealth and Nursing

Chairman, Marion H. Douglas, If. N., Hartford, Conn.
Vice Chairman, Helene B. Buker, It. N., Lansing, Mich.
Secretary, Marian G. Randall, R. N., New.York, N. Y.

Epidemiology

Chairman, Gaylord W. Anderson, M. D., Washington.
Vice Chairman, Franklin H. Top, M. D., Detroit.
Secretary, James E. Perkins, M. D., Albany, N. Y.

School Health

Chairman, Leona Bauingartner, M. D., New York.
Vice Chairman, Harold H. Mitchell, M. D., Long Island, N. Y.
Secretary, George M. Wheatley, M. D., New York.

Mental Health

Chairman, Kenneth A. Easlick, D. D. S., Ann Arbor, Mich.
Vice Chairman, J. M. Wisan, D. D. S., Trenton, N. J.
Secretary, W. J. Pelton, D. D. S., Bethesda, Md.

REPRESENTATIVES OF AFFILIATED SOCIETIES AND BRANCHES

Public lIealth Associations

J. D. Dunshee, M. D., Arizona
R. L. Cleere. M. D., Colorado
Paul H. Brown, M. D., Connecticut
Henry D. Peters, Florida
Louva G. Lenert, Georgia
Lawrence J. Peterson, Idaho
H. J. Shaughnessy, Ph. D., Illinois
Walter L. Bierring, M. D., Iowa
Raymond S. Patterson, Ph. D., Massachusetts
Emilie G. Sargent, R. N., Michigan
W. Scott Johnson, Missouri
Eliroy F. McIntyre, M. D., New Mexico
Sol Pincus, C. E., New York City

-- , Kansas
John D. Fuller, M. D., Northern Califorhia
Leo F. Ey, Ohio Federation of Public Health Officials
William W. McFarland, M. D., Pennsylvania
James A. Hayne, M. D., South Carolina
John F. Kessel, Ph. D., Southern California
James B. Black, M. D., Tennessee
William A. King, M. D., Texas
E. H. Bramball, Utah
Laurene C. Fisher, West Virginia

western branch
southern branch

Domingo F. Ramos, M. D., Cuban Public Health Society
A. Fern6s-Isern, M. D., Puerto Rico Public Health Association

[Copy of letter from Edward S. Godfrey, Jr., M. D., commissioner of health, Albany, N. Y.,
to the editor, Journal of the American Medical Association, November 18, 1944, vol. 126,
No. 12, p. 789]

I have noted with regret the leading editorial in your issue of October 14
entitled "American Public Health Association Health Insurance Declaration."
As one of those who voted for the proposed amendment and against the final
adoption of the report, I wish to correct certain prejudicial impressions which
I believe will be given to a body of your readers relative to the representative
character of the governing council.
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I am willing to accept the figures given in the editorial as to the number of
members and fellows, respectively, in the American Public Health Association.
I would call attention, however, to the fact that the only members of the govern-
ing council whose election Is restricted to a vote of the fellows are the 80 out of
something over 100 mentioned in your editorial. Tl~e' 4i' membb-s of the council
representing the sections ar, elected by the membership and fellowship of each
section.

Likewise, representatives of the affiliated societies and branches are elected by
their fellowship and membership in accordance with their respective constitu-
tions and bylaws.

The council is, therefore, a representative body, as is the house of delegates of
the American Medical Association. Membership in the council and 'the right to
hold office in the association are restricted to fellows, as they are in the American
Medical Association.

The adoption of the subcommittee's report by a large majority of the quorum
present is therefore quite as proper and as much in order as any action taken
by the house of delegates of the Amnericarn Medical Association and, in my. opinion,
equally representative of the opinion of the entire membership.

I voted for the amendment proposed by Dr. Bierrinj because I feel that the
cooperation of the medical and dental professions is essential to the successful
operation of any plan designed to extend medical care and to improve its quality.

On the other hand, I think that the attitude of the American Medical Association
has been such that a majority of the council felt that ,a conference on the subject
would prove futile and would merely delay an expression of opinion from the
American Public Health Association on a subject on which their minds were
made up. The tone of your editorial would tend to confirm that opinion.

My vote against the resolution to adopt was based on my not having taken
time, personally, to examine the report and study its content.

CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS, AMER[CAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, AS
ADoPTED AT THE FIFTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL MY/ETING, AND AMENDED AT THIE
SEVENTY-SECOND ANNUAL MEETING. 1943

CONSTITUTION

Article I, Vame

The name of this association, incorporated under the laws of MasSftclusetts,
is the American Public Health Association.

Article II, Object

The object of this association Is to protect and promote public tand personal
health.

Article III, Governing council

A. Composition: There shall be a governing council consisting of-
1. The officers of the association and the elective members of the executive

board.
2. Thirty members of the council, to be elected by and frqm the fellowship

of the association, for 3-year terms, onlqthird retiring each year. These
members of the council shall be nominated and elected as provided for in the
bylaws.

If one of these members is elected a section chairman, vice chairman, or
secretary, or appointed the representative of an affiliated society, or a regional
branch, a new councilor to fill such vacancy shall be elected by the governing
council.

3. The chairman, vice chairman, and 9cretary of each section.
4. Representatives to be appointed by affiliated societies as provided for in

the bylaws. Such representatives shall be fellows of the American Public
Health Association.
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5. The elective members of the council of the health officers section.
6. A representative to be designated by each regional branch. Such repre-

sentative shall be a fellow of the American Public Health Association.
BA. Terms: Terms of councilors shall begin at the end of the annual meeting

when elected, and shall terminate at the end of the annual meeting at expira-
tion of term; provided that councilors shall have the right to attend meetings.
of the council in an advisory capacity as soon as elected.

C. Reelection: .After two consecutive terms, an elective councilor shall be
ineligible for reelection to the council during one association year.

D. The officers of the association shall be the officers of the council.
E. Functions: The functions of the council shall be:
1. To establish policies for the association and for the guidance of the.

executive board and the officers.
2. To establish sections of the association; to combine or discontinue them

when necessary;. to maintain coordination among them; and to formulate gen-
eral rules governing the policies of the sections.

3. To consider all resolutions proposed for approval in the name of the
association, and to receive and act upon a report from a committee on resolu-
tions appointed by the president at each annual meeting.

4. To elect and establish qualifications for fellows, honorary fellows, life
members, affiliated societies and regional branches and to recognize associated
organizations as provided in the bylaws.

5. To elect the executive board and the officers of the association with the
exception of the chairman of the executive board and the executive secretary.

6. To approve all standards promulgated in the name of the association.
7. To receive from the executive board at its first session, at the time and

place of the annual meeting of the association, a definitely formulated state-
snent of a program of the major activities proposed for the ensuing year.
To require a report from the chairman of the executive board in which the
work, the accomplislAnknts, and the financial status of the association during
the year preceding such annual Meeting shall be reviewed.

8. To publish after each bf its meetings an abstract of the minutes of such.
meeting#.

F. A quorum of the council sball consist of 10 councilors.
G. Meetings of the council shall be called by the executive secretary at the

request of the president, or at the request in writing of any 12 councilors. In
the latter case, the call to meeting, issued at least 20 days in advance, shall
state the purpose of the meeting.

Article IV, Ofoers

The officers of this association shall be a president, a president-elect, three
vice presidents, an executive secretary, a treasurer, and the chairman of the
executive board. The officers, with the exception of the chairman of the execu-
tive board and the executive secretary, shall be elected by written ballot of
the governing council as provided In this article and in the bylaws. The
president-elect shall serve as such from the close of the annual meeting at
which he was elected to the close of the next annual meeting, wlien he shall
automatically become president. As president he shall serve to the close of the
next succeeding annual meeting. However, in case of the inability of the
president to complete his term for any reason, the president-elect shall at
O succeed to the duties of Peside'nt, filling the, unexpired term of his.
preecessor and his own term consecutively. Other officers shall serve from

" e close of the annual meeting when elected, until the close of the next an-
nual meeting, and all officers shall serve in any case until their successors
are elected and qualified. A majority vote of the councilors voting shall
be required to elect, and if no candidate receives a majority vote on .the first
ballot, the candidate receiving the smallest number of votes shall be dropped
after each ballot In succession until a majority vote is obtained. The chair-
wan of the executive board and the executive secretary shall be elected by the
exeqltive board, which board shall define the duties and authority of these-
officers, respectively.

64431-48--pt. 4-8
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Article V, Amendments

This constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the fellows of 'the
association present and voting at an annual meeting, provided that the specific
amendment to be acted upon is published in the official publication of the
association not less than 30 days prior to the meeting, and provided further
that the amendment has received the approval of the governing council.

BYLAWS

Article I, Membership and dues

A. There shall be eight classes of constituents who may be elected from any
country. The respective appellations, qualifications for election, and dues shall
be as follows:

1. Fellows: Professional health workers who have been members of the
association for at least 2 years, and who are of established professional stand-
ing (whether employed by public or private organizations or in independent
private practice), shall be eligible for election as fellows, provided that the
applicant shall have reached his thirtieth birthday at the time application for
-fellowship is made.

The following persons shall be considered to have an established standing in
the profession of public health for this purpose:

(a) A person who has rendered acceptable service for two or more years in
a responsible public-health position and who has been awarded in course a
degree of doctor of public health, doctor of science in public health, doctor of
philosophy in public health, doctor of medicine with at least 1 year of gradu-
ate study in public health in a university, or other equivalent degrees, accord-
ing to standards approved by the executive board of the Ameriean Public
Health Association, after approval by the appropriate section council, or in the
case of applicants for unaffiliated fellowship, by the executive board.

(b) A person who has been awarded in course an academic or professional
degree involving training in public health and who has been regularly engaged
in health work for at least 5 years, having rendered meritorious service as
a health officer or in responsible charge of work in either a public or private
health agency, after approval by the appropriate section council, or, in the case
of applicants for unaffiliated fellowship, by the executive board.

(c) A person who has done notable original work in public health or pre-
-ventive medicine of a character to give him a recognized standing, and who
is unanimously endorsed for fellowship by the committee on eligibility after
approval by unanimous vote of the appropriate section council, or, in the case
of applicants for unaffiliated fellowship, by the executive board.

(d) A person regularly engaged in health work for at least 5 years, who
has given evidence of special proficiency, who has attained a recognized stand-
ing, and who is endorsed for fellowship by not less than a two-thirds vote of
the committee on eligibility after approval by unanimous vote of the appro-
priate section council, or, in the case of applicants for unaffiliated fellowship,
by the executive board.

(e) A teacher of public health or one of its constitutent sciences who has
attained distinction as an expounder of the principles of public health or its
constituent sciences, and who,. Is endorsed for fellowship by not less than a
two-thirds vote of the committee on eligibility, after approval by unanimous
vote of the appropriate section council, or, in the case of applicants for un-
affiliated fellowship, by the executive board. Such a teacher shall have had at
least 5 years' experiewe, as a teacher of public-health subjects. Any years
of experience as defend in paragraphs (b) and (d) that the applicant may
have had shall be considered the equivalent of te same number of years'
experience as a "teacher."

(f) A person not covered by the above, who has made substantial contributions
to public-health work in his chosen branch, who has attained a recognized pro-
fessional standing, and who Is endorsed for fellowship by not less than a two-
thiirds vote of the committee on eligibility after approval by unanimous vote of
the appropriate section council, or, in the case of applicants for unaffiliated fellow-
ship, by the executive board.

The application for fellowship shall be made on an approved form and shall be
sponsored by two fellows of the association who shall be fellows of the section
with which afllatton is desired, provided, however, that when affiliation with a
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section is not desired, the sponsors may be any two fellows in good standing in
the association. Fellows without section affiliation shall be known as unaffiliated
allows.

When the application has been duly sponsored and otherwise completed, it shall
be transmitted to the administrative office of the association, which shall make
note thereon of such knowledge as it may have concerning the standing of the
applicant in the association. The application shall be forwarded by the adminis-
trative office to the secretary of the section in which affiliation is desired, for the
-al roval of the section council, and, when acted upon by the section council, it
shall be returned to the administrative office by the secretary of the section, after
he has made endorsement on the application of the action of the section council.
When the application is for unaffiliated fellowship, the executive board of the
association shall act in place of the section council. When the application has
been.approved by the section council or the executive board, as above provided, it
shall be voted upon by the governing council, provided the name of the applicant
shall have been officially published at least, 15 days in advance, and provided
further that the application shall have bftt approved by the committee on
,eligibility.-

A fellow may belong to and vote in only one section, but such affiliation may be
transferred to another section if approved by vote of a majority of the council of
the latter section. Unaffiliated fellows may become affiliated with a section if
approved by vote of a rAJbr1ty of the council of the section with which affiliation
is desired.

The right to hold office or to serve as chairman of a committee in the association
shall be limited to the fellows of the association, whether section fellows or
unaffiliated fellows. The right to hold office or to serve as chairman of a com-
mittee in a section shall, .however, be limited to the respective fellows in such,
section. This provision shall not prevent the election of a vice president of the
association who may not be a fellow.

The dues of fellows shall be $10 per year.
2. Honorary fellows: Honorary fellows may be elected by the governing council

for distinguished service in public health. Honorary fellowship shall not include
voting power or payment of dues. However, those honorary fellows who have
previously been fellows of the association shall retain all the privileges of
fellowship. .

3. Members: Persons professionally engaged or interegfed in public health work
shall be eligible for election as members when sponsored by two members or
fellows of the association. They may serve on committees, except as chairmen.'
Dues $5 per year. A member may belong to only one section, but such affiliation
may be transferred to another section if approved by vote of a majority of the
council of the section to which change is desired. Unaffiliaied members may be-
come affiliated with a section if approved by vote of a majority of the council
of the section with which affiliation is desired.

4. Sustaining members: Individuals or corporations interested in public health
may be elected to sustaining membership. Dues $50 or more per year.

5. Affiliated societies: A State or Provincial public health association or similar
regional society including more or less than a State, primarily composed of pro-
fessional public health workers and organized for the same general objects as the
American Public Health Askociation, may be elected as an affiliated society, pro-
vided that not less than 20 of its active members and at least one-half of its active
members are members or fellows of the American Public Health Association. Not
more than one such society shall be admitted from the same area.

A society applying for affiliation shall submit a copy of its constitution and
bylaws, its last annual liudget, a roster of its members and such other evidences
of its qualifications as may be requireai. It shall submit annually and at other
tinids such reports on its financial standing, membership ind other matters as
may be required by the executive'b6ard of the American Public Health Association.

Tt_ committee on eligibility shall consider all applications for affiliation and
report its recommendations to the governing council.

The annual dues ofaffiliated soeleties shall be 1 percent of their gross annual
Income, the mi nimun dues per society being $10 per year.

For every fellow or member paying annual dues to the American Public Health
Association, the American Public Health Association shall remit to the affiliated
society of which such person Is a member the ,um of $1 per annum.

6. Associated organizations: The governing council at its discretion may recog-
nize as associated; organizations other autonomous agencies constituting profes-
sional socleties.
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7. Life members : Upon the recon endation of the committee on eligibility any
individual member of the association my be elected a member for life. Election
to this grade shall not affect the privileges held by su&h lndividuikl in his previous
grade of membership. !Fpe dues for life members hall Pe $100, payable within
1 year after election, azr4 this payment by sitih member shall exempt him from
any further dues.
& Regional branches: The governing coijacil may at its discretion' establisb

regional branches of tie association.
B. Election: The election of fellows (see 41 #bove), honorary fellows, life mem-

bers, affiliated societies, and regional braLcles, ai4d the recognition of apseated
organizations shall be by the governing council.

The election of numbers And sustaining members shall be by the executive
bpard.

Three-fourths of the votes cast shall be requisite for election.
Upon the recommendation of the committee on eligiility the governing couel3

may discontinue the membership, fellowship, or affiliation of any conStitue't.
Three-fourths of the votes cast shall be necessary for such action.

C. Dues: bues are payable annually in advance. All constituents paying dues
shall be entitled to receive the American Journal of Public Health azl /or sIh
other publications as may be designated by the executive board, whiph shall !-
termine the proportion of dues to be devoted to this purpose.

Constituefits of any class whose dues arp unpaid for 6 Jpnths or more shall be
considered not in good standing. Constituents not in good standingrshall not be
entitled to vote, hold office, or enjoy other priv~llges or power- of membership. Good
standing may be resumed upon the payment of all arrears and dues in advance
for 1 year, provided, however, the lapsed period is not greater than I year. The
administrative office shall i~otify by registered mgil all constituents who have been
in arrears for a period of 11 months. The names of constituents in any class
whose dues remain unpaid for 1 year or more s .1L be presented to The executive
board which shall order the names of such constittonts stricken from tho Omber-
ship roll, provided, however, such constituents have been 4ily notifled a h1*ein-
before provided in this paragraph. Constituents whose nr mes have been stricken
from the rolls in this manner may be again admitted in the manner provided for
the election of new constituents in the class for which they make app lcition,
provided such person or organization complies with the eligibility requirerPnts at
the tine the new application is made.

D. Involuntary termination of membership: If, in the opinion of the executive
board, any member or fellow of the association permits t, use of his name, or
otherwise allows himself to be quoted or used for illustration in tb', advertising
of a commercial product, in such a manner as, to reflect d!creit upon tl*a ocla-
tion, his fellowship or membership in the association shall t*reupon be termi-
nated.

Article II, governing council

The 30 members of the governing council designated in article III, section A,
paragraph 2 of the constitution, shall be nominate and elected as follows:
There shall be a nominating committee composed of one fellow elected by each
section at the preceding annus; weeting, and an acditional fellow designated by
the executive board, the latter serving as chairman. This conimitt A _ball present
to the administrative office at least 2 months before the next annual'mpeting the
names of at least 20 and not more than 30 fellows of the association selected with
dne regard to geographical and membership considerations as nomi "for the
governing council. The administrative office lhW.fl publish this list to fl.m mber-
ship. Upon the petition of 25 fellows the nominating committee sh1 add the
name of any fellow to this list provided such petition is received 15 days before
the annual meeting. The time for closing the polls shall be determined each year
by the executive board. The fellows receiving the highest number of votes on a
written ballot cast by the fellows present and voting at the annual meeting shall
be declared elected to fill existing vacancies. Should two or more candidates
receive the same number of votes, the executive board shall, when necessary,
determinee by written ballot the order of precedence.

Article III, Exeomtive Board

A. Composition: There shall be an executive board of nine members elected
by the governing council, six of whom shall be at the time of their election past
or present members of the governing council, and three of whom shall ,be the
president, tMe president-elect, and the treasurer.
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1. When a fellow accepts membership on the executive board, any position he
-may hold on any of the standing committees of the association will thereupon
automatically become vacant.

.2. If a vacancy on the executive board shall occur after the annual meeting
e auie of the prefeence of an elected member to retain his standing committee

membership, the president shall designate a nominating committee for this pur-
pose from the membership of the governing councl.l and this committee shall
nominate not less than three candidates for the vacancy, from whom the candi-
date receiving the highest number of votes of the governing council is a mail
ballot shall be declared elected to the executive board to fill the vacancy.

B. Terms: The terms of the president, the president-elect, and the treasurer,
.as executive bQard members shall be 1 year each. The terms of tMie other
members shall be 3 years each, expiring in rotation, two each year. Should a
vacancy -occur the governing council shall elect a member to fill such vacancy for
the unexpired term. The terms of the members of the executive board shall
begin at the end of the annual meeting at which they have been elected, and.
shall continue until the end of the annual meeting at expiration of term, pro-
vided that newly elected members of the board shall have the right to attend
meetings as soon as elected, and shall have no vote until installed.

C. Reelection: After two consecutive terms of 3 years a member of the
executive board shall be ni-eligible for reelection during one association year.
This provision shall not apply to an officer of the association.

D. Officers: The executive Obard shall elect from ifs own membership a
chairman Who shall serve in that capacity for such term as the executive board
.shall determine. It shall also. Qesignate such other officers of the board as it
.ny require for the conduct of its business.

E. Duties:
1. To direct the administrative work of the association.
2. To act as trustee of the association's properties.
3. To plan methods for t procurement of funds.
4. To recommend budgets for.the association's *ork.
5. To conform to the policies of the governing council in the conduct of its

work.
6. To appoint the nIfembers of the standing committees and to authorize and

confirm the appointment of all other association committees.
7. To transmit a report of its proceedings and transactions to the governing

councJl at least 30 days before each annual meeting.
8. In genekil to carry out the policies of the governing council between meetings

of th latter.
F. A quorum of the executive board shall consist of the four members.

Article IV. Offleers

The officers elected by the governing council shall be nominated from the floor
by that body.

Article V, Committees

,There shall be four standing committees of the association as follows:
1. Committee on eligibility.
2. Committee on administrative practice.
3. Committee on research and standards.
4. Committee on professional education.
A. Organization: All of the standing and special committees of the association

shall be authorized and appointed by the executive board unless otherwise
provided for in these bylaws. Unless otherwise provided for, all section com-
mittees shall be named by the respective sections, but the personnel of such
committees shall be subject to confirmation by the executive board. The appoint-
ments of all association and section comulittees mnless otherwise provided for in
tse bylaws shall expire at the next annual meeting. The chairman of the
standing committees shall be designated by the executive board. The standing
committees shall designate from among their membership such other officers
as they may require for the conduct of their business. Each committee shall
control its policies within limitations prescribed by the governing council and
the executive board.

,The executive secretary shall be a member, exoffieio, of all standing com-
mnittees, and shall serve as secretary of each such committee.
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B. Composition and functions:
1. The committee on eligibility shall consist of one fellow to be elected by

each section and an additional fellow elected by the executive board, the latter
serving as chairman. Members shall serve for a term of 2 years.

This committee shall pass upon the eligibility of fellows, members and other
constitutents in accordance with the provisions-of the bylaws.

2. The committee on administrative practice shall consist of 15 fellows as
follows: Twelve shall be designated by the executive board to serve for a
term of 4 years, the terms of 3 members of this committee expiring each year..
The remaining 3 members of this committee shall be elected annually by-
and from the fellows of the association, affiliated with the health officers section.

This committee shall engage in the collection of information regarding current
public health practices and analyze the material obtained to derive standards:
of organization and achievement. The findings and standards may be made-
available to public health workers through publication, information, and field
service under such conditions as the committee may establish. No standards.
shall be promulgated as the official and authorized judgment of the association
except with the approval of the governing couicil.

3. The committee on research and standards shall consist of 15 fellows
representative of the various sections of the association appointed by the execu-
tive board. Members shall serve for a term of 3 years, the terms of 5 members
expiring each year.

This comittee shall be responsible for carrying out research and the develop-
ment of standards in the technical branches of public-health service, and co-
ordinate such research and standardization. This committee shall also be-
charged with the duty of reviewing from time to time standards already-
established. No standards shall be promulgated as the official and authorized
judgment of the association except with the approval of the governing council.

4. The committee on professional education Shall consist of 12 fellows appointed:
by the executive board. Members shall serve for a term of 3 years, the terms
of 4 members expiring each year. This section shall become effective im-
mediately upon its adoption. At that time all existing appointments to the
committee on professional education shall expire. The executive board is,
authorized to appoint fellows to the committee to the number of 12 with terms
so adjusted that 4 will expire annually.

This committee shall be responsible for carrying out research and the develop-
ment of standards for professional education and training in _Vublic-health work
and shall perform such other functions as may be delegated to the committee
by the governing council with the view of maintaining professional qualifications-
of high standard. No standards shall be promulgated as the official and au-
thorized judgment of the association except with the approval of the governing
council.

Article VI, Meetings of the 6s8ociation

There shall be at least one annual meeting of the association held at a place
to be selected by the governing council. Special meetings of the association
may be called by a majority vote of the governing council, the executive board
or the association. In all proceedings of the association Robert's Rules of Order
shall be official.

Article VII, Sections

The executive board shall approve rules and regulations relating to the-
government of the sections, and to the appointment of administrative committees.
Sections shall elect their own officers.

Nominating committee: The section chairman with the advice of the section
council shall appoint a committee on nominations at least 15 days before each-
annual meeting. The section secretary shall be a member of sUbh committee.

The names of the members of the committee on nominations shall be anilouneed
at the first meeting of the section at each annual meeting of the associatIbn.
The committee on nominations shall present at the second meeting of the
section a list of nominees for the section officers and for membership in the
section council; provided that if the name of any fellow be transmitted to the
nominating committee over the signature of 10 fellows of the section prior
to the second meeting of the section, the nominating committee shall add the
name of such fellow to its own list of nominees.

Elm
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A. Officers of each section shall be a chairman, a vice chairman, and a secre-

tary. The chairman, vice chairman, and secretary shall be the representatives of
the section to the governing council of the association.

B. Terms: New terms begin and old terms expire at the end of annual meetings.
After five consecutive years in any elective section office, except that of secretary,
a member shall be ineligible to reelection to that office during one 'association
year.

C. The chairman shall preside at meetings of the section.
D. The vice chairman shall preside at meetings of the section in the absence of

the chairman.
E. The secretary of the section shall prepare the scientific program of the

section for the annual meeting, subject to the recommendations of the section
council, and he shall submit same to the administrative office and shall keep the
minutes; and other records of the section, and shall transmit to the executive
secretary of the association a copy of the minutes of both business and scientific
sessions as soon as placticable thereafter. When unable to be preset at meetings,
lie shall thoroughly instruct a substitute as far in advance of the meeting as
possible.

F: Section council: There shall be a section council composed of the three
officers of the section and five members, who shall be fellows of the section.

Terms of members of the section council shall be 5 years each. In the begin-
ning one shall serve for I year, one foT 2, one for 3, one for 4, and one for 5 years.

Duties of the section council shall be:
1. To recommend papers, and to make general recommendations in relations.

to the annual-meeting *program.
2. To advise on section membership.
3. To advise on section policies.
4. To submit annually to the governing council through the executive board

report of the transactions of the section.
5. To repprt annually to the governing council through the executive board on

thesplans, scope, and policy of te section during the succeeding year.
6. To formulate rules of procedure for the section:
7. To approve and transmit to the governing council resolutions originating in'

the section.
8. To advise on the publication of papers and reports presented at the section-

meetings.
9. To advise with respect to the appointment of technical committees, sub-

committees or section representatives on committees of the association.

Article VIII, Finances

All remittances to the association shall be deposited to the account of the-
treasurer. The treasurer shall be custodian of investments of the association
and shall dfaburse funds in accordance with duly authorized vouchers. With the
approval of the executive board he may establish a drawing account for the-
executive secretary, who shall send to members of the executive board a financial
summary of receipts and disbursements each month. Once each month, or oftener
if called for, he shall also forward to the treasurer and to the chairman of the
executive board an Itemized statement of all expenditures. The executive secre-
tary and the treasurer shall be bonded at the expense of the association in air
amount to be determined by the executive board. The books of the association
shall be audited annually by certified public accountants, to be appointed by the'
executive board.

Article IX, Publications

All publications of the association and of its sections shall be issued under*
the direction of the executive board. The executive board shall appoint a manag-
ing editor of the official journal and an editorial board of not less than five mem-
bers to serve at the pleasure of the executive board. All papers and reports for
the annual meetings are to be accepted with the understanding that they shall be-
the property of the association for publication, unless this right is waived by the'
managing editor.

Article XI, Amen dments

These bylaws may be amended by a two-thirds vote of those voting on the,
governing council during the annual meeting, provided that 24 hours' prior
written notice thereof has been given. The bylaws may further be amended by a
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two-thirds vote of those voting at any meeting of tke governing council called
for the purpose, provided that notice tlereof shall have been given at least
I. days prior to such meeting.

Senator S.rTrii. Is there anything else?
Senator DONxNELL. There is nothing else.
(Subsequently with reference to the colloquy with respect to certain

iiemoranda discussed by Mr. Falk, at the request of Senator Pepper,
a covering letter and the memoranda referred to were submitted for
inclusion in the record, as follows:)

JULY 24, 1947/.
Mr. WA'rsON MILLER .

Federal S'ceurity Administration, Washington, D. V.
DEAR MR. MILLER At the hearings conducted by the Senate Subcommittee on

Health, yesterday, July 23, I asked Mr. Falk to read into the record documents
from your files, which would indicate Mrs. Marjorie Shearon's attitudes on
matters before the committee as of the period when she was employed by' e
Social Security Board.

The Senators present agreed that the documents should be read into the record.
Unfortunately, just as Mr. Falk was beginning to read them, questions and com-
ments were interjected and the committee adjourned before they could be read.
As a result, my questions and requests will arpear in the record unansWered
unless the documents in question are promptly submitted.

Will you be so kind as to send them to me as soon as possible, in order that I
may assure their insertion in the record at the proper point?

Sincerely yours,
CLAUDE PEPPER.

FiZAL SiouRITY AOENOY,,
Washington 25, D. 6., July 25, 1947.

Hon. CLATJDO- PEPPER,
United States Senate, Wa8hihgtoii 25, D. C.

Dk.:B SENATOR PEPPR: In compliance with your letter of July 24 I am trans-
mitting to you herewith the official file copies of nine memoranda and a covering
memorandum from Mr. I. S. Falk, Director of the Bureau of Research and
Statistics, which identifies them as the documents. e had before him and which
lie was requested to read at the hearing before the Health Subcommittee of Oe
Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. ,t

In view of the fact that they are the official file copies, I should appreciate
living them back for our files when they have served their purpose.

Sincerely yours,' ice yuCE COLLINs, Acting Administrator.

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY,

SOCIAL SEciuRITY ADMINIWPIATION,
July z5 1947.

Interoffice communication

To: Mr. Harry N. Rosefilld, Assistant to the Administrator, Federal Securi&
Agency.

From: I. S. Falk, Director, Bureau of Research and Statistics.
Subject: Memoranda prepared by Mrs. Shearon.

In compliance with your request for the documents which you advise me Sen-
ator Pepper is requesting, there are attached nine memoranda-eight prepared
by Mrs. Shearon and one prepared jointly l$y Mrs. Shearon and Miss Klein.

These are the memoranda which I had before me when testifying before the
Subcommittee on Health of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
on July Z3, 1947, and which I was directed by the chairman to read, in resi e
to the question asked by Senator Pepper about Mrs. Shesron's attitude in 1988
toward the problems, policies, or materials involved in the drafting of specflcR-
tions on medical-care programs. (I have not yet received the transcript arid'
cannot be sure I am recalling precisely the wording or detail of Senator Pepper's
question.)
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There follows a list of the memoranda:
Notes on the specifications for a draft bill for public medical care (5 pages),

September 12, 1938 (attached draft bill September 12, 1938) (10 pages) (MS).
Notes on the specifications for a draft bill for public medical care (4 pages),

September 80, 1988 (attached draft bill September 28, 1938) (9 pages) (MS).
Discussion of the proposed draft of an amendment to the Social Security Act

providing for a public medical-care program (9 pages), October 21, 1938 (MS
and MCK).

Memo: MS to ISF re the draft bill for medical care and the covering
memorandum (4 pages), October 28, 1938.

Memo: MS to ISF re comments on draft bill covering recommendations III
and IV of the Technical Committee for Medical Care (1 page), November 2, 193&

Memo: MS to ISF re compulsory national health insurance (1 page), Novem-
ber 2, 1988.

Memo: MS to ISF re medical assistance for the medically needy under the
poor relief laws (5 pages), November 7, 1938.

Mem: MS to ISF re criticism of draft bill for medical care, dated November
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1. S. FALK.

September 12, 1938. M. SHEARON.

NoTES ON THE SPECIFICATIONS FOR A DRAFT BILL FOR PUBLIC MEDICAL CARE

This bill has been drafted on the following prineples:
1. The provision of minimum medical services to all individuals requesting

such services is a duty of government.
2. Any eligibility requirement for medical care involving a "means test" or de-

termination of family income will be socially detrimental to any program of
public medical care.

A very large portion of the population, although unable to meet the cost of
medical care in the case of serious illness, is yet unwilling to accept public
care if it is administered on a charity basis. Such persons, it is believed, will
not apply for medical care, however much they need it, if they are compelled
to undergo a social investigation and prove need.

3. If there is to be any restriction in the extent of the medical-care program.
eligibility should be based on some requirement which is automatic and does
not Involve a social investigation of the recipient of such care.

a. It is proposed that public medical care be made available to:
(1) Recipients of relief, who are already identified and will require no further

investigation at the time of receiving such additional assistance;
(2) Recipients of wages under Federal work programs, who are already identi-

fied by their pay-roll identification cards or otherwise;
(3) Persons covered by title II of the Social Security Act, who are identified

bY their account numbers; and
(4) Wives, husbands, and dependent children under 16 of persons specified

in. (1), (2), and (3) above.
4. Complete, Nation-wide coverage for public medical care can be effected by

two methods operating simultaneously:
a. There can be added to the proposed draft bill a section providing for

voluntary hisurance for those individuals now excluded in the bill, namely, the
self-employed, domestic workers, agricultural workers, and others excluded
under section 210 of the Social Security Act;

b. The Inclusion of excluded groups by amendment of the Social Security Act.
5. Not less than 80,000,000 persons (about three-fifths of the population) are

probably in need of public medical-care services in view of the fact that over
t birds of all families have less than $2,500 Income in prosperous times and
about 90 percent have less than that amount in a fairly unprosperous, but not
a deep depression, years like 1935-86.

In presenting this draft bill I have so worded It that restrictions can be intro-
duced without destroying the essential features of the bill. Thus, if it is de-
sired to provide only a small amount of help at the beginiling, coverage could be
limited to relief recipients, recipients of wages under Federal work programs,
and employees covered by title II, a total of possibly 50,000,000 persons. Spouses
and dependent children of the last two groups could be denied public medical
care at the start to keep coverage down although there Is no logical defense

.•'- * l.
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for giving more benefits to spouses and children of relief recipients than to
the corresponding dependents of employees who are paying taxes or of indi-
viduals working for wages on Federal work programs.

I have throughout the draft bill specified the Social Security Board as the
Federal administrative agency, although it is quite possible the United States
Public Health Service would be the more logical agency.

The draft bill does not specify the type of State agency to administer the act.
I believe that regardless of the selection of the Federal administrative agency-
whether the Social Security Board, the United States Public Health service, or
an agency to be created-State administrative authority should rest either with
the Public Health Service or with a medical-care agency to be created. My rea-
sons for this recommendation are:

1. A medical-care program is primarily a medical, not a social-work, respon-
sibility and belongs logically under the jurisdiction of a medical agency rather
than of a welfare agency.

2. Since neither the State public-welfare utr the State public-health depart-
ments in most States are equipped to handle a medical-care program, it would
be advisable right from the start to strengthen and encourage the agency which
is destined to administer the program eventually, i. e., the State public-health
-department.

It is to be noted that State welfare departments had neither experience in,
nor personnel for, relief administration in 198S, but they did not hesitate to
undertake the job when FERA was formed. The FERA program was put into
operation almost overnight and during 3 years (1983-35); over $4,000,000,000
were spent by staffs with little experience. Could not a health organization-
State, Federal, and local-make at least as good a showing?

3. The last, but by far the most important, reason for suggesting that the
medical-care program be kept under the jurisdiction of a public-health or other
medical group at the State level (and, of course, at the local level) rather than
-under welfare auspices is that the program will be blasted from the very be-
ginning if, in the eyes of the public, it is viewed as a relief measure. A nonrelief
family In most cases will not apply for a doctor, a nurse, a dentist, or hospitaliza-
tion if this means going to the county or municipal welfare department. The
stigma of charity is there and an employed, insured worker will see no reason
for his being treated like a relief client. The so-called medically needed are not
likely to receive much benefit from a public medical-care program if it is under
the auspices of the welfare department.

In presenting this draft bill It is assumed that there will be a health insurance
-plan for wage losses due to temporary and to permanent disability. Provision
must then be made for medical care either under an additional insurance scheme
or by a grants-in-aid plan. Since there is already much dissatisfaction with
the amount of pay-roll taxes to be collected in the years to come, and there Is
agitation for their reduction by the next Congress, we cannot well increase these
taxes to provide medical care for insured workers. We can, however, kill two
birds with one stone if we Increase the benefits under title II to include medical
care, thereby reducing the reserve fund and giving workers tangible, immediate
returns for their tax payments. The Federal contribution for medical care for

-relief recipients may be pajd for from emergency relief funds and the Federal
-contribution for workers on Federal work programs may be met from the respec-
tive funds now covering the pay rolls for those programs. Thus A4h Federal

,share for the medical care program will be met entirely from general taxes.
It is further assumed that title V of the Social Security Act will be Invalidated

-when and If a comprehensive medical care program is adopted,
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September 12, 1938. M1l. SHEARON.

[Draft bill]

A BILL To provide for and promote the general welfare of the United States by enabling
the several States to make more adequate provision for individuals in need of medical
care ; to provide for the proper administration of this Act ; and for other purposes

BT it cnactcd by thc Senate and Housy of Rcpro'sntatives of the United State8
oif A.incrica ini ('onfircms ass'm bled,

TITI E I-GRANTS TO STATES FOR MEDICAL CARE

APPROPRIATION

S1-. _ N 1. For the purpose of enabling each State to extend and improve, as
far :is practicable under the con(litions in such State, medical-care services to
qualified individuals applying for such care, there is hereby authorized to be
approprisited for the fiscal year ending June 30. 1940, the sum of $400,000,000,
and there is hereby authorized t( be apl)proriatcd I'm, each fiscal year thereafter a
sum sufficient to carry out the purposes of this title. The sums made available
under this section shall be used for making payments to States which have sub-
itted. and had approved by tie So 'ial Security Boar(, Srate plans for medical

STATE MEDICAL CARE PLANS

SEc. 2. (a) A State plan for medical care must (1) provide that it shall be in
effect in all political subdivisions of the State, and, if adminiistered by them, be
mandatory upon them; (2) l)rovide for financial participation by the State; (3)
either provide for the establishment or designation of a single State agency to ad-
minister the plhin or provide for the establishment or designation of a single State
agency to supervise the administration of the plan; (4) provide for granting to
any individual, whose claim for medical care is denied, an opportunity for a fair
hearing before such State agency ; (5) provide such methods of administration
(other than those relating to selection, tenure of office, and compensation of per-
sonnel) as are found by the Board to be necessary for the efficient operation of
the plan; (6) l)rovide that the State agency will make such reports, in such form
and containing such information, as the loard may from time to time require,
tnd comply with such provisions as the Board may from time to time find neces-

sary to assure tie correctness and verification of such reports; and (7) provide
for cooperation with ne(lical, nursing, and welfare groups and organizations.

(b) The Board shnll approve any plan which fulfills the conditions specified
in subsection (a), except that it shall not approve any plan which imposes, as a
condition of eligibility for medical care under the plan-

(1) Any residence requirement which excludes any resident of the State
regardless of the shortness of time of residence therein: or

(2) Any citizenship requirement which excludes any citizen of the United
States : or

(3) Any eligibility requirement for inedical care other titan that specified
in section 6a.

ALLOTMENTS TO STATES

SEc. 3. (a) Out of the sums appropriated therefor, the Chairman of the Social
Security Board shall allot to each State $500,000, and such part of $274,500,000
as lie finds that the population of such State bore to the total population of the
United States, in the latest calendar year for which the Bureau of the Census has
available statistics.

(b) Out of the sums appropriated therefor, the Chairumn of the Social Security
Board shall allot to the States $100,000,000 (in addition to the allotments made
under subsection (a)), according to the financial need of each State for assist-
ance in carrying out its State plan, as determined by him after taking into con-
sideration the population of such State.

(c) The amount of any allotment to a State under subsection (a) for any
quarter remaining unpaid to such State at the end of such quarter shall be
available to such State under section 4 until the end of the next succeeding
quarter. No payment to a State under section 4 shall be made out of its allot-
ment for any quarter until its allotment for the preceding quarter has been
exhausted or has ceased to be available.
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PAYMENT TO STATES

SEc. 4. (a) From the sums appropriated therefor and the allotments available
under section 3 (a), the Secretary of the Treasury shall pay to each State
which has an approved plan for medical care, for each quarter, beginning with
the quarter commencing July 1, 1939, an amount which shall be used exclusively
for carrying out the State plan, equal to one-half of the total sum expended
during such quarter for carrying out such plan.

(b) The method of computing and paying such amounts shall be as follows:
(1) The Chairman of the Social Security Board shall, prior to the begin-

ning of each quarter, estimate the amount to be paid to the State for such
quarter under the provisions of subsection (a), such estimate to be based
on (A) a report filed by the State containing its estimate of the total sum to
be expended in such quarter in accordance with the provisions of such sub-
section and stating the amount appropriated or made available by the State
and its political subdivisions for such expenditures in such quarter, and if
such amount is les than one-half of the total sum of such estimated expendi-
tures, the source or sources from which the difference is expected to be
derived, and (B) such investigation as he may find necessary.

(2) The Chairman of the Social Security Board shall then certify the
amount so estimated by him to the Secretary of the Treasury, reduced or
increased, as the case may be, by any sum by .which the Chairman of the
Social Security Board finds that his estimate for any prior quarter was
greater or less than the amount which should have been paid to the State
-for such quarter, except to the extent that such sum has been applied to
make the amount certified for any prior quarter greater or less than the
amount estimated by the Chairman of the Social Security Board for such
prior quarter.

(3) The Secretary of the Treasury shall thereupon, through the Division
of Disbursement of the Treasury Department and prior to audit or settle-
ment by-the General Accounting Office, pay to the State, at the time or times
fixed by the Chairman of the Social Security Board, the amount so specified.

(c) The Chairman of the Social.Security Board shall from time to time certify
to the Secretary of the Treasury the amounts to be paid to the States from the
allotments available under section 3 (a), and the Secretary of the Treasury
shall, through the Division of Disbursement of the Treasury Department and
prior to audit or settlement by the General Accounting Office, make payments
of such amounts from such allotments at the time or times specified by the
Chairman of the Social Security Board.

OPERATION OF STATE PLANS

SEc. 5. In the case of any State plan for medical care which has been approved
by the Social Security Board, if the Chairman of the Board, after reasonable
notice and opportunity for hearing to the State agency administering or super-
vising the administration of such plan, finds that in the administration of the
plan there is failure to comply substantially with any provision required by sec-
tion 2 to be included in the plan, he shall notify such State agency that further
payments will not be made to the State until he is satisfied that there is no
longer any such failure to comply. Until he is so satisfied he shall make no

further certification to the Secretary of the Treasury with respect to such State.

DFI NITIONS

Sv%. 6. When used In this title--
(a) The term "qualified individual" means-

(1) Any individual who is qualified under section 210 of the; Social
Security Act' or who may become qualified under amendments to title II
of that Act, such ludividual to be considered as qualified from the time of

entering employment as therein defined;
(2) Any individual who is in receipt of private organized relief or of

Federal, State, or local relief;
(3) Any individual in receipt of wages under any Federal work program;
(4) 'The wife or husband or dependent child under 16 years of age of

any individual qualified under section 6 (a) (1), 6 (a) (2), or 6 (a) (3).
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(b) The term "medical care" includes-
(1) Diagnostic services;
(2) Medicine and appliances;
(3) Services of physicians in public hospitals and clinics, and in the

homes of qUalifed individuals;
(4) Services of surgeons in public hospitals;
(5) Hospitalization, exclusive of the period of maternity, and of care

of the tuberculous and mentally diseased;
(6) Bedside nursing care;
(7) Emergency dental care;
(8) Services of physicians and surgeons and hospitalization in nongov-

-ernmental hospitals wherever local conditions render this policy necessary
or expedient.

TITLE I4-NERAL PROVISIONS

SEc. 201. (a) Whbn used in this Act-
(1) The term "State" includes Alaska, Hawaii, and the District of

Columbia.
(2) The term "United States" when used in a geographical sense means

the States, Alaska, Hawaii, and the District of Columbia.

RULEB AND REGLATIONS

SEC. 202. The Secretary of the Treasury, and the Social Security Board,
respectively, shall make and publish such rules and regulations, not inconsistent
with this Act, as may be necessary to the efficient administration of the functions
with which each is charged under this Act.

SEPARABILITY

SEC. 203. If any provision of this Act, or the application thereof to any person
or circumstance, is leld invalid, the remainder of the Act, and the application of
such provision to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

itAAEVATIO. OF POWER

SEC. 204. The right to alter, amend, or repeal any provision of this Act is
hereby reserved to the Congress.

SHORT TITLE

S~c. 205. This Act may be cited as the "Public Medical Care Act."

September 30, 1938. M. SHERON.

NoTxs ON THE SPECIFICATIONS FOR A DRAFT PIILL FOR PUBLIC MEDICAL CARE

(RECOMMENDATION IV OF THE TEC-HNICAL COMMIITIEE FOR MEDICAL CARE)

The bill has been drafted on the following principles:
1. The provision of minimum medical services to all individuals requesting

such services is a duty of government.
2. Any eligibility requirement for medical care involving a "means test" or

determination of family income will be socially detrimental to any program of
public medical care.

A very large portion of the population, although unable to meet the cost of
medical care In the case of serious illness, is yet unwilling to accept public
care if it is administered on a charity basis. Such persons, it is believed, will
not apply for medical care, however much they need it, if they are compelled
to undergo a social investigation and prove need.

3. Ultimately public medical care should be available to every person re-
questing it and should be obtainable with as little red tape as is public education.
A practical approach may necessitate the development of a public medical-care
program in possibly three steps: First, the provision of such care only for the
relief population of 20,000,000; second, provision of public medical care for the
medically needy, Including the relief population and some 20,000,00 nonrelief

ago&.
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1)15r0,1 in low-income groups near the relief level; and third, provisi,,n ot
public inedical care for tile entire population.

Under reconiniendation IV proposed by the technical committee the Federal
(Covernment will participate oin a grants-in-aid basis in the medical care progranis
of the several States. Persons qualified for pul)lic medical care will h,- specified
by 1he States. The Federal Government will not attempt to specify who are
"qualified individuals," but after any State has established its criteria indi has
an accepted plan. Federal funds shall be made available on a \ ariable grant baisi-.

4. In order to-take account of the varying fiscal capacities and medical needs
of the several States, it is proposed that grants-in-aid be apportioned aecordillg
t.o (1) a formula indicating the relative fiscal capacity of each State as determined
by objective criteria, (2) the number of individuals qualified for public itedical
care under the State plan, and, possibly. (3) a per capita maximuni expenditure
of $20, $30, or some other amount to be specified. There are serious oljectiolns
to having a maximum per ca)ita expenditure beyond which States shall not be
reimbursed by the Federal Government. Whatever maximum is specifimi for

Federal participation is likely, in theory and practice, to become the State twaxi-
mum. Most States administering a grants-in-aid program are loath to spend
State funds for additional or superior services, the costs of which will not Ie
reimbursed by the Federal Government. Wealthy States that could furnish
services well above the average for the country as a whole might be inclined to
restrict their public medical care programs were Federal reimbursement limited
to a low per capita expenditure. whereas, if States were reimbursed without
limitation, they might )ecome pioneers and set high standards which other
States would try to emulate.

* * * * * *

The State administrative agency in all cases has )een specified as tl,- "Slate
health agency." This would be either an existing health agency such as the State
public health department or other health agency or a new agency to be created
to administer the public medical care program.

The fundamental principle is here accepted that a medical care prtgrI.i, ;jiu--t
be addministered and supervised by health and medical groups and that State and
local agencies must be health rather than welfare agencies for the following
r'easo Ins:

1. A medical care program is primarily a medical, not a social work. resp)n-
sibility and calls for ne:lical knowledge, skills, and al)proaches.

2. Since either the State public welfare nor the State public health deipart-
ments in most States are equipped to handle a medical care progra-n, it would be
advisable right from the start to strengthen and encourage the agency which s
destined to administer the prograni eventually, i. e., the State health agency.

It is to be noted that State w& lfare departnients had neither experience in,
nor personnel for. relief administration in 1933, but they did not hesitate to
mt1lertake the job when FERA was forced. The FERA program was put into

t)peration ahlost overnight anid during :3 years (1923 7,) over $4,00,00'),00,I wai
spent by staffs with little experience. Could not a health organization-Fleral,
State. and local-make at least as good a showing?

3. A further important reason for stipulating that the medical-care program
be kept under the jurisdiction of a health or other medical group at the State
level (and, of course. at the local level) rather than under welfare auspices is
that the program will be blasted from the very beginning if, in tile eyes of the
public, it is viewed as a relief measure. A nonrelief family in most cases will
not apply for a doctor, a nurse, a dentist, or hospitalization if this means goinx
to the county or municilpal welfare department. The stigma of charity is there
and an employed worker will see no reason for his being treated like a relief
client. The so-called medically needy in the nonrelief group are not likely
to receive much benefit from a public medical-care program if it is under the
auspices of the welfare department.

4. Finally, it is essential that any program for medical treatment be closely
united with existing and future programs for prevention of disease and of indui-
trial and other accidents. Effective union of treatment and prevention is possible
only under a single health agency.

* * * * * *

No State shall be required to furnish medical-care services as part of the mini-
mum services required under a State medical-care plan in this amendment if suemh

services have already been developed under State plans approved under other

titles of the Social Security Act.
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Medical care for transients is to be provided either under a separate amend-
ment to the Social Security Act covering general relief and medical benefits or
under this amendment. The cost of such care may be borne in full by the Federal
Government or may be shared.

[Draft bill]

September 28, 1938.. M. SHEAROY.

DR Fr BILL OF AN Acr To ADD TiTr_ XIIIA To THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

AN ACT To add title XIIIA to the Social Security Act, providing for and proqppting the
general welfare of the United States by enabling the several States to make more adequate
provision for the health of persons in need of medical care; to provide for the proper
administration of this Act; and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hou8e of Representative8 of, the United State*
of America in Congresa as8emnbled,

TITLE XIIIA-GRANTS TO STATES FOR MEDICAL CARE

APPROPRI TION

SEorioN A 1301. For the purpose of enabling each State to extend and improve,.
as far as practicable under the conditions in such State, medical-care services to
qualified individuals applying for such care, there is herebly authorized to be
appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969, the sum of $500,000; for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, the sum of $ ------ and there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year thereafter a sum sufficient to
carry out the purposes of this title. The sums made available under this section
shall be used for making payments to States which have submitted, and had
approved by the Federal agency administering this act, State plans for medical
care.

STATE MEDICAL-CARE PLANS

Sio. 2. (a) A State plan for medical care must (1) provide that it shall be in
effect in all political subdivisions of the State, and, if administered by them, be
mandatory upon them; (2) provide for financial participation by the State;
(3) eithO4 provide for the establishment or designation of a single State health
agency to administer the plan or provide for the establislnent or designation
of a single State health agency to supervise the administration of the plan ;
(4) provide for g.pMnting to any individual, whose claim for medical care is denied,
an opportunity for a fair hearing before such State agency; (5) provide such
methods of administration (other than those relating to selection, tenure of
office, and compensation of personnel) as are found by" the Federal agency to be
necessary for the efficient operation of the plan (6) provide that the State health
agency will make such reports, in such form and containing such information,
as the Federal agency may from time to time require, and comply with such
provisions as the Federal agency may from time to time find necessary to assure
the correctness and verification of such reports; and (7) provide for cooperation
with any State public welfare, public assistance, or public relief agency or agen-
cies which may be vested with responsibility for the administration of general
public welfare, assistance, or relief.

(b) The Federal agency shall approve any plan which fulfills the conditions
specified in subsection (a), except that it shall not approve any plan which
imposes, as a condition of eligibility for medical care under the plan-

(1) Any resident. requirement which excludes any resident of the State
regardless of the shortness of time of residence therein ; or

(2) Any citizenship requirement which excludes any citizen of the United
States; or

(3) Any eligibility requirement for medical care other than that specified
in section 6 a.
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ALLOTMENT TO STATES (SEC. 3). PAYMENT TO STATES (SEC. 4)

IThese two sections cannot be written at this time because certain basic
formulae have not yet been completed.

[It is proposed that the Federal agncmr administering this Act shall allot to
each State sums determined under a system of variable grants which shall take
account of:

[1. General fiscal resources of the State (to be ascertained according to
formulae now being developed by several Federal agencies);

[2. Number of "qualified individuals" in the State; and
[3. A limitation of $20 per capita for costs of medical care to qualified

individuals.]
[ In other words, the Federal Government shall make to States with approved

plans grants varying in accordance with the fiscal resources of each State and
with the number of individuals qualified to receive medical care under the State
plan. The amount paid to any State by the Federal Government shall noE
include sums to reimburse said State for any expenditure which in the aggregate
exceeds $20 per capita for medical care to qualified individuals during any
fiscal year.]

(b) The method of computing and paying such amounts shall be as follows:
(1) The Federal agency shall, prior to the beginning of each quarter,

estimate the amount to be paid to the State for such quarter under the
provisions of subsection (a), such estimate to be based on (A) a report
filed by the State containing its estimate of the total sum to be expended
in such quarter in accordance with the provisions of such subsection and
stating the amount appropriated or made available by the State and its
political subdivisions for such expenditures in such quarter, and if such
amount is less than a specified percentage of the total sum of such estimated
expenditures, the source or sources from which the difference is expected
to be derived, and (B) sUch investigation as he way find necessary.

(2) The Federal agency shall then certify the amount so estimated by it
to the Secretary of the Treasury, reduced or increased, as the ease may be,
by any sum by which the Federal agency finds that its estimate for any
prior quarter was greater or less than the amount which should have been
paid to the State for such quarter, except to the extent that such sum has
been applied to make the amount certified for any prior quarter greater or
less than the amount estimated by the Federal agency for such prior quarter.

(3) The Secretary of the Treasury shall thereupon, through the Division
of Disbursement of the Treasury Department and prior to such audit or
settlement by the General Accounting Office, pay to the State, at the time
or times fixed by the Federal agency, the amount so specified.

(c) The Federal agency shall from time to time certify to the Secretary of the

Treasury the amounts to be paid to the States from the allotments available under
section 3 (a), and the Secretary of the Treasury shall, through the Division of

Disbursement of the Tre'asury Department and prior to audit or settlement by
the General Accounting Office, make payments of such amounts from such allot-
ments at the time or times specified by the Federal agency.

OPMATION OF STATE PLANS

SEC. 5. In the case of any State plan for medical care which has been approved

by the Federal agency, if the Federal agency, after reasonable notice and oppor-

tunity for hearing to the State health agency administering or supervising the

administration of such plan, finds that in the administration of the plan there

is failure to comply substantially with any provision required by section 2 to be

included in the plan, it shall notify sEh State health agency that further pay-

inents will not be made to the State until it is satisfied that there is no longer any

such failure to comply. Until it is so satisfied It shall make no further certifica-

tion to the Secretary of the Treasury with respect to such State.

DEFINITIONS

SEc. 6. When used in this title-
(a) The term "qualified individual" nans any individual who is qualified for

public medical care under a State plan approved by the Federal agency.

(b) The term "medical care" shall include as a minimum, but not be limited

to, diagnostic services; services of physicians and surgeons in their offices, in

the homes of qualified individuals, In public hospitals and clinics, and In non-
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governmental hospitals wherever local coditions render this policy necessary or
expedient; hospitalization, exclusive of the period of maternity and of hospital or
other institutional care of the tuberculous and mentally diseased, provided that
such hospitalization shall be in governmental hospitals except where local con-
ditions render it necessary or expedient to use nongovernmental hospitals; and
emergency dental care.

The term "medical care" may also include prescribed medicine and appliances
and home nursing care.

M. SHEARON.
M. C. KLEm.

October 21, 1988.

DicSUssIoN or iHE PuoPo0Eq DRAFT OF AN AMENDMENT TO THE SOCIAL SECURITY
Aar PROVIDING FOR A PUBLIC MEDICAL-CARE PROGRAM

SCOPE OF THE NATIONAL-HEALTH PROGRAM

On February 14, 1938, thO Interdepartmeital Committee to Coordinate Health
and Welfare Activities presented to the President the national-health program
recommended by the Technical Committee on Medical Care. This program is
designed to meet with reasonable adequacy existing deficiencies in the Nation's
health services.

The Technical Committee embodied its conclusions in five recommendations
colitaining the following provisions:

Recommendation I: Expansion of public-health services 9nd provision of medi-
cal care for the period of maternity and childhood.

Recommendation II: Expansion of hospital facilities.
Recommendation III: Provision of medical care for persons with low incomes

including both those in receipt of public assistance and those just above the relief
level.

Recommendation IV: Provision of public medical care for recipients of public
assistanee and for self-supporting persons. (This is an alternate recommenda-
tion, embracing III and exceeding it in coverage.)

Recommendation V: Insurance against loss of wages during sickness. Pro-
vision would be made for cash benefits to insured persons during periods of
temporary or permanent disability.

Recommendations I and II call for the expansion of existing health, maternal,
and child-care services and of present hospital facilities by means of Federal
grants-in-aid to the States. Recommendation V calls for health-insurance legisla-
tion to provide cash benefits to insured persons deprived of employment by reason
of temporary or permanent disability.

Recommendation III provides medical care services including physicians' and
surgeons' services; hospitalization, and nursing care services as the probable
minimum for that portion of the population which constitutes the lowest third in
economic status. The group comprises about 40,000,000 persons, including
20,000,000 in receipt of general relief, public assistance under the Social Security
Act, and work relief wages, plus another 20,000,000 who, though self-supporting,
are in families having an income under $800 a year. These 40,000,000 persons
are unable to pay any appreciable part of the costs of their medical care.

In addition to this group in most dire financial straits there is another group of
perdbns In families having annual ncomes from $800 to $3,000 a year. Self-sup-
porting persons in this income range are able to pay for some medical-care serv-
ices, but are generally unable to meet the unpredictable and often excessive
costs of serious or recurrent illnesses and of hospitalization. Furthermore, they
usually cannot provide for adequate preventive services which, through early
diagnosis, would lead to early treatment and the avoidance of many serious
illnesses. But even in families with incomes over $3,000 a year, the cost of
preventive medical care services and of treatment for serious Illness often proves
to be a great financial burden resulting in loss of savings and the incurring of
debts.

Since the risk of economic distress as a result of Illness is almost universal
and may be said to affect upward of 90 or 95 percent of t*e population, the Tech-
nical Committee proposed that a general medical care program might be estab-
lished to reach a larger portion of the Nation than the one-third with very low
incomes. Recommebltlation IV provides that the Federal Governmept shall coop-

64431-48-pt. 4-9
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rate with States which set up programs of medical care for the self-supporting
as well as for recipients of public assistance. Federal cooperation will take the
form of grants-in-aid and payments will be made to States in accordance with
their health needs, financial capacity, and certain other objective criteria. The
States are free to decide whether or not they wish to pass legislation providing
medical care and whether they prefer to have a health-insurance plan financed
by contributions from employers, employees, and Government or a public medical-
care plan financed from general tax funds. Regardless of the plan selected the
amount of the Federal grant-in-aid will be the same for each State.

PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING DRAFT BILL

The proposed draft bill for public medical care is based on the following gen-
eral principles:

1. Provision of minimum medical-care services to all individuals who cannot
meet the co~t of such services is a duty of government,

2. It is socially undesirable to have a "means test" to determine eligibility for
public medical care.

3. The quality of medical care furnished will be of a much higher grade if
Federal legislation includes among the persons qualified for medical care services
both the self-supporting and those in receipt of public assistance.

4. Federal legislation shall be drawn with a view to shaping State legislation
along socially desirable lines that will include:

a. Elimination of "means tests" for determination of eligibility for public
medical care;

b. Equal medical-care services for all qualified persons including both the
self-supporting and the recipients of public assistance;

c. Establishment under State health-insurance plans of State health funds
into which shall be paid contributions by the State on behalf of recipients of
public assistance as well as contributions by employees and employers.

5. Federal grants-in-aid are more equitably distributed to the various States
on a variable, than on a fixed, matching basis.

6. Since a medical care program logically should be administered and super-
vised by health and medical groups, State and local administrative or supervis-
ing agencies should be health, rather than welfare, agencies.

7. Certain minimum medical care services should be specified in Federal legis-
lation as a prerequisite for approval of a State plan and the granting of Federal
aid. It would be unwise to leave the determination of minimum services to the
discretion of any Federal agency because too much discretion left with a Federal
agency inevitably results in pressures which are detrimental to the program as
a whole.

COMBINATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS IMi AND IV

In the draft bill recommendations III and IV have been combined in such a
way as to carry out the intent of the Technical Committee and at the same time
to present a legislative program that will forestall many criticisms and will, it
is hoped, stand up under the attacks of various interested groups.

The bill provides Federal grants-in-aid to States furnishing at least the speci-
fied minimum medical carg services. The States may declde what portion of
their population is to receive these services. In theory a State might decide to
furnish public medical care to its entire population as it now furnishes public
education. The Federal legislation should be so flexible that in that case the
Federal Government would match the State' expenditures for such services oil
the variable grant basis. During the next few years, however, probably only a few
States will undertake to do more than provide medical care for the lowest-income
groups. As administrative machinery is perfected and as popular demand for
public medical care increases, coverage under State plans may be extended upward
through higher and higher income groups.

PROVISIONS ON WHICH OPINIONS DIFFER

It is recognized that differences of opinion exist regarding several provisions
and implicit or explicit exclusions in the attached draft bill, the most important
of which probably are the following:

1. The provisions that a State medical care plan, whether health Insurance or
a general medical-care program should be in effect In all political subdivisions
of the State.
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2. The provisions that a State medical-care plan should specify, as a mini-
mum, hospital care and the services of physicians and surgeons.

3. The omission of a provision limiting the receipt of medical care services to
persons or families below a specified income level.

4. The omission of a provision specifying that transients are eligible to receive
medical care services.

5. The combination of health insurance and public medical care.

DISCUSSION

State minimum coverage.-Those who do not accept the principle that a State
medlcal-care plan should be in effect in all political subdivisions of the State
believe th*gt the State should be allowed to expend its available funds in those
localities where facilities are most lacking, or where special medical needs exist,
or If it seemed wiser, to concentrate all efforts upon improving the facilities in
a few sections of the State as a demonstration of what could be provided on aState-wide basis with more adequate funds. Those favoring a State law in effect
in all political subdivisions of the State believe that at least the minimum medical
care services should be assured to all qualified persons. A mandatory provision
would force the State to aid poor localities by means of equalizing grants, but
would not compel the State to establish expensive facilities in sparsely settled
areas where they were pot needed. In general more adequate services would
continue to be available in metropolitan centers than in rural areas, but the basic
necessities would be available in all areas.

Minimum Specifieations.-Those who are not in favor of State-wide coverage
usually also oppose inclusion in the Federal bill of minimum medical services
which the State would need to provide in order to receive Federal aid. They
favor a bill which would leave with the Federal administrative agency the power
to make individual arrangements with each State and which would allow for
different minimum requirMents in different States and in different parts of the
same State. They visualize a plan which would be approved for a wealthy State
under which quite complete care would be provided in metropolitan areas, less
complete care in small cities, and very meager care, If any, in sparsely settled
areas. They also visualize an approved plan for a less wealthy State whichmight be restricted to the provision of physicians' services in only part of the
State. Those who favor approval of a State plan only if it is in effect in all
subdivisions of the State, in general also favor the inclusion of minimum require-
ments. Without some specifications as to types of medical care services which
must be provided as a minimum, some States may elect to push the hospital pro-
gram while making no provision for medical care in the home or they may provide
for the latter and neglect the former. Neighboring States, each receiving an
equal reimbursement from the Federal Government, might be providing quite
different types of care and it might result in some of the unfortunate situations.
which differences in relief budgets in neighboring States brought about under,
(he FERA. A Federal bill specifying hospital care and physicians' and surgeons'
services as a minimum might do much to extend the availability of care through-
out the Nation and to redistribute medical practitioners.

LimitationL to Specified rnoene Cla8se&.-It is believed by some that a public
iedical-care program or a health-insurance plan should be limited to certain
income groups, and that a Federal bill should include an Individual or a family
Income level above which the State might not receive reimbursement for the
medical-care services provided. Such an income limit is not provided In this
draft bill because it is believed that the decision on this point should be left to-
the several States, and that the Federal Government should reimburse the States-
(according to the formula) regardless of the income ceiling adopted In each
Stale. This is one of the most controversial points in connection with a medical-
care program and difficulties are avoided by omitting it in the Federal bill
and putting the responsibility upon the States. The Federal Government is
protected against excessive demands for reimbursement by the States by the pro-vision that total expenditures shall not be reimbursed when in any quarter they
exceed $0 per person in the entire population at risk.

There is a danger that the minimum coverage (persons receiving public assist-
ance and WPA earnings and the dependents of sich persons) may tend to become,
the maximum, but even If this occurs during the first years of a State program
the principle will have been established that the self-supporting and recipients
of public assistance shall receive the same type of medical-care services under-
the State plan.
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Transientx.-The transients represent a group that is now denied public as-
sistance by law and is denied the right to work on WPA jobs by common practice
in the majority of States. The proposed draft does not include" a provision for
supplying this group with medical-care services because it is believed that (1)
the transient problem might better be attacked as a whole and not piecemeal,
(2) the task of selling health legislation should not be burdened by trying to
sell other social legislation at the same time, and (3) inclusion of medical care
for two or three hundred thousand transients might jeopardize a medical-care
program affecting possibly 40,000,000 persons or more.

The combination of health inxurancc and public medical carc.-The Technical
Committee wished to give the States great latitude in the development of their
State programs and t4 leave them free to elect the plan most adaptable to their
requirements. It was believed that some States, particularly those primarily
agricultural and rural, might find the method of payment through general taxa-
tio'n preferable; other States, more highly industrialized and urbanized, might
find the insurance technique more generally applicable. The Federal reimburse-
ment to the State ik the same regardless of the plan adopted.

M[CMui L% NDUM

OCtOBER 28, 1938.
To: I. S. Falk, Chief, Division of Health Study
From: Marjorie Shearon
Subject: The draft bill for medical care and the covering memorandum

Now that the draft bill for provision of medical (.are has taken definite shape
and a covering memorandum has been prepared to point out what the bill is
intended to do, wherein it falls short of its purpose, and what are the principles
underlying this type of legislation, it becomes necessary for me to go on record
in protest against both the bill and the memorandum.

The bill represents an earnest effort on the part of Miss Klem and myself to
draft Federal legislation combining recommendations III and IV. What has been
produced is a hybrid draft which attempts to please everyone and will probably
end by pleasing no one. Weakened by vain compromises, it emerges in such form
as to be wide open to attack both by its friends-if it finds any-and by its
enemies. I believe the bill should be dissected mercilessly now, before it goes
any further, and should be consigned to oblivion unless, perchance, it is to be
presented as a horrible example of the sort of legislation that should never see
the light of day.

The technical committee implied two fundamental principles as basic for a
general medical-care program, namely,

1. Eligibility for medical care should not be determined by a means test.
2. Medical care for public dependents should not be separated from that for

self-supporting persons. (Reaffirmed by Mr. Altmeyer.)
I am convinced that it is impossible to draft a single Federal bill for general

medical care that will combine recommendations III and IV and will at the same
time rest firmly on these two principles.

There are several places where irreconcilable provisions are demanded. First,
under recommendation III it is necessary to provide for public dependents and
for self-dependent persons with low incomes-two groups of approximately the
same size (20 million each). In defining persons who are qualified for medical
care-and we cannot sidestep definitions in order to escape dilemmas--we must
specify the public dependents who are eligible and must also specify which
self-supporting persons are to be eligible. How shall we specify them? If we say
"'all persons in families having incomes under $800 a year" or "all persons having
incomes under $400 (or $500) a year." we immediately precipitate new questions
and problems not the least of which is the question who, or what agency, is to de-
termine the income of the individual or of the family?" Such income determina-
tion would almost of a certainty involve a social investigation and I think
there is little doubt that this investigation would be made by the local welfare
agency, that is, by a poor-relief official or some other welfare agent. This being
the case, we have permitted, or have left the way open for, a means test to creep
into the legislation and in so doing have contravened the first principle enunci-
ated above.

It is to be noted that the draft bill as it now stands dodges this issue by failing

to include in minimum coverage the 20 million self-supporting persons referred to
in recommendation III. Such omission makes it possible to avoid the means
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test. Unfortunately, it also makes it possible for a State plan to provide medical
care for public dependents only. And can we doubt that most States would follow
just that course? Is it anything more than wishful thinking to assume that self-
supporting persons in low-income groups will exert any pressure to secure for
themselves such public medical care as may be provided to public dependents?
Experience has shown that the pmIr who do not apply for public charity are not
inclined to clamor for public services; indeed, they avoid with greatest care any-
thing that bears the taint of public charity. Nay, more. There is slight hope
that persons in this poorest self-dependent group will suddenly become vocal.
They are too resigned to their fate to protest against unfair treatment. We who
are engaged in drafting legislation and who see the weaknesses in what we are
doing, have the duty, it seems to me, not only of pointing out the defects in our
draft bills but also of championing the cause of those who are unlikely to show
any solidarity in urging social legislation in their own behalf. If the bill is left
as it is, the federally specified minimum coverage, applying to public dependents
only, is almost certain to be the maximum coverage in the majority of States
passing public medical-care legislation. And if by any chance a State should
elect to provide such care for self-supporting persons with low incomes, there
would surely be a means test to determine eligibility unless Federal legislation
specifically excluded such a test from an acceptable State plan.

The real difficulty lies in the fact that public medical care. if it is really pul-iic,
inu-t be available to anyone ec.king it. We do not furnish public education
merely to children in families dependent on public support (or in families having
incomes below $5,0: we do iot furnish public police protection or tire protection
to relief and nonrelief families with incomes below $S0. Yet we talk about
"public medical care" that shall Ibe given to at least a mir:inium group consisting
of public dependents and we envisage a time when possibly self-dependent per-
sons with incomes under $800 will enjoy such "public medical care" (presumably
Ifter signing a pauper's oath), and ultimately the time may come when the en-
tire population will be able to have this care. The whole sequence does not
make sense. Medical care supported wholly by general taxation is either
publicc," that is, free to all, or it is limited to certain needy groups in which
case it must be regarded as "medical as distance" comparal)le to other forms
4,f public assistance.

I believe it would be impossible to draft a Federal bill even for recommndatior
III alone without compromising on the means test. When. however, an attempt
'o made to combine recommend nations III and IV in a single hill, the result is a
hodge-podge of heterogeneous provisions that compromise not only on the means
test but also on other fundamental social principles and make no contribution to
legis-ition for a national health program. The hybrid bill is legally vulnerable,
administrativelyy impossible, and s ,cially undesirable.

In the attempt to produce a bill within the framework of certain specifications
there has been drafted what appears to me to be an indefensible document.
1Grants-in-aid are to be made to tates wishing to develop medical-care programs.
The States may elect to develop insurance schemes or "public medical care" pro-
-rams or combinations of both. In any event the Federal grant will be the same
,o any given State. Thik arrangement fails to take account of the fact that a
real public medical-care program will call for a larger Federal subsidy than will
an insurance scheme where the contribution by GOvernm1t will he greatly re-
duced by reason of employer and employee premium payments.

Provision for coverage cannot logically have the same minimum under an
insurance plan and under a public medical-care program. One can hardly
conceive of a State setting up an insurance plan to provide medical care for
relief and nonrelief persons with incomes under $8O--the poorest third of the
population. Consequently. any State desiring to provide medical care for the
under-$800 group will provide what amounts to a medical assistance program
presumably with a means test.

What this hybrid bill really attempts is a reconciliation of two irreconcilable
concepts in a single document, namely, medical assistance for the needy, in-
cluding relief and nonrelief low-income groups, and health insurance for em-
ployed persons with earnings above the subsistence level. Of course, this is not
openly stated in the bill. But by failing to make positive provision that medical
care under an approved plan shall not be limited to public dependents, by failing
to exclude the means test as an administrative procedure, in other words, by a
series of omissions, we have created a bill full of convenient loopholes for those
who wish to circumvent social legislation.
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Insofar as the covering memorandum is concerned, I am convinced that the
true situation should be presented to Mr. Altmeyer and to Mr. Tate in plain
straightforward statements not vitiated by softening and obscuring adverbs
As a keen observer remarked in another connection, the nouns give and the
adjectives take away. Speaking for myself alone, I must say that neither the
bill nor the memorandum represents my best thinking on the subject. All the
way through, the attempt was made to be on both sides of the fence at once and
to avoid facing issues. I shall refer to only one or two sample items in the
present memorandum.

Originally I wrote that a fundamental principle underlying Federal legisla-
tion for medical care was that "Provision of minimum medical-care services to
all individuals who cannot meet the cost of such services is a duty of Govern-
ment." The meaning is completely changed if this statement is altered to read
that provision of such care is "a responsibility of society." I have elsewhere
published at length a discussion of the break-down of society's efforts to provide
for individual needs. Provisions made by the family and by friends, by em-
ployers, private charity, and voluntary insurance schemes have all proved inade-
quate. It is because society has failed to make adequate provision for the sick,
the permanently disabled, the aged, and other persons unable to provide for their
own needs that the aid of government has been invoked. It was because I wished
to reaffirm this principle of the duty of government to take over the tasks that
society cannot, or does not, assume that I stated the first principle in the memo-
randum as I did. To soft-pedal the issue by throwing the responsibility for
medical care back into the laps of those whose voluntary efforts have already
proved inadequate is to deny a principle I thought had been accepted by the
socially minded.

In viewing the present draft, the one thing that impresses me most strongly
is the way in which we have capitulated to the pressures of minority groups
with vested interests. It is my opinion that we should recognize and formulate
-certain principles as fundamental in the provision of medical care and that we
should be prepared to fight for them. Should there not be a line of last defense
beyond which we will not retreat and for which we are willing to fight? I know
you havdone plenty of fighting, but in this particular bill and memorandum
as now presented there is no sign of fight, only ignominous capitulation.

Nowhere in the memorandum is there to be found a clear and fearless state-
ment concerning the real issues at stake. Dare we not voice them?

Is it too late to draft a genuine public medical-care bill? With 90 percent
of the families in this country receiving less than $2,800 a year income, is it
fantastic to suggest a Federal bill for public medical care supported from
general taxation? If you believe that such a bill would have no backers, Is it,
then, too late to draft a national health insurance bill calling for compulsory
Insurance? This is the legislation demanded and favored by labor. It would
avoid means tests and would enable Government to provide for relief and non-
relief persons living at or near the subsistence level by paying premiums on their
behalf. National compulsory health insurance would furnish the only method-
short of a nation-wide public medicalrcare program, which I think is sounder-
of guaranteeing against stratification of the population into groups which would
Inevitably receive varying kinds and qualities of medical care according to their
economic status.

$sto cla by this $

I cannot do less than make my own position clear by this declaration of faith

In the things in which I believe. MXRJOUIF SHEARON.

MEMORANDUM

NOVEMBER 2, 1938.

To: I. S. Falk, Chief, Health Studies Division.
From: Maxjorie Shearon.
Subject: Comments on Draft Bill Covering Recommendations III and IV of the

Technical Committee for Medical Care.

Although my protests have thus far been in vain, I shall make this final state-

ment as the draft is about to leave this Division.
I repudiate the bill as asocial and the covering memorandum as inadequate.

When Mr. Altmeyer, at Kansas City, laid down as a fundamental principle

the undesirability of separating medical care for public dependents from that
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for self-supporting persons, did he intend to drag 110,000,000 persons down
to the relief level or did he intend to raise 20,000,000 persons on relief to the
level of self-supporting persons insofar as their receipt of medical care was
concerned? Would the public conclude from Mr. Altmeyer's liberal statement
that what he really contemplated, as a prerequisite for the receipt of tax-sup-
ported medical care, was an extension of means tests for virtually the entire
self-supporting population? Has such a means test proposal ever been made
anywhere before? Such legislation, if enacted, would call for invasion by a
social worker, of the home of every person seeking so-called public medical
care and would lead to such an inquisition of self-supporting persons as would
be unthinkable in a relatively free democratic country like this.

We are not justified in calling the program we have outlined a public medical-
care program; instead, we should call it by its true name-a medical-assistance
program. The memorandum should point out far more clearly than it does
the shortcomings of the bill and the places where tricky wording vitiates decent
principles of social legislation.

I think It would be only fair to me to let Mr. Altmeyer and Mr. Tate know
that I repudiate the bill and the memorandum. Whatever else I have accomp-
lished since coming to the Board, I have built up a reputation for intellectual
honesty and for social mindedness, This is the first time my name has ap-
peared on a document that was intellectually dishonest and socially undesirable.

MARJORIE SHEARON.

MEMORANDUM

NovEMBER 2, 1938.
To: I. S. Falk, Chief, Division of Health Studies.
From: Marjorie Shearon.
Subject: Compulsory'National Health Insurance.

At our meeting yesterday yoq expressed surprise at my advocating compulsory
national health insurance for medical care. I had In mind the Treadway bill
introduced in the House of Representatives on March 14, 1938. That has always
seemed to me a most desirable bill and I have wondered why it appears to have
gone to sleep In the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

This bill calls for health insurance "for every employee who is resident in
the United States of America and whose rate of remuneration is not greater
than $1,800 per annum." Dependents are included and the only exclusions are
agricultural employees, employees exempted because of religious beliefs, and
employees covered by industrial medical service plans. It is further provided
that the income level may be raised to $3,000 if that seems desirable.

This is the sort of plan that not so long ago we were speaking of with admira-
tion. It is almost a copy of the plan for British Columbia which was highly
praised by Alan Peebles.

I cannot see that a few minor objections to a compulsory national health
insurance bill should outweigh the great advantages of such legislation. We
did not hesitate to force what was virtually national unemployment compensation
simply because there were a few agricultural laborers who were temporarily
excluded from coverage. I shall take up the agricultural bugaboo in another
mnemoranduni in which I shall discuss the various minor groups that might be
excluded at the beginning from compulsory national health legislation.

It has been objected that Congress would oppose a bill calling for the establish.
ment of any other Federal fund as a depository for contributions from employers
and employees. In the case of medical care 'there Is no possibility that a
fund of any great size would accumulate because it would be drawn upon
steadily for current expenditures.

What other valid objections are there to a compulsory national health insurance
bill that would, more surely than any other legislation, bring about for the
entire Nation the kind of medical care we say Is desirable?

M."-JORIE SHEARON.

MEMORANDUM
NOVEMBER 7, 1938.

To: I. S. Falk, Chief, Division of Health Studies.

From: Marjorie Shearon.
Subject: Medical Assistance for the Medically Needy Under the Poor Relief Laws.

Recommendation III of the Technicdl Committee does not provide tax-
supported medical care for persons who cannot now receive such care but
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rather makes provisions for the sharing by the Federal Government of such pub-
lic expense as is incurred for medical assistance. In considering the implica-
tions of recommendation III, it may be pointed out that the poor laws of nearly
all the States accept responsibility for providing medical care for the sick
poor. Undoubtedly the main reason that many of the sick poor have never
accepted the aid available under the law Is that the majority of the poor have
a constitutional objection to being classed as paupers and to paying the social
price for poor relief.

The social price for tax-supported indigent aid includes one or more of the
following: -(1) possible disenfranchisement as a pauper; (2) declaration of
pauper status; (3) acceptance of State's right to make claim against pauper's
property for relief furnished; (4) acceptance of State's right to make claims
against legally responsible relatives; (5) registration of pauper in the "poor
book" of the county; and (6) "farming out" or "contracting out" of paupers to
the lowest bidder by local directors of the poor. I shall quote a few provisions
from the poor laws now in force in various States.

ALABAMA

Claim against pauper's property. (1928 code, subsec. 27 of see. I of the
Poor Laws). "If any person who has received any relief, support, or main-
tenance at public charge, under this act or as an inmate of any State or
county or municipal institution, wits at the time' of receiving such relief,
support or maintenance, the owner bf property, the authorities charged with
the care of the poor of the municipality, or the board in charge of the insti-
tution chargeable with such relief, support, or maintenance, may sue for and
collect the value of the same against such person and against his estate."

ARIZONA

Contract may be let or county may care tor sick. (1928 Rev. Code, Ch. 16,
1936 Supp., see. 811.) "That in each county of this State the care of the in-
digents of the county, including medical attendance, medicine, food, lodging,
clothing, and other supplies shall be let to the best responsible bidder by the
board of supervisors asking for sealed bids or proposals, * * *"

Affidavits to be made bV persons seeking aid. (1928 Rev. Code, see. 814.)"Any person not an indigent, who received hospital care, medical or surgical
attention under the provisions of this act, shall be required to make remunera-
tion therefor, Insofar as he may be able. The reasonable cost of such service
shall until paid be a debt due and owing the county: in case of the failure of a
patient to pay the amount due and payable, It shall be the duty of the board
of supervisors to furnish the county attorney of the county in which such county
hospital is situated, a statement of the amount due and owing from such person,
and thereupon it shall be the duty of the said county attorney to proceed to
collect the amount in the same manner as other indebtedness due the county
would be collected."

ARKANSAS

Health and medical aid. (1937 laws, Act No. 115, sec. 1.) "Any person whose
income, or that of his fairly, does not exceed $30 per mouth from all sources,
may, upon application to the county welfare director of the county in which such
applicant resides, be certified by such county welfare director as being eligible
for benefits under this act. Before any county welfare director shall certify
any person as being eligible for benefits under this act he shall require a certif-
icate from some licensed physician showing the physical condition of the applicant
for benefits, and his need for hospitalization and medical care and treatment,
and that he is not suffering from a contagious, venereal, mental, or tubercular
disease. In addition to such certificate, the county welfare director may require
such other proof as may be necessary to convince him that the applicant's physical
condition is such as to need care and attention in some eligible hospital, and
that the income of such applicant, or that of his family, does not exceed $30 per
month."

IDAHO

This State provides that the board of county commissioners "may contract for
the care, protection, and maintenance for the indigent sick, or otherwise dependent
poor of the county." The board must employ a physician to attend, when neces-
vary, upon the Inmates of the poorhouse or county hospitals, and the board must
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also provide that persons at the county poor farm shall work to the extent of
their ability as determined by the county physician.

Application for aid; form and procedure. (1982 Code, ch. 29, sec. 2904.) "Any
sick or indigent person desiring aid from any county of this State must before
said aid can be given, make a written application to the probate judge, the clerk
of the board of county commissioners or to any justice of the peace in the precinct
where such applicant may reside, setting forth and describing all the property,
real, personal, and mixed, wherever it is situated, owned in whole or in part
by such applicant, or in which he or she has any legal or equitable interest;
if such applicant has no available property, real or personal, then he must
declare his indigency and destitution, which must be signed by the party or
parties making such application and sworn to before some officer authorized by
the laws of this State to administer oaths, and filed in the office of the clerk of
the board of county commissioners."

Application for cooperative assistance or relief. (Sec. 16, public assistance
law.) "* * * The printed form of application shall contain a notice to the
applicant of the right of recovery from him and his estate for assistance granted."

ILLINOIS

Who liable to support. (1931 Smith-Hurd, ch. 107, see. 1.) "Every poor per-
son who shall be unable to earn it livelihood in consequence of any bodily infirm-
ity, idiocy, lunacy, shall be supported by the father, grandfather, mother, grand-
mother, children, grandchildren, brothers, or sisters of such person, if they are
either of them be of sufficient ability."

INDIANA

Assistance of relatives. (1935 act, ch. 116, sec. 10.) "If the poor persons ap-
plying for township aid have relatives able to assist them who ore living in th
township, it shall be the duty of the overseer before giving them aid a second
time, to call on such relatives of the poor person, and ask them to help their poor
relatives, either with material relief or furnishing them employment."

Friendless needi sick. Providing for and burial. (1985 act, ch. 116, sec. 19.)
"Provides thiat the overseer of the poor shall investigate and furnish necessary
relief to any person within his township who is sick or in distress without friends
or money. This section also provides that the overseer shall defray the funeral
expenses of any person who dies within the boundaries of his township who does
not leave money or other means necessary to defray such expenses and provides
that the expenses shall be charged to the poor relief fund."

IOWA

Porm of relief--condition. (1931 code, ch. 267, see. 5322.) "The relief may
be either In the form of food, rent, or clothing, fuel and lights, medical attend-
ance, or in money, and shall not exceed $2 per week for each person for whom
relief is thus furnished, exclusive of medical attendance. They may require any
able-bodied person to labor faithfully on the streets or highways at the prevail-
ing local rate per hour in payment for and as a condition of granting relief; said
labor shall be performed under the direction of the officers having charge of
working streets and highways."

Medical services. (1931 code, ch. 267, see. 5323.) "When medical services are
rendered by order of the trustees or overseers Qf the poor, no more shall be
charged or paid therefor than is usually charged for like services in the neigh-
borhood where such services are rendered.

Contracts for support. (1931 code, ch. 267, sec. 5334.) "The board of super-
visors may make contracts with the lowest responsible bidder for furnishing any
or all supplies, medical or dental attendance or services required for the poor,
for a term not exceeding 1 year, or It may enter into a contract with the lowest
responsible bidder, through proposals opened and examined at a regular session of
the board, for the support of any or all of the poor to that effect, and shall require
all such contractors to give bonds In such sum as It believes sufficient to secure the
faithful performance of the same."

Medical and surgical treatment of indigent. (1981 code, cn. 199.)
ComFpknt. (See. 4005.) "Any adult resident of tbe'ftate may file a com-

plaint in the office of the clerk of any juvenile court, charging that any legal res-
Ident of Iowa residing in the county where the complaint is filed is suffering
from some malady or deformity that can probably be improved or cured by med-
ical or surgical treatment or hospital care and that neither such person nor per-
sons legally chargeable with his support are able to pay therefor."
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Duty of public officers and others. (Sec. 4M6) "It shall be the duty of phy-
sicians, public health nurses, members of boards of supervisors and township
trustees, overseers of the poor, sheriffs, policemen, and public-school teachers,
having knowledge of persons suffering from any such malady or deformity, to file
or cause such complaint to be filed."

Investigation and report by county attorney. (Sec. 4010.) "When such com-
plaint is filed, the clerk shall furnish the county attorney and board of super-
visors with a copy thereof and said board shall, by the overseer of the poor or
such other agent as it may select, make a thorough investigation of facts as to the
legal residence of the patient, and the ability of the patient or others chargeable
with his support to pay the expense of such treatment, and care; and shall file a
report of such investigation in the office of the clerk, at or before the time of
hearing."

KANSAS

Relief of the poor. (House bill 425, laws of 1933, ch. 196.)
"SEC. 1. The board of county commissioners shall administer the relief and aid

of the poor and indigent who are unable to care for themselves.
"SEC. 2. That all such relief hereafter furnished shall be furnished only to

those who have filed a proper application for poor relief with the poor commis-
sioner, whose condition has been investigated, and who have been regularly bud-
geted to receive poor relief on the forms and in the manner prescribed by the
board of county commissioners."

LOUISIANA

Support of infirm paupers. (Gen. Stats., ch. 12, sec. 6470.) "It shall be the duty
of the several police juries throughout the State to provide for the support of
all infirm, sick and disabled paupers residing within the limits of their respective
parishes, except such as may reside in municipal corporations, either exempt or
partially exempt from parish taxation; they shall adopt such measures as they
may deem just and necessary to ascertain the names, situation and condition of
all such, in order that they may provide for the entire support of the utterly
destitute and helpless, and for the partial support or assistance of others, accord-
ing to their circumstances and conditions."

SOUTH DAKOTA

Poor book. (1929 Comp. Laws, ch. 8, sec. 10043.) "Such county con mmissioners
shall enter in the poor book all poor persons in their county who are unable to
care for themselves, and who shall in their judgment be entitled to the benefit of
the provisions of this chapter, together with the date of the entry."

TENNESSEY

Care and treatment of indigent sick and injured in h ospitals. Quarterly courts
may contract with hospitals for one or more beds. (Tenn. Code Ann., ch. 2, sec.
4823.) "For the purpose of caring for indigent sick or injured persons, the quar-
terly county courts of this State are hereby empowered to enter into contract with
any reputable hospital, upon such terms as may be mutually agreed upon, for the
care and treatment of indigent sick or injured persons, and make annual contracts
with such hospitals for a right, on the part of the county, to the use of one or more
beds in said hospital in which said county shall have the right to place patients
for hospital treatment to be rendered by said hospital."

MARJORIE SEIEARON.

MEMORANDUM
NovEMBER 12, 193S.

To: I. S. Falk, Chief, Division of Health Studies.
From: M. Shearon
Subject: Criticism of draft bill for medical care, dated November 9, 1988.

Once again I protest. This revised bill is another sorry compromise, not so bad
as the preceeding one but bad enough.

In an effort to carry out recommendations III and IV of the Technical Com-
mittee we have used a device that should be described clearly to the Technical
Committee and to Mr. Altmeyer. The full implications of the use of this device
should be set forth now while we are still discussing the social values of the
legislation proposed.
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The heart of this bill Is in the definitions. The device we employed to meet
recommendations III and IV was to define a "qualified person" under three pos-
sible medical care programs and in particular to redefine public assistance to
include medical assistance. In other words, the Federal Government, under our
bill, will call for a redefining of poor relief to include not only such commodities
as groceries, rent, clothing, and coal, but also Medical care services. Under the
present poor laws it is generally recognized that the indigent sick are a charge
on the community. Indigents under these laws cannot always claim medical care
services In their homes, but they can usually go to the county poor farm or some
other local institution that provides for sick papupers. Our proposal is that a
State with an approved medical-assistance plan shall provide medical care
services for declared paupers In their homes and in hospitals. We put a little
more compulsion in the law than there is now; we insist upon home services; and
we put a Federal definition of need into the legislative picture, whereas up to
this time Federal legislation has left to local administrative agencies to determine
what constitutes need.

The most important thing this definition does, however, is to lay down the
principle that the self-supporting persons who needs the servies of a physician
or surgeon for which he cannot pay may secure such services under the Federal
plan by declaring himself a pauper. With one hand we hold out the hope of med-
ical care for the millions who need it; with the other hand we drive those
millions away.

I have searched the Technical Committee report in vain to discover any place
In which the statement is made that self-supporting persons must take a means
test to enjoy the benefits of the Federal medical care plan.

It is assumed by those who want the means test for self-supporting persons with
low incomes that this group must be linked with the group of persons now in re-
ceipt of public assistance. We do not cut through the coverage in other social
insurances in this fashion. We do not say that nonrelief persons in families with
incomes under $800 or $1000 must seek unemployment relief instead of building
up unemployment insurance rights or that they must look forward to accepting
old-age assistance Instead of old-age insurance benefits. Why make this strati-
fication among wage earners seeking medical care?

Will we not meet all the requirements of recommendation III If we say that
the 20,000,000 self-supporting persons with low incomes are to receive medicaT
care under health insurance instead of under medical assistance? We are leav-
ing It to States to decide which program they will adopt. Is there any justifi-
cation for taking a big group of wage earners and suggesting that they be cared
for under medical assistance instead of under health insurance. We have not
followed that procedure in other social legislation.

The following tripartite proposal for medical care would incorporate all pro-
posals in recommendations III and IV but would link the 20-million non-relief,
low-income group with Insurance instead of Assistance.

MAiuomI SEKARO.

130 u-nterprisers and
their dependents

130 eoverd. by volun- /
tary insurance /

100 /
/

Wage and ualu'y /
80 earners and

their dependents /

40

40 Non-rellet, low
...incoe group, plusdependents

Realplents of Public assist-
anae (general relief, OAA,

0 ADC, etc.)
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MEMORANDUM

NOVEMBER 14, 1938.
To: I. S. Falk, Chief, Division of Health Studies.

From: Marjorie Shearon.
Subject: Proposed Federal Poor Law Act of 1939.

Since we seem to be giving serious consideration to a Federal Poor Law Act
that is definitely to include medical relief (or medical assistance) for the
"'otherwise self-sustaining," I should like to suggest that the law be clearly and
forthrightly labeled what it is. Such a procedure will make clear beyond any
doubt to the general public and the medical profession that the United States
-contemplates following in the footsteps of the British.

In Great Britain the administration of poor relief is governed for the most
part by the Poor Law Act of 1930 which consolidated a number of earlier
acts, ranging from the Poor Relief Act of 1601 to the Poor Law Act of 1927.

If we attempt to carry out recommendation III by furnishing medical assist-
ance to the "'medically needy" we shall find it necessary to adopt the principles
now clearly set forth in the British Poor Law Act. It is there set forth that
"by destitution is meant the absence of material resources necessary for satisfy-
ing basic physical needs. But a person may be regarded as destitute who is in
need of some particular necessity of life without being destitute in all respects.
Thus, for example, a person who is not entirely lacking in the means of sub-
sistence, may yet be destitute in that he is unable to provide for himself the
particular form of medical attention or treatment of which he, or some member
of his household, is in urgent need."

It is to be noted that over one-third of the persons in Great Britain who were
in receipt of domiciliary relief on January 1, 1936, were relieved on account of
"sickness, accident, or bodily infirmity." These were the "otherwise self-sup-
porting" who took advantage of medical services under the British poor laW. With
respect to this law the following statement is made in the Report on the British
Social Services: "It is the duty of every public-assistance authority to provide
medical attention for those who apply to it for relief, even if they are not
destitute in the ordinary sense of the term. For this purpose a special domiciliary
medical service has been created by appointing a medical officer in each district
whose duty it is to attend and supply medicines to all poor persons requiring
medical attendance within the district, at the order of a relieving officer."

If this is the sort of medical care program that the National Health Conference
contemplated, the legislation should be identified as poor relief legislation and
should be publicized in that way so that Congress and the public may have no
doubt about what is contemplated.

MARJORIE SHEARON.

Senator SMITH. The committee will stand adjourned subject to the
call of the chairman.

(Whereupon, at 12:40 p. m., July 23, 1947, the subcommittee ad-
journed. subject to the call of the chairman.)
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 27, 1948

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH OF THE

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBuC WELFARE,
Washington, D. C0,

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a. i., in the committee
room, Capitol Building, Senator H. Alexander Smith (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Smith (presiding), Donnell, Murray, and Pepper.
Senator SMITH. The committee wiil please come to order. On July

23, prior to the adjournment of Congress, we were engaged in these
hearings, and at that time I think Dr. Falk was on the stand. Before
we call Dr. Falk for further examination I want to make a brief
statement for the benefit of the committee and for the record.

After we adjourned last July, and after consulting with my col-
leagues on the committee I decided to send a letter to the governors
of our 48 States,. together with both of the bills, so that they couldgive us their judgment and explain briefly their comprehension of
the bills. That letter was sent on August 7, and we have had replies
from, all told, 39 of the governors of the various States. Thirty-nine
States have replied.

I am going to insert in the record at this point the text of my letter
addressed to the governors, and the questions that were asked them,
in that letter, and I then am going to insert in the record the replies,
because I believe they indicate in a general way what the situation is-
in the various States, whether there has not been as much attention
given to the health problem as possibly there should have been; and
they give us as a committee a lead as to what might be called the-
"vacuums" in this field, and where the most advanced work has been
done. So I am going to put the letters into the record and have them
available to anyone studying this matter. Also I am going to insert
in the record an analysis made by Mr. Melvin W. Sneed, w ho is staff
advisor of the committee in the field of health. The analysis made by
him shows simply the number of governors who replied and the gen-
eral nature of their replies to the letter.

I would also like to introduce into the record, so we will have every-
thing here, a communication which was sent out by Mr. Gael Sullivan,
executive director of the Democratic National Committee, criticizing
the letter that I sent to the governors, and implying that it misrepre-
sents the facts. I think Mr. Sullivan is wrong about that, because in
sending my letter to the governors I consulted wit my colleagues, and
we tried to put in the letter a brief presentation of what the respective-
bills stood for, but beyond that we sent the full text of the bills, so,
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there could be no misrepresentation of the facts. Both bills, S. 545
and S. 1320, were sent to them so they could be thoroughly studied
and we could get the benefit of the judgment of the various governors
on the bills, and their analysis could help us in working out our prob-
lems. I just want the record to show what has been received from
the governors in this connection.

Senator MUrrAY. Mr. Chairman, I should like the record to show,
that in my opinion, the letters from the various governors should in no
way influence our consideration of the two bills before us, not even
those from governors who expressed opinions in favor of S. 1320.

I say this for the following reasons:
(1) The letter sent to the governors was not cleared with the min-

ority members of this committee before being sent. In our opinion
the brief descriptions given both S. 1320 and S. 545 are unquestion-
ably misleading as regards the contents and implications of both
bills. I assume that this was inadvertent. I know it could have been
avoided had the sponsors of S. 1320 been permitted to add their own
characterizations of the bills.

(2) The letter gratuitously misdirected the governors by suggest-
ing that their opinions be formulated by the medical authorities of
the various States. On this point I feel quite strongly. Neither S.
1320 nor S. 545 primarily affects the practice of medicine. Both bills,
on the other hand, have to do with the way in which people pay for
medical care. Yet it was suggested that the governors allow their
opinions to be formulated, not in consultation with the people who
pay for medical care, but in consultation with State health officers
whose own programs depend upon the good will of the local poli-
ticians of organized medicine. Insofar as the answers received re-
flect the opinions of State medical societies rather than of the people,
they are biased and misleading.

Furthermore, I should like to point out that I know of no governor
who has been in any way authorized to speak for the people of his
State on this subject save one. The only governor who is justified
in so speaking is a man who ran for the governorship on a platform
involving compulsory health insurance. Thaf Governor, Republican
Gov. Earl Warren, of California, was elected by promising to support
a health insurance bill. It might be pointed out, incidentally, that
Governor Warren's pledge to the people of California was frustrated
by a Republican-controlled legislature, a phenomenon we are not
unfamiliar with on the national scene.

As far as my own State of Montana is concerned, I myself, was
elected by the people of the State to help represent them in all mat-
ters involving national legislation-elected, I may add, with the full
knowledge of the people that I was in favor of a national health
insurance program and opposed to charity medical care. The Re-
publican Governor of our State has not been authorized, and is in no
way competent, to represent Montanans in matters having to do with
Federal legislation in general, or with health insurance in particular.

It is for these reasons that I am compelled to regard this whole
matter as politically motivated, altogether lacking in objectivity, and
unworthy of serious treatment.

Senator Smith's own State of New Jersey illustrates the situation
welL We had already learned that the doctors of that State are
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opposed both to my bill and to Senator Smith's own bill, S. 545, inso-
far as it applies to New Jersey. We know, too, that the millions
represented by New Jersey's American Federation of Labor and New
Jersey's Congress of Industrial Organizations were and are unalter-
ably opposed to S. 545 and wholeheartedly in favor of S. 1320. Al-
though it is refreshing to find that the Republican Governor of New
Jersey is "not enthusiastic about S. 545," the fact that he is opposed to
S. 1320 obviously does not reflect the attitude of the people of New
Jersey.

Senator SMITI. I might say, Senator, that he is opposed to any
Federal legislation. He thinks the matter ought to be handled by the
States. I might point that out to you as you make your statement.

The question to me is whether the Federal Government should take
these matters over from the States, irrespective of what the States
think they want and simply say: "Disregarding your views or the
views of your organizations, your governors and what not, we are
going to impose legislation on you.1 That is one of the issues and
we have got to face it.

I welcome your statement, Senator, because it brings out the differ-
ences between us. I think it is a fine way to do.

Senator MURRAY. My statement is to the effect that he is not en-
thusiastic about S. 545.

Senator SmrrH. He doesn't want either one of them.
Senator MURRAY. That is an extract taken from his statement.

The fact that he is opposed to S. 1320, obviously does not reflect the
attitude of the people of New Jersey.

Had the chairman of this subcommittee sent copies of both bills
to organizations of doctors and of the people in each State and re-
quested their considered opinions on the two bills, I am sure he would
have found the same thing as we have found in New Jersey. Or-
ganized medicine in each State would oppose S. 1320 and prove
captious in its support of S. 545. The people in each State would
denounce the charity plan and the bureaucratic horde of snoopers en-
visioned by S. 545 and would endorse national health insurance.

After all it is the people, not the doctors, who pay for medical care.
Should we not ask the people how they'd like to?

That is the end of my statement.
Senator SMITH. I am very glad to have it included with the ex-

hibits, because it brings out Senator Murray's position. We are good
friends and he shows a fine spirit. The difference is fundamental
on how this matter should be treated.

Senator MURRAY. That is right.
Senator SMITH. It is my belief that it could be better treated by

over-all Federal direction, and I believe up to the moment-I have
not made any final decision on it, but I believe that we have to use
our States and we can't do better than use the set-up of the legally
elected organizations in the States if we are going to work out a
satisfactory program. We cannot have an arm of the Federal Gov-
ernment coming in and trying to override our local State govern-
ments, and from that angle I feel that the replies of these governors
are very significant. I am perfectly willing to nake further in-
vestigation. I will be glad to go along further with Senator Murray
in netting more facts, rather than rushing through legislation that, is

A'-
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not going to be effective. This is a very important project and we
have got, to decide how we are going to deal with the health of our
people, and we are trying to get every possible angle. I have been
advised that the Brookings Institution has been making a study of the
matter this summer, and presently they will have a report, of the
observations which they have made, entirely on their own. I have
had nothing to do with it. They have gone ahead on it themselves
and they will be here to give their report and what they find in the
different States with regard to the need of legislation. and so forth.

I have not seen the report yet. I have just been told that it is in
the making, so that will be a helpful contribution to what we are try-
ing to do. We may have to come to the issue of whether the Federal
Government should take over from the States their right to run them-
selves. We are getting too far into the Federal field and we are not
recognizing that we do have 48 sovereign States in this country that
ought to have some knowledge of what they need in their respective
jurisdictions. I want to make that statement as forcefully as I can,
because that is where I fundamentally disagree with Senator Murray's
position.

Senator MIURRAY. Mr. Chairman, I might add that there has been
so much propaganda put, out in the country against this prol)sel
legislation-

Senator S.rrT'I. And for this legislation.
Senator MURRAY. Yes-the propaganda being designed to create the

impression in this country that this legislation is socialistic. I want
to say that one of the common arguments against a national health
insurance act is that it is socialistic in character. I want to present
a finrther statement in this connection, and I would like to have it
introduced in the record, showing" that all of this kind of legislation
that has been advanced in this country has been opposed and attempts
made to block it bv those who have an interest in blocking it, and in
fact that all progressive legislation that has ever been offered in the
history of this country has had to go up against the same kind of
propaganda. I would like to have this in the record.

(The paper referred to is as follows:)

THE ALLEGED SOCIALIST CHARACTER OF TIE NATIONAL HEALTH
INSURANCE ACT

L-ssoNs FROM A.M I:I('AN HISTORY

I'ROGRF:SSIVE LEGISLATION GENERAL I.Y ASSAILED AS SOC IA.IS 'I'C

One of the com-mon arguments a;.iinst the Nntionil Health Insurance Act
is its alleged socialist character. My rea(ling of .\niericai history persuade,4
me that there is hardly a pie.e of progressive social legislation that wasn't nt
one time or another attacked on the same grounds. A few illustration. make
highly illuminating reading.

WORKMEN S COMPENSATION

Tnke workmen's compensation, which we all accept today as a va.t im-
Iprovwnient over the old liability law. Some of us can remember that when the
States early in the present century began to adopt workmen's compensation
legislation, the ol)position proclaimed from one corner of the land to the other
that private property an( individual liberty were threatened and that socialism
lay around the corner.

Arguing the constitutionality of the State of Washington law before the
Supreme Court in 1917, one employer said: "If the centralized advantages of
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communli8m or socialism are deemed preferable, the Constitution provides a
method of amendment resulting in certainty of right. The act takes the em-
ployer's property without legal reason, invades his and his employee's right
of private contract in a matter with which the public has no concern" (1. Moun-
tazim Timber Co. v. State of Wa8hitgton, 243 U. S. (1917), pp. 223, 226).

The National Association of Manufacturers, then as now, a center for the.
most reactionary forces in America was opposed to workmen's compensation,
just as it has since opposed every progressive measure advocated by the American,
people. It fought all decent labor legislation; it fought all tax measures designed
to place the burden on those best able to carry it; and even after the crash of,
1929, it fought the proposal to create the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Then, as now, it fought deviously-always proposing a "voluntary" mechanism
as a last resort when the people were determined on effective legislative action.

Just as today we see voluntary health insurance is suddenly espoused by-
the opponents of National Health Insurance, back in 1910 at the annual con,
vention of the National Association of Manufacturers one of the speakers ad-
vocate& voluntary workmen's compensation. He said, "This country is not keen
for Government by paternalism and the people generally are xxot in favor ot
having the Government engage in the transaction of any business which cor-
porate organization of private capital can satisfactorily serve, or perform any
function which can be properly performed by individuals or associations. As
the New York commission again says:

"Unless the whole workings of compensation shall ultimately rest in a new
and extended bureaucracy, opposed alike to American habits and American.
condtitutlons, that problem must be worked out by mutual associations of em-
ployees encouraged by the employer" (2. Henry L. Rosenfeld, Cooperation and
Compensation versus Compulsion and Compromise in Employers' I~iability, Pro-
ceedings of the Fifteenth Annual Convention of the National Association of'
Manufacturers, 1910, p. 176).

PUBLIC EDUCATION

Tax-supported public education is regarded today as the birthright of every
American. One hundred years ago the opponents of free education called it
socialism. They said it was unjust to have the so-called better classes pay taxes.
for the education of poor children. "Why should the thrifty pay for the shift-
less," they asked. In New York, the law for tax-supported schools was declared
to be "infidel socialism in its principles; unjust and oppressive in its operation;
immoral in its tendency, irreligious in its consequences, and injurious to the cause.
of education" (3. Frank Tracy Carlton, Economic Influences Upon Educational
Progress In the United States, 1820-1850, Bulletins of the University of Wis-
consin No. 221, 1908, pp. 60-61, 64).

When the'Virginia Legislature in 1816-17 was considering the subject of
free education, a local newspaper printed a letter from a reader which went in this
vein:

"The bill assumes that Government ought to take the business of education.
into- its own hands, not only for primary schools for the poor * * * but for.
all classes. Is it very clear that Government ought to do this? Have the
practical effects been beneficial elsewhere? * * * Great men of Europe
hsobeen produced by the tutorial scheme wherein individuality is developed."

Another writer protested the proposed change from private initiative to,
compulsion by the State. The effect of education, he said, -would be to dimin-
ish incentives for the development of work habits and of skills and to encourage
sloth and idleness. He submitted a counter-proposal to establish a university
and to provide funds for academies and colleges but which excluded all pro-
vision for primary schools which, he argued, the commonwealth did not need.
"It is the duty-of the Government," he said, "to supply only that which th,
citizens cannot provide in a private capacity" (4. William Arthur Maddox,
The Free School Idea in Virginia before the Civil War, Contributions to Education
No. 93 (Teachers College, Columbia University), "1918, pp. 69-71).

INCOME TAX

When Congress in 1894 debated a tax on income, many were the voices raised
to assail such a tax as socialist and un-American. "It is an insidious and com-
Munistic leveler," said Representative Baker of New Hampshire, "which exact
sufficient penalty from the thrifty, sober and laborious to make up for the delin-
quencies of the idle, dissolute and Improvident. It is, a tax which is sectional hil
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its worst form, because its burdens will be discharged in a very large degree by a
few States and a small section of the country" (5. Congressional Record, vol.
XXVI, pt. II (House), p. 1298).

Representative Adams of Pennsylvania described the income tax as a "tax
so odious that no administration ever dared to impose it except in time of
war; and you will find that the people will not tolerate it in tinie of peace.
It is unutterably distasteful both in its moral and material aspects. It does
not belong to a free country-do you wish to put a tax upon thrift and impose
a penalty on success? Do you desire to offer a reward to dishonesty and to
encourage perjury? The imposition of the tax will corrupt the people. It
will bring in its train the spy and the informer. It will necessitate a swarm
of officials with inquisitorial powers. It is a direct step toward centralizaton"
(6. Congressional Record, vol. XXVI, appendix, pt. 1, p. 207).

Said Representative Hendrix of New York: "It does violence to one of
the cherished rights of citizenship in a free republic--the right of complete non-
interference. It slaps the fact of public opinion, insults every democratic
tradition, disrespects the sacred sentiment of personal liberty, and commits
the party to one of the most vicious of political tendencies, the division of the
community into classes" (7. Congressional Record, vol. XXVI, pt. IX, appendix,
pt. 1, pp. 395-396).

"Should this bill pass," said Representative Milliken of Maine, "four-fifths
of the taxes due will never be collected, and a comparatively few honest men
will bear almost the entire burden. It necessitates a great army of official espials
into the private business of the people, which Is offensive to the American spirit of
independence" (8. Congressional Record, vol. XXI, pt. IX, appendix, pt. 1, p. 306.

POSTAL SAVINGS

When a postal savings system was first suggested in the Theodore Roosevelt
administration, the American Bankers Association passed a resolution con-
demning "as unwise and hurtful all propositions to establish postal savings
banks." "I tell you," said one speaker, "it is entering upon a plan that a free and
enlightened nation ought never to touch. Such vast deposits will be the football
of politicians and an entering wedge to that deadly peril, paternalism" (9. Pro-
ceedings of the thirty-fourth annual convention of the American Bankers Asso-
ciation, 1908, pp. 294, 304).

STATE BAXK DEPOSIT INSURANCE

Another speaker at the same convention, said about a proposal to guarantee
bank deposits, "What can be more socialistic In its tendency, more paternal in
its purposes, than this wild and illogical scheme and bank-deposit guaranty?"
(10. Ibid., p. 281).

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Even that essentially conservative piece of legislation establishing the Fed-

eral Reserve System did not escape the socialist tag. At the 1913 meeting of the
American Bankers Association, the chairman of the association's currency com-
mission said: "There ar, a great many different kinds of socialism; but, how-
ever the various theories differentiate, they all agree upon the fundamental
proposition that the Government * * * should own * * * all money-
making utilities * * *. For those who do not believe in socialism it is very
hard to accept and ratify this proposed action on the part of the Government"
(11. Proceedings of the thirty-ninth annual convention of the American Bankers

Association, 1913, p. 79).
Another speaker prophesied state control of all corporations. "If such a forced

contribution of the savings of our people invested in the business of banking can

be useful, how long before every other form of corporate investment will be

subjected to like disposal? And if part can be forcibly taken on the plea that

it is for the general good, why not take the whole?" (12. Ibid., p. 83).
Like .ome physicians today, yesterday's bankers feared lay control. "It will

readily be recognized that men trained in the banking business and conversant

with the necessities of the borrowing public, as well as its ability to liquidate its

obligations, could act with better information and clearer judgment than politi-
cal appointees selected along partisan lines, and with only casual regard for
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their experience In the business," said the vice president of the American
Bankers Association, "a business of such great magnitude and importance to
the country's prosperity should be in the control of men educated and trained in
such business in the-highest degree, rather than in state control. This Is not in
any sense a political question. It must be solved upon the higher plane of states-
manship and. not subjected to the strife and selfishness of political parties"
(13. Ibid., p. 62).

Health insurance is now added to the list of so-called socialistic proposals. It
is in good company.

Senator SMITH. I would just like to add that there is a great deal
of propaganda both ways. There are two schools of thought in
America today. One is that we must have more direction by the Cen-
tral Federal Government over all our activities; the other is that the
States still have intelligence to enable them to run their own affairs
locally. I belong to the second class, and I think the burden of proof
is on those who want to take away from the States their jurisdiction in
these matters. If it can be demonstrated that there is some wide lack of
care for our people, let us have the information. I have not seen it yet.
It may be shown before we oet through. But I certainly believe in
recognizing the autonomy of our 48 independent States. It is time
we began to study that more carefully and realize why their economy
was kept when our Constitution was set up. We are getting into al
kinds of jams trying to put the hands of the Federal Government into
the States to run their affairs wherein they have the responsibility,
and I cannot imagine any governor of a State being so stupid or un-
feeling as not to be interested in the health of his people. He never
would be reelected if he showed any evidence of that, and to say that
we can bypass the judgment of our 48 governors to my mind just does
not make sense in this connection-with all due respect to my good
friend, Senator Murray. As I say, I welcome his views, but let us
have them out in the open. Let us get down to the fundamentals of
the thing and understand what this is all about. If they want some-
thing like that, they can very easily determine it because we have
elections every now and then and support the people that we believe
in, so far as the issues are concerned.

Senator MURRAY. I appreciate the attitude taken by the distin-
guished chairman of this subcommittee. The argument he advances is
the same argument advanced against every progressive piece of legis-
lation we have had in this country. We had the same attitude with
reference to the workmen's compensation law, the same attitude with
reference to protection of children, the same attitude with reference to
everything that we have had to fight for in this country for the welfare
of the people.

Senator SMITH. Might I ask the distinguished Senator whether he
looks upon Mr. Baruch's position as in favor of Federal industrial
health insurance?

Senator MuRRAY. He is in favor of the program we have presented
in s. 1:820.

Senator SMITH. I didn't notice that he endorsed that particular bill.
I thought-however, I don't need to say that, because his speech in
full will speak for itself. We will leave that to the reader to determine
what his position is.

Now, Senator Donnell, will you proceed with the witness?
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(The correspondence submitted by Senator Smith follows :)
AUGUST 7, 1947.

My DuaR GovEmNoR: One of the most important matters before the present
Congress has been the consideration of a national health policy which will bring
about a wider medical service to meet the health needs of our people.

To the end that this subject might be fully investigated, a subcommittee of the
Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare has been studying the subject
for some months. This subcommittee is composed of the following Senators:
Senators Ball, Donnell, Pepper, Murray, and myself as chairman.

In the course of our investigation and hearingS, two fundamentally different
approaches to the matter have been presented and considered. These respeetive
approaches are covered by bills that were introduced In the Seventy-ninth
Congress and by bills introduced In the Eightieth Congress. Extensive hearings
were held last year on the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill which was one of the
measures introduced in th0 Seventy-ninth Congress. Extensive hearings have
this year been held on S. 1320 introduced in the Eightieth Congress by Senator
Murray and others, which bill is the successor of the so-called Wagner-Murray-
Dingell compulsory health insurance bill, and on S. 545 Introduced by Senators
Taft, Ball, Smith, and Donnell.

Supporters of S. 1320 contemplate a Nation-wide tax collected by pay-roll deduc-
tions of workers in industry, and other taxes on non-pay-roll citizens, in return
for which tax the Federal Government assumes responsibility for the over-all
medical care of all the people. Provision for certain decentralization of ad-
ministration is made in the bill.

S. 545, on the other hand, contemplates Federal grants to the several States
and challenges the States to develop their own programs for taking care of
the health needs of the people within their respective jurisdictions. No special
earmarked tax is proposed under the plan.

Among the important questions which enter into the consideration of the
bills are:

(1) What percentage of the population in the various States is not
getting adequate medical care today; and what classes--that is, the very
poor, the white-collar class, etc.;

(2) What States would approve a compulsory tax plan such as S. 1320
calls for, with a Government-supervised medical service; or

(3) What States would prefer the S. 545 plan, leaving to the States the
determination of policy-that is, compulsory or voluntary group health
plans, etc.

Our subcommittee would be very much aided if we could have a statement
covering the situation in your State on these matters, which I assume could
be prepared by the health authorities. I should add that under either plan
Federal grants-in-aid are contemplated. Under S. 1320 the Federal tax wftld
cover the entire cost, whereas under S. 545 a matching program is contemplated.
Copies of S. 545 and S. 1320 are enclosed.

Also as related to these problems, I would appreciate information as to the
situation in your State with regard to the following matters:

(1) How you handle the health problem in your widely scattered rural
areas.

(2) How the new Federal aid to hospitals program is working.
The assistance of our 48 States with respect to this important matter will

be greatly appreciated and I hope you can give us an outline of the situation hi
your State. In making this request I am acting in toe; spirit of what I under-
stand is the position of the Governors' Conference-a larger participation by
the States in the formulation of Important national policies.

Always cordially yours, H. ALEXANDER SMITH,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Health.

JANUARY 23, 1948.

To: Hon. H. Alexander Smith, chairman, Subcommittee on Health, Senate
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.

From: Melvin W. Sneed, professional staff member.
Subject: Summary of reports received from governors in reply to your Inquiry

of August 7, 1947, relative to consideration of national health policy.

1. State preference relative to S. 545 and S. 1320. To the date of this memo-
randum- reports have been received from 39 of the 48 State governors, many of
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-whom specifically expressed their appreciation for having the opportunity to
indicate their views on matters of national policy. The preferences reported
with respect to S. 545 and S. 1320 have been classified and summarized as follows:

Number of
Classificat ion: Go vernors

Favors S. 545 (with or without qualifications) ---------------------- 25
Favors S. 1320 1------------------------------------------------
No preference indicated ----------------------------------------
Not in favor of either S. 545 or S. 1320 ----------------------------- 5
Report not yet submitted --------------------------------------- 9

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 48

Identity of the States in the respective classifications is as follows:

Favors S. 545

Alabama.
Connect cut.
Delaware.
Georgia.
Idaho.
Illinois.
Indiana.
Iowa.
Kentucky.

1. Utah.'

19.
20.
21.
2)

23.
24.
"25.

Maine.
Ma ssacliuset ts.
Michigan.
Mississill)i.
Missouri.
Montana.
Nebraska.
New L-ampshire.
North Dakota.

Favors S. 1320

Ohio.
Oregon.
Pennsylvania.
Vermont.
West Virginia.
Wisconsin.
Wyoming.

No preference indicated

Arizona.
Florida.
Louisiana.

4. New Mexico.
5. New York.
6. Rhode Island.

7. South Carolina.
8. Washington.

Not in favor of either bill

New Jersey.
Oklahoma.

3. South Dakota.
4. Tennessee.

5. Virginia.

Report not submitted

Arkansas.
California.
Colorado.

4. Kansas.
5. Maryland.
6. Minnesota.

Nevada.
North Carolina.
Texas.

D&&R GOVERNOR : This is in connection with the letter sent to all
Governors by Senator H. Alexander Smith, Republican, New Jersey, concerning
the two Federal health measures pending in Congress.

The letter does not give an accurate description of the two measures and
appears to be an effort to obtain support for the bill sponsored by Senator Taft
and the Republican Party.

Senator Smith has endeavored to give the impression that the Wagner-
Murray-Dingle bill, sponsored by the Democrats provides for extensive Federal
control over medicine. Actually it provides for local operation of a health
insurance plan, assisted by Federal funds, under which patients continue to
choose their own doctors as they do now.

On the other hand, the Taft bill would iot care for the entire population but
only for "paupers." Also, it would give less Federal help to the poorer States
which need such help the most.

The Wagner-Murray-Dingle bill proposes one minimum standard of medical
care for all the country.

I Subsequently the Governor of Utah indicated by letter to the chairman that an error
had been made in the original report to the subcommittee. The Governor requested that
the record show that he did not favor S. 1820. The letter from Governor Maw follows
the first Utah report.
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Senator Smith's letter is carefully written to give the impression that the
Wagner-Murray-Dingle bill would encroach upon States' rights.

It would not. What it would do is provide enough funds for all States to do
a decent minimum job in medical care for its citizens.

The Taft measure would require needy States to match Federal funds. This
would mean that the more a State needs Federal help to provide adequate
medical care, the less aid it would be able to receive.

If you are planning to reply to Senator Smith's letter and desire detailed
additional information about the two health measures the committee will be glad
to supply you with the information.

With best wishes,
GAEL SULLIVAN,
Execu tive Diriotor.

Must have been written around the first of September 1947:
Do not know if it went only to Democratic Governors or (b) only to Democratic

Governors in what might be considered doubtful States.

STATE OF ALABAMA,

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH,
Montgomery 4, Ala., September 2, 1947.

Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,
United States Senator, Prnceton, N. J.

DEAR SENATOR SMITH: Your letter to Gov. James E. Folsom, In regard to health
bills S. 1320 and S. 545, was referred to the health department. In turn, we have
taken the liberty of discussing your letter with the committee on medical care
of the Medical Association of the State of Alabama. In your letter you asked
several questions, which I would like to attempt to answer.

1. It is impossible to give you any adequate figures as to the percentage of
population not getting adequate medical care today. Alabama has always had
a small number of physicians to serve its population and this became particularly
acute during the war. Since the end of hostilities, however, there has been a
marked improvement, since not only have the previous physicians returned but
there has been a considerable influx of new physicians. In 1945 there were
licensed 84 physicians by examination and reciprocity. This number increased
to 179 in 1946, and so far in 1947 we have licensed 129. As of the present there
are approximately 2,000 physicians practicing in Alabama.

2. It is not believed that Alabama would approve a compulsory tax plan, as
outlined in S. 1320.

3. Alabama very definitely would prefer the S. 545 plan. It Is our feeling,
however, that each State could administer its own plan and should be permitted
to work out a program best suited to its own population.

4. Alabama is divided into 67 counties and we have a full-time health depart-
ment in each of these 67 units. Many of these units need strengthening but the-
basic organization is present to supply the public health needs of the whole
State.

5. Alabama just completed its survey of existing hospital facilities and has
set up a State-wide plan. ,This plan has been approved by the advisory council
and public hearings on 't will be held during the month of September, so that it
can be submitted to the United States Public Health for approval prior to tnle
first of October. Indications are that there will be a certain amount of building
under this program, although the present high cost of building, coupled with the
limitation of one-third contribution from the Federal Government is going to.
make building prohibitive in some of our most needy areas.

I would like to quote from a statement made by the chairman of the committee
on medical care of the State medical association:

"During the past 20 years in Alabama our death rate has been reduced more.
than 33% percent. Many of the old causes of death, such as typhoid fever, diph-
theria, malaria, and smallpox, have almost been wiped out. We are now proud
of our low death rate and Invite Comparison with any other State. In another
20 years-with our medical school turning out more good doctors-with our State
hospital plan In cooperation with the Hill-Burton law building hospitals in every
strategic town in our State-with our voluntary hospital and medical insurance
plan available to everyone in our State-7with such insurance available to the
Indigent and medically indigent under the Taft.Bal-Smith-Donnell bill, S. 545-
then, we believe adequate medical care will be available to practically every
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Individual in Alabama. Twenty years may seem a long time but, In fact, it will
niot be long in comparison to the accomplishments."

This office will be pleased to furnish any additional Information that may be
required.

Thanking you for the opportunity of expressing our convictions, I am
Very sincerely yours,

D. G. GL, M. D.,
State Health Officer.

Copy to Gov. James E. Folsom

EXECUTIVE OFFICE,
Statehouse, Phoenix, Ariz., November 26, 19417.

Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health,

United States Senate, Washtngton, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR SM TH: I have your recent letter conveying the information

that the Senate Subcommittee on Health is considering Senate bills 1320 and
545, and making inquiry relative to health conditions in Arizona.

As you are aware, these two measures both propose a medical set-up, although
through different methods of approach. One would provide medical care as a
function of Federal Government and the other would allow the States to partici-
pate. Whatever decision is made by Congress as to which method of legislation
is most desirable, it is agreed that a solution of the problem of medical and
hospital service to persons of moderate means is needed.

This problem exists in Arizona as elsewhere.
On page 2 of your letter, you ask us, in question (1) : "How you handle the

health problem in your widely scattered rural areas?"
I would answer this question by saying that many of our counties have county

hospitals to which patients may be brought for treatment. Our more thickly
populated counties have very well developed public-health departments. Most
of our schools have school nurses and practically all of our counties have a
county physician whose duties vary considerably.

In reply to question (2) "How the new Federal aid to hospitals program is
working?" I regret to say that although enabling legislation has been passed
by our legislature, no appropriation has as yet been made. I expect to include
mush an item in my call for a special session of the Arizona Legislature in the
near future, and it is my hope that adequate appropriation will be made for
financing this program.

If my office may be of further assistance to you and your committee in this,
or any other matter, I would be pleased to have you call upon me.

With all good wishes, I am,
Sincerely yours,

SIDNEY P. OSBORN, Governor,

STATE OF ARKANSAS,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

Little Rock, November 14, 19417.lion. H. ALEXAlNDER SMITH,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR SMrTH: I have received your letter of November 7 referring to

your letter of August 7, a copy of which was enclosed.
Upon receiving your letter of August 7 I referred the matter to the State health

department for them to supply you with the information and thought that this
had been done.

Of course, it is impossible for me to say Just what the legislature might do or
what the reaction of the people might be in regard to any proposed tax for the
operation of the State health program.

I am referring your letter again to Dr. T. T. Ross, State health officer, and
asking him to reply and give you the wanted facts.

Thanking you, I am,
Very sincerely,

BlqN LANEY, Governor.
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AUGUST 21, 1947.
Hon. JAMES L. MC('ONAGHY,

Governor of Connecticut.

DEAR GOVERNOR 'MCCONAUGHY: Mr. Belden's ninoranduin of August 13 with
letter from Senator H. Alexander Smith, chairman of the Subcommittee on Health
of the United States Senate Committee on Labor and Puldic Welfare, regarding
S. 545 and S. 1320, has been received. Mr. Belden stated that you wished my com-
ments on these bills.

With respect to S. 545, known as the National Health Act of 1947, I enclose a
statement of the Association of State and Territorial Health Officers which was

prepared from verbal and written comments of many of the State health officers,
which may lie of interest to you.

In regard to the numbered paragraphs at the top of the second page of Senator
Smith's letter:

(1) I do not know of any study that has been made on the details, but the
numerous hospitalization plans such as the Connecticut plan for hospital (.are,
and the Idans for medical care which the ('onnecticut State Medical Society i,
authorized to prepare and which I believe are nearly ready to be put into effect,
may answer this question. I am not sure of the exact present status of the State
medical society plan, but Creighton Barker, M. D., executive secretary of the Con-
nectir'ut State Medical Society, may be able to furnish details.

(2) This would seem to be a last resort, if all other plans fail, and perhaps
should not be put into effect until we have full-time health services for all the

areas of Connecticut which Connecticut is aiding by State financial contribution
under the 1947 Public Act 420.

(3) In the statement of the State and Territorial health officers you will see
that these State health officers are in favor of S. 545 rather than S. 1320 because
of State participation in S. 545. I believe that conditions in Connecticut are such
that S. 545 is preferable to S. 1320.

In answer to the numbered questions at the bottom of the second page of
Senator Smith's letter:

(1) Health problems in the widely scattered rural areas of Connecticut are
handled by the part-time local health officers. In the larger towns, the health
officer is assisted by a sanitary inspection for nuisance investigations and food and
restaurant sanitation, and sometimes a public health nurse. All local health all-
thorities are assisted in an advisory capacity by the personnel of the State depart-
ment of health, and when necessary, by active participation of the personnel of

the State department of health. Certain services are given directly by the State

department of health such as venereal-disease control, narcotic control, maternal-
and child-health services, dental hygiene, crippled children services, cancer and

other chronic diseases. industrial hygiene, mental hygiene and public health labo-

ratory services. In addition, the supervision of water supplies, water purification
plants, sewage disposal plants and sewerage systems is directly the responsibility

of the State department of health. Some of this work is done in cooperation witl
the local authorities, and always with their approval and sponsorship. In addi-
tion, all medical problems are greatly assisted by the various advisory committees
,of time Connecticut State Medical Society which have given unstintingly of their

time on many matters pertaining to the health of the people.
(2) The new Federal aid-to-hospitals program is not yet in operation. Public

Act 410, An Act concerning hospital and public-health-center survey and

construction, was passed by the 1947 Connecticut General Assembly, designating

the State Department of Health as the sole agency to administer the hospital

and public-health-center survey and construction act authorized unler Public

Law 725, Seventy-fifth Congress. The Connecticut-hospital and health-center

survey has been completed by this department and the report is waiting the

approval of the public-health council of this department and the state advisory

council appointed by the Governor before publication and submission to tihe

United States Public Health Service for approval.
Under Public Law 725, Connecticut receives approximately $25,000 for survey

purposes for the 5-year period. The Surgeon General of the United States Public

Health Service, on application of this department, has authorized the expendi-

ture of the first year's allotment of $5,000. Congress made no appropriation for

construction grants, but the Surgeon General is authorized to approve, for

construction projects, a sum not exceeding $75,000,000 for the fiscal year 1948,

and such approval by the Surgeon General shall constitute a contractual obligation
of the Federal Government.
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The Connecticut State plan for this purpose has just been completed in tenta-
tive form and has not yet been submitted for approval. Thus we do not know
how the act will function. However, in the development of the regulations,
the United States Public Health Service has demonstrated good cooperation
and a desire to interpret broadly Public Law 725 to make it function smoothly.

If there are any further details you wish, please do not hesitate to write
me again.

Sincerely yours,
STANLEY H. OBBORN,

Oommissioner.

(Enclosures: Senator Smith's letter to Governor McConaughy, copies of S. 545,
and S. 1320, extra copy of this letter. Statement of State and Territorial health
officers.)

STATE OF DELAWARE, ExEcuTIVE DEPARTMENT,
Dover, September 3, 19417.

Hon. H. ALEXAND= SMITH,
Ohairnumn, Subcommittee on Health, United States Senate,

Washington, D. 0.
DEAR SENATOR SMITH: I have your letter of August 7 with enclosures wherein

you ask for information concerning health and medical problems in the State
of Delaware. I submit the following for your consideration:

As far as I have been able to determine, Delaware is perhaps more fortunate
than some othejx States, for it would seem that the population is getting adequate
medical care with few exceptions, but it is probably that the so-called white-
collar class finds itself unable to pay for all types of medical care in oome
instances. The rich can pay, and the very poor usually get care for nothing,
or very nearly so. In general, it seems that Delaware is not suffering, to put
it that way, from inadequate medical care.

It is my belief that S. 1320 has provisions which would be extremely unwelcome
and would cause difficulty in this State. Consequently, I do not believe that
Delaware should approve favorable congressional action on S. 1320.

S. 545 leaves much to be desired althoughit is preferable to S. 1320. As I
understand It, Delaware has engaged in certain programs with so-called match-
ing money, but these have not always been desirable from this particular
standpoint, due to Federal supervision. One could expect that this difficulty
would present itself should S. 545 be passed by Congress. However, it should
be emphasized, as stated above, that it is preferable to S. 1320 for its features
are less objectionable, and there is no earmarked tax in S. 454.

The health problem in our rural areas is usually solved by endeavors of the
private practicing physician supplemented with the efforts of the State board
of health. Since Delaware has good roads, no large areas to cover, and a
reasonable distribution of physicians and hospitals, this problem is relatively
simple as compared to some other States. Moreover, the favorable economic
status of the rural population, compared to many other States, is quite evident.

The general assembly did not pass legislation which would enable the work-
ing of the Federal aid-to-hospitals program; and, as a result, nothing is being
done in this connection.

I trust that I have been able to help you In the suggestions made hereinabove.
If I can be of further service, I shall be glad if you will so advise me.

Very truly yours,
- WALTER W. BACON, Governor.

STATE OF FLORIDA,
ExEcuT1vE DIEARTMENT,

Tallahassee, August 26, 1947.Hunf. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,

United States Senator,
Ohairmam, Subcommittee on Health,

Prtinoeton, N. J.
Dear SENAT SMrrH: This is with further teference to your letter of August

7 concerning a national health policy.
I am attaching a statement by Dr. Wilson T. Sowder, State health officer,

Which I believe suitably answers your questions with regard to the percentage
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of the population, by classes, that is not being provided with adequate medical
care in this State today, and also with regard to the method of handling the
health problem in widely scattered rural areas.

The Federal aid-to-hospitals program is not yet in effect in this State. Leg-
islation to activate this service was passed at the recent session of our legisla.
ture, and we expect to have the program going by October 1.

Although the survey was sketchy, I gather from the report that Floridans are
divided in opinion as to the measures, S. 545 and S. 1320, with some majority
in favor of the latter. Florida could operate under either bill but some of
the States could not meet the requirements of S. 545. For my own State, I
prefer whichever act calls for the least Federal control but you are confronted
with a Nation-wide problem and will have to solve it on that basis.

Sincerely,
MILLARD F. CALDWELL, Governor.

STATEMENT BY DI. VILSON T. SOWDER, STATE HEALTH OFixCER
"1. What percentage of the population in this State is not getting adequate

medical care today; and what classes-that is, the very poor, the white-collar
class, etc?"

Answer: This is a most difficult question to answer and, we believe, impos-
sible. I might say I doubt if anybody in the State knows, with any degree of
accuracy, the percentage of the population not getting adequate medical care.
On the other hand, most people will admit that there are large numbers of persons,
and perhaps a large percentage of the people, not getting such care. There are
two principal reasons for this, namely; poverty and a poor distribution of hos-
pital and clinic facilities and physicians. I doubt very much if the poor are
getting good medical care anywhere in the State except in the few larger
cities where there are clinics and hospitals organized for this purpose. In such
large cities, medical care is fairly adequate and is probably better provided for
than for persons who have some income but too much to be considered Indigent
and too little to meet the expenses necessary for doctors and hospitals.

In the rural areas throughout Florida, medical care is not too good for any
class because there are few doctors, or none, in the area and few hospitals, or
none. It is also true that the better trained physicians, particularly the spe-
cialists, are concentrated in the larger towns and cities. This is also true
of the better hospitals. The rural population, therefore, suffers not only In
the quantity of medical attention they receive but in the quality. The medical
care of indigents is also less well provided for In financial terms in the smaller
and more rural counties. In some of these areas, the municipalities, or the
county, have a. part-time physician. Frequently, however, county commission-
ers pay the bills for indigent persons on a fee basis when the necessity arises.
In summary, then, I should say that medical care is inadequate in Florida, in
the rural areas for all classes and throughout the State for the low income
groups, including the white collar class. If an estimate of the percentage of
persons not getting adequate medical care in the State is necessary, my esti-
mate would be around 25 percent.

"2. How do you handle the health problem in your widely scattered rural
areas?"

Answer: I have given some indication in answering the first question as to
how this is done. It should be emphasized, however, that neither the State
Board of Health nor its affiliated county health departments furnish medical
care as distinguished from public health and preventive services. There are
certain exceptions to this. We do treat all classes of persons with venereal
diseases except those choosing to go to any private physician. In areas where
we have proper facilities, we diagnose and treat tuberculosis cases by pneumo-
thorax where such out-patient treatment is possible. Ordinarily, however,
persons found to have tuberculosis are sent to the State sanatorium if at all
possible. Cases of insanity are, of course, referred to the State hospitals for
the insane. We are just beginning a program for the diagnosis and treatment
of indigent cases of cancer, for which purpose the legislature recently appro-
priated $200,000. This sum is supplemented by a small Federal grant of about
$40,000. Hookworm treatments are given in the areas where hookworm Is
prevalent but our main effort in connection with this disease Is to eradicate it
by improving sanitation. Immunizations, prenatal and postnatal care of ex-
pectant mothers, and services to children, are furnished. However, the ordinary
medical care of sick people has, with the above named exception, not been the
responsibility of the health department.
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The crippled children's commission does, however, as you know, make pro-
vision for crippled children, and since their law was recently amended, for
the care of all sick children. However, I understand that their appropriation
is inadequate to provide for all the calls made upon them for such services. The
council for the blind furnishes medical care to the blind and the State department
of education, through its vocational rehabilitation service, provides medical care
j'or adults who can be rehabilitated. Last of all, the welfare board pays for such
medical care of indigents as their budget will stand. The primary responsibility,
however, in this State seems still to rest with the local authorities and these have
provided very little organized medical service in the rural areas. It is my
opinion, however, that Florida is not unique in this connection and that the
situation here is about typical of most States with a substantial rural population.

I should like also to call attention to the fact that substantial progress is being
made in the provision of hospitalization for lower income groups through the
Blue Cross and similar hospital insurance schemes. Also the Florida Medical
Association has initiated and set up an insurance plan to take care of doctors'
bills through a corporation known as the Florida Medical Service Corp. These
plans, if extended sufficiently, will help a great deal to solve the problem for
low-income groups but whether it will solve the problem satisfactorily or not
is hard to say.

STATE OF GEORGIA,

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH,
Atlanta, September 15, 1947.

Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,
United State8 Senator,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Health,
Princeton, N. J.

DEAR SENATOR SMITH: Reference is made to your recent letter to Gov. Al. E.
Thompson regarding the attitude of Georgia about S. 1320 and S. 545.

There is a division of sentiment In Georgia, with probably a majority of those
expressing an opinion in favor of one or the other being for S. .545. Lack of per-
sonnel trained in public health is the principal handicap to a fairly adequate
public health program in Georgia.

Medical care in many rural sections is very inadequate, mainly because of lack
of physicians and nurses. That will be at least partially overcome when the
hospital construction program, as provided for in the Hill-Burton law, gets
under way.

Very truly yours,
T. F. ABERCROMBIE, M. D..

Deputy Directo '.

STATE OF IDAHO,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,IBoise, ,Septem ber 17, 1947.

Senator H. ALEXANDER SMITH,

Princeton, N. J.
DEAR SENATOR StriTH: After due study of your letter of August 7, together with

S. 1320 and S. 545, the following are my answers to your queries and our reaction
to the proposed programs.

With respect to an estimate of the percentage of the population of Idaho not
receiving adequate medical care today, it is extremely difficult to make such an
estimate. This being a State of vast distances and sparse populatioD, it is not
reasonable to expect such facilities are or can be located within what might be
termed a reasonable distance. However, the larger portion of our population is
concentrated In six trade areas; and according to the latest figures, our physician
personnel when compared to total population is above the national average.

Good hospital facilities are available in each of these centers, and such facilities
are now planning definite expansion. We have in each of six areas under our
Public health program efficient health centers engaged especially in preventive
effort and In maternal and child health and crippled children's programs. Air
transportation, with an expanded state aeronautics program, is making quick
transportation from isolated areas to centers much easier of accomplishment.
By far, then, the largest part of our population can be served adequately. There
are exceptions, of course, but these will be eliminated so far as is possible.
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I would say that the majority of our people would prefer-especially if these
were the only choices open to them-the plan of S. 545, which leaves to the States
policy determining power, as against a federally supervised service such as goes
with a compulsory, tax-supported program, as proposed by S. 1320.

In our State those unable to afford adequate medical service are the reEUni-
bility of the county of their residence. Performance under this sore of program
is of necessity varied-some very good, some very poor. This can, we believe,
be met by improvements in our State program.

The department of public health and its advisory council has Just completed
a State-wide plan for hospital service and is working constantly with the com-
munities needing their aid toward improvement of facilities. As compared
to the total need, the amount of financial aid allocated is rather insignificant;
but Public Law 725 and the work done by our agencies has stimulated interest,
and the thinking and planning resultant therefrom is very heartening.

Trusting that I have properly covered the ground of your queries, I remain,
Very sincerely yours,

C. A. IrOBINS, Governor.

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

Springfield, Aitgust 20, 194,7.

Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,
United States Senator,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Health.
Princeton, N. J.

DEi SENATOR SMITH: Thank you for the opportunity afforded in your letter
of August 7 to express an opinion concerning a national health policy. I recog-
nize the tremendous importance of this subject and fully appreciate the difficult
task as your subcommittee attempts to formulate sound recommendations re-
garding S. 545 and S. 1320. I sincerely hope that my answers to your sevoAl
questions will be of some assistance to you.

"(1) What percentage of the population in the various States is not getting
adequate medical care today; and what classes-that is, the very poor, the wumite
collar class, etc.?"

Frankly, a definite answer to this question is not available. As indicated by
the enclosed material, I believe that fairly adequate medical care Is provided
through the Illinois public assistance laws for the very poor who are dependent
upon the State or who have low Incomes. In many instances this service is
supplemented by the work of various charitable organizations. The class which
suffers mostly in all probablity consists of those with moderate Incomes who
are not indigent but who cannot afford major medical attention. Undoubtedly
many in this group, too, because of financial reasons defer medical or dental
service which is not necessarily of an emergency nature but which would be
deemed advisable for the sake of increasing physical or mental efficiency and
even prolonging life. It would seem to me that the various voluntary health
insurance plans, while not perfect, are helping to correct this situation. Actually,
however, the percentage in this group which is not receiving the necessary service
is really unknown. I am informed that a rather extensive survey would be
necessary to determine an up-to-date answer to this question.

"(2) What States would approve a compulsory tax plan such as S. 1320 calls
for, with a Government-supervised medical service?" or

"(3) What States would prefer the S. 545 plan leaving to the States the deter-
mination of policy-that is, compulsory or voluntary group health plans, etc.?"

The answer to both of these questions may be summarized in this way:
Illinois, I'believe, would be more in favor of the principle incorporated in S. 545.
The provisions of this bill would permit the State to work out its own solution
to the problem which may take into account the social, economic and other IN"
of differences between the various areas of the State.

"(4) How you handle the health problem in your widely scattered rural areas."
Illinois has no one official program which provides over-all medical care to

people in rural areas. As is the case in most other States, the people rely chieflY
on the private practitioners and private hospitals in the local areas. Various
voluntary nonprofit plans operate to supplement this system such as the Blue

Cross Hospital Plan, the health insurance plan sponsored by the State and local
medical societies, etc. In addition, of course, the State government operates
directly or gives financial aid to various types of health services which may be
outlined briefly as follows:
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(a) City and county public health departments: On the basis of a subsidy
formula, the State provides financial aid to autonomous city and county public
health departments. There are 10 city health departments operating on a full-
time basis. County health departments have been authorized by permissive
legislation only since 1943. At present, twenty-two counties are now or soon will
be receiving the benefits of this service. While the programs of these depart-
ments are mostly preventive in nature, many of them operate various types of
clinics, such as venereal disease, dental, cancer diagnostic, psychiatric, prenatal,
child welfare, etc. By and large, the services of these clinics are limited to those
who cannot afford medical care or who are referred by private physicians.

(b) State district health departments: In areas without full time health
departments, the State Department of Public Health maintains district health
departments which cover from five to eight counties each. Services are limited
essentially to the control of communicable disease. Venereal disease, cancer
diagnostic, prenatal and child health clinics are maintained in some of these
districts.

(c) Medical and dental care provided by Illinois Public Aid Commission:
Reference has already been made to medical and dental care for dependent
persons made available through our public assistance laws. Such care is pro-
vided largely by local physicians and hospitals which are reimbursed by the
State. The commission also promotes and aids the conversion of county homes
into homes for the chronically ill of whicb there are now 20 in operation.

(d) Department of public welfare: The department of public welfare oper-
ates the following institutions which provide medical and allied services to the
entire State:

Twelve State mental hospitals,
Illinois Neuropsychiatric Hospital,
Industrial Home for the Blind,
School for the Blind,
School for the Deaf,
Illinois Eye and Ear Infirmary,
Hospital School for Educable Handicapped Children,
Trachoma clinics in various areas of the State.

(e) Division of services for crippled children : (a branch of the University
of Illinois) provides for the cost of correctional services to applicants throughout
the State.

Mo Division of vocational rehabilitation (department of registration and
education) provides for the cost of medical care for those whose disabilities call
be improved or corrected.

(g) Illinois Veterans Commission assists veterans in connection with medical
attention, vocational rehabilitation and care for nervous and mental disorders.

You can therefore see that a considerable amount of medical service is made
available to the entire State even though it is not directed specifically to the
rural areas.

"5. How the new Federal aid-to-hospitals is working?"
The Illinois Statewide hospital report and plan has just recently been ap-

proved by the Surgeon General of the United States Public Health Service. At
the present, application forms for Federal aid are being distributed to over 200
Illinois communities which have manifested an interest in constructing hospital
facilities. The recent State legislature not only passed laws which are necessary
for Illinois' compliance with the Federal program but in addition appropriated
$4,675,000 for aid in local hospital construction which will supplement Federal
aid. Up to now I should say that the hospital construction program is working
exceedingly well. The response on the part of local communities is most
enthusiastic. We anticipate a continued successful operation of the program
and believe that it will bring extensive benefits to the people of Illinois, par-
ticularly those in the rural areas.

I sincerely hope that the answers to your five questions will prove helpful to
You and members of your subcommittee. Thank you again for the opportunity
of expressing these opinions.

Yours very truly,
DWIGHT H. GREEN, Governor.
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STATE OF INDIANA,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

Indianapolis, September 11, 1947.
Hon. H. ALEXANID SMITH,

United States Senator,
Chairman, Stibcommittee on Health,

Princeton, N. J.
DEAa Sni: This letter is in reply to your inquiry of August 7, 1947, relative to

Senate bills 1320 and 545. I desire to apologize for my long delay in answering
your letter, but I desired to secure certain specific data from our State board of
health before answering. The five questions asked by you are as follows:

"1. What percentage of the population in the various States is not getting
adequate medical care today? and what classes--that is, the very poor, the
white-collar class, etc.?

"2. What States would approve a compulsory tax plan such as S. 1320 calls
for, with a Government-supervised medical service?

"3. What States would prefer the S. 545 plan leaving to the States the deter-
mination of policy-that is, compulsory or voluntary group health plans, etc.?

"4. How you handle the health problem in your widely scattered rural areas?
"5. How the new Federal aid-to-hospitals program is working?"
It is extremely difficult to answer these questions categorically. If they were

direct questions requiring a "yes" or a "no" answer, for No. 1, we could say
that there Is a percent of the population which does not get adequate medical
care today. However, this involves a number of conditions which could be met
by the State and will be met as our present trend of progress deVelops. For
instance, there are counties in the State where less than 25 percent of the
births occur in hospitals, although in other areas, the percentage of births
occurring in hospitals approaches 100 percent. Present plans contemplate in-
creasing hospital facilities in needy areas. In addition to this, medical and
hospital care is dependent upon the availability of professional persons: there-
fore, the adequacy of the medical care is not always a matter of economic need,
but one of proper distribution of physicians, dentists, and nurses.

1. As regards the need among classes of our people, no department at present
is in a position to give statistically sound information. The United States Depart-
ment of Labor, in 1941, published the facts that 65 percent of families had an
annual income below $2,000 and that 95 percent of families had incomes below
$5,000. Our State health department is not in a position to judge whether
families in any of these categories can or cannot afford adequate Medical and
hospital care under any given circumstance.

Inquiries were made of our local social agencies and our State department of
public welfare, and all sources of information have stated an inability to ac-
curately judge the ability of the various population groups to obtain "adequate
medical and hospital care."

2. As regards Senate bill 1320, it is my belief that the magnitude of the program
implied by the passage of this bill is not administratively feasible, regardless
of any needs of the State or local communities. There are many things in this
bill which do not lend themselves to reasonable administration on the Federal,
State, and local levels. It seems to me, as it apparently seems to most profes-
sional workers, that the proposed program is too complex and too extensive for
any need, and it may betbeyond the resources of available agencies and per-
sonnel.

3. As regards Senate bill 545, it is my understanding that most groups in
this State, medical and social, approve of the general intent of the plan. It is
felt, however, that exceptions must be taken to some of the detailed stipulations
of the bill. This bill would create a national health agency without Cabinet rank.
A Cabinet Department of Health, Education, and Welfare appears most desirable.

Under title I, section 104 (a), the bill would establish an agency with un-
balanced and fragmented authority. The activities of the existing health agen-
cies should be preserved, but they should be brought together under the direc-
tion of a single executive head, preferably with Cabinet status. The person il
charge should have reasonable leeway in the determination of the organizational
structure of the national health services.

Instead of consolidating most Federal health services under one administrative
head, this bill would further fragment such services. The Public Health Service
would become merely one of seven or more units; and functions, which it now
efficiently performs, would be broken off into autonomous units. State health
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authorities are now confronted with conflicting philosophies and regulations
of the Public Health Service and the Children's Bureau, as well as duplication
of professional consultants in medicine, dentistry, nursing, nutrition, and audit-
ing. The Federal Government might well emulate the example of most States
by having one department of health, with resulting increase in efficiency and
economy. I am informed that State health officers have recommended for years
the inclusion of the Children's Bureau in the Public Health Service.

It is noted that on the National Medical Care Council only three of the nine
members represent consumer interest. A large representation of this group
appears desirable.

The legal requirements for advisory councils and committees, as stated in these
bills, would not aid any agency in maintaining administrative efficiency, and
this statement applies to both Senate bill 1320 and Senate bill 545. Advisory
councils and committees may be helpful, but the selection of such committees oi
councils should be made to meet a need and should be in accordance with the
requirements as determined by the executive or director responsible for admin-
istration of the program.

The failure of Senate bill 545 to provide for Federal or State standards
referable to methods of administration or quality of care might permit inefficient
administration by unqualified personnel.

It appears that in the definitions of organizational structure there are certain
inconsistent requisites. For example, under title I, section 104, part (c), it
should be noted that the Director of the Office of Medical and Hospital Care
Services is required to havd 5 years of experience, whereas the Director of the
Office of Dental Care Services is required to have 10 years of experience. This
inconsistency is not understandable and the requirements of experience do not
Include any consideration for administrative ability or experience in the field
of public health or social administration.

Title VII, part (a), of Senate bill 545 pertains to a survey of the medical
needs of our people. This provision seems quite necessary, but the amount of
funds assigned to this item would hardly seem adequate since the magnitude of
the survey outlined is as great as any health-service survey that has ever been
contemplated or placed in operation.

Exception could be taken, also, to a clause in title VII (b), section 712,
No. 4, "such programs shall provide for the collection of proper charges of less
than the total cost of such services from persons unable to pay in whole, but
able to pay in part, therefor." At a glance this might seem like a minor objection,
but from past administrative experience, this has proven to be a very important
condition. If the clause is to remain at all, the words "of less than the total
cost" should be changed to read "of not less than the total cost." As a matter
of fact, it is believed that methods of payment should be left to the State agency
responsible for the administration of any program, with the requirement that
some system of uniformity be established in keeping with the quality and type of
the service rendered. Experience has shown that it is absolutely impossible for
any individual at a remote distance to determine the value of services in a
given rural area and to prescribe a method of payment. Some reliance should be
placed upon the administrative ability and judgment of executive directors at the
State and local levels.

4 and 5. The answers to these two questions overlap to a certain extent.
The problems with reference to rural areas are those of providing public-
h~lth services, hospital beds, and more physicians, dentists, and other profes-
sional personnel. It is believed that the provision of better medical-care services
to the rural groups will be stimulated greatly by the construction of hospitals and
health centers. These will attract young physicians, particularly since they will
have available, in such hospitals and health centers, the facilities to practice
the type of medicine that they have learned in medical schools and hospital
internships. It will mean, too, that rural people will not have to travel 30 to 50
miles in order to secure hospital care.

The Federal Hospital and Health Center Construction Act will aid tremen-
dously in stimulating the development of small rural hospitals and health centers.
Information secured by the Indiana State Board of Health indicates that 26
communities plan to build new hospitals and 42 will add to existing facilities--
using funds made available under the Hill-Burton Hospital Construction Act
to aid them in financing such construction.

Two points in this Federal legislation that have appealed to the people in
Indiana are (1) that such construction must follow a demonstrated need,
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following an exhaustive survey and a definite hospital plan, and (2) that the
relationship of Federal-State and State-local is much more desirable than previous
Federal works programs where the relationship has been direct from the
Federal level to the local level.

I believe you might be interested, too, in knowing that through the initiation
and stimulation of rural health committees of the State Medical Association and
the Indiana Farm Bureau, working with the Extension Service at Purdue Uni-
versity, there is being developed throughout the State rural health committees
in each of the counties. Such rural health committees are making an inventory
of their own health problems and then formulating plans to meet such demon-
strated needs. This. we believe, follows the accepted principle of local cow-
munity accepting the responsibility for taking care of its own problems, with
some consultation from State-wide groups.

The last Indiana General Assembly passed pern'1isive legislation which es-
tablishes the legal machinery by which counties or cities and counties may cont-
bine to establish full-time local health departments for the purpose of pro-
viding public health services throughout the State. This was a forward step in
our State since the provision of full-time local health departments, under local
direction, is necessary if we are to make available to all the citizens the scientific
knowledge for the prevention of disease and the prolongation of life.

In concluding, let me state that these questions are not readily answerable.
Within the State itself, there are differences of opinion regarding the adequacy
of medical and hospital services and as to whether there is a need for financial
assistance from the Federal Government in providing direct medical and hos-
pital services. There probably is a need for some type of assistance in certain
areas of this, or any, State. Nevertheless, and I can say this without reservation,
everyone in a position of administrative responsibility feels that any health meas-
ure of the Federal Government providing assistance to States should leave a coni-
siderable amount of administrative judgment and the detailed planning ill
the hands of the State government and its administrative personnel. Without
these rights, we will depart from the basic principles of the Constitution of the
United States.

I appreciate your thoughtful consideration in requesting my comments upon
these matters. This conforms to the position taken at the Governors' conference
in permitting States to have a larger participation in the development of im-
portant national policies.

Sincerely yours,
RALPH F'. GATES, Governor.

STATE OF IOWA.
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

De.q Moines, December 8, 1947.
Mr. H. ALEXANDER SMIrH,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. SMITH: If I am called upon to testify before the Senate conimnittee I

shall be glad to express my views with reference to a wider National health
program.

For your information, however, I am enclosing a copy of a letter from Dr.
Walter L. Bierring, wuich I think will give you in general the picture in Iowa.

Very truly yours, IROnERr D. BLUE, Governor.

[Copy of letter]

STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,

Des Moine8, September 3, 1947.

Memorandum

To: Robert D. Blue, Governor.
From: Walter L. Bierring, M. D., Commissioner.
Subject: S. 1320 and S. 545. Letter August 7, 1947, H. Alexander Smith, United

States Senate.

S. 1320 as introduced in the Eightieth Congress does not depart fundamentally
from its predecessor, S. 1606 of the Seventy-ninth Congress, generally known ;
the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill.

In the new bill a certain amount of decentralization is proposed but it still
permits very little local administrative responsibility. This bill is based on the
principle of compulsory health insurance, and contemplates a Nation-wide tax o
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all workers and employers in which the Federal Government assumes responsi-
bility for the over-all medical care of all the people.

It is a definite plan to nationalize medical service, a compulsory medical-care
program, and is based on taxation rather than the principle of insurance.

S. 545, the Taft-Smith-Ball-Donnell national health bill, is a revision of the bill
sponsored in the Seventy-ninth Congress by Senators Taft, Ball, and Smith and
introduced in the Eightieth Congress February 10, 1947, with Senator Donnell, of
Missouri, as an additional Member.

This bill has met with considerable approval and support from organized medi-
cine, and appears to offer the best framework on which to build the kind of
health legislation that the country needs. It provides for a National Health
Agency under medical direction; it provides for assembling health activities of
the Federal Government in a single agency, and it recognizes the principle of
local responsibility and local control. It is patterned somewhat after the Hill-
Burton Hospital Survey and Construction Act (Public Law 725) and one of its
best features is the provision that contemplates State surveys to determine need
before allocation of funds.

PART A. MEDICAL-CARE SURVEY

The apparent purpose of the part A of the proposed act is to authorize an ap-
propriation of $3,000,000 (Iowa allotment estimate, $52,600) to assist States in
making a State-wide inventory of existing medical, hospital, and surgical care,
preparatory to the formulation of a plan for extending such care as contemplated
in part B, Medical Care Services.

This should be amended to include a State-wide survey of existing facilities for
general disease prevention and the maintenance of public health.

It should be recognized that such services as maternal and child health, school.
health services, the control of communicable diseases, public-health sanitation,
industrial hygiene, special provision for tuberculosis, venereal diseases, cancer
and chronic diseases, laboratory diagnosis, nutrition, dental hygiene, health edu-
cation, vital statistics, medical social work, and other accepted functions of public-
heoalth agencies, are a means of preserving the health of a State and the Nation.
Without these services, a medical-care program cannot be efficiently or economi-
cally administered. After all preventive measures, which are possible in the light

1i present knowledge, have been applied, there will be an inevitable residual of
sickness. It is for the provision of medical and hospital care of these ill persons
that a medical-care program is needed.

The American Academy of Pediatrics has just completed a 2-year Nation-wide
survey of existing facilities in every State, for the medical care of children.
These collected data will promote planning on a local level and serve as a pat-
tern for a more extended survey of facilities for general medical care.

PART B. MEDICAL-CARE SERVICES

Part B will authorize an appropriation of $200,000,000 for each of five fiscal
Years to assist the States in providing general health, hospital, and medical serv-
cos for families and individuals with low income (Iowa's annual allotment esti-
mated $3,514,200). During and after this 5-year period, the Congress will review

hte program and determine the amount to be authorized hereafter.
"The financial contribution made by the State and its governmental subdivisions,

Ililist be at least equal to the amount contributed for similar purposes in the year
194; and at least equal to the Federal aid made available to the State under this
lez isolation "

This bill evidently assumes that the indigent sick will be cared for locally in
Some form or other. The Iowa medical and surgical care is provided through
the university hosDital, county hospitals, and other local medical-care systems.

The limitation to "families and individuals with low income" will make it
difficult for any State to expand this program to include other segments of the
Population, should it desire to do so.

If a single medical-care program could be developed, it would be more efficient
and economical and be more receptive to the general public and of infinitely
greater service.

In Iowa it is difficult to define "low income". There is a decided difference
'111ong economists, medical, public health and other authorities, as to what
constitutes a low income. Lack of provision of medical care is also not limited
in any way to the lowest income group.

64 431--48--pt. 4- 11
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The use of the term "low income" presents the aspect of charity, and the
means test. As Americans we believe in the dignity and self-respect of the
individual and the integrity of the family. For these reasons, the State, rather
than the Federal Government, should determine whether or not a medical-care
program should be made available to all the people or a certain portion of
them.

Any plan should permit a flexibility so that it can be changed from time to
time to meet the requirements of the population.

In its present form the bill does not make any provision for supplementary
laboratory diagnostic or nursing services, or the prescribed medicines and appli-
ances, which are necessary if an adequate medical-care program of high quality
is to be rendered. An amendment providing such additional services is to be
recommended.

The increasing development of voluntary pre-payment plans, particularly for
hospital care such as the Blue Cross and similar organizations should be carefully
considered in planning medical care on a national basis.

The bill also provides for assisting States in making dental surveys, relating to
State programs for extending dental care services. The dental survey should
be integrated with an over-all survey of public-health and medical-care facilities
in the State intended to maintain or improve the health and take care of the sick.

There is great need in this State for the extension of preventive dental care
services. All school children need Some form of preventive dental care each year,
and this certainly should be available to all those who cannot obtain such services.

The present bill contains a new provision authorizing an annual appropriation
of $10,000,000 (Iowa allotment estimated $175,000), to enable the Surgeon General
of the Public Health Service to develop more effective measures for the preven-
tion and control of cancer, and to assist through grants to States, counties, health
districts, and other political subdivisions of the States, in establishing and main-
taining adequate measures for the prevention and control of cancer. This pro-
vision of the proposed act is to be strongly recommended.

The administrative control is similar to that of the Hospital Survey and Con-
struction Act. A National Medical Care Advisory Council is to be appointed and
a similar council in each State.

This bill is a distinct improvement on any national health and niedical care
legislation previously considered, and the principles involved can be strongly
endorsed, although certain changes or amendments should be made to make it
entirely acceptable in this State.

In the light of existing conditions In this State, it would be more, practicable
to limit Federal legislation for the present to authorizing a State-wide survey
or inventory of public health facilities for the prevention of illness, as well as
hospital, medical, surgical, and dental care facilities, before a definite medical
and dental-care program is inaugurated.

In answer to specific questions asked by Senator Smith, the following is
submitted:

"1. What percentage of the population in the various States is ot getting
adequate medical care today; and what classes that is, the very poor, the
white-collar class, etc.."

This is a difficult question to answer concretely for this State.
It is doubtful if aay one knows the extent to which medical care is not

available to any particular group because of an inability to finance it. It
will take a very careful survey to determine this with any degree of accuracy.

"2. What States would approve a compulsory tax plan such as S. 1320 calls
for, with a Government supervised medical service?"

The general Impression is that this bill is generally opposed in Iowa, and
that compulsory health insurance Is not the solution for present conditions.
At the Senate Hearings last spring representatives of the two National Labor
organizations endorsed S. 1320. Thus far there has been no official statement
from the two Iowa affiliates of the AFL and the CIO.

"3. What States would prefer the S. 545 plan leaving to the States the ,de-
termination of policy-this is, compulsory or voluntary group health plans,
etc. ?"

There has been a general expression from medical, nursing, public health and
welfare organizations in preference for S. 545 as best suited to meet health
legislation needs at this time.

Two further questions are asked in Senator Smith's letter:
"1. How do you handle the health problem in your widely scattered rural

areas?"
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The State has been divided into 10 district health services. In each health
district there is a medical director, supervising public-health nurse, public-
health engineer, with clerical assistants. Each district covers an average
area of nine counties, with a population of 200,000 to 250,000.

The budget of this district personnel is provided from Federal funds--general
health, United States Public Health Service, and Children's Bureau, Social Se-
curity Agency. In 56 counties full-time public-health-nursing services have been
established. The salary and other expenses of each public-health nurse are paid
equally from Federal funds and local board of supervisors appropriations.

As qualified personnel and additional funds become available, the public-
health nursing service will be extended to the remaining 44 counties. At the
present time about 60 percent of Iowa communities have the benefit of fu-lltime
local public-health services.

It is contemplated in the near future to divide the State into 27 local public-
health units or district services. Seven of these units will comprise city and
county health departments, and 20 units multi-county health districts.

"2. How the new federal aid to hospitals program is working?"
The hospital survey and construction program in Iowa had an early start,

because of 'the appointment by Governor Blue of a State hospital survey com-
mittee on February 15, 1945.

The fifty-second general assembly passed the Iowa Hospital Survey and Con-
struction Act, which authorized an inventory of existing hospitals, surveying
the need for construction of hospitals and developing a program of hospital
construction of public and other nonprofit hospitals as provided in the act.
This will enable cooperation with Public Law 725, Hospital Survey, and Con-
struction Act, Seventy-ninth Congress. The Governor is authorized to appoint
a State hospital advisory council consisting of 12 members. A legislative ap-
propriation of $20,000 annually for the biennium was made to match the Federal
grantI

The fifty-second general assembly also enacted a Hospital Licensing Act.
An inventory of existing hospital facilities in Iowa has been completed. The

plan for hospital construction based on the needs of the different Communities
is ready to be transmitted to the Surgeon General of the United States Public
Health Service.

Local funds are available by subscription or local county bond issues.
As soon as the Iowa plan is approved by the Surgeon General, United States

Public Health Service, applications will be forwarded in order of priority and
to the extent of the allotment granted to Iowa for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1948. An estimate of needed hospital construction in this State greatly
exceeds the grants provided for the 5-year period through the Hospital Survey
and Construction Act, Public Law 725.

The establishment of an integrated hospital system as contemplated will dis-
tinctly influence the character of medical and surgical service available in the
future. It will likewise attract more qualified physicians in the smaller com-
munities than ever before. Both of these factors will have a significant effect
on medical care programs to be developed.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH, Frank/ort, September 8, 1947.

United Stateo Senator,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health,

Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
Princeton, N. J.

DEAR SENATOR SMITH: Upon receipt of your letter of August 7, I transmitted
a copy to State Health Commissioner Dr. P. E. Blackerby, with a request that
he undertake to assemble informational material on the questions you raised.
Dr. Blackerby has supplied me with the following data, which I feel confident
is reliable.

In the matter of handling public health problems in Kentucky, this State has
Pioneered In the development of full-time county healt departments. The total
"Umber of counties in this State is 120, of which 104'have been organized and
intensive programs for health protection developed over the years. Others of
the 16 remaining counties are ready for organization and operation as soon as
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trained personnel may become available. The lack of trained professional per-
sonnel constitutes our greatest handicap at this time. There is a serious shortage
of both medical and nursing workers. The situation is not so serious insofar
as sanitation and other types of personnel is concerned, and at the present time,
with the general supervision of part-time health officers in many of our counties,
the health program in the main is going along satisfactorily. We do believe that
we are sufficiently well organized for the development of any program related to
the health services. There is very good correlation of the services of the State
department of health, the State welfare department, and the State department
of education in all activities directed toward the protection of the public health
in the State.

There are two maternity hospitals and health centers in the mountain section
of the State and these are contributing a fine service to a considerable population
that does not have an adequate supply of physicians and where untrained mid-
wives have in the past given the major amount of delivery service. These
centers provide an excellent prenatal care program, together with planned educa-
tional activities in the field of child nutrition.

The State department of health maintains three types of mobile units; three
traveling clinics for dental services, two traveling clinics for chest X-ray work,
as a contribution to the program of tuberculosis prevention. In this particular
field the State has one tuberculosis hospital now in operation, and five other
such hospitals under construction. There is a large tuberculosis hospital for
Louisville and Jefferson County maintained by the governments of same. Lex-
ington and Fayette County also maintain and operate a tuberculosis hospital and
two other counties in the State have small tuberculosis hospitals, all of which
indicates that the tuberculosis problem will in the near future be met fairly
adequately. Through an integrated program of the State department of health
and the Kentucky Division of the American Cancer Society, a mobile unit for
cancer education and diagnosis has been put into operation. Here again these
two agencies are assisting in the operation of 16 diagnostic and treatment
centers for cancer control.

The crippled children's commission, operating technically under the State de-
partmuent of health has an excellent program for the detection and treatment of
crippled children-the commission carrying the correctional program, and the
State health department through its division of epidemiology providing edu-
cational and preventive services in relation to poliomyelitis. The full-time
county health departments contribute greatly in case-finding of poliomyelitis in
the early stages and prompt referral to the crippled children's commission for
care and treatment. Many voluntary civic and professional groups cooperate in
providing corrective devices, such as glasses for eye defects, braces, etc., and in
the sponsoring of health education programs. As an illustration of health edu-
cation sponsorship, the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs and the Congress
of Parents and Teachers jointly sponsored a series of health institutes, one for
each federation district and practically without exception each attracted large
attendance.

The State health department has a division of industrial hygiene with a
splendidly equipped laboratory, and this unit provides consultative and advisory
services to many of the industries in the State, and sentiment is gradually being
built up in regard to the value of such a program.

A program is now being developed whereby mental hygiene services, both edu-
cational and clinical, will be made available to the State and this program will
be pushed as rapidly as personnel and facilities become available.

Each county health department in the State maintains a venereal disease clinic
where individuals may report for the various tests for the detection of venereal
diseases, and adequate treatment for these diseases is provided for the medically
indigent. With the cooperation of the United States Public Health Service there
are maintained two rapid-treatment hospitals for the care and treatment of early,
secondary, and early latent cases of syphilis. The bed capacity is something over
200 and these are practically filled to capacity at all times, with an average treat-
ment stay of 11 days.

The State health department publishes a monthly health bulletin, with a wide
distribution in the State, and in addition makes available many types of health
literature for libraries, schools and general consumption.

The Governor of Kentucky, under authority of law, recently created within
the State health department a division of medical, hospital, and related services,
and the State health department reports this division's activities as follows:
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The division of medical, hospital, and related services completed in 1946 a
State-wide survey of existing hospital facilities, and in connection therewith
made an intensive study of hospital needs, with a view of putting into operation
as early as possible a program for utilizing Federal aid as provided in Public
Law No. 725. The division has just completed its State-wide plan for a hospital
construction program and submitted the plan to the Surgeon General of the
Public Health Service for approval, which will be forthcoming shortly. Under
this plan priorities are set up for communities on the basis of the greatest need,
taking into consideration first those areas where hospital facilities are non-
available within a radius of 20 miles or more, then following the priorities on
the basis of needs met. Formulas for developing these priorities were worked
out in agreement with representatives of the Public Health Service. The
Governor has appointed an advisory council to the State health department to
assist in the development of a plan and the putting of it into operation. On
this council and the medical profession, hospital administration, agriculture,
labor, architects, and the consuming public are all represented. The member-
ship of this council is not only representative but interested, and actively co-
operating with the State health department

The greatest handicap to hospital construction in many areas of the State
is the economic situation, and in many of the areas of greatest need the per
capita wealth is so low that having to provide two-thirds of the cost of con-
struction will In too many instances prove a complete barrier. It is our judg-
ment that the formula for grants-in-aid for communities on the basis of per
capita wealth and resources as first proposed in the United States Senate would
have served to much greater advantage in the rural areas than that which is
provided in Public Law No. 725 as finally enacted. The only solution to this
situation may be through appropriation by our State legislature, If such can
be done under our present constitution, which thing is now in doubt. A number
of counties which, under our fiscal system are legally able to float bond issues
have done so, which gives assurance of new construction or additions to existing
hospitals where needs are demonstrated. It follows, therefore, that the ad-
vantages of Public Law No. 725 will be utilized and bed facilities greatly
increased In the State, but, still leaving many other sections with equal or
greater needs struggling to find financial resources for hospital construction and
maintenance programs.

The State maintains 2 public service laboratories for diagnostic services to
the medical profession and the people, and 10 county health departments have
reasonably adequate laboratory facilities, with trained technicians. In addi-
tion, there are approximately 100 private laboratories in the State, all of which
contribute in maintaining reasonably adequate laboratory facilities for all the
people. o - .

The State health Ae]artment maintains a tabulating unit for various types
of health programs, arid in connection therewith maintains an up-to-date reg-
ister in relation to the per capita distribution of physicians, age distribution,
specialties, etc.

As of August 1, 1947, the total number of physicians in active practice in Ken-
tucky was 2,320; the ratio of doctors to population for the entire State is 1 to
1,226; the average ratio of doctors in counties with cities of the first and second
class is 1 to 678; the average ratio of doctors to population in counties with cities
of 10,000 or more, not Including first- and second-class cities, 1 to 1,050; the
average ratio of doctors to population in all counties with cities under 10,000
is 1 to 1,871.

There are 32 counties in the State that represent a need for one or more
physicians at this time, and attention may iQ called to the fact that beyond
this Immediate need there are a number of anticipated needs growing out of
the age distribution of physicians. In these latter years of age, and here the
practice expectancy cannot crrespond to the life expectancy.

Provision for hospital and medical care for the indigent and medically indigent
varies in accordance with the resources of the various fiscal agencies of the
State. Practically all of the urban centers and many of the wealthier agricultural
centers provide a reasonably adequate service, but there are a large number of
counties where there is only a very limited medical-care program provided.
Thus It will be seen that It is the lower income and indigent groups that suffer
for lack of medical care in many sections. There are five voluntary hospital-
insurance plans operating in the State, with a total coverage approximating
800,000, and here the so-called white-collar classes find opportunity for pro-
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tection In the matter of securing hospitalization. The State farm bureau and
many other organizations and industries are urging their members and employees
to participate in the hospital-insurance program which bids fair to a reasonably
rapid growth in this field. The State legislature has provided an enabling act
for a voluntary insurance medical-care plan, and arrangements are now being
made for the organization and development of such a program under the
sponsorship of the Kentucky State Medical Association.

Labor organizations are, as a rule, in support of proposed legislation by Con-
gress for a compulsory system of insurance for hospital and medical care, but
a careful study of the sentiment in the State by the Kentucky State Medical
Association indicates that most of the people would prefer a system of voluntary
insurance in these fields, with provision by the Federal and State Governments for
grants-in-aid to supply the care of the indigent and medically indigent. There
is a widespread interest favorable to the rapid development of hospital con-
struction as provided under Public Law No. 725, and if these hospital units be-
come available grants-in-aid for hospital and medical care for the indigent
and low-income groups would result in not only a better distribution of doctors,
but a far more adequate medical- and hospital-care program for all the people.
The agencies administering grants-in-aid could provide directly for the low-
income groups, or contract with the hospital plans.

We view with some alarm the tendency on the part of some organized groups
in this country toward fostering nationalistic programs and believe there is a
more formidable group insistent on maintaining in this country the freedom of
individual and collective action for all enterprises serving the people. Certainly
England is demonstrating at this time that nationalistic programs become ac-
cumulative and tend to jeopardize the national economy.

We should like to submit, therefore, that it is right and proper for the Federal
Government to provide grants-in-aid to States to assist in meeting demonstrated
human needs, at the same time allowing for State determination of programs.

Trusting the foregoing will be most helpful to you, I am,
Sincerely yours,

SIMEoN WuLs, Governor.

STATE OF LOUISIANA,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

Baton Rouge, September -, 1947.
Hon. H. ATLEANDER SmrrH,

United States Senator, Chairman, Subcommittee on Health of the Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare, Princeton, N. J.

DzAn SENATOR : In reply to your letter of August 7, relative to Senate bills Nos.
545 and 1320, you are advised that I submitted copies of your letter to the State
health officer of this State for reply to certain of your questions, both numbered
(1) and (2) lists of questions contained in your letter. I am enclosing your
copy of the letter from our State health officer in answer to the two questions
referred to.

As to how the Federal aid to hospitals program is working, you are advised that
we have completed the survey required under the provisions of your Law 725.
We are now In the planning phase of this program, and our plans should be com-
pleted within the next 2 months. We will then be ready to enter the construction
phase of the program.

I am unable to give you any answer to questions Nos. 2 and 3, as to whether
the State of Louisiana would approve a compulsory tax plan such as S. 1320 calls
for with a Government-supervised medical service, or whether this State would
prefer the plan provided for in S. 545, leaving to the State the determination of
policy-that is, compulsory or voluntary group health plans, etc.

We feel that our two Senators are capable of determining what is best for our
State on any Senate bill of the nature of S. 545 and S. 1320.

I am sending Senators John H. Overton and Allen J. Ellender of Louisiana a
copy of your letter and this reply.

Yours very truly,
J. H. DAvis, Governor.
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STATE OF MAINE,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,
Augusta, November 21, 1947.

Hon. H. ALEANDER SmTH,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health,

Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.

DF.&a SENATOR SMITH: I must first apologize to you for the delay in replying to
your letter of August 7, 1947, in which you refer to two proposals; namely, S.
1320 and S. 545, in connection with public health in this country. I referred
your letter to the State department of health and welfare, atttention of Mr.
David H. Stevens, commissioner of that department, and, due to the fact that we
have been going through a period of rather extensive changes in the administra-
tion of welfare laws in our State, material was not forthcoming from that depart-
ment which was needed in order to make a reply to your letter. However, I am
now advised that the following would be the situation in so far as Maine is
concerned:

1. Any estimate on percentage of population getting adequate medical care
would be based on factors which are not at all well known; such as, for instance,
the extent of poverty, geographical isolation, and isolation by weather, ignorance
of existing facilities, and other unusual conditions. The department of health
and welfare does estimate, very roughly, that perhaps 20 percent might be a
fair figure for those not receiving adequate medical care, and for those not
getting ideal medical care the figure, of course, would be much higher.

2. The Idea of a compulsory tax plan to finance a rather all-inclusive health
program, such as outlined in S. 1320, is one that would probably meet with con-
siderable opposition in Maine. We have a record for being extremely conservative
in tax matters as evidenced by the fact that at the present time we do not have
any general sales or income taxes. If, therefore, the people of this State should
have an opportunity to vote on such a measure (which they presumably might
not have if it were enacted by the Congress), I doubt very much if such a plan
would meet with approval even though it were tied in with extensive public
health and preventive medicine proposals.

3. I do not believe that I would care to state without any qualifications or
equivocations what the State of Maine would prefer in the matter of S. 545 v. S.
1320 when one takes into consideration all of the phases of public health which
are involved in these two bills. As I stated above, the idea of a compulsory tax,
contained in S. 1320, would not be acceptable to 'Maine. On the other hand, the
provision in S. 545 for removing the Children's Bureau and the United States
Public Health Service from the Federal Security Agency, where these two units
are located, seems to be rather unnecessary and certainly is in conflict with the
idea expressed by Senator Taft in the Taft-Fulbright bill which, I believe, pro-
rides for Cabinet status for health, welfare, and I think education. It seems
to me there are many weaknesses in S. 545 which, presumably, may be corrected
in some re-draft. ,Is it not true that Senator Taft is at the present time
re-drafting his bill with the thought of removing some of the objections which
have been expressed both at the public hearings and subsequently by those study-
ing this matter? While I have every sympathy in the world for those in the
medical profession, it does not seem to me that it is necessary to disrupt the
organization of the Federal Government in order to set this function apart as an
independent agency when there are, no doubt, other functions in Government,
such as perhaps welfare, which are equally important I do believe that the
principal of grants-in-aid, as enumerated in S. 545 would be more acceptable to
the State of Maine than an over-all pay-roll tax. On the other hand, our State,
Which is economically not rich, would have some difficulty in finding the necessary
funds for administration and for the supplying of necessary medical and dental
services which are provided for in S. 545.

4. I have been advised by our department of health and welfare that every
effort is now being made to bring about a proper appreciation in the rural areas
of our State that public health and preventive medicine Is something which is
the responsibility of not only the State but the local municipalities. The depart-
went of health and welfare sponsors rather successfully, with the cooperation of
the doctors, clinics of various kinds and types in these areas. The State has
nearly 50 public health nurses on the State pay roll and there are about 85 other
Public health nurses employed by municipalities and private agencies who have
been most active in promoting these clinics. We have a mobile X-ray unit which
IS used in connection with tuberculosis prevention work. We have one dental
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trailer (and would like another) which Is used exclusively In rural areas. While
we are, as In most States, scarcely scratching the surface of this problem, never-
theless we are making progress.

5. The Hill-Burton law in regard to Federal aid to hospitals has not produced
any tangible results in the State of Maine as yet due to the fact that we are now
in the final stages of preparing the over-all State plan for submission to the
public and then to the United States Public Health Service. It is expected that
real benefits will accrue from this law when our program is set up and has
progressed to the point where Federal funds can be obtained.

I hope this rather long and somewhat rambling letter will give you some idea
as to our thoughts in Maine in regard to this most important problem.

Sincerely yours,
HORACE HIL.DEETH, Governor.

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS,
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

Statehouse, Boston, December 8, 1917.
Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Health, United States Senate,
Washington, D. 0.

DAR. SENATOR: The questions whJch you have asked in reference to Senate bills
545 and 1820 have been carefully considered.

Without a survey it Is not possible for me to state accurately the percentage
of our population that is not receiving adequate medical care today. The Massa-
chusetts Medical Society is now conducting a survey which will produce this
Information but, unfortunately, the results are not available at this time.

Massachusetts has been a leader In the field of public health and medical care
and we are desirous of seeing these services extended. We do not approve, how-
ever, of a compulsory system of socialized medicine. It is our belief that a
voluntary system with Government assistance Is better adapted to meet the needs
of the situation. We, therefore, prefer Senate bill 545 rather than Senate bill
1820.

Public health problems in our rural areas are handled by the State department
of public health. It has organized the Commonwealth into eight health districts,
which it supervises through its division of local health administration. District
health officers in each of the eight districts cooperate with and assist the local
health departments in carrying out their functions. The organization is dis-
cussed in the Handbook for Physicians published by the department of puwIc
health and I am forwarding a copy under separate cover.

In order to obtain the benefits of the new Federal aid to hospitals program,
the department of public health has organized a division of hospital survey and
construction which has developed a plan of survey of medical facilities in the
Commonwealth and is preparing a tentative plan of hospital construction to be
submitted to a public hearing this month. On the basis of these plans, Massa-
chusetts will be eligible to receive the Federal funds provided under the law.

I hope that the foregoing comments will be helpful- to your committee and regret
the delay in answering your letter.Sincerely yours, ROBERT F. BRADFOED, Governor.

STATE OF MICHIGAN,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

Lansing, Mich., November 24, 1947.
Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Health,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

My DEa SENATOR SMITH: May I first express my appreciation for your having
consulted me about this most important problem of health, before answering the
questions which you have asked.

Michigan's population has the opportunity of voluntarily selecting their medical
care and paying for it. This accounts for the major part of the population.

The indigent and medically indigent have available to them medical care
through the county departments of social welfare with the expense shared in
part by the State. The county departments of social aid look after the grouP
involving old-age assistance, aid to dependent children, and aid to the blind.
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There Is provision for veterans having service-incurred Illness through a con-
tractual program between th& Michigan State Medical Society and the veterans'
trust fund. This provides local medical care and hospitalization for such
veterans.

There are special medical programs providing for the tuberculous, crippled
children, the mentally ill, and those with communicable diseases. These are paid
from tax moneys by the county, by the State, or Jointly.

This leaves only one uncovered group of population, that of migrant workers
who have not gained residence In the State. Even In this group, the Michigan
law provides for care of the tuberculous as State-at-large, pending further
disposition of the individual case.

So, in answer to your first question, It appears that only about one-half of
1 percent does not have available medical care.

It is my conviction that Michigan would favor the 8. 545 plan which leaves the
detsMination of policy to the States. S. 545 embodies many of the factors which
I believe are already In operation In Michigan and which closely correlate with
the existing health plans, S. 545 also makes provision for the discrepancies
still existing in the provision of total medical care In Michigan. We do have
extensive voluntary group plans which are growing in coverage of various social
economic groups.

Relative to your question about health problems In widely scattered areas, let
me say first that Michigan has full time local health department services for 92
percent of Its population. Immunization services, well child care, maternal and
child health programs and public health nursing services to the school and family
along with sanitation services are available to practically all of our population.
The acutely ill who Is Indigent or medically Indigent, is provided for through
the county social welfare program. Several types of illness, such as tuberculosis,
etc., as mentioned above, are handled either through the local health department,
probate court, or other local officials. The public health service programs of the

I health department are prosecuted in close cooperation with the practicing
physicians in their Jurisdictions.

With respect to the new Federal aid-to-hospitals program, let me say that
this program In Michigan Is progressing satisfactorily. As you know, Michigan
was the first State to complete its hospital facilities survey. I have appointed
a well trained hospital administrator as a part of my executive staff to develop
this program. He has his quarters in our State health department to better
coordinate the relationship with the district office of the United States Public
Health Service.

Again may I thank you for your interest In health services In Michigan. I
appreciate the opportunity of giving you this information.

Sincerely,
KrM SLxa,, Governor.

STATE OF MISSsInMJ,
ExEC'UTvE DzPARTUVNT,
Jaclcson, November 18, 1947.Hon H. ALEXAmNDE SMITH,

United States Senate, Wash ngton, D. C.
Dw.ia SENAToR SMrr: This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter of No-

vember 8, 1947, enclosing copy of your letter dated August 7, 194.
Insofar as I am concerned, the only health policy that would be agreeable to

Mississippi would be S. 545. The other bill mentioned in your letter tends toward
centralization of authority and making the States more dependent upon Federal
aid rather than performing the service themselves.

I am very glad to say that Mississippi has embarked upon a program of fur-
Dishing hospital aid to its rural population and was, In fact the first State to
have its program approved by the Federal Government, and this program in
effect leaves the matter in the hands and control of local governing bodies.

In view of the above statement, I would be opposed to S. 1320 in Its entirety
and would, on the other hand, be willing to support S. 545.

Sincerely yours,
F. M. WRIGHT, Governor.
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STATE Or MISSOURI,

DEPARTMENqT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE
September 15, 1945.

Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,
United States Senator,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Health, Princeton, Y. J.
My DEAR SENATOR SMITH : Y'our letter of August 7, 1947, to Governor Donnelly

was referred to me for reply inasmuch as your questions call for certain con-
clusions which, as you indicate, can best be based on information possessed by
our division of health in this department.

In answer to your first question, may we say that we have no accurate way
of estimating the percentage of population in this State that is not getting ade-
quate medical care to date. It is our belief that in the rural sections, a great
many of our poor people are not getting it, but in the larger municipalities and
the metropolitan areas, the very poor are able to obtain adequate medical care
through the hospital divisions of the city.

Questions Nos. 2 and 8 in your letter may well be answered together. The
representative of the State and Territorial health office, Dr. Getting of Massa-
chusetts, presented the opinions of the official State health agency to the com-
mittee on both of these bills, namely, S. 1320 and S. 545, and we believe that
his testimony is applicable today.

The other question No. 1 toward the end of your letter may well be answered
by saying that scarcely any planned long range program of rendering actuall
care is in effect in the widely scattered rural areas of our State. The furnishing
of medical service is in the hands of the local county courts and varies all the way
from very good to very poor.

Your question No. 2 in the same series relates to Federal aid to hospitals.
The hospital survey program is now in very active operation. The survey is
50 percent completed, and we expect to be in a position to accept project appli-
cations for aid not later than January 1, 1948.

Thank you for giving us an opportunity to patricipate in the formulation of
important national policies concerning health and welfare.

Very truly yours, (Signed) S. Marsh,

(Typed) SAmuxL MARSH, Director

STATE OF MONTANA,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

Helena, November 14, 1947.
Hon. H. ALANDEB SMITH,

United States Senator, Washington D. (.
DEAR SENATOR SMITH: In answer to your letter of August 7, 1947, the follow-

Ing information is submitted for use by the Subcommittee on Health of the
Labor and Public Welfare Committee of the United States Senate in connection
with S. 1320 and S. 545.

In any consideration of the health situation in the State of Montana, It
is necessary to distinguish between health matters and care of the sick. In
Montana, health matters are under the control of the State board of health,
which is administered by a secretary. The board supervises such matters as
sanitation, quarantine, immunization, food and restaurant inspection, dairy
and milk inspection, public-health nursing, and health education.

In connection with the care of the sick, I shall discuss this topic under two
headings, the first of which is with reference to those who are able to pay
for their care. For this group, we are, in general, well supplied with physicians.
There is probably no place in Montana to which doctors cannot be called rapidly
in case of emergency, although there are several smaller towns which are without
the services of a physician, and some steps may have to be taken to correct
this. Unfortunately, in some of the smaller areas, there is not enough medical
work to keep a physician busy full time. My conclusion is that in Montana
inadequacy of medical service is due largely to unequal distribution and under-
utilization rather than to a lack of general practitioners and specialists.

The second group is those who are unable to pay for their care. In Montana
medical care for this group is carried out under State law by contract between
the county commissioners and county physicians. This system leaves much
to be desired. In several counties, the law has been circumvented, and other

methods have been devised.
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Changes in this State law should very materially improve the type of medical
service to this group which Includes 4 percent of our population. The percent
of "medically Indigent" Is probably much higher; these are not included
in the relief rolls, but are unable to meet present costs of adequate medical
care. Inadequacy of what are considered minimal essentials in public health
services in local area is our major problem at present.

As far as the general health condition in the State of Montana is concerned,
it is excellent. Our per capita death rate and our maternal and child health
record are likewise very good.

In connection with the health situation in Montana, I believe it important
to mention the part played by the Montana Physicians' Service, acting in cooper-
ation with the Montana Hospital Service Association or Blue Cross plan.

This voluntary, nonprofit, prepaid type of medical care was instituted Sep-
tember 1, 1946, and has shown a rapid growth. Since contracts have been
available, approximately 33,000 have been put into effect to date. I might mention
that this growth in Montana, as compared to other States, has been very great.
For instance, the New Mexico plan began enrollment during May of 1946, and
to July 1, 1947, had only 4,085 members, as compared with Montana Physicians'
Service which had 27,882 members on that date and had been in effect about 4
months less.

Today the Montana Physicians' Service has 84,000 members; Blue Cross
has about 45,000 members. Combined, these approximate about 80,000 or some-
what less than a fifth of the population of Montana. In addition, there has been
established a Montana Health Planning Board, which hopes to integrate health
activities planning and to correct deficiencies in supplying public health, medical
and hospital services to all areas and citizens of Montana within the range
of existing laws and health agencies.

As far as Federal aid to hospitalization is concerned, this program is just
getting under way in the State of Montana. The 1947 session of the Montana
legislature enacted into law a bill providing for an inventory of existing hospitals,
for a survey of the need for additional hospital facilities, and for the develop-
ment and administration of a hospital construction program and providing for
compliance with the Federal Hospital Survey and Construction Act. Already,
some 20 areas have signified their intention of making application for Federal
funds-most of these are rural areas which will require from 10 to 20 bed
facilities.

With specific reference to the two bills under discussion (S. 1320 and S. 545),
I believe both of, them have objectionable features; but of the two, the Taft
bill seems less objectionable.
S. 1320 provides for a federally sponsored health program, primarily financed by

a Nation-wide pay-roll tax. The bill, as present drawn, takes from the States
control over medical and health matters. In my opinion, a decentralized pro-
gram, retaining primary responsibility in the States, would be superior to a
Federal program. S. 1820 establishes a new Federal bureaucracy, for it can be
called by no other nape, and I question whether a sufficient number of trained
personnel could be made available in time to effectuate the program. Another
serious objection to the passage of S. 1320 is the almost universal opposition it
has received from members of the medical profession. The success of any such
program will have to depend on the services of practicing physicians, and their
full cooperation is essential.

S. 545 attempts to meet some of these oI4octions. It deals with health as a local
problem, and under its provision the States will actually administer the law.
However, I seriously question the wisdom of the limitation of the program to
"families and individuals with low income," which, to my way of thinking, would
limit the effectiveness* of the program. Medical care should be made available to
the population as a whole, and it should be left to the individual States to de-
termine how extensive the program should be. No restrictive limitation of this
nature should be written Into the bill. This is a matter for the States, and
although the Federal Government's participation is welcomed, that should not
amWOunt to the control of the plan.

In connection with S. 545, 1 respectfully refer you to tle testimony already of
record submitted by the Stgte and Territorial Health Officers Association. This
is a calm, dispassionate analysis of the bill and is an honest endeavor to bring
important facts to the attention of your committee.

Very truly yours,
SAM C. FORD, Governor.
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STATE OF NEBRASKA,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,

Lincoln, Deoember 11, 1947.
Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,

United States Senate, Washington, D. 7.
DEAR SENATOR SM1TH: With reference to the pending legislation now before

the Congress, has been referred to the Nebraska State Department of Health.
Will attempt to answer the important questions which enter into the consideration
of the bills (S. 1320 and S. 545).

Question 1: It is my opinion that no one in Nebraska but what has adequate
medical care today. To define adequate medical care might well provoke an
argument from the socialistic "do-gooders." While it is true that every citizen
in Nebraska is not financially able to provide the "superdelux" type of medical
care that some of the high-powered specialists have been offering, but that does
not mean that they're being denied good medical services by their own family
physician. I am sure that Nebraska has provided adequate medical and surgical
care for the indigents.

It may be true that some of the white-collared class find it a little difficult, from
a financial standpoint, but in most instances the medical 1)rofession does provide
adequate care (and take into consideration ability to pay for such services).

It seems to me that Nebraska's problem has to do with the distribution of
physicians. This same situation exists throughout the Middle West. Most of
the medical men are located in the more populous centers and leave many
areas at some distance from hospitals and medical men. But with our present day
transportation facilities, improved highways, they can in a very short time if
necessary, reach hospitals and medical services.

It is my opinion that many of the smaller villages, who once had physicians,
that it could be that physicians will not locate there in the future. I think this
is brought about by the changes in our mode of living, with roads and transporta-
tion as we now have them, that there is not the need for medical men to be in
each small community. A physician must think of his family, as many of those
areas have limited educational facilities for his children and too many times the
persons residing in that area only use a physician in emergencies and will drive
through his town on to the more populous centers for what they think is a better
medical service. So, it is doubtful that we will ever see the time when those
small villages have physicians located there.

Question 2: There are only two States, to my knowledge, that are promoting
compulsory tax plans for medical care. They are California and Rhode Island.
The Governors in those States have been quite active along this line. As a
physician, and as a public health officer, I certainly would not favor a com-
pulsory tax plan as S.1320 calls for.

Here in Nebraska the medical profession has taken steps for a voluntary
sickness insurance plan and is meeting with considerable success and seems
to meet the needs and has approval of the medical profession, which in my
opinion should be given a trial before any thought is given to a compulsory tax
plan and administered from the Federal level.

Question 3: I believe that all States would prefer, where any plan for tax
compulsory medical care plans, if such a law was enacted, should be ad-
ministered at the State level and determination of need at local levels.

Question 4: (a) The method of handling health problems in widely scattered
rural areas, every effort Is being made for the organization of district health
units, with emphasis placed on a preventive program.

(b) With the passage of the Hill-Burton bill and with necessary State legis-
lation having been enacted last session of legislature, which I am sure will
in the future solve some of the problems, with reference to medical care for
isolated areas.

The new Federal aid to hospitals program has progressed only to the point
where the survey has been made, and since the law became effective in September
1947, there is little that we can state as to how the program is working.
However, we are receiving many requests for information regarding this program
and are at the present time setting up the procedure whereby those areas that
are interested can make application for Federal grant-in-aid on the hospital
construction program. However, it is our opinion that not all of those who
have made inquiry or will make formal application will be passed on favorably
by the advisory council, for the reason that it may not be feasible to have a
medical center or a hospital located in all the areas that might make application.
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There is considerable thought being given at the present time to many of the
isolated areas. First: Some type of ambulance service so that they could reach
medical centers and hospitals. Second: Limited facilities may be considered of
sniall medical centers with a few beds, rather than establishment of a moderate
or large hospital, the thought being that the smaller centers with a few beds
would answer for most emergencies and that if necessary could be transported
at a later date to a larger hospital at a medical center.

In contacting most citizens of the State I am sure that by far the majority
do not prefer a compulsory tax insurance medical plan, administered from
Federal level.

Respectfully,
W. S. PETTY, M. D., M. P. H.,

Director of Health.

STATE oF NEW HAMPSHIRE,
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

Concord, October 17, 1947.

Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,
Chairman, Senate Subcommittee on Health,

' Princeton, N. J.
DEAR SENATOR SMITH: Your recent letter to me concerning Senate bills 1320

:lnd 545 has b.en received. I appreciate your courtesy in requesting my opinion
of the merits of these two bills as they might affect New Hampshire. I shall
videavor to answer these questions you have asked in the same order in which
tliey were presented.

You request information as to the percentage of the population not receiving
,i(I'quate care and also the type of economic classes not receiving adequate
idicdical care. The percentage of the population not receiving adequate medical

: ire would depend entirely on the "yardstick" used as a measurement for ade-
(pite medical care. I may say, however, the :,()-called white-collar class and
the group of persons in a similar moderate-income class is large in this State
;id has suffered severely financially when unexpected or prolonged illness has

-c(urred in their families. Frequently "nest-eggs" and life-savings were spent
to ('over diagnosis and expensive medical and hospital treatment. In the "white-
ollar" group and to a fairly large extent among industrial workers (who in

New Hampshire are mostly skilled workers) a large measure of the financial
burden involved in prolonged illnesses has been alleviated considerably by
voluntary nonprofit group insurances which are popular and have been eagerly
sought by large elements of the population. This a group insurance which has
not been available to independent workers, farmers, and businessmen.

Recently the Blue Shield, a similar nonprofit group insurance, has provided
for payment of medical and surgical attendance. To a less extent, this has
alleviated the financial burden of adequate medical care to the "white collar"
mlu1 industrial workers groups, and as in the case of the hospital insurance, has
as' ,red quite adequate medical care to the groups who are members of the
insurance plan. The recent inflationary tendencies of prices in general has to
1n extent reduced the amount of relief afforded by these insurance plans. The
ecmomic groups receiving comparatively inadequate medical and unquestion-
,bly inadequate dental care are those groups of very low economic status living
in rural and urban areas but mostly in rural and semirural areas.

The S. 545 plan to allow the individual States to determine their own policy
concerning compulsory voluntary health plans, I believe, would be more acceptable
to the people of New Hampshire than the plan as is called for in S. 1320 or na-
tio"ally supervised medical service. I have been informed by officials of the
Ne'w Hampshire Medical Society, and the New Hampshire Dental Society, the
New Hampshire Osteopathic Society (with suggested reservations for protection
of osteopathic physicians) and the New Hampshire Hospital Association, that
theSe societies are strongly of the opinion that a compulsory tax plan such as is
Called for by S. 1320 would be not only unworkable and disastrous to the healing
a11'k professions, but would result in a widespread reduction in the standards
Of medical care available to citizens of this State.

The members of these associations are the persons most intimately in touch
With the medical problems and they are sure such a bill would lower standards
of all the healing arts professions and would not give adequate medical care
to the people of this State. I do think that the general population who would be
the recipients of either plan are somewhat confused as to which bill would be
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preferable. There seems to be a consensus of opinion that some type of relief
is necessary for the lower income groups if we are to maintain and improve the
general standing of health in this State.

Physical examinations conducted by Selective Service in this State disclosed,
as they did in all the States in the Union, a regrettable amount of preventable or
remedial defects among the youth. It is recognized by all thinking individuals
that the youth of any State should not reach maturity with remedial or prevent-
able medical or dental defects. This is essential to the general well-being of the
State and Iountry. Without some type of economic aid to help the lower income
groups to receive adequate medical and hospital care, this goal cannot be reached.
It is my opinion and I believe I would be supported by the general population
of the people of this State, that S. 545 would aid in accomplishing this in a far
better manner than as outlined in S. 1320. In addition from a governmental
standpoint and from the standpoint of well-being of this State, any plan admin-
istered and controlled by responsible New Hampshire persons acquainted with
the particular problems in our own comparatively small area would be far .iore
efficient and immeasurably more satisfactory to the State than one conceived
and administered on a National level. There is probably no one medical care
plan that can be successful in all States of the Union with their varied economic,
geographic, and social problems.

You request information as to the situation in our State with regard to the
following matters:

How we handle the health problems in our widely scattered areas: Compared
with most of the large States in the Union, we have no truly scattered rural
areas. We do have occasional isolated farms and rather isolated hamlets and
towns; however, there is scarcely an area in the State which is more than 25 or
30 miles from a physician and from some type of hospital. So far as can be
determined, there are only isolated instances of individuals or families who have
.difficulty in securing medical attendance or hospitalization by reason of their
isolation. The difficulty 4n securing such attendance and such care is mostly
due to inadequate economic resources. The rural isolated area problem involves
only a small minority of the population of the State. I have been informed by
the secretary of the board of registration in medicine that there is scarcely any
area in the State totally uncovered by physicians or hospitals except possibly
an occasional isolated lumber camp in which a physician is not available on
short notice. There are, however, many rural areas in this State which definitely
have inadequate dental care, the population being unable economically to support
a dentist. Therefore, we find in certain areas that prophylaxis and dental care
are regrettably inadequate. There are, of course, in some of our cities elements
of our population which, because of their low economic status, are unable to
secure adequate medical or dental care also. These are people who because of
economic or other reasons have not been able to obtain voluntary health and
medical and hospital care group-insurance. There is at the present timeno vol-
untary dental insurance comparative to the Blue Shield and Blue Cross.

The new Federal aid to hospitals should in time ease to an appreciable extent
the problem of inadequate hospital facilities. We have almost enough hospitals
strategically located in the State, but they are not all adequately equipped to
care for the medical problems in their areas. It Is too early to state just how
much Federal aid will alleviate this situation. I, personally, deplore the modern
tendency of Federal intervention in the internal affairs of our State. I believe
this tendency is inimical to the best interests of our democratic government
On the other hand, if it is necessary to have aid from the Federal level, to assure
adequate medical and dental care to the people of this country, I certainly
believe that it shoulud be by a plan whereby the State is given as much latitude
as possible In administering and planning the problems peculiar to its owl
geographic, economic, and social environment.

Sincerely yours,
CHAS S M. DhLR, Governor.

STATE OF NEw JERsY ,
ExcurivE DEPARTMqT,

Augu8t 12, 1947.
Hon. H. ALEXANVER SWTH,

Princeton, NV. J.
DEAR SENATOR: This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of August 7. I

am forwarding S. 545 and S. 1320 to our health department for analysis and
iieh recommendation as the State commissioner of health may care to make.
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For my part, may I say that on the basis of present information I find S. 1320
completely objectionable. Frankly, I am not enthusiastic about S. 545. Where
is the Federal Government going to get its money for these new contemplated
grants-in-aid to the State? I suspect that the answer to that question is fairly
clear. The Federal Government will retain tax fields that properly belong to
the States, or invade new fields. I again recommend that the Federal Govern-
ment discontinue the so-called emergency taxes imposed during the past 15
or 20 years and concentrate on the great tasks of national defense and inter-
national affairs, leaving to the States primary responsibility for public health.

Your bill, with its commendable provision for centralizing the activities
of the Federal Government relating to health, is merely one step down the
road to a centralized government. All the declarations that this is not the case
pale into insignificance when compared with the record of what has happened in
the past in almost every instance where the Federal Government has engaged in
a grant-in-aid program. Federal control follows the grant-in-aid program just
as inevitably as day follows night. If this were not so it would be unnecessary
for us to provide for an appeal by the State in the event it is dissatisfied with
action taken by the director.

At the recent Governors' Conference one of the governors boasted of the fact
that his State had no income tax, no sales tax; few, if any, nuisance taxes, and no
State debt. He invited the other Governors to come to his State and see how
It was done. It Is not necessary to travel to a State to observe this miracle of
modern financing. The records disclose that the Governor's State is being given
a free ride by the Federal Government at the expense of many other States,
for the State in question receives between $3 and $1 from the Federal Govern-
ment for every dollar that it pays to the Federal Government. In fact, It prob-
ably receives more highway aid from the Federal Government (the great diver-
sionist) than it can possibly use on a matched-fund basis. Of one thing we may
be reasonably sure-if the Federal Government continues its present tax pro-
gram the Nation will be reduced to a country of families and individuals with
low income.

With kindest personal regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,

ALrnE, Governor.

STATE OF Nuw MEXICO,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

Santa Fe, December 2, 1947.
Hon. H. XANQ; SMITH,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: Reference is made to your letter of November 8 and to your

previous correspondence regarding pending public-health legislation, namely, S.
3120 and S. 545.

I have gone into these measures at some length with interested officials here,
and especially with the Public Health Department. While we all agree that
some sort of public-health insurance should be provided, our own health depart-
Jnent does not fully agree with the methods proposed in either bill. Since these
measures are somewhat controversial, I feel it best that we be guided by the
thinking of the members of our own Congressional delegation, who are on the
grdnaad and can keep abreast of all developments.

We will, however, continue to study this situation and if it is felt that a defi-
nite recommendation should be made at a later time it will be forwarded to you
as soon as possible.

With best wishes and kihdest regards, I am
Yours sincerely,

THOMAS J. MABRY, Governor.

STATE op NEW YORK,
EXECUTIVE CHAMBER,
Albany, Augu8t 12, 1947.lion. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,

Princeton, 2V. J. 0
DEAR ALEX: I have your letter of August 7 and a oreciate very much Indeed

the courtesy of your inquiry concerning the health bills before your committee.
My own position is very simple. Three years ago, in the belief that Govern-

ment action could procure a better health program for our people by a program
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of general health insurance, I procured authority from the legislature for a 19-
man commission who, with adequate funds, could make an extensive study and
produce a program. I appointed a very representative group of doctors, nurses,
and laymen. Both the chairman and the research director were strongly in favor
of such a program. I read the hundreds of pages of research data and the hUn-
dreds of arguments, and became absolutely convinced that in the face of all known
experience of man, such a program would be a costly failure and might also
tear down the standards of the medical profession in the process.

If that is correct for a State, It is even more correct for the National Govern-
ment, in my opinion.

We have extended our own State health service widely In many directions.
Whether more Federal subsidies will do any good, I do not know. My new
health commissioner, Dr. Hhlleboe, may have strong views of his own, and as
soon as he is thoroughly worked Into his new Job,_I will ask him to write to
you.

Meanwhile, I hope to see you sometime soon and q4py ',that long delayed lunch
of ours. When you are going to be in New York or jiqt Albany, won't you
let me Know, so we can try to make our schedules coincideq

With warm regards.
Sincerely yours.

THOMAS E. VWZY, Governor.

STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA,

OFFICE OF THE GovERNoR,
Biamarck, Septeb 18, 1947.

Hon. H. ALXANDER SMrrH, Senate Office Builditig, WashingtoY, D. 0.
DEaj SENATOR SMITH: An answer to your letter of inquiry of August 7, relative

to a National health policy, has been much delayed pending investigations Into
the problem by both the State health officer and myself. I am enclosing a copy
of a letter that I received from Dr. Russell Saxvik, state health officer and
director of the State Health Department for North Dakota. Dr. Saxvik is a
native of our State, who received his common school and secondary education
In the public schools of Bismarck, N. Dak. He is fully familiar with North
Dakota conditions and his letter summarizes them in excellent fashion.

I am opposed to the approach to the health problem that is outlined in S.
1320 and am confident that a big majority of the people of North Dakota are of
the same opinion. Should it be deemed necessary to open new avenues of ap-
proach from the National level the plan outlined in S. 545 would be much more
satisfactory.

I feel that our biggest need in North Dakota at the present is adequate hospital
and clinical facilities and also a materially larger number of qualified doctors
and nurses.

Sincerely yours,
F'RED G. AANDAHL, Governor.

NORTH DAKOTA,
STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEAtTH,

Bismarck, September 15, 1947.
Hon. FRED G. AANDAHL,

Governor of North Dalcota, Bismarck, N. Dac.
DEAR GOVERNoR AANDAHL: In c6mpliance with your request for information in

the questionnaire letter of the Honorable H. Alexander Smith, chairman, Sub-
committee on Health, I offer the following information:

1. The Senator's first question, "What percentage of the population of the
various States is not getting adequate medical care today and what classes
* * " poses the most difficult of his queries.

The term "adequate" medical care can be taken to mean many different things.
So for an answer to the first question, I have broken the problem down into four
categories.

(a) A cost analysis: The necessity in determining what percentage of the
population has an income sufficiently large to afford complete medical care is of
prime importance. So many factors are involved in accurately determining this
analysis that definite data will not be available until considerable research has
been made into this problem. It is becoming increasingly evident in analyzing
the statistics that a fairly large percentage of the population, at least 25 percent,
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would be faced with a tremendous economic responsibility should serious illness
be encountered. These individuals could not readily afford a part or any of the
expenses incurred. It is evident also that many families in the middle economic
bracket are budgeting their incomes through health insurance of many types to
offset unexpected medical and hospital expenses.

It is not surprising then to find that 2.5 percent of the total population are
receiving medical services through the department of welfare, and neither would
it be surprising to find that approximately another 2 percent of the total popula-
tion are receiving care through the State department of health, benevolent
societies, charitable institutions, and other social agencies. It is my opinion
that the indigent in the State receive reasonably adequate medical care. The
organized laboring class, the farmers, the individuals having prepayment health
insurance policies, and the higher incomed group also receive adequate care.
However, the low income salaried workers, usually classified as the unorganized
laborers and the white-collared class, are still pitifully short financially when
faced with a catastrophic illness.

When a complete study on available statistics has been made with the aid of
a competent statistician, we will be pleased to forward the compilations to your
office.

(b) The availability of physicians: The greatest difficulty that we have in the
State apparently is the shortage of physicians in rural areas. Three counties in
North Dakota have no physicians. In the 19 counties which have less than 5,000
population, 72 percent of the people are not within reasonable distance to a
physician. They are more than 15 miles from his office. It is impossible, of
course, to determine the availability of a physician for any group of people in
the rural areas during severe climatic conditions.

It is my opinion that the general shortage of physicians, particularly in the
rural communities, represents the greatest lack of adequate medical care to be
found in our State at the present time.

(c) The availability of hospitals: Practically on a par with the shortage of
physicians is found a shortage of hospital facilities. It is without question that
a person could receive adequate medical care should be within reasonable range
of a hospital. In North Dakota's unincorporated territories, having a total
population of 36,221 there are no hospital facilities. Not until we find cities
and villages of over 1,000 population do we find any semblance of these facilities,
and it is only in cities with more than 20,000 population that there are enough
beds to serve that total area.

It Is my belief that the people of North Dakota are entitled to more complete
hospital facilities, and as you know, every effort is being made to get these small
community hospitals ready to service their respective areas.

(d) The availability of public health facilities: Adequate medical care should
also refer to preventative care in which category falls the term "public health
facilities." Only 30 percent of the State is covered reasonably well by complete
public health services; such as public health medical services, nursing services,
and sanitary services. There are some public health facilities with a nurse or
sanitarian covering about 70 percent of the State, servicing one phase of public
health program. The actual shortage of public health units in the State can-
not be accurately measured in terms of dollars and cents or the value that they
give to the general populace in preventing serious illnesses.

In restrospect, the for categories, when fitted together, should give the total
pictre of adequate medical care for all classes of -people. Each point is inti-
mately associated with the other, and it is beyond my scope of reasoning at this
time to see the over-all picture in the State.

The Senator's second question: "What States would approve a compulsory tax
plan such as S. 1320 calls for, with a Government-supervised medical service."
I do not believe that S. 1320, contemplating a compulsory taxation plan, is in
any way an answer to the problems here in North Dakota. If the people are to
be taxed in the manner set up under S. 1320, it could well mean that it would be
Years before they would actually receive the full benefit from their money.
From information available, the medical profession, the dental profession, and
the hospital profession have gone on record as being opposed to such legislation,
and whether or not the bill has merit and might be the answer to the problem,
I cannot justify the acceptance of legislation that is contrary to the beliefs of
these professions through which we must work. Lastly, the compulsory aspects
Of this bill are not in keeping with our ideas of sound government as practiced
in North Dakota where it is still believed by the majority of people that they
have the privilege of determining their own methods of health protection.

64481-48--pt 4-12
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The Senator's third question: "What States would prefer that S. 545 plan
leaving to the States the determination of policy-that is, compulsory or voluntary
group health plans," would be the bill to endorse, providing that you wish to en-
dorse a bill of this nature. S. 545 has been approved by the medical association,
the dental association, and the hospital association as being the most practical
bill yet devised for a Nationwide health program. As far as our State is con-
cerned, we have found that the use of Federal grants with the right to develop
our own program has been most satisfactory. From information received from
the executive secretary of the North Dakota Medical Association, it is stated that
the State society would also back this form of health insurance.

It is my opinion that through our own legislative action can the people of the
State determine whether they are willing to accept such a program by allocating
funds for matching purposes. The burden of the responsibility is then on their
shoulders.

Concerning the Senator's further question: "How do you handle the health
problem in your widely scattered rural areas," the best answer I can give is that
the people in North Dakota, particularly in the rural areas, are very much aware
of their health problems. Through continued education, they now believe that
if they personally strive to better their situation by building small community
hospitals and securing competent medical personnel that the rural areas will have
the answer to their problem.

The new Federal aid-to-hospitals program is working exceptionally well in our
State. We are the first State in thd United States Public Health District No. 7
to have submitted a State plan for hospital construction to the Surgeon General
for approval. It remains to be seen whether or not the requirements set down
by the Government regulations will be so stringent as to eliminate many worth-
while projects. The biggest problem that we have yet to face in North Dakota
on the Federal aid-to-hospitals program is that not enough money has been al-
located to our State to aid the communities in their hospital construction projects.
We have evidence that at least 40 communities in North Dakota have raised a
sufficient proportion of money to meet Federal requirements for this work. Yet
the money allocated to this State for matching purposes is enough to build ap-
proximately 116 beds, or the equivalent of 4 20-bed hospitals. This necessitates
the unfortunate task of requiring communities to wait until it is their
turn to receive Federal money to aid in the construction, or to start building
their hospitals now when interest is extremely high and some of the money
is available, without any hope of receiving a Federal grant.Respectfully yours, (Typed) RUSSELL 0. SAxvIK, M. D.,

(Signed) R. 0. Saxvik,
State Health Officer.

STATE OF OHIO,

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,
Columbus, December 1, 1947.

Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health, United States Senate,

f Washington, D. 0.

My DEAR SENATOR SMITH: Upon receipt of your letter of August 7, I referred
it to the director of health, Dr. John D. Porterfield, who has now furnished me
with material relative to your questions.

In reply to your first question, it is the opinion of the director of health that
approximately one-third of the population of Ohio is not obtaining adequate
medical care at the present time, and he lists as reasons for this-inability to
pay, insufficient medical personnel, inadequate treatment facilities, and uneven
disposition of personnel and available facilities-the classes getting the least ade-
quate medical care being the rural population, and the urban middle-class, self
employed class. State and local welfare funds, together with medical center dis-
pensaries now provide for the very poor. Blue Cross and Medical Indemnity, Inc.,
provide in large part for employed groups.

In answer to your second question, it is my own opinion, which I am sure

coincides with that of the great majority of Ohio residents, that a compulsory
tax plan such as S. 1320 calls for, with a Government medical supervised service.
is neither necessary nor desirable.

With respect to your third question, I am assuming that when you ask "'What
States would prefer the S. 545 plan," you mean as between S. 545 and S. 1320.
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i am satisfied that Ohioans generally would consider S. 545 as more preferable,
or more properly speaking, less unpreferable. I believe I am correctly reflect-
ing Ohio's sentiment when I say we do not favor socialized medicine. If gov-
ernmental assistance is necessary in the field of medical care, of which fact I
am not yet convinced, then obviously the development of such a plan patterned
to the individual needs of a State is preferable to a National, centrally admin-
istered program. Ohio now has legislation on its statute books which permits
the organization both of hospital service groups and medical care groups. It
would seem wise to permit further study of the efficacy of such programs before
the enactment of any further Federal legislation.

With respect to your question as to how the health problem in widely scattered
rural areas is handled in Ohio, I am advised by Dr. Porterfield that the local
relief offices are in some instances inadequate because of the lack of sufficient
medical personnel and treatment facilities, although both shortages are being
remedied. The State health department is unable to expand its present activi-
ties because of its present operating budget, and I am hopeful that this situation
also will be alleviated next year.

In answer to your second specific question, the new Federal aid-to-hospitals
program has not yet gotten under way in Ohio. Our State plan is just being
completed, and at a special session of our general assembly to be held this week
I am asking additional funds for that purpose. If this appropriation is made,
Ohio will be In a position to make specific recommendations for the Federal
grants-in-aid allocable for hospital and health center needs in this State.

I trust that the foregoing may. be of some assistance to you in the study of
what I recognize to be a very difficult and very complex subject.

Sincerely yours,
THOMAS J. HERBEaT,

Governor.

THE JOURNAL,
THE OKLAHOMA STATE MEDICAL AssocIATION,

September 4, 1947.
Hon. H. AEXANDER SMITH,

Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D. 0.
Dear Senator SMITH: Your letter addressed to the governor of each State in

the Union has come to my attention. For a long time I have been interested in
the oft recurring Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill, now S. 1320, and I am disturbed
about the alternative of accepting this bill or S. 545. In my opinion the medical
profession of Oklahoma is not ready to approve either. I am wondering if you
would consider the feasibility of giving the governors of each State a third choice
and pose a question like this: "What States would prefer to have no part in a
health plan proposed and subsidized by the United States Government?"

In confirmation of the fact that I have been following this threat to medicine
as a free enterprise, I am enclosinra copy of my letter to Senator Wagner under
date of June 1945. I believe you will find some paragraphs in this letter of
interest to the committee, particularly the one referring to individual problems
and needs of individual States.

Thanking you for your interest in this vital proposed legislation, I am,
Very sincerely,

LEWIS J. MOORMAN, M. D.
Editor in Chief.

(Dictated but not read.)

This letter is published through the request of the president, the editorial
board, and several members.

JUNE. 25, 1945.
Senator ROBERT F. WAGNER,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
Dear Senator WAGNER: As a member of the editorial board of the Journal of

the Oklahoma State Medical Association may I acknowledge the receipt of your
letter and the copy of your speech before the Senate. I feel that you should
not be surprised when I tell you that we have no space in the Journal for this
material. Your proposals with reference to medical legislation are well known
to the doctors of the State because much space in the Journal has been occupied
With informative articles warning the doctors and the people against regi-
Inented medicine in any form. Since your bill has been reintroduced, this policy
shall be continued.
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Now, speaking as an humble citizen and a member of the medical profession,
may I say that I could be more patient with you and your program if I did
not feel sure that you are at least partially aware of what you are trying to do
to a great free enterprise which has given to the American people the best
medical service ever vouchsafed to any comparable nation.

Medicine has reached its present high mark through an evolutionary process
following the path which nature walks. Any change which cause a deviation
from this path is dangerous to the welfare of our Nation. Washington bureau-
crats are now knee deep in trouble because, contrary to nature's way, they have
plowed up, turned under, burned, and killed products of the soil and, without
sufficient knowledge of fundamentals, they have monkeyed with supply and
demand and paid people not to plant, or unwisely to plant less than they, as
farmers, believed they should. It is my understanding that you are having a
little trouble with your existing so-called social security. If you had struggled
through 8 years (the minimum for doctors) of formal education in Government
and statesmanship before you entered politics, I might feel more secure about
your part in lawmaking, but even then I would question your ability to pass
judgment on the merits of medical service and to provide ways and means for its
application and distribution.

Bismarck instituted social security including compulsory health insurance
in Germany with the avowed purpose of placing the common people under obliga-
tion to the Government. A bit of political expediency which, in addition to other
evil consequences ultimately snuffed the rising flame of medical science in
Germany. Who can say how much the program had to do with the mass
psychology which prepared the way for Hitler and his followers. Friedrich
Schiller, who laid down the principles of democracy and set forth the tenets
for which we fight today, would turn over in his grave if he knew what you
and your coworkers are trying to do to a free people. In this connection it
is significant that Schiller became an exile from his own Wurtemberg rather
than practice medicine under the regimentation of Duke Charles. Under German
social security the quality of medicine declined and the costs mounted. No
Heinies, Goethies, or Schillers appeared to stabilize a waning social order.
Schiller had the courage to walk out on his imperious duke, Goethe, as Minister
in Charge at Weimer, under the roar of Napoleon's cannon at nearby Jena,
bravely waited to face the victorious emperor. The grand duke and his court
had fled but Goethe was not afraid. Heine had the courage to place his finger
on the obstacles which doctors were meeting in their attempt to advance the
cause of public health throughout the civilzed world, namely business interests
and tenement owners often operating under political protection.

When the end came to Germany, courage was supplanted by flight and self-
administered poison. The latter often retained in the mouth where at the
opportune moment chattering teeth might nip the vial and release the lethal
dose. No Nipponese faith inspires this cowardly act. Rather, it represents
the mark of stark degeneracy under a dissolute and wrecked government. If you
cherish the approval of posterity you should reconsider your plans for medical
service and promptly retrieve your proposal legislation. If your bill should
be enacted into law, ultimately the people will be pinched by the yoke and
they will blame the perpetrator. If the people and the doctors of your own State
should choose to follow your proposals, I would have nothing to say. But I
am wondering if you realize the United States reaches from ocean to ocean and
that the respective States sprawling across the continent present variable
and often distinct social, economic, political, and even medical problems. From
a medical viewpoint, after public health does its job, the solution of these
problems belongs to these respective States. Speaking for Oklahoma, we will
come up to the draft board as physically fit as your New Yorkers, we will be
more typically American, we will last as long in battle and be a little quicker on
the trigger. For 20 years I have visited New York two to three times annually.
How many times have you crossed the Mississippi to see us? Do you know
what we need? We love you and we enjoy fighting for you and we expect to
continue putting food on your tables but please leave us freedom in these
essential pursuits. Here's hoping you will have Oklahoma turkeys and Kansas
City steaks for Thanksgiving and Christmas.

Now that we do definitely disagree on this controversial problem, why
not set up the credentials for our individual opinions. I should not venture to
be so personal if the issue were not so ponderous. The following I have taken
from Who's Who in America, which no doubt had your approval.
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"Wagner, Robert Ferdinand: B. S. degree from the College City of New York,

1898; LL. B., New York Law School, 1900; widower; one son Robert F., Jr.
Practiced at New York City; member New York Assembly, 1905--08, Senate,
1909-18; Chairman, New York State Factory Investigating Commission, 1911;
Lieutenant Governor of New York, 1914; justice, Supreme Court of New York,
first district, 191.9-26; assigned to appellate division first department, 1924
(resigned) ; member United States Senate since 1927; chairman, Senate Com-
mittee on Banking and Currency. Democratic leader, New York Constitutional
Convention, 1938. Introduced National Industrial Recovery Act, Social Security
Act, National Labor Relations Act, Railway Pension Law, United States Housing
Act of 1937, and other social and economical legislation in Senate."

I am a native of Kentucky and I grew up in a small town. Eight years of
my life were spent in preparation for the practice of medicine, three of these
school years on borrowed money. Compared with the present Federal subsidies
for medical students, borrowing was good fertilizer for the growth of char-
acter. I am glad that I borrowed from Uncle Bob instead of begging from
Uncle Sam. In a middle State, east of the Missigsippi, I was temporarily a doctor
on horseback 25 miles from a railroad. For 6 years I was a horse-and-buggy
doctor, on the plains, replacing my intern service by practice in dugouts, sod
houses, and prairie shacks. I have been in general practice in a modern small
city and later in highly specialized practice with a private sanatorium. One year
of medical studies in Europe; 20 years teaching medicine in the University of
Oklahoma; 3 years as dean of the same school. During my deanship I was
superintendent of the University Hospital and the Crippled Children's Hospital,
both having active out-patient departments serving the whole State.

I have been president of the local tuberculosis society and head of a free
tuberculosis dispensaryy for 27 years and a member of the National Tubercu-
losis Association Board for a corresponding period of time. I have been an
humble student of the history of medicine during my professional career and
have tried to correlate and integrate the various phases of medical progress
during the past 2,500 years.

Through these various interests and intimate contacts with doctors, medical
students, and patients of all classes, I have a feeling that I may know something
about what the American people want and what they need in the way of medical
service and what a radical change may do to the high purposes which now domi-
nate the profession. Though this may be difficult for you to understand, I can
truthfully say that with few exceptions, doctors are interested in the welfare
of the people and not in their own promotion.

Please leave my medicine on this tripod, the patient, doctor, and God. The
patient and the doctor usually find their relationship mutually helpful. When
they fail in this they are free to make changes or adjustments. God seems
to be interested in both and exacts no accounting except reasonable skill and
the exercise of conscience, and fortunately he presents no interminable, incom-
prehensible blanks to be filled out in triplicate.

This lengthy discussion has been long in my system, but I could never presume
to trouble you with it until your recent communication provoked this response.
Without malice toward you, I am opposed to your program because I am in
f:.ivor of charity toward all. -In closing, may I urge you to study and try to real-
ize that you and I would not be indulging in this controversy if medicine in the
United States had not kept abreast of scientific and mechanistic development
in other fields. Our old-age problem is pyramiding because American medicine
has been good enough to double our longevity in the short period of our national
existence. Today if it were not for preventive medicine and sanitary engineering
(also medical), the vultures would be roosting on the dome of the Capitol and
defiling the most beautiful city in the world with filthy excrement resulting from
the reconverted carrion picked from the bones of Congressmen, bureaucrats,
and Government employees, who if they are not careful may do to us what Bis-
warck did to Germany and swing the medical pendulum back for a long and an-
nulling period of decline.

Medical science can never click with the clock, medical progress can never
successfullly stem the obstacles arising through directives and senseless paper
work-even the willing spirit may grow weak under the domination of flesh
which is not a part of its own carnal habitat.

Respectfully and humbly submitted for your consideration.
Sincerely,

LEwis J. MOORMAN, M. D.
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STATE OF OREGON,
ExEcuTE DEPARTMENT,

Salem, Augwt 80, 1947.
Hon. H. ALEANDER SMITH,

United 'States Senator,
Ohairman, Subeommittee on Health,

Princeton, N. J.
DEAR SENATOR SMITH: We appreciate the opportunity of commenting on the

proposed plans for bringing wider medical service to the people of this country.
Oregon is favored in having one of the best health records of any State in the

United States. These high standards of medical care are being extended and
improved on a voluntary basis. Obviously, there are still many deficiencies,
but these are being sought and corrected as rapidly as limitations of professional
personnel, medical knowledge, and basic economic status will allow.

1. (a) It is difficult to give an estimate as you have requested because of the
variation in the meaning of adequate medical care. However, keeping in mind
available professional personnel and the economic conditions of this particular
time, we would estimate that among persons who desire needed medical care no U
more than 5 to 10 percent are not receiving it. As one index for this estimate
we know that 95 percent of all births in Oregon are attended by qualified physi-
cians and that most of these births occur in hospitals or homes licensed and
inspected by the Oregon State Board of Health. Composing this group needing
medical care are certain welfare cases, persons with limited incomes and too
great pride to take advantage of available facilities, and persons in certain
isolated areas where facilities are distant and difficult to reach.

In addition, we recognize that a considerable group of persons (possibly as
many as 20 percent of the population) suffer from symptoms which they do not
recognize, or if recognized do not seek or desire qualified medical care because of
religious belief, fear, inertia, or lack of understanding of its significance. There
is also a small number of persons who are afflicted with diseases which are
catastrophic in certain cases; for example tuberculosis, poliomyelitis, rheumatic
fever, cerebral palsy, for which family funds are inadequate and community
facilities are lacking or inadequate. Extension of public-health programs under
existing types of legislation, particularly with emphasis on increasing public-
health facilities and personnel and improving case-finding and health-education
programs, is necessary.

In answer to questions 2 (a) and 3 (a) should comment that Oregon favors
States' rights and determination of policies.

1. (b) The health problem In widely scattered rural areas is being met through
improvement in roads, extension of public-health programs through organization
of district health departments, and through encouraging physicians to locate in
rural areas. Construction of hospitals and clinic facilities in rural areas will
help implement the location of physicians and dentists in these areas.

2. (b) The Federal-aid-to-hospitals program has increased a real interest In
providing better hospital service throughout the State. The hospital survey
and planning now being carried on should, not only in themselves but with the
financial assistance being made available by the Federal Government, help a
great deal in the improvement of hospital facilities in the State.

Very truly yours,
EARL SNELL, Governor.

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA,
GovEmNOR's O ,u' •

Harrisburg, October 17, 1947.
Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,

United States Senator, Princeton, N. J.
DEAR SENATOR SMITH: This is in further reply to your inquiry of the 7th of

August.
The professional people of our department of health are one with the medial

profession of Pennsylvania in supporting S. 545 at the expense of S. 1320,-the
modified Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill.

This preference is based very largely on the fact that It offers opportunity for
the States to develop medical-care programs adaptable to each State's specific
needs and preferences, that it does not impose a further Federal tax on the
already burdened individual, that it recognizes the autonomy of the States, and
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is a refreshing move away from a paternalistic Federal Government. The
passage of S. 1320 would send the country further down hill to socialism or
worse, contrary to what we believe to be the will of the people, the majority of
whom want to see reestablished the fundamental governmental philosophies
which made America great.

The question of the percentage of population not now getting adequate medical
care is not to be statistically answered. The ratio of physicians to total popula-
tion in this State is about 1 to 780. Their distribution naturally has a definite
bearing on availability of medical service. It is the studied opinion of our
department of health that the percentage of our population not getting adequate
medical care is low, perhaps relatively negligible. With very few exceptions,
practically all even of our rural areas are studded with relatively accessible hos-
pitals, and no community in the State is prohibitively distant from some
hospital.

The population group most likely to be involved in inadequate care is that
which comprises neither the poor nor the rich. The latter of course can purchase;
and the poor, through our hospitals, practically all of them nonprofit and as such
eligible for rather generous State assistance, can get at no or at trifling cost the
services which the wealthy buy. It is the in-between group, especially its lower
layers, which really feels the pinch.

Prepaid hospitalization (the Blue Cross) is popular, especially among the
population group last mentioned. The State medical society's plan for prepaid
medical care is way beyond the experimental stage. They have enrolled more
than 120,OOQ and the number of subscribers is constantly and rapidly growing.
The State department of public assistance furnishes medical and dental care by
the physician or dentist of the patient's choice and pays for needed drugs, under
its program, for the very poor of the State.

With respect to the handling of health problems in the rural areas, Pennsyl-
vania may be a little more fortunate than many of the other States in that the
State health department since 1905 has been directly responsible for all rural
public health work and has established in every county the equivalent of the
present day county health unit lately making so much progress, particularly in
the South and some other sections of the country. Public health work is, there-
fore, not patchy throughout the Commonwealth. The department of health main-
tain one or more chest, venereal disease, and maternal and child health clinics
In every county, provides periodic crippled children's clinics throughout the
State, maintains three tuberculosis sanatoria with a combined bed capacity of
3,300, and a crippled children's hospital with a capacity of 350. It is embarking
on a program of rheumatic heart disease control, including the maintenance of
heart clinics, a number of which have already been established. Its cancer
control program includes the support of cancer clinics in eligible hospitals through-
out the State axid assistance in the equipping of hospitals with X-ray machines
for the X-ray treatment of cancer. There Is no charge made for any of these
department services, including hospitalization in its tuberculosis sanatoria and
crippled children's hospital.

The federally aided program to hospitals got off to a somewhat late start.
The survey phase of that project has just been comDleted.

In closing, may we repeat our definite opposition to the passage of S. 1320 and
our preference for S. 545. To our mind, in any consideration of these two bills,
there is much more involved than the physical welfare of our people. The passage
of S. 1320 will unquestionably push the country further to the left and the
passage of S. 545 will bring it toward the right.

Sincerely yours,
JAMES H. DUFF, Governor.

STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENE PLANTATIONS,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,

November 25, 1947.
Ron. H. ALEXANDER SMIT,

Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DeAR SIR: I regret this delay In answering for Governor Pastore your letter
of August 7, 1947. Upon receipt of that letter he requested me to make a study
of the health needs of the people of Rhode Island and forward you the informa-
tion requested.
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I have reviewed S. 1820 and S. 545 with members of my staff and your letter
gives an excellent rdsum6 of the two bills. As we review the situation in Rhode
Island we believe that all classes of population are getting adequate medical
care. Seventy percent of the State's population is enrolled In the Blue Cross.
The Rhode Island Medical Society is about to set in operation a surgical care
program. The State department of health is about to complete its survey
pursuant to the State's participation in the Federal aid to hospitals program.

Since Rhode Island is a small State and all parts readily accessible, we have
no widely scattered rural areas and consequently no health problem that cannot
readily be taken care of. We feel that the health needs of the people in Rhode
Island are being taken care of In a very satisfactory manner. In the over-all
national situation on this problem, we do not feel we are in a position to make
comment.

Sincerely yours,
EDWARD A. McLAUGHLIN, M. D.,

Director of Health.

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
OFFIcE oF THE GovRNoR,
Columbia, December 19, 1947.

Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health,

Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
Senate Office Building, Waehington, D. 0.

DEA SENATOA SMITH: In reply to your letter of August 7 and your subsequent
letter of November 8, I wish to state that I have delayed replying to your request
in order that I might have a thorough study made of both bills by several parties.
My first comment is that I feel that both bills are entirely too voluminous for
the average citizen of the United States to interpret correctly without undue
effort. I believe that there is a wealth of opportunity for a Member of Congress
to scuttle both bills and write a simplified version incorporating the desirable
parts of both.

Regarding the percentage of the population of South Carolina not getting
adequate medical care today, our State department of health estimates that as
a general rule one-third of the people are not getting adequate medical care and
that an additional one-third are not getting the proper type, or complete, care.
By this, I do not mean to imply in any way that many persons in South Carolina
who need medical attention do not get It. However, I do not believe that more
than one-third of our families are in financial position to pay for prolonged
illnesses.

I cannot answer the question as to whether South Carolina would be in
sympathy with a compulsory tax plan for Government-supervised medical services.
If the Federal Government imposes such a tax as in S. 1320 naturally South Caro-
lina must pay its part. If S. 545 is enacted, no one but the general assembly can
say whether or not the State will appropriate matching funds.

In general, South Carolina would be inclined to retain as much control as
possible over the operations of a health plan in this State.

In each of our counties we have a county health department which handles
health problems. However, 15 of our counties are entirely without hospitals
and many more have inadequate facilities. We are also greatly in need of
nurses, general practitioners, and specialists.

The new Federal-aid-to-hospitals program has just begun and it is too early
to make any significant report. We are more than happy to have it and expect
that it will have far reaching effects on the health of South Carolina.

I am very much in favor of better health facilities for our people. Enclosed
herewith is a copy of my inaugural address In which I have devoted section 14 to
health. This section begins on page 23 and outlines my feeling generally on this
very important subject.

If there is any further assistance that I can be to your committee please do not
hesitate to call on me.

If you are ever in the vicinity of Columbia I would be delighted to have you as
a guest at the mansion.

With kindest regards and best wishes,
Very truly, 3. STROM THURMOND, Governor.
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STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA,
OFFICE OF THE GOvERNoR,

Pierre, September 15, 194 7
Hon. H. ALzXANDER SMITH,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Health,
Waahington, D. C.

My DEAR SENATOR: I regret the delay In responding to your letter of August
7 concerning bills S. 1320 and S. 545. This matter was referred to the superin-
tendent of the State board of health, but due to Ill-health he was delayed in
furnishingme with the results of his study and recommendations and since the
first few days in September he has been confined to the hospital and I have been
unable to contact him, which I would like to do before attempting to write this
letter.

I am herewith enclosing a copy of the memorandum which he has furnished
me and which states his position with reference to these two bills and pretty well
answers the questions as to how our State handles the health problem in our
widely scattered rural areas and how the new Federal program is progressing.
I note, however, that he has not answered the three other questions submitted
In your letter and I will attempt as best I can to answer them.

1. While I am not able to furnish you with any figures I do not believe that
very many of our people are not receiving adequate medical care. Our population,
as you know, is largely rural and we do not have the large class of very poor
people that are to be found in the larger centers of population. I find from the
records that during the past year some 40 new doctors have been licensed to prac-
tice in our State. We now have 431 practicing physicians as compared with
390 a year ago. The State board of health has estimated that we could use
another 100 licensed physicians and based upon the increase of last year, if this
continues, inside of 2 years we will have an adequate number of doctors. We
now have a total of 95 hospitals with 2,180 beds. Health officials have indicated
that an average of 4.5 beds per 1,000 population serves to cover the needs of the
average community. You will note that we are approaching that average with
our approximate 600,000 State population. I assisted in the dedication of a
small hospital of 20 beds at Wessington Springs, S. Dak., 2 weeks ago, which is in
addition to the above figures, and on September 28 a $1,000,000 new hospital will
be opened at Huron, S. Dak. I am sorry that I do not have the number of beds
in this hospital, but its cost is somewhat indicative of its size and number of beds.

2. The Republican Party which was elected in this State last year and received
nearly 70 percent of the total vote cast had as one of the planks in its platform
the following:

"Socialized medicine: We are unalterably opposed to the Murray-Wagner-
Dingell bill, which would foist upon the American people so-called socialized
medicine involving more studied propaganda, planned regimentation, petty grasp-
ing, and confusion by bureaucrats interfering with the practice of medicine, the
selling of drugs, and making us subject to governmental directives from the womb
to the tomb."

It would, therefore, seem that the people have somewhat expressed their ideas
regarding S. 1320.

3. There seems to be no question but what S. 545 would be less objectionable
than S. 1320, but according to Dr. Cottam's memorandum our State medical
assoctition has come to some extent at least inaugurated a voluntary group health
program whieh will assist in taking care of the health needs of our people.

I do not wish to have your committee gain the impression that we do not have
any health problems in our State. Many communities are without a doctor or
hospital facilities, but with new hospital.facilities being added and with many
more in the planning stage, I feel that this will attract doctors to the communities
where these additional hospital facilities are being furnished and that eventually
these problems will be worked out by the various communities.

I feel very certain that the medical profession in our State is definitely opposed
to both of these bills and that they have a feeling that our health needs will be
Satisfactorily met without control and interference provided by either S. 1320
or S. 545.

Thanking you for taking this matter up with me and again expressing my
regrets in the delay which has been occasioned largely by the illness of Dr.
Cottam, I am

Sincerely yours,
GEORGE T. MICKELSON, Goveror.

[
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AUGUST 28, 1947.
Memorandum

To: George T. Mickelson, Governor.
From: Gilbert Cottam, M. D., superintendent, State board of health.
Re: S. 545 and S. 1320.

Answering, now, your memorandum of August 12, to which was attached copies
of S. 545 and S. 1320, both of which are now returned to you, together with the
letter from H. Alexander Smith, chairman, Subcommittee on Health.

I beg to advise you that I have made a careful study of both of these laws
and, in addition, was present at the committee hearings on the Wagner-Murray-
Dingel bill which were held in Washington last year. I am of the opinion that
none of these measures would be of any material assistance to the people of South
Dakota. The Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill died in committee but I was present
when Senator Taft withdrew from the hearings with a statement that he was
going to get up a bill of his own, which is the S. 545 and is a matching proposition
while & 1320 is on a Federal tax-basis alone.

All of these bills represent in some degree or another an attempt to force the
practice of medicine out of its present channels into some form of Government
control. In other words, to force socialized medicine on the people and the medical
profession is the aim of the bills. I do not feel that the people of South Dakota
if sufficiently informed would want anything of the kind. We have almost no
industries from which wage deductions could be made and in an agricultural
State like ours, the farmers would certainly want to have their own choice of
physicians and pay their own bills.

You may be interested to know that our State medical association has put
through the South Dakota injury-illness expense plan. Covering February 12
to June 1, the following have been announced.

Premiums written ----------------------------------------- $ 423.87
Premiums earned ---------------------------------------- $3, 734. 62
Losses incurred ----------------------------------------- $2, 811. 22
Loss ratio to premiums earned (percent) -------------------------- 75.27
Annual premiums potential of writings to date ----------------- $37, 156.92

Losses incurred include claims paid and claims outstanding, but do not include
loss expenses. Acquisition, administrative, and promotional expenses are not
included in above figures.

Enrollment experience

Total number of participants ------------------------------------- 2,060
Number of participants afforded hospital or nurse benefits ------------ 1,926
Number of participants afforded surgical procedure benefits ------------- 1,295
Number of participants, afforded medical or diagnostic benefits ------------ 601

This is a purely voluntary proposition which is underwritten by the St. Paul
Mercury Indemnity Co. This does not mean that the one insurance company will
be given the monopoly of writing insurance but any other company which desires
to write this type of insurance on the terms agreed upon by the State medical
association can do so provided they are able to show the necessary financial stabil-
ity such a type of voluntary insurance would require. This voluntary insurance
against sickness or injury is welcomed by the members of the State.medical asso-
ciation while, on the other hand, I feel safe in saying to you that the introduction
of legislation such as is covered by S. 545 and S. 1320 would be violently resented
by the medical profession of South Dakota.

Senator Smith asks two questions: " (1) How you handle the health problem in
your widely scattered rural areas?" and "(2) How the new Federal aid-to-hoS
pitals program is working?"

We now have about 100 more doctors in the State than a year ago and with good
roads and good transportation, the problem of every family receiving medical
attention is very much better than it was a year ago.

It is too early to say how the Public Law 725 is working since we are just noW
completing the State plan for submission to the Surgeon General of the United
States Public Health Service and the district office at Kansas City. This State
plan will make a big book 1% inches thick and we are aiming to prepare only three
copies of it; one for our own files and two for the official sources mentioned.
Obviously, it will not be possible to circulate a large number of these complete
State plans on account of their bulk and the unlikelihood of anyone caring to
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bother to read them in such size. We shall prepare a very complete summary for
distribution to the press and to such individuals as civic officials and heads of
organizations throughout the State. Before we submit the large State plan to the
Surgeon General and the district office, we are required by law to give wide
publicity to a concise statement of these plans and also to hold a public meeting
here In the statehouse where any interested persons will be welcome to attend and
ask questions.

Very sincerely yours,
GILBERT COTTAM, M. D., Superintendent.

STATE OF TENNESSEE,
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH,

Nashvlle, August 20, 1947.
Hon. H. ALEXANDER SmrrH,

United States Senator
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health,

Princeton, N. J.
DEAR SENATOR SMITH: Governor McCord has referred to me your letter of

August 7 with the request that I answer your letter to the best of my ability.
First, I should like to say that I am a doctor of medicine, having graduated from

a recognized school of medicine, University of Tennessee, am licensed to practice
medicine in Tennessee, and I have had postgraduate training in public health at
Johns Hopkins University. I have observed the developing interest in a national
health program with a good bit of interest and have followed to the best of my
ability the various bills that have been Introduced into the Congress on this
subject. I have read some of the testimony that has been given in committee
hearings and I am of the opinion that few individuals, either for or against the
bill, have been perfectly honest with the people and themselves, or they are grossly
mishaformed concerning the problems connected with medical care.

One of the primary factors has, I believe, been completely ignored. This fact
relates to medical service as a commodity. Like any other commodity, it cannot
be available to all until the supply exceeds, or at least equals, the demand. In
the instance of medical care the supply cannot equal the demand until there
exists in the United States qualified practitioners of medicine in numbers suf-
ficient to provide this service. This statement is so elementary that I am some-
what embarrassed at the necessity of having to make it and yet I feel it is at
the bottom of all of our difficulty.

The qualified medical schools of the United States are producing physicians
as fast as the available facilities will permit and since this is not fast enough to
supply the demand, the individual physician has a wide variety of choices con-
cerning his location. Being a human being, it is natural that the majority will
select that area in which they can do their best work, not only professionally but
financially, and I am of the opinion that one is about as important as the other.

There is no type of legislation that can be passed by the Federal Congress under
our present Constitution that can force any physician to select an area for practice
Simply because of the fact that the area does not have sufficient medical service
available and even if the Constitution permitted it, it still wouldn't work because
it was tried in Russia shortly after the Bolshevik Revolution. Dr. Alexander
Roubakine, of Moscow, who was at one time director of all medical work in
Russia, personally told me that they couldn't make it work in Russia. The better
Physicians even in Russia carry on a private practice.

There are two conditions prevailing in a community which preconclude a com-
munity's attracting qualified medical practitioners, one, economic; and, two, fa-
cilities with which to work. The proponents of the various bills dealing with
health service have attempted to solve the first by one means or another, all
Proposed paying for the medical service in its final analysis. Few have given
any consideration to the second factor and the nearest approach to this has been
the recent act which was introduced under the name of the Hill-Burton Hospital
Construction Act, now Public Law 725; however, this act is going to fall far
short of meeting the need because it is set up in such a way that the community
that is now without services will be unable to meet the matching requirements.
The act will do some good but when the 5-year period has elapsed and if costs
do not increase further, I think it will be found that only about 25 percent of the
Inecessary beds have been provided and these will be In communities that could
have provided the beds on their own initiative.

m
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No self-respecting young graduate, other than one who is financially In.
dependent, is going to n oinniunilty to practice mdilierte when that community
does not have the facilities nevsmary for a respectable practice and by that I
mean a hospitni prolprly equipped. The gentlemen of the Senate and the House
of Rlepresentntlves probably ar,- thinking in ternhs of the old crouu-road" physicIan
who practiced mdlelne out of R pill hag and thy think all that IN necsnary i to
furnishi money, and the doctor will, through some magic, appear in t he coin-
inanity and begin work. This cannot be done becaume time have changed and
today, Inutnte,! of practicing the art of medicine am wan done 40 years ago, the
physician, who is in truth practicing medicine, In practicing the science of medicine
and no scentlfc ,, leavor cnn b- arrivedd on without prop,,r laboratory facilities.
Here, I usI, lIboratory In its broadest sense, Including all of the modern diagnostic
and therapeutic aids.

If you gentleinet persist In n national health plan similar to any that have
been proposed, you will provide the I-ople of this country who do not now hav
nhIai('il practitioners with a group of practitioners who tire finding It. extreirmly
diltlcult to support themmslvs In the more populous and economically more sl able
communities. They will gradually migrat, to these arasm where practically no
service Is available and the people will wake up to the realization that they have
not secured medial practitioners but instead they have available api1l peddler.
This man tiay be of some benefit psychologically to those who are not In feal
need of medical service, but he will be found wanting when confronted with 11
case of real medical need. If you think this is an Idle statement, I ask you to
look Into the licensing practice In several of the States ound I would like to (ite
as an 'xImiljle, our own State of Tennessee. During the past 4 to 6 years we have
had licensed approxinlately 1,000 so-called naturopathic physicians, most of
whom never have at tended any school other than a diploma miill. The recent
legislature repealed the act granting them a liense to practice, but the damage
his been done and they are at work In other States securing legislation wherever
possible to enable them to practice there.

Other (,oneluslv proof of the great shortage that exists in the medical field
can easily be ascertained by checking the number of available positions now
unfilled in State and local (lepartillnts of public health; for example, Tennessee
had over 100 physicians employed at the beginning of World War II and we
now have in local health departnients less than 80, In spite of the fact that we
are offering double the salary that was offered 7 years ago. This, to me, is
Indicative of the fact that as long as the people ar( able to pay the present
supply of physicians for private work, the physicians will accept that payment
in preference to governmental payment even though the governmental payment
is greater.

Another incidence that I would like to cite is one of our metropolitan areas
in east Tennessee. Both the hospital and the physicians refused to accept
Government pay on the emergency maternal and infant-care program, many of
them doing the work free rather than accept the $50 fee which was paid by the
State from funds made available by the Federal Government. In this area of
approximately 8 percent of the State's population, only the less qualified phy-
sician, usually the osteopath, would accept a case.

I haven't a great deal of sympathy with the arguments that have been pro-
posed by the medical profession Itself; in most Instances, it has been motivated
by selfishness. I have heard public talks pointing out what great strides the
medical profession has made under the system of free enterprise. I think I an
fairly weU informed on the progress that has been made in the field of medicine
and I know of relatively few discoveries of any scientific value that have been
made by private practitioners. Most of the discoveries have been made by men
in research laboratories who were working for a salary, or by research workers
in the Public Health Service, the Army or Navy; however, to be of use to 00he
public, these discoveries must be put to use by the private practitioners.

If I should be asked what one thing is needed most, I would recommend that
you concentrate on a bill that will provide preventive public health services ai I
hospital facilities to every community in the United States, and that you leave

therapeutic medicine to the private practitioner.
In closing, permit me to suggest that you read with care the third intermediate

report of the committee on expenditures in the executive departments, and I

should like to call your especial attention to the subcommittee's final paragraph:
"Suffice it at this time for your committee to report its firm conclusion, on

the basis of the evidence at hand, that American communism holds this progranf

as a cardinal point in its objectives; and that, in some instances, known Corn-

i
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munifx and fellow-travelers within the Federal agencies are at work diligently
with Federal funds in furtherance of the Moscow party line In this regard.

"Approved:
"FOREST A. IIAN Pam, Oha'rmwtn.

iJAM14 W. WAJ)SWORTH.
IIlicNIuy J. L&THAM.
"CAT101, MANASCO.
"J. FRANK WILMON."

With such a report being in your hands and a mni ter of record it the Congress,
I should think that your committee could do nothing other than recommend
that these two bills be consigned to the waste basket.Sincerely yours, R. H. Humcmsorf, Oommlsi8oner.

STATE DICPAILTMIENT Or HK.ALTH,
Salt Lake Oity, Utah, Auguvt S, 1947.

Hon. H. ALZXANDM SMITH,
Suboommwttee on health,

Unitoe States Senate, Washington, D. 0.
DEAS Ma. Su=T: Your letter of August 7, 1947, to the Honorable Herbert B.

Maw, Governor of the State of Utah, has been referred to this department for
answer. I realize in answering your letter that the answers will to a great
extent be largely my own opinion.

The percentage of population in this State not getting adequate medical 'are
is about 80 percent, and consists of the middle class. The very poor and the
very rich can Oither take care of themselves or have adequate medical care
provided them by the State.

I believe this State would prefer the S. 1320 compulsory tax plan rather than
the 8. 545 plan.

In this State, we have five districts and one full-time county health unit to
cover the health needs of the State. The distrir'ts comprise from four to seven
counties and have a full-time health officer, a sanitarian, and several public
health nurses, at least one nurse for each county. At the present time, however,
these districts are not completely staffed because of lack of available personnel
and funds. If sufficient funds and rp(rsonIIel were available, more full-time city-
county units in the more populated areas and more smaller district units in the
rural areas would provide much better health services to the people.

The plan and survey under the Federal and State aid-to-hospitals program
is now completed and we are about ready to submit applications. The State
plan, however, must be approved by the Federal Government before this can be
done.

If we may be of further service, please let us know.
Very truly yours,

WELny W. Biorww, M. D.,
Acting State Health Commissioner.

Copy to Gov. Herbert B. Maw.

STATE OF UTAH,

Oricz OF THE GOVERNOR,
Salt Lake City, February 5, 1948.r. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Health, Washington, D. 0.
DzAa M&. SMiTH: I have recently been Informed that I am on record with

Your committee as favoring S. 1320, a bill which favors State medicine.
Please be informed that this is definitely not my position. On the contrary

I am opposed to the principle of State medicine.
With best wishes, I am,

Sincerely yours,
HrznzT B. MAW, Governor.

L.. I
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STATE OF VERMONT,
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

Senator H. ALEXANDER SMITH, Montpclicr, September 9, 1947.
Chairman, Su committee on Hcaith,

c natc OfficCe Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENAT11Q SMIITH: This will acknowledge your letter of August 7 rela-

tive to your questions pertaining to S. 1320 and S. 54.). Perhaps I could best
answer the letter by specifically commenting on the various questions in the
order as presented.

"1. What percentage of the population in the various States is not getting
adequate medical care today; and what classes-that is, the very poor, the white-
collar class, etc.':

General-medical-care studies indicate that the persons of lower income brackets
and the rural population groups receive a much less volume of medical care
than needed for adequate ('are. This group and in most instances the needy, are
considered to receive inadequate care. As far as I know, there has been no actual
survey in the State of Vermont, which would answer this question accurately.
However, on the basis of one doctor per thousand, the State would appear to be
fairly well covered, but we know that the distribution of doctors is not even.
I do not believe it would be out of line to estimate at least 20 percent of the
population of the State as receivin. inadequate medical attention. This, how-
ever, is only an estimate not based on any figures other than the distribution
of physicians and taking into consideration the sparsely settled rural areas.

"2. What States would approve a compulsory tax plan such as S. 1320 calls
for, with :n Governuient-supervised medical service?"

I understand that no State in the United States Public Service District No. 1
has gone on record in approval of a compulsory tax plan with (overnment-
supervised medical service as called for in S. 1320, although some organizations
have unofficially been in favor of it, such as the trade unions. The Vermont
State Medical Society is opposed to it, as well as other people in the State on
the basis that it is undemocratic because it calls for the socialization of a group
who are in a competitive private endeavor. Farm groups in the State have
discussed it but I know of no official statement as to support or opposition to the
bill. One difficulty expressed is that although all groups are in favor of some
type of legislation to give more adequate medical care, they would prefer some-
thing of a more democratic nature. The fact that the estimate of 4 percent is
based on present expenditures for medical care makes it inaccurate and incon-
sistent with the purposes of S. 1320 which assumes the people are not receiving
adequate attention but are spending 4 percent of the Nation's income for this
inadequate attention. Probably some type of survey should be made before
setting the figure at 4 percent. This survey should ask the people how much
more medical attention they would demand if tax money were used and how
much of the doctor's practice is charitable.

"3. What States would prefer the S. 545 plan leaving to the States the deter-
mination of policy-that is, compulsory or voluntary group-health plans, etc.'?"

All States in this district have approved the Hospital Survey and Construction
Act, which operates on the same basis (the same general policy) as S. 545 and
several have endorsed policies of voluntary group-health plans in the separate
States. Several States in the South have set up state funds to help build
hospitals under the Hospital Survey and Construction Act and New York State
has a similar State subsidy law for the construction of community hospitals
in rural areas. S. 545 delegates to some specific agency in each State the
authority and ad-ministration of grants-in-aid from the Federal Government
in a manner best suited to the needs of that particular State. In other words,
there is some fluctuation possible which would enable a State to take care of
its own situation as it saw fit. This seems to be more democratic.

"4. How do you handle the health problem in your widely scattered rural
areas ?"

In Vermont there is a hospital group Blue Cross and Blue Shield program
which gives only limited services to selected groups. As a result, medical
care in rural sections is handled chiefly by private physicians. I have felt
that the need for more health facilities in the rural areas in Vermont was
one of the crying needs of the State. As a result, I presented to the 1947 legis-
lature a mobile-health-unit bill which would send mobile health units similar
to those used in the war into the rural areas to make examinations with the
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hope and expectation that there would be following check-ups and medical at-
tention where it was found to be needed. Unfortunately, this bill was killed
in the senate although many groups and organizations have subsequently en-
dorsed it. I would say that Vermont as a whole does not handle its health
problems in the widely scattered rural areas well, and much can be done to
improve it. Obviously, this means added expense to the State and a carefully
formulated plan by its urgency makes it most desirable.

"5. How is the new Federal aid-to-hospitals program working?"
Only four States in the United States have their State plans for the con-

struction of hospitals completed. All States in this district (except Delaware)
have set up State agencies and are drafting their plans. They will in 2 or 3
months be ready to receive and process applications for funds for the con-
struction of hospitals. The program is popular in this area and has aroused
a lot of interest, but there are many more applicants than there is money to
distribute. The Vermont hospital construction survey is just getting under
way. Consequently, it will be difficult to estimate how effective it is going to
be. There will be some difficulty in the distribution of funds on an equitable
basis.

Sincerely yours, ERNEST W. GIBSON, Governor.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA,
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE,

Richmond, November 13, 1947.
Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,

Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
Washington, D. 0.

DEA. SENATOR SMITH: Your request for information from Virginia with ref-
erence to pending measures dealing with public-health matters has been referred
to the Virginia Department of Health with the request that you be supplied
with much helpful data as may be available.

I might offer the brief comment that I am opposed to the principle of Federal
grants-in-aid for services which are essentially the responsibilities of the States.
I realize that there are many who disagree with this view and should they be in
the majority in the Congress, I certainly would prefer to see legislation which
leaves the administration of the programs in the hands of the States.

With kindest regards, I am
Sincerely yours,

WM. M. TUCK, Governor.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
Richmond, December 5, 1947.Hon. H. ALEXANDERa SMITH,

United States Senator, Princeton, N. J.
DEAR SENATOR SMITH: Reference is made to the Governor's letter to you under

date of November 13 in which he states that this department has been requested
to furnish you with certain factual information -equested in your letter of
August 7, 1947.

We regret that we have no detailed statistical data regarding the adequacy of
medical care in this State. It should also be noted that the -term "adequate
medical care" is too intangible to be used to provide actual figures regarding per-
centages of population for which such care is available.' The recent hospital
survey in this State has indicated that there are many rural areas in the State
in which large populations and areas are served by a single physician. The
hospital survey also demonstrated that certain large areas in the State are
Without hospital facilities except upon transportation of the patient many miles.
Obviously, with the data available, an estimation of the percentage of the popu-
lation which is getting adequate medical care would be too gross to be of real
Value.

The provisions of health services in the rural areas is accomplished through the
establishment of local health departments which operate generalized public health
programs. Although only 67 of the total 100 counties, or 76 percent of the rural
POpulation, are served by local health departments, it is anticipated that this
activity will be expanded as rapidly as public health personnel is available.

The hospital survey in Virginia has been completed and the final plan prepared
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to be submitted to the United States Public Health Service for approval. It is
anticipated that approval will be given on this plan by January 1, 1948.

I trust that this is the information you desire and assure you of our willingness
to assist in any way possible.

Very truly yours,
L. J. ROPER,

State Health Commissioner.

STATE OF WASHINGTON,
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

Olympia, August 29, 1947.Eon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,

United States Senator,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health,

Princeton, N. J.
DEAR SENATOR SMITH: In response to your request we have compiled a few facts

and figures that may be helpful in answering some of the questions on medical
care coverage in the State of Washington.

In answer to your first question, relative to adequate medical care for the
population of the State of Washington today, we offer the following: Under the
Washington State medical bureau contracts service there are approximately
250,000 employees who are subscribing to this service and who are receiving more
or less adequate medical care under the program. It has been estimated that
there are only 500,000 employees on pay rolls of firms with 5 or more employees
in the entire State. This means that 50 percent of all employees of the State
are covered under the Bureau. The age limit in this program is 65 years in
most cases. Children under 19 years of age who live at home are covered under
family contracts.

Medical Bureau Coverage can be described somewhat as follows: Medical
care with free choice member physician is provided at the office, in the home and
hospital. Medical and surgical treatment is given for 6 to 8 months in any one
sickness. Hospital and nursing services in wards are authorized. Under most
of the contracts this service is provided for a period averaging 6 months. Hospi-
talization periods in the various bureau areas vary from 3 months to a year;
the average is 6 months. Most of the contracts authorize medicines, drugs, and
the use of ambulance. Chronic conditions and those existing prior to the sub-
scriber becoming a member are usually excluded from the coverage.

Other persons in the State of Washington receiving medical care are those
individuals eligible for public assistance under our public welfare program.
The following table shows the number of persons on the rolls as of June 1947 and
who are all eligible for this medical care:

Old-age assistance --------------------------------------------- 65, 643
General assistance --------------------------------------------- 11, 01l
Aid to dependent children --------------------------------------- 28, 505
Aid to the blind-------------------------------------------------- 642

Total ------------------------------------------------- 105, 801

Besides this group there are others receiving medical care as for example that
provided by-

1. Labor and Industries.
2. Tuberculosis control.
3. Crippled Children's program.
4. Veterans' Administration.
5. Physical restoration under Vocational Rehabilitation.
6. Care of cerebral palsy children.
7. Mental care in State hospitals.
8. City-county-State health programs (preventive).
9. Medical school programs.

10. Private agencies:
(a) Orthopedic Hospital.
(b) Shrine Hospital.

The above figures with the explanation would indicate that there are a good
many people In the State of Washington who are receiving more or less adequate
medical care under the Public Welfare Program or under the bureau plan of
prepaid medical care. Without making a more complete study on this subject it
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would be impossible to say exactly what percentage of the population in the
State of Washington is not getting adequate medical care today.

Question No. 2.
Question No. 3.
Referring to your request for information on the following matters:
"(1) How you handle the health problem in your widely scattered rural areas?"
The State of Washington is fortunate in having good basic laws relative to

public health. Through stimulation of the grant-in-aid program the State of
Washington has made considerable progress in the field of public health during
the past 10 years. At the present time approximately 85 percent of the State is
covered by full-time health departments; servicing all areas within the State,
both rural and urban. It must be understood that this program is as yet not
complete in that most of the full-time health departments are inadequately staffed
due both to financial reasons and availability of personnel. However, the basic
structure for a good health program has been developed and with additional
finances and personnel we may expect to have a more adequate program in
public health. Our basic laws, as mentioned above, provide for the formation
of districts throughout the State on amalgamation of county bases or amalgama-
tion between cities and counties. It is rendered to county health departments
through the well-organized well-staffed State department of health and this aid
is both in the form of indirect services and direct services.

"(2) How the new Federal aid-to-hospitals program is working."
The State of Washington has been the first State west of the Mississippi to

submit its plan of hospital construction to the Federal Government for approval
and is among the first five in the United States. It is too early to definitely
s: .y how this program is going to be of help ot the various communities in solving
their hospital problems, but we feel that there has been a great deal of interest
shown in the program and that something worthwhile will come of it. The
State department of health, who is administering the program in the State of
Washington, feels that there will be rural areas that will not be able to take
:advantage of the hospital subsidy for the reason that they will not be able to
ro ise the two-thirds local matching money to match the Federal one-third.
This might be remedied by the next session of Congress by making a more liberal

matching basis for some poor rural communities.
Sincerely yours,

MON C. WALLGREN, Governor.

STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA,

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
Charleston, September 26, 1947.

lIon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,

United States Senator,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health, Princeton, N. J.

DEAR SENATOR SMITH: Your letter to Governor Meadows requesting an outline
of the situation in West Virginia relative to a national health policy has been
referred to the State department of health for answer.

Our reply has been delayed somewhat in order to counsel with the leading
health authorities of our State in obtaining as accurate information as possible
for your subcommittee's consideration.

Your specific questions are herein discussed in the order that they appear In
your letter.

(1) It is difficult to state with accuracy the percentage of our State population
not receiving good medical care. It certainly will not exceed 10 percent, and is
composed principally of the medically indigent group who are not eligible to
receive public assistance from any source. Hospitalization and medical care
s"'vices for the very poor group are provided by the State department of public
assistance. The middle class wage earners are taking advantage of the various
Medical and surgical insurance plans for professional care for themselves and
flaimilies. The mining and other industrial communities are served by a system
Whereby the employees authorize a deduction to be made from their earnings,
al paid direct to the hospital or physician for hospital and medical care.

(2) From the information available it appears that West Virginia would not
approve, at this time, a compulsory health tax plan such as provided for in
S. 1320.

64431-48--pt. 4- 13
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(3) As evidenced by the recommendations of our interim committee on State
health legislation, and the subsequent action of the State legislature, definite
indications are that West Virginia would insist upon the privilege of determining
for herself the policies and procedures for health improvement most applicable
to her population. We appreciate the financial assistance rendered to our State
through grants-in-aid by the Federal Government for our public health program.

RELATED QUESTIONS

(1) Rural health is our greatest problem in West Virginia. Our population is
approximately 72 percent rural. Recent medical school graduates are not return-
ing to the rural areas to practice. In a few counties there is not a single prac-
ticing physician. Due to a lack of funds both from local and State levels and
scarcity of trained personnel, we have not succeeded in expanding our public-
health activities to give adequate service to these rural communities. Some plan
must be worked out to provide medical, hospital, and public-health services for
our rural people.

(2) The new Federal aid-to-hospitals program is progressing nicely. The
State department of health has been designated by the State legislature as the
agency to administer the law in West Virginia. Our preliminary survey and
general State plan for construction have been completed and forwarded to the
Surgeon General's office for approval. According to Public Law 725, West
Virginia is entitled to $1,555,000 yearly for a period of 5 years. This is on a
matching basis. Twice the amount received from Federal funds must be added
from local or State funds. According to the survey, nine areas of our State
have no hospital facilities, and, of course, these areas will carry the highest
priorities. If we can avail ourselves of the opportunity offered by the Federal
funds, and construct hospitals to this amount, we will supply only about 20
percent of our actual need. No funds for matching the Federal funds for con-
struction are available at this time, and no applications for construction have
been received by this agency.

I am enclosing a reprint of the annual address of the president of the West
Virginia Medical Association, Dr. W. H. St. Clair, Bluefield, W. Va., entitled,
"Government Responsibility for the Care of the Medically Indigent." This re-
print will give you much additional information concerning medical care in our
State.

I sincerely hope that we have been successful in answering your questions
satisfactorily. If we can be of any further assistance to you or your committee
please call upon us.

Very truly yours,
N. H. DYEB, M. D.,

State Health Oommi8sioner.

STATE OF WISCONSIN,

EXECUTIVE OFFICE,
Madison, Augu8t 21, 1947.

Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,
Subcommittee on HeWth of the United State8 Senate, Princeton, N. J.

My DEAF SENATOR: This Is in reply to your letter of August 7 requestIng in-
formation with regard to various phases of the Federal health program and its
application to the State of Wisconsin, with special reference to two major health
bills before Congress having to do with Federal assistance.

You mention bill S. 1320 and bill S. 545. These two bills differ in their funda-
mental concepts in that the former would establish national compulsory health
insurance, financed by Federal tax collected through pay-roll deduction, while the
latter would provide aid to the States to enable them to furnish medical care for
families and individuals with a low income who are unable to pay the entire cost
for such services.

In reply to your first question as to the percentage of the population of Wis-
consin not getting adequate medical care today, unfortunately no specific data is
available. Studies on a national level in 1928-31 by the committee on costs of
medical care, showed that the lack of adequate medical care was not confined to
the very lowest income groups.. Wisconsin data was included in that study.
According to our best information, that situation still exists. Cost, and in rural
areas scarcity of physicians, are important factors contributing to the problem.

Question 2 asks whether Wisconsin would approve a compulsory tax plan such
as S. 1320 calls for. Somewhat similar bills setting up compulsory health insur-
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ance on a State basis have been introduced in our State legislature repeatedly for
several sessions, including the one just closed, but have failed to pass. At this
time at least, it would seem that Wisconsin would not approve a compulsory
health-insurance plan, State or Federal.

Question 3 asks whether Wisconsin would prefer the S. 545 plan, leaving
to the States the determination- of policy that is compulsory or voluntary, etc.
Voluntary health-insurance plans are now in operation in this State as author-
ized by statute. They are designed primarily for the benefit of the low-income
group to provide a means of insuring against catastrophic illness by spread of
risk on an insurance principle. The plans are in their infancy, and even when
fully developed will not provide more than a part of the answer to the problem,
but constitute a substantial step in the right direction. In the two direct service
plans, Wisconsin Physician's Service has enrolled over 17,000 people and Surgical
Care in Milwaukee has over 100,000 so enrolled. , The Wisconsin plan, which is
sold through insurance companies, has 75,000 or more. Also, historically, the
State has shown preference for handling its own problems, as exemplified in
unemployment insurance.

S. 545 would coordinate health functions of the Federal Government in a
single agency; it would expand the activities of the United States Public Health
Service; promote and encourage medical and dental research, etc. Grants-in-aid
would become available to the States on a matching basis. One large national
organization expresses itself as being apprehensive concerning the effectiveness
of the grants under this bill, since there is no provision for minimum require-
ments to be met by the States in order to qualify for the funds. The American
Medical Association, on the other hand, favors the bill. The State and Territorial
health officers of the entire country favor the bill in principle, differing only
with some of the administrative features on a Federal level.

You ask two further questions as to the situation in Wisconsin relative to how
we handle the health problem in our widely scattered rural areas, and how the
new Federal aid to hospitals program is working. Wisconsin's widely scattered
rural areas are served by part-time local health boards, one for each town, village,
and city, under the guidance of the district health units for the State board of
health that cover the entire State. Enabling legislation for county, city-county,
and multiple county health departments is anticipated in the next few years that
will provide more efficient public health coverage. Medical care for the indigent
and near indigent is provided by the physician of choice, financed by the local
relief body. There are a few exceptions in which a physician to the poor is
employed.

Hospital facilities are fairly accessible, but there are urgent needs for more
adequate hospital facilities in many of the rural areas. These are expected
to be met in part at least in the next 5 years with assistance through the Hospi-
tal Construction Act.

The new Federal aid to hospitals program is just getting under way in Wis-
consin. The State-wide survey of needs and existing facilities has been com-
pleted. A State act designating the State board of health as the administrative
agency has been enacted. The hospital advisory council has been appointed
and the State plan is in process of completion, looking toward submission for
Federal approval in mid-October. Hospital construction under the program
can begin soon thereafter. Many local communities have raised funds and
are organized to proceed.

Should there be further information you desire on these subjects that I am able
to supply you, I shall be very happy to comply with your further requests.

Sincerely yours,
OscA&-RENNEBOHM, Acting Governor.

STATE OF WYOMING,
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH, Augut 15, 1947.
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. 0.
Diran SENATOR SMITH: Upon receipt of your letter of August 7, same was re-ferred to the health department and I am attaching hereto a letter from that de-

Partment. However, in reading the letter, I can see that It is entirely inadequate
ill answering your questions, which I shall try to do to the best of my ability.
I do follow health matters In the State rather closely.
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Question 1. It would be my estimate that the very poor and the white-collar
class in Wyoming are not getting adequate medical or dental attention. It is
perhaps a rather blunt way to state the fact, but in medicine and dentistry to
some extent as in everything else, people get what they can pay for, the more
money they have, the better service they can purchase.

I am sure that because of a lack of finances, a great many people neglect their
health until the situation becomes desperate, then seek medical care, and this
often is too late.

Question 2. Whether the legislature of this State, which has always considered
itself as being rugged individualistic and who have always strongly opposed
Federal compulsive legislation or regimentation in any way, would approve any
of the bills you mention, I could not say, but as I know the Wyoming State Legis-
lature, having worked closely with this body for 15 years, any health program
would need to always give the individual the right to select his own physician
or it would not pass.

Before I could approve any health plan, it would" need to make a provision that
the rules and regulations recommended by the Federal administrative body be
approved by the executive committee of the Governors' conference. I am fed
up with all grants-in-aid programs where the rules and regulations say in effect
to the various states, "It's this way or else."

Question 3. It occurs to me that this State would not only prefer, but perhaps
demand a plan, giving to the States the determination of policy.

In the second series of questions, No. 1: Our health problems in widely scat-
tered rural areas are few and far between and therefore, no organized agency ex-
ercises any great amount of supervision or direction.

No. 2. Due to the fact that a Senator of the majority party in the last session
of our State legislature owns a hospital, he had sufficient influence to keep one
important hospital bill from being introduced and rendered another bill unac-
ceptable to the Federal Government by deleting the word "licensing" and in-
serting in lieu thereof the word "certification."

As a general statement, I would suggest legislation that would provide for the
certifying of those who are unable to pay for medical care by the State board
of public welfare and that every physician and dentist who is a member in good
standing in his State society, be designated as a welfare physician or dentist and
that the recipient of medical or dental service be allowed to present himself at
the office of any M. D. or D. D. S., secure the services needed and the welfare
board be billed for the charge.

I realize this method of taking care of the low-income group would be extremely
costly unless the welfare departments were very careful as to who should be
certified as being unable to pay for medical care.

It occurs to me that there are cases too where the recipient would be in a posi.
tion to pay some of the costs and any plan should provide for such cases.

It is quite difficult to give you all my thinking on these matters without writing
a thesis entirely too long; however, if any of my suggestions provokes any ques-
tions, do not hesitate to write me.

Yours very truly,
LESTER C. HUNT, Governor.

STATE OF WYOMING,
STATE DEPARTMENT OF PuBIc HEALTH,

August 12, 1947.
Hon. LESTER C. HUNT,

Governor of Wyoming,
Cheyenne, Wyo.

DEAR SiR: Referring to the inquiry you received from H. Alexander Smith,
chairman, subcommittee on health.

Sometime within the last 6 months, all the State and Territorial health of-
ficers were queried as to their opinions on the two bills before Congress in
reference to public health, namely, S. 545 and S. 1320. Speaking for the State
health department I gave my opinion that S. 545 was much to be preferred to
S. 1320. It is my understanding that the poll conducted among all the State
health officers indicated a great majority in favor of S. 545.

I have heard a great many doctors discuss the two bills and it is my opinion
that the Wyoming State Medical Society much prefers (though there are many
objections) S. 545.

In answer to the questions on page 2 of Chairman Smith's letter to you, the
answer I would make is that every county in Wyoming, except probably tWO,
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has adequate medical care. We have a county health officer In every county of
the State handling health problems arising therein.

The Federal aid-to-hospitals program is not progressing in our State for the
reason of inadequate State legislation, as prescribed by the United States Public
Health Service before Federal assistance can be given our State.

Very truly yours,
G. M. ANDERSON, M. D.,

Director of Public Health.

Senator SMITH. Mr. Falk is our first witness this morning. Mr.
Falk, we will ask you to take the stand, and I will ask Senator Donnell
to continue the hearings where we left off last July.

Senator MIURRAY. Mr. Chairman, before we proceed with the wit-
nless, since our last session one of America's greatest statesmen and of
our most outstanding citizens has advised our doctors to give up their
fighting of rear-guard actions and to sincerely get behind a program

to provide health insurance. That man, whose advice has never been
wrong, is Bernard M. Baruch. Herewith I present his speech for the
record and for the information of the committee; also an editorial
by Mr. Harold L. Ickes, entitled "Man to man," being a discussion
of the Baruch speech.

(The address by Bernard M. Baruch and the article by Harold L.
Ickes are as follows:)

MEDICAL CARE FOR THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA'

(by Bernard M. Baruch)

You do me honor to ask me to talk to you about health. I almost became a
(],,tor myself.

When I was a boy, my mother took me to a phrenologist. His office was
across the street from where Wanamakers now is. He felt the bumps on my
he:id and asked my mother what she expected to do with me.

She replied, "I am thinking of making him a doctor."
"He will be a good doctor," said this phrenologist, "but my advice to you

is to take him where they are doing things in finance and politics-lhe might even
mmke good there, too."

It has been a long detour for the prodigal. He has returned.
In niany ways I am sorry I did not become a member of this noblest of pro-

fessions. For I believe we approach a great adventure in health. That is our
gul. I think it obtainable. It would be gratifying to take a more active part
in it.

All my thoughts on medicine are colored by memories of my father, Dr. Simon
l3aruch. He was the wisest man I ever knew. He pioneered in surgery, physical

,lelicine and "incurable diseases." Often, I heard him tell prospective medical
students:

"Do not enter the medical profession to make money. Study medicine only
With the idea that your greatest compensation will be knowing that you help
Your fellowman. Do not expect gratitude and you will never be disappointed."

As chairman of the War Industries Board in the first World War, I realized
h11m, important to defense was the health of our citizens. That awareness was
reinforced many fold during this past war.

In preparing a report for the late President Roosevelt on manpower, I was
shocu.ked to learn at least four million men had been rejected as 4-F's-unfit to
(dvi'nd their country, some, not all, of these defects were preventable.

I low much more shocking would have been the record, if everyone had received
the same examination?

,iuce then, I have given the problems of medical care much thought. It
deply concerned me that we not fail the returning veteran, so I studied their
medical needs. From that, it was only a step to related problems of general
lmdical care for all.

Address delivered at the Biltmore Hotel, New York City, November 19, 1947, at a dinner
SPonsored by the Medical Society of the State of New York, the Coordinating Council of
the Five County Medical Societies of Greater New York, and the Greater New York Hospital
Association.
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Soon I was up to my neck in reports, statistics, speeches, congressional hear-
ings. I conferred with many persons, doctors and nondoctors, experts anw
amateurs.

May I tell you some of my conclusions. They may not be particularly new
to you, pioneering this field. They may be helpful, coming from a nonprofessional
mind.

But before I list them, I would like to point out that the medical science and
art have conferred a new and great benefit upon society in the last generation.
The years of our lives have been heavily increased. This helps not merely the

individual, who wants to go on living-and living in dignity and self-respect-
but all the people to live more comfortably and freer from fear.

And now to go on with my exposition:
There is no question-the need for more medical care exists.
Also, there is no question this need will have to be met.
The problem is how.
All over the world, the mas.'s, are stirring for higher living standards. Im.

proved medical care is a foundation of that better standard. Without good

health, of what advantage are higher wage(,s or shorter work hours, better
education or greater leisure?

The families whose earnings disappear with serious illness-the many who
suffer disease which your skillful diagnosis and treatment could have prevented
or halted-or whose limited means bar them from the medical attention available
to you and me-these people will not remain content.

This striving of the masses for better living is felt everywhere. In health,

your profession must steer that surging tide into channels of improvement. Then,

the surge does not overspill into the revolutionary flood, which washes away
more than it brings.

One of the last things Woodrow Wilson wrote-called "The Road Away From
Revolution"-was this:

"In these doubtful and anxious days when * * * the road ahead seems

darkened by shadows which portend rangerss of many kinds, it is only common
prudence that we should look about us and attempt to assess the causes of
distress and the most likely means of removing them."

That was Wilson's method-to assess portending dangers, and anticipate them
by timely action. So, he proposed the realistic League of Nations, which men

rejected as a dream-and got a nightmare. Wilson knew social change was in-

evitable. He worked to steer that change into orderly channels.
You should take that as your guiding star.
Society usually divides into three broad groups.
At one end-the left end-are those who burn with a passion to change

everything as quickly as they can-if not quicker.
At the other-right end-are those who want things just as they are.
In the middle are people, like Woodrow Wilson, to whose school I belong, who

believe in intelligent progress and seek to guide it.
What differentiates these three groups is their attitude towards that vital

element of life-Time.
The left-enders feel time panting hot on their necks.
The right-enders use ime to fight rear-guard actions, all the way.
The middlers-sometimes both left and right call us "muddlers"-seek to

come to terms with time, preserving the best of the past, discarding the outworn,

and moving on to a better future.
In the matter of adequate medical care, too many doctors have been fighting

a rear-gu:ird action for too long. I feel I must warn those doctors-time is

running against them. The medical profession has justly earned great influenCe

in the community. It can keep that hold only as it moves forward. It will

lose that hold if it has nothing but objections to offer, if it has eyes only for what

not to do.
We must look for what can be done-and do it.
The great question is how? I do not want to seem to say I know the answers.

We do know the public is de-manding better and more medical service through

sonic action-political or otherwise.
What is this adventure in health I see dawning, and towards which you all

have been keeping the doctor's vigil through the night? This adventure, which

you will have to lead-or it will fail-has many elements:
1. More and better doctors-in more places.
2. An immediate, complete survey to modernize medical education, with greater

emphasis on chronic and degenerative diseases, mental hygiene, and preventive

medicine.
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3. More hospitals more evenly spread through the country.
4. Less specialists, more general practitioners.
5. Reorganize medical practice, stressing group medicine where needed and

wduintary health insurance.
6. For those who cannot afford voluntary insurance, some form of insurance,

partly-financed by the Government, covering people in by law. I would call
this "compulsory health insurance," if that term's proper meaning had not been
lost.

7. Increased medical research.
8. Greatly expanded physical and mental rehabilitation.
9. Education to make health a national habit.
10. A vigorous, preventive medical program, reaching everyone, children

above all.
11. A new cabinet post for health, education, social security.
12. Creation of a nonpolitical, watchdog committee to safeguard progress in

medical care for veterans.
13. Increased numbers of well-trained nurses and technicians.
1-1. Adequate dental care.
15. A stabilizing economy-inflation will make worthless any health program

or anything else.
Each of these would take a speech by itself. I can but sketch some of them.
Even the least ambitious schemes for improving the Nation's health require

more doctors, all competently trained. Why aren't more doctors being educated?
In studying that question, I was struck by how expensive training a doctor
has become-in dollars and in time. In its fine report on "Medicine In The
Chan-gig Order," the New York Academy of Medicine states:

"* * * there seems no alternative other than government aid if educational
stanlards are to be raised or even maintained * * * If medical schools are
t) continue as centers of research * * * here also government aid may be
necessary."

If science and medicine ask the Government for aid-which even the conserva-
tive deems necessary-they must expect he who pays the tiddler will call the
tune. This means the Government will rightly insist upon no discrimination in
medical care because of race, color or creed. It will rightly insist upon oppor-
tunity for all to enter the profession and advance on the sole basis of ability
and character-without restrictions of race, color, creed-or sex. And, I hope,
without fear of, or favor from, the State.

Minimum standards should be set for institutions getting financial aid.
How much more the Government is likely to insist upon will depend upon the

Moare progressive leaders in your profession.
According to the Acadenmy's Report-I quote-"there has been no fundamental

reoranization of American medical education since about 1910." That finding
certainly calls for your profession undertaking-now-a most thorough, down-
t,,-earth survey to modernize medical education, making recommendations so
boldly inspiring the people will gratefully back them. No one can draw up a
better program than doctors.

Chronic illness and preventive medicine deserve greater attention. In all
fields-I hope in war as well-there is a new accent on prevention. From answer-
ilIg fire alarms, our thinking is progressing to fireproofing.

Preventive medical care should commence as close to the beginning as society
:an reach. I favor a major, sickness-prevention drive at the public-school level.

This should include compulsory examination of all children at regular intervals.
Means should be made available for correcting defects disclosed.

How wonderful, if children were taught how to properly eat, sleep, sit, stand,
play and take care of themselves, developing both the knack for getting along
together, and self-discipline--physical and mental!

Even when medical care is available, many adults neglect or refuse to use it-
often because of social taboos, as in venereal (liseascs. or psychological dreuids, as
ill cancer and tuberculosis. These attitudes reflect our not having outgrown the
awkward age in thinking about disease and health. We do not really have a
* rown-up, national health lhbit-although we are getting there.

People need to be educated on the virtue of medical care; how to use it. how
to prevent disease. The greatest asset of any nation is a healthy, educated
citizenry.

And now to what is perhaps, the toughest problem-how can better medical
care be extended to those who cannot afford it?
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Your organizations have been particularly active in pressing voluntary health
insurance. You and others have proven group insurance to be a sound, practical
way. That is a great achievement. You can be mighty proud of it.

But I would not be frank-nor friendly-if I did not add what you know. It is
not good enough.

Rome was not doctored in one day. It may be, as some have told me, that the
needs of the bulk of our people can be met, given time, through voluntary insur-
ance. What troubles me most are the needs of that sizable segment of society,
which does not earn enough to pay for voluntary insurance.

The American Medical Association-its bureau of medical economics-esti-
mated in 1939 that families earning $3,0(0 or less-two-thirds of the population-
cannot afford the cost of serious illness. Some of these can afford voluntary
insurance, although inflation has reduced their number. But what of the little
fellows who cannot?

I have asked that of nearly everyone with whom I have discussed medical care.
Nothing has been suggested so far, which promise success, other than some form
of insurance covering these people in by law an(l financed by the Government at
least in part-what some would call "compulsory health insurance."

Since doctors, nurses, technicians and hospitals already are strained, such
insurance probably would have to move in stages. That requires careful study.
Any program should utilize existing medical facilities to the maximum-it must
get started-and be organized to the local level.

Nationally, the program might well be administered by a body of doctors and
nondoctors to keep medical care as free from politics as possible.

As to financing, my own preference runs toward the Government meeting only
part of the cost, with part coming from payroll deductions from employers and
workers. In time, these deductions will become absorbed in general costs of pro-
duction. I have the utmost confidence in the efficiency of American industry-both
labor and management-and which good health will stimulate. We can 'absorb
these medical costs better than other countries which must also meet these needs.

The detailed problems raised by so-called compulsory health insurance are too
numerous to be discussed tonight. I have weighed them most carefully. Many
doctors and many lay people have sought to paint this issue as a choice-all black
or all white. I have found every aspect of medical care to be gray-the happy
color sensible compromise wears. All law imposes compulsion. A form of com-
pulsory health insurance for those who cannot pay for voluntary insurance can
be devised, adequately safeguarded, without involving what has been termed
"socialized medicine." The needs can be met-as in other fields-without the
Government taking over medicine, or socializing it, something I would fiercely
oppose.

Law protects society. It is the absence of law which destroys it.
I do not fear government taking its legitimate part in medicine, any more than

I fear it in education or housing. I do oppose socialization here. It leads ulti-
mately to the police state, degradation of the individual and lessened well-being.
There should he just one Federal agency, with Cabinet rank, for all health and
human welfare problems. I do not like government agencies to be like Mahomet's
coffin, suspended between heaven and earth.

Some say many people do not know how to pick their doctors. So, with any
human activity. The best insurance against poor choice is Improving the
general quality of all doctors. But good or poor, it must be the patient's choice.
No one else's.

May I interject this about inflation? Should health schemes fail, be sure to
ask-were they killed by the plan itself-by incompetent administration-or by an
inflation which ruined the plan's financing?

In connection with this doctor-government relationship, It is a pleasure to point
to the excellent medical progress in the Veterans' Administration-thanks pri-
marily to Gen. Omar Bradley and Gen. Paul Hawley. They would never have
accomplished their good work, had they not refused to allow the politicos to move
in on them.

I would like to see the President name a small committee of top-grade citizens-
some doctors, some lay people-to act as a vigilant watchdog over the veterans'
medical program, so the ground so arduously gained may not be lost when some-
one replaces General Bradley. He should be supported by the entire Nation-
particularly by doctors. His is the kind of courage and vigilance which will
assure good administration of any health program.

More doctors must be distributed to more places in the country, which re-
quires, among other things, less stress on training specialists, more on general
practitioners. A number of counties do not even have a doctor. This reflects, i
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part, a lack of facilities in which doctors can work. Happly, some of this will be
corrected under the Hill-Burton Act for hospital construction, with Federal and
State governments cooperating.

Orderly change is the American way of life. Remember the spirit of your oath
of Hippocrates. Use your own good judgment to move along with humanity's
legitimate aspirations in its trek toward better living.

I would hate to see any medical-care program under guidance of other than
those who have the know-how. So would the American people. That is why I
uirge the doctors to get in and pitch-not stand by on the side lines. You need
fear politicians or bureaucrats only to the degree you fail yourselves. You must
take the leadership-no-yours is now the leadership. Keep it.

This meeting is an outstanding example of your deep concern to meet the need
for action.

I have met people in all fields of human endeavor. I respect no group more-for
your unselffish zeal and devotion to the sick, for the jealously with which you
guard your professional virtue--placing beyond the pale the rare violator of your
oath.

I envy you the thrill which comes from relieving a patient from pain, and, often,
snatching one from death.

I still am sorry that phrenologist didn't let me become a doctor.
Your situation reminds me of something my father said back in 1873, while

president of the South Carolina Medical Society:
"Let us not be silent, but offer our facts, and defend them while we may.
"As an Arabian sage has said,
"'What good comes from Ali's sword, if it be sheathed?'"
"'What good from Sadi's tongue, if it be silent?' "

[Copyright, 1947, New York Post]

MAN TO MAN

(By Harold L. Ickes)

In New York last week, that assiduous practitioner of good citizenship, Bernard
M. Baruch, wrote a prescription for a much-needed health insurance program for
those in low-income groups, and then announced it in an address before 600
leading Manhattan physicians and hospital administrators. Some of them in-
evitably must have clenched their teeth and refused to swallow what they regard
as a nostrum. This was to be expected.

The medical profession is not particularly noted for its liberal social views.
But whether the doctors swallowed or gagged, my suggestion to both the New
York MDs and to their fellow members of the American Medical Association is
that they ponder what Mr. Baruch had to say. The public has not been in the
habit of taking the reports of this sagacious man lightly. Even when the medical
profession is involved.

As usual, Mr. Baruch had his facts well in hand, and delivered them with the
vigor of the young man that he is. "Many doctors," he told his audience, "and
many lay people have sought to paint compulsory health insurance as a choice-
all black or all white. I have found every aspect of medical care to be grey, the
hal)py color sensible compromise wears. All law imposes compulsion. A form of
,ompulsory heath insurance for those who cannot pay for voluntary insurance can
be devised, and adequately safeguarded, without involving what has bpen termed
'socialized medicine.' The needs can be met, as in other fields, without the Govern-
ment taking over medicine, something I would fiercely oppose."

Mr. Baruch stated that he had weighed most carefully, during an intense per-
sonal study of the whole health program, the "pros" and "cons" of so-called com-
Pulsory health insurance. He said that since the number of doctors, nurses and
technicians is limited, and hospital facilities already are strained, any program
that might be started would have to move in stages, on the local level. Financing,
he declared, could be arranged with part of the money coming from employers
and employees, and part from the Government. In time he thought pay-roll
deductions would become absorbed in the cost of production.

Mr. Baruch called the attention of his audience to the fact that in 1939 the
Bureau of Medical Economics of the American Medical Association had estimated
that families with an income of $3,000 or less (two-thirds of the population) could
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not "afford the cost of serious illness." Some of these, he said, can afford volun-
tary insurance, although inflation has reduced their number. But, in the main,
the little fellow cannot.

"I have asked nearly everyone with whom I have discussed medical care about
the little fellow," lie said. "Nothing has been suggested so far which promises
success other than some form of insurance covering these people by law and
financed by the Government, at least in part."

The elder statesman o)f the Roosevelt administration explained that he (lid not
fear "Government taking its legitimate part in medicine," and proposed as one of
the 15 points in his compulsory health insurance program, a Federal agency, with
cabinet rank, to handle all health and welfare problems. Among his other recoi-
mendati[1s were the following: more and better doctors in more places, a prompt
survey to modernize medical education, with emphasis on chronicc and degenera-
tive diseases, mental hygiene and preventive medicine; more hospitals. more
evenly spread th rough the country.

Fewer specialists: more general practitioners: a reorganization of practice
with emphasis on group medicine, where needed, and voluntary health insurance;
increased medical research ; expanded physical and mental rehabilitation : health
education; preventive medical program designe(I primarily for children ; greater
numbers of well-trained nurses and technicians: adequate dental care and a
stabilizing economy.

The needs for a compulsory health-insturance program in America is compelling.
For my part, I can endorse heartily all of Mr. Baruch's recommendations, many
of them from my own personal observations. But even if I had to take his plan
on faith alone, I would not hesitate. That is how much confidence I have in his
integrity and in his ability to solve knotty problems. And I can further assure
the medical profession that I need not fear that Mr. Baruch will not listen to its
side of the case.

Knowing him as I do, I am confident that lie would be anxious to consider any
proposed modification of the compulsory health insurance plan that the doctors
may suggest. He is a logical nan and a just man, although he can also be a
firm and persistent advocate. The son of a distinguished doctor, Mr. Baruch, a
couple of years ago, made a generous investment of $1,000,000 in medical research
in his father's memory.

STATEMENT OF ISIDORE S. FALK, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF RESEARCH
AND STATISTICS, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION, WASH-
INGTON, D. C., ACCOMPANIED BY WILBUR J. COHEN, ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS, SOCIAL
SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Mr. FALK. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt before we proceed? May
1 have the privilege of offering to the committee a document which
bears on some matters which were under discussion when I was testifv-
ing before the committee on July 23. and which I would like to offer,
with your permission, for the record .

At the hearings on July 23, Senator Donnell asked me many ques-
tions, and he explored at considerable length an item concerning
whether or not, when I left the employ of the Chicago Department of
Health I had resigned or had been dismissed at the time the new
commissioner of health was appointed, replacingc the former commius-
s.oner, and the new commissioner announced he intended to dispossess
from the staff a number of persons who had been there under the
tenure of his predecessor. I was not able, you may recall, to remember
nor to present conclusive documents at the time as to just what
transpired.

After those hearings in July I wrote a letter to Dr. Bundesen, the
present commissioner of health in Chicago and asked him to furnish
me with the facts, if they were available to him from his records. I
received a reply from him dated September 2, 1947, which I would
like to offer for the record, if I may, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator SMITH. It will be received.
Senator DONNELL. May I see it? I have no objection to it at all,

but I would like to see it.
(Mr. Falk handed the letter to Senator Donnell.)
Mr. FALK. AMight I say that with respect to my employment in the

Chicago Health Department, he gives the dates and positions to which
I had been appointed, and says that I served in the last position which
lie mentions until January 1, 1928, "on which date you resigned."
'Dhen he says [reading]

Wo have been unable to locate your letter of resignation since such connuni-
cationls are not kept for longer than a 5-year period.

You may be sure that I aii willing to go oin record that your work was always
s,"tifi('tory: that you were always accurate, and certainly at no time could any
statement be made that you misinterpreted statistical data.

Senator DONNELL. I have no objection to this going into the record.
Senator SMITH. Are you putting in the original or a copy?
Mr. FALK. I will offer the copy for the record, if that is satisfactory.
Senator SMITH. Yes, that is satisfactory.
(The copy of the letter referred to follows:)

BOARD OF HFALTH.
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,

City of Ch&'ago, (' ptcenber 2, 194 7.
Dr. I. S. FALK,

Chevy Chase, Md.
DEAR DR. FALK: I have delayed answering your letter since I have been trying

to ,et what information I could to aid you in the problem with which you are
con fronted.

According to the records available in the Chicago Health Department at this
titne, you served as director of surveys from January 1, 1926, to June 2, 1926,
-it which time you were appointed assistant director of the bureau of child
welfare. OnMay 20, 1927, you were again appointed director of surveys and
you srved in this position until January 1. 192S, on which date you resigned.

We have been unable to locate your letter of resignation since such coiumuni-
c.ations are not kept for longer than a 5-year period.

You may be sure that I am willing to go on record that your work was always
s:itislactory; that you were always accurate, and certainly at no time could
any statement be made that you misinterpreted statistical data.

Hoping that this information will be of some service to you, and trusting I
shall see you at the APHA meeting, I am, with kindest personal regards

Very truly yours,
HERMAN N. BUNDESEN,
President, Board of Ha, ltk.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Falk, we have before us at this time the two
bills, S. 1320 and S. 545. I would like to go back a little into the
genealogy of S. 1320. Am I correct in stating that the first of the
series of bills which were submitted by Senator Wagner, either by
himself or by others, was the one submitted in 1939, namely, S. 1620?

Mr. FALK. I believe you are correct, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And that is the bill concerning which I inter-

I' I'ate(l you at page 3418 of the mimeographed copy as follows
[reading]:

Senator DONNP.LL. Did you and your staff in 1939 prepare or assist in prepar-
ilg the draft of the fi.st Wa 'Lner bill, S. 1620?

MIIIr. FALK. I iartici)ated in the preparation of the draft as a member (f the
interdepartmental committee. My staff, I believe, participated in the prepara-
tioij of one title of that bill. I am not sure whether their participation extended
beyond one title of that bill or not.

Senator DONNELLT.. Do you remember what title that was?
Mr. FALK. I will not trust my memory, Senator. I will ascertain it.
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Senator DONNELL. Just to refresh your memory was it title 13, grants to
States for medical care?

Mr. F.kLx. That sounds correct, Senator. I can verify it.
Senator DONNELL. Would you recognize it if you were to see it? I have a

copy here; page 34.
Mr. FALK. Looking at it now, I would say I am sure some members of my

staff assisted in the preparation of the drafts which were eventually utilized by
the interdepartmental committee for preparation of title 13, and I would also
guess, though I have no sure recollection of this, that members of our staff
participated in preparation of underlying material which was used by the inter-
departmental committee with respect to title 14.

Do you recall that testimony, Mr. Falk?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. What page did you say?
Senator DONNELL. Beginning at page 3418. The concluding para-

graph from which I just read is [reading] :
I do remember Mrs. Shearon and others were among those who did a large part

of the underlying work.

May I say at this point, Senator Smith, that Dr. Shearon, who sits
at my right, is here with me this morning at my request, to assist me
in connection with the work of. this committee.

So that we start then, Mr. Falk, as I see it, with the 1939 Wagner
health bill. Now, what was the next bill that was introduced by either
Senator Wagner or by himself and others?

Mr. FALK. I presume you have reference, Senator, to the health bills
in this series?

Senator DONNELL. May I ask you if it was S. 1161, which was intro-
duced by Senator Wagner for himself and Mr. Murray on June 3,
1943?

Mr. FALK. I think not, Senator. If you will permit me a moment,
I will get my notes. I think the next bill was a bill on a proposal with
respect to grants for the construction of hospitals. Yes, I think I am
right, Senator, that the next bill, the next health bill, introduced by
Senator Wagner was S. 3230, introduced on February 1, 1940, by Sena-
tor Wagner and Senator George.

Senator DONNELL. That was by Senator Wagner and Senator
George?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. That was a hospital bill?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. That had nothing about health insurance in it,

did it?
Mr. FALK. I think it did not, except insofar as, of course, the con-

struction of hospitals in places where there is need for additional
facilities is essential to any comprehensive health insurance program.

Senator DONNELL. Regardless of the fact that hospitals do have a
bearing on health, of course, S. 3230 had nothing to do with a plan of
compulsory health insurance. That is correct, is it not?

Mr. FALK. No, sir; in a sense the construction of hospitals is an
essential and integral part of any program for compulsory health
insurance for any considerable number of people, in that it is an ele-
ment in the program to provide the facilities necessary for a health
program.

Senator DONNELL. That is, S. 3230 made provision for hospitals
to be constructed from public funds? Is that right?
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Mr. FALK. For grants-in-aid for the construction of hospitals with
public funds. I hesitate a moment to say whether it was restricted to
public funds. I am not sure that it was.

Senator DONNELL. Very well. That bill, however, had nothing to
do with the collection of taxes or the securing of funds with which to
pay physicians for services in the performance of medical services for
patients?

Mr. FALK. Not directly. Indirectly it would.
Senator DONNELL. We will not quarrel over that particular bill.

That was a hospital bill. That is correct, is it not?
Mr. FALK. A hospital construction bill.
Senator DONNELL. A hospital construction bill. Now, the next bill

along the line of the 1939 bill, namely, S. 1620, was S. 1161, was it
not, which was introduced, as I have indicated, June 3, 1943, by Mr.
Wagner for himself and Mr. Murray?

Mr. FALK. No, sir; there was another bill.
Senator DONNELL. What was the other one?
Mr. FALK. A bill on the permanent disability aspect of the subject.

That was Senator Wagner's bill, S. 3924, which was introduced on
May 6, 1940.

Senator DONNELL. What was that bill about, did you say?
Air. FALK. On the method of providing benefits for the disabled.
Senator DONNELL. Providing benefits for the disabled. Now, was

there any other bill which was filed by Mr. Wagner for himself and
others between S. 3924 and S. 1161?

Mir. FALK. I think not, Senator. I think S. 1161 was next.
Senator MURRAY. There was a bill filed by Senator Capper, S. 489,

oH January 23, 1941, to establish an administration of State health
insurance plans.

Senator DONNELL. What date did you say that was, Senator
Murray?

Senator MURRAY. January 23, 1941.
Senator DONNELL. Was Senator Wagner one of the sponsors of

that bill?
Senator MURRAY. No, he was not.
Senator DONNELL. You were not either?
Senator MURRAY. No, that was a bill by Senator Capper alone.
Senator DONNELL. That was S. 489.
Mr. FALK. May I interrupt to say that I understood your ques-

tion, Senator Donnell, to be first as to bills introduced by Senator
Wagner?

Senator DONNFL. Yes.
Mr. FALK. Of course, there were bills by other members of the

Congress.
Senator DONNELL. What I was trying to do is to trace down the

Proposed legislation introduced by Senator Wagner or Senator
Murray, or both of them, along the lines of health insurance, and as I
understand it, the next bill which was presented by Senator Wagner
after those that you have referred to was S. 1161, introduced June 3,
1943, for himself and Mr. Murray, that is correct, is it not?

Mr. FALK. I think that is correct.
Senator DONELL. Will you please state what, if any, services you

rendered, or your staff rendered, in the preparation of S. 1161?
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Mr. FALK. Yes, Senator; I will be glad to. S. 1161 was a large,
comprehensive bill dealing with the very broad field of social security
generally, and our services to Senator Wagner and Senator Murray
had been on the background material. It is my recollection that the
work done in the Social Security Board which resulted in the prep-
aration of the material that was made available to the members of
Congress, on their request, goes back, of course, quite a long way, quite
a long while before the year in which that bill was introduced. I
would not want to take the time of the coininittee to try to recall
the whole detailed story, because the work was done in the Social
Security Board over a long period, and that material was utilized
by the members of Congress in that bill. That work has been going
on for something close to a decade. The Board ineinbers themselves
as a unit. and all bureaus of the Board, had been more or less con-
stantly engaged in studying the operations of the Social Security Act,
devising and developing improved and new methods of providing
social security for the people of the United States. Consequently, in
the course of those years, while those studies were going on i the
Social Security Board, a great deal of work was done in the develop-
ment of methods, of devices or proposals for the revision of the existing
Social Security Act, its extension, the formulation of new proposals,
their correlation or coordination or integration with existing measures.

In the course of that work there were built up in the offices of
the Social Security Board files containing the knowledge and skills
and understandings of the staff, with a great many proposals, develop-
ments, devices, written out in extensive documents in brief memoranda,
and in draft language. All of these are methods constantly used for
thinking through the proposals that we have developed. As I said
a little while ago, that was going on throughout the Social Security
Board organization.

In the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance, for example, a
great deal of such work was going on with respect to old-age and
survivors insurance and the development of certain disability insur-
ance benefits.

In the Bureau of Unemployment Compensation, later the Bureau of
Employment Security when its name was changed, similar work was
going on in respect to unemployment insurance, employment servicsI.
temporary disability compensation, and related matters.

In the Bureau of Public Assistance similar work was going on
with respect to the three existing public assistance programs, the pro-
posals with respect to Federal aid for general assistance and related
assistance and welfare matters.

The same sort of thing was going on in the Bureau of Research and
Statistics with respect to all of the programs that I have mentioned,
with respect to interrelated problems, with respect to the over-:all
program matters, and with respect to areas which were specifically
within the special field of the Bureau of Research and Statistics, on
such matters as the health and disability field, the over-all financial
field, and similar matters; consequently, the Security Board organiza-
tions have dealt with many documents of many kinds dealing with
many proposals. Shortly after, in 1939-

Senator DONNELL. What I wanted you particularly to direct you"
attention to was the specific question as to whether or not you and
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your staff assisted in drawing S. 1161, the 1943 document. Did you ?
M lr. FALK. That is what I am directing my remarks to, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. You, of course, are going back to 1939. We

have already had the 1939 bill before us. Now I wanted to ask you
whether or not you and your staff assisted in the preparation of 1161.
Did you?

Mr. FALK. Senator, perhaps I am being misunderstood. The 1939
bill-I am trying to tell you what we (lid develop in the bill you
have reference to.

Senator I)ONNELL. Would you inind for the nioient confining your.
self to the specific question that I now address to you. namely, (lid you
and your staff assist in the preparation of S. 1161, tie 1943 bill?

Mr. F.iK. It is a little hard for me to answer that yes or no be-
cause we assisted, we aniong many others assisted, in the development
of material which was utilized by the Senators in their development of
what became S. 1161.

Senator DONNELL. Well. did you personally or through your staff
assist in the preparation of that portion of S. 1161 which appears at
],qge 39, namely, Federal Medical Hospitalization and Related
Benefits?

Did you assist, without going into the details and all the various
ramifications of it

Mr. FATA.i. Did you .ay, Did we assist him .
Senator I)ONNEJLL. Did you assist in the )reparation of that. portion

of the bill which is set forth at page 39 and following and is an amend-
ment of title 9 of the S()cial Security Act reading as follows: "Federal
Medical Hospitalization and Related Benefits."

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; we assisted. We (lid a good deal of work in the
development of material which was later utilized by the Senators in
that part of the bill.

Senator DONNELL. Did you or your staff assist in the drafting of
that portion of the bill'?.

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; we did.
Senator DONNELL. Now do you recall, Mr. Falk, that late in 1943,

which was the year in which S. 1161 was introduced into the Senate,
that Dr. Michael Davis organized the health program conference?
I)o you remember that, whether he organized it, that it was organized
and that he participated in its organization? Do you remember that ?

Mr. FALK. I remember that he organized a health program con-
ference. I didn't understand the relationship of the latter part of
your question to the first )art.

Senator DONNELL. Do you remember that in 1943 the health pro-
gram conference was organized?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Sellator DONNELL. And did Mr. Michael Davis have anything to

do with the organization of it, to your knowledge? I

Mr. Fmiiz. Yes, sir; to my knowledge he was primarily responsible
for organizing it.

Senator DONNELL. And you were among the gentlemen who were
'it that conference, is that right?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Among the 29 persons I think named in the

booklet entitled, Principles of a Nation-wide Health Program, Report
of the Health Program Conference, that is right, isn't it I'
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Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. This report to which I have directed your atten-

tion, namely, Principles of a Nation-wide Health Program, was pub-
lished under the auspices of the Committee on Research in Medical
Economics of which Mr. Michael Davis was chairman, that is correct,
is it not, as shown on the front fly, I believe?

Mr. FALK. What do you mean by, "under the auspices of," Senator?
Senator DONNELL. Well, did the Committee on Research in Medical

Economics cause to be published or cooperate in the publication of
this pamphlet entitled, Principles of a Nation-wide Health Program?

Mr. FALK. It was published with the cooperation of the Committee
on Research in Medical Economics.

Senator DONNELL. And that was in November 1944, was it not?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Now the next bill in order of sequence which was

introduced by Senator Wagner for himself and others was S. 1050,
was it not, which was introduced on May 24, 1945, is that right?

Mr. FALK. I think that was the next bill with which Senator Wag-
ner's name was connected in the health field.

Senator DONNELL. Yes.
Mr. FALK. Yes.
Senator DONNEILL. Each of these bills, that is to say, S. 1161 and

S. 1050 contained provisions for financing of the proposed program,
did it not?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONN-ELL. And each of these bills was referred to the Com-

mittee on Finance in the Senate, was it not?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did you or your staff assist in the preparation of

S. 1050?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; we did, in the preparation of S. 1050.
Senator DONNELL. Did you personally assist in the preparation of

S. 1050?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; I did.
Senator DONNELL. Now the next bill in order of sequence presented

by Mr. Wagner for himself-for himself and anyone else-was S. 1606in November 1945, by Mr. Wagner for himself and Mr. Murray, was
it not?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; I think it was.
Senator DONNELL. This bill S. 1606 eliminated or failed to contain

any provisions as to the financing of the proposed program, did it not?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; and it a so eliminated almost everything else

in the whole social-security field other than what dealt with health.
Senator DONNELL. This act, S. 1606, was entitled, "The National

Health Act of 1945"; that is correct, is it not?
Air. FALK. I presume so, if you have it there, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. I have it right here and just read it. That bill

was referred to the Committee on Education and Labor, was it not?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And as you know, Senator Murray was the chair-

man of that committee; that is correct, isn't it?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did you know whether or not the Committee on

Finance made any report with respect to either S. 1161 or S. 1050?
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Mr. FALK. I don't think it did.
Senator DONNEIL. And do you know whether any hearings were held

by the Committee on Finance on either of those two bills?
Mr. FALK. I don't believe there were any.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know whether the primary reason for

the introduction of S. 1606 was to provide a bill which would not
c contain the financial provisions, thereby akin it not proper to intro-
(Ince the new bill S. 1606 for reference to the Committee on Finance,
but was a bill which would naturally go to the Committee on Education
aind Labor? Do you know whether or not those facts were largely
if not entirely responsible for the preparation of S. 1606?

Mr. FALK. T6 the best of my knowledge they were not primarily
responsible for that.

Senator DONNELL. Were they in any part responsible for the prep-
aration of S. 1606, if you know?

Mr. FALK. I don't know that. I do know the primary reason of
which I have knowledge why the health provisions were split off at
that time, I think that was November 1945, from the large social-
security bill, was because Senator Wagner, Senator Murray, and Mr.
Dingell reached an agreement with the President of the United States
that at the time when the President of the United States was planning
to send a special message on health to the United States Congress, at
fhat time they, the sponsors of that legislation, would introduce the
health parts of their social-security bill as a separate bill.

Senator DONNELL. Now that message of the President to which you
refer is the message of November 19, 1945, Document No. 380, Seventy-
ninth Congress, first session, is that correct?

lr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did you have anything to do with the preparation

of any portion of that message?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; I did.
Senator DONNELL. Do you mind telling us just what part you took

in the preparation of that message of the President?
M r. FALK. Not at all. I will give it to you in brief and without

trying to remember dates or precise details. I will be glad to tell
you further about it.

In brief, as of some particular date, I remember being informed by
the Chairman of the Social Security Board that the White House had
iII preparation a message on health and that the assistance of the Social
Security Board had been requested by the White House, and that of
course the Chairman of the Board had assured the White House that it
would give all assistance that was desired.

At some point a draft of a message was made available to us for
review, for comment, and criticism.

Senator DONNELL. By whom was it so made?
Mr. FALK. By the White House, and it came to me from the Chair-

Juan of the Social Security Board with the request that I review it,
('o1flnent, and criticize it aild make any suggestions that I thought were
indicated. I did so, and was very happy to do so and very greatly
pleased at the honor of doing it.

Senator DONNELL. May I call your attention to this language appear-
irng on pages 9 and 10 of that message of the President, and I quote:

The American people are the most insurance-minded people in the world. They
Will not be frightened off from health insurance because some people have mis-

6 4 431--48---pt. 4-14
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named it "socialized medicine." I repeat what I am recommending is not social-
ized medicine. Socialized medicine means that all doctors work as employees of
Government. The American people want no such system. No such system is here
proposed.

Under the plan I suggest our people would continue to get medical and hospital
services just as they do now, on the basis of their own voluntary decisions and
choices. Our doctors and hospitals would continue to deal with the same profes-
sional freedom as now. There would, however, be this all-important difference,
whether or not patients get the services they need would not depend on how much
they can afford to pay at the time

Would you state, please, whether you had any part in the preparation
of that portion of the inessage which I just read?

Mr. FALK. I am sorry, Senator. I wouldn't know that. I couldn't
assume responsibility for any particular language in that message since
my contributions were fragmentary and partial. I was only one
among possibly many persons whose contributions to that message
were utilized by the White House and I would have no knowledge
whatever at this time as to whether I had any personal responsibility
for any particular paragraph or sentence or phrase or word.

Senator DoNiNEI.L. Do you have any recollection as to whether or not
this point to the effect that thehealth insurance is not socialized medi-
cine was in the message when the message draft came first to you?

M A[r. FALK. I do not know that, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. You do not know?
Mlr. FALK. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. You are not certain whether it was in there or

not, is that right ?
Mr. FALK. Quite so.
Senator DONNELL. I will introduce into the record at this time, Mfr.

Chairman
Mr. FALK. I would be glad to say, Mr. Chairman, if this is in

response to your question. that at no time so far as I am aware of, have
I ever been responsible for using any sentence or long phrase that
includes the phrase, "socialized medicine," unless I was using it only
to point out that that phrase is not meaningful, is not clear, but on the
contrary is greatly misunderstood, ambiguous and doesn't contribute
very much to understanding the field.

In other words, I don't use that phrase except when I wish to point
out what I think it is or is not, and in order to clarify what the phrase
may mean or may not meau.

Senator DONNELL. You do not consider that the term socialized
medicine" is a misnomer as applied to the health insurance projected
by the bill which we now have before us and projected by S. 1606?

Mr. FALK. Senator, I have long been confused by that phrase ever
since Dr. Fishbein first used it in that connection, and I am still
more confused now that the Journal of the American Medical Associa-
tion has given it a new meaning in a formally published definition of
the term.

They have recently defined it in such a way that it embraces not only
compulsory health insurance but voluntary health insurance, specifi-
cally even the voluntary prepayment plans that are sponsored by the
American Medical Association and by State and local medical societies.

Senator DONNELL. I may ask you specifically whether you concur
with this sentence in the President's message which I have read.
"They-" that is to say, the American people, "-will not be fright-
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ened off from health insurance because some people have misnamed
it socialized medicine." Do you concur in that statement?

Mr. FALK. Yes; I do.
Senator DONNELL. Do you concur in the next statement? "I repeat

what I amn recommen(ling is not socialized medicine."
Mr. FALK. I would say to the best of my understanding as to what

that sentence means in the context, I do concur.
Senator DONNELL. Do you concur as of 1945 in that sentence, under-

standing socialized medicine to mean what you understood it generally
to be deemed at that time?

Mr. FALK. I am sorry, I didn't understand the question.
Senator DONNELL. The question is this. Do you concur that when

the President said, "I repeat, what I am recommending is not socialized
medicine," do you concur in the correctness of that statement, consider-1n1 socialized me(licine to mean what you then understood it to mean?

Mr. FALK. In this context, yes.
Senator DONNELL. All right, and do you concur also in this next

sentence of the President's message?
"Socialized medicine means that all doctors work as employees of

governmentt." Do you concur in that?
Mr. FALK. I concur in that in this context; yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. So there is no portion of what I have read to you,

I take it, from the President's message, in which you failed to give
your concurrence; is that right?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; stated in its context.
Senator DONNELL. Very well, stated in its context in the message.
Referring now again to S. 1606, did you or your staff assist in

the preparation of that bill, S. 1606?
Mr. FALK. We assisted members of the United States Congress, upon

their request, in the preparation of that bill; yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know whether or not you personally

wrote any portion of that bill or did you simply have your staff prepare
tle portions in line with your thoughts?

Mr. FArLK. I (lon't know at this time, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. You are familiar with the testimony of Mr.

Altnmeyer as to your participation in this particular bill, are you not?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Now the next bill in order as presented by either

Senator Wagner or Senator Murray was S. 1320, the bill now before
us; is that correct?

Mr. FALK. I think so; yes, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. And would you state whether or not you and

your staff or either you or your. staff assisted in the preparation of
that bill?

Mr. FALK. Concerning the revision of S. 1606 into S. 1320, I have
a brief memorandum which was prepared for Mr. Watson B. Miller,
at that time the Federal Security Administrator, at his direction and
by his office, preparatory for his testimony when he appeared before
th~is committee on July 9. He did not use that memorandum. .As I
recall, there was no occasion for him to do so; but his office furnished
'le with a copy of it and gave me permission to use it, so if I may,
Senator, I would answer your question by reading this very brief state-
ment of the Administrator's.

Senator DONNELL. Very well.
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Mr. FALK. This is a memorandum on the drafting of S. 1320 and
he said [reading]:

At the request of the chairman of the Senate Committee on Education and
Labor of the Seventy-ninth Congress-

Senator Murray he was referring to-
the Federal Security Agency studied the hearings and public discussions on
S. 1606 and submitted to the chairman a set of proposals for the consideration
of the sponsors ..f that legislation.

On August 7, 1946, Senator Murray, chairman of the Senate Committee on
Education and Labor wrote to me, in part, as follows:

"I should greatly appreciate it if you can appoint someone from your office, as
well as a representative of each of the major bureaus within the Federal Security
Agency, to meet with Mr. during the next few months for the purpose
of drafting a final set of proposals which can be submitted to the sponsors of this
legislation."

On October 1, 1946, Senator Murray wrote to me again, in part, as follows:
"I should like to suggest that the Federal Security Agency review the record

carefully and submit to me and the other sponsors a redrafted bill, together with
any alternative drafts or suggestions on questions which may be of such kind
as only the sponsors can resolve. It is my hope that a proposed redraft can be
submitted to me for review by all the sponsors no later than the end of the first
week in December, so that we will have sufficient time to study it carefully."

On October 23, I wrote the Chairman advising him that I had set up an intra-
agency committee of the character he had requested.

On December 30, 1946, I submitted to Chairman Murray the major portion
of the draft he had requested. I might add, in passing, that the sponsors changed
the draft in certain significant respects. In submitting this redraft, I said to
Chairman Murray:

"You know, of course, that I am always ready to be of whatever help possible
to your good self and to your colleagues."

And he then said [reading]:
That, Mr. Chairman, is the point of this whole narration: The Federal Secur-

ity Agency is always ready to assist any committee of Congress, upon request.
This is very similar to what we have done on many bills, such as for example, the
Hospital Survey and Construction Act, in which the Agency has made personnel
available, upon request, to assist in the drafting or redrafting of legislation in the
fields of our official concern. It is what we would be very happy to do if this
committee should ask our advice and technical assistance.

I might also add that detailed and continuous study of social security and
health insurance is an obligation of the Federal Security Agency under section 702
of the Social Security Act, which reads:

"The board shall perform the duties imposed upon it by this act and shall also
have the duty of studying and making recommendations as to the most effective
methods of providing economic security through social insurance, and as to legis-
lation and matters of administrative policy concerning old-age pensions, unem-
ployment compensation, accident compensation and related subjects."

I trust, therefore, thau answers Senator Donnell's question as to participation
within the Federal Security Agency in assisting the chairman of the Senate Com-
mittee on Education and Labor on his request in the redrafting of S. 1606 and the
subsequent utilization in a bill which Senator Murray and Senator Wagner intro-
duced and which became S. 1320.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Falk, in our examination last July reference
was made to your connection with the Committee on the Costs of Medi-
cal Care between 1929 and 1933. Had you prior to that time, that is
prior to the date on which you became associate director of that com-
mittee, published any articles or letters or any other communications
on the subject of health insurance?

Mr. FALK. Prior to 1929?
Senator DONNELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. FALK. I think I did, sir. I think I wrote one article on that

subject many years before. I wouldn't remember the date, and there
might have been others.
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Senator DONNELL. Do you recall where that article which you wrote
many years before 1929 was published?

Senator SMITH. Senator Donnell, Senator Murray had to go away
for a short time, and I proposed recessing until he could return, but
he asked us to go ahead with the examination. Some of his aides are
here and will keep track of what transpires, for him. We expect Sen-
ator Pepper here in a few minutes, so he will take up where Senator
Murray left off.

(The reporter read back the last question.)
Mr. FALK. I am sorry, but I don't, Senator.
Senator DONNEL. Was it published, do you remember, Mr. Falk,

or was that an article which you wrote for some purpose in the course
of your educational work, preliminary article to graduation?

Mr. FALK. I don't remember its relation to graduation. I have only
a vague recollection that about the time when the health-insurance
subject was being extensively debated, which would be somewhere
about the period 1918 to '22 or '23, somewhere in there, that I read
on that subject and wrote a little paper largely based on the writings
of Prof. Irving Fisher and Mr. John Andrews, Professor Chamberlain,
and others who were ver-y active in that field.

I don't recall the specific occasion for which it was done. There
apparently was one. And that it came to the attention of some of the
l)eople interested in the subject; and with my permission, I presume,
it was published. But I don't recall where.

Senator DONNELL. Do you recall the general thesis of your paper
to which you refer, what you indicated therein?

Mr. FALK. I only recall that it was in general in accord with the
proposalss of what was then called health insurance as sponsored, if I
remember correctly, by the American Association for Labor Legisla-
tion and its associates and friends. I don't remember the details.

Senator DONNELL. Was that a plan under which there was to be a
grant in aid to the States, or was it a plan for Federal insurance?

Mr. FALK. I don't remember specifically, but my guess would be,
Senator, it would be plans for State legislation alone. It would be
either a Federal proposal, that is a proposal for Federal legislation,
or Federal grants-in-aid.

Senator DONNELL. You are not able to give us approximately the
(late on which that first article appeared?

Mr. FALK. Not more than to narrow it within the period 1918 or '19
to 1925 or '26; somewhere in there, I would guess. If I am recalling
it correctly, it was something written about the time when that subject
was receiving very extensive consideration in many States in this
country.

Senator DONNELL. You have no recollection at all as to where that
Was first ?

1r. FALK. I am sorry, Senator, but I don't.
Senator DONNELL. All right. Do you recall the next article which

you caused to be published relating to the subject of health insurance?
Mr. FALK. I don't remember what next article I may have written.

11h1ell you say "caused to be published" I would expect under the
latter phrase it would be one or another of the publications of the
Committee on the Costs of Medical Care and dealing not so much
sPecifically with health insurance as with matters concerning the gen-
eral situation in the health field, needs for health care, facilities, prac-

1899
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tices, voluntary insurance plans, et cetera. I wouldn't remember
just what the next one was, though.

Senator DONNELL. Well, suppose we proceed now to 1934. Do you
remember an article .which you caused to be published, or which you
prepared for publication, In the American Association for Labor
Legislation Review of June 1934 entitled, "Formiulating An American
Plan of Health Insurance?"

Mlr. FALK. I remember generally there was such an article. It
would be my recollection it was published in the magazine issued by
the American Association for Labor Legislation.

Seiiator DONNELL. I would like to have this incorporated in the
record, Mr. Chairman, at this point.

Senator S.jiiii. No objection.
(The article referred to is as follows:)

[From American Association for Labor Legislation Review, June 1934]

FORMULATING AN AMERICAN PLAN OF HEALTH INSURANCE

B3y I. S. Falk

EDITOR'S NoTE.-Health insurance has been given increased attention
in recent issues of this Review; and at the Annual Meeting of the Amer-
ican Association for Labor Legislation at Philadelphia in December and
at its mid-year meeting at Kansas City in May, it was discussed at
several of the sessions. The association's committee has been working
on the subject during the past year and its recent conferenices indicate
favorable prospects for a new effort for this legislation throughout the
country. Dr. Falk, Research Associate of the Milbank Memorial Fund,
in this article written especially for the Review, gives a helpful dis-
cus~ion of the chief questions involved in the preparation of the needed
legislation.

Neither the rich nor the poor, nor the great middle classes of the American
people receive anything like adequate medical care. This is true in good times;
it is only more lamentably true in bad times. Among people in the highest income
classes, indifference, ignorance, apathy and similar causes are responsible.
Among the well-to-do, the comfortable, and the poor the principal reasons are
of another kind. Among these classes it is not that there is inadequate demand
for the service or an insufficient supply of medical practitioners or institutions
to furnish it. The people want and the professions are equipped to supply vastly
more and better medical care than is now provided. An economic barrier stands
between the two. How shall it be surmounted?

At the outset, let us be clear on the nature of the problem. The objective i
more and better medical care for everyone. The principal questions are thes(-"

(1) How shall people be enabled to purchase the medical care which they need?
(2) How shall practitioners be assured a decent income?
(3) How shall hospitals and other institutions l)e assured adequate financial

support?
(4) How shall the quality of medical care be maintained on a high level?
The costs of medical care' are burdensome more because they are variable,

uncertain, and unbudgetable for the individual family than because they are
high. To be sure, a substantial part of the population is without means and
cannot pay for any necessities of life. Another fraction is not indigent, but
neither is it entirely self-su-tainn"-: and people in this clas require some as-
sistance if they are to receive good nelical care. Above these indigent and seni'-
indigent groupA, the rest of the population is self-sustaining and can afford the
costs of adequate health and medical service for themselves and the subventionS
for the poorer classes, if they can pay these costs as a group.

Taken as a single unit, the people of the United States can support a prograni
of adequate care for everyone. Indeed, we ordinarily spend almost enough to
meet all requirements. As against a normal expenditure of $30 per capita, $36
would provide adequate service for the population of the country. But pur-

2 For a comprehensive analysis of the subject see the Costs of Medical Care, by I. S. Falk,
C. R. Rorem, and M. D. Ring (University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1933).
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chased privately and individually, even In the best of times, medical service is In
greater or lesser degree beyond the means of 75 to 90 per cent of the population.

It is therefore not surprising that we turn at once to the insurance principle
for a solution to the basic problem of medical costs. We seek an appropriate
means of substituting an average for an Individual cost of medical care. The
insurance principle has been applied to so many types of financial risk, especially
In the United States, that no element of novelty can be claimed for the proposal.
In some forty countries of the world, the principle has already been applied
on a national scale to the risk of incurring the financial consequences of sickness.
It has been similarly applied in the United States in hundreds of communities
where voluntary organizations have developed the group budgeting of medical
costs.

Insurance against medical costs would substitute the predictable average cost
of the group for the uncertain and highly variable costs of individuals. More
than this, insurance would enable people to spend more than they now spend
for medical care. If present expenditures for medical care were made in quar-
terly, monthly or weekly installments throughout the year, people could pay
what they now spend for medical care, and more, with much less difficulty than
they experience at the present time. Insurance would bring within their means
more and better care than they now secure and would provide more substantial
and more stable incomes to practitioners and institutions. Under a system of
fixed, periodic payments, complaint about the high costs of medical care would
disappear; for the public protest against medical costs rests upon experiences with
the catastrophic consequences of the occasional expensive illness. This is the rea-
son why the average costs of medical care furnish no explanation of public
discontent with the high costs of medical care.

II

A fortunate characteristic of an insurance proposal to meet the public need
is that simultaneously it solves the problem of the physician's and the hospital's
income. If group budgeting and fixed periodic payment will enable people to
spend more for medical care, by the same token it provides larger and more
certain incomes for those who furnish the service. This is an important char-
acteristic of an insurance proposal, because a solution is as acutely needed for
the economic problems of the practitioner as for the straits of the public.

In a certain sense, it is true that there is nothing new in a proposal for in-
surance against the costs of medical care. Health or sickness insurance is an
old story in almost all European countries; numerous voluntary plans have
had a long history in the United States; and in the years 1912-20 an active
campaign was carried on in this country to enact health-insurance legislation
in the Federal Congress and in the several States.

In another sense, insurance against medical costs is a new story in the
United States. Between 1927 and 1932, the Committee on the Costs of Medical
Care conducted a' careful study of the entire problem and through the inquiries
reported by its research staff developed exact, quantitative information on almost
every important phase of the subject. These studies brought together a mass
of information such as no country of the world has possessed. Furthermore,
the economic depression has brought a National awakening on the need for
social insurance and a recognition that illness is one of the principal hazards
of life against which society must give the individual protection and assurance.

Not only the public, but even the medical professions have become acutely
aware of the need for insurance against the financial consequences of illness.
Despite a laissez faire attitude on the part of the American Medical Association
or even covert opposition and obstruction, the American Hosiptal Association
has formally approved the principle of insurance against hospital costs and is
Cooperating effectively with local groups engaged in creating or operating hospital
Insurance plans. At least five State medical societies-California, Oregon,
Washington, Michigan, and Colorado-have in one form or other recorded their
approval of insurance against medical costs, and a sixth-New Jersey-has
expressed a constructive attitude toward experiments In this direction. Indeed,
in the first three States, practical programs have been going forward under
medical direction and leadership. The Medical Society of the State of New
York has endorsed the principle of group budgeting of hospital costs.

Health insurance therefore has an entirely new opportunity; and there is a
More substantial basis for its formulation than existed before. The creation
by the American Association for Labor Legislation of a National Committee for
J3ealth Insurance Legislation is t imely and appropriate.
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We pride ourselves that we are practical folk. Hence, as we approach the task
of formulating a program, let us be practical and build upon the experiences of
voluntary groups in the United States and of national systems in other countries.
If we must be original and nationalistic, and if we must have an American
plan, let it be compounded from the best we can adapt from European systems
and the best we can devise to meet the peculiar characteristics of American
needs.

III

How shall we formulate an American plan? First we might enumerate the
objectives:

(1) Provision of good health service and medical care to all persons in the
population.

(2) Distribution of the costs over groups of people and over periods of time.
(3) Adequate remuneration of those who furnish medical care.
(4) Flexibility in the scope of medical benefits so as to permit adaptation to

local variations in available personnel and facilities.
(5) Exclusion of proprietary or profit-making agencies.
(6) Coordination with other health, medical or welfare activities of the

community.
(7) An adequate program of public education on the need and the opportunity

for medical care.
Second, it is important to keep in mind some practical lessons which emerge

from an analysis of European and American experience with health insurance:
(1) Freedom of all competent practitioners who subscribe to necessary rules of

procedure to engage in insurance practice.
(2) Freedom of all persons to choose their physician or dentist from among

all practitioners in the community who engage in insurance practice.
(3) Freedom of insurance practitioners to accept or reject patients.
(4) Minimum interference of the insurance system with the private practice

of medicine for those who prefer and can afford the private purchase of medical
service.

(5) Professional control of professional personnel and procedures.
With these before us, we may consider more specifically the questions which

should engage the attention of a national committee devoted to the task of
formulating specific health insurance legislation. By the very task of dividing
the major problem into many sin-iller ones, we clarify and bring into sharper
relief the issues which are at stake.

IV

1. Which portion of the population should be included in the plant

Should the program be restricted, as in some countries, to those who earn
less than a specified income, or should the system apply to the small wage-earners
and their dependents? Should an American Plan be restricted to the lowest
economic classes and perpetuate the traditions and the shortcomings of a poor-

man's system? Or should the plan embrace all economic groups in the population
to whom the private purchase of medical care brings variable costs which are

burdensome and which cannot be budgeted on an individual or family basis?

Or, finally, should the plan include entire populations?

2. Should health insurance be founded on a voluntary or on a compulsory basis?

There is room for wide difference of opinion on this score. European ex-

perience shows that every voluntary plan is merely a longer or shorter bridge
to a compulsory scheme. Can those who most need the benefits of health in.

surance be brought within its scope on a voluntary basis, or must the plan be

compulsory in order that they may be covered? Have we the machinery, equiva-

lent to the friendly or insurance societies of European countries, with which to

administer voluntary insurance? Or, lacking this, should we create ad 00

administrative agencies? Or would it be wiser to avoid the administrative prob-

lems incidental to the requirements of voluntary agencies and move at 01 e
to the compulsory stage?

S. lhall we have eash benefits in addition to medical care provided by the in.

surance plan?

Health or sickness insurance had its origin In trade guild or mutual benefit

associations, originally concerned with establishing a pool from which the diS-
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abled worker might receive partial remuneration for wages lost in time of sick-
ness. Increasingly, however, benefit in kind-that is, medical care-has been
substituted for cash benefit. Restoration rather than compensation has become
prominent in the purposes of health insurance. The administration of medical
benefit is undoubtedly made vastly more complex by the simultaneous provision
of cash benefit. The dual function of furnishing care and of certifying disability
-and hence eligibility to cash benefit-creates serious difficulties in the smooth
and economical administration of health insurance. Should the two types of
benefits be nonetheless included in the American plan?
4. What shall be the scope of medical service furnished under the insurance plan?

Shall we follow the English pattern and restrict health insurance benefit to the
services of the general practitioner of medicine? Or shall we go further; shall
we face the facts, and recognize that the burdens of medical costs are due to
variations and uncertainties in the cost of medical care, dentistry, hospitalization,
and nursing; and accordingly shall we guarantee these four services? Should
we go even further and include all kinds of medical care which may be needed
and which the community may be prepared to furnish?
5. How shall practitioners and medical agencies be remunerated?

Should the health Insurance plan specify that the practitioners shall serve
on salaries, or that they shall be remunerated through capitation fees or on a
fee schedule? Or should It leave to the practitioners in each community the
privilege of electing a system of remuneration? Should hospitals or other in-
stitutions be owned by the insurance authority, or should they furnish care
through a contract of service in which the actuarial risk Is carried by the
insurance authority? How shall medical specialists, nurses, dentists, pharma-
cies, clinics and laboratories be remunerated? Practical procedures must be
devised for each of these which is included In the scope of insurance benefit.
6. What would be the total costs of health insurance?

The answer to this question will obviously depend upon the answers to the
preceding questions. According as it may be decided what the benefits shall be,
what portion of the population shall be covered, and how the system shall be
administered, the costs will vary in one direction or another. In any case, there
Is now available a sufficient mass of information so that the total costs can be
anticipated with reasonable accuracy.

7. What shall be the administrative unit?
Should the plan.be conceived as national in scope, or should it be developed

primarily on a state-wide or even on a smaller basis? Voluntary Insurance can
be conducted for any unit which is sufficiently large to give actuarial stability

=the scheme. Compulsory insurance Involves relations to governmental agen-
cies. In the United States, most governmental medical agencies operate on a
State-wide basis. Accordingly, there are Important arguments which urge a
State-wide scope for an insurance plan. There are also important arguments
which urge a Federal integration of State plans. The several alternatives must
be given close study, especially in the light of developments on the relation of
the Federal Government to State systems of unemployment insurance.

8. What shall be the source of the funds and how shall they be raised?
One-fifth of all medical costs are already borne by governmental agencies out

of tax funds. It may be assumed that at least this much will continue to come
from official sources. How much more should come from taxes? The propor-
tioflmnight range from the present 20 percent up to 100 percent, and might be
allocated among various economic classes according to the system of taxation
which is employed. Or 80 percent or less of the total might be derived In various
proportions by direct or indirect contributions from the consumer- public, from
those who are specifically embraced by the insurance plan, from wage-earners,
from employers, etc. These are questions which in large measure depend upon
Issues in principle and upon the answers to previous questions.

9. What shall be the administration arrangements for the proposed plan?
The objectives of insurance against medical costs are the same In Maine as in

California, in New York City as in an agricultural county In Texas; but the
administrative procedures through which these objectives may be attained in one
place may be radically different from those which will serve in another. Accord-
ingly, a model bill must provide wide latitude for necessary variations in
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administrative procedure. Nevertheless, certain basic proposals might be estab-
lished in principle so that they are applicable everywhere.

Assuming State-wide systems, shall administration follow the pattern which
has evolved in the field of workmen's compensation? Shall there be State
commissions with executive officers? Or should health insurance be administered
through State departments like existing departments of public health? Shall
legislation empower a State authority to codify regulations? Shall medical
benefits be divided between a minimum which is made mandatory for all
insured persons and additional services which are permissive for local groups
which desire them, can pay for them and which have the facilities to furnish them?
Should service benefits be supplied by local branches of the State authority
or through local agencies? How shall financial relations be administered?
How shall professional problems be left to the profession and the public interest
be adequately safeguarded under professional control? What shall be the pro-
cedures for the settlement of Judicial questions?

V

These and other questions require careful study; but neither their number or
variety should discourage us. The experience of many countries proves clearly
that there are no insuperable obstacles to the establishment of a sound system
of health insurance. Certainly, it is not in the spirit of our time to be tim-
orous or fearful of attacking the problem. The example which is being set by
the President and by administrative and legislative groups everywhere should
give us heart and a renewed determination. Indeed, those who have been
called to the obligations of high places have a right to expect that all who are
competent in the task will devote themselves to the careful and dispassionate
formulation of a health plan for the people of the United States.

Senator DONNELL. Do you recall any further article which you
caused to be published or prepared for publication between the one
of June 1934 to which your attention has been directed and that which
appeared in the issue of June 1936 of the American Association for
Labor Legislation and Review which was entitled, "Cash and Medical
Benefits in Health Insurance"?

Mr. FALK. I can't be specific, but I would venture the opinion be-
tween that first article to which you refer and which you date as 1934
and another in 1936 that I probably did publish other articles.

I would rather think that an article published in one of the hospital
magazines comes between there, though I can't be sure of the dates.
It might have preceded the 1934 article. There may have been others.

Senator DONNELL. Do you recall the name of that magazine?
Mr. FALK. I think I had an article in the Western Hospital Review

in that period, 1934, 1935, and 1936. There may have been others. I
think there may have been an article in the Milbank Memorial Fund
Quarterly. I

Senator DONNELL. Do you remember about the date of that?
Mr. FALK. No, sir. I am merely thinking that in the period 1934 to

1936 1 wrote and had published a number of articles, and I would be
surprised if there were none between the articles you refer to as 1934
and 1936.

Senator DONNELL. I offer at this time, Mr. Chairman, the article
of June 1936 appearing in the American Association for Labor Legis-
lation Review, entitled, "Cash and Medical Benefits in Health In-
surance," by Mr. Falk, who is designated as the head of it. It is
formerly Milbank Memorial Fund. I ask that it be incorporated at
this point.

Senator SMITH. No objection. It is admitted.
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(The article referred to is as follows:)

(From the American Association for Labor Legislation Review, June 1936]

CASH AND MEDICAL BENEFITS IN HEALTH INSURANCE
(By I. S. Falk,' formerly Research Associate, Milbank Memorial Fund)
There is substantial agreement, if not unanimity of opinion, on the generalform which health insurance should take in the United States. Differences ofopinion among students of this subject are, in the main, concerned with a fewpoints. Of these, one of the most important is the relation which should obtainbetween cash and service benefits, and attention may be properly focused here

upon this problem.
The two important risks to economic security which arise out of sickness are(a) loss of earnings on account of disability among wage earners, and (b) thecosts of medical care. Formerly, the first of these was the greater; now, therelation Is reversed. Each Is of sufficient frequency and brings losses of suchsize and severity as to warrant strong and effective measures of protection.Which is the greater and which is the lesser is, in a sense, of minor importance.Yet a change which has occurred In the relative size of these risks explains thepresent-day emphasis upon the cost of remedial care.
Among the families with incomes of less than $2,500 a year in the United States,

sickness brings the following direct costs:

Family income Loss of earn- Cost% of medi-
ings cal care

Under $1,200 ------------------------------------------------ $250,000,000 $300,000,00
,2 o. , -o --------------------------------.................------------ - -- - 650,000,000 1.200.000.000

Among the poorest families, medical costs exceed wage loss by only a little;among families in the next higher bracket medical costs are approximately twiceas great as the loss of earnings. In still higher income brackets, the ratio be-tween these two sickness costs becomes even greater, because medical costs con-tinue to rise proportionately with income while earnings tend less and less to becut off during periods of brief or temporary disability.When the modern movement for health insurance started some 50 years ago,the medical expenditures of the poor were vastly less. Wage loss was, by a largemargin, the principal cost of sickness. It was therefore fitting that when nationalsickness insurance was inaugurated in Germany, the primary insurance benefitwas cash in partial replacement of wages lost through disability. Medical carewas a more limited and less important benefit. Now, medical benefits account forabout 70 percent and cash benefit for only 30 percent of the German insurance
budget.

Social insurance against the risks of sickness must recognize the importance ofmedical costs and of medical benefits. It is not sound to follow European historyblindly and design a scheme in which administrative arrangements suitable forthe provision of cash benefits areuncritically applied to medical service benefits.It is, if anything, more appropriate to design administrative procedures withfirst attention to the service rather than to cash benefits, because It is a muchmore complex task to furnish service benefits than to dispense cash. Every sys-tem which has failed to recognize this has experienced profound and disruptivedisagreements between the insurance authorities and the professions.Cash (wage loss) benefit for the disabled wage earner requires a certificationas to the existence of the disability. It has been traditional for this certificationto be made by the patient's own doctor-his treating physician. It is thereforenot surprising that many an insured person chooses his insurance physician withone eye on his reputation for professional competence and the other on hisreputation for liberality in the issuance of certificates of disability. The con-Sequences of this practice are far reaching not only for the quality of medical carebut also for the finances of the scheme.
To what extent the conjunction of treating insured persons and of certifyingas to the disability of sick persons who are gainfully occupied has adversely af-
I 1 Dr. Falk is author of the new book, Security Against Sickness-A Study of HealthInsurance, America's Next Problem in Social Security (Doubleday, Doran & Co., 1936).
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fected the quality of the service benefits cannot be measured quantitatively. It
is beyond peradventure that this effect has been grossly exaggerated by some
American opponents of health insurance. All authoritative evidence testifies that
the influence of insurance to improve medical practice has been more than suf-
ficient to offset this degrading force. There can be no doubt, however, from
the views expressed either openly or confidentially by the authorities in insurance
countries that there is ground in experience to justify the strongest objection
against placing the traditional dual responsibility upon insurance physicians.

The financial effects of overcertification can be indicated only in approximate
terns. For example, even in Great Britain where the relations between the
medical and the insurance authorities are probably more wholesome and coopera-
tive than in any other large insurance country, overcertification is quite ex-
tensive despite concerted efforts to control it. In 1934, with 15,500,000 insured
persons, there were 468,600 references to the regional medical staff for advice as
to incapacity for work. Of these, 134,700 received a final certificate before the
date fixed for examination and 86,600 failed to attend for other reasons. Of the
246.100 who were examined, incapacity for work was confirmed in only 179,001)
cases.

The annual cost of cash benefits furnished to insured persons who are im-
properly or dishonestly certified as disabled is not known; but these figures
indicate 1hat the cost must be considerable. The regional medical staff cost'
only a small percent of the total (ost of administration. Spurious cash benefit,
undoubtedly cost a great deal mynre. From such evidence as is available for
Germany, where the cash benefits are more attractive than in Great Britain, it is
clear that the situation there has long been-if anything-much worse.

The result of assigning a dual function to the insurance physician is more far
reaching than the direct effects on the quality of medical practice or than the
costs could show. In a hundred ways, differing greatly in various countries be-
cause of the different administrative arrangements, the duality of function leads
to irritation and friction between the physicians and the insurance authorities
and tends to keep these two important groups from that sympathetic relation to
which their common interest in the insured persons should otherwise lead them.

If there is to he separation of administrative function between cash and serv-
ice benefits, how far should this go? There are apparently two broad alternatives
amo( . those which have been proposed. One is to keep the two benefits within the
same insurance scheme, but to divide the medical responsibility by requiring
that certification shall be a function of salaried, whole-time medical officers
who may not enL4.ige in private practice. In this proposal, the treating physicians
would be limited to recommend certification but would be without final authority
to certify. Like the supervising physicians of the German Krankenkassen the
Vertauensaerzte) the salaried medical officers should be assured permanent
tenure and a retirement annuity to protect them against pressure to issue certifi-
cates which might otherwise be exerted by patients or by practicing physicians.
The other alternative is more drastic; it proposes that health insurance he
restricted to the service benefits and that the cash benefits be relegated to the
system of unemployment compensation. On this basis, the cash (liqability bene-
fft would be treated as a compensation payable during a period of unemployment
when the unemployment is caused by inability to work. In this case, certification
would, as also in the other plan, be a responsibility of independent, salaried, medi-
cal officers and the cash (disability) benefit would be payable by the same oflice
to which the socially insured person looks for other cash benefits.

The cost of a salaried medical staff to certify disability can be only roughly
estimated. Though it would amount to an appreciable part of the total cost of
administration, it may be expected to lead to a much larger saving through the
conservation of cash-benefit funds. On this ground alone-though it is not the
only or perhaps even the most important ground-the salaried medical staff
would be worth more than it would cost.

If it is assumed-as is proper to do, and in accord with the principles laid
down by the staff of the President's ('onmnittee on Economic Sxcurity -tlat
health insurance in the United States should be conceived primarily on a State-
wide basis with Federal subsidies, grants-in-aid, or other incentives, Federal
minimum standards might properly leave to the several States a final decisioll
on the extent to which the one or the other alternative outlined above is
followed in separating cash from service benefits.

The medical-political leadership which has recently opposed health insurance
In the United States has not been opposed to disability (cash benefit) insurance.

2 Report to the President by the Committee on Economic Security. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C., January 15, 1935.
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Of its objections to medical-care insurance, the only type of argument it has
mustered which has had a substantial basis in experience or fact rests on the
confusions and the deficiencies created by the dual functions assigned in Euro-
,),an schemes to insurance physicians. Administrative separation of the cash
and service benefits would meet the objections which have been raised by
siricere critics and would cut the ground from under the others.

IN European health insurance countries one is frequently told that if their
slmmues were to be planned over again, cash and service benefits would be
separated as widely as would be practicable. In America, voluntary health in-
,surance has generally and from its beginning placed more emphasis on service
than on cash benefits, being different in this respect from the voluntary insurance
which preceded compulsory health insurance in Europe.

II nally, it is interesting to note that the British Columbia health insurance
law I)assed by the provincial legislature only a few weeks ago (March 31, 1936)
is entirely restricted to service benefits. This is perhaps a straw in the wind.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Falk. in a footnote to this last article I
referred to appears this language [reading]:

Dr. Falk is author of the new book, Security Against Sickness-A Study of
Health Insurance, America's Next Problem in Social Security (Doubleday, Doran
& Co., 1936).

That book was published by you, was it not, caused to be published
by you?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Was it widely circulated, do you recall?
Mr. FALK. Well, I don't kow what the word "widely" means in

this connection.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know approximately how many volumes?
Mr. FALK. I think there were something like two or three thousand

copies printed and a considerable portion of those were sold, circulated,
distributed.

Senator DONNELL. What was the next publication after the book
to which I have referred by yourself on the general subject of health
insurance?

Mr. FALK. I am sorry, Senator, I couldn't tell you just what was
the next publication. You are referring here to a chronology that
),(es back 12 years, and I wouldn't remember that. If I had guessed

I hat you were interested in the chronology of my publications, I
would have been very glad to have it and furnish you with a complete
list.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Falk, would you mind doing that very thing,
furnishing to us a chronological, complete bibliography of your publi-
cations on the general subject of health insurance or related subjects?

-fr. FALK. And related subjects?
Senator DONNELL. Yes.
Mr. FAaLK. Yes, sir; I will be glad to.
Senator DONNELL. You will furnish that to this committee please,

Mr. Falk.
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
(The material referred to appears on pp. 1910-1914.)
Senator DONNELL. We will proceed then from the matters of these

publications. Have you also engaged in public speaking on the sub-
jW'e't of health insurance, Mr. Falk?

Mr. FALK. Some, but very little.
Senator DONNELL. Do you remember the first public address you

Wade on that subject and where it was, what organization?
Mr. FALK. Well, I wouldn't venture anything in the nature of a

confident guess as to what was the first occasion. I can think back
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having spoken on that subject somewheres about 1934. It might have
been 1933, it might have been '34, before the New York Academy of
Medicine--before an audience at a special meeting of the New York
Academy of Medicine. I wouldn't be sure that was the first, though.

Senator DONNELL. Do you recall the subject of that address?
Mlr. FALK. Well. it had something to do with this general field, but

I don't l)rofes to remember.
Senator Do NN EILL. 'Were you advocating a compulsory health insur-

ance in that address?
Mr. FALK. I dou't remember that. Much more likely it was a dis-

cussion of the problems that are involved in improving health services
in the United States and making it more generally and more easily
possible for people to receive adequate care, and elements that go into
that.

I doubt very nuch that it had to do with any specific or particular
program, though it may have included the advocacy of health insur-
ance as one of the measures.

Senator DONNEI,. Did you deliver an address before the annual
fall conference of the New Y'ork Women's Trade Union League in New
York on October 1, 1938, on the subject of the national health
program ?

Mr. FALK. I think I did, though I am not positive of that, Senator.
Senator DONNELI. Will you take a look at this and see if that is the

address?
Mr. FALK. Yes; I think that is correct.
Senator DONNELL. The opening sentence I will read from that

address. [Reading:]
I am glad to have this opportunity to address the annual fall conference of tie

New York Women 's Trade ITnion League, and to review the health program
recently submitted to the public by the President's Interdepartmental Committee.

This was in October of 1938. At that time do you know whether
Mr. Michael Davis was connected with the division of health studies
in the social security organization here in Washington?

Mr. FALK. Well. I will tell you in a moment accurately, Senator,
rather than just make a guess at it. You see, Mr. Michael Davis was
one of a number of persons who had been appointed as consultants
to the Bureau of Research and Statistics. According to my record,
lie was appointed in March 1938.

Senator DoNNEJL. Did you present a paper at the special session on
content and administration of a medical care program before the
American Public Health Association in New York City on October
4, 1944?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Were you on a certain subcommittee on medical

care of the committee on administrative practice of the American
Public Health Association in June of 1944?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And did that subcommittee consist of yourself

and Messrs. Daily, Reed, Rogers, and Sinai?
Mr. FALK. Not a subcommittee of the committee on administrative

practice. You are referring to some other subgroup, aren't you,
Senator?

Senator DONNELL. I call your attention to this, particularly this part
that is marked.

1908
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Ml. FALK. Would you repeat the question, Senator.
Seiiator DONNELL. Read the question.
(The reporter read back the last, question.)
M[r. FALK. No, sir. Let me explain that.
Senator DONNELL. Certainly.
Mr. FALK. The committee on administrative practice, one of the

.adlidng committees of the Americaii Public Health Association, had
ail)l)ointed a subcommittee called a subcommittee on medical care.

That subcommittee of the association's standing committee, at one
s stage in its work, appointed from among its membership a smaller
gr(,up to do a particular job. oI don't believe that ever had the status
of any particular committee. That subgroup, if I may call it that,
includ'led four of tme names I think you mentioned. As for the mem-
bership of the committee, the fifth person you mentioned [Mr. Reed]
was not a member of the committee. He was merely a technical
a t instant, there by the direction and the courtesy of the chairman of
the subcommittee.

Senator DONNELL. I read into the record at this time from the
minutes of the third meeting of the subcommittee on medical care of
the committee on administrative practice these two paragraphs
appearing on page 3 [reading]
The chairman then raised the question of the need for a progress report to the

(iiilfittee on administrative practice and if the reaction of the latter were
favorable to the whole association. Such a report would give the gist of the
colinmittees thus far and woull )resent a framework within walich subsequent
rel)mrts could follow.

It was agreed that such a report was desirable. The committee accordingly
turinie(l to consideration of the draft report on a national health plan which 1)r.

- Sinai presented on behalf of the subcommittee (Daily, Falk, Rog -rs, and Sinai)
%'l*iich had been given responsibility at the last meeting of the committee for

drafting a program.

Is that a correct copy, Mr. Falk, of the minutes as you see them?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; but as my remark may have indicated, it is not

an altogether precise statement of the facts.
Senator DONNELL. The chairman of the subcommittee on medical

care was Dr. Joseph W. Mountin, that is correct. is it not.?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
5eiiator DONNELL. We have considerable evidence in the record. a..

3 mt know, in regard to this particular report and subsequent develoD-
flelnts on it. I don't know whether you read that portion of the
evidence or not.

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; there is a good deal there, some of which is
accurate and some of which leads to misunderstanding.

Senator DONNELL. Now Mr. Falk, the report of the Health Program
Conference published with the cooperation of the Committee on Re-
search in Medical Economics in 1944 met with your approval, did
it not ?

i Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And included in that report, pages 12 and 13 is

this language, is it not? [Reading:]
Finances: The chief support of a Nation-wide system of medical care should

be contributory insurance required by law with the amounts of payment from
employees, employers, and self-employed persons relating to the earnings of the
contributors combined with the support from general taxation.
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Do you agree to that statement?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; but unless I misheard you, did you say relating

or related?
Senator DONNEIL. Related, I should have said.
Mr. FALK. For the record I thought you wanted it accurate.
Senator DONNELL. We certainly do. [Reading:]

persons related to the earnings of the contributors.

Is that what you said?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. All right. Referring again to your addresses, do

you have a list of all those addresses wilich you have made, Mr. Falk,
which you could furnish us too? I don't mean the addresses them-
selves but a bibliography of the addresses as well as the publications.

Mr. FALK. I will be glad to furnish you a list containing all of which
we have any records.

Senator DONNELL. Very well, you will do that, Mr. Falk.
(Subsequently Mr. Falk addressed the clerk as follows:)

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY,

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION,

BUREAU OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS,

Washington, D. C., March. 16, 1948.
Mr. PHILIP R. RODGERS,

Clerk, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
United States Senute, Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. RODGERS: When I was testifying before the Subcommittee on Health
on January 27, 1948, Senator Donnell requested a chronological list of all my
publications (p. 226) and addresses (p. 232) on the general subject of health in-
surance and related subjects.

The enclosed list includes-to the best of my knowledge-all my publications
and addresses on health insurance and related subjects. I have combined (1-
dresses and publications rather than making two lists. A reference might be
inserted on page 232 of the transcript indicating the list of addresses is included -

in the list of publications which appears on page 226 of the transcript.
Sincerely yours,

I. S. FALK, Director.

MARCH 12, 1948.
I submit the following list of my addresses and publications, requested by the

Subcommittee for inclusion here, on health insurance and related subjects. This |
list has been prepared from available files. To the best of my knowledge, it is
complete with respect to the indicated subjects.-I. S. Falk.

1918 "The Case for Health Insurance." General Federation Magazine, Decem-
ber, 1918, pp. 21-23.

1932 "A Community Medical Service Organized under Industrial Auspices in
Roanoke Rapids, North Carolina" by I. S. Falk, Ph. D., Don M. Griswold,
M. D., Dr. P. H., and Hazel I. Spicer. With Reports on Certain Phases
of the Organization by David Riesman, M. D., Sc. D., and George P.
Muller, M. D. (Publication No. 20, The Committee on the Costs of
Medical Care.) Chicago. The University of Chicago Press, Sept. 1932,
109 pp.

"Organized Medical Service at Fort Benning, Georgia" by I. S. Falk, Ph. p.
With Reports on Certain Phases of the Organization by David Riesmail,
M. D., Sc. D., and George P. Muller, M. D. (Publication No. 21, Tie
Committee on the Costs of Medical Care.) Chicago. The UniversitY of
Chicago Press, Nov. 1932, 119 pp.

"Surveys of the Medical Facilities in Three Representative Southern Coun-
ties" by C. St. C. Guild, M. D., Dr. P. H. With a Statistical Appendix
on the Method of Selecting Representative Counties by I. S. Falk, Ph. ).
(Publication No. 23, The Committee on the Costs of Medical Care.)

Chicago. The University of Chicago Press, Dec. 1932, 173 pp.
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1933 "The Incidence of Illness and the Receipt and Costs of Medical Care Among
Representative Families: Experiences in Twelve Consecutive Months
During 1928-31" by I. S. Falk, Ph. D., Margaret C. Klein, Nathan Sinai,
D. P. H. (Publication No. 26, The Committee on the Costs of Medical
Care.) Chicago. University of Chicago Press, Jan. 1933, 327 pp.

"The Costs of Medical Care: A Summary of Investigations on the Economic
Aspects of the Prevention and Care of Illness" by I. S. Falk, Ph. D., C.
Rufus Rorem. Ph. D., C. P. A., and Martha D. Ring. (Publication No.
27, The Committee on the Costs of Medical Care.) Chicago. University
of Chicago Press, Jan. 1933, 623 pp.

"Fundemental Facts on the Costs of Medical Care." The Quarterly Bul-
letin, Milbank Memorial Fund, Vol. XI, No. 2 (April 1933), pp. 130-153.

1934 "The Present and Future Organization of Medicine." The Quarterly Bul-
letin, Milbank Memorial Fund, Vol. XII, No. 2 (April 1934), pp. 115-125.

"Changes in Paying for Hospital Care Considered from a General Economic
Point of View." Western Hospital Review, Vol. XXII, No. 4 (June
1934), pp. 7, 18-20.

"Formulating an American Plan of Health Insurance." The American
Labor Legislation Review, Vol. XXIV, No. 2 (June 1934), pp. 87-94.

"Current Problems in Medical Economics," an address before the Com-
mittee on Medical Economics, Stamford Medical Society, Stamford, Con-
necticut, February 27, 1934.

"Opportunities for Voluntary Insurance," an address before the Suburban
Club, Stamford, ConU., March 26, 1934.

"Outline of a Plan for Insurance Against the Costs of Medical Care," a
report presented at the 12th Annual Conference of the Advisory Council
of the Milbank Memorial Fund on March 14-15, 1934, at the New York
Academy of Medicine. Printed in the Proceedings.

"Costs of Medical Care," an address before the Y. W. C. A. Forum, Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania, May 7, 1934.

1935 "Compulsory Health Insurance." Social Work Year Book (3d issue),
New York. Russell Sage Foundation, 1934, pp. 86-89.

"Present Trends in Health Insurance." Radio Address, the Columbia
Broadcasting System in the "Doctors, Dollars, and Disease" series
(Public Health Series, Lecture No. 17), February 11, 1935. The Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 6 pp.

"Preventing the Insecurity Caused by Sickness," Radio address, the
Columbia Broadcasting System, March 16, 1935. Printed in Toward
Economic Security. Washington, President's Committee on Economic
Security, pp. 15-17.

"Health Insurance." The World Book Encyclopedia. Chicago, W. F.
Quarrie & Co., 1935, p. 76.

1936 "Health, Sickness and Social Security." National Municipal Review, Vol.
XXV, No. 4 (April 1936), pp. 224-35.

"Cash and Medical Benefits in Health Insurance." The American Labor
Legislation Review, Vol. XXVI, No. 2 (June 1936), pp. 73-77.

"Health Insurance and the Doctor. British Physicians Learn to Like It."
The Forum, Vol. XCVI. No. 3 (Sept. 1936), pp. 116-19.

"Plans to Provide for a Wider Distribution of Health Services." Lecture,
Department of Nursing Education, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, New York, February 10, 1936.

"Economic Security Against Sickness." Address before the Social Problems
Forum, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md., May 15, 1936.

Security Against Sickness. New York, Doubleday, Doran and Company,
1936, 423 pp.

1938 "Health Insurance at Home and Abroad." American Journal of Nursing
(May 1938), Vol. 38, No. 5.

"The Evolving Program of Social Security and the Problems of Health
Protection." Address before the National Federation of Settlements
Annual Conference, June 3, 1938, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"Roads Ahead in Health Security." Survey Graphic, July 1938, pp. 382-3.
"A National Health Program: Report of the Technical Committee on

Medical Care" (A subcommittee of the Interdepartmental Committee to
Coordinate Health and Welfare Activities), Washington, D. C., February
14, 1938. I. S. Falk was one of the five members of the Technical
Committee.

6 4431-48-pt. 4-15
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1%8 "Some Illustrative Data Relating to (A) A General Program of Medical
Care anl (B) Insurance Against Loss of Wages During Sickness:
Addenda to the Report of the Technical Committee on Medical ('are."
I. S. Falk was one of the five members of the Technical Committee.
National Health Conference, July 20, 1938.

"A General Program of Medical ('are and Insurance Against Loss (,f
Wages During Sickness (Recommendations IV and V of the Technical
Committee on Medical Care." Proceedings. The National Health Con-
ference, Washington. July 18-20. 1938. pp. 55-64. I. S. Falk pre-
sented Recommendations IV and V of the Technical Committee ol
Medical ('are at the National Health Conference.

"A Review of the Natioinal Health Program." Address before the Diocesan
Directors of ('atholic Charities, Twenty-fourth Annual Meeting, Na-
tional Conference of Catholic ('harities, Richmond, Virginia, October 7,
193s.

"The National Health Program." Ad(ldress before the Sixteenth Annual
Fall Conference of the New York Women's Trade Union League, New
York, October 1, 19 8.

"General Medical Care and Disability Insurance: A Review of Recoin-
mendations III, IV, and V of the National Health Program." An addre-
before the Chicago Health Conference, November 18, 1938.

"Re('oimendat lols of thi e Tec'h-ini'al (',onmittee on Medi(li (Care." Addrv,;
before the Washington Council of Social Agencies, Dec. 5, 1938, Wash-
ington, D. C.

1939 "Planning a National Health P'ogranm." 'Proceedings of the Nationnl
(n feren'e of Social Vork. ('olumbia University Press, New York,
June 1939, pp. 111-11S.

"Health Insurance." Social Work Year Book, 1939, pp. 162-66.
"The Meaning of Health Insurance." Joural of Association of Medical .

Students, May 1939, pp. 132-34. "
"Health Insurance." Address before First All-Maryland Health Confer- |

ence, Baltimore, Md., May 28, 1939.
"Some Introductory Remarks in the Panel Discussion of 'The Pro and

('on of Socialized Medicine as It Would Affect the Negro People and the
Negro Professional Group.'" Annual Meeting, National Medical Asso-
ciation, New York, August 17, 1939. -

"The National Health Program." Address before the Eighteenth Annual
Meeting of the Association of Women in Public Health, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvaniia, October 16, 1939.

"The National Health Program and Some Implications for South Caro-
lina." Address before the Annual Conference of Social Work, Columbia,
S. C., Novenier 1, 1939.

"An Introduction to National Problems in Medical Care." Symposium on
Medical ('are. Law an(l Contemporary Problems, Duke University Law --
School, Durham. N. C., Vol. VI, No. 4 (Autumn 1939), pp. 497-506.

"Some Problems in the Formulation of a Disability Program," by I. S.
Falk. L. S. R led, and B. S. Sanders. Symposium on Medical Care, Law
an(d ('onteml)orary Problems, Iuke University Law School, Durhian,
N. C., Vol. VI, No. 4 (Autumn 1939), pp. 645-65.

"Statistical PIe'blenis in Administration of Health and Disability Insur-
ance." Address before Thirty-third Annual Meeting of the American
Association for Labor Legislation in joint session with the Ame,'cal
Statistical Association, Dec. 29, 1939, Philadelphia. Pa. Condensed
address published in American Labor Legislation Review, Vol. XXX,
No. 1 (March 1940), pp. 21-28.

"National Health Program." Address before International Ladies' Gar-
ment Workers' Union, New York, December 7, 1939.

1940 "Health Insurance in Other Countries." A lecture in the series on "Medi-

cal Care" given under the DeLamar Foundation, School of Hygiene Ind

Public Health, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md., Jan. 23, 1940.
"Medieal Services Under Health Insurance Abroad." Social Security

Bulletin Vol. 3, No. 12 (Dec. 1940), Washington, pp. 11-20. (This

article summarizes a lecture in the series on "Medical Care" given
under the DeLamar Foundation, School of Hygiene and Public Health,

Johns Hopkins University, January 23, 1940 (see above).
"Health Security." Address before Baltimore Open Forum, Baltimore, Md.,

January 14, 1940.
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1940 "Relationships of Proposed Social Security Disability Insurance to Work-
men's Compensation Systems." An address delivered at the Twenty-
seventh Annual Convention of the International Association of Indus-
trial Accident Boards and Commissions, Richmond, Va., Sept. 9-12, 1940.
Proceedings, Bulletin No. 46, U. S. Department of Labor, Division of
Labor Standards, pp. 40-51.

"Permanent Disability Insurance." American Labor Legislation Review,
Vol. XXX, No. 2 (June 1940), pp. 68-71.

1941 "Medical Care in Public Welfare Program." I. S. Falk and Anne E.
Geddes, Medical Care, Vol. 1, No. 1, 1941, pp. 64-77.

"The Prevalence of Disability in the United States with Special Reference
to Disability Insurance " by I. S. Falk and B. S. Sanders. Social Se-
curity Bulletin, Vol. 4, §o. 1 (Jan. 1941), pp. 2-8.

"Medical Services under Government Auspices in the United States and
Canada," in Administrative Medicine, edited by Haven Emerson, M. D.,
Thomas Nelson and Sons. New York, 1941, pp. 751-76.

1942 "Mobilizing for Health Security." Proceedings of the National Confer-
ence of Social Work, Columbia University Press, New York. May 1942,
pp. 200-9.

"Mobilizing for Health Security." War and Post-War Security, American
Council on Public Affairs. Washington, 1942, pp. 68-77.

1943 "Social Security in the Coming Era." Address before "Road Ahead Con-
ference" of the Federal Wholesale Druggists' Association, Feb. 3, 1943,
New*York.

"The New Social Security Program." Address before the Twenty-Second
- Annual Meeting of the Hospital Association of Pennsylvania. Phila-

delphia, Pa., April 16, 1943. Proceedings, pp. 206-219.
"Social Insurance and the Abolition of Want." Remarks, Round Table

Discussion on "Social Insurance and Full Employment-Their Contribu-
tion to Freedom from Want." Annual Spring Conference, League for
Industrial Democracy, New York, May 8, 1943.

"American Planning," Address, Institute of Public Health Economics, Ann
Arbor, Michigan, May 20, 1943.

"Proposed Extension of Medical Benefits Under Social Security." Address
before the Boston Health League, April 22, 1943.

"Social Insurance Against the Cost of Hospital Care." Address delivered
before the New England Hospital Assembly, Boston, Mass., Mar. 11, 1943.
Also, Modern Hospital, Vol. 60, No. 6 (June 1943) pp. 58, 60-61.

"How can the Average American be Protected Against Ill Health?" Ad-
dress before the American Association of Social Workers-District
Chapter-Washington, D. C., Dec. 14, 1943.

"Proposed Extension of the Social-Security Program, with Special Refer-
ence to Health and Medical Aspects." Address delivered before the
Massachusetts Conference of Social Work, Boston, Mass., Dec. 2, 1943.
Printed in New England Journal of Medicine, Mar. 2. 1944, pp. 230,
243-49.

1944 "Health Security," Address delivered before the Virginia Conference of
Social Work, Roanoke, Va., April 27, 1944.

"Some Medical-Care Problems of Today." Address before the Johns
Hopkins School of Nursing, Baltimore, Md., May 23, 1944.

"Preliminary Report on a National Program for Medical Care." Pre-
sented to the Committee on Administrative Practice, American Public
Health Association, by the Subcommittee on Medical Care as a State-
ment of Principles. I. S. Falk ias one of the 13 members of the Sub-
committee. American Journal of Public Health, Vol. 34, No. 9 (Sept.
1944), pp. 984-88.

"Unmet Health Needs." Address delivered before the American Public
Health Association at the Seventy-third Annual Meeting, New York,
Oct. 4, 1944. American Journal of Public Health, Vol. 34, No. 12 (Dec.
1944), pp. 1228-30.

"Health Security with Special Reference to Dental Health Problems."
Address delivered before the Pennsylvania Association of Dental Sur-
geons, Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 14, 1944. Printed in TIC, July 1945, pp.
2-6.

"Princples of a Nation-Wide Health Program." 'Report of the Health Pro-
gram Conference. New York, Nov. 1944. I. S. Falk was one of the 29
members of the Conference.
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1944 "Advantages and Disadvantages of Contributory Insurance and General
Tax Systems." Panel Discussion, Conference on the Problems of Medi-
cal Care, sponsored by the Physicians Forum, Washington, D. C., Dec. _
8-9, 1944. Report, pp. 24-26.

"Need for Medical-Care Insurance." Social Security Board, Bureau of
Research and Statistics, Washington. April 1944. 39 pp. (Bureau
Memorandum No. 57.) No author. Prepared by the Bureau Staff under
the direction and with the participation of I. S. Falk, Director.

1945 "Long-Term Disability Insurance." Journal of the American Association
of University Teachers of Insurance, Vol. XII, No. 1, (March, 1945), pp.
11-21.

"Security Against Sickness and Disability." Panel leader, Institute on
Social Security, American Council on Education, Washington, D. ('.,

April 25, 1945.
"Disability Among Gainfully Occupied Persons." I. S. Falk, Barkev S.

Sanders and David Federman. Social. Security Board, Bureau of R(-
search and Statistics, June 1945, Washington. 60 pp. (Bureau Memo-
randum No. 61.)

1946 "A National Health Insurance Program." Address (substituting for Mr.
Altineyer) before the D. C. Chapter, National Lawyers Guild, March 7,
1946, Washington

"Need for Medical Care Insurance." Senate Committee Print No. 4, (79th
Cong.. 2d Sess.) Washington. March 1946. (This is the second edition
of Bureau Memorandum No. 57, "Need for Medical Care Insurance,"
April 1944.) Prepared by the Bureau of Research and Statistics staff
under the direction and with the participation of I. S. Falk, Director.
36 pp.

"Role of Governmental Agencies in a National Health Program." Pro-
ceedings of the Annual Conference of the American Philosophical
Society, Philadelphia, Pa., Vol. 90, No. 4, Sept. 1946, pp. 265-270.

"Administrative Aspects of a Governmental Program for Health Insur-
ance." Proceedings of the National Conference of Social Work, Colum-
bia University Press, New York, May 1946, pp. 523-30.

"Financial Aspects of Medical Care Insurance." Social Security Bulletin,
Vol. 9, No. 12. pp. 17-23.

"Medical Care Insurance: A Social Insurance Program for Person'l
Health Services." Senate Committee Print No. 5, 79th Cong., 2d S,, .v |
July 8, 1946, Washington, 185 pp. Report prepared by I. S. Falk, Dir-|
tor of the Bureau of Research and Statistics with the assistance of the
Bureau staff.

"Medical-('are Insurance." Address before the Association of Internes a:I
Medical Students, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md., Oct. 17,
1946.

1947 "A Budget for Medical-Care Insurance." The Yale Journal of Biology and
Medicine. Vol. 19, No. 4, (March 1947), pp. 689-96.

"The Economics of Medical Care." Panel leader, Institute on Social
Security, American Council on Education, Washington, D. C., Sept.
8-12, 1947.

"Alternative Medical Care Programs." Panel leader, Institute on Social
Security, American Council on Education, Washington, D. C., December

17, 1947.

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. Excuse me, would you define the area or tfle
period of time?

Senator DONNELL. On the subject of health insurance or related .snb-
jects in the judgment related to health insurance and the period at
any time beginning in 1918 on down to the present time.

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; I will be glad to.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Falk, have you in the course of your work

had occasion to examine into the New Zealand situation, relative to
operation of health insurance?

Mr. FALK. I have done a little reading on the subject myself, ajid
I have had members of my staff look into it more thoroughly.

Senator DONNELL. Is Mr. Wilbur J. Cohen connected with yUr
staff?
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Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; he is.
Senator DONNELL. In what capacity?
Mr. FAIK. He is assistant director of the Bureau.
Senator DONNELL. Is he here this morning?
Mfr. FAIK. He was here earlier. Yes, sir; he is here.
Senator DONNELL. Would you state whether or not, in the course of

your study, you came into contact with a Dr. W. B. Sutch?
Mr. FALK. No, sir: I did not.
Seliator DON NELL. Do you know whether Mr. Cohen had contact

witl Mr. Sutch?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; I understand he did.
Senator D,)NNELL. Did you receive from Mr. Cohen a report dated

February 15, 1946, with respect to an appointment which he had with
Mr. Slitchl ?

Mr. F\LK. Yes. sir. I have no personal recollection of that, but I
believe our office files indicate that I did. At any rate, when that
docuinent came to our attention through the investigations of Mr.
Hariess 's subcommittee in the House of Representatives and the re-
lease of this document to which you refer, the reference to it in one
of Mrs. Shearon's letters and the publication of that document in at
least one private publication, it came to my attention again.

Senator DONNELL. What was that private publication to which you
refer?

Mr. FALK. A magazine entitled "Medical Economics" has printed
wblat purl)orts to be and what I believe is a reproduction of a photostat
copy of that document which had been drawn from our official files
by a committee of the House of Representatives.

Senator DONNELL. The article in Medical Economics to which you
refer is that which appears in the December 1947 issue beginning atIpage 46 entitled, "The Man Behind the Wagner Bill"?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And is that the article which contains a photo-

graph of yourself and quite an extensive statement with respect to
yllr connection with the various Wagner-proposed legislation, is that
right?

Mr. FALK. Well, that is partly correct. It contains what looks to
me like some kind of a touched up photograph of me. [Laughter.]

Senator DONNELL. Do you know who the author of that article is?
Mr. FALK. Do I know, you say?
Senator DONNELL. Yes.
Mlr. FALK. No, sir; I can't say that I know who it was.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know what this publication is, where it

is published and who the editor is?
Mlir. FALK. It was published, I believe, in Rutherford, N. J.,

if I remember the address correctly. The editor is a Mr. Richardson,
whom as far as I know I have never met, but whose name I have known
and with whom I have had some exchange of correspondence on vari-
oils occasions on other matters and also with respect to this article.

Senator DONNELL. That is Mr. William Alan Richardson, is it,
Mr. Falk?

Mr. FALK. That sounds right.
Senator DoNNmF. The editor in chief is Mr. H. Sheridan Baketel?
Mr. FALK. I think that is correct;

1915
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Senator DONNELL. The photograph to which you refer appears on
page 47, and I observe on the page which gives the contents that that
is a Harris & Ewing photograph. Are you familiar with that firm
in Washington?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; I am, and I, have meant to get a copy of that
photograph and see how near this is a copy of the Harris & Ewing
photograph, or whether it is something else.

Senator DONNELL. At any rate, the opening portion of this publi-
cation describes it as coming from this organization. It also contains
a photograph of Mr. Cohen, does it not?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; it does. I am not sure whether that is a true
photograph or whether it is touched up.

Senator DONNELL. Do you think it is touched up also?
Mr. FALK. It gives him a very stern look, which I am not accustomed

to see on him.
Senator DONNELL. It also gives a photograph of Mr. Barkev S.

Sanders, chief of the research bureau operated by yourself.
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. That- looks like a natural picture of the man.
Senator DONNELL It gives a picture on page 49 of Ida C. Merriam,

does it not?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. By the way, is Mr. Sanders here this morning?
Mr. FALK. No; as far as I know.
Senator DONNiELL. And Miss Merriam?
Mr. FALK. No; as far as I know.
Senator DONNELL. Miss Margaret C. Klem, her picture is here also,

is it not?
Mr. FALK. Well, I can vaguely with some confidence agree that

might be she, but it is not a very good picture of her.
Senator DONNELL. Very well, and also a picture of Mr. Altmeyer

and a copy of a photostatic copy marked "File copy" of this report of
February 15, 1946, is that right?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Very well. Now in this report from Mr. Cohen

dated February 15, 1946 appears this language [reading]:
I had an appointment yesterday with Dr. W. B. Sutch, formerly of the New

Zealand Ministry of Finance who is now working with UNRRA. I took Mr.
Fisher with me to talk with him.

Might I ask a question there, Mr. Falk. Do you know which Mr.
Fisher that is?

Mr. FALK. Mr: Jacob Fisher.
Senator DONNELL. Proceeding with the letter, is Mr. Jacob Fisher

connected with your department?
Mr. FALK. With my bureau; yes, sir, he is a member of our staff.
Senator DONNELL. Proceeding now with the letter [reading]:
Dr. Sutch was Intimately connected with the formulation of the medical care

plan in New Zealand. He knows the New Zealand Minister of Health very well,
and also knows Dr. Robb. During the conversation I asked him whether he had
any statement on the New Zealand medical plan which might be used to prove that
the statements made by the American Medical Association concerning the failure
of the New Zealand system were false.

Might I inquire whether or not, Mr. Falk, Mr. Cohen in making this
inquiry of Dr. Sutch was acting pursuant to direction from ourselft

Mr. FALK. May I say first that I have no recollection of this mem-
orandum until it came to my attention recently when Mr. Harness'
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committee had drawn it from the file, and after I saw reference to it in
one of Mrs. Shearon's letters, or what purported to be one of her letters.

I do know this; that at the time to which this memorandum refers,
Mr. Cohen was working in this field, acting in this field under a general
instruction which applied to various members of our staff, because the
Chairman of the Committee on Education and Labor had on several
occasions asked me for information that we might have available con-
cerning the operation of the social security system in New Zealand.
Senator SMITH. You mean Senator Murray?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. I am sorry. I meant to mention his name.

I am sorry I didn't.
Various members of our bureau knew of that request. I think

several of them at least also knew that I had even gone so far as to
communicate with the New Zealand authorities for information on
this subject. We didn't have very much, beyond a certain point, as to
what had been happening and what was going on and what experience
in New Zealand was.

Consequently, as I understand it-I am not speaking from first-
hand knowledge but from Mr. Cohen's reports to me-when he learned
that a New Zealander named Dr. W. B. Sutch was here in Washington
and that he had or may have had some first-hand knowledge about the
New Zealand social security law, as I understand it Mr. Cohen ar-
ranged to meet Mr. Sutch, Dr. Sutch.

Senator DONNELL. Pardon me. The expression "Dr. Sutch," do
you know if he is a medical doctor or is that a PhD?

Mr. FALK. I think he is a PhD. I used the phrase "doctor" because
that is how he is addressed in the memorandum to which you referred,
Senator.

Senator DONNELL. You do not know whether he is a medical
doctor?

Mr. FALK. I think he is not. I will tell you in a moment, because
one of the documents which I have here gives something about this
training. I believe he is an economist, Senator, who has held various
positions as economist in the Ministry of Finance in New Zealand, the
ministry which is responsible for introducing their social security
legislation, and the Ministry of Supply of New Zealand, and appar-
ently played some part in the development of their social security
program.

Senator DONNELL. Proceed, Mr. Falk.
Mr. FALK. Now I was saying, as I understood it-I am telling you

what Mr. Cohen reported to me. Mr. Cohen found it possible to
arrange an appointment with-may I call him Mr. Sutch?

Senator DONNELL. He is a Ph. D., I understand.
Mr. FALK. And he made an appointment to see him at his UNRRA

office. He took Mr. Fisher with him. Of course, Mr. Fisher, a mem-
ber of our staff, had it much more extensive knowledge of the New
Zealand social security system, perhaps, than any other person in our
staff, and had made a study of the new Zealand plan. I believe
he may already by this time have published either one or two docu-
ments on the New Zealand program.

Mr. Cohen has reported that his purpose in going to see Mr. Sutch
was to have a general discussion with him, to get factual information
and his viewpoint on various matters on which the New Zealand pro-
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gram was at that time being criticized. That was the reason why
Senator Murray had asked us for what information we might have
on the subject.

In discussing the subject with Mr. Sutch, Mr. Cohen said lie referred
to articles published in the United States. He reported that Mr.
Sutch was very indignant about them, stating that many of the criti-
cisms of some of those criticisms that had been published in thi
country were half truths or were erroneous, and were based on miz-
understandings of the New Zealand situation.

Mr. Such told Mr. Cohen. as I understand it. that if lie were stayili(
in the United States longer he would have liked to have written a state-
ment giving what he regarded as a true picture of the New Zealand
program, and which he thought would refute many of the criticisms
that were being circulated.

Mr. Cohen further reported that he mentioned to Mr. Sutch that the
chairman of the Senate committee. Senator Murray. had asked us for
information on the New Zealand plan and on these criticisms that
were floating around, and that if Mr. Sutch had time to prepare such a
statement., lie was sure it would be very welcome to Senator Murray.

As I understand it. Mr. Sutch told Mr. Cohen that he didn't have time
to prepare such a statement, since he was leaving the United States very
shortly, but that he would be very glad to discuss his views at length
with Mr. Cohen and Mr. Fisher. at length and in detail, and asked
them then that if it would be useful at the conclusion of their discus-
sion, if they would write up what he said he would be very glad to re-
view it and revise it, sign the statement and send it or have it sent to
Senator Murray.

Mr. Cohen further reported that Mr. Fisher and he then discussed
the New Zealand situation at some length, with Mr. Sutch going into
detail with respect to the technical aspects of the New Zealand plan; K
that Mr. Sutch gave him a detailed explanation about various provi-
sions of the New Zealand plan, law, financing, and administration;
and that after an extended conversation on many of these points he or
they-'Mr. Cohen and Mr. Fisher- agreed to comply with Mr. Sutch's
request and prepare a rough draft of the statement which Mr. Sutch
had just given them, embodying the views that he expressed to them
in that discussion.

Mr. Cohen said he asked Mr. Fisher, who was familiar with the tech- I
nical details of the New Zealand plan. to prepare a rough draft based
on Mr. Sutch's statements, his comments and opinions. Mr. Fisher
prepared such a statement and that statement was sent to Mr. Sutch in
rough draft.

Mr. Sutch read and reviewed that statement. He edited it, made
various deletions, additions and changes, and agreed that the amended
statement represented his views, and he expressed that opinion without
any qualification whatsoever, and that he wished to have it transmitted
to Senator Murray.

May I be allowed to say at that point, Mr. Chairman, that had the
investigator of Mr. Harness's committee who drew from our files that
memorandum of Mr. Cohen's addressed to me, which Senator Donnell
has-had that investigator taken from our files not merely that docu-
ment but such additional documents as would correctly portray what
happened, that investigator would also have taken from the file. be-
cause it was in the Same file, not only a copy of the document that went
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to Mr. Stitch but the copy which he returned with his changes and
editing and amendments and revisions; so that it never could have been
said, as it has been said, that the document prepared in rough draft by
Mr. Fisher, at Mr. Cohen's direction, to record Mr. Sutch's expressions
and opinions as he had asked them to do, it never could have been said
that the document prepared by Mr. Fisher under those circumstances
was used as such without the dotting of an "i" or the crossing of a "t";
because the fact is that Mr. Sutch made various and substantial changes
in that document in order to conform it to his views and opinions.

I refer to this because I think it is very unfortunate that a misunder-
standing of a matter of this kind should arise because someone drew
from our official files a single piece of paper or a few select pieces ofpaper and encouraged or permitted or otherwise participated in the
utilization of those documents to give a story as though it were the true
or the whole or the correct story when it was not.

I have here before me not only the photostat of the Cohen memoran-
dum which you have, Senator-perhaps it is a duplicate of that photo-
stat-but also a photostat of a memorandum from Mrs. Merriam ad-
dressed to Mr. Cohen, referring to the statement by Mr. Sutch.

I am taking these out of order. I referred to the Cohen memoran-
dum which Senator Donnell has. I have also a photostat of the docu-
inent which was in the same file from which that was taken. It is the
draft that was sent to Mr. Sutch and returned by him with his changes
and revisions and so forth, under a covering letter from him addressed
to Mr. Cohen in which he says [reading] •

I am enclosing my revision of the social security statement. You will note
that I have not made many changes.

I read that but I would like to remark that the document speaks
for itself as to whether he made many changes.

Senator DONNELL. Do you know how many he did make?
Mr. FALK. I haven't counted them, Senator, but there are changes

on, I hesitate to say in advance, every page of the memorandum, I
believe.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Falk, do you mind putting into the record
these various photostatic copies from which you are reading?

Mr. FALK. I am very glad to do so, Senator, because I think taking
them altogether they give a fairer and a more nearly correct picture
of an episode which I think has been misrepresented and misunder-
stood, and which has been made to seem to be something very different
from what it was.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Chairman, it would be very well indeed to
have this entire sequence in the record.

Senator SMITH. I think so.
Senator DONNELL. I move, Mr. Chairman, that they be incorporated

in the record. With Mr. Falk's consent they will be copied into the
record and the copies will be returned to him.

Mr. FALK. Thank you, Senator.
Senator SmITH. Might I ask, Senator Donnell, the purpose is to have

the record show the changes that have been made in the document?
Senator DONNELL. I think that should appear.
Senator SMITH. I think that is important. Does your record, Mr.

Falk, show those changes so it could be readily put into the record by
the reporter?
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Mr. FALK. Well, that is a photostat copy, Senator, of the document
containing the changes as they were made.

Senator SMiim. That's all right, exactly the way the document was
made.

Senator DONNELL. I am going to suggest, Mr. Chairman, that when
it is made up in the final record, that if practicable it be in photostatic
form.

Mr. FALK. It would be very interesting then to notice, Senator, if
I may just direct attention to this one part, as submitted to Mr. Sutch
as the memorandum of February 19, 1946, it was entitled, "Draft State-
ment for Mr. W. B. Sutch of New Zealand." As it came back to us
from him he had made the verbalistic changes and the heading now
reads not a draft statement for Mr. Sutch but. "Statement by Mr.
W. B. Sutch of New Zealand."

It is changes of that kind which I think the record ought to show.
Senator DONNELL. Of course that is perfectly natural if he were

making a statement, he wanted to show it was a statement by himself.
Mr. FALK. Quite so, Senator, and that is precisely the point I make;

because this material has been used, having been taken from our files by
an investigator and given out-apparently, or however, I don't know.
It has been utilized in private publications, copyriglit documents, and
made to appear as though we, that is, members of our staff, had pre-
pared a statement and made it available to a Member of the United
States Congress purporting to be a statement of Mr. W. B. Sutch, but
as though we had done that on our owvn responsibility, on our own
authority, and as though we were putting under his name our views
rather than his, and as though that had been done wholly by us with-
out his active participation, cooperation or direction or request. It
is because of that, it seems to me, grave misunderstandings have arisen
in this whole subject which this committee is exploring-because of
just such misrepresentations on this particular episode. And I
thought this committee would welcome having this episode straighten-
ed out in the record.

Senator DOiNLL. I think we should have the material in full in the
record as you have given it. I should like to continue reading Mr.
Cohen's letter to yourself of February 15. He says, after what I have
already read [reading]:

When I showed the AMA statements to Dr. Such he was very indignant and
said he would be willing to send a statement saying that they were false. He
agreed to make such a statement providing that we.would make a first draft or
what it was we wanted to say which he would go over. I told him that if he
made such a statement we could use it by including it in the committee prints of
the Senate Education and Labor Committee.

I have asked Mr. Fisher to draft such a rough statement to give to Dr. Sutch.
We will have to get it to him by next Tuesday or Wednesday, since he is leaving
the country shortly.

Mr. FALK. Shortly?
Senator DONNELL. Now might I also state at this point that the first

age of the draft statement, photostatic copy of which I have in my
and reads in part as follows [reading] :
Statement prepared for Mr. Such by Jacob Fisher delivered to Mr. Such by

Mr. Fisher February 19, 1946. Draft statement for Mr. W. B. Such of New
Zealand.

During my present stay in the United States, I have been struck by the charac-
ter of some of the-
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and right at that point a word has been inserted in handwriting, "un-
warranted"-
unwarranted criticism leveled against the New Zealand health-benefit program,

viz:

1. That it is socialized medicine.
2. That it has resulted in deterioration in the quality of medical care.
3. That it has led to unreasonable patient demands on the time of the doctor.
4. That it has been abused by the doctor.
5. That it faces failure and bankruptcy.

Now may I ask you, Mr. Falk, who was it, was it Dr. Sutch or was.it
Mr. Fisher or who was it that thought of these five points here to point
out as criticisms that had been leveled against the New Zealand health-
benefitpr6gram?

Mr. FALK. Senator, 'I have no personal knowledge of that. I can
tell you my understanding is that they stated here what had developed
in their conversation with Mr. Sutch as his views.

I can't give you any more detailed information on that, but since
Mr. Cohen is in the room and he personally partook in this field, if the
committee wants to pursue that and wants more authoritative informa-
tion, I presume he would be very glad to give all the information at
his disposal.

Senator DONNELL. I think we might have Mr. Cohen step forward,
if he will. Is he here'? I want to see whether that photograph does
him justice at this point, too.

Mr. COHEN. I think it is a pretty good photograph, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. Will you please state your name for the record?

STATEMENT OF WILBUR 3. COHEN, BUREAU OF RESEARCH AND
STATISTICS, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Mr. ComN. My name is Wilbur J. Cohen. I am assistant director
of the Bureau of Research and Statistics, Social Security
Administration.

Senator DONNELL. How long have you had that office, Mr. Cohen?
Mr. COHEN. I have been with the Social Security Board since its

inception and I was appointed assistant director of the Bureau of
Research and Statistics I believe in 1940 or 1941 or thereabouts.

Senator DONNELL. You know Mr. Jacob Fisher, do you?
Mr. COHEN. I do, sir.
Mr. DONNELL. Is that the same Jacob Fisher that is referred to

in the Harness report of House Report No. 786, at page 7?
Mr. COHEN. I believe it is, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. I would like to read into the record a few sen-

tences here that relate to Mr. Fisher in that report. [Reading:]
We find that this same Jacob Fisher has been documented by the House Com-

mittee on Un-American Activities for almost uninterrupted association, since
1939, with various Communist-front and fellow-traveler organizations in the
United States.

At various times, according to his record, Jacob Fisher has been identified
With seven different groups or organizations avowedly sponsoring the Moscow
Party line in the United States. He has published at least one report on health
insurance in New Zealand, in the Social Security Bulletin-a report which has
been criticized by some reputable medical authorities as extremely biased.

Who is Mr. Fisher? What is his official connection with any
governmental organization?
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Mr. COHEN. Well, Mr. Fisher, Mr. Jacob Fisher is a member of the
staff of the Bureau of Research and Statistics.

Senator DONNELL. Of the Social Security Administration?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. How long has he been occupying that office, if

you know?
Mr. COHEN. I don't remember exactly. I think our records will

show probably 6, 7, 8 years or longer. He was formerly, Senator,
employed in another bureau of the Social Security Administration, the
Bureau of Public Assistance, prior to his employment in the Bureau
of Research and Statistics.

Senator DONNELL. Is that the same Jacob Fisher whose name ap-
pears as the author of the pamphlet entitled "Cash Benefits Under
the New Zealand Social Security Program," issued by Federal Secu-
rity Agency, Social Security Board, Bureau of Research and Statistics,
Bureau Report No. 13?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Now your official connection, you say, is assistant

director, that is to say, Mr. Falk is the Director of the Bureau of
Research and Statistics and you are next to him in line as assistant
director, is that right?

Mr. COHEN. That is correct, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Your name appears on this same booklet under

the heading of Bureau of Research and Statistics opposite Mr. Falk?
Mr. COHEN. That is correct.
Senator PEPPER. You were reading from the Harness report?
Senator DONNELL. Yes, I was.
Senator PEPPEIR. Does the report name the alleged Communist-front

organization?
Senator DONNELL. I don't know whether it does at any other point.

It doesn't at this point. I do not know. It says this, however-I read
this in view of the Senator's request-It says, following what I have
read [reading]:

In a later interim report on the propaganda activities within the Social Se-
curity Board, we shall present to the Congress the detailed record of Jacob
Fisher's activities, as certified to us by the Committee on Un-American Activities,
together with additional material bearing upon organized communist agitation
for what certain witnesses and authors of propaganda refer to as socialized
medicine, through such agencies as the Southern Conference for Human Welfare.

Suffice it at this time for your committee to report its firm conclusion, on the
basis of the evidence at hand, that American communism holds this program as
a cardinal point in its objectives; and that, in some instances, known Communists
and fellow-travelers within the Federal agencies are at work diligently with
Federal funds in furtherance of the Moscow party line in this regard.

This is approved by Forest A. Harness, James W. Wadsworth,
Henry J. Latham, Carter Manasco, and J. Frank Wilson.

Senator PEPPER. Does the Senator recall whether the Department
of Justice or the Attorney General have designated the Southern Con-
ference for Human Wel are as a Communist-front organization?

Senator DONNELL. I have no recollection on that.
Senator PEPPER. The record doesn't show whether any of the organi-

zations mentioned by the Harness Report as Communist-front or-
ganizations have been so labeled by the Department of Justice or the
Attorney General?

Senator DONNELL. Our record does not. I do not know what the
records disclose.
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Mr. FALK. Mr. Chairman, may I interject a remark concerning
those charges from thle Harness committee. At the time Mr. Har-
ness launched that attack upon us, including these criticisms of Mr.
Fisher. he did it on the floor of the House, with no prior consultation
with the Federal Security Agency or the Social Security Adminis-
tration or the Bureau. There was no consultation, no hearings, as far
as we know no opportunity given anyone to hear the charges or to
consider them or for the individual or individuals concerned to make
tny defense.

Immediately after those charges were made, the officers of the Fed-
(ral Security Agency and its constituent parts undertook a prelimi-
nary investigation of the validity of these charges. including the tak-
ili of information from Mr. Fisher. In fact, I did some of that my.

If. personally.
In addition, the responsible personnel officer of the Federal Security

Agency went to the House committee. Mr. Harness' committee and
the Un-American Activities Committee, and had opportunity to con-
Milt the files.

All of the evidence or information thus accumulated was brought
t, the attention of the Acting Commissioner of Social Security and
lie Federal Security Administrator. The evidence that was available
from all of those sources did not persuade the agency that Mr. Fisher
was guiilty of the charges nade or implied against him.

The Federal Security AWlininistrator nevertheless arranged to have
11 ('onhplete investigation of the man nade, referred the matter to
the appropriate body. I think it is called the Loyalty Board, to make
a careful investigation. I forget the details at this point. I am not
reading from any document.

A\t any rate. it was then referred to the Civil Service Commission,
;11( then went to the FBI. The Federal Bureau of Investigation
lin(lertook a complete. coml)rehensive investigation of the matter and

lma been making such investigation. They have not yet reported back
to the Agency the results of their investigation.

Consequently none of us is in position or would wish to prejudge
the results until that investigation is completed. I think, however.
tlat it should be stated for the record, since Senator Donnell has
I)riought into the record these quotations from the Harness report,
tlat there was a preliminary investigation of the matter made at
011ce by the Agency and arrangements were entered into as quickly
,'s possible to have a careful and complete investigation made by the
FBI, and that the Agency has suspended judgment in the matter until
a full record of the facts is available.

I thought with your permission, Mr. Chairman, that these matters
should also be made of record, since the charges from the Harness
('o11iittee have been introduced.

(Subsequently Mr. Falk addressed Senator Smith as follows:)
FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY,

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION,
BUREAU OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS,

Washington, D. C., March 29, 1948.11lii. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,

Chairman, Subcommittce on Health, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

-)EAR SENATOR SMITH: At the hearings on January 27, 1948, before the Sub-
comlinittee on Health, the charges presented in the Harness report (H. Rept.
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No. 786, 80th Cong., 1st sess.) against Mr. Jacob Fisher, a member of the staff
of this Bureau, were brought into the discussion. This subject begins on page
249 of the stenographic transcript. You then permitted me to record what the
Federal Security Agency had done with respect to those charges against Mr.
Fisher. The account ended with my statement that the case was in the hands
of the Board of Inquiry on Employee Loyalty of the Federal Security Agency,
which was awaiting the results of an FBI investigation.

On March 24, 1948, we received the report of the Board of Inquiry. In order
that the record of this case in your hearings of January 27, 1948, may be made
complete, I would like to suggest that the following note be added to the record
at the end of my statement on this subject (following the third paragraph, p. 254
of the stenographic transcript) :

"Subsequently Mr. Falk addressed a letter to Senator Smith, chairman of the
subcommittee, adding the following: 'The results of the investigation in this
case became available subsequent to this hearing. The Board of Inquiry on
Employee Loyalty, Federal Security Agency, which had the results of an FBI
investigation, reported on March 24, 1948, that the evidence received by it does
not warrant the filing of charges of disloyalty against Jacob Fisher, that it had
recommended to the Administrator that the case be closed, and that the Ad-
ministrator has approved this recommendation and closed the case.' "

I hope that this can be inserted in the galleys or can be added as a footnote
when the hearings are in page proof.

Sincerely yours, I. S. FALK, Director.

Senator SMITH. You have made that statement to explain the other
side of the matter and what you are doing to investigate.

Senator DONNEL. Mr. Chairman, I would like to offer at this
time also the letter of June 30, 1947, from Mr. Harness, chairman of
the committee to which Mr. Falk has referred, which appears in this
document, House Report No. 786, and reads as follows:

WASHINGTON, D. C.. June 30, 1947.

Hon. ToM C. CLARK,
Attorney General of the United States,

Department of Justice, Washington, D. C.

Sim: There is transmitted to you, herewith, a copy of the interim report of
the Subcommittee on Publicity and Propaganda of the Committee on Expenditures
in the Executive Departments, for your consideration and appropriate action.

It is the opinion of the subcommittee, from the evidence considered by it at
public hearings, that there have been violations of section 201 of title 18 of the

United States Code, by employees of the departments and agencies specifically
mentioned in the report. It is suggested and recommended that action be taken

by the Attorney General of the United States to prosecute these violations and

to prevent further disregard by Federal employees and agencies of the law cited.

The hearings and evidence adduced by the subcommittee are available and

will be supplied to the Department of Justice upon request.
I have the honor to remain,

Yours very truly, FOREST A. HARNESS, Chairman.

Mr. FALK. May I interrupt, Senator? I wonder, Mr. Chairman,

whether you would also reard as appropriate then to add in the

record the letter addressed ty Mr. Watson Miller. then the Federal

Security Administrator, to Mr. Harness, and which appeared in the

Congressional Record, appendix, page 4142, and following.
Senator DONNELL. What is the date of that letter?
Mr. FALK. The date of the letter is July 11, 1947. It appears in

the Congressional Record for July 26.
Senator DONNELL. There is no objection on my. part.
Mr. FALK. With that there is, I believe, something further from Mir.

Harness. I don't remember offhand whether there were further el'

changes of communications, and my secretary advises me there were

not, but I thought if a piece of the record is there, it might be Well

to have all of it in so far as these are public documents.
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Senator SX'r-rH. You are offering the exchange of communications
froin both sides, is that correct, Mr. Falk?

Mr. FALK. Senator, I am not sure as to what I have here, but what I
am suggesting, Mr. Chairman, is that in addition to the Harness report
which I believe is already in the record of these hearings, introduced
in June or July, and these excerpts from it which Senator Donnell
has read into the record, there also be in the record the letter or letters
exchanged between Congressman Harness and Mr. Miller on this same
matter.

Senator S3LIT. They will be admitted.
Mr. FALK. I will be glad to identify them more accurately for the

clerk later, if I may.
Senator PEPPER. You are handing them to the reporter, are you?
Mr. FALK. I am not sure what I have got, Senator, unless I took a

few moments. I think I have them all here.
Senator DONNELL. If Mr. Falk finds some others, there is no ob-

jection.
Senator SMITH. I think it is proper to have the interchange of cor-

respondence appear in the record, so that we may have the whole
story.str. FALK. It doesn't need to deal with any extraneous matters, but

I refer to such matters as Mr. Jucob Fisher and the charges against
him.

Senator DO.,NELL. There is no objection.
Senator SMITH. It will be admitted.
(The documents referred to are as follows:)

[From the Congressional Record, July 26, 1947]

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY,
Washington, July 11, 1947.

Hon. FOREST A. HARNESS,
House of Representatives, Washington, D. 0.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN HARNESS: As you know from the conversation we had with
You on June 17, Mr. Mitchell, the Acting Commissioner for Social Security, and
I were greatly disturbed by your criticism, in a speech on the floor of the House
on the 16th, of our proposed study of social security in New Zealand. I regret
that I was not afforded an opportunity to provide you with the facts which follow
before your speech was made.

You had been correctly informed that we had planned to send a member of our
staff, Mr. Jacob Fisher, to New Zealand. However, he was not being sent merely
or even primarily "to study compulsory health insurance in that country" as
was stated in your speech but to study the whole social security system. Mr.
Fisher's inquiries on health benefits were to be only a fraction of a broad social
security study which was planned to include cash benefit provisions for old age,
invalidity, unemployment, sickness, widows, orphans, minors, etc.

The New Zealand Social Security System is recognized among experts as being
of great significance on account of its unified nature, comprehensive scope, and
other special characteristics. It is different in many important respects from
our own and from the systems of most other countries. It combines social insur-
ance and public assistant concepts in unusual ways, its coverage is national, the
protections are very broad, and the financing rests on earmarked national income
taxes. It has attracted world-wide attention, and is widely regarded as something
in the nature of a laboratory experiment for testing many important and contro-
versial proposals in the field of social security. It has been criticised by some
insurance and medical writers as a bad and overambitious program that cannot
succeed; and at the same time it has been held out, in a report from the Brookings
Institution of Washington, as something of a model for a new type of social
security program for the United States. Obviously, it cannot be all that is claimed
or charged. We have learned all that we could about it through published docu-
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ments, correspondence and personal inquiries here. Though we have had every
courtesy and assistance from the New Zealand representatives in Washington
and by correspondence from officials in New Zealand, many questions about
administration, effectiveness of the system, costs, etc. have remained unanswered;
and some conflicting reports have been left unresolved. Study and inquiry on the
ground were, in our opinion, clearly indicated.

Mr. Fisher had already made careful studies of all the available information on
the New Zealand system, with the assistance of other technical experts on our
staff. As far as we know, his two publications on this subject' have been re-
ceived-both here and abroad-as accurate, objective, and authoritative docu-
ments. He was therefore selected for this new investigation. In your. speech
to the House you said that his "report on socialized medicine * * * has been
described by several reputable authorities as extremely biased and dishonest."
In this connection may I say, first, that Mr. Fisher's article did not deal with
socialized medicine. It described the New Zealand system of cash and health
benefits. Secondly, no comments such as those you referred to have come to our
attention. I trust that the sources of this criticism may be made known to us
in order that we may learn the basis for the charges.

Your speech referred to this trip to New Zealand as a type of activity "never
authorized by Congress" and "never * * * authorized directly or indirectly in
the appropriation bills." While you reiterated this view during our discussion in
your office, I presume that any confusion which may have existed on that subject
has now been cleared up by your committee counsel who has assured us that he
has no question as to our authority to engage in this activity or to incur financial
obligations in connection with it. His opinion in this respect conforms to that of
the legal staff of this agency.

The Social Security Act (sec. 702) imposes a positive "duty" upon this agency
for engaging in activities such cs the one regarding which you have raised question.
This duty to make studies and recommendations has always included studies of
foreign as well as domestic practices and experiences. Indeed, you will find that
foreign systems, and the lessons to be learned from them, were carefully and
extensively considered by the House and Senate Committees when social security
legislation was first enacted, just as they have been on various occasions since
then when committees of Congress have considered changes in the social security
laws. All countries have a great deal to learn from each other about social secur-
ity, from both successes and failures, and this has always been the attitude of
Congress. I have not the slightest doubt that congressional committees would
regard us as having done less than our duty under the law if they found, at hear-
ings or on other occasions that we had not taken all reasonable steps to be
informed on foreign experience.

Since you have raised questions and expressed disapproval of our selection of
Mr. Fisher for the New Zealand study, and since I have high regard for the wishes
of Members of Congress and its committees, and acknowledge our responsibility
to them, I have directed that the study be postponed until after our investigation
of the charges against him is completed.

While I expect to go into the matter thoroughly the data obtained thus far from
your committee counsel, from the House Committee on Un-American Activities and
from Mr. Fisher himself impress me as not justifying so serious a reflection upon
the reputation of a person whose conduct and service, so far as we have been able
to observe, have been beyond reproach.

Iu view of the fact that your criticism of this Agency and certain of its programs
and officers has been made a public record, I trust that you will similarly make
this letter a public record.

Sincerely yours,
WATSON B. MILLER, Administrator.

JuLy 24, 1917.
Hon. WATSON MILLER,

Administrator, Federal SecnritV Agency, Washington, D. 0.
DEAR MB. MILLER: I desire to acknowledge your letter of July 11, 1947, regard-

ing the remarks I made on the floor of the House on June 16. In the speech to
which you refer, and at a conference held with you and Mr. Mitchell in my office on

Cash Benefits Under the New Zealand So!jal Seeutity Program, Bureau of Rsearch and
Statistics Report No. 13, June 1945; 42 pli . the New Zealind Aocial Security Program,
Social Security Bulletin, September 1945, vol. , No. 9, pp. 3-11.
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June 17, I definitely expressed my disapproval of international junkets by Federal
employees. - I refer to trips designed to make studies of foreign concepts of govern.
meant to further the plans and ideologies of groups in this country to influence
legislation being considered by the Congress of the United States; and I reiterate
I am today strongly of the sant- opinion.

I have made careful study of the memorandum submitted by Isidore Falk,
Director of the Bureau of Research and Statistics, entitled, "New Zealand Social
Security Plan: Principal Features, Aspects Warranting Field Study." Under
"Principal Features," It is stated:

"New Zealand Social Security Plan is of interest to the rest of the world because
it ties up in one package protection against all of the major risks to income, 'free'
medical care, complete population coverage, pay-as-you-go financing."

The list of subjects given in the memorandum to be studied, most of which relate
to Compulsory Health Insurance, are of such nature that I feel they could be
secured without great expense to the Government; and that travel to the far
corners of the globe is unwarranted, as well as unauthorized.

The Subcommittee to investigate publicity and propaganda (of which I am
Chairman) does not concern itself with the merits of pending legislation but is
interested in the subject of improper and unlawful activities of Federal employees
attempting to influence the Congress for or against pending legislation.

In view of your reference, I should like to direct your attention to Relief and
Social Security, written by Lewis Meriam, and published by the Brookings Insti-
tution, in 1916, in which there is some criticism of the New Zealand plan; and I
refer, particularly, to language contained on page 548, which reads as follows:

"The New York Times of October 7, 1945, reported that the Minister of Health
of New Zealand had stated in the house of representatives that because of abuses
the Government is seriously considering whether free physician services will be
continued. It admits widespread racketeering which followed the institution of
a system under which a New Zealander may consult a physician as frequently as
he likes, and the doctor can collect a fee for each visit. The costs are running
far higher than the Government had anticipated when it instituted the system,
and they constitute a serious drain on the social security fund. Placing
physicians on salary is one of the possibilities under consideration."

Certainly, the language above-quoted, taken from the report of the Brookings
Institution, would not justify the New Zealand plan as being a model which
might be adopted by the United States Government.

In my speech on the floor, reference was made to articles written by Jacob
Fisher. In your letter of July 11, 1947, you stated that "Mr. Fisher's article
did not deal with socialized medicine. It described the New Zealand system of
cash and health benefits."

The coverage given medical care in Mr. Fisher's article, The New Zealand Social
Security Program, most certainly presents a picture of socialized medicine.

Four of the five paragraphs in the introduction deal with New Zealand's health
benefits program.

The second section of the article is headed "Health Beneflts" and devotes nine
columns to the subject with subsections on "Medical benefits." "Hospital benefits,"
"Maternity benefits," and "Other benefits." "Other benefits" are divided into
"Pharmaceutical," "X-ray," "Massage," and "District nursing." The next section
in the article is tilted and deals with "Relationships with the medical profession."

The following subtitle "Relative success in attaining goals" begins with this
Paragraph-"To what extent has the health program achieved its objective-
elimination of ability to pay as a factor in the distribution of medical. care?"

It is a well-known fact that elimination of ability to pay as a factor in the
distribution of medical care has been a favorite argument by proponents of
socialized medicine.

Two days prior to writing this letter to me, you testified before the United
States Senate Subcommittee on Health of the Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare. The record of the hearing of July 9, on page 1723, reveals that Senator
Donnell made inquiry as to the books and pamphlets you had read on the subject
of social security programs of other countries. I quote briefly from the record:

"Senator DONNEi L. You have not read any books, as distinguished from pam-
phlets, on the subject of compulsory health insurance, either in England or in
Germany?

"Mr. MrI.i,. No extensive documents.
"Senator D'0wiuaxLL. How about New Zealand? Have you read the experience of

New Zealand with compulsory health insurance?
"Mr. MmL=. I have not."

64431--48--pt. 4--16
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It is apparent, therefore, from your sworn testimony that, although you have
outlined at length the New Zealand Plan and referred to Mr. Fisher's article,
you are, in fact, without knowledge of the New Zealand Plan or the content of
Mr. Fisher's article. Therefore, in view of your testimony, I feel further
reference to the New Zealand Plan or the Fisher article is unnecessary.

You have stated that counsel for my Committee has assured the FSA that he
has no question as to its authority to engage in this activity or to incur financial
obligations in connection with it. Mr. Bow, who is counsel for the Committee,
has advised me that no such advice has been given by him to the Federal Security
Agency, or any other department or agency of Government. Mr. Bow recalls
that. at the time of the Hearings on the Health Workshop, inquiry was made of
him regarding any prohibition by statute, relating to foreign travel. Mr. Bow's
reply was that, at that time, he could cite no prohibiting statutes nor statutes
authorizing the travel; and he suggested that, as counsel for the committee,
further study would be made of the subject. The subcommittee counsel study
does not conform with that of the legal staff of your agency.

Section 702 of the Social Security Act, reads as follows:

"DUTIES OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

"SEc. 702. The Administrator shall perform the duties imposed upon him
by this act and shall also have the duty of studying and making recommenda-
tions as to the most effective 'methods of providing economic security through
social insurance, and as to legislation and matters of administrative policy con-
cerning old-age pensions, unemployment compensation, accident compensation,
and related subjects."

The history of the enactment of this law is interesting, anl I shall refer to it
only briefly. The Social Security Act was recommended by the President to the
Congress on January 17, 1935. On the same day, there was introduced in the
Senate, Senate Bill 1130; and, in the House, H. R. 4120.

Each of the proposed bills contained a section, "Duties of the Social Insurance
Board," which stated that the Board should, among its other duties, have the
"duty of studying health insurance." However, the bill was rewritten and
reintroduced as H. R. 7260, on April 4, 1935; and the provision, "duty of studying
health insurance," had been eliminated; and the bill, as amended, became
law on August 14, 1935.

It Is apparent, therefore, that the Congress of the United States, by the
elimination of the authority to study health insurance, intended that the agency,
under the Social Security Act, should not engage in such studies. Such an
interpretation is elementary in the field of statutory construction, and I shall
not burden this letter with further comment upon the question of proper con-
struction. However may I say that there is serious question as to the authority
of the Federal Security Agency to conduct the study of health insurance.

In view of the foregoing, I repeat my statement made on the floor of the
House, to which you have made reference:

"These international junkets are an item of considerable expense. Such
activities have never been authorized directly or indirectly in the appropriation
bills."

That the attitud of Congress on foreign studies was known to the Federal

Security Agency is obvious from an interoffice communication dated April, 1947,
from Maurine Mulliner to Mr. Falk and others, which reads as follows: "Subject:
Project to Study Social Security in Other Countries:

"Several questions have been raised during the last 10 days, in considering

congressional attitudes with respect to the budget for this administration, about

the wisdom of proceeding with the project to study social security in other

countries. It is the consensus of those who have commented that nothing
further should be done at this time on this project. Consequently, this pioject

is being dropped unless you bureau directors believe that further consideratil
should be given to it."

You further state in your letter that the information which you have thus

far received does not Justify so serious a reflection upon the reputation of

Mr. Fisher. This is a charge I cannot permit to remain unanswered, for it Is

again obvious that those upon whom you rely have withheld facts from you, or

have distorted facts to which you were entitled. I have seen Jacob Fisher'S

report to Mr. Isadore Falk, dated June 17, 1947, relative to his investigation Of

the published volumes of the Un-American Activities Committee. If the accuracY

of his investigation in this matter is any criterion upon which his ability might
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Be tested, I am sure that further study or investigation by the individual should
not be considered or contemplated.

Mr. Fisher failed to mention the magazine, "Social Work Today" (of which
he was managing editor and a member of the board of editors). In the reports
of the Special Committee on Un-American Activities, the following comment
relating to Mr. Fisher's magazine will be found

"A study of the contents and policies of the magazine (Social Work Today)
indicate, however, that it is primarily a vehicle whereby the line of the Com-
munist Party is promulgated among social workers in a form calculated to be
most palatable and effective to this particular group.

"Social Work Today has been the vehicle for considerable publicity in behalf
of numerous front organizations supporting the line of the Communist Party.

"Social Work Today has been quick to respond when individual Communists
are under fire.

"In 1935, the magazine was sponsored by the National Coordinating Committee
of Rank and File Groups in Social Work, an organization of left-wing social
workers."

Jacob Fisher was the chairman of the National Coordinating Committee of
Rank and File Groups in Social Work, from its Inception.

I am attaching to this letter a report submitted to me by the staff of my
subcommittee. It is too lengthy to be the subject of this letter; but I am sure
that, after you have given consideration to the evidence in the report, you will
understand my anxiety in this matter and why I called it to the attention of
the House of Representatives. It would seem your duty in the matter is, also,
well defined.

You have asked that your letter be made a public record; and I am pleased
to comply with your request, by asking that it be printed in the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD, together with this, my reply.Sincerely yours,

FOREST A. HARNESS,

Chairnmn.
Attachment: Staff report.

To: Hon. FOREST A. HARNESS, chairman, Subcommittee on Publicity and Propa-
ganda of the House Committee on Expenditures in the Executive Depart-
ments.

From: Committee Staff.
Subject: Jacob Fisher.

REFERENCES

We are in receipt of the following applications filed by Jacob Fisher for posi-
tions with the Social Security Board of the Federal Security Agency:

Social Security Board, dated June 30, 1936.
United States Civil Service, dated September 1, 1938.
Federal Security Agency, dated June 19, 1940.
Without exception the individuals given as references, by Jacob Fisher, in these

applications, are found in the published reports of the Special Committee on
Un-American Activities (Dies committee).

The references given by Jacob Fisher are:
June 30, 1936: Mary van Kleeck, Herbert D. David, Simon Breines, Albion W.

Hartwell, George Wolfe.
September 1, 1938: Mary van Kleeck, Harry Greenstein, George Wolfe, Maurice

Bernstein, Morris Lewis.
June 19, 1240: Philip L. Klein, Mary van Kleeck, Harry Greensteini, Louis

Sobel, Morris Lewis.
The mention given in the published reports of tIte Special Committee on Un-

American Activities (Dies committee) range from a single mention for Herbert
D. Davis, who is listed as the signer of a statement defending the Communist
Party, to Mary van Kleeck, who "has a long list of connections with front organi-
zations and movements dominated by the Communist Party" (Report on the
National Citizens Political Action Committee, p. 918). '
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ACTIVITIES OF JACOB FISHER

He was a member of the executive committee of the New York chapter of the

Interprofessional Association which was also the Provisional National Executive
Committee of the Interprofessional Association.

(Jacob Fisher was elected to this membership at the meeting of the organizing
group on March 24, 1934.) He later appears as a member of the national ex-
ecutive committee.

The Interprofessional Association was later known as the Interprofessional
Association for Social Insurance.

The Interprofessional Association and the Interprofessional Association for

Social Insurance cooperated closely with various Communist-controlled front

organizations; received favorable publicity in the Daily Worker (official publica-

tion of the Communist Party) ; and carried on their activities in close cooperation

with leaders of the Communist Party.
He was secretary of the Interprofessional Association- for Social Insurance.

His name appears on the letterhead of a letter sent by Mary van Kleeck, chair-

man of the association and chairman of the provisional committee for National

Congress for Social Security, which accompanied a "Call to a National Congress

for Unemployment and Social Insurance."
"Herbert Benjamin, member of the National Committee of the Communist

Party in the United States, general secretary-treasurer of the Workers Alliance,

and later executive secretary ef the International Workers Order, was executive

secretary of the national sponsoring committee for the National Congress for

Unemployment and Social Insurance. Among the other avowed members of the

Communist Party who served on this committee were the following: Max Bedacht,

William Z. Foster, Granville Hicks, Lem Harris, Israel Amter, Earl Browder,

Ben Gold, Roy Hudson, Elmer Johnson, Fred Biedenkapp, Benjamin Davis, Jr.,

Harold Hickerson, George Primoff, Grace Hutchins. The foregoing names tell

an accurate story of the National Congress for Unemployment and Social Insur-

ance. Its completely Communist character was not even thinly veiled" (p. 1183,

Report on the National Citizens Political Action Committee).
He was a member of the executive committee of the Social Workers Committee

to Aid Spanish Democracy. "This committee was one of the numerous Commu-

nist fronts which were set up for agitation around the issues of the Spanish civil

war" (p. 1577, Report on the National Citizens Political Action Committee).
He was one of the endorsers of the Campaign to Aid International Volunteers.

The campaign was a project of the Communist-controlled North American Span-

ish Aid Committee. Almost all of the other endorsers were persons whose names

will be found on the lists of numerous Communist-front organizations.
He was one of the endorsers of an emergency Conference for the Release of

International Volunteers in Spanish and French Prison Camps, held April 13,

1C40, Hotel Capital, New York City. Some of the other endorsers were the Hon-

orable Vito Marcantonio, Dr. Edward Barsky, Herman Shumlin, Marcel Sherer

(see the CONGRSSfONAL RECORD, May 21, 1941, p. 1388), Rockwell Kent, and Sam

Wiseman, of the Workers Alliance. (Appeared in Daily Worker, March 25,1940.)

He was a sponsor of a conference called by the Consumers' National Federa-

tion. In 1939, Earl Browder identified the Consumers' National Federation as a

"transmission belt." A "transmission belt" is described by the Special Committee

on Un-American Activities as being "In Communist nomenclature, an organiza-

tion through which the Communist Party extends its influence and ideology to

groups which are broader than the party (Communist Party) itself." Among

the other sponsors are found such well-known Communists as Israel Amter,

Grace Hutchins, Rose Nelson, and Bella V. Dodd.
He was one of the individual sponsors of a campaign to raise funds for the

Disabled Veterans' Fund launched by the Friends of the Abraham Lincoln Bri-

gade, which was completely controlled by the Communist Party as indicated by

the report of Earl Browder, General Secretary to the National Committee of the

Communist Party on May 6-8, 1939.
He was active in the Rank and File Movement of social work groups. The

Rank and File Movement was originally composed of other than professional

social workers. The Rank and File Movement began with discussion clubs of

which the New York Discussion Club was among the most active. The program

followed by the discussion clubs paralleled the program of the Communist Party.

There was an interlocking between the discussion clubs and the Inter-Profes-

sional Association (later the Inter-Professional Association for Social Insur-

ance). Communist Party leaders were active in many of the undetitakings of the
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afore-mentioned groups. At the first national convention of Rank and File
Groups in Social Work, Jacob Fisher was elected chairman of the National Co-
ordinating Committee of Rank and File Groups in Social Work. In April of
1936 the name was changed to the National Coordinating Committee of Social
Service Employee Groups and Jacob Fisher continued as chairman. A month
after the first national convention and the formation of the National Coordinat-
ing Committee of Rank and File Groups in Social Work with Jacob Fisher as
chairman, rank-and-file social-work employees began work stoppage, mass demon-
strations, picketing, and general demonstration activities. "It was in New York
that the mass meetings, petitions, publicity, delegations, demand for collective
bargaining by social workers was first engaged in.

The rank-and-file groups lent support to other groups and affiliated themselves.
with a series of Communist Party cause clibre, such as the Angelo Herndon case,
the Scottsboro boys, the department store strikes, the Newspaper Guild strikes,
defense of David Poindexter, and similar activities. The 1936 convention of the
National Coordinating Committee was opened with greetings from the National
Unemployment Council, a completely Communist-controlled group, and the Work-
ers' Alliance of America, which was also dominated by the Communist Party.

The offlcfal publication of the Discussion Clubs and the NCC was "Social Work
Today." Jacob Fisher was the first editor. As in the case of his references,
mentioned at the beginning of this report, every one of the contributing editors
in the first few issues are found in the published reports of the Dies Committee.
Harry L. Lurie, Jacob Fisher's last supervisor before he was employed by the
Federal Security Agency, was active with the above-mentioned group and is
given considerable mention in the published reports of the Dies Committee. The
report on "Social Work Today" follows.

Jacob Fisher given as editor and/or one of a group of editors in the following
issues of Social Work Today:

Jacob Fisher, sole editor, volume 1, Nos. 1, 2, and 3, 1934.
Jacob Fisher and three others listed as editors, October 1934 through.July 1935,

seven issues.
Jacob Fisher and two others listed as editors, volumes 4 and 5, October 1936

through June 1937.
ACTIVITIES

Social Work Today, Publication of the Social Workers Discussion Club of
New York.

March-April 1934, volume 1, No. 1: Editor, Jacob Fisher (p. 9).
Page 19: Advertisement. There is only one advertisement in this issue. ft

reads as follows:

"INFLATION DOES NOT AFFECT YOUR TRIP TO THE U. S. S. II

"'Full value of your dollar.'
"Special group sailings to the Soviet Union for the May Day celebration.

Arrangements are now being made for 'special worker,' student, and teacher
groups to the Soviet Union during the. spring and summer. Our long and
thorough experience warrants you the best service.

"Torgsin orders sent through us are executed by mail or cable 'at the lowest
rates.'

"World Tourists, Inc., 175 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Telephone ALgonquin
4-6656-7-8.

"'Excursion boats and buses chartered for organizations at lowest prices.'"
(Noam-The single-quoted portions above are in italics in the advertisement.)
Pages 3, 4, 5, and 6: Article describing the convention of the American As-

sociation of Social Workers which was held at the Mayflower Hotel, Washington,
D. C., early in 1934. The following are excerpts from the article:

Page 4: "Social workers must realize that it is terribly important to get
behind the whole economic program of the President. As for him, he has
appinted his last right winger! [Applause.] From now on he will appoint
Only People sympathetic with that program."

Page 5: "Fisher of New York suggests there are other measures before Con-
gress. But first he would like to propose three principles. One, that insecurity
Can be corrected only by redistributing income. Two, that good-will and In-
telligence won't put through any program that runs counter to the interests
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of any control group. The most effective pressure for social change comes from
the group that will benefit-in the case of unemployment insurance, labor itself.
The best social workers can do is to get behind the pressure group. Three,
wealth is distributed unevenly geographically and a. Federal program alone
can do the job."

May-June 1934, volume 1, No. 2: Editor: Jacob Fisher (p. 2).
Page 9: Article by Jacob Fisher, Social Work and Liberalism. Opening sen-

tence: "American social work is an integral part of the liberal's answer to
life under capitalism."

July-August 1934, volume 1, No. 3: Editor: Jacob Fisher (p. 2).
October 1934, volume 2, No. 1: Editors: Flora Davidson, Jacob Fisher, Clara

.Miller, Elizabeth Ruth Sherman (p. 2).
November 1934, volume 2, No. 2: Editors: Same as above (p. 2), Jacob Fisher

and three others.
Page 12: Article by Jacob Fisher, Do Strikers Get Relief? with picture of

southern textile strikers picketing (p. 13) ; two pictures of police brutality (p. 14).
January 1935, volume 2, No. 3: Editors: Same as above (p. 2), Jacob F isher

and three others.
February 1945, volume 2, No. 4: Editors: Same as above (p. 2), Jacob Fisher

and three others.
Page 8: Article by Jacob Fisher, Meet the Relief Administration. This article

is an account of the Unemployed Council delegation led by Israel Amter, on a
visit to Aubrey Williams, Assistant Administrator of F. E. R. A. This two-page
article is typical of the agitation technique which was carried on in the year
1935 by the communist, communist-front and fellow-traveler groups. The phrase-
ology of the article eliminates any doubt as to the author's pro-communist lean-
ings.

Back cover: An apt description of the publication Social Work Today is given
on the back cover of this issue:

"Social Work Today is the voice of social workers who * * * realize that
they must become the allies of labor in the struggle for a new social order"
(Pen and Hammer Bulletin, organ or revolutionary writers' group, quoted on
back cover, Feb. 1935 issue).

"The well edited Social Work Today * * * has effectively represented
the radical wing of the social workers * * *" (From The Nation. This
item appears on the back cover of the Feb. 1935 issue.)

April 1935, volume 2, No. 5: Editors: Jacob Fisher and three others (p. 2).
Pages 5, 6, 7, and 8: Article by Jacob Fisher, Rank and File Challenge-First

National Convention of Rank and File Groups in Social Work.
Page 8: Jacob Fisher was chairman of the arrangements committee for the

convention, and was elected Chairman of the National Coordinating Com-
mittee of Rank and File Groups in Social Work, which was set up at the con-
vention.

October 1935, volume 3, No. 1: Article by Jacob Fisher, Threat to the Relief
Workers. This article deals with the program of action engaged in by the
various groups affiliated with the National Coordinating Committee, of which
Jacob Fisher was Chairmtgn, and their program'for bringing pressure to bear
on Aubrey Williams and the F. E. R A. administration.

February 1936, volume 3, No. 5: Article by Jacob Fisher, The Rank and File
Movement 1930-1936.

Pages 5 and 6: Precedent for protective organization already existed in private
social work. The New York Association of Federation Workers, organized In
1931 to promote the economic interests of employes of agencies deriving their

support from the Jewish Federation of that city,-had done considerable spade-
work in the theory and practice of protective organization. It was this New
York group which first defined the employer-employee relationship in social work,
first developed the techniques of mass meetings, Petitions, publicity, the support

of other groups, delegations, and first raised the demand for collective bargain-
ing. It was this group which later engaged in the first stoppage in social work
history.

Page 18: Social Work Today addressed letters' to a group of representative indi-
viduals requesting a brief statement of their views on the use of demonstrations,
picketing and stoppage in social work. ,

One of the replies was by Ewan Clague. Excerpts from that reply are:
Page 18: "Under such circumstances it seems to me essential that social work-

ers should organize themselves into efficient, coordinated groups. I think this will
be the best, If not the only, effective way to protect themselves and their work."
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"In dealing with the Government it is Impossible to use the more aggressive tac-
tics that are used on a private employer. Perhaps it is unfortunate that this is
so, but the fact remains that such action against the Government Is always inter-
preted as being directed against the public as a whole. Any politician can cry
'subversive,' 'revolutionary,' 'communistic,' and easily persuade the public that
concerted action by a group of Government employees is a threat to the general
welfare. Even the most militant trade-unions have refrained from aggressive,
open warfare against a Government agency.

"Social workers will neveg enjoy the full confidence of the community until they
have demonstrated that they are doing a skilled job requiring special training and
experience. So long as a considerable section of the public, along with many of
the cheap politicians, believe that the only necessary requirement of a social
worker is 'common sense' and that unpaid, volunteer service is better than pro-
fessional service, just so long will social workers be ineffective, no matter what
tactics they attempt. Therefore, I would counsel centering attention upon this
one point, perhaps to the exclusion of most others, and hammer upon it by the
most effective means at our disposal. This, to my mind, would constitute the best
tactics at the present time."

(NoTE.-The first contact made by Jacob Fisher for a position with the Federal
Security Agency was a letter to Ewan Clague (See SSA Jacob Fisher personnel
file). Ewan Clague, formerly with SSB, is now Director of Labor Statistics of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor.)

April 1936, volume 3, No, 7, paragraph 11: At a convention of the National Co-
ordinating Committee in Cleveland, Ohio, February 22 and 23, 1936, the name was
changed to the National Coordinating Committee of Social Service Employe
groups. Jacob Fisher continues as chairman.

Page 11: Article by Jacob Fisher, The AASW Takes Its Stand, "Good, But Not
Good Enough." This is a report on the 1936 Delegate Conference of the AASW
held in Washington, D. C., Feb. 14-16, 1936.

November 1936, volume 4, No. 2, page 27: Under "Books in Review" is a review
by Esther Lucilld Brown of a book by Jacob Fisher entitled "The Rank And File
Movement In Social Work," a 49-Iage pamphlet published by the New York School
of Social Work. In the review Esther Lucille Brown states "this is the story that
Mr. Fisher tell of the period from 1931-1933 when a group of courageous young
persons became so dissatisfied with the social order or their own economic status
or both that they proposed to 'do something about it.'"

April 1937, volume 4, No. 7, page 3: Editorial entitled "We Support the Presi-
dent." Some excerpts from this are as follows:

"Social Work Today calls upon all social workers to lend unqualified support
to the President's plan to enlarge the Supreme Court because:

1. It will remove the threat of judicial veto hanging over the activities of the
Social Security Board, the Tennessee Valley Authority, the Public Works Admin-
istration, and the Labor Relations Board.

"2. It will do so immediately avoiding the lengthy process of reform thru
constitutional amendment.

"3. It is clearly constitutional.
"4. It will bring the federal judiciary in line with the overwhelmingly progres-

sive sentiment of the country.
"We may well remind the first group (the manufacturers association) that there

always has been politics in the Court. The question is not politics or no politics,
but what kind of politics? Whose political aspirations shall be honored, those
of the sweat-shop manufacturer, or those of the working population ?"

May 1937, volume 4, No. 8, page 3: Article by Jacob Fisher "It Just Doesn't
Belong !" supporting the viewpoint that trade-unionism belongs in the professional
field of social work.

October 1937, volume 5, No. 1, page 8: Article by Jacob Fisher, Forward With
the CIO.

This is a report on the birth of the United Office & Professional Workers of
Anierica, a CIO International union. It was formed chiefly from local unions
previously members of the A. F. of L. The United Office & Professional Workers
of America issued charters to four social service locals, one of which was the
Social Service Employes Union of New York which became Local 19, UOPWA.

Page 30: Under a column headed "Shop Talk" appears the following item:
A "Jacob Fisher and Daniel Allen (Forward With the CIO and CIO, for Public

agencies) are leaders in the converging lines of public and private agency em-
Ployees Into the CIO. Mr. Fisher Is President of the Social Service Employees
lJflion of New York, Local 19, United Office & Professional Workers of America.
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Mr. Allen is New York District Organizer for the State, County and Municipal
Workers of America."

November 1987, volume 5, No. 2 page 30: In a column headed "Shop talk"
under a subheading "At the New York State Conference" appears the following:

"Delegates and visitors to the New York State Conference of Social Work are
to be offered two interesting sessions sponsored by the Joint Trade Unions in
Social Service in New York City. On October 20th, Jacob Fisher, New York
SSEU President, will preside at the first session entitled *Unionism and Pro-
fessionalism'."

Page 31: In an advertisement of the Social Workers Committee to Aid Spanish
Democracy-For Child Welfare- -soliciting funds for children in Republican
Spain, Jacob Fisher's name appears as a member of the executive committee of
this organization.

December 1947, volume 5, No. 3, page 18: Article by Jacob Fisher, Private
Agency Annuity Plans. The New York Social Service Employes Union, of which
he is president, evaluates 11 existing annuity plans and recommends inauj ion
under the Social Security Act.

Page 30: Under a column headed "Shop Talk" appears the following: "Jacob
Fisher (Private Agency Annuity Plans) is one-of our first, best, and most faithful
contributors."

January 1938, volume 5, No. 4, page 15: Jacob Fisher is listed under the
1936-37 Social Work Today Cooperators as having contributed $20 in the preced-
ing 12 months to the support of the magazine.

March 1938, volume 5, No. 6, page 29: In the section, Books In Review, Iacob
Fisher does a review of the book, When Clients Organize, by Helen Seymour.
Among his comments are:

"Judging from the growing concern of the CIO and Labor's Non-Partisan
League with unemployment, with relief and social insurance, that future (of
the organized client movement) may lie perhaps with the economic and political
organization of labor rather than with client organization as we have known
it in the past."

June 1938, volume 5, No. 9, page 21: Article by Jacob Fisher, One Year of
the CIO in Social Work.

In this he reviews the activities of the past year of the State, county, and
municipal workers of America and the United Office and Professional Workers
of America and their respective locals In the field of social service. ..

He reports that the New York Local, Local No. 19, the Social Service l~oyes
Union, sent delegates to the American Youth Congress in Milwaukee. Jacob
Fisher was President of Local 19 at that time.

Page 46: Under "Shop Talk" is the following item: "Jacob Fisher is president
of Social Service Employes Union, Local No. 19 of UOPWA, CIO, New York City."

December 1988, volume 6, No. 8, page 25: The following item appears in a box
headed "The Profession Is Proud."

"On September 16th Jacob Fisher, President of the New York City Social
Service Employes Union, was elected a vice-president of New York State's new
CIO Industrial Council. Thus one of the early leaders of the trade Union move
ment in social work has been given the responsibility of representing the white
collar and professional workers who constitute an important section of the
800,000 CIO members in the State."

January 1939, volume 6, No. 4, page 17: Under the heading "Social Work Today
Cooperators-1988" and the sub-heading "New York City" Jacob Fisher is listed
as having contributed $10 to the magazine Social Work Today during the year
1938.

April 1939, volume 6, No. 7, page 9: Article by Jacob Fisher, President, Local
19, Social Service Employes Union, UOPWA, entitled "The Future of the Private
Field."

May 1939, volume 6, No. 8, page 27: Under the column heading "Trade Union
Notes" and the sub-heading "Joint Trade Unions at Buffalo" is the program of
the Joint Committee of Trade Unions in Social Work at the Buffalo National
Conference June 18-24. Among the various items is the following:

"Jacob Fisher, President, SSEU Local 19, is to speak on 'Social Work and
the Democratic Tradition'." (This was on the program for Thursday, June 22.)

January 1940, volume 7, No. 4, page 17: Under the heading "Social Work
Today Cooperators--1989" and sub-heading "New York City" Jacob Fisher is
listed as having contributed $15 to the magazine Social Work Today during
the year 1989.
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Pages 5 and 6: Jacob Fisher is one of the 75 national and local leaders in

social work who signed a statement of principles that was prepared by the
editorial board of Social Work Today. This appeared under the heading, "Meet-
ing social need: A peace program." The statement of principles was against
America being geared Into a military program; was against military prepara-
tion; advocated taxing all the profits out of those industries supplying war
materials; advocated peace and was against involvement in the European war.
This statement of principles was released to the press and mailed to every Member
of the United States Congress.

April 1940, volume 7, No. 7, page 9: An article by Jacob Fisher, "Relief: Old
Problem, New Setting." He is listed as president, New York City Joint Council
UOPWA. "With business on the downgrade and legislatures bending to reac-
tionary pressure, the outlook of the unemployed is little short of desperate."

January 1941, volume 8, No. 4, page 5: A reprint of the January 1940 article A
Statement of Principles which has Jacob Fisher as one of the 75 signatories.

Page 16: Under the heading "Social work today cooperators-1940" and the
subheadin "Illinois," Jacob Fisher is listed as having contributed $15 to the
magazine goidal Work Today, during the year 1940.

Pages 28-29: Under Books in Review Jacob Fisher does a review of the book
"Foundations of American Population Policy," by Frank Lorimer, Ellen Winston,
and Louise K. Kiser. It was published by Harper & Bros.

Mr. Jack Fisher's review is an adverse one which he heads up "Control for
what?" and in it refers to the "Fascist" mentality from which the authors ob-
tained their ideas of eugenics.

June-July 1941, volume 8, No. 9, page 17: Article by Jacob Fisher, Social
Security Board Regional Office, Chicago, entitled "Running Out on the Needy."
[A note at the bottom of the page stated: Mr. Fisher writes in his personal
capacity. The Social Security Board is not responsible for the views expressed.-
Eds.]

This article defended the large relief rolls despite the marked upturn in
business activity and prosperity and fought any cuts In relief funds.

February 1942, volume 9, No. 4, page 51: Under the heading "Social work
today cooperators--1941" and the subheading "Illinois," Jacob Fisher is listed
as having contributed financially to the support of the magazine, Social Work
Today, during the year 1940.

FiEA&. SEcuarrT AGmcY
SoCIAL Sicustr ADmINIsTRATIoN

INNO JMC COMMUNICATION
October 6, 1947

To: Mr. A. J. Altmeyer, Commissioner.
From: W. L. Mitchell, Deputy Commissioner.
Subject: Facts with regard to the proposed trip to study the New Zealand social

security program and major issues raised by Representative Harness as to the
trip and as to past activities of Mr. Jacob Fisher.
The attached notes summarize briefly the facts relating to the major charges

and issues which have been raised by Representative Harness with regard to
a proposed field trip by Mr. Jacob Fisher, of the staff of the Bureau of Research
and Statistics, to study the New Zealand social security system. If you wish
further Information with regard to any point, we shall be glad to assemble It
for you.

W. L. Mrrcn m.

NoTrs ON MAJOR Issuze RAISED BY REPRESENTATIVE HARNESS WITH REGARD TO THE
PROPOSM TRIP To STUDY THE NEW 7EALAND SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM AND AS TO
THM PAST AcrIvrnus OF M. JACOB FISH

The first public reference by Representative Harness to the proposed New Zea-
land study occurred in a speech which he made in the House on June 16 (Con-
gressional Record, June 16, 1947, pp. 7251-7252). In his statement Mr. Harness
challenged the right of the Social Security Administration to make a field study
of the New Zealand program and charged Mr. Jacob Fisher, the staff member
Who was to make the field trip, with uninterrupted association since 19M9 with
Communst-front organizations. The Third Intermediate Report of the Oom-

ittee on Expenditures in the Executive Departments (80th Cong., 1st sess., H.
tept. No. 786, July 2, 1947, pp. 6-7) also contained a reference to the proposed

Nrew Zealand trip and repeated the charges against Mr. Fisher.
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On July 11, the Federal Security Administrator, Mr. Watson Miller, wrote to
Representative Harness stating the Agency's position with regard to the proposed
field trip, indicating that a preliminary investigation had shown no basis for
question as to Mr. Fisher's loyalty, and informing the Congressman that the trip
was nevertheless being postponed until a complete investigation could be made
of his chargs against Mr. Fisher. On July 24, Representative Harness replied to
Mr. Miller, reiterating and amplifying his previous criticisms of the study and
attaching a staff report on Mr. Fisher prepared by the staff of the Subcommittee
on Publicity and Propaganda of the House Committee on Expenditures in the
Executive Departments. (This letter and Mr. Miller's letter of July 11 were
printed in the Congressional Record for July 26, 1947, pp. A 4142-4146.)

An analysis of these documents reveals three major issues or charges, pertinent
to this memorandum. They are-

1. The nature and character of the proposed field study of the New Zealand
social-security system;

2. The legal authority of the Federal Security Agency and the Social
Security Administration to engage in studies of health insurance or to under-
take studies in other countries;

3. The alleged Commuist-front associations of Mr. Jacob Fisher.

1. The nature and character of the proposed study
In his June 16 speech, Representative Harness stated that Mr. Fisher was

being "sent to New Zealand to study compulsory health insurance in that coun-
try." The trip was cited as an example of "the activities of the Social Security
Board in this country and abroad, which seek to further the cause of socialized
medicine in the United States." "It is a matter of record," the Congressman
said, "in the Senate hearings last year on S. 1606, that Mr. Falk was one of the
principal authors of the bill presented pursuant to President Truman's national
health program. That bill contemplated compulsory health insurance, and em-
bodied every recognized feature of socialized medicine." "He [Mr. Fisher] has
published at least one report on socialized medicine in New Zealand, in the Social
Security Bulletin-a report which has been described by several reputable au-
thorities as extremely biased and dishonest." "* * * it is not the function
of the Federal Government to send people around the world to bring back re-
ports presuming to dictate a system of socialized medicine in the United States."

The Committee report (H. Rep. 786) introduces the reference to Mr. Fisher
and the New Zealand trip with a statement that "the Bureau of Research and
Statistics in the Social Security Board also maintains close contact with move-
ments for compulsory health insurance in other countries."

. Representative Harness' letter of July 24 states that he has studied "the memo-
randum submitted by Isidor Falk, Director of the Bureau of ResearCh and
Statistics, entitled, 'New Zealand Social Security Plan: Principal Features, As-
pects Warranting Field Study.' " He goes on to say that the "list of subjects
given in the memorandum to be studied, most of which relate to Compulsory
Health Insurance," are of such a nature as not to require field study. He ques-
tions several statements in Mr. Miller's letter of July 11 with regard to the New
Zealand system and Mr. Fisher's Bulletin article (see below for analysis of
these points), quotes from Mr. Miller's testimony before the Subcommittee on
Health of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare to prove that
Mr.. Miller has no personal knowledge of the New Zealand program, and refers to
"trips designed to make studies of foreign concepts of government and to fur-
ther the plans and Ideologies of groups in this country to influence legislation be-
ing considered by the Congress * *- *"

The issues raised by Representative Harness with regard to the New Zealand
study are of two kinds-one general and one specific. As to the first, Representa-
tive Harness first equates compulsory health insurance and "socialized medi-
cine"; he their uses the phrase "socialized medicine" as though by definition it
meant "foreign" (i. e., bad) and "un-American." His argument rests In large
measure on the implied assumption that any study of compulsory health Insur-
ance ("socialized medicine") must of its very nature be propagandistic, nof-
objective, and reprehensible.

With regard to the specific issues, there Is (a) the question of fact as to
whether or not the main emphasis of the study was to be on health insurance. In
his letter of July 11 to Representative Harness, Mr. Miller said:

"You had been correctly informed that we had planned to send a member of
our staff, Mr. Jacob Fisher, to New Zealand. However, he was not being sent
merely or even primarily 'to study compulsory health insurance in that countrY'
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as was stated in your speech but to study the whole social-security system. Mr.
Fisher's inquiries on health benefits were to be only a fraction of a broad social
wqrity study which was planned to include cash benefit provisions for old age,
invalidity, unemployment, sickness, widows, orphans, minors, etc."

In his letter of reply, Representative Harness refers to the list, given in a
memorandum submitted by Mr. Falk, of subjects to be studied, most of which
relate to compulsory health insurance. The reference would appear to be to a
memorandum dated March 21, from Mr. Falk to Mr. Mitchell. The list of aspects
warranting field study includes as many or more questions relating to cash bene-
fits as to health benefits (depending on what one counts as a separate question).
Representative Harness fails to mention the later memorandum (June 10)
which sets forth the developed plans for the study. The tentative outline of
information to be obtained which accompanies this memorandum includes 14
questions (1/ pages) relating to the health benefits, and 34 questions (4%
pages) relating to the other parts of the New Zealand program.

(b) In his letter of July 11 Mr. Miller said:
"The New Zealand Social Security System is recognized among experts as being

of great significance on account of its unified nature, comprehensive scope, and
other special characteristics * * *. It has attracted world-wide attention,
and is widely regarded as something in the nature of a laboratory experiment
for testing many important and controversial proposals in the field of social
security. It has been criticized by some insurance and medical writers as a bad
and overambitious program that cannot succeed; and at the same time it has
been held out, in a report from the Brookings Institution of Washington, as
something of a model for a new type of social security program for the United
States. Obviously, it cannot be all that is claimed or charged."

In his reply, Representative Harness quotes from the book by Lewis Meriam,
Relief and Social Security, published by the Brookings Institution, a single para-
graph reporting official criticisms of one aspect (fee-for-service) of the New
Zealand health benefits plan. The Congressman concludes that "the language
above quoted * * * would not justify the New Zealand plan as being amodel which might be adopted by the United States Government." Mr. Miller
did not in his letter claim that the New Zealand program is a model for the
United States, but rather that the Meriam report so presented it. A reading ofthe entire Meriam book, and especially the 37 pages devoted directly to a de-
scription of the New Zealand system shows that the author has great interest
in and admiration for the cash-benefit system, more particularly its income-test
provisions.

(0) Two questions of fact were raised with regard to Mr. Fisher's article,
the New Zealand Social Security Program, which was published in the September
1945 issue of the Social Security Bulletin. In his speech on the floor of the House,
Representative Harness (1) characterized the article as a "report on socialized
medicine" and (2) stated that it "has been described 'by several reputable au-
thorities as extremely biased and dishonest."

In his letter of July 11, Mr. Miller said with regard to (1), "Mr. Fisher's
article did not deal with socialized medicine. It described the New Zealandsystem of baSh and health benefits." With regard to (2), "* * * no com-
ments such as those you referred to have come to our attention. I trust that the
sources of this criticism may be made known to us in order that we may learn
the basis for the charges."

Representative Harness, in his reply of July 24, made no further reference tothis second charge. With regard to the first point, he said "The coverage given
medical care in Mr. Fisher's article * * * most certainly presents a pictureof 'socialized medicine,'" and he listed the paragraph headings of the second
section of the article, dealing with health benefits. The Congressman neglected
to mention the first section dealing with cash benefits, or the third section on
financing the social security program, and failed to point out that as compared
With the nine columns covered by the health benefits section, the remainder of
the article covered 18 columns. While It is true, as the Congressman states, that
"Pour or the five paragraphs In the introduction deal with New Zealand's health
benefits program," it Is equally true that four of the five deal with the cash
benefits program (i: e., one paragraph discusses thie-cash benefits only, one the
health benefits only and the other three discuss the program as a whole).

So trivial a misrepresentation would not be worth mentioning, were it not forthe way in which It Is used to cast doubt on the fairness and objectivity of the
research staff, research methods ,and research reports of the Bureau of Research
and Statistics.
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2. The legal authority of the Federal Security Agency to engage in studies of
health insurance or to undertake studies in other countries

In his speech before the House, Representative Harness said:
"These international junkets are an item of considerable expense. Such activi-

ties have never been authorized, directly or indirectly, in the appropriation bills."
Mr. Miller replied, in his letter of July 11,.as follows:
"Your speech referred to this trip to New Zealand as a type of activity 'never

authorized by Congress' and 'never * * * authorized directly or indirectly
in the appropriation bills.' While you reiterated this view during our discussion
in your office, I presume that any confusion which may have existed on that
subject has now been cleared up by your committee counsel who has assured us
that he has no question as to our authority to engage in this activity or to incur
financial obligations in connection with it. His opinion in this respect conforms
to that of the legal staff of this Agency.

"The Social Security Act (sec. 702) imposes a positive 'duty' upon this Agency
for engaging in activities such as the one regarding which you have raised ques-
tion. This duty to make studies and recommendations has always included
studies of foreign as well as domestic practices and experiences. * * * I ha:Ve
not the slightest doubt that congressional committees would regard us as having
done less than our duty under the law if they found at hearings or on other occa-
sions that we had not taken all reasonable steps to be Informed on foreign
experience."

Representative Harness' letter of July 24 reiterates the charge of lack of legal
authority and expands the definition of unauthorized activities to include not
only (a) studies requiring foreign travel, but also (b) studies of health insurance.

With regard to (a) studies requiring foreign travel, Representative Harness
says:

"You have stated that -counsel for my committee has assured the I'A that he
has no question as to its authority to engage in this activity or to incur finaucla
obligations in connection with it. Mr. Bow, who is counsel for the committee, has
advised me that no such advice has been given by him to the Federal Security
Agency, or any other department or agency of Government. Mr. Bow recalls
that, at the time of the hearings on the health workshop, inquiry was made of
him regarding any prohibition by statute, relating to foreign travel. Mr. Bow's
reply was that, at that time, he could cite no prohibiting statutes nor statutes
authorizing the travel; and he suggested that, as counsel for the committee,
further study would be made of the subject. The subcommittee counsel study
does not conform with that of the legal staff of your agency."

This statement is directly at variance with the account of Miss Gladys "Urri-
son, the member of the staff of the General Counsel of the Federal Secnrity
Agency who talked with Mr. Bow. Miss Harrison completely affirms the correct-
ness of the statement in Mr. Miller's letter of July 11 and indicates that when she
talked with him, Mr. Bow as well as we had no doubt! as to the legal authority of
the Social Security Administration to send an employee abroad to make a study of
the social security system of another country. Congress has, in the past, Spe-
cifically authorized the expenditure of funds for foreign travel, and such autkori-
zation has continued without question since 1940, in spite of changes in the
language of appropriation bills.

In his letter of July 22, Representative Harness refers to a memorandum dated
April 1, 1947, from Maurine Mulliner to the Bureau directors as evidence that
"the attitude of Congress on foreign studies was known to the Federal Necurity
Agency." The memorandum in question suggests that in view of congressional
attitudes with respect to the budget, there is doubt as to the wisdom of proooling
with a proposed project to study social security in a number of other cou~dries.
The reference in the memorandum is to the general attitude of Congress in the
spring of 1947 toward the amount of the executive budget and has no bearing
whatsoever on the question of the legal authority of the Federal Security Agency
to engage in studies requiring travel abroad.

Representative Harness' July 24 letter goes far beyond the statement in big
original speech when It challenges the legal authority of the Federal Security
Agmcy to study health insurance. In making this charge, Representative
]arnes uses arguments recently advanced by Mrs. Marjorie-Shearon. The argu-
ment relies on the fact that the original social-security bills included "health in,
surance" as bne of the specifically designated subjects whiah the Board should

study, whereas section ft)2 as passed. did not include this phrase. An examination
of the reports of the House and Senate committees on the social security bill re,
veals no evidence that this change in wording was Intended to effect any sub,
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stantive change or to do more than eliminate a particular phrase which had given
rise to misunderstandings and to controversies as to its meaning. It was under-
stood at the time among the Government people that the general subject was still
covered by the final phrase in secton 702 "and related subjects."

Since the passage of the Social Security Act, the Congress has repeatedly and
knowingly appropriated funds for the study of health insurance by the Burenn
of Research and Statistics.

S. The Alleged ComMUni8t-Front Aaooiation8 of Mr. Jacob Fi8her
The Agency has atteLpted to obtain an immediate and complete investigation

of the charges against Mr. Fisher. The Administrator referred the matter to the
Agency loyalty board which asked the Civil Service Commission to undertake an
investigation. The Civil Service Commission advised us to request the FBI to
make an investigation. This request, signed by the Administrator, went to the
FBI on August 15. We are not, of course, attempting in any way to duplicate
that investigation or to anticipate its results. There are, however, a few fact
with regard to the matter which can be summarizd at this time.

In his speech of June 16, Representative Harness said:
"We find that this same Jacob Fisher has been documented by the House

Committee on Un-American Activities for almost uninterrupted association since
1939 with various Communist-front and fellow-traveler organizations. At vari-
ous times Jacob Fisher has been identified with seven different groups or
organizationN avowedly sponsoring the Moscow party line in the United States."

As soon as possible after the Administration learned of Representative Harness'
speech, an inimediate preliminjry investigation was made of the charges against
Mr. Fisher. Early on June 17, the day following Representative Harness' speech,
Mr. Wagy, peersonnel officer, Social Security Administration, went to the office
of the Comwittee on Un-American Activities to check on the committee reports.
He found references to Mr. Fisher's membership in seven separately listed or-
ganizations (four of which were branches of or associated with the North Ameri-
can Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy) and to his association with the pe-
riodical, Social Work Today. Mr. Wagy also went that afternoon to the offices
of the Harness committee and conferred with Mr. Bow, the counsel of the com-
mittee, in an attempt to learn the basis for the charges against Mr. Fisher. Mr.
Bow referred particularly to the magazine Social Work Today, a journal for
"rank and file" social workers which was started in the mid-thirties and ceased
publication about 1942, Copies of the magazine were subsequently obtained and
examined by the persons in the Agency concerned with the case, including Mr.
Watson Miller himself.

When he learned of Representative Harness' speech, Mr. Fisher made an at-
tempt to check on the statement that his name was listed in the reports of the
House Committee on Un-American Activities. He found only one reference to
his name in the 1942 index to the committee reports, a reference to the Social
Workers' Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy, and so reported in a memorandum
to Mr. Falk (dated June 17, 1947). On June 18, Mr. Fisher gave Mr. Falk the
flames of the organizations in which he then held membership, and those in
which, to the best of his recollection, he held -W1ership at any time between
1939 and 1947, the period referred to in Mr. Harness' statement. The list in-
cluded some, but not all tile organizations found by Mr. Wagy in the Dies com-
.mittee'reports, a discrepancy, t appears, due to the difference in the time periods
ifvolve . His connection with Social Work Today was'discussed by Mr. Fisher
with Mr. Falk.

On the basis of a review of Mr. Fisher's personnel file and of the Information
obtalnlueby Mr. Wagy from the House Un-American Activities Committee reports
and from Mr. Bow, supplemented by Mr. Fisher's reports to Mr. Falk, the Agency
reached the conclusion stated in Mr. Miller's letter of Iuly 11:

"* * * the data obtai!Ada thus far from your committee counsel, from the
House Conmiittee on Un-American Activities, and from Mr. Fisher himself im-
press me as not justifying so serious a reflection upon the reputation of a person
whose conduct and service, so far as we have been able to observe, have been
beyond reproach."

In his reply* of July 24, Representative Harness challenged this statement and
Said:
"* * * it is again Dvbious that those upon whom you rely have withheld

facts from youl, or have distorted facts to which you were entitled. I have seen
Jacob Fisher's report to Mr. Isadore Falk, dated June 17, 1947,- relative to his
inlvestigation of the published volumes of the Un-American Activities Committee.
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If the accuracy of his investigation In this matter is any criterion upol which his
ability might be tested, I am sure that further study or investigation by the
individual should not be considered or contemplated.

"Mr. Fisher failed to mention the magazine, Social Work Today * * *"
Two points should be noted with respect to this statement: (1) The Federal

Security Agency did not, as Representative Harness implies, rely upon Mr. Fisher's
memorandum of June 17 in reaching the conclusion expressed in Mr. Miller's
letter. (2) Mr. Fisher's memorandum of that date correctly reported the one
reference to his name in the indexes to the committee reports which are published
and available to the public. The additional references found by Mr. Wagy
were listed In a volume which so far as we know has never been released to the
public, and which can be consulted in the offices of the House Committee on Un.
American Activities only by permission. As the chief personnel officer of the
administration, Mr. Wagy was given access to the volume. When Mr. Fisher
subsequently requested permission to see the volume, his request was refused.

The staff report included with Mr. Harness' letter cites in some detail the
various activities and organizations with which Mr. Fisher has been associated in
the past. In view of the Administrator's request to the FBI for a complete
investigation of the charges against Mr. Fisher, we are not commenting at this
time on the staff report.

Senator DoxNmLL. May I ask-Mr. Falk whether or not this statement
in the Harness report I have referred to, page 7, is correct? [Read-
ing:]

Under date of May 14, 1947, Mr. Isadore Falk, Director of the Bureau of Re-
search and Statistics, sent a memorandum to the Acting Commissioner for Social
Security, urging that one Jacob Fisher, a member of Mr. Falk's staff, be sent to
'New Zealand at Government expense, to study compulsory health-insurance pro-
grams and activities in that nation.

Is that a correct statement, Mr. Falk?
Mr. FALK. It is correct, but like almost everything else in this

document it is only partly correct.
Senator DONNFLL. Would you mind telling us the extent to which it

is correct and the extent to which it is incorrect?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. May I tell you the whole story in brief form?
Senator DONNLzL. Yes, certainly. Go right ahead.
Mr. FALK. It seems to be of interest to the committee.
Senator DONNELL. Yes.
Mr. FALK. Because of the statement in the Harness report, I think

it has been misunderstood. Perhaps it has been very badly misunder-
stood.

Senator DONNEL. -Pardon me, Mr. Falk. Before you proceed, I
have no objection to your proceeding in full. I just want to know
what it is you are addrsing yourself to. Are you addressing your-
self to this quotation I just read to you ?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. I thought I would give you the picture, as
briefly as night be, of how it came about and why, as this quotation
says, Mr. Fisher was recommended by me to be sent to New Zealand
to make a study.

Senator DONNELL. All right, go right ahead.
Mr. FALK. The first point, the idea of sending staff members to other

countries to study social security at this time originated in the'office
of the Commissioner.

At a meeting of bureau directors called on March 13, 1947, by Mr.
Mitchell, who was then the Acting Commissioner, and which I at-
tended, he informed us that the Commission thought that the admin-
istration should pick up again-

Senator SMITH. May I ask, Commissioner of what?

1940
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Mr. FALK. The Commissixier for Social Security. Mr. Altmeyer
is the Commissioner for Social Security.

Senator SMITH. I did want you to identify him so that we would
know whom you were talking about.

Mr. FALK. The Commissioner himself thought we should, after the
war was over, pick up again and follow on with our studies of social-
security experiences and situations in other countries.

Mr. Mitchell, who was then the Acting Commissioner since the
Commissioner was abroad on service out of the country, informed us
that there were some travel funds available for the current fiscal year,
and he asked the various bureau directors 'their opinions and ideas
on aspects of social security which might advantageously be studied in
other countries to bring our information up to date.

He said that the funds that were available might permit one staff
member from each bureau to visit foreign countries worthy of study,
and he asked us to think about it. It originated with Mr. Altmeyer;
and we were asked to give Mr. Mitchell a memorandum indicating our
ideas on which countries might profitably be visited, and which aspects
of their social security program it would be worth while for a bureau
to study.

It was agreed at that meeting that the Bureau of Research and Sta-
tistics would make available to other bureaus information in its files
concerning foreign social security programs and would also assist
other bureaus in developing their plans.

I might say in that connection that the Bureau of Research and
Statistics had for many years, perhaps almost from its inception, been
the primary source of information or the focal point of information
on foreign social security systems for the Sociali Security Board for
the Agency after that was created, and for many departments of &ov-
ernment, as well as for nongovernmental organizations, business firms,
civic organizations, professional organizations, and citizens who called
upon us for information concerning social security in other countries.

Well, on March 21, 1947, 1 sent to Mr. Mitchell a memorandum sug-
gesting it would be worth while for a staff member of our Bureau, the
bureau of Research and Statistics, to make a trip to New.Zeand to
study their social security program. The reasons for this suggestion
are given in that memorandum, of which I have a copy here. Copies
of this memorandum were sent to the other bureaus.

In the interim we had also done some review of available informa-
tion for other bureaus of the Social Security Administration-the
Bureaus of Employment Security and Old Age and Survivors Insur-
ance. I won't pause at the moment, though perhaps if you are inter-
ested I would be glad to return to it later, to tell you about the reasons
I gave at that time for advising an inquiry into the New Zealand social
security system; but I thought I would give you a brief chronology
of what preceded and what Qccurred in connection with this sentence
which has been quoted from the Harness report.

Mr. Mitchell scheduled another ipeeting of the Bureau directors to
discuss the proposals that the bureaus had suggested. He later can-
celed this meeting and postponed. further discussion for the time
being.

Then the Commissioner's office .ain listed, the proposed subject,
foreign social security studies, on .its agenda for discussion at the
COInInissioner's staff meeting for May 9, 1947. It is my recollection
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that Mr. Mitchell, the Acting Commissioner, said lie had been in touch
with the Commissioner, Mr. Altmeyer. and that the latter still thought
the program of foreign social security studies should be pursued
further.

Mr. Mitchell asked that each bureau interested in the possibility
of sending staff members to other countries submit a justificatioll
indicating the purpose of the project, timeliness, and so forth.

I indicated at the meeting why I thought that the social security
programs of New Zealand and possibly Australia would be worthy of
study at this time, as against the programs in various European
countries. Consequently, I sent Mr. Mitchell the memorandum of
May 14, 1947. That is the date of the memorandum to which the
Harness paragraph refers, giving the reasons justifying the visit to
New Zealand and its timeliness and our recommendation that Mr.
Jacob Fisher be given the assignment and the reasons therefor.

Subsequently Mr. Mitchell sent me a memorandum, dated May 21,
1947, asking that since the New Zealand trip would concern the pro-
grain bureaus of the Social Security Administration, we should ask
them for their suggestions on those aspects of the New Zealand social
security system on which they would like information and for their
comments on the usefulness of the trip, and for Mr. Jacob Fisher to
make the trip.

After Mrs. Merriam had talked to the Bureau directors concerning
the trip and Mr. Fisher's assignment. I called Mr. Mitchell and told
him the other bureaus thought the trip would be useful to them.

Subsequently, I won't go into all the details, I received word from
the Commissioner's office to proceed with the plans for the New Zea-
land trip.

Now I am not going on into the details of what happened afterward
when the Harness attack came, but I would like to refer to at least
one other point which bears on this quotation.

Senator SMrriH. Let me ask you, Mr. Falk, did Mr. Fisher take
the trip?

Mr. FALK. No, sir; it was postponed.
Senator DONNELL. Why was it postponed?
M r. FALK. May I go on, then? Very shortly before he was sched-

uled to go-
Senator DONNELL. Where was he when he was stopped from going?
Mr. FALK. He wai in his office in Washington, D. C., and in his

residence. He was on duty here.
Senator DONNELL. He was about to go at that time, was he not?
Mr. FALK. He was scheduled to go on June 20; the tentative date

set for his departure was June 20, 1947.
Senator DONNELL. What happened?
Mr. FALK. Well, late in the day on June 16, 1947, we learned of

Mr. Harness' attack in the form ofa speech on the floor of the House
concerning this trip and his attack and his criticisms and his allega-
tions against Mr. Fisher.

It was directly after that, beginning with the next day, as I said
earlier, that the Bureau and the Administration and the Agenlcy
undertook a preliminary investigation of these charges against M.
Fisher. On the basis of the preliminary investigation, the Federal
Security Administrator directed that Mr. Fisher not proceed with the
trip; that the trip be postponed until the investigation which had
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been instituted with respect to these charges against Mr. Fisher was
colupleted, and I believe in one of the letters to which I referred which
M r. Miller, the Federal Security Administrator, addressed to Mr.
14lainess, he said something to this effect, that while Mr. Harness'
c arges with respect to the purposes of the trip did not persuade the
Agency that it had committed any error of judgment in planning the
trip, in view of the questions that had been raised about the fitness
of the individual, the trip was postponed until that question could be
r).Olved.
SenatorSMITH. Who was going to pay for the trip, Mr. Falk?
Mr. FALK. The Federal Security Agency's travel funds. That was

an official undertaking, and Mr. Fisher was to travel as an officer of
the United States Government, proceeding to make an inquiry for the
Agency.
Senator SMITH. Wasn't that about the time these hearings were

going on in regard to these matters, and we were discussing New
Zealand among other things?

Mr. FALK. Well, it was about the time these hearings were going
on. I don't remember that there was any particular discussion of
New Zealand.
Senator SMIT-I. We discussed right straight through all these plans

of work in New Zealand. I was thinking if there was going to be
an investigation, it ought to have been in connection with what we are

'trNing to find out here. We would send people who would look at
Ill sides of it and not somebody who was apparently so much filled

ulp with enthusiasm for this plan that he would bring us back a report
that might be all one way.

We tried in our other investigations to make these two-way streets
so we would get all the information and not have reports that seemed
to be pointed to a conclusion.

Mr. FALK. Quite so. That is on a point which I would like to make
one further remark about. The Harness statement said, "be sent to
lNew Zealand at Government expense to study compulsory health
n, irance and activities of that nature."
If he were being sent for that, we would not have selected Mr.

Fisher, and that would not have been the arrangement for the trip.
The point of the matter-and I will be glad to give you details of
that or furnish memoranda for the record-is that Mr. Fisher was
going to New Zealand to study the New Zealand social-security pro-
gram in its totality, as a whole, with primary interests in such mat-
te"rs as the income test and similar arrangements in the New Zealand
lpian, which make it a comprehensive and more or less inclusive social-
sect rity system for old-age retirement, disability, and widows' pro-

oNsons and orphans' and children's provisions and family allowances,
(I cetera, and health benefits.

Now, our interest in making a study of the New Zealand program
w s not primarily or even, I would say, in the main sense the health
I)Iogram, but this comprehensive social-security program which cov-
er'ed the whole population and used many novel arrangements not to
l)e found in any other substantial social-security system in the world.
Mr. Fisher was selected to make that trip because he had already made
a fairly extensive study of the New Zealand system-as extensive as
hee could from documents and other sources of information available
here, and Mr. Fisher had been selected for that originally primarily
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because our interest at that time in the New Zealand program was
in the way in which it undertook to work out new solutions as to social
insurance and public assistance.

You see, Mr. Fisher had been an expert, a technical expert, in the
public-assistance field, and his original studies. of the New Zealand
system didn't arise because of any particular interest in the health
aspects of the matter but because of the rather unique way in which
they handled what we in America call public-assistance or old-age
insurance.

Now, in planning his study of the New Zealand system he, of
course, could not and did not overlook the health benefits which they
have under their very comprehensive program, and in the earlier
studies which he had made, the two publications of his, his studies and
his reports had included the health benefits among other matters, the
cash benefits.

Senator PEPPEl. May I interrupt, Doctor. Do you know of any
siiggestion that the making of such a trip or the conducting of such
an inquiry by the Bureau was outside the scope of their law or appro-
priation ?.

Mr. FALK. The only question of which I have knowledge at this
time, Senator, is Mr. Harness' challenge of it.Senator PEPPER. His challenge on the basis-the authority for such
a trip not existing?

Mr. FALK. No, sir. He- challenged the authority as well. As a
matter of fact, there has been some confusion.

Senator PEPPER. Isn't it a customary practice for representatives
of the United States Government to go to various places in this country
and out of this country to get information to carry on the work of
the Bureau or the Department?

Mr. FAiK. Why of course it is the regular practice and I should
think that we would be guilty of neglect, or we would be subject t6 crit-
icism, serious criticism, if we were -not keeping ourselves informed of
social-security developments and operations and experiences of other
countries. I doubt very much that any member of the Atbpria-
tions Committee would have any question that when they provide
travel funds and do not put any specific injunction against such
practice, but that it Would be regarded as a normal and proper and
regular occurrence for usto make inquiries in foreign countries wheii
such inquiries are indicated, as well as in this coujitrv.

Senator PEPPER. The Bureau of Public Health, which is in the Fed-
eral Security Agency also, I assuine, sends out people to make studies
in this country and outside the country about . health matters, does it
not?

Mr. FALK. Oh, yes, sir; certainly.
Senator DONNzLL. They have stations all over the world, have they

not?
Mr. FALK. They have some officers who are regularly stationed

abroad for quarantine purposes, but from time to time they send officers
on special missions. As a matter of fact at the time this New Zealand
episode arose, and I think it is significant fqr some reason which is a
little difficult for me to decipher, at ]past two other offl$rs of the Social
Security Administration went on foreign qiries as part of this same
program of which this was a piece.
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Nobody has criticized or questioned or challenged the fact that an
officer of our Bureau of Public Assistance, the Director of that Bureau
herself, made a trip abroad to study certain aspects of public assist-
ance ;and an officer of our Children's Bureau under Miss Lenroot was
the third person in this program who made a foreign trip and was
not criticized.

Senator PEPPER. Do other governments send people from time to
time to this country, to study aspects of our lives?

Mr. . ALK. We haive. a great many coming to us throughout the year,
and on almost any Ulay of the year there are anywhere from a few tomany of them who are here studying our social security operations,finding out about them, inquiring; I suspect that as of today, this hourthere may be a half dozen, a dozen or more of them making such studies.

Senator SMrrn. Doctor, I am not questioning that. I think you areentirely right about that. What I was trying to get at is whether wehave a controversial question in regard to whether New Zealand is oris not successful, it seems a strange coincidence as we come for ourhearings here a man was sent from your Bureau without consultation
or anything else.

Mr. FALK. Senator, there was no connection, so far as we were con-
cerned.

Senator SMITU. I am not charging that. That is all right.Mr. FALIK. The point I make is that the health aspects of the matterwere one portion of it because that is part of the very comprehensiveNew Zealand program, and as I said earlier, we had not selecteda health expert. We selected an expert in other aspects of the socialsecurity subject, asked him incidentally as part of ?is study to bringn the health picture, which he had already brought into his ownstudies of the New Zealand system.
Senator DONELL. You say Mr. Fisher was not a health expert?Mr. FALK. Not what we would regard as an expert in terms of thissubject being pursued by this committee. He is quite well informed,as would be a person who has been working in the social-security field,but not primarily trained- nor specially charged with work in the

health field.
As I started to say to the chairman, if we were sendinugsomeoneto N ew Zealand or to any other eountry to make an inquiry of thehealth subjects that are being explored %y this committee, I think Iam qui e justified in saying we should-not -have -chosen Mr. Fisher foran assignment in that field, and the inquiry might have been madewith quite a different lay-out of program or even of the countries to

which he was goin
Sezator S .nHT. . am Just wondering if Mr. Fisher had gone andcome back with a very glowing report of the New Zealand set-up, itwould have been perfectly natural for you to see that that got into

this record.
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. I think, however, it is extremely improbablein view of the information already available to us from documentsand other sources that there was any danger whatever that Mr. Fisherwould have come back with a glowing or uncritical. account of the

New Zealand experience.
I think if he had gone forward with the trip he would have broiiuitback to us a fair and reasonable account of the successes and the fail-
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ures that they appear to be meeting in New Zealand, and would have
documented that information so that others in turn would have been
able to have known the evidence on which his statements rest.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Falk, has Mr. Fisher at any time been
charged with responsibility for the study of health insurance in any
of these bills that have been before Congress from time to time, these
Wagner-Murra bills ?

Mr. FALK. Not as such, though as any member of the staff might
have been, he might have been given an assignment to look at some
particular aspect of a bill that went into a field in which he was well
informed.

Senator DONNELL. Have you finished concerning Mr. Fisher?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. All right. Now, Mr. Cohen
Mr. FALK. May I add one other point which I think bears on the

remarks the chairman made?
I said earlier the New Zealand scheme is a very unusual scheme, per-

haps the most unique in the world in comprehensive social-security
program, and our special reason for selecting New Zealand, among
other reasons-there were many reasons-was that while some aspects
of their health program were being severely criticized or being re-
viewed critically in this country, the New Zealand scheme as a whole
in its general pattern was, I think I am justified in saying, being rather
vigorously advocated as one for us to consider in the United States
as a substitute for the social-security system we have.

You may know-perhaps you do, Mr. Chairman-that the book
by Lewis Meriam on Relief and Social Security, which make.,
rather extensive reports on our security program and problems we
meet, uses for many of its major conclusions and recommendations
the pattern of the New Zealand program. I cite that as an illus-
tration of the kind of interest which the New Zealand social security
program has received from sober and responsible students of the
subject in this country.

Senator DONNELL. Now may I proceed with Mr. Cohen? Have
you finished, Mr. Falk, on the Fisher matter?

Senator PEPPER. Mr. Chairman, are you going to interrogate Mr.
Cohen about the subject of the Harness report?

Senator DONNELL. Well, I intend to interrogate him in regard to
this letter which he wrote to Mr. Falk. There may be some further
ramifications that I do not anticipate.

Senator PEPPER. All I wanted to request was about 4 or 5 minutes
before the committee adjourns. I just want to read an editorial in
comment on the Harness report by the American Journal of Public
Health.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Chairman, might I suggest that Senator
Pepper be permitted to do that at this time? It is almost 12: 30.

Senator SMITH. I might say to the members of the committee and
the witnesses, we are planning to recess at 12: 30, until 2 o'clock, and
if Senator Donnell is willing to yield to let Senator Pepper introduce
the editorial at this time, he may proceed.

Senator PEPPER. I do this because the Harness report has received
considerable publicity and I would like those who have heard sonie
excerpts of it just to have it for whatever it may be worth.
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This editorial is reprinted from the American Journal of Public
Health, volume 37, No. 12, December 1947, published by the American
Public Health Association, 1790 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
[ Reading:]

()n July 2 last the subcoiiiiiittee of the Committee on Expenditures in the
Executive Departments Authorized To Investigate Publicity and Propaganda of
Federal Officials in Formation and Operation of Health Workshops made a report
to the committee e of the Whole House. This report has somewhat serious im-
plications-although these implications may be solnewhat different from those
which the sul)colmmittee itself had in mind. The fact that the Journal of the
American Medical Association has editorially summarized the report in question
warrants a study of its content.

There are essentially two sets of facts brought out in this report and used by
its framers as the basis for an attack on-

1. The United States Public Health Service.
2. The Children's Bureau.
3. The Office of Education.
4. The United States Employment Service.
5. The Department of Agriculture.
6. The Bureau of Research and Statistics of the Social Security Board.

The first of these facts was that Surgeon General Parran on December 10,
1945, transmitted to all officers of the Public Health Service a copy of House
Document 3W0 which was President Truman's message to Congress on a national
health program. He said in comment:

"Every officer of the Public Health Service will wish to familiarize himself
with the President's message and will be guided by its provisions when making
any public statement likely to be interpreted as representing the official views
(if the Public Health Service."

Since June of that year (1945) all officers of the Service had been, by Executive
Order !)575, covered into the ariemed forces vith full military rights and obliga-
tions. Even under civilian conditions, however, such a warning as that issued in
)ecember 1945 would have been entirely proper. The United States Public Health

Service is a branch of the Federal Government, and it would be most unfortunate
for any subordinate officer of that Service to "make statements likely to be in-
terpreted as representing the official views of the Public Health Service" if those
'iews were in opposition to those of the head of the Government, whether acting

as Commander in Chief of the Army or in his normal civil capacity.
The official views of the Service on any technical matter must be formulated

by the Surgeon General himself. If his views differ from those of his official po-
litical superiors, he can only resign. We infer from certain earlier writings of
)r. Parran that he did not feel the President's speech called for any such action.

lIe might have taken much more vigorous steps. It would have been quite
witliin his rights to point out that the need for some form of compulsory prepay-
Ment of medical costs is as important for the health of the American people as
is the need for vaccination against smallpox. He did not follow any such course;Ile Inerely acted to protect the Service against the danger of possible criticism,
by members of the Federal family, of the policies advocated by the chief of State.

The second mare's nest uncovered by the subcommittee is the fact that betweenNovember 1945 and November 1946, a series of 26 workshops were held in various
parts of the country, under the auspices of the Service, for the discussion of prob-
leins relating to medical care.

We deplore the word "workshop," but it lhts become a routine part of educa-tiolial lingo. In any case, groups of citizens and experts in various areas of the
fiel were convened and Federal employees participated in the discussion ofmethods by which the important issues concerned could be brought before in-
terested groups, so as to stimulate thought.

The subcommittee concludes that these discussions were planned "subtly togenerate public sentiment in behalf of what certain witnesses and authors of
propaganda refer to as socialized medicine." By the by, the subcommittee isvery fond of this phrase, "what certain witnesses and authors of propagandarefer to as socialized medicine", repeating it half a dozen times. It puzzles us a
bit. In the language of bodies like this subcommittee, "propaganda" usuallymeans the other fellow's argument; and no person well informed enough to dis-
cuss health Insurance intelligently ever uses this phrase "socialized medicine"
Which has no intellectual content and is used only to stimulate the endocrines.
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There seems no valid reason why technical experts in the Government service
should not meet with groups of interested persons to discuss pressing public-
health problems. It Is an important part of their duty to do so. No convincing
evidence is adduced of the subtle generation of public sentiment; and whether we
like the word or not, the workshop is about as good a medium for democratic dis-
cussion as has yet been devised.

All this is pretty small potatoes for the activity of a group of representatives
of the American people, convened In a Congress which faces the gravest world
problems which have ever confronted the Nation.

Even more serious however; is the last paragraph of the. subcommittee report:
"Suffice it at this time for your committee to report its firm conclusion, on the basic
evidence at hand, that American communism holds this program as a cardinal
point in its objectives; and that, in some instances known Communists and fellow
travelers within the Federal agencies are at work diligently with Federal funds
in furtherance of the Moscow party line in this regard."

As to the Moscow party line, the members of the subcommittee will perhaps be
interested to learn that the United States of America and Union of Soviet Socalist
republics are the only two leading countries of the world which do not have some
system of compulsory health insurance. They do not have it in the Soviet Union
because they have a system of state medicine (which is radically different). For
the United States to adopt such a plan would be to follow London, Paris, and
the capitals of Holland and Sweden and Norway and Denmark-in direct oppo-
sition to Moscow.

As to the business of fellow travelers, the actual evidence which the subcom-
mittee has been able to collect is as follows. If it had any better evidence it
would, no doubt have welcomed it. The facts submitted were as follows:

(a) An obscure member of the staff of the Social Security Board "has been
documented by the House Committee on Un-American Activities for almost un-
interrupted association, since 1939, with various Communist and fellow traveler
organizations in the United States" according to the- subcommittee. How far
such "documentation" may be justified we have no means of knowing. There Is
no evidence that he was ever condemned by any court; and it is easy to accuse.

(b) It was once suggested in an office memorandum of the Security Board that
this individual might be sent to New Zealand to study its health insurance
program.
I (e) The Social Security Board "maintains close contact with movements for
compulsory health insurance in other countries."

(d) Another employee of the Social Security Board once assisted Senator
Wagner in drawing up a health insurance bill.

(e) Therefore, the Social Security Board is a Communist-front organization.
(f) Much of the literature used in the workshops was prepared by the Social

Security Board. (This could scarcely help being the case since the studies-made
by this Board furnish the most authoritative statistical data we have, with re-
spect to medical economics.) Unfortunately for the clarity of the subcommittee's
conclusions, neither the suspected Communist nor the head of the research and
statistics participated in the workshops.

But (g) since the workshops uSed literature prepared by the Soocal Security
Board (which had a humble employee accused of being a fellow traveler) the
United States Public Hbalth Service which sponsors the workshops must be
tainted.

And finally (h) since employees of the Children's Bureau, the Office of Edu-
cation, the United States Employment Service, and the Department of Agriculture
sent representatives to the workshQps they are probably fellow travelers too.

On this house that Jack built (or shall we say that Jerry built?) the subcom-
mittee bases its conclusion that "known Communists and fellow travelers with
the Federal agencies are at work diligently with Federal funds in furtherance
of the Moscow party line." Six bureaus of the Federal Government are pilloried
because one employee of one of them has been charged with being a fellow
traveler, and the Attorney General has been officially asked to prosecute offend-
ing employees for taking part in workshops #*ttioned.

The true motivation of the subcommittee is,"probably, a quite different 0ke-
It appears to assume throughout that advocacy of health Insurance is ipso factor
an evidence of communism. If this be the case, President Truman should be
Impeached for his message of 1945; and since the Seventy-ninth Congress did
iot condemn his address as emanating from Moscow, all its Members must be
considered as fellow travelers. Indeed the Eightieth Congress might deserve
the same designation, since its Members sit in the same chambers with many
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who supported the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill and who must be ipso facto,
Communists.

The final paragraph of the report of the subcommittee is the text for a shocking
circular sent out to all physicians and dentists by the National Physicians Com-
mittee. It makes those who respect and love the medical profession somewhat
heartsick to see the names of 13 physicians (most of them of outstanding position
in the American Medical Association) at the head of this broadside.

We have no sympathy with communism as a political movement. We believe
that it is necessary to protect the United States against the influence of such
citizens of our country as may hold secret allegiance to any foreign power. The
split of totalitarianism is, however, even more dangerous than its puny human
emissaries.

If we adopt the methods of totalitarian ideology we are surrendering to the
very worst element which is common to both communism and fascism. That is
what is happening when we demand absolute conformity with the social program
of one group which happens for the moment to be in power; stifle discussion, call
everyone who differs a Communist and everyone who has ever been associated
with any organization in which there was ever a Communist member, a fellow
traveler. Such an attitude abandons reason for ideology, and philosophy for
perverted semantics. It overwhelms empirical evidence in a flood of catchwords.
It enthrones emotion above reason, by discovering un-American art and un-
American music and un-American science.

The writer of this editorial has behind him 10 generations of New England stock.
He learned that the American tradition meant freedom of thought and of speech
(up to the limit of legally prosecutable action) ; that it meant openmindedness
and readiness to try experiments; that it meant initiative in the working out of
the problems of society; that it meant experimentation and progress.

The other road-that of rigid conformity with the theory of a temporarily power-
ful group-of defining not only whqt a man must do but what he must think and
feel-and with whom he may be acquainted-is the road to what is truly un-
American. This was the technique of the Hitler regime in Germany and is the
technique of the Communist leaders in Russia. Pray God, it may never become
the prevailing mood of America.

Senator SMITH. The committee will stand recessed until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon at 12: 35 p. m. the committee recessed until 2p. m. of the

same day.)
AFTER RECESS

(The subcommittee met at 2 p. m., pursuant to recess.)
Senator SMITH. The meeting will please come to order.
The committee will continue with Mr. Cohen as our witness.
Senator Donnell?
Senator DONNEaL. Mr. Cghen, there was read this morning into the

record a photostatic copy of a certain letter of February 15, 1946, from
yourself to Mr. Falk, which included the New Zealand Medical Care
Plan. At the outset of that letter, you said, "I had an appointment
yesterday with Mr. W. B. Sutch."

Where did you meet Mr. Sutch for the first time?
Mr. COHEN. I met Mr. Sutch in his office at UNRRA.
Senator DONNELL. How long before February 15, 1946, did you meet

him?
Mr. COHEN. I met him on February 14. My memorandum refers

to an "appointment yesterday with Mr. W. B. Sutch," and that was
the first and last time I ever laid eyes on him.

Senator DONNELL. Well, how did you happen to lay eyes on him on
February 141

Mr. COHEN. A friend of mine called me up.
Senator DoNFEL Who was that friend ?
Mr. COHEN. Miss Hoey, the director of the Bureau of Public As-"sistance, called me one day and said that there was a gentleman here
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from New Zealand, who knew a great deal about the New Zealand -
Medical Care Plan, and she thought I would be interested in meeting
him and talking over the New Zealand program and his comments and
observations. When Miss Hoey called me, I said I would be very
delighted to talk with Dr. Sutch, to get his opinions and observations.
I asked her if she would be kind enough, as she suggested, to make an
appointment with Dr. Sutch at his convenience, and I got a messg
back that he would be glad to see me at such and such a time and at
such and such a place. Then I went over to see him with Mr. Fisher.

I may say at the time I went over to see him, I had no motive or no
idea in my mind whatsoever other than to see him and to get his
opinions and reactions for what they were worth. I had no idea ill
my mind of asking him or requesting him for any statement or avy
written document or for him to prepare anything for any use whato-
ever. It merely occurred to me during the course of his statement, in
which he said that he was very indignant about the misrepresentationls
which were being circulated about the New Zealand plan, that Senator
Murray, then the chairman of this committee, had requested Dr. Falk
and had at least on two or three occasions to me personally said that
he would like information concerning the charges made about the New
Zealand plan.

Senator MURRAY. If I might interrupt, I would like to say that I
received a letter from some doctor in New Zealand in which he told me
that he had been reading the American magazines and the American
Journal of Medicine anl that he had observed in the articles that he
had been reading glaring misrepresentations with regard to the system
that they had in that country. I believe I inserted that letter that
I received from him in the record. I never heard of him before; didn't
know he even existed. The letter came to me as a complete surprise,
and I put it in the record.

That raised in my mind the idea of trying to find out what the real
system was in that country and to try to find out whether any of those
criticisms had any merit to them. I may have spoken to somebody
over in your department about it to learn for my own information
what the situation was.

Mr. COHEN. As I was saying, Senator Murray did speak several
times about these charges and countercharges, and I felt quite en-
barrassed that we had no information in this country from a person
who had been intimately connected or associated with the actual
operation of the plan. I had myself read innumerable reports on the
plan, the law itself, some of the regulations and some of the newspaper
accounts, but it occurred to me during the course of this rather in-
cidental conversation with Dr. Sutch, for my own edification. that
since he felt this way and felt very strongly, may I say, from the col-
versation, that he might want to present his views to Senator Murray

He was the one who offered to make the statement, and I then said, on
my own initiative, that I thought Senator Murray would welcome ,1nY
statement that he wanted to make, because he had said to me person-
ally, of my own knowledge, at least on two or three occasions, that he
would like to know more about the New Zealand plan and in particular
about these charges that had been made.

Senator DONNELL. Do you know how Miss Hoey had learned Of
the presence of Dr. Sutch in this country?

Mr. COHEN. No, sir; I don't.
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Senator DONNELL. She is connected, is she not, with the Social

Security organization?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir. She is the director of the Bureau of Public

Assistance, which administers the Federal grants-in-aid to the States
for the needy aged, blind and dependent children.

Senator DONNELL. And she was in that capacity at the time when
she called you?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. She was then in that official capacity?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir; and still is.
Senator DONNELL. So you took Mr. Fisher over with you to this

conference, did you?
Mr. CoHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. But, as you say, you did not have any idea ofAsking Dr. Sutch to make any statement when you went over with

Mr. Fisher?
M[r. COHEN. I had intended to ask Dr. Sutch if he had any materialof any written sort, articles or books. I knew somewhere that hehad written something on New Zealand, and I wanted to ask himif he had anything more up-to-date that would throw light on the

New Zealand plan.
Senator DONNELL. Did you know anything about his connections in

New Zealand when you went over?
Mr. COHEN. None other than, I believe, what Miss Hoey told me,that he had been intimately connected or associated with the formula.-

tion of the plan and its administration. I might say that in the courseof perhaps the year or two before, in showing interest in the New
Zealand plan, we did have contact with Mr. &ash, who I believe atthat time was the Ambassador from New Zealand to the United
States.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Walter Nash?
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Walter Nash, who talked to the entire staff togive his observations, because he had been, I believe, the Minister ofHealth or Minister of Social Security or perhaps both.
Senator DONNELL. Wasn't he the Minister of Finance?Mr. COHEN. I believe he was Minister of Finance at one time whenthe Minister of Finance was largely responsible for piloting the bill

through Parliament, and then later he became, if my memory servesThe correctly, the first Minister of Social Security.
Senator DONNELL. That is, by the expression "piloting the bill,"you mean piloting the New Zealand Social Security Act of 1938. Is

that right?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir. In the parliamentary system of governmentwhich New Zealand has, I believe the minister of the special field

is responsible for taking charge of the legislation as it goes through
the Parliament.

Senator DONMLL. When you went over to this conference withDr. Such, you already had knowledge then, had you, that Dr. Sutchhad been associated very closely with Mr. Walter Nash, who, as you
stated, had piloted through the New Zealand Social Security Act of
19,38?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Why did you take Mr. Fisher with you to

that conference ?
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!I.:Mr. CoHEx. I took Mr. Fisher with me because Mr. Fisher had
been doing a good deal of the studies on our staff on the New Z~ijad
system, and the New Zealand system, Senator, as Dr. Falk indicated
is a new system in the social-security field. It is generally considered
in a class by itself, as a distinct type, separate and apart from either
the type that exists in other countries in the world or in the U~ited
States. It has many intricate and distinctly new and novel features
in its eligibility provisions, in its financing, in its income tests and
the methods of its administration. It is exceedingly technical, and I
felt that someone should come along who would have that technical
knowledge

I felt that I had a general knowledge from my reading of the 1938
New Zealand law and following some of the discussion on it, but I
felt that since the charges and countercharges that had been made
about the New Zealand plan in part depended upon the technical
knowledge of the methods of financing and the-methods of payment,
I should have someone along who knew the details somewhat more
specifically than I did.

Senator DONNELL. Did you know when you went to the conference
that Mr. Sutch was a member of the Labor Party?

Mr. ConmbN. No, sir.
Senator DowNELL. Did you learn that during the course of the

conference?
Mr. COHEN. I don't believe I did precisely, Senator.
Senator DONxELL. Did you learn that Mr. Sutch had assisted in

putting forward the New Zealand Social Security Act of 1938?
Mr. COHEN. He told us in some detail in our extended conference

that he had; I don't know just the correct word to use, but that he
played a large part in the formulation of the bill, although I believe,
sir, that he was a civil servant in the capacity in which he advised the
responsible Minister of New Zealand.

Senator DONNELL. You learned, however, during the conference
with him that he was favorable to the New Zealand Social Security
Act of 1938 and had assisted in the passage of that act? You learned
that, did you not?

Mr. COHEN. I learned that very readily, Senator, because on his
own motion, he immediately upon discussing these articles with which
he was familiar felt very indignant about them and felt that they
misrepresented what the actual law and its operation was in New
Zealand, and I pre*ume, as a New Zealander, he felt that it gave an
incorrect and misleading impression on the part of his Parliament
and his Government and his country to try to work out a medical-care
plan.

I may say that Mr. Sutch did not give me the impression that he
thought the New Zealand plan was a perfect plan. tie gave me the
distinct impression that there were many diicult problems that he
had- had to work with in framing the original law and its administra"
tion, but that they had tried to do in their country that which wAs
consistent with the problems that they had, recognizing that it was
a small country, a country ~hat doesn't have the great mobility that

we have in the United States or the great streams of income, and.he
felt that they tried to work out a plan which was consistent with their

background and their thinking and their financial and economic coll'
ditions.

~EL~
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Senator DONNELL. At any rate, Mr. Cohen, you did understand that
he had been a proponent of this bill when it was put through the Par-
liament over in New Zealand? You understood that from your con-
ferenee with him very soon, did you not?

Mr. COHEN. I understood-
Senator DONNELL. Did you?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, siro in the sense that he was one of the technical

persons advising the Minister, not a proponent in the sense of an
outsider advocating the- legislation.

Senator DONNELL. Very well. Now how long did this conference
last on February 14?

Mr. COHEN. I would say, Senator, about 2 hours.
Senator DONNELL. Did you take any notes during the progress of

the conference?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir; I think we took some notes.
Senator DONNELL. Well, do you know whether you did?
Mr. COHEN. I don't, Senator, because in looking back in my files, I

find no notes.
Senator DONNELL. You don't find any notes in your file?
Mr. COHEN. No, sir. w
Senator DONNETL. Well, weren't you accustomed to keep your notes

on important matters at that time?
Mr. COHEN. Generally so, sir; although usually I dispose of them

immediately after the need has been dispensed with-I mean the con-
ference was over.

Senator DONNELL. Well, do you have any actual recollection of
taking any notes at all during this conference with Mr. Sutch?

Mr. COHEN. Some; yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. You took some notes?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. Well, did you sit down at your desk and take

them on a pad of paper, or how did you takethemI
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir; we were sitting. Mr. Sutch was at a table and

I believe there were some other tables in the room, and I have the dis-
tinct impression of jotting down a few notes on a piece of paper.

Senator DONNELL. Do you remember on what you took notes, on
what particular topics you made notes with respect to it, at that
conference?

Mr. COHEN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Just what do you remember?
Mr. COHEN. No; I don't remember.
Senator DONNELL. You said you had the distinct impression. Do

you actually have any recollection at all of taking any notesI
Mr., COHEN. Yes, sir; I have the distinct impression.
Senator DONNELL. I am not asking your impression. I am asking

for your recollection.
Mr. CoiHEN. My recollection is that I did, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did Mr. Fisher take any notes?
Mr. COHEN. I couldn't say, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did you take your notes on a pad of paper that

you brought with you?
Mr. COHEN. I believe that I did not bring any pad of paper with

me and that I asked Mr. Such to give me a piece of paper.
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Senator DONNELL. Do you remember now of asking Mr. Sutch for
the piece of paper?

Mr. COHEN. I think I did; yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did you take more than one sheet full of notes?
Mr. COHEN. I couldn't say, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. You don't remember whether you did or did not.

Do you remember anything about the size of the sheet you were taking
notes on?

Mr. COHEN. I had the impression-
Senator DONNELL. Please don't give us your impression. Give us

your best recollection, if you will: distinguish between the two. What
do you actually remember?

Mr. COHEN. They mean the same to me, Senator. My recollection
is that I did take notes on a piece of paper approximately 81/2 by 11
in size.

Senator DONNELL. About 81/2 by 11; all right. How many pages of
typewritten matter were there in the statement which Mr. Fisher ulti-
mately prepared after this conference?

Mr. CoiiEN. The typewritten document consists of 12 pages, I be-
lieve, triple space.

Senator DONNELL. Twelve typewritten pages of triple space?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And you don't remember Mr. Fisher actually

taking any notes at all?
Mr. COHEN. My recollection is that he did, Senator, but I don't want

to say definitely.
Senator DO.\NELL. I thought a while ago you didn't recall whether

he did or didn't?
Mr. COHEN. My recollection is that I think he did.
Senator DONNELL. Did you tell him to take notes?
Mr. COHEN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Do you think he did take some notes?
Mr. COHEN. I think so.
Senator DONNELL. Do you have any idea how many notes he took?
Mr. COHEN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did you ever find any notes of his in your files at

any time since then?
Mr. COHEN. No, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. And your own files do not contain any of the

notes that you took?
Mr. COHEN. No, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. Now you say this conference took about 2 hours?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. Was Mr. Fisher there all the time?
Mr. CorEmN. All the time.
Senator DONNELL. Was anybody else there besides you and Mr.

Fisher and Mr. Sutch ?
Mr. CoHEN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Is Mr. Fisher a shorthand reporter ?
Mr. ComN. Not that I know of, sir.
Senator DONNMLL. Are you ?
Mr. CottN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Now when you got back to the office, how soo

after that was it that this, did you say, 12-page, triple-spaced document
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was prepared? How soon afterward did the preparation take place?
Mr. COHEN. It is dated on the top February 19, 1946, and our con-

ference was on the 14th. So that would be 5 or 6 days later that it was
completed.

Senator DONNELL. It was completed 5 or 6 days later. Do you know
when it was begun ?

Mr. COHEN. I believe it was begun almost immediately, for this rea-
son, Senator: On the way back, Mr. Fisher and I came back together.
It took maybe 20, 25 minutes or so on the return to our office.

Senator DONNELL. How did you go; did you walk or ride; do you
remember?

Mr. COHEN. I don't remember, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. You don't remember that?
Mr. COHEN. No.
Senator DONNELL. How (lid yoti get over there ! Do you remember

that ?
Mr. COHEN. No, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. But you remember that piece of paper was about

s,_, by 11 inches. You recall that?
Mr. COHEN. That is the impression in my mind; yes, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. How far is it from your office to the UNRRA

office?
Mr. COHEN. At that time we were located in a different building,

if I remember correctly.
Senator DONNELL. Don't you remember where you were located at

lhat time?
Mr. COHEN. I am trying to remember the specific date. I think we

were located at 1825 H Street, and I would say that is, oh, a 15- or
20-inute walk, perhaps, from the UNRRA building.

Senator DONNELL. Well, are you sure you were actually located at
1s25 H Street at that time, or are you just giving us your best recollec-
tion on that?

Mr. COHEN. I believe that we were
Senator DONNELL. I didn't ask you that. Are you sure whether you

wtere or not?
Mr. COHEN. I am not sure, Senator. I don't keep all those little

details in my mind.
Senator DON-NELL. You don't keep the little details of where your

office was in your mind?
Mr. COHEN. Senator, if you had to move around as much as we

lalreaucrats have [laughter]
Senator DONNELL. There are those who advocate further moving

of some of the bureaucrats. too. [Laughter.] At any rate, regard-
less of that, Mr. Cohen, you got, back over there and you were about
t) tell us why you think the preparation of the statement was not
entered upon after you got back.

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Do you have any actual recollection of when it

wzas started?
Mr. COHEN. Well, in the sense of starting it, in the sense of the

Process beginning in our minds, it began as we returned from the con-
ference in Mr. Suteh's office, because Mr. Fisher and I began to discuss

'immediately the elements that were to go into this draft at the time
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i hat we left Mr. Sutch's office, which we prepared in accordance with
his request.

Senator DON NELL. But you don't remember whether that discussion
took place as you walked or as you rode?

Mr. ComN. Now as we .are having this discussion and my mind is
refreshed on it, it seems quite clear to me that we walked back.

Senator DONELL. And you discussed this matter as you walked
back down the street .

Mr. CoimN. I think so, sir.
Senator DONELL. And when you gQt back, had you pretty well out-

lined what the general scope of the statement was to be. that was to be
prepared ?

Mr. ComEN. Well, sir; here is the main point about it: Mr. Sutch in
his discussion was very detailed and very precise in his observations
about the plan. There is nothing in this statement which does not
represent in essence items, matters or facts or opinions that were Mr.
Sutch's during the course of our 2-hour discussion. There was very
little need for us to do any further work. In fact, I will say to you,
Senator, that after I returned, Mr. Fisher returning together with me
walking, I don't believe I discussed the matter again with Mr. Fisher,
because it was very clear, I believe, to him and to me exactly what Mr.
Sutch's opinions and views were, and it was merely a matter of sitting
down and writing or dictating them to reflect what he had said.

Senator DONNELL. And Mr. Fisher was the man who did the sitting
down and writing or dictating?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did you dictate any of this 12-page statement?
Mr. COHEN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Fisher dictated all of it?
Mr. ComN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNLL. You didn't hear him dictate any of it?
Mr. CoH N. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Do you-know to whom he dictated?
Mr. Coz N. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. You didn't see him dictating?
Mr. COHEN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Where was the UNRRA building?
Mr. COHEN. The UNRRA building is up at Dupont Circle. I believe

it is called the Dupont Circle Apartments. It was formerly an apart-
ment house. I

Senator DONNELL. I see. And as you walked along down from Du-
pont Circle to 1825 H Street, it was there that you carried on this con-
versation-as you were walking along down the street on February 14.
Is that right?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNMLL. And you never saw any more of the whole thing

until after it was all finished?
Mr. CobmN. Oh, no, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. At any rate, I am asking you that. Is that a

fact?
Mr. COHEN. No, sir; when Mr. Fisher had completed the material, it

was sent to me by his supervisor, Mrs. Merriam in the memorandum
dated March. No, I am sorry. That is incorrect. It was sent to me
by Mr. Fisher.
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Senator DONNELL. Sent to you by Mr. Fisher!
Mr. ComiN. Yes, and I went over it prior to the time that he sub-

nitted it to Mr. Sutch.
Senator DoNNELL. All right. Now after you got back from this

conference of February 14, did you dictate a letter right away to
Mr. Falk?

Mr. COHEN. I dictated a memorandum the nex l'Ay; it must have
been February 15. f

Senator DONNELL. Well, why didn't you dictate it right away when
you got back?

Mr. COHEN. Well, I couldn't give you the answer other than perhaps
there was a lot of other pressing business, Senator, and I -took what
work I had to do in the order of its priority. It is my usual practice.

Senator DONNELL. In the course of this letter of February 15, you
say this: "He " that is, Mr. Sutch, "agreed to make such a statement."
Did you ask him to make the statement or did he volunteer it?

Mr. COHENq. He-volunteered to make the statement, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. Why didn't you say so in here that he volun-

teered. Here you say, "He agreed to make the statement." Did you
ask him if he agreed to make it ?

Mr. COHEN. Well, after he volunteered to make the statement, I
stated that I thought Senator Murray would be delighted to have such
a statement.

Senator DONNELL. Then he agreed. You mean thit he volun-
teered?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. All right. [Reading:]
He agreed to make such a statement, providing that we would make u first

draft of what it is we wanted to say which he wanted to go over.

Did you write that to Mr. Falk?
Mr. COHEN. That is what I wrote in this memorandum, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. You sent it to Mr. Falk, as it appears in this

memorandum, did you not ? t
Mr. Coiraq. Yes, sir. However, Senator, I think that statement

in there has been misunderstood.
Senator DOiNELL. What does it mean other than what it sass?
Mr. COHEN. ' Well, Senator, I didn't write this memorandum at the

time as an attempt to be so exact that it would only be possible of one
interpretation. I had no idea that it would ever become so prominent
in public discussion that every word would be looked upon as having
a specialized meaning.. My intent was that Senator Murray had asked
us to prepare a brief statement of the charges concerning the New
Zealand plan, and *I presumed, as I always have in my 12 .or 13.years
ih legislative work up here on Capitol Hill, that the Senator likes a
rather brief, concise, and pointed statement, becausehe is a busy man,
and what I'intended to say there 'Was that there should be in the
statement those essential Vnts that bore directly upon the charges
and countercharges in the NeW Z'aland plan. In the course of the
discussion with Dr. Sutch, we discussed many other matters that are
not contained in this memo. We went into the question of the eligi-
bility provisions and the details of financing and how they collected
the contributions, -that are not touched upon in this memo whatsoi+er.

'Senator DONNELL That isn't What I am asking you, Mr. Cohen. I
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am asking you about the meaning of this sentence. You said that you
think it hasn't been interpreted as to just what it does mean, or words
to that effect. Now it says [reading]:

He-

that is, Mr. Sutch-
agreed to make such a statement providing that we would make a first draft
of what it was we wanted to say.

Is that true? Is that what Mr. Suteh said?
Mr. COHEN. Yes; that is a correct statement of what Mr. Sutch said,

in this sense. Mr. Sutch says [reading] :
Now I can talk for hours about the New Zealand plan. What is it that you

want to have in the statement that will bear directly upon the controversy that
exists here in the United States-

and my words, "what we wanted" meant what were the essential ele-
ments that should be stressed in the memorandum that were in response
to Senator Murray's inquiry. I assumed Senator Murray did not want
a book about all tie operations of the New Zealand plan. He wanted
something that was on the certain essential points that he was con-
cerned with, and I was trying to comply during that time with the re-
quest of the Senator.

Senator DONNELL. Now Mr. Fisher, as Mr. Falk said today, was not
a man who had specialized along the line of health insurance, was he?

Mr. COHEN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. He knew, as Mr. Falk said, and I think I am

correctly quoting him, in substance, he knew just about what, generally
speaking, people would know who were not specializing, but know
about in his department.

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And Mr. Fisher, after this 2-hour conference,

proceeds here to a 12-page statement to be submitted to Mr. Sutch. Is
that right?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir. I don't think that is unfair, Senator, because
he was repeating in here the statements and observations made by
Mr. Sutch. That is not such a difficult task.

Senator DONNELL. Did you give your notes to Mr. Fisher?
Mr. COHEN. I couldn't say "Yes" or "No" to that, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. Do you have the photostatic copy of all of the

entire 10 or 12 Vages?
Mr. COHEN. Xes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Now I notice on the first page here that there

are five different points that are set forth in this statement prepared
by Mr. Fisher for Mr. Sutch, with which Mr. Sutch is supposed to have
been struck, the five different criticisms: First, that the New Zealand
health benefit program is socialized medicine; second, that it has re-
sulted in a deterioration in the quality of medical care; third, that it
alleges unreasonable patient demand on the time of the doctor; fourth,
that it has been abused by the doctor; five, that it faces failure and
bankruptcy.

Do you know whether you made notes of all these five points that
you had worked on in Mr. Sutch's quarters?

Mr. COHEN. No, Senator, because it is my recollection, to the best of
my knowledge, that those were the five points that were made in these
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articles that had been criticizing the New Zealand plan. These were
iiot points which Mr. Sutch made. They were the criticisms that were
in(Ie against the New Zealand plan to which he directed his comments.

Senator DONNELL. I understand that, of course. That is what he
'aid. that he had been struck by the character of some of the criticisms,
anid then these five are listed. Now what, I am asking you is: Did
your notes set forth those five different points with the character of
Mlich Mr. Sutch had told you he had been struck?

Mr. COHEN. I think that those were the five points that we discussed
in our conversation, Senator.

Senator DONNELL. I was asking whether or not those were listed
ini your notes, if you recall?

Mr. COHEN. I couldn't remember, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. You couldn't remember that?
Mr. COHEN. No.
Senator DONNELL. Now this proceeds in great detail here. It ap-

p)arently takes up the statement, that [reading]:
He was an economic adviser to the New Zealand Labor Minister for years and

helped draft the program and get it under way. What I have to say about these
charges s may be of some interest to you, but first a few words on the program
itself.

Then that is all stricken out here. Evidently Mr. Stitch struck all
that out. Do you know whether or not you had made any notes about
the particular position that Mr. Sutch had had during all these years
from which that paragraph was prepared?

Mr. COHEN. No, Senator, but I do remember very distinctly that
that is what he said in the course of his discussion. He told us at
great length of his participation in the formulation of this program.

Senator DONNELL. Then this proceeds along in great detail here.
It is quite remarkable, it would appear to me, for a man to retain all
this in his mind after this 2-hour conference and, just having had the
benefit of this little conference, walk down the street with you in the
meantime. It says [reading]:

New Zealand health benefits include treatment by a general practitioner at
holie or office, hospital care, treatment in the out-patient department of the
hospital, maternity care, pharmaceutical prescriptions, X-ray, diagnostic services,
ilysical thereapy, and visiting nurse services. These services are free to all
Inv!ibers, but in the field of education individuals are at liberty to make their own
a--aingements, and some do, in fact.

Do you mean to say Mr. Fisher had notes that you never saw
anything written by him or yourself, that would go into all that
detail as to what the New Zealand system was?

Mr. COHEN. No, Senator, I didn't imply that in my statement.
Senator DONNELL. Do you think that he or you could remember

all these different things I have read here after your 2-hour conference?
Mr. COHEN. Why, certainly, Senator. There is nothing novel in that

statement about what the character of the benefits of the New Zealand
Plan are.

Senator DONNELL. You think you would remember all these differ-
ent items as listed there after your conference?

ir. COHEN. You might have to check up on it to see whether you
knew every one, but that is purely a factual statement which, to the
extent that you couldn't remember it, could be very easily verified
by reference to the law.

6 4 4 3 1-48--pt. 4-18
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Senator DONNELL. All I am asking is, Do you think it was possible
for any individual to gothere in a 2-hour conference with Mr. Sutch
and, regardless of whether he had some brief notes or not, come out of
there with 12 pages, triple spaced, as you say, going into very con Sider-
able detail, obviously, and have all that communicated to him by Mr.
Sutch, and remember it all in sufficient detail to dictate it back to the
office? Do you think that is possible?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator, when you take into account the fact that
both Mr. Fisher and myself went there with some considerable knowl-
edge about the New Zealand system. We did not go to -that session
completely blank. We knew, I hope we did, a considerable amount of
information about the New Zealand plan, and, together with what
Mr. Sutch said, we were able to pretty correctly on short notice present
an accurate picture of the facts about the New Zealand system. We
pride ourselves, Senator, in our office in trying to keep abreast'and
kow about these developments in these different countries, particu-
larly in view of the fact that the New Zealand system is so novel and
so distinctive and it has been the subject of so much discussion in
professional journals and in the public press. I had, in order to com-
ply with Senator Murray's request, just finished reading a consider-
able number of documents, and as I told you, I had read the law
itself. So I felt that I went there pretty well prepared on the New
Zealand system.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Fisher, however, as has been indicated'here,
was certainly not to be considered an expert on the subject of health
insurance, was he?

Mr. COHEN. No, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. And this letter here, that was submitted back

to Mr. Sutch, is relating to the subject of the health benefit program,
with its particular application to this alleged socialization of medi-
cine, alleged deterioration in the quality of medical care, alleged un-
reasonable patient demand on the time of the doctor, alleged abuse
by the doctor and alleged failure and bankruptcy, and you think, do
you, that when Mr. Fisher prepared this statement for submission
bal to Mr. Sutch, that he was simply repeating what Mr. Sutch had
said, rather than incorporating in large part the ideas that you gen-
tlemen had yourselves and were thinking, as you have said in your
letter here, "is what we wanted to say"?

Now isn't it a fact, Mr. Cohen that you did thereafter talk to Mr.
Sutch and got his geykeral ideas, that you went back and you dolegated
to Mr. Fisher the. duty of preparing the statement, which would as
your letter to Mr. Falk says, "set forth what we want to say"? Then
you sent that back to Mr. Sutch, and he was going to be charged with
the privilege of changing it in any way thathe wanted, but it was to
evidence what you entemen wanted to say? Isn't that a correct
statement of fact?

Mr. COHEN. Well, Senator, all I can say in all honesty and fairness
is, as I said to you before, there was no intention in my mind before
we went to the meeting with Mr. Sutch to formulate any .$'ific state-
ment or to obtain from him any written document on this matter.'' SO
that I could not have gone to the meeting with any plari in mind as
to what we wanted to say. But after his statement, after his volun-
teering of this information and our discussion for nearly 2 hours,
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then it appeared that out of that material could be made a brief state-
ment which would be what Senator Murray had asked us for.

Senator DONNELL. By brief statement, you Mean 12 typewritten,
triple spaced pages?

r. CoREV. Y es, sir. I consider that a brief statement on the New
Zealand law. When you consider that the tomes that are written
on these documents are 200, 300, or 400 pages, I consider that a very
brief memorandum.

Senator MuImY. That is very brief, I think, when you consider
that sometimes the, Senators will talk for 2 days on a clause of the
Constitution.

Mr. COHEN. Senator, if I may, while we are waiting-
Senator DONNFLL. We are not waiting. Go right ahead.
Mr. COHEN. I would like to say that whild Mr. Falk was on the

stand, he referred to some of the statements I had -made to him regard-
ing this matter, and for the sake of the record, I would prefer, and
perhaps you would, to have my own statement in my own words
in the record in one place concerning this matter. I have written it
out in two pages in full.

Senator DONNELL. Will you go ahead and give it to us, please?
Mr. COHEN. Would ou like me to read it?
Senator DON NELL. ies, sir.
Mr. CoHEN. It is a repetitionof a large part of what I have already

said, but it is somewhat, perhaps, better organized.
Senator SMITI. Lt me just ask at this point, is this a statement

you prepared at the time that you made this report to Mr. Falk?
Mr. CoHENm. Since then.
Senator SMITH. You prepared this since then?
Mr. COHE&N. Yes, sir.
Senator SMITH. So that you could prepare a clear statement, then,

of your conversation? .
Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator. When I first saw this material in the

Medical Economics and the rather gross misrepresentations, in my
opinion, of my participation in this, and the rather colorful language
that was used about my participation, such as the fact that it was"a masterpiece of indignation by proxy" and that this was a "maneu-
ver" and that "Falk and Cohen planned to draw up their own state-
ment of 'what it was wanted to ask' and then have Mr. Sutch to sign
it)" I felt I had better set down for Mr. Falk's record and my -wn a
truthful account of what had transpired, because this statement in
Medical Economic, in my opinion, is quite a distorted picture of what
actually occurred, what was in my mind and what I think was in Mr.
Sutch's mind at the time.

S senator DONNELL. When did you prepare this statement you are
about to read, Mr. Cohen?

Mr. COHEN. I would say a few weeks- ago.
Senator SITH. Go ahead gnd read it.
Mr. COHEN. During the course of the hearings on S. 1606, Senator

Murray. chairman of the Senate Committee on Education and Labor,
several times requested material on the operation of the New Zealand
medical-care program. He had read certain criticisms of the New
Zealand program in newspaper articles and in material published by
the A-Werican Medical Association. He specifically asked me orally
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one day whether we had been able to furnish him any factual Iil
or opinion relating to the operation of the New Zealand plan and any
refutation of the charges made concerning the failure of the New
Zealand program.

Shortly thereafter I was informed that Dr. W. B. Sutch, then an
official of UNRRA, who had been intimately connected with the formu-
lation and administration of the New Zealand plan, was in town. I
made an appointment to see Dr. Sutch at his UNURA office and took
Mr. Jacob Fisher with me because of his knowledge and study of the
New Zealand plan. The purpose of my going to see Dr. Sutch was
to have a general discussion with him and to get factual information
and his viewpoint on the various matters which were being criticized
in the New Zealand program.

In discussing this matter with Dr. Sutch, I referred to the articles
published in the United States, and he was extremely indignant about
them, stating that they were half-truths, erroneous, and based on mis-
understanding of the New Zealand Situation. Dr. Sutch stated that
if he were going to remain in the United States a little longer, he ,...d
write a statement giving a trade picture of the New Zealand program
and refuting the criticisms being circulated. I then mentioned to Dr.
Sutch that the chairman of the Senate committtee, Senator Murray,
had requested us for information on the New Zealand plan and if
he had time to prepare a statement giving his views, I was sure Senator
Murray wouldbe very glad .to receive them.

Dr. Sutch indicated he personally did not have time to prepare a
statement then, as he was leaving the United States, but he would be
very glad to discuss his views with Mr. Fisher and me in some detail,
and he requested that if at the conclusion of our discussion we would
write up his views, he would be glad to review and revise them, Sign
the statement and send it to Senator Murray.

Mr. Fisher and I then discussed the New Zealand situation at some
length with Dr. Sutch going into detail with respect to the technical
aspects of the New Zealand plan. Dr. Sutch gave us a detailed ex-
planation as to how various provisions of the New Zealand plan
worked, and various comments on the provisions in the New Zealand
law and their financing and administration. After an extended con-
versation on numerous points, we agreed to comply with Dr. Sutch's
request and prepare a rough draft of the statement, embodying the
views he had expressed in our discussion.

I asked Mr. Fisher, who was familiar with the technical terminology
and the technical details of the New Zealand plan, to prepare a rough
draft based upon Dr. Sutch's statements, comments, and opinions.
Mr. Fisher prepared such' a statement, which was sent to Dr. Sutch
in rough draft. Dr. Stitch read and reviewed the statement, edited
it, made certain deletions, additions and changes, agreed that the
statement represented his views without any qualification whatsoever
and said that he wished to have it transmitted to Senator Murray.

In view of the fact that he was leaving town, he sent the revised
statement as approved by him to me, and asked that we send him
several copies of any document which was printed.

Senator DoNNEiJL. Now, Mr. Falk, I understand that when you were
presenting the photostatic copy this morning, referring to this inci-
dent with Mr. Sutch, showing the changes that he had made, that you
were going to introduce the complete photostatic record of that matter.
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1 take it that you are going to give us the completed draft also as it
appears. Is that right?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. I understood that.
(The material referred to is as follows:)

MR. COHEN'S STATEMENT RE SUTCH STATEMENT

During the course of the hearings on S. 1606, Senator Murray, chairman of
i he Senate Committee on Education and Labor, several times requested material
,,n the operation of the New Zealand medical care program. He had read certain
criticisms of the New Zealand program in newspaper articles and in material
I)ublished by the American Medical Association. He specifically asked me orally
one day whether we had been able to furnish him any factual material or opinion
relating to the operation of the New Zealand plan and any refutation of the
charges male concerning the failure of the New Zealand program.

Shortly thereafter I was informed that Dr. W. B. Sutch, then an official of
JNERA, who had been intimately connected with the formulation and admin-
istration of the New Zealand plan, was in town. I made an appointment to see
1)r. Sutch at his UNRRA office and took Mr. Jacob Fisher with me because of his
knowledge and study of the New Zealand plan. The purpose of my going to see
)r. Sutch was to have a general discussionn with him and to get factual informa-

tion and his viewpoint on the various matters which were being criticized in the
New Zealand program. In discussing this matter with Dr. Sutch, I referred to
the articles published in the United States, and he was extremely indig-nant about
thiem, stating that they were half-truth, erroneous, and based on misunderstand-
inig of the New Zealand situation. Dr. Sutch stated that if lie were going to
retain in the United States a little longer, he would write a statement giving a
true picture of the New Zealand program and refuting the criticisms being circu-
lIate(l. I then mentioned to Dr. Sutch that the chairman of the Senate com-
mittee, Senator Murray, had requested us for information on the New Zealand
plan and if he had time to prepare a statement giving his views, I was sure
Senator Murray would be very glad to receive them.

Dr. Sutch indicated he personally did not have time to prepare a statement
then, as he was leaving the United States, but he would be very glad to
discuss his views with Mr. Fisher and me in some detail, and he requested that
if at the conclusion of our discussion we would write up his views he would be
glad to review and revise them, sign the statement and send it to Senator Murray.

Mr. Fisher and I then discussed the New Zealand situation in some length
with Dr. Sutch, going into detail with respect to the technical aspects of the
New Zealand plan. Dr. Sutch gave us a detailed explanation as to how various
provisions of the New Zealand plan worked, and various comments on the
provisions in the New Zealand law and their financing and administration. After
an extended conversation on numerous points, we agreed to comply with Dr.
Sutch's request and prepare a rough draft of the statement, embodying the
views he had expressed in our discussion.

I asked Mr. Fisher, who was familiar with the technical terminology and
the technical details of the New Zealand plan, to prepare a rough draft based
upon Dr. Sutch's statements, comments, and opinions. Mr. Fisher prepared
such a statement, which was sent to Dr. Sutch in rough draft. Dr. Sutch read
and reviewed the statement, edited, made certain deletions, additions, and changes,
and agreed that the statement represented his views without any qualification
whatsoever and that he wished to have it transmitted to Senator Murray.

In view of the fact that he was leaving town, he sent the revised statement
as approved by him to me, and asked that we send him several copies of any
document which was printed.

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY,
SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD,

Washington, February 15, 1946.To: Mr. I. S. Falk.
Prom: Wilbur J. Cohen.
Subject: New Zealand Medical Care Plan.

I had an appointment yesterday with Dr. W. B. Stitch, formerly of the New
Zealand Ministry of Finance, who is now working with UNRRA. I took Mr.
Fisher with me to talk with him. Dr. Sutch was intimately connected with
the formulation of the medical-care plan in New Zealand, he knows the New
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Zealand Minister of health very well, and also knows Dr. Robb. During the
conversation I asked him whether he had any statement on the New Zealand
medical plan which might be used to prove that the statements made by the
American Medical Association concerning the failure of the New Zealand sys-
tem were false. When I showed the AMA statements to Dr. Butch he 'was
very indignant and said he would be willing to send a statement saying that
they were false. He agreed to make such a statement providing that we would
make a first draft of what it was we wanted to say which he would go over. I
told him that if he made such a statement we could use it by including it in the
committee prints of the Senate Education and Labor Committee.

I have asked Mr. Fisher' to (h'aft such a rough statement to give to Dr. Such.
We will have to get it to him by next Tuesday or Wednesday, since he is leaving
the country shortly.

WILBUR J. COHEN
Copies to Mrs. Merriam and Mr. Fisher.

Drafted February 19, 1946; filed separately.

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND REHABILITATION ADMINISTRArION,
Wa8hington 25, D. 0.

Mr. WiLBUR J. COHEN,
Social Security Board,

Washington 25, D. 0.
DEAR MR. COHEN: I am enclosing my revision of the social-security state-

inent. You will note that I have not made many changes. I would appreciate
your letting me have several copies of any document which is officially printed.
Would you kindly send them to me at the following address: Dr. W. B. Such,
care of UNRRA, 52 William Street, Sydney, Australia.

I have included a brief biographical note from which you can take extracts,
but I would not like you to make additions.

Best wishes.
Yours sincerely,

W. B. SUTCH.
(Enclosure.)

(The words crossed out represent deletions; words in italics mean

matter attributed to Mr. Sutch's corrections.)

3/13/46

DMFt STATEMENT fef by MR. W. B. SuTCHI OF NEW ZEALAND

During my present stay in the United States, I have been struck by the character
of some of the unwarranted criticisms levelled against the New Zealand health
benefit program, viz:

1. That it is "socialized" medicine.
2. That it has resulted in a deterioration in the quality of medical care.
3. That it has led to unreasonable patient demands on the time of the doctor.
4. That it has been abused by the doctor.
5. That it faces failure and bankruptcy.
A@ a ee.n e ae'isee te Oe New Zealand Labr Minste fop yeeas end efte

w4e beted d.raft the p egt'oad get it 'adei Way, whe 4 hee to M-Y ede
these ehei'gee may be e4 some iftteceet fte yeui. go~t fimt a few werd of 441e
Pregrem itseff.

New Zealand's health benefits Include free treatment by a general practitioner
at home or office, hospital care, treatment In the out-patient department of a
hospital, maternity care, pharmaceutical prescriptions, X-ray diagnostic services,
physical therapy sod visiting nurse service and part payment of specialists fees.
These services are free to all members of the public, but as in the field of educa-
tion, individuals are at liberty to make their own arrangements and some do
in fact.

I Director, Procurement and Shipping, Southwest Pacific Area UNRRA. Former UIbOnO"
mist to the Minister of Finance. NZ Govt.; member of the NZ delegation to the IlM,
perial Conference 1936, of the NZ delegation, League of Nations 1987; author, the Quest
for Security in New Zealand, 1942, Poverty & Progress in NZ, 1941.
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When I. say the benefits are free I do not imply thereby that someone is getting
something for nothing. The money to pay for the benefits comes out of the Social
Security Fund, .which is financed largely by a special social security tax on the
income of every income receiver in the Dominion. The money thus raised goes
in part to pay the fees to doctors, hospitals, nurses, pharmacists, etc. who elect
to participate in the scheme. Practically all do.

Now as to the charges made against the New Zealand system.
First, that it is "socialized" medicine. F nkly do kiew whet the term

means If ftha$ thi8 charge is another way of saying that New Zealand has
State medicine, then the critics had better take a closer look at us. State medi-
cine is the provision of health services to the general public by salaried practi-
tioners paid by and under the direction of the government. Most countries have
some State medicine Even the United States has it-your public general hospitals
and clinics for the poor, your tuberculosis and mental-disease hospitals, for
instance, or your free medical service to veterans through the Veterans' Adminis-
tration and for merchant seamen through the marine hospitals of the United
States Public Health Service.

The New Zealand health benefit program is not State medicine because the
overwhelming majority of doctors still make their living from patients' fees.
This is your present system here. In New Zealand with the exception of a handful
of physicians in sparsely settled areas, who are on salary, and another small
group who prefer to be paid so much per person per year under their care (capi-
tation payments), the New ee.land general practictioner derives his income from
fees charged for services rendered. The only difference from the common prac-
tice in your country is that the fee is paid by the Social Security Fund, rather
than by the patient, or is# repaid by the Fund if paid by the patient. The doctor
is free to ehapge arrange with the patient that he pay an additional fee, te t he
patient, and some in fact do; althiwgh, it is my impression, however, that the gieeA
majority of doctors by and large abide by the general purpose of the health benefit
system and confine their charges to the liberal amount paid by the social security
fund. And let me add that I think that most of them prefer that to the
old arrangement under which the doctor is lweys tends to assess'itg the ability
of the patient to pay fees, soaking the rich where he can, giving free service to
the very poor and being generally unhappy about the whole business because his
training makes him a doctor and not a tax assessor or a real estate appraiser.

Now the general purpose of the system-and this brings me to the heart of
the matter-is simply this, to make sure that people in need of medical care can
get It, irrespective of their economic circumstances. New Zealand decided in
1938, when we passed our Social Security Act, that the health of the people is
as much a public concern as education or fire protection; and that like education
and fire protection, health services should be available to all. Now there are
several ways to get health services to tMe people. One way is the hit-or-miss,
catch-as-catch-can method in effect in most countries and such as we had. That
we found to be unsatisfactory. Another is state medicine-all doctors on the
Government pay roll. A third method and the one we chose was the creation
of a fund, to which- all would contribute on the basis of their ability to pay, and
out of which we would pay the doctor, the hospital, the nurse, and the dispenser
of drugs, for services and materials rendlered as people need them. This is the
iem we have. All contribute, through a 5-percent social security tax on
Income; all benefit, by applying for and getting health care as they need it. The,
arrangement is in effect merely a pooling of risks, since all of us, including the
healthiest, have occasion to see a doctor or to use a hospital at some time or
other and it makes no sense to deprive some of us of medical care simply because
we do not have the money to buy it at the particular time we need it.

Today everybody in New Zealand has access to medical care. Though many
inedioa and organizational problems remain to be solved and are &,-man.y
that is the outstanding fact about our health-benefit program. In spite of war-
time shortages of doctors and nurses, it has meant more health services to more
people than at any time in our history. That is progress, and progress in the
right direction, and although I for one would like to see more group practice
and less Individual practice, more emphasis upon the organization of district
health centers and less upon the maintenance of the status quo, I cannot help
but recognize that in its aim to remove considerations of cost from the receipt of
medical care, the Government has been successful.

Now as to quality of care. Quality Is hard to measure. I don't want to pass
Judgment on, the quality of health services In New Zealand today. I am not a
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deet er medical man. Speaking as a layman, however, I wish to point out that the
whole case for the alleged deterioration in the quality of care rests upon the
assumption that we have had a wholesale reorganization in the pattern of medical
practice. That assumption has no basis in fact. Our doctors are the same doctors
we had in 1940, priet to before the establishment of the medical benefit. Patients
still choose their own doctors. Doctors are still free to accept or reject patients.
What they do with patients, short of malpractice, is still their own professional
concern. Hospital boards still run their own institutions and drug dispensers
their own establishments. The only difference from the old arrangement is the
source of the money for payment. Why this should make any difference with
respect to the quality of service rendered is a complete mystery to me and I am
sure to any impartial observer.

It is true, o eou.se, that setie a few doctors, ftet many 4 think, have probably
taken advantage of the security of income afforded by the Fund to go in for over-
visiftg of consultation, with patients. That is bad. No one defends it. The
government, I may say, is well aware of this frbffee fact and is discussing with
the New Zealand Branch of the British Medical Association what should be done
about 4 these few doctors whose actions may not be in accordance with profcs-
sional ethics. Where, as in both New Zealand and this country, the number of
patients to be seen and the frequency of revisits is left strictly to the professional
judgment and private conscience of the doctor, it is difficult to prove abuse. Re-
sponsibility for proper policing is not wholly the government's, I may add. The
profession, too, has a responsibility.
-B oe e lea-ftg Q4e sbje4 of doeef ftbee Of the sYstem I want to say a

word about the related subject of doctor income. One of the more frequently
heard objections to any kind of rational reorganization of health services is the
alleged effect upon the doctor's economic rewards. He will make less money, it is
said, and because he will make less money, the argument goes on, his incentive
to give the best that is in him will be seriously impaired. This comment is
not. of course, particularly flattering to the doctor; but assuming it to be true,
what are the facts? The fact is that never before in the history of the Dominion
has doctor income been so high, never before have the economic rewards for the
general practitioner been quite so attractive. The combination of opportunities
to render medical service unhampered by patient ability to pay plus a guaranteed
payment per service, a-d the ..v..a...i.ty as Ae of peeialist se...ee. has
served to put the medical profession in New Zealand nearer the top of the economic
pyramid than in any other country. Tha is e4- eeeseaily a good "in
8eme of u~ fee4 4ha-, 4e fl;tively easy money rewfrds i general pfaetiWo*e
eelfyiee hitve keqA ppeimising yeun men o+4 of speetie to whieh they eei*14
make a "a-uable eentibutiei, and oi tef hopitftle ft4 labaeteiies thart eei4d
use theif ek-ie emd tale.te- RIepe iso a Ai~-tha ebviouly ea4le fef eoeee-
4ioo. It is the opposite- howe et of what some of the critics of health benefits
have feared. Doctors have not gotten become poorer. If anything, some of thea
he..e gotft too ..eh7 the medical profession is getting too great a share of the

national income.
The other kind of abuse to which it is said our system lends itself may now

be mentioned-unreasonable patient demands on a doctor's time and effort. There
is some of that, too, not as much however as observers 10,000 or more miles away
think they see. Of course there are a few neurotics in New Zealand, as there

are in this country, too. They may pester the doctor for trivial or imaginary

ailments. They are overanxious about a condition very well in hand from a pro-
fessional point of view. If they think their present doctor is unsympathetic
to their needs as they see them, they go to another. They shop around. This

is no new problem. We had such people before. You have them now. T4e

eig~ieattquestion ieO hawe if*mbe, of seh people gene W.~ MY impre94"e
ie ha it hae9- bdt ift te 44e e*teMA that the temptealii fe, fte'etie behoiteAi'
would htwe e e to eipeet The problem, however, is minor and is one of proper

administration. Regulations have been issued, the effect of which is to spot the

hypochondriacs and support the doctor in his refusal to give more service than
the situation warrants. Some of these neurotics, I may mention in passing, are

really emotionally or mentally unwell, and need more rather than less medical

attention. 4iit fot by a gpaeal eeitien.n They feed payehiat efff
when we get speeialists'eeiwees p.e..ided tler eur system, ........ g pi
we may be able to do something for them besides eemplain aboot them:

You may wiU have gathered from all I have said that the intervention of the

government In the relations of doctor and patient, hospital and -patient, and

pharmacist and patient, is restricted to the economic sphere. The government
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pays the bill. It doesn't tell the doctor how to practice medicine or the pharmacist
how to compound prescriptions. Of bureaucracy, therefore, If I may use that
much-abused word, there is relatively little, and I mention it not because it is
an issue in New Zealand, but because I understand it has become one in this
country, however imaginary it may be in relation to our system.

Lastly, a word about the bankruptcy which the Journal of the American Med-
ical Association says stares us in the face. We finance our whole social security
program, as I've said, out of the receipts of a 5-cent tax on gross income. This
source is supplemented by a governmental contribution out of general revenues.
44e ineeme This tax, since the beginning of the program, has provided about
three-fourths of the receipts of the Fund; a registration fee about 3 percent;
and the government contribution the balance. Most of the Fund's expenditures
are for cash benefits for the aged, widows, orphans, invalids, the sick and unem-
ployed, and for our children's allowance scheme. The health benefits last year
represented about 30 percent of the Fund's expenditures; and administration,
including the cost of tax collections, about 3 percent.

Since the fiscal basis of the social security program--cash benefits and health
benefits together-rests upon taxes, and these are geared to yield enough to pay
the benefits, the case for the charge of bankruptcy rests in the last analysis upon
the ability of the national economy to pay these taxes. About that, there is
not in my opinion any question. Unless we go into an economic tailspin which
will curtail our whole standard of living, what we put aside out of current income
will suffice to meet our obligations for cash benefits and health benefits. New
Zeala&d's Policy of full employment will ensure this.

Only a few months ago, in order to meet epanded ponsiolA payments which
are now in operation Parliament strengthened eup the fiscal base by raising the
social security tax from 5 to 7A percent, effective later this year. We were
enabled to do this by reducing our national security or warileeme tax from 7% to
2 percent, which means a net saving to taxpayers for both taxes combined of
2 percent. We spent hundreds of millions of pounds for the war, much of it
out of increased taxes; we think it will not be too difficult to find 5 million pounds
for health benefits. It is worth at least that much to us in the improved health
and well-being of our people.

Our system of health benefits is still young in New Zealand. It has problems
and it is experiencing the usual growing-pains. It has had to meet special dif-
ficulties because of the war. But it stood up under the trying conditions of
war-time; and we haven't the slightest doubt that it will gain strength and
efficiency im' the next few years. And, whatever the government in offlce-for
the opposition party also subscribes to social security-the system is here to
stay.

Dr. 4- Siteh is e ew ealand eeenemi .A p .ee- oft loom tu. Ur a
freff the New Zeland Goem wrig .9pDree-kyrRq~
ffie eds upply of the RIe is ift eMel efpemeetmd hpigk4NR

is~~~~~~ ---ewe~PeieAe Offiee.
Re he h~eld vstpjjj positions as eeefevnist to the sister e4 Finebsee who

ifted"g the seejal seeuirity legioletieik sod to 4&e Ministry 4f Supply in New

T~bfk wih is em. aityMtef eempt t6o de&1 wMilwrm wae a
eee~itiet 40M -he was at member' e Qmew Zeeland delegetiet t&9 the

4"4e"*W Genfeireiee & eptide New Zealead at the League of Nations ift

4ie is at wel kown mfembher 4 the N4ew Zeand lmetkpate of4tee~
AdfitIst one~t Umei Jifte eaden.lide was a member e4 the *ew Zee~and

dieios tae the liritiah Relanwaltiona Ge4eriee held a 16apetese;
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emd eeefte74e oeies sad hme eentribute koe eei m d seeiel peeiesee 40ptib......ef- tiaedehes to ...

pite F1ee6 ?+ fti 9*1e * Nw**

4l'Wisige n aeifie Relations
Mew gettlnnd Gumneil. 40"

T eegae fre sadeiel emeeont ee ew Zeaan 1039a

Moen eoks Welagte n941.

Copy to * - Pelt Falk.ilpy+ NW9*E*

hhenefit p, Leaden, 942.

3The Progese publishing Seebl Wellingtean of44.

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY,
SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD,

WashTingt on, March 15, 4196.
Memorandum.
To: Mr. Wilbur J. Moen.
From: Ida C. Merriam.
Subject: Statement by Mr. Such.

The revised statement on the New Zealand health-benefit program has now
been typed. Mr. Fisher condensed the bibliographic sketch which Mr. Sute
sent us and we incorporated it in a footnote on the first page of the statement.

IDA C. MERRIAM.

Copy to Mr. Falk.

STATEMENT BY W. B. SUTCH " OF NEW ZEALAND

During my present stay in the United States, I have been struck by the
character of some of the unwarranted criticisms leveled against the Ne~w Zealand
health benefit program, vio

1. That it is "socialized" medicine.
2. That it has resulted in a deterioration in the quality of medical care.
3. That it has led to unreasonable patient demands on the time of the

doctor.
4. That it has been abused by the doctor.
5. That it faces failure and bankruptcy.

New Zealand's health benefits include free treatment by a general practitioner
at home or office, hospital care, treatment in the-outpatient department of a hos-
pital, maternity care, pharmaceutical prescriptions, X-ray diagnostic services,
physical therapy, visiting, nurse service, and part payment of specialists' fees.
These services are free to all members of the public, but as in the field of educ-
tion, individuals are at liberty to make their own arrangements and some do in
fact.

When I say the benefits are free I do imply thereby that someone is getting
something for nothing. The money to pay for the benefits comes out of the
social-security fund, which is financed largely by a special social-security tax ofl
the income of every income receiver in the Dominion. The money thus raised goes
in part to pay the fees to doctors, hospitals, nurses, phamacists, etc., who elect
to participate in the scheme. Practically all do.

Now as to the charges made against the New Zealand system.
First, that it is "socialized" medicine. If this charge is another way of saying

that New Zealand has state medicine, then the critics had better take closer

'Director, Procurement and Shipping, Southwest Pacific area, United Nations Belief
and Rehabilitation Administration. Former economist to the Minister of Finance, Newf
Zealand Government : member of the New Zealand delegation to the Imperial Conferenlce,
1936: of the New Zealand delegation, League of Nations, 1937; author, The Quest for
Security in New Zealand, 1942; Poverty and Progress in New Zealand, 1941.
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look at us. State medicine is the provision of health services to the general
public by salaried practitioners paid by and under the direction of the government.
Most countries have some state medicine. Even the United States has it-your
public general hospitals and clinics for the poor, your tuberculosis and mental-
disease hospitals, for instance, or your free medical service to veterans through
the Veterans' Administration and for merchant seamen through the marine
hospitals of the United States Public Health Service.

The New Zealand health benefit program is not state medicine because the over-
whelming majority of doctors still make their living from patients' fees. This
is your present system here. In New Zealand, with the exception of a handful
of physicians in sparsely settled areas, who are on salary, and another small
group who prefer to be paid so much per person per year under their care
(capitation payments), the general practitioner derives his income from fees
charged for services rendered. The only difference from the common practice
in your country is that the fee is paid by the social-security fund, rather than by
the patient, or is repaid by the fund if paid by the patient. The doctor is free to
arrange with the patient that he pay an additional fee, and some in fact do; it Is
my impression, however, that the majority of doctors by and large abide by the
general purpose of the health benefit system and confine their charges to the
liberal amount paid by the social-security fund. And let me add that I think
that most of them prefer that to the old arrangement under which the doctor
tends to assess the ability of the patient to pay fees, soaking the rich where he
can, giving free service to the very poor, and being generally unhappy about the
whole business because his training makes him a doctor and not a tax assessor or
a real-estate appraiser.

Now, the general purpose of the systei-and this brings me to the heart of
the matter-is simply this, to make sure that people in need of medical care can
get it, irrespective of their economic circumstances. New Zealand decided in
1938, when we passed our Social Security Act, that the health of the people is as
much a public concern as education or fire protection: and that like education
and fire protection, health services should be available to all. Now, there are
several ways to get health services to the people. One way Is the hit-or-miss,
catch-as-catch-can method in effect in most countries and such as we had. That
we found to be unsatisfactory. Another is state medicine-all doctors on the
Government pay roll. A third method and the one we chose was the creation
of a fund, to which all would contribute on the basis of their ability to pay,
and out of which we would pay the doctor, the hospital, the nurse, and the
dispenser of drugs for services and materials rendered as people need them.
This is the system we have. All contribute through a 5 percent social-security
tax on income; all benefit by applying for and getting health care as they need
it. The arrangement is in effect merely a pooling of risks, since all of us, includ-
ing the healthiest, have occasion to see a doctor or to use a hospital at some time
or other, and it makes no sense to deprive some of us of medical care simply
because we do not have the money to buy it at the particular time we need it.

Today everybody in New Zealand has access to medical care. Though many
medical and organizational problems remain to be solved, that is the outstanding
fact about our health-benefit program. In spite of wartime shortages of doctors
and 'nurses, it has meant more health services to more people than at any time
in our history. That is progress, and progress in the right direction; and
although I, for one, would like to see more group practice and less Individual
Practice, more emphasis upon the organization of district health centers and less
upon the maintenance of the status quo, I cannot help but recognize that in its
aim to remove considerations of cost from the receipt of medical care, the
Government has been successful.

Now, as to quality of care. Quality is hard to measure. I don't want to pass
Judgment on the quality of health services in New Zealand today. I am not a
medical man. Speaking as a layman, however, I wish to point out that the
whole case for the alleged deterioration in the quality of care rests upon the
assumption that we have had a wholesale reorganization in the pattern of
medical practice. That assumption has no basis in fact. Our doctors are the.ame doctors we had In 1940, before the establishment of the medical benefit.
Patients still choose their own doctors. Doctors are still free to accept or reject
Patients. What they do with patients, short of malpractice, is still their own
professional concern. Hospital boards still' run their own institutions and drug
dispensers their own establishments. The only difference from the old arrange-
nient is the source of the money for payment. Why this should make any differ-
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ence with respect to the quality of service rendered is a complete mystery to me,
and, I am sure, to any impartial observer.

It is true that a few doctors have probably taken advantage of the security
of income afforded by the fund to go in for overconsultation with patients. That
is bad. No one defends it. The Government, I may say, is well aware of this
fact and is discussing with the New Zealand branch of the British Medical Associ-
ation what should be done about these few doctors whose actions may not be in
accordance with professional ethics. Where, as in both New Zealand and this
country, the number of patients to be seen and the frequency of visits is left
strictly to the professional judgment and private conscience of the doctor, it is
difficult to prove abuse. Responsibility for proper policing is not wholly the
Government's, I may add. The profession, too, has a responsibility.

I want to say a word about the related subject of doctor income. One of tile
more frequently heard objections to any kind of rational reorganization of health
services is the alleged effect upon the doctor's economic rewards. He will make
less money, it is said, and because he will make less money, the argument goes on,
his incentive to give the best that is in him will be seriously impaired. This com-
ment is not, of course, particularly flattering to the doctor ; but assuming it to be
true, what are the facts? The fact is that never before in the history of th,
Dominion has doctor income been so high, never before have the economic rewards
for the general practitioner been quite so attractive. The combination of oppor.
tunities to render medical service unhampered by patient ability to pay, plus :a
guaranteed payment per service, has served to put the medical profession in New
Zealand nearer the top of the economic pyramid than in any other country. It is
the opposite of what some of the critics of health benefits have feared. Doctors
have not become poorer. If anything, the medical profession is getting too great
a share of the national income.

The other kind of abuse to which it is said our system lends itself may now be
mentioned-unreasonable patient demands on a doctor's time and effort. There
is some of that, too; not as much, however, as observers 10,000 more miles away
think they see. Of course, there are a few neurotics in New Zealand, as there are
in this country, too. They may pester the doctor for trivial or imaginary ailments.
They are overanxious about a condition very well in hand, from a professional
point of view. If they think their present doctor is unsympathetic to their needs
as they see them they go to another. They shop around. This is no new problem.
We had such people before. You have them now. The problem, however, is minor
and is one of proper administration. Regulations have been issued, the effect of
which is to spot the hypochondriacs and support the doctor in his refusal to give
more service than the situation warrants. Some of these neurotics, I may men-
tion in passing, are really emotionally or mentally unwell and need more, rather
than less, medical attention.

You will have gathered from all I have said that the intervention of the
Government in the relations of doctor and patient, hospital and patient, and
pharmacist and patient is restricted to the economic sphere. The Government
pays the bill. It doesn't tell the doctor how to practice medicine or the pharmacist
how to compound prescriptions. Of bureaucracy, therefore, if I may use that
much-abused word, there is relatively little, and I mention it not because it is all
issue in New Zealand, but because I understand it has become one in this country,
however imaginary it may be in relation to our system.

Lastly, a word about the bankruptcy which the Journal of the American Medical
Association says stares us in the face. We finance our social-security program, as
I've said, out of the receipts of a 5-percent tax on income. This source is supple-
mnented by a governmental contribution out of general revenues. This tax, since
the beginning of the program, has provided about three-fourths of the receipts of
the fund; a registration fee about 3 percent; and the Government contribution
the balance. Most of the fund's expenditures are for cash benefits for the aged,
widows, orphans, invalids, the sick and unemployed, and for our children's allow-
ance scheme. The health benefits last year represented about 30 percent of the
fund's expenditures; and administration, including the cost of tax collections,
about 3 percent.

Since the fiscal basis of the social-security program-cash benefits and health
benefits together-rests upon taxes, and these are geared to yield enough to pay
the benefits, the case for the charge of bankruptcy rests in the last analysis upon
the ability of the national economy to pay these taxes. About that, there is not,
in my opinion, any question. Unless we go into an economic tailspin which will
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curtail our whole standard of living what we put aside out of current income will
siiffice to meet our obligations for cash benefits and health benefits. New Zealand's
policy of full employment will insure this.

Only a few months ago, in order to meet expanded pension payments which are
now in operation, Parliament strengthened the fiscal base by raising the social
s,,(urity tax from 5 to 71/2 percent, effective later this year. We were enabled to
(h) this by reducing our national security or war tax from 71 ._ to 21/2 percent, which
means a net saving to taxpayers for both taxes combined of 21/2 percent. We spent
hundreds of millions of pounds for the war, much of it ()ut of increased taxes; we
think it will not be too difficult to find £5,000,000 for health benefits. It is
worth at least that much to us in the improved health and well-being of our
iople.

Our system of health benefits is still young in New Zealand. It has problems
:ind it is experiencing the usual growing pains. It has hal to meet special diffi-
culties because of the war. But it stood up under the trying conditions of war-
tinie; and wve haven't the slightest doubt that it will gain strength and efficiency
in the next few years. And, whatever the Government in office-for the opposition
party also subscribes to social security-the system is here to stay.

Senator DONNELL. You are also giving us the original draft as
corrected by him, with the corrections shown right there, ill pencil
or pen. as the case may be, plus the final one. Is that right ?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Verv well.
Now, Mr. Cohen, did you go back to see Mr. Sutch yourself?
Mr. COHE. No, sir.

Senator DONNE LL. Who went over to see him when this draft that
had been prepared by Mr. Fisher was completed?

Mr. COtIEN. I don't know whether Mr. Fisher went to see him or
sent it to him. I never did inquire.

Senator DONNELL. Youi never inquired about that ?
Mr. CotiiN. No. I made some general statement to Mr. Fisher, to

the effect, "See that Dr. Sutch gets this copy." I don't know whether
he sent it or took it over or met him later.

Senator DONNELL. Do you have a file in regard to this incident
with Mr. Sutch?

Mr. CO EN. No, Senator. Everything that relates to the Sutch in-
cident is in this file that we are submitting to you, as far as I know,
Senator.

Senator DONNELL. You don't have any other papers at all relating
to this ?

Mr. COHEN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. I see.
Senator SMITH. Could I ask Mr. Cohen a few questions?
Senator DONELL. Yes, certainly.
Senator SMITH. Did Dr. Sutch make those corrections himself on

that manuscript that you presented to him?
Mr. COpEN. Yes, Senator. That is in his own distinctive hand-

writing, Senator, and at a number of points, he has deleted or made
corrections, which certainly indicate to me that he read it very closely
to make it exactly fit his own ideas.

Senator SMITH. I wanted to just bring out that. he had done those
himself in his own handwriting.

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir. There are changes on practically every single
pa e.senatorr SMITH. I noticed that in looking it over.

1971
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Senator DONNELL. Mr. Chairman, frequent reference has been made
to an article in Medical Economics for November 1947. I ask that that
article be incorporated at this point in the record, and that if the
clerk is able to secure in the record copies of the photographs, that
they also be included in the record.

(The clerk subsequently determined that the photographs are not
-uitable for photoengraving.)

(The documents referred to above are as follows:)

[From Medical Ecoqomics, November 1947]

THi.1 MAN BEHIND THE WAGNER BILL

He runs the Social Security Administration's Bureau of Research: he's the
Truman administration's oracle in sickness insurance; he wrote the original
draft of the Wagiier-Murray-Dingell bill: his horoscope puts him high in the
Federal medicine firmament: his name, in case you haven't heard, is Isidore
Sydney Falk.

(This article, prepared jointly by the editorial staff. stems from more than 2
years of fact-gathering. To collect the data published here for the first time,
doy.ens of sources were interviewed and scores of official records were examined.
Much of the research was done by a special investigator for committees of the
louse of Representatives.)

Of all the 71 witnesses who spoke their piece this year before the health subcon-
inittee of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. only one roused
the legislators' curiosity enough to win a return engagement in January 194S. D
Considering the fact that the competition included such intriguing personalities
as spokesmen for the Fraternal Order of Eagles. the Methodist Federation for
Social Action, and the communist t Party, the 5:natr's overpowering interest in
1. S. Falk may seem surprising. But then. I. S. Falk is a surprising man.

Mention the words "health expert" in Washington's marble corridors and the
synonyin most likely to bounce back is Dr. Falk. You won't find his name
In the AMA directory, though. Nor is he a degree-holder in economics or public
health. Like Paul de Kruif. he's an erstwhile bateriologist.

As far as is known. de Kruif's tubthumping for the latest miracle cure has *
brought him nothing worse than large handfuls of cash and some uneomplinwn-
tary fan mail. Falk, is the prime al),stle of a new deal in medical care, has been
less lucky. His sole reward to date has been three investigations by an ungrate-
ful congresss , plus a fourth scheduled for 194S.

Falk modestly soft-pedals his role as principal author of the Wagner health
bill. Until last year, few people knew how important a part he had played. It
was only when his immediate boss, the commissionerr of Social Security, w:,'s
called to a S1enate subcommittee hearing that the facts were made public. The
testimony went as follows:

"Senator FORREST ('. DONNELL. Who is the actual author of the Wagner bill?
I mean who actually prepared it?

"Commissioner ARTI-vR J. ALTMEYER. It is a product of many miuds * * *
"Sonator DONNELL. Was Isidore Falk one of the gentlemen who participated

in it?
"Mr. ALTMEYER. Yes, sir. He is Director of our Bureau of Research and

Statistics.
"Senator DON NELL. Did he do the bulk of the work in the preparation of the

Wagner bill?
"Mr. ALTMEYER. I would not say he did the bulk of the work. He did a major

or considerable part of it."
Writing the Wagner bill has been just one item on Falk's jampacked docket.

F,,r more than a decade he has worked on Federal health issues with the ;il-

bition of an Horatio Alger hero. The commanding position he now occupies in
the Social Security Administration 1 attests his success. He has become, in mat-
ters of sickness insurance, the Government's man of distinction.

IThe Social Security Board was rechristened the Social Security Administration in 1946.
The SSA is one of four operating branches of the Federal Security Agency : others are the
Public Health Service, the Office of Education, the Office of Special Services.
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THE A\UTHORI'rV

Because sickness insurance is so notoriously complex, most anyone who wants
to get the low-down on it feels impelled to consult an authority. In the Govern-
ment that authority is Isidore Falk. When John Q. Public writes to his Con-
gressman for information on national health insurance, his letter often ends up
in Falk's basket for reply. When President Truman wants to boost tax-financed
medical care for all, Falk is likely as not to compose the message.

When a labor leader wants to stir the folks up about health, his speech is often
whipped into shape in Falk's office. When Government agency heads want the
latest figures on the cost of social insurance, they b.,at a path to Falk's door.
When Messrs. Wagner, Murray, and Dingell want to fend off harsh words about
the health legislation they sponsor, Falk's staff can suggest how to phrase the
rebuttal.

Thus. Falk collects the statistics, supervises the research, helps write the
legislation, furnishes the supporting data, answers the questions, and does
everything but make change. Actually, to get the facts without Falk is a neat
trick.

But Falk's crowning glory has yet to come. When-and if-the Wagner health
bill is enacted, his name will be a household word among physicians. He, more
than anyone else, will shape the character of American medical practice.

The Wagner plan, as presently blueprinted, would come under the aegis of the
Federal Security Administrator. But the Administrator is never a man picked
for his health-insurance savvy. The current one, Oscar R. Ewing, is a Demo-
cratic wheel horse whose familiarity with medicine probably does not exceed that
of the average reader of the Home Medical Adviser. He would undoubtedly
cast about for Government experts to run the medical part of his show.

Unless something drastic had happened in the meantime, he wouldn't have far
to look. Isidore Falk would be standing there-the administration's top health
expert-stalwart and ready to assist.

VOICES FROM OFF STAGE

Falk's success has been achieved in spite of some recalcitrant subordinate, in
the Bureau of Researcli and Statistics. For reasons of their own, they have said
a number of very unkind things about him.

When Margaret L. Plumley resigned from Falk's staff in 1944, she was plain
unpleasant about it. She cited these reasons for her departure: "Demands for
superficial jobs to be done in a hurry * * * work outlined as of primary
importance and great urgency, dropped without explanation after days under
pressure * * * always a crisis but never a plan." Concluded Miss Plumley:
"Our ideas of what constitute an honest study * * * are too divergent for
me to continue working in the bureau." Falk was deeply offended.

One of the last of the M. D.'s to work for Falk, Dr. Ruth E. Stocking, resigned
in 1945. She, also, cut her boss to the quick by making a to-do about her "growing
sense of distrust for much of the work we do."

Falk was perhaps hurt most when a former employee took occasion to snipe at
him by citing this alleged example of the statistical methods used by the bureau:

"Take two persons, both ill at the time of the survey. When questioned as to
the duration of their illness, one replies that she has been ill with a chronic ail-
ment for the past year. This gives the Bureau a figure of 365 days' illness. The
other person reports a 3-day illness due to a slight cold. These figures are then
added, making a total of 368 days' illness for two persons, or two persons ill for
a period of 184 days each."

Falk is credited by most of his associates with being clever, hard working, a good
writer, and an impressive speaker. Some grumble a bit about what they call "his
megalomania and his iron-fisted rule of the people under him," but they have to
admit that the personnel turn-over among his staff has never exceeded 95 percent
In any one year.

In appearance, Falk is tall and a bit gaunt. Those who don't like him add the
Word "satanic," but it is only because of the curious curling of an unruly lock of
hair above each temple. Under pressure, he smokes somewhat too much and
tends to color up boyishly around the ears.
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THE FINGER POINTS

The thing that most upsets Falk's enemies is the influence he has been able to
exert in the Federal Government. They rubbed their hands in glee, therefore,
when he ran afoul of the Subcommittee on Publicity and Propaganda of the House
Coiumittee on Expenditures in the Executive Departments.

Over the years, Falk has (lone his best to create a nice, balmy climate of opinion
for Federal medicine. But last summer the above subcommittee, headed by Repre-
sentative Forest A. Harness, objected. Falk's bureau was one of six agencies
reported to the Department of Justice for "using Government funds in an imi-
proper manner for propaganda activities supporting compulsory national health
insurance."

The talents of Falk and his staff, said the congressional investigators, "were
devoted freely from time to time in the preparation of pamphlets and propaganda
literature for the CIO, the AFL, and the Physicians Forum. Much of this ma-
terial * * * supported what certain witnesses refer to as socialized medi-
cine in every approach and dismissed contemptuously all arguments controverting
the fixed position of the Social Security Board."

RICH MIXTURE

The fact is, Falk has plumped openly for the Wagner bill in a number of
speeches. Some sample audiences: The Virginia Conference on Social Work, the
Pennsylvania Association of Dental Surgeons, the Massachusetts Conference on
Social Work, the Physicians Forum, the International Labor Organization.

He has turned out a steady stream of articles on health insurance. As much
as 10 years ago he wrote an article for the American Journal of Nursing, in which
he "stated as objectively and with as much detachment as possible" the following:

'.There has been a steady trend from voluntary to compulsory systems * * *
No country which has ever embarked on compulsory insurance has ever given it
up * * *. It has always been financially sound * * *. It stabilizes and
increases the income of practitioners * * * assures service to the insured."

Falk's bureau also issues such material as "fact sheets" on health insurance.
Arguments in some of these sheets are a bit colored, but only to stimulate reader
interest. And in no sheet examined do the arguments for Federal medicine num-
ber more than 41. An example:

"'Voluntary medical care insurance is excessively costly * * * It does not
go far mough * * * Most of the plans are grossly inadequate in the services
they provide * * * Only a compulsory program can assume complete cover-
age * * *. Could a [compulsory] program permit free choice of doctor?
Yes. Would it destroy personal relationships between physicians and patients?
No. Is this an appropriate time for expanding the social insurance program to
cover medical costs? Yes. With full employment and high earnings, workers
are in the best possible position to insure against future contingencies."

REMOTE CONTROL

The public educational work that Falk can't fit into his own daily schedule he
passes on to his staff. The House subcommittee on propaganda had an uncompli-
mentary word to say about this, too:

"Under date of May 14, 1947, Mr. Isidore Falk * * * sent a memorandum
to the Acting Commissioner for Social Security urging that one Jacob Fisher, a
member of Mr. Falk's staff, be sent to New Zealand at Government expense to
study compulsory health insurance programs and activities in that Nation. WQ
find that this same Jacob Fisher has been documented by the House Committee oil
Un-American Activities for almost uninterrupted association, since 1939, with
various Communist-front and fellow-traveler organizations in the United States.'

New Zealand also figured in a job that Falk was all ged to have entrusted to

Wilbur J. Cohen, his second in command. Congressional investigators claimed
Falk had been beating the bushes for someone to rebut AMA evidence that state
medicine in New Zealand was less than a howling success. Cohen was said to
have found such a man in the person of W. B. Sutch, an economist formerly with

the New Zealand Ministry of Finance. Cohen and Fisher were then described

as writing the script for him. In the words of Cohen's subsequent report:
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"When I showed the AMIA statements to Dr. Sutch he was very indignant
and said he would be willing to send a statement saying that they were false. He
agreed to make such a statement providing that we would make a first draft of
what it Uas we wanted to say [italics not in original] * " * *"

The first draft devised by Cohen and Fisher was scored by enemies of the
bureau as "a masterpiece of indignation by proxy."

"During my present stay in the United States," it began, "I have been struck
iy the character of some of the unwarranted criticism leveled against the New
Zealand health benefit program, viz., (1) that it is socialized medicine; (2) that it
has resulted in deterioration in the quality of medical care * * *."

For some reason the Sutch statement was not used as planned Nor was it in-
cluded in the hearings on the Wagner bill earlier this year.

Another maneuver for which Falk is charged with having called the signals
was executed in California. SSA files reveal, according to one investigator, that
"Falk personally directed, by remote control from Washington, an intensive
campaign to enact the compulsory health insurance bill in California 2 years ago."

Falk's representative on that field trip was Margaret C. Klein. Before her
jaunt was completed, it allegedly brou-ht protests not only from outsiders but
also from SSA personnel. One of Falk's aides is said to have addressed a com-
plaint on that occasion to Barkev S. Sanders, of the bureau's staff, which read,
in part:

"You tried to explain to me, when I talked to you about the California trip and
its significance, that Miss Klein was not going to California in an official capacity.
You explained that Miss Klein would say little, hear much, and later report to us.
You will recall that I questioned the appropriateness of this method of obtaining
information, but that you made it clear Mr. Falk had made all the arrangements."

The complaint then listed some of Miss Klem's activities while on the west
coast. They included the giving of advice about people-e. g., Nathan Sinai-
who might serve as good witnesses for the compulsory health insurance cause.
It concluded:

WORD TO THE WISE

"As individuals, we are free to express ourselves on problems of social security.
But, when, in the minds of our audience, we represent the Social Scurity Board,
we are at once limited in what we are free to say. Our remarks take on a certain
authority. The handling of such problems as 'the California situation' has led
me to a distrust of our activities."

FRIEND OF LABOR

Still another Falk assistant is Ida C. Merriam. Hqr main job is liaison with
the CIO and the AFL. Falk was smart enough to realize years ago that national
sickness insurance abroad had been put over largely by labor groups. The fol-
lowing letter, addressed to the CIO's Mrs. Katherine Ellickson in Washington,
shows how competently and closely Miss Merriam has worked at her assigned
mission:

JuLY 21, 1943.

DEAR KiTTy: Here Is the revised summary of the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill.
I think it incorporates all the changes we agreed upon.

You will notice that the detailed definitions of fully and currently insured
status are typed single space. I would suggest that in the printed version they
be set in smaller type than that used for the body of the summary. Proper
spacing and typesetting will make the general structure of the eligibility provi-
Sions stand out. At the same time the exact requirement will be summarized for
anyone who wants to know what it is. * * *

If you want us to check facts and figures in this summary at a later stage, we
will be glad to do so.

;incerely,
IDA C. MERRIAM.

Conditioning the public to his philosophy is a Job Falk sometimes delegates to
hand-picked subalterns. Not so the business of propelling legislation down the
proper channels. That he tackles himself.

6 4 4 3 1-48-pt. 4-19
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He has already tried a number of means to get a Wagner bill through Congress.
In 1942, for example, he reasoned that such legislation might whisk through on
the coattails of an omnibus social security bill. One-third of the country's

'hysician.s were in the armed forces. The rest were bowed down under an un-
precedented civilian patient load. It looked like a good moment to get results
in the face of a reactionary profession. -

Actually, the idea didn't quite click. But there are more where that came from.
Their originator has been devising them ever since 1938, when the recommenda-
tions of the National Health Conference (largely his work) led to the first Wagner
health bill of 1939. Since then, three more Wagner bills have been tossed into the
(.ongres sional hopper. Each has been carefully revised to silence previous objec-
tions. All four bills have borne the I. S. Falk impress.

In view of the many barbs aimed at the Bureau of Research and Statistics,
some people profess surprise that its director has not long since come a cropper.
These people tend to overlook two things that, more than anything else, keep
Falk up there:

1. His backing by the right people. Falk's supporters are few numerically, but
they're important. They include the SSA chief, Arthur Altmeyer, and two former
FSA administrators, Paul McNutt and Watson B. Miller.

2. His penchant for working unassumingly in the background. Until he
was ordered to the stand last summer, he had never testified for the health bills
he had authored.

One thing that may have soured Falk on personal publicity was the unfor-
tunately poor press he received during his early career in bacteriology. The un-
couth newspaper notices that appeared at the time were enough to give anyone
a yen for the cloistered atmosphere of a Government bureau.

The Falk saga began somewhat like this:
About the time the Curies discovered radium, one Samsin Falk, of Brooklyn,

N. Y., discovered that his wife was going to have a baby. The following fall-
on September 30, 1891---she did. They called him Isidore Sydney.

MAN IN WHITE

He was a bright youngster, energetic and ambitious. At 16 he worked himself
into Yale' Sheffield Scientific School. By the time he was 24 le had his Ph. 1).
in bacteriology. Between times he did some teaching in the university's depart-
ment of public health.

He had hopes of staying on the Yale faculty after obtaining his doctorate, but
somehow the dean of the medical school (lid not lend support to the idea. So
young Falk moved over to the University of ('hic~ago Medical School, where he
became an assistant professor of hygiene and bacteriology.

In 1925 he supplemented this appointment by getting part-time work in the
city health department. The next year a new health commissioner, Dr. Arnold
H. Kegel, came into office and Falk went out. "The occasion for Doctor Fal '

dismissal," said an unfriendly Chicago Tribune on December 23, 1927, "was a
paper he had prepared for publication citing statistics purporting to show a re-
duction of tuberculosis under the former regime. Some of the statistics the e0Cf-
mis.sioner believed to be minsinterpreted * * * and he called on Doctor Falk
for an accounting. In the clash which followed. Doctor Falk resigned."

PRoPIIE'r WITHOUT HONOR

In December 1929, while still on the medical-s-chool faculty, Falk suffered still
another lacing in public print. When he broke the news that, after a year of
research, he had succeeded in isolating the influenza virus, he was greeted in-
mediately by impolite -noises at home and abroad. Two London doctors claimed
they had reported similar findings 3 years before. The Journal AMA passed off
the Falk findings with a terse "unwarranted."

Falk denies that this episode caused his dismissal from the University of Ci-
cago. He was going to make a change anyway. When he did, he sadly pulled
the white sheet over his bacteriology career. He was then 30 years old, a Man
without a metier, and a long way from the top.

. - -Z_
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UP THE LADDER

What lifted Falk out of the doldrums was an appointment to the committee on
the costs of medical care, a foundation-financed unit that was deep in a million-
dollar study of the economics of medical service. Falk was an imaginative chap
and liked to pass the time of day with his coworkers. One of them, encouraged
recently to do a little reminiscing, said:

"Falk's aim in life crystallized when he came to the CCMC. Being an ambitious
young man, he decided then to establish himself as the authority on national
health, to become in time the leader of American medicine. He has still to
realize his full objective, but his progress toward it has been striking."

By the time the CCMC was ready to prepare its final report, Falk had flashed his
innate talent as a word-mechanic. The 633-page tome the committee turned out
bears Falk's name as coauthor. The health expert legend was in the making.

WHO'S WHO

When the committee disbanded in 1933, Falk moved into the slot of research
associate for the Milbank Memorial Fund. While still drawing Milbank pay-
checks, he picked up his first taste, of Government life: He won an appointment
to President Roosevelt's Committee on Economic Security. His job: "Technician
in charge of studies of the risks to economic security arising out of ill health."
Among his colleagues on that committee (which eventually sponsored the Social
Security Act) were his present boss, Arthur Altmeyer, and Edwin E. Witte, listed
in Who's Who as "consultant on social insurance-International Labour Office."

By 1935 Falk's reputation had spread even among the folks abroad. In June
the Milbank Fund announced: "At the request of the medical director of the
League of Nations, Dr. I! S. Falk * * * will be in Geneva this summer to
advise the League's health organization in planning certain studies of medical
care under various health insurance systems in foreign countries."

Falk .returned front his League of Nations mission in August 1936, bubbling
with ideas for a sickness-insurance program for the United States. On his arrival
he was handed a letter that may well have spurred him to where he is today.

It was from his close friend and mentor, Michael M. Davis, then director of
medical services for the Julius Rosenwald Fund. The letter blocked out the
strategy Davis felt should be used to put over the Federal medicine campaign
in this country: It read:

DEAR FALK: I am sorry that your letter comes too late to enable my reply to
catch you before you leave Europe. Your remarks about probable developments
in public health and medical care stir me to response.

I don't think that any Federal proposals for health insurance are likely to be
made for some time. The people of the United States will not at present (1936)
be sufficiently responsive to such a proposal to warrant its initiation.

Within a couple of years from the time the unemployment compensation laws
become effective, demand will appear for compensation for unemployment caused
by illness. This demand will doubtless lead to both State and Federal action;
will bring the doctor into the picture, if only to certify disability caused by
illness; will familiarize the American public with the idea of social insurance;
and will create more of a foundation than we have ever had for understanding
social insurance as applied to the cost of medical care. Proposals for health
insurance will then enter the area of practical politics.

The research section of the Social Security Board and other sections of the
Public Health Service are of fundamental importance. Bodies of facts are going
to be made available by the administrative work of the board and by special
studies of the board and of the service which will shape professional and lay
Opinion.

MICHAEL M. DAVIS.
The idea of using Government research bureaus to "shape professional and

lay opinion" may have been a new one to Falk, but he was quick to act on it.
As a starter, he began urging the SSB's research bureau to get cracking on an
analysis of medical care issues. The bureau responded with alacrity. Louis S.
Reed, for example, was given the assignment of preparing a report that would
deal with "health insurance and the strategy whereby It might be brought about."
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Another S'SB researcher took on the job of analyzing *,certain aspects of public
medicine in the United States."

Said the Bureau: "The vitality of the present controversy over provision of
adequate medical care creates the need for an analysis of the problems involved
and of the extent to which the principles of social insurance can be applied. The
exact character of such future research is still under consideration pending the
development of a small, highly qualified staff."

PRIZE PACKAGE

The small, highly qualified staff was soon put together-with Isidore Falk in.
eluded. Christmas 1936 saw him (-elebrating his appointment as principal medi.
cal economist in the Bureau of Research and Statistics. (The Milbank Memo.
rial Fund and he had parted company after an altercation a short while before.)

From then on, Falk moved rapidly. By April 1937 the assignment dealing with
"health insurance and the strategy whereby it might be brought about" was no
longer on the docket of Louis S. Reel. It had bcome project No. 1 on the 1it
of I. S. Falk.

Soon the indefatigable Falk took over the supervision of eight new health
studies. Among the topics they covered were sickness statistics, industrial
medical servi(es, voluntary health insurance. and State medicine. By 1940 Falk
had reached his immediate goal--directorship of the Bureau of Research and
Statistics, with a salary of $8.000 (lie now gets $10,000).

WHAT'S AHEAD

Today I. S. Falk has raised his sights to a loftier target. He would like to be
Research Director for the entire Federal Security Agency. An inkling of what's
on his mind may be gleaned from the fact that the FSA controls not only the
Social Security Administration but the Public Health Service as well.

In the terms of his personal blueprint, Falk has done a remarkable job, so far,
of shaping lay opinion. As for shaping professional opinion, his luck has not
been so good.

Will he succeed in his latest push? Or will he be knocked down for his 1)art
in influen,'ing health legislation? The answer may be forthcoming at his Jan-
uary grilling by the Senate's Health Subcommittee.

Falk's ad-versaries at that tinie will do well not to underestimate him. le's
not only an able man but a realist. Ile understands, and has said before
a physicians' forum rally in 1944 that "as practical folk, we even have to be
prepared, at times, to rise above principle."

Senator SMITH. Senator Donnell, I am sorry to have to make this
statement, but I have a very important engagement I will have to
keep. I am going to ask you to take over, and ask Senator Murray to
excuse me.

Senator DONNELL I take it the article I have offered will be sub-

mitted in evidence?
Senator SMITH. Yes; and the photographs, too, if we can obtain

them.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Chairman, just a moment, before you leave,

this article that has been offered and accepted into evidence in Medicll
Economics is entitled "The Man Behind the Wagner Bill," and I cal1

particular attention to the fact that in the box on the first page, name-
y, page 46, appear these three sentences:

This article prepared jointly by the editorial staff stems from more thn 2

years of fact-gathering to collect the data published here for the first time. D(ol

ens of sources were interviewed, and scores of official records were examined,

Much of the research was done by a special investigator for the committees Of

the House of Representatives.

Mr. FALK. Mr. Chairman, I wonder whether in that connection I
might be privileged to offer for the record an exchange of communlia

tions which I had with the editors of that magazine with respect t0

1978
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that article following upon their first submitting it to me allegedly
in advance of its publication.

Senator DONNELL. There is no objection. May we see it?
Mr. FALK. May I read it to you?
Senator DONNELL. Yes, if you will. That is fine.
Mr. FALK. I might say by way of preface that I received a manu-

script copy of that article.
Senator DONNELL. Before its publication?
Mr. FALK. As far as I know, before it appeared in print.
Senator DONNELL. Pardon me, Mr. Falk, when did you receive itI
Mr. FALK. I received it in my office on November 10, 1947. It was

accompanied by a printed card, which I have in my hand, "Medical
Economics, Rutherford, N. J." It reads as follows:

We believe you may wish to read the attached article before publication.
It is scheduled to reach more than 125,000 physicians in our next issue. If you
feel that any changes in the text are desirable or if you care to suggest any ad-
ditions, simply indicate them in the margins. We are about to go to press, so
please reply at once by air mail-
And there is a check mark there, "Special delivery," and then there
are other notations, "Regular mail, collect telephone, collect telegram,"
and finally, "Thank you, the Editors."

Senator DONNELL. Is that a printed form?
Mr. FALK. That is a printed form.
Senator DONNELL. On a-
Mr. FALK. On a card.
Senator DONNELL. Very well.
Mr. FALK. My reply to them went forward by telegram, addressed

to "The Editors, Medical Economics, Inc., Rutherford, N. J.":
I have received your unsigned manuscript bearing the title "The Man Behind

the Wagner Bill." The card attached to the manuscript says you are about to
go to press with it and are inviting comments "at once," by air mail and special
delivery. You say that "this article stems from more than 2 years of fact-
gathering." You have had access to public records, and you have had other op-
portunities for accurate and objective research. Nevertheless, your article con-
tains errors, untruths, and misrepresentations, and it is "slanted" in such a way
as to give the reader an incorrect and unfair understanding and impression of
various facts and events. It is, therefore, impossible to believe that any hurried
comments I might send you in the form of marginal notes, as requested, could
result in making it a fair article. Your article is false, demonstrably inaccurate,
and grossly misleading. I believe that the article as a whole has been prepared
so as to be intentionally, unfairly, and unjustifiably harmful to me, and possibly
to others. I advise and request that you do not publish such libelous material.
Confirmation copy follows air mail special delivery.*

I. S. FALK.
That telegram is dated "Typed 2: 15 p. m., November 14, 1947."
I received a telegram on November 18, 1947, addressed to me, I. S.

Falk, Director, Bureau of Research, Statistics, Social Security Ad-
ministration:

Your wire received. We tried to make article fair and accurate. It goes to
press tomorrow. If you wish to suggest any changes, please wire them at once.
If You wish also to submit your views in a short letter after the article appears
we shall gladly consider publishing it.

W. A. RICHARDSON,
Editor, Medical Economics.7: 56 a. in., November 18.
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I sent them another telegram:
Typed 4 50 p. in., November 1S, 1947, addressed to W. A. Richardson, editor,

Medical Ecionomics, Rutherford, N. J. I have your night letter dated yesterday.
You previously said that your article stems from more than 2 years of fact-
gathering. Yet you did flot submit it to me until you were about to go to press
with it and now you request changes on the day it goes to press. In order to
niake article fair and accurate," I believe it would have to be completely

rewritten because it contains errors, untruths, and misrepresentations, and is
"slanted." I again request that you do not publish the article.

I. S. FM.\IK

Senator DUN NELL. Have you finished?
Mr. FALK. Yes. sir.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Cohen, there is one other point I would like

to address your attention to for a moment. Do you recall a confer-
ence of a labor research group which was held in Washington on
December 10 and 11, 1946?

Mr. COHEN. Not specifically by that date, Senator.
Senator DO(NNELL. Well, I will show you tliis to refresh your mem.

(ol'.V. I would like to have it back for purposes of interrogating you
on it.

Mr. C0ohEN. I have it here, Senator.
Senator DoNNELL,. Now if you will just be kind enough to turn to

the inside page on the first sheet. do you see that, marked agenda .
Mr. CoIEN. Yes. sir.
Senator DONNELL. Do you remember that conference now as you

look at this'?
Mr. COHEN. Yes. I do, Senator. I participated in that.
Senator DONNELL. You (lid participate in it ?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DOINNELL. Now, the union representatives attending that

conference are listed on pages, I take it, ") and 4: I don't see ally actual
page numbers on it, but it is the third and fourth page. That is correct,
is it not .

Mr. C(HoEx'. Yes, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. Do you kiiow whether or not there are approxi-

mately 37 representatives of variois labor organizations listed oil those
two pages as being present?

Mr. COHEN. That seems about the correct number.
Senator DONNELL. That includes the AFL, the Telephoie Worker',

the CIO, and the International Association of Machinists, CIO Mari-
time Committee, and such representatives as United Automobile Work-
ers, American Newspaper Guild, Marine Shipbuilding Workers of
America, Hotel and Restaurant Employees' Alliance, Commercial
Telegraphers' Union. Amalgamated Clothing W1orkers, Cigar Makers
International Union, National Maritime Uniion, and numerous others.
That is correct, is it not ?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. I, will offer into the record at this time this list

of persons in attendance at this conference of December 1946.
(The list referred to is as follows:)
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Union represent tative8 attending labor research conference, December 1946

Name

Frank C. Barnes, Jr -------

Melvin Bers ----------

H. H. Bookbinder --------

Alfred Braunthal ----------

George W. Brooks ........

George Brown ....

Paul H. Connplley --------

William Dameron .........

Wilbur Daniels

Marie Downey--------

Katherine Ellickson .....

Diana Farnham_......

Albert Fischer ......

Eileen Fitzpatrick ---------
William Glazier.

Ernest Goodman ........
Sylvai B. Gottlieb .......

Eugenia J. Hollis .........
Carl HuhndorIT ..........

Clayton E. Johnson -------
Elinor Kahn..........
E. Kassalow.

George Kiebler ..........

J. H. Korson --------------
Aileen Lenk ---------------
Seth Levine ---------------
A. W. Myrup ............
Esther Petersen -----------
Frank B. Powers .........
M . L. Preston -------------
Chas. E. Sands ...........

R. Schulman ...........

Glen Slaughter ...........
Anthony Weinlein ......

Jean Weinstein ....
Mabel M. Wier --------
A. L. Zwerdling -----------

Title

Treasurer ------------------

'Research analyst ------------

Assistant director of re-
search.

Research director.

-----d o --------------- .......

---do ......................

___-do

Grand lodge representative. -

Research associate-.

Research assistant -----------

Assistant director of re-
search.

Legislative representative___

Assistant to general secre-
tary.

Social insurance department
Washington representative.-

Attorney -------------------
Research director--------

Educational director --------
Research director ..........

Director, Un employment
compensation department.

Research director -----------
----- d o .............

Educational and research
director.

Research director -----------
Research associate -----------
Research consultant ........
Research director -----------
Legislattve representative. - -
Research director_

-.. -do -- .....---------------
International representative.

Research director_

AFL research department- -
Research director.......

-d o ....---- ...............
___ do .....- * ............

Office qf the presidnet ----

Union

International Brotherhood Pulp, Sulphite, and
Paper Mill Workers, AFL.

National Federation of Telephone Workers,
independent.

Amalgamated Clothing Workers, CIO.

United Hatters, Cap, and Millinery Workers
International Union, AFL.

International Brotherhood Pulp, Sulphite, and
Paper Mill Workers. AFL.

United Association of Plumbers and Steam-
fitters. AFL.

United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners,
AFL.

International Association of Machinists, Inde-
pendent.

International Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union, A FL.

International Brotherhood of Electrical Work-
ers, AFL.

CIO.

United Office Professional Workers of America,
CIO.

United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners,
AFL.

AFL.
International Longshoremen's and Warehouse-

men's Union, CIO.
United Automobile Workers, CIO..
National Federation of Telephone Workers,

independent.
Laundry Workers International Union, AFL.
International Association of Machinists, inde-

pendent.
United Automobile Workers, CIO.

National Maritime Union, CIO.
Rubber, Cork, Linoleum, and Plastic Workers,
CIO.

United Automobile Workers, AFL.

Cigar Makers International Union, AFL.
American Federation of Hosiery Workers, CIO.
CIO Maritime Committee.
Bakery and Confectionery Workers, AFL.
Amalgamated Clothing Workers, CIO.
Commercial Telegraphers' Union, A FL.
International Chemical Workers, AFL.
Hotel and Restaurant Employees' Alliance,

AFL.
Marine Shipbuilding Workers of America,
CIO.

AFL.
Buildlnv Service Employees International

Union, AFL.
American Newspaper Guild, CIO.
Oil Workers International Union CIO.
United Automobile Workers, CIO.

Senator DONNEIL. Now the conference was held on December 10
and 11, 1946, was it not?

Mr. CoHiEN. Yes, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. And I ask you whether or not on December 11,

1946, at the conference, in the morning, from 9 until 12: 30 p. m., Mr.
I. S. Falk was the discussion leader?

Mr. CoheN. What was that date?
Senator DONNELL. December 11.
Mr. COHEN. Yes. That is what the agenda shows.
Senator DONNELI,. And on December 10 you were the discussion

leader?
Mr. COHENV. Yes.
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Senator DONNELL. And Mr. Altmeyer, of the Social Security Ad-
ministration, made the opening statement on December 10. Is that
right?

Mr. COHiN. I believe that Mr. Altmeyer was-
Senator DONNEL.. I beg your pardon, it is Mr. Falk who made the

opening statement. That is correct, is it not?
Mr. COHEN. Yes. Mr. Altmeyer was on the agenda as giving the

opening statement, but I believe he was not able to attend.
Senator DONNELL. You are correct. Mr. Falk made the opening

statement, and then directed that you take over, and you delivered an
address of several pages in length. Now I call your attention to this
one paragraph on page 3 and ask you whether or not this statement
was made by you to the various persons who were present at that
conference:

Perhaps in the long run the more significant developments are in other than
legislative fields. As you know, in November 1945 there was a Presidential mes-
sage on a national health program. This was the first time in the history of
this country that any President had sent up to Congress a comprehensive set of
recommendations for a national health program. From that standpoint it was
an epic-making event. The full-scale hearings on health insurance by the Senate
Education and Labor Committee have given an opportunity to bring to public
attention the thinking on this subject, crystallizing the views of different groups
and bringing some of the issues out before the public.

Did you make that statement at that time?
Mr. COHEN. That is substantially what I said, Senator. I did not

make an address in the sense that I had a prepared paper. I believe
these are notes that were taken of the informal remarks that I made.

Senator DONNELL. But that does substantially represent the con-
tents of a portion of your remarks on that occasion?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONN-LL. Now with that reference to the President's mes-

sage, I take it that you refer to the message of November 19, 1945, as
shown in Document 380 of the House of Representatives, Seventy-
ninth Congress, first session. Is that right?

Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. I called that message to Mr. Falk's attention

this morning and he informed us of something of the participation
that has been accorded by your Department in connection with the
preparation of it. I will ask you to state whether or not you remember
whether someone in your organization inserted into that message this
language:

The American people are the most insurance-minded people In the world.
They will not be frightened off from health insuance because some people had
misnamed it "socialized medicine." I repeat: What I am recommending is not
socialized medicine.

Mr. COHEN. To the best of my recollection, Senator, that was not
put in by us. That was in one of the drafts as prepared by the per-
sons in the White House who had the responsibility for preparing
the message.

Senator DONNELL. Were there several drafts submitted by the
White House to your office?

Mr. COHE N. Oh, yes, Senator.
Senator DOiNELL. Of this particular message?
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Mr. CoiHEN. Oh, -yes. I couldn't tell - you exactly, but I believe

that it probably went through at least five drafts, I would say, and
perhaps more.

Senator DONNJELL. Now, did the first draft originate at the White
House or did it originate in your office?

Mr. CoHEN. The first draft originated in the White House.
Senator DONNELL. In the White House?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Then it was sent to your office. Is that right-

I mean the office of the Social Security Administration ?
Mr. COHEN. I don't know whether it was sent to our office or whether

we were asked to come over to the White House to read it there.
My recollection is the latter.

Senator DONNELL. Now, did you and Mr. Falk both go to the White
House to read it over?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator.
Senator DOwNLL. With whom a ere you in conference there?
Mr. CoHEN. Just a second.
Senator DONNELL. What is your )wn recollection, Mr. Cohen?
Mr. COHEN. My own recollection is that we went to the White

House.
Senator DONNLL. I gather from the colloquy between you and Mr.Falk that Mr. Falk's recollection differs on that. Is that right, Mr.

Falk?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. What is your recollection, Mr. Falk?
Mr. FALK. My recollection is that a draft came from the White

House to Mr. Altmeyer and that he made it available to us for review
and notation, and so forth, and that then at a later stage we were
asked to see one or another draft; I don't remember. I confirm what
Mr. Cohen says. There were many drafts of it prepared in the
White House and that at a later stage, it is my recollection, we read
a draft at the White House.

Senator DONNELL. And each of the many drafts was submitted to
you, Mr. Falk, from the White House. Is that correct?

Mr. FALK. No, Senator. Those drafts that were submitted to us-
I wouldn't say each of many drafts. There may have been many more
than we knew about.

Senator DONNELL. But each of many were submitted to you. Is
that correct?

Mr. FALK. Each of a number of drafts was shown to us.
Senator DONNELL. Approximately how many were shown to you?Mr. FALK. I would confirm what Mr. Cohen said, something like

five or six.
Senator DONNEIL. Five or six drafts of this proposed message ofthe President were submitted to you and also to Mr. Cohen. Is thatri ht ?r FALK. I think on each occasion, when we saw any of those

drafts, Mr. Cohen and I saw them together.
Senator DoNNELL. Very well.
Mr. COHEN. I believe that is correct.
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Senator DONNELL. Now, if we will just proceed with Mr. Cohen
on his recollection. Your recollection is that the first draft was shown
to you at the White House. Is that right?

Mr. COHEN. That is my recollection. My recollection is that Mr.
Altmeyer, the then Chairman of the Social Security Board, said that
he had had a call from the White House, as Mr. Falk said this morn-
ing, and that they had requested us to give technical advice in con-
nection with the preparation of the message, and that Mr. Falk and
myself should make ourselves available to render any technical assist-
ance that the White House requested in the preparation of a message.

Senator DONNELL. All right, now, we will just pursue for a moment
your recollection. Each one of you gentlemen is entitled, of course,
to his own recollection. Now your recollection is that you and Mr.
Falk then went over to the White House and went over this proposed
message in first draft with someone. Is that right?

Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. Who was the someone with whom you went

over it?
Mr. COHEN. I am perfectly prepared to say-I don't know whether

that-
Senator DONNELL. Well, if you will say, please.
Mr. COHEN. I mean I don't know whether it is proper to divulge

what occurs at the White House. If you think so, I shall be glad to.
Senator DONNELL. I see no reason why you couldn't. There

shouldn't be any secrecy about it that I know of.
Mr. COHEN. If you think so. The person who was responsible at

that time was Judge Samuel Rosenman, who I believe was the special
counsel to the President and who had the responsibility for preparing
the draft.

Senator DONNELL. Do you know whether Judge Rosenman was a
man who had acquired a technical knowledge of the history of com-
pulsory health insurance?

Mr. COHEN. I don't know how much knowledge he acquired, but I
was certainly impressed with the amount of knowledge that he had for
a man in his position who over the last many years has dealt with so
many pieces of legislation. I must say I was rather impressed by the
extent of his thinking and knowledge and opinion on the subject.

Senator DONNELL. Now did you and Mr. Falk make some sugges-
tions at this conference with respect to the first draft when you con-
ferred with Judge Rosenman?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you remember what those suggestions were,

in substance?
Mr. COHEN. Oh, no, Senator. We had, as I say, conferences extend-

ing over many hours on many drafts, and I couldn't in my own mind
distinguish what we told him at the first meeting or on the first draft
with respect to the others. I think Mr. Falk will confirm my recollec-
tion that we went there several times, and at each time we spent several
hours with the judge discussing problems, discussing language, and the
judge making notes, comments and writing material, and so forth.

Senator DONNELL. Do you recall whether this observation that-
The American people will not be frightened off from health Insurance because
some people had misnamed it "socialized medicine"-

was in the first draft?

1984
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Mr. COHEN. I couldn't say it was in the first draft, but my recollec-
tion is that that was in a draft submitted to us, whether it was the
first or subsequent one.

Senator DoNNE L. Do you recall who originated that statement that
I have quoted?

Mr. CO-EN. I couldn't say, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. Was it originated by someone other than yourdepartment 1
Mr. COEN. That is my recollection.

Senator DONNELL. I see. And finally the completed draft was sub-
mitted to you gentlemen. Was it after these various preliminary
drafts had been considered?

Mr. COHEN. As I say, we went through a number of versions and
the final draft was never shown us except what came out finally, be-
cause I presume there were changes that were made by other persons.

Senator DONNELL. I see. Very well.. And all of your conferences
were with Judge Rosenman on the subject of this message ?

Mr. COHEN. With Judge Rosenman, and I think there were at one
time or another some other persons who came in for very brief periods.

Senator DONNELL. Were they experts along the line of compulsory
health insurance, if you know?

Mr. COHEN. Well, I wouldn't say they were experts on compulsory
health insurance, but they had some knowledge of health matters.

Senator DONNELL. Do you remember who they were?
Mr. COHEN. I remember two persons that come to my mind.
Senator DONNE LL. Who were present?
Mr. COHEN. One person was the President's physician, General Gra-

ham, I believe, his name is. He participated in one discussion, and
in another Geoffrey May of the Budget Bureau.

Senator DoNNrLL. Was Mr. May formerly in the Social Security
Board services ?

Mr. COHEN. At one time; yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Was there anyone else that you discussed it with

besides Judge Rosenman and those two gentlemen ?
Mr. COHEN. Not in any detail,'except that when it was completed

we went in to see the President.
Senator DONNELL. Now, Mr. Cohen, this conference which was held

on December 10 and 11 was regarded as an exceedingly important one
because of the fact that it was one in which the opinions of great
numbers of persons in many, many labor unions of national importance
would at least be possibly influenced. That is correct; is it not ? I
am not using the term "influence" in any ulterior sense. It was
expected that many persons would be enlightened by the discussions
at this conference, and, therefore, the conference was considered of
great importance. That is correct; is it not?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator; particularly because at this time the
1946 amendments to the'Social Security Act had just been enacted.
They contained a number of provisions which were important and
new, and it was thought that it offered an opportunity to both take
inventory of those amendments and to explain what they didn't do and
what they did do, and to tell about recent developments in the social-
Security field, because there had been no conference held of this sort
during the wartime period.

1985
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Senator DONNELL. Was there any discussion by any of these repre-
sentatives of the labor unions of the comparative merits of the Wag.
ner-Murray-Dinaell approach and the S. 545 bill?

Mr. COHEN. I believe you will find in here some references to both of
the bills in a factual way-that is, referring to the numbers of the bill,
their titles or their major provisions, as well as other bills of a health
character and other social-security provisions, but I don't recollect
now in detail what was discussed. The record should show whether
there was any discussion.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Falk, you addressed that conference at 2
o'clock on December 10, 1946, did you not, on page 10 and following:

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. On page 12 you pointed out what you considered

the proper analysis and contrast between the so-called Wagner-Mur-
ray-Dingell bill and Taft bill in this language ; did you not:

I want to take only a minute or two to draw certain contrasts between the
two major pieces of legislation-the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill and the Taft
bill. As against the Wagner-Murray-Dingell approach of contributory in-
suraxice. the Taft bill approaches the problem of providing medical care through
selective public charity. The second contrast I would draw between them is that
the Wagner-Murrayv-Dingell lis a national approach, with the use of State and
local administrative arrangements for the administration of a system which is
basically national. The Taft bill provides a basically Federal-State approach.
The primary function of the Federal Government would be to set up a simple
framework within which the whole scheme would operate, and otherwise to
provide grants-in-aid to the States to implement their State and local systems
for medical aid. I appreciate that in selecting two such general characteristics
and drawing two such sharp contrasts, I have obviously in part misrepresented
both bills.

You made that statement, did you not?
Mr. FALK. I made a statement to that effect. I believe what you

have read, Senator, as Mr. Cohen has indicated, is that there may not
be verbatim notes; they may be only a summary. but I think that is a
correct statement. If I may add, Senator, gratuitously, I think it is a
very fair, sound, and accurate statement.

Senator DONNELL. I understand that is your point and you were
stating it to these gentlemen at that time, because you considered it to
be the distinction between the two measures. Is that right?

Mr. FALK. Yes; that is right.
Senator DoNN LL. Mr. Falk, in the budget message of the Presi-

dent for 1949 appear two items to which I respectfully direct your
attention. One is an item of $15,000,000 for health program proposed
legislation, appearing at page M-25 of the message, and also this
language, this sentence above the table-some 2 inches or so above it-
with certain printing in between, reading: "Health program pro-
vision of a national system of health insurance and improved services
and facilities for public health and medical care." Did your office
have anything to do with the incorporation of that $15,000,000 item
in the President's budget?

Mr. FALK. May I see it?
Senator DONNEL. Yes, sir; and while you are looking at it, I call

your attention also to page M-27, an item of $150,000,000 for health
insurance trust fund proposed legislation, receipts from pay-roll coll-
tributions. I ask you the same question with regard to that item.

Mr. FALK. Yes, Senator, we had something to do with each of those,
and I will be very glad to tell you about it.
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Senator DONNELL. Well, all right, if you will tell us briefly about it.
Mr. FALK. Officers of the Budget Bureau came to my office on a

(late which I don't recall and asked us for information about the esti-
mated costs of the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill if it were enacted.
We sat around and talked about it for some time, and I gave them
the best information I could, indicating what my guesses would be as
to low much money would be involved in administration at the Fed-
eral level in the event the bill were enacted within some hypothecated
period of time. Similarly, they asked for information as to what the
approximate yield of pay-roll taxes would be if such taxes were levied
in order to implement certain features of the bill. With the help and
assistance of our staff, we gave them the information they had re-
quested, and to the best of my knowledge, they utilized it as they
thought best in the development of the estimates which are incor-
porated in the President's budget message.

Senator DONNELL. Now referring to the message of the President
under date of January 7, 1948, in the course of which appears this
language:

I have often and strongly urged that this condition demands a national health
program. The heart of the program must be a national system of payment for
medical care based on well-tried principles. This great Nation cannot afford to
allow its citizens to suffer needlessly from the lack of proper medical care. Our
ultimate aim must be a comprehensive insurance system to protect all our people
equally against insecurity and ill health.

Did your office have any part, by way of consultation or otherwise, in
the preparation of that message?

Mr. FALK. I believe not, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. You have been quite closely associated with Mr.

Michael M. Davis?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. He was formerly with the Committee on the

Costs of Medical Care. That is correct, is it not?
Mr. FALK. He was a member of the committee.
Senator DONNELL. And he was a member prior to your connection

11 ith that committee?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; the committee started in 1927, undertaking a

5 -year program of investigation. He was a member of the committee
and of its executive committee throughout that, 5-year period, under
the chairmanship of Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur in the full committee and
I)r. Winslow in the executive committee. My connection with it
began near the end of 1929.

senator DONNELL. And continued until 1933?
Mr. FALK. Well, yes, sir; through the very earliest months of 1933.
Senator DONNELL. Now in 1938, January 28, of that year, Mr.

Davis was appointed as principal consultant in medical economics in
the Division of Health Studies of which you were the head. That is
correct, is it not?

Mr. FALK. Well, substantially. I believe the appointment is to the
Bureau rather than to the Division.

Senator DONNELL. Now you knew, did you not, Mr. Falk, that Mr.
Davis has been very active in connection with the activities of various
organizations which have undertaken to formulate public sentiment
and to encourage public sentiment in favor of compulsory health
insurance?
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Mr. FALK. I don't think that was so at that time.
Senator DONNELL. I didn't say at that time.
Mr. FALK. I thought you were referring to 1938.
Senator DONNELL. I mean you have known it for years, have you

not?
TMr. FALK. Recent years.
Senator Do.NNELL.'How many years have you known that he has

been engaged in this sort of work?
Mr. FALK. Excuse me, just a minute. Senator. I am not sure of

the words in your question. I have known that he has been very
active as an investigator and as a public educator in this field,
in the field of health, hospitals, dispensaries, and related matters;
he had been for manv years before I knew him. In fact, lie was one
of the most eminent' authorities in this country in the field of hos-
pitals and dispensaries before I had ever met him, and lie has been
an active investigator and educator in this field.

Senator DOxNE,LL. What do you mean by public educator?
Mr. F.ALK. Well, he has been extremely interested, very greatly

interested, for many years in the education of the public in under-
standing health problems, health opportunities, in understanding the
problems of health facilities, their construction and maintenance in
the community, their financing, the quality of the services that are
rendered, the improvement of the quality, and he has been very
greatly interested for many years in trying to persuade people in
many walks of life on the importance of collaborative work among
professional and nonprofessional people in this field of public interest.

Senator DONNELL. And he has been very active in educating the
public in favor of compulsory health insurance, has he not?

Mr. FALK. In recent years, I think that is true.
Senator DONNELL. Well, over about how many years is that true?
Mr. FALK. Oh, I would guess that is true only in the last few

years. I hesitate to be precise about it because I don't know off-
hand, but I would say since something like 1941 or thereabouts. I
would take as a benchmark some date after the publication of one
of his recent books; I think the last book he published. I say that
because I can recall that at the time lie was writing a book the title
of which escapes me at the-moment. He was by no means at that time

in favor of national compulsory health insurance.
Senator DON:NELL. How long ago was that'?
Mr. FALK. I would guess, subject to factual verification, that was

about 1910. '41, or '42.
Senator DONNELL. And did you have anything to do with con-

vincing Dr. Davis that compulsory health insurance was the appro-

priate type of treatment?
Mlr. ALK. If I did have anything to do with persuading him that

national compulsory health insurance was a good thing, I would be

very proud of it, but I can't be sure of it.
Senator DONNELL. I realize you can't be sure as to the inner proc-

esses, but you did argue with him and present, your views to him or

confer with him very frequently on that subject ?
Mr. FALK. I argued this question with him on many occasions and

we exchanged our views, and if he was influenced by my views, I

presume that is about on par with saying that I was influenced by
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his views or that we each retained our own views on matters on
which we may have differed.

Senator DONNELL. But, at any rate, his view changed from being
not sure that he was in favor of compulsory national health insurance
to being very sure that he was in favor of it. That is correct, isn't it?

Mr. FALK. Well, I don't know about it being very sure.
Senator DONNELL. Well, you know he is the chairman of the Com-

mittee on Research in Medical Economics, which is strongly in favor
of it, do you not; strongly in favor of compulsory health insurance?

Mr. FALK. No, sir; I don't know that that organization takes any
position or has taken any position.

Senator DONNELL. But you do know, however, that he is chairman
of that particular committee, do you not?

Mr. FALK. Yes, I do.
Senator DONNELL. And you know that Dr. Ernst P. Boas and Dr.

John P. Peters have served on the editorial board of that committee?
Mr. FALK. I didn't think they had an editorial board. They had

an editorial board for a publication, the magazine Medical Care.
Senator DONNELL. That is what I mean. You know that they

served on that board, Messrs. Boas and Peters, did you not?
Mr. FALK. I presume so. If their names are on it, I probably

have known it, because I have seen the list.
Senator DONNELL. And you knew that they advocate compulsory

health insurance, did you not, conducted on the national level?
Mr. FALK. As of the time they were on that editorial board, I doubt

ver much that Dr. Peters did, and I don't know whether Dr. Boas did.
Senator DONNELL. Very well. You are acquainted with the fact

that Dr. Davis has been- and, I think, still is the chairman of the
executive committee of the Committee for the Nation's Health. Is
that true, or do you know?

Mr. FALK. So far as I know, that is correct, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. You know that among the gentlemen who are

on that committee, namely, the Committee for the Nation's Health, are,
again, Dr. Boas and Dr. Peters, do you not?

Mr. FALK. I presume so. I am not sure. I don't remember who is
on that committee, but if you say they are, I have no reason to question
that.

Senator DONNELL. Well, I am undertaking to ask you if you didn't
know that.

Mr. FALK. I am not sure, no, sir, I can't say that I know indefinitely.
Senator DONNELL. 'You know Dr. Channing Frothingham.
Mr. FALK. I have known him for years.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know whether or not he has been chair-

man of the Committee for the Nation's Health and also chairman of
the Committee of Physicians for Improvement of Medical Care?

Mr. FALK. I think at different times he has held those chairmanships.
Senator DoNNzLL. And do you know also that Dr. Boas is the chair-

man or has been the chairman of the Committee of Physicians Forum,
Inc.?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir, I do.
Senator DONNELL. And have you not had frequent contacts with

some or all of those gentlemen in which you and they conferred with
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respect to creation of public sentiment in favor of compulsory health
insurance?

Mr. FALK. No, sir, I would not agree with that.
Senator DONNELL. You have, however, had frequent conferences

with Dr. Davis on the subject of compulsory national health insurance?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator MURRAY. Could I ask a question there? At the time this

subject of medical insurance was being discussed, had any branch of
the medical society ever expressed its opinion that if we did have -,i
insurance system, it should be compulsory?

Mr. FALK. On at least two occasions that I can recall offhand, Sel-
ator. they did, or some part of the association has expressed that
opinion.

Senator MURRAY. So it was an opinion that was held by many peol)le
in the country at one time, that a compulsory-insurance system might
be the proper kind of a system that we should have.

Mr. FALK. Oh, yes, sir. As a matter of fact, I don't know whether
you want me to go into this, but many years ago, the American Medical
Assciation had a special committee making a study of the matter, and
that committee, or subcommittee, I forget which, was quite definitely
in favor of compulsory health insurance. I don't remember whether
that committee's report or its recommendations or resolutions, what-
ever they may have been, were formally adopted by the associations.
I do remember. however, if I may volunteer this, that at the time the
final reports of the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care were made
public, the so-called minority report No. 1-this is the same committee
to which Senator Donnell referred-definitely said that if you had to
make a choice between voluntary and compulsory insurance systems.
that the compulsory had more in its favor. Now I am not professinlg
to quote it accurately. I know that in one of the pamphlets put ut
by the Bureau of Medical Economics, the opinion was expressed that
if an insurance system is to be effective-I think this is the way in
which it was presented, that if an insurance system was to be effective
in making the benefits of the system available to the poor, the system
had to be compulsory.

Senator MuRRAY. And did that occur prior to the time that )r.
Michael Davis began to talk about medical insurance?

Mlr. FALK. Well, the first occasion I referred to, the minority report
No. 1 of the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care, that is a Ie port
issued in November 1932. The other reference I made is to a publ ica-
tion of the bureau of medical economics of the AMA. I think I have
it here, so that I can give you the date. I would guess it was in the
early 1930's. It is a document entitled "A Critical Analysis of Sick-
ness Insurance," and it is dated-excuse me, it was later; no, I was
right about that. Reprinted from the American Medical Association
bulletin April 1934, and also revised in 1938.

Senator MURRAY. So that was long prior to the time that Dr. Davi,
began to talk about compulsory insurance.

Mr. FALK. Well, in that period, Senator, I am not sure that I call
recall accurately whether Dr. Davis had or had not taken a definite
position in any of his public speaking or his writings as between
compulsory and voluntary insurance, but I am sure that those tw,
dates that I cite are considerably earlier than the period to whicll
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,eniator I)omell's question referred. and the period in which I agreed
with the Senator that Dr. Davis had been actively en gaged in public
Cdllcational work with respect to compulsory health insurance, 19832
and 1934.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Falk, you referred to minority report No. 1.
What is that a minority report of?

Mr. FA\LK. It is a report of a minority group of the Committee on the
Costs of Medical Care.

Senator DONNEJJ,, Is that the report that is set forth tere in th"
volume that I hand you, entitled "Medical Care for the American
People," under the heading of "minority reports and personal state-
ments," beaming at page 151? Is that the report ?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; that is the document.
Senator DONNELL. Well, now. I want to call to your attention this

fact: While at page 164 of that minority report 'there appears this
language:
It seems clear, then, that if we must adopt in this country either of the methods
tried out in Europe, the sensible and logical plan would be to adopt the tiethd
to which European countries have come through experience, that is, a comn-
pulsory plan under Government control.

over on page 165 it says:
The objections to compulsory health insurance are almost as compelling to

this minority group as are those to voluntary insurance.

Do you recall that?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; I do very well. That is why I said that as

between compulsory and voluntary insurance, that minority group
said, in effect, that the compulsory form was better or more effective
Or likely to be more successful, or whatever words they use. May I
add this, Senator, that I did not say what I did in the nature of
indicating anything in the way of a blanket or unqualified endorse-
menit of compulsory health insurance any more than of voluntary
insurance, because that minority report was more condemnatory of
voluntary insurance than of compulsory insurance. I only ptut it ini
the form of a. comparison.

Senator DONNELL. But you note, do you not, Doctor, that this mi-
nority report certainly left no inference of being favorable to com-
pulsory health insurance?

Mr. F ALK. Nor voluntary insurance.
Senator DONNELL. I understand, but I am talking now about com-

puilsory health insurance. There is no inference, in your opinion,
is there, in favor of corn pulsory health insurance from anything
that appears in that report.

Mr. FALK. Quite right, Senator, and as I say, I remember that re-
port. I used to know that report very well, having been present at
the meetings at which that report was discussed and at which it was
adopted. That group said that, on the basis of experience, if you have
to choose between one or the other, then the compulsory insurance
is the better choice. And I think that is a very important statement,
particularly in light of the fact that in the years that have elapsedsince then, the American Medical Association finally came around
to endorse voluntary insurance.

Senator DONNELL. Well, now, the language to which you refer is
the language that I have read from this report?
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Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. (Quoting):
It seems clear, then, that if we must adopt in this country either of the methods

tried out in Europe, the sensible and logical plan would be to adopt the method to
which guropean countries have come through experience, that is, a cor !tpry
plan under Government control.

But the same committee, within 12 or 15 lines, or thereabout, there-
after says:

The objections to compulsory health insurance are almost as compelling to this
minority group as are those to voluntary insurance.

I am quoting correctly, *am I not?
Mr. FALK. I believe you are, Senator; yes, sir.
Senator MURRAY. Well, the American Medical Association has

changed its judgment on that now and is in favor of a voluntary
method.

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. They are sponsoring voluntary insurance
plans.

Senator Mulm-Y. Although they condemned voluntary insurance in
this minority report.

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Now., Mr. Falk, during your connection with the

Committee on the Costs of Medical Care, you had among your assist-
ants in the research staff Miss Margaret C. Klein?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir. She was with the staff before I was, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And she later on became a member of your staff

in the Social Security Administration: is that right and still is?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; only after she had been in the Social Security

Board in another staff, she eventually came to my Bureau.
Senator DONNELL. But she is now in your Bureau?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And Mr. Louis S. Reed; who was on your re-

search staff on the committee on the costs of medical care, is now
on the staff of Mr. George St. John Perrott of the subcommittee on
medical care and of the committee on adequacy studies. That is cor-
rect, is it not?

Mr. FALK. I don't believe so, Senator. I don't recognize either of
the latter committees.

Senator DONNELL.,Do you recognize the United States Public
Health Service? Mr. St. John Perrott is in the United States Pub-
lic Health Service, is he not?

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; but I didn't understand that you were referring
to the Public Health Service.

Senator DONNELL. I am referring to two other committees here, but
I say you have recognized the United States Public Health Service,
naturally, even though you do not recognize these two committees, a
committee on adequacy studies and a subcommittee on medical care.

Mr. FALK. I do recognize the committees, but I am saying, Senator,
I do not recognize those as committees of the United States Public
Health Service. Mr. Reed is an employee of the United States Public
Health Service.

Senator DONNELL. I am not saying they are not. They are govern-
mental committees, though, are they not?

Mr. FALK. Would you read the names again?
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Senator DONNELL. Committee on adequacy studies and the subcom-
mittee on medical care.

Mr. FALK. I don't know the latter. The committee on adequacy
study-there is a subcommittee of that name, which is a subcommit-
tee of a Budget Bureau committee, which is a committee on matters of
interdepartmental interests. I don't know whether there is any
longer, a committee of that name.

Senator DONNELL. Did you ever hear of a subcommittee on medical
care which was set up as an interdepartmental committee, with Mr.
George Saint John Perrott as chairman, Mrs. Martha M. Eliot, Miss
Margaret C. Klein and Mr. M. I. Romer? Did you ever hear of that
committee?

Mr. FALK. I may have, but it strikes no responsive note in my
memory at the moment, Senator. It doesn't mean anything to me.

Senator DONNELL. Now, doctor, in addition to your advocacy of
i hese various bills for health insurance in the United States, has your
Department undertaken to suggest courses of action in international
affairs which are in favor of compulsory health insurance elsewhere
than in the United States?

Mr. FALK. Senator, the first part of your question referred to ad-
vocacy of the bills in the United States. I am not aware of any ad-
vocacy of the bills in the United States except through the formal and
official channels of the Administration with which I am connected.
As to advocacy of health insurance in any other country, the answer
is emphatically "No."

Senator DONNELL. In regard to this advocacy of bills, do you re-
member attending a meeting on March 7, 1946, in the Archives Build-
ing Auditorium sponsored by the District chapter of the National
Lawyers Guild which was addressed by yourself?
- Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; I do.
Senator DONNELL. Was not that an instance in which there was

advocacy of a national health program to cover everyone in the
Nation?

Mr. FALK. There may have been advocacy of a national health pro-
gram, but that isn't what I understood your question to deal with. We
advocate a national health program and have since 1938, when such a
program was submitted at a national health conference held in Wash-
ington, D. C., but the advocacy of bills is quite another matter.

%enator DONNELL. Have you not advocated the enactment of the
Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill at any time?

Mr. FALK. We have in the sense and through the channels, as I in-
dicated, in the sense that we have reported favorably on those bills in
our official communications and the appropriate officers of the Agency,
and of the Administration have so testified before committees of the
Congress.

Senator DONNELL. And you have frequently expressed yourself to
be in favor of those respective bills?

Mr. FALK. On such occasions; yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Now, Mr. Falk, I refer particularly in connec-

tion with the international situation to recent activities in connection
with Japan. Have you had anything to do with a special health mis-
sion to Tokyo, with a view to assisting the formulation of a new na-
tional health program for Japan?
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Mr. FALK. Sorry, Senator, but your question doesn't lend itself to a
"Yes" or "No" answer, because it contains some things to which I would
answer "Yes" and other things which I would have to answer 'No"
if I were giving you a correct answer.

Senator DONNELL. At this point, gentlemen of the committee, I
offer for the committee in evidence a letter dated September 9, 1947
from Representative Forest A. Harness to the Honorable John Taber,
Washington, D. C., the opening paragraph of which reads:

The subcommittee investigating publicity and propaganda in the executive
agencies of which I am chairman learned recently that the Social Security
Administration, the United States Public Health Service, and Public Housing
Authority have sent a special health mission to Tokyo, with a view to assisting
in the formulation of a new national health program for Japan. rhis mission
is operating on a temporary basis as a function of the War Department.

Thereafter follow the subsequent recitals of this letter which I shall
not read in full since the letter is offered in evidence, and, therefore.
will be before us completely for consideration.

(The letter submitted by Senator Donnell is as follows:)
HouSE OF REPRESE-NTATIVES,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLICITY AND PROPAGANDA

OF THE COMMITTEE OF EXPENDITURES IN THE ExEcuTIVE DEPARTMENTS,
Washington, D. C., September 9, 194 7.

Hon. JOHN TABER,
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations,

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN TABER: The subcommittee investigating publicity and

propaganda in the executive agencies, of which I am chairman, learned recently
that the Social Security Administration, the United States Public Health Service,
and the Public Housing Authority have sent a special health mission to Tokyo
with a view to assisting in the formulation of a new national health program
for Japan. This mission is operating on a temporary basis as a function of
the War Department.

In a letter addressed to Mr. Watson B. Miller, Administrator of the Federal
Security Agency, under date of August 6, 1947, the Secretary of War stated
the objectives of the mission were "to consult with the Public Health and
Welfare and with the Japanese Committee on Social Insurance and Japanese
Council on Medical Care for the purpose of drafting a national health bill
which will incorporate a unified national health program with a national medica1l-
care program. This bill must be available to present to the Diet not later than
October 1, 1947."

I deem it proper to bring this matter to your attention because It appeals
to me to involve a question of legislative policy for the consideration of the
Appropriations Committee. All members of this mission are permanent, full-
time employees of the Federal Government and are well known in the United
States for their persistent agitation for a national system of socialized medicine
to be achieved through a program of compulsory health insurance. The members
of the mission are: Joseph W. Mountin, associate chief, Bureau of State Services,
United States Public Health Service; Burnet M. Davis, surgeon, United Stat>
Public Health Service; Barkev S. Sanders, chief, Health Studies Division,
Bureau of Research and Statistics, Social Security Administration; and Frances
A. Staten, assistant regional director for management, Federal Public Housing
Authority.

This mission departed for Tokyo on August 28, 1947. We are informed that
at a later date the mission will be expanded to include Mr. Arthur J. Altmeyer.
Commissioner of the Social Security Administration; Mr. Wilbur Cohen, Assist-
ant Director of the Bureau of Research and Statistics; and possibly Mr. I..
Falk, Director of the Bureau of Research nnd Statistics.

In reply to allegations by the War Department that protests against this missiOll
have been based on lack of information, please be advised that my statements
are founded upon what purports to be the complete tile of the War Department
in this matter. These files indicate definitely that the plans for the mission were
originated by key agitators for socialized medicine on the Federal pay roll ill
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Washington and their collaborators on the Federal pay roll in Tokyo; that very
close liaison was maintained among the two groups. and that the basic purpose
(,f the mission is the establishment of socialized medicine in Japan.

In preparation for the mission, a civilian employee, Mr. Stanchfield, was sent
to Tokyo to make a preliminary survey of social security and health needs.
Thereafter Mr. Stanchfield proposed the mission to Arthur J. Altmeyer, Com-
iiiissioner of the Social Security Administration, and on March 5, 1947, Mr. Alt-
meyer in a letter to the War Department designated the pers-,nnel to be included
in the mission, and suggested Mr. William L-. Wandel, Chief of the 'rogram
Division, Bureau of Unemployment Security, as a member, and suggested that
Mr. Wandel precede the mission to Japan by about 3 months and that he should
remain 3 months after the mission had completed its visit to Japan to finish up
a ny necessary details, and lie further suggested that while in Japan on the
mission, Mr. Wandel serve as Chief, Social Insurance Division, Public Health and
Welfare Section of the Supreme Command for the Allied Powers SCAP).

It is apparent from the letter herein referred to from Mr. Altmeyer to the War
I)epartment that the personnel of the mission and the planning of its program
was dictated and originated in and from the Social Security Administration in
Washington. There is nothing in the entire record before us to indicate or sug-
g,,st that the need for the mission was suggested originally either by General
MAIcArthur or any responsible Japanese source. To the contrary, our records
contain a letter, under date of June 14, 1947, from William H. Wandel, Chief of
the Social Security Division, Public Health and Welfare Section of SCAP, to I. S.
Falk in Washington, outlining the real purposes of the proposed mission. In this
letter Mr. Wandel said in part:

"We now think that our need is for someone who is primarily not so much an
economic analyst as one versed in health insurance. Health insurance is the
major field of social security in Japan. * * * Permanent revision requires
:amalgamating national health insurance with health insurance, on a compulsory
b:as is."

In a letter from William H. Wandel from Tokyo to I. S. Falk of the Federal
S.('urity Agency, Mr. Wandel exposed the fact that there were conflicts of in-
terests as to the purposes to be accomplished wheni he stated: "I find the work
here very interesting and engrossing. One is reminded forcibly of the apparently
universal character of the conflict of established interests, but nevertheless there
atre real possibilities for accomplishment. I am glad I came out."

It has also come to the attention of our committee that Dr. B. l. Davis. one of
the members of the Tokyo mission returned only recently from London, where
he was attached to the British Ministry of Health, to assist in the national pro-
,ram for socialized medicine in England. He is the son of Mr. Michael M. Davis,

chairman of the executive committee of the Committee for the Nation's Health,
I11tv foremost lay organization agitating for socialized medicine in the United
4States, as embodied in the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill. The Committee for theNation's Health, as our report reports have delineated, is the principal national
oraniz-tionj in the United States engaged in distributing tlme propaganda of the

woc ial Security Administration supporting socialized medicine.
I feel strongly that the question fairly arises as to when these gentlemen work

for the people of the United States who pay them? Our committee has already
traced out their operations in New Zealand, in England, in Latin America, and
linally in Japan. Personally, I feel that if the American taxpayers are supporting
a world-wide movement for socialized medicine, then the people are entitled to
know it and to know bow much such international activities are costing them.

We have been investigating this situation for 6 week.. Our conclusions to
''Ite are as follows:

1. That the health mission to Japan is composed entirely and exclusively of
men long identified in the public record as advocates and proponents of socialized
1Ledicine not only in the United States but throughout the world.

2. That the real purpose of this mission is to lay the ground work for a system
'f Socialized medicine in Japan.

3. That the scheme for such a mission originated in the Division of Research
af" Statistics in the Social Security Board in Washington, and nowhere else.

4. That the nominal request for the mission was engineered through thegeneral headquarters of the supreme commander in Tokyo by Federal employees
S.ent from Washington for that particular purpose.

5. That (Ion. Douglas MacArthur does not favor, and does not approve, anyPot to establish compulsory socialized medicine in Japan.
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6. That the dispatch of this mission to Tokyo for the purpose indicated in Mr.
Wandel's letter to Mr. Falk under date of June 14, 1947, is a gross misuse of public
funds.

7. That the real purpose of the mission is not to assist Japan in working out her
basic problems in health and welfare, but to force upon that country a compulsory
system of socialized medicine.

8. That although the questions here involved are of a health and medical nature,
the Surgeon General of the United States Army was not consulted in reference to
the problems involved.

I deem it inappropriate for Federal employees, at the expense of the American
taxpayer, to travel throughout the world preparing or assisting in the preparation
of legislation to be adopted by foreign countries when similar legislation, long
pending, has not been approved by the Congress of the United States.

We are continuing our investigation of the origins and real purposes of the
Tokyo health mission. Meanwhile we believe that your committee would want to
have these facts before it when the next appropriation bill comes up for the
Public Health Service and the Social Security Board.

I am most anxious to cooperate with your committee, and will be happy at any
time to make available to you or your staff the documents assembled by the staff
of my committee in regard to this ;natter.

Sincerely yours,
FOREST A. HARNESS.

Senator DONNFLJ.. Are the contents of the opening paragraph as I
have read them correct, and if not, in what respects are they incorrect?

Mr. FALK. Excuse me, Senator. I am afraid I wasn't following.
Senator DONNELL. Do you have a copy of the letter?
Mr. FALK. Which letter is this?
Senator DONNELL. September 9, 1947, from Mr. Harness to the

Honorable John Taber, chairman, Committee on Appropriations.
Mr. FALK. I have that letter.
Senator DONN LL. If you will address yourself to the first- para-

graph of that letter, will you tell us if that is a correct statement of
the 'fact, and if not, in what respect is it inaccurate or incorrect?

Mr. FALK. It is substantially accurate except on one point. It says
that the Social Security Administration, Public Health Service, and
Public Housing Authority have sent a special mission to Tokyo with
a view to assisting in the formation of a new national health program
for Japan. Let me amend my statement and say it is inaccurate in two
respects. That mission was not sent by the Social Security Adminis-
tration, the Public Health Service, and the Public Housing Authority.
It was sent by the War Department. In the second respect, it says:
"With a view to assisting in the formulation of a new national health
program for Japan."

So far as I know the facts concerning this subject, that mission
was sent to Japan to assist General MacArthur and his staff in their
work on their problems in working for the rehabilitation of Japan.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Falk, who was it, if you know, that origi-
nated the idea of sending the mission to Japan?

Mr. FALK. Senator, I have no first-hand knowledge of that except
on one point, but I will tell you what I know about it.

Senator DONNELL. Very well.
Mr. FALK. I will tell you what my personal knowledge of it is.

Then, if you like, I will give you all that I understand about it. There

are others better informed on this matter, that know about it.
Senator DONNELL. Very well.
Mr. FALK. My personal knowledge of the origin or initiation of it

was when one of General MacArthur's officials came to see me and
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asked whether I could be persuaded to come to Japan to work on their
staff. We had one, two, or three discussions, and I informed him that
I was not available for that work. He asked other persons to consider
an assignment-an invitation-to join General MacArthur's staff.
He had considerable difficulty in recruiting the staff which he had
been sent to the United States to recruit for General MacArthur.

On failing in that, he asked the Commissioner of Social Security to
have what is referred to as a mission sent to Japan to assist them in
their work in connection with the study and reorganization of the
social-security program in Japan.

I believe that answers your question, Senator, as to on whose initia-
tion or on whose motion it originated..

Senator DONNELL. Yes.
Mr. FALK. It is a matter of public record that General MacArthur

himself has said that it originated with him and his staff in Tokyo,
Furthermore, if this committee is interested in the details of this

Japanese mission, and if it wishes to see what misrepresentations,
falsehoods, and untruths have been stated about it, I would suggest
that it ask Mr. Harness to furnish this committee all of the infor-
mnation at his disposal, since it is bay understanding that he himself
now knows and his committee now knows that this mission to Japan
originated with General MacArthur, and the committee has been so
informed authoritatively.

Senator DONNELL. Did the mission go to Japan?
Mr. FALK. A mission went to Japan; yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. A mission did go?
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Who comprised that mission?
Mr. FALK. Mr. Altmeyer was the chairman of the committee, or

the head of it-I do not remember his precise title, but he did not
o The officers who were sent included Mr. Wandel, an officer of theocial Security Administration, who was released from his position

in the Social Security Administration in order to serve on General
MacArthur's staff.

Senator DONNELL. Was he not already there before the mission
went?

Mr. FALK. Senator, I am speaking from second-hand information
here because I have had very little personal knowledge of or contact
with the details of this mission, but it is my understanding that his
going to Japan was part of the mission's undertaking.

In addition there were four other officers who went: Dr. Jose 11 W.
Mountain, Associate Chief, Bureau of State Services, United ttates
Public Health Service; Dr. Burnet M. Davis, surgeon, United States
Public Health Service; Mr. Barkev S. Sanders, Chief, Health and
Disability Studies Division, Bureau of Research and Statistics, Social'
SecurityAdministration; and Mr. Francis A. Staten, Assistant Re-
gional irector for Management, Federal Public Housing Authority-
ILknow he had formerly been an officer in a housing agency-I forget
which one it is, but I think perhaps it is the Federal Public Housing
Agency, as stated in Mr. Harness' letter.

Senator DONNELL. Bearing on the subject matter of your testimony,
I think it proper to offer into the record this release from the War
Department under date of August 27, 1947, which reads as follows:
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(The document above referred to is as follows:)
immediate Rclease

WVAR DEPAR'rM EN T,
PUBIC INFORMATION DIVISION,

PRESS SECTION,
Augu.st 27. 1947.

SOCIAL S'ECURI'Y MISSION DEPARTS FOR ToKY.o THURSDAY

The War Department has announced the Thursday departure of a mission to
Japan being sent at the request of Gen. Douglas MacArthur, Supreme Con-
mander for the Allied Powers, to evaluate and to make reconunendations regard-
ing measures to achieve a sound social-security system for Japan.

Four advance members of the mission departing today by air are prominent
health and welfare officials who, it is expected will be joined at a later date
by two other members in addition to Mr. Arthur J. Altmeyer, Commissioner,
Social Security Administration. They are Dr. Joseph W. Mountain and Mr.
Burnet M. Davis of the United States Public Health Service; Mr. Barkev S.
Sanders, Social Security Administration, and Mr. Francis A. Staten, Public
Housing Authority.

General MacArthur, last April, requested that Mr. Altneyer be invited to
head a six-man mission that would visit Japan in September for a period of
30 to 90 days. The mission will consult with public Health and Welfare Soc-
tion, SCAP, and will offer technical guidance to the Japanese Committee (ii
Social Insurance and the Japanese Council on Medical Care which are presently
engaged in drafting a coordinated national health bill.

The Japanese workmen's compensation and seamen's insurance laws have b'en
recently reformed, a child-welfare law is now pending, and a national health
insurance law passed in 1926 and extended in 1942, covers approximately 42,000.-
000 Japanese. In March 1947, the Japanese Diet passed a resolution recoim-
mending the extension of the national health insurance law.

Distribution: Aa, Af, B, Da, Dd, Din, N.
7p.m.

Senator DONNELL. The Mr. Burnet M. Davis referred to in thalt
press release is the son of Michael Davis; is that correct?

Mr. FALK. That is right.
Senator DONNELL. All right.
Mr. FALK. What is the date of that release, Senator?
Senator DONNELL. August 27, 1947.
Mr. FALK. Were you also-I hope I amii not interrupting your chaifl

of thought-were you also going to read into the record-and if you
had not expected to, imay I ask that you do so-the release from Gen-
eral MacArthur dated August 31, 1947?

Senator DONNELL. If I have it, I will be glad to read it into the
record. I am not sure whether I have it here or not. Yes, here it is.
Do you want me to read it into the record, or do you want to read it
into the record? Whichever you wish.

Mr. FALK. That should also go into the record, I think, Senator. il
view of the public discussions which were precipitated. In view of
the fact that Mrs. Shearon has remarked in one of her letters tllt
it was first called to the attention of the Harness committee by her. I
think it should be made of record that General MacArthur himself.
in a direct release from Tokyo, made the facts of public record. Thait
is the release of August 31 to which I refer.

Senator DONNELL. Will you read it into the record, Mr. Falk?
Mr. FALK. Yes, I shall be very glad to read it into the record,

Senator.
Senator DONNELL. All right.
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Mr. FALK. This is entitled "War Department Classified Message
Center, Incoming, Clear Message, Priority, From GHQ, SCAP."
SCAP, I believe, stands for the Supreme Commander of the Allied
Powers, Tokyo. It is signed "MacArthur." It is addressed to the
War Department, and there are a number of letters and numbers
appearig on the document. "War for WDSCA, Z 2007," which is

dated the 31st of August 1947, "Reur WAR 85264." It says:
There is no slightest concept at this headquarters of any socialization of medi-

cine in Japan. The purpose of the mission from the United States is to advise
with reference to the coordination and application of social-security measures
which have been in practice in Japan for many years. In the aftermath of the
war and the economic stringencies resulting therefrom, the Japanese Government
has found manifold difficulties in the implementation of its old health-security
laws. It appealed to this headquarters for advice and assistance in consolida-
tion and simplification of existing codes in view of the general revision in gov-
ernmental structure now taking place.

As the appropriate section of SCAP did not possess the expert ability called
for, the United States Government's corresponding services were requested to
lend competent personnel for a short period of time to consult with and advise
in the premises. The individuals selected for this purpose are personally
unknown to this headquarters but as responsible public officials of the United
States Government must be presumed to be qualified. No socialization of medi-
cine is at issue, and nothing of propaganda is involved. The .Japanese Govern-
nient requested the advice and will be entirely free to accept it or not as it may
wish. Its scope is not designed to initiate any concepts beyond present Japanese
laws and will be limited merely to pass upon the adaptability, workability, and
practicability of those now existent.

Nothing new is planned beyond making old practices work. So far as this
headquarters knows there has been no slightest effort or thought on the part of
the United States Government services to inject themselves into the matter nor
to impose any preconceived concepts or controversial issues such as the socializa-
tion of medicine on Japan, and their actions in making experts temporarily avail-
able represent nothing but healthy assistance in response to a normal request
from a fellow govermental agency.

I suggest that the above facts be furnished those who protest this mission. I
am sure the protests are caused by lack of accurate information in the matter.

Senator MURRAY. Mr. Chairman, at this point I think it would be
proper to have read into the record the release by Dr. Marjorie
Shearon, which is supposed to have precipitated all this controversy
with reference to the mission to Tokyo.

The release is dated August 20, 1947, and reads as follows:

FLASHj AUGUST 20, 1947.
confidential , for subscribers only.-Not to be shown to anyone else. Not to be

release(l to the press. This story will not "break" for several days. The leads
wer~ iine, but the follow-up investigation has been done by the Harness sub-
committee, and I do not wish to steal their thunder. I am sending this in the
hope that some of you may be in position to act before August 28.

social l security mission to Japan.-Over 2 weeks ago I gave to Frank T. Bow,
of the Harness subcommittee, the information which has enabled him to expose
tho grandiose plans of Falk, Altmeyer, Cohen, and Miss Mulliner (Senator Wag-
ler's protege) to socialize medicine in Japan, and to foist a WMD bill on the
defenseless Japanese. It is a brazen scheme which has been in the making
since the end of the last year. The War Department has been sucked in. Falk
plans; Altmeyer gives official sanction and accepts leadership of the mission to
Japan; Cohen and Miss Mulliner execute the plans; the public pays the freight.

The advance guard is already in Japan: the mission is to leave Washington on
or before August 28. Altmeyer, still in Geneva, is to follow later: selected or
mentioled as possible additions to the mission are: Perrott, Louis Reed, Miss
K1em, Falk's former assistant, Francis A. Staten, Bishop, Berlin refugee from
the Berlin social insurance fund, formerly on Sanders' staff, and several others,
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all responsive to Falk. All told, 9 of the 44 persons listed in my House of Falk
diagram have been selected or mentioned for the mission. Dr. Mountin, Burnet
M. Davis, and Barker Sanders are scheduled to leave by August 28. They are
to prepare, or take with then a prepared, national compulsory "health" insurance
bill to be presented to the Japanese Diet by October 1. There has been opposition
to the program in Japan, but what can a vanquished nation do to protect itself
against a power-crazed group of bureaucrats from Washington? What were
the Germans able to do when Altmeyer sent Merrill Murray from the Social
Security Adainistration Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance to Germany
under War Department auspices?

If you wish to protest, do so now. Tomorrow may be too late. Kenneth C.
Royall, Washington, D. C., is Secretary of War. General MacArthur in Tokio Is
supreme commander for allied powers (SCAP for short). William H. Wandel,
chief of public health and welfare section, social security division, SCAP, in
Tokio, is the man in communication with the War Department in Washington and
with Falk. Wandel was selected for the post by Altmeyer. Remember the time
is very short. Your Senators and Representatives may be interested.

New Federal Security Adrini8trator appointed.-On August 19, Watson B.
Miller was removed as head of Federal Security Agency and made Commissioner
of Immigration. The new Administrator of Federal Security Agency is 48-year-
old Oscar Ross Ewing, lawyer, mepnber of the New York City firm of Hughes,
Hubbard & Ewing. From August 1940 to May 1942 he was assistant chairman of
the Democratic National Committee. He was then made vice chairman of the
Democratic National Committee. There does not appear to be anything in his
background to indicate any familiarty with social security, health, education,
or medical programs. He would appear to be a good political appointee for the
head 'of Federal Security Agency, which, as a dispenser of public charity and
distributor of Federal largesse makes the old WPA look like a small-town ladies'
aid society.

It is signed by "Marjorie Shearon, Ph. D., legislative consultant."
This, as I say, is dated August 20, 1947. At that time, my under-

standing is that Dr. Shearon was working here around the Senate on
this legislation, and either represented the National Republican Com-
mittee or was working for some of the Members of the Senate.

I understand that now she is a registered lobbyist.
Mr. FALK. Mr. Chairman, may I add something at this point ?
Senator DONNELL. Yes. I want to ask you a question, too, but go

ahead.
Mr. FALK. As I said earlier, I know very little about this Japanese

mission from any first-hand knowledge or contact, because I had very
little to do with it. Beyond having been asked whether I personally
might take an assignment for 2 years in Japan, which I respectfully
declined, I had very little to do with it except to participate at a later
stage, at the request of Mr. Altmeyer, in making a member of the
Bureau staff available. Beyond that I had very little -to do with it.

But the facts which are of record are very plain. Our distinguisU d
commander in Tokyo requested help from the United States Govern-
ment, here on the continent, to assist him in staffing in order to meet
problems with which he was confronted in the social-security field.
He sent a member of his staff to the United States with authority to
do -the recruiting. That staff member had difficulty in getting people
to go, for various reasons: term, conditions, separation from their
families, and so on. In many cases I do not know what the reasons
were, but I do know that he had difficulty.

As I understand it, on checking with General MacArthur's head-
quarters, he was authorized to propose to Mr. Altmeyer the formna-
tion of a mission, a short-term assignment. On that request, through
the War Department. the Federal Security Agency met that request,
as it properly should, to give assistance to the general in Tokyo. "That
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assistance was given, and a group of officers of the United States
Government were temporarily released from their duties here in the
United States and made available to go to Tokyo to assist General
MacArthur.

It seems to me there is something extraordinarily bad in a situa-
tion of this kind under which, when a branch or when branches of
the United States Government undertake to give assistance requested
of them by General MacArthur in Tokyo, that a furore should have
been created, public discussions based upon misinformation precipi-
tated, difficulties thrown in the way of the work of members of the
United States Government, officers of the United States Government
working here, and when they undertool to do work which was thrust
upon them, to have to apologize or explain away misinformation which,
from the document which Senator Murray read, apparently arose
from the fact that Mrs. Shearon learned that this mission was to go
to Tokyo to assist General MacArthur, reading into it that it initiated
here-which it did not-that its purpose was to socialize medicine
in Japan.

Japan has had health insurance since 1922, and a very large por-
tion of the Japanese population has for years been covered under their
own health insurance plan.

Further, that officers of the United States Government should have
had these dire charges thrown at them; that a committee of the House
should have, by public releases and otherwise, not only interfered
but undertook to stop this mission from going to Japan in compli-
ance with General iMlacArthur's request, and otherwise attempted to
hamper its activities.

I think this is something that deserves very serious criticism, and
if the committed wishes to have further details-much of which, as
I said, comes to me at second-hand, but it is available in document
form from persons who can speake authoritatively-I shall be very
glad to see that they are made available, including not only the re-
leases which have already been read'but communications between the
War Department and General MacArthur, and from General Mac-
Arthur, which have been made available to Us.

Again I would like to refer to the fact that I am informed that
Mr. Harness' committee has had direct testimony and information
furnished them to assure them that they had been misinformed in the
'first Place in connection with these untruths and misinformation in
the attacks they made on that mission.

Senator MuRRAY. Do you mean to infer that they have suppressed
this information?

Mr. FiLK. I only mean to say this, Senator. T am informed that at
a meeting of Mr. Harness' committee a very high-ranking officer of the
United States Army testified that he had personally been assured by
General MacArthur and by one of his colonels that they were respon-
sible for that mission which was invited to go to Japan. I believe there
is other information available to Mr. Harness and his committee to
the same effect. But I notice this, there has been no statement made,
110 public statement-nmone has come to my attention, at any rate--'
from Mr. Harness or his committee stating these facts, indicating for
the purpose of the record that they had been misinformed and that the
chlrges which they alleged against the mission-Mr. Altmeyer, Mr.
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Cohen, myself, and others-were incorrect or were based upon
misinformation.

On the contrary, there has recently been published in the Reader's
Digest, for the month of December 1947, if I remember correctly, aii
article by Mr. Harness in which he again repeats the statement that this
mission and the idea for it originated in my bureau.

I believe that article was later reprinted in the Congressional Recorid,
if I am not mistaken, and I shall not take the time to check the record
at the moment.. Further, if I remember correctly, he repeated thoc
charges in an address which he recently made before the National
Physicians Committee, and that, too, was recently printed in the Con-
gressional Record, and I believe that some of these items which I
nmentioned last that occurred were made public subsequent to the time
when Mr. Harness' committee had information available to them show-
ing that this was a falsehood, that this was untrue, that this was :t
miun(lerstanding, and was otherwise incorrect.

Senator MURRAY. Mr. Cha-irman, I would request that the commit-
tee demand that these records in the possession of the Harness coin-
mittee should be submitted to us for examination and for incorporation
in the record.

Senator PEPER. Mr. Chairman, on page A427 of the Congressional
Record of January 26, in an address, "Extension of remarks," under
the title "Socialized Medicine," by the Honorable Forest A. Harncss
in the House of Representatives, on Monday, January 26, 1948, Mr.
Harness says, as follows:

Mr. Speaker, I ask leave to extend my remarks in the Record, by including the
following address delivered by me before the National Physicians and Surgeons
Committee, Inc., Colorado Springs, Colo., on October 24, 1947.

Then. later, in the two paragraphs preceding the one I am going to
read, it is inferred that this Tokyo mission was initiated by somebody
in Washington. Then he uses these words, and I address them to
Mr. Falk, and ask for his comment on them:

Up to this point there has been no hint that the proposed health mission has been
requested or urged, either by General MacArthur or any responsible Japanese
sources. This suggestion came first from Mr. Stanchfield, who had been sent to
Tokyo from Washington for that particular purpose.

Mr. FALK. What is that date?
Senator PEPPER. Those are the words of Mr. Harness.
Mr. F.LK. What is the date?
Senator PEPPER. That is taken from the Congressional Record of

January 26, 1948.
Mr. FALK. I mean the date of the speech. What is the date of. the

speech?
Senator PEPPER. The speech was delivered on October 24, 1947, by

Mr. Harness, and put in the Record by Mr. Harness.
Mr. FALK. Senator, I cannot speak with confidence.
Senator PEPPER. I just say that the contrary is true, if I understood

you; is that correct?
Mr. FALK. I cannot be sure of my own personal knowledge, but I

believe that at least these two documents which have been read intO
the record were in Mr. Harness' possession before that date. One is
the release from the War Department and the other the communica-
tion from General MacArthur, both of which directly contradict that
statement.
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Senator PEPPER. I just wanted to get your view on that.
Senator MURRAY. Inl other words, in this statement he was falsi-

fying the record?
Mr. FALK. I do not know whether he was falsifying the record or

whether he was merely repeating misinformation which was furnished
him.

Senator MURRAY. If he kiiew the facts and then deliberately mis-
represented them, he would be falsifying the record, would he not?

Mr. FALK. If he did know them personally and then proceeded
to say that, that would be so. I believe these were available to his
committee and staff and, I believe, to him.

Senator PEPPER. You put those in the record in this hearing today?
Mr. FALK. I believe one was read by Senator Donnell and the other

by me. The release from the 'War Department is dated August 27,
1947, and the release from General MacArthur is dated August 31,
1947.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Falk, the fact remains that you do not
personally know what information has reached the Harness commit-
tee. Tlat is correct, is it not ?

Mr. FALK. I do not personally know from personally having been
present.

Senator DONNELL. All right. And neither Mr. Harness nor any
member of that committee has told you what had come before that
committee, is that correct,?

Mr. FALK. I believe it, is of record that documents of these kind
reach them.

Senator DONNELL. I am asking you whether any member of that
committee has advised you as to what evidence has come before that
committee.

Mr. FALK. Whether any member has?
Senator DONNELL. Yes.
Mr. FALK. No, sir.
Senator DON-NETT,. The further fact remaills thlut ill the Reader's

Digest of December 1947 appears the article by Mr. Forest A. Harness,
Member of Congress from Indiana, which I now offer for the record
for whatever it may be worth, and ask that it be placed in the record
at this point.

(The Reader's Digest article referred to is as follows:)

OUR MOST DANGEROUS LOBBY-II

(By Forest A. Harness, Member of Congress from Indiana)
[Forest A. Harness, who has represented the Fifth Indiana District In Congress since 1939,
i', chairman of the House Subcommittee on Publicity and Propaganda in the ExecutiveDepartments. The four other members of the committee are Ianes W. Wadsworth and
Henry J. Latham, Republicans; and Carter Manasco and J. Frank Wilson, Democrats.
Frank T. Bow, of Canton, Ohio, is the committee counsel]

Probing the operations of "our most dangerous lobby,"' a congressional sub-
CoImmluittee, of which I am chairman, has uncovered startling evidence of at-
temipts by Federal officials to make big Government bigger and to extend, by
another vast grant of power, the authority of the state over the lives of all of us.

Our committee has found that Government employees are back of the campaign
to Pressure Congress into passing a national compulsory health insurance law.
Thih campaign was planned inside the Government, on Government time, sup-
ported by the Government's publicity and propaganda machine and paid for by

I See "Our Most Dangerous Lobby," the Reader's Digest, September 1947.
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the taxpayer. Confronted with these facts our committee-Democrats and Re
publicans--voted unanimously to expose them and to turn the evidence over to
the FBI and the department of Justice for prosecution under the law which for-
bids Federal employees to use Federal funds to influence legislation.

Of recent legislative proposals, none has stronger, more obvious appeal to the
devotees of the all-powerful, all-supervising state than national compulsory
health insurance, often described as "socialized medicine." Compulsory health
insurance-cornerstone of every socialist regime-proposes to solve our health
problems not from the community up but from Washington down. Instead of
voluntary and group health insurance, backed where necessary by grants-in-aid,
we would have a Federal law enforced by Federal agents. Estimates of its cost
run as high as $7,000,000,000 a year. It would swell by many thousands the
number of employees in the Federal bureaucracy.

Bills to launch plans of this sort were introduced in each of the last four ses-
sions of Congress. Each time, Congress was subjected to intense, highly organ-
ized pressure in their behalf. Unconvinced of the scheme's workability, and
unwilling to contribute on such a scale to bureaucracy's urge to expand, Congress
resisted this pressure. But, without doubt, the heat will again be turned on
Congress in January to pass an even bigger and costlier bill.

Our investigations revealed that headquarters for the drive for this scheme is
in the Federal Security Agency in Washington. The FSA is already a vast
social service establishment with 35,000 employees. Administration and en-
forcement of the health-insurance law would be added to its domain. Its size
and power would thereby be immeasurably increased.

Government officials at the FSA supplied the law's out-in-front promoters with
ammunition for their propaganda. They sent representatives abroad, at Gov-
ernment expense, to bring back data on how similar schemes work elsewhere;
arranged a campaign to carry the idea to the various States; and even sent a
mission, loaded with proponents of the idea, to work out a health program for
Japan.

The files of the Social Security Administration in the FSA bulge with informa-
tion favorable to the compulsory-insurance idea. The files and SSA's staff of
experts have been at the service of those advocating the bill. Staff members
largely drafted the present bill-as they had its predecessors. They wrote
testimony for witnesses to read at Senate hearings. "The staff and resources
of the Bureau of Research and Statistics in the Social Security Administration,"
we found, "were devoted freely to the preparation of pamphlets and propaganda,
literature for the CIO, AFL, and Physicians' Forum. Much of this material,
prepared at Government expense, supported what certain witnesses referred to
as 'socialized medicine.'" All opposing arguments were "dismissed contemptu-
ously."

To add to the fund of material available, arrangements were made last spring
to send an investigator to New Zealand, at Government expense, to bring back
the story of that country's compulsory-health-insurance experiment. The man
chosen for the mission has been "documented by the House Un-American Ac-
tivities Committee for long association with Communist front and fellow-trav-
eler organizations." Our exposure of the facts haltedothis junket.

To increase pressure for the scheme, Federal job-holders helped to set up two
organizations-the Physicians' Forum and the Committee for the Nation's
Health-and have been active in both.

The Physicians' Forum claims about 1,000 doctors in its membership, two
thirds of them in or near New York City. Its chairman, Dr. Ernest P. Boas,
has been identified by the Committee on Un-American Activities as a member
of eight Communist-front organizations. Under cross-examination at last sUM-
mer's Senate hearings, he admitted that his organization is not registered as a
lobby, although It had received and spent at least $10,000 "for the promotion"

of the Wagner-Murray-Dingell compulsory-insurance bill.
The heads of both the New York and Washington offices of the Committee

for the Nation's Health are formally registered with the Government as paid
lobbyists. Chairman of the committee and one of its principal founders is
Michael M. Davis, Ph. D., formerly employed by the Soeal Security Administril
tion. Dr. Davis's son is an official of the Public Health Service lately assigned, at
Government expense, to the British Ministry of Health in London to observe

Britain's systemii of "socialized medicine."
On the eve of the introduction In Congress of a compulsory-health-insurance

bill late In 1945, 10 of the most influential backers of the idea, all Government
apinnhlwvees, met in Washington to plan a drive to stir support at the grass roots
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for the measure they had helped prepare. The device agreed on was "The Health
Workshop." This, we found, was the name given to conferences, planned for
numerous States, to indoctrinate leaders of farm and labor organizations,
women's clubs, church groups and others. Instructions sent out from the Gov-
ernment for training Workshop leaders included "Techniques for the Organiza.
tion of Citizens Groups"; "Formation of Pressure Groups"; "Methods of Bring.
ing About Group Action."

This campaign was launched last year in Minnesota and North Dakota. Onr
committee held hearings on the Workshop conference which was held in James-
town, N. Dak. Committee counsel Frank T. Bow brought out in the hearings that
representatives of six Federal agencies, traveling on the Government, went from
Washington and elsewhere to direct it. It was ostensibly devoted to a con-
sideration of the health problems of North Dakota, but no North Dakota doctor
was invited. The only doctors on hand were on the Federal pay roll-and
they were not M. D.'s but Ph. D.'s.

In the literature sent in advance to each of the delegates were pamphlets pub-
lished by the CIO, the AFL and the Physicians Forum, advocating compulsory
insurance and urging pressure on Congress to get it. This literature was mailed
from the Federal Security Administration at Government expense. No material
opposing compulsory health insurance was sent to delegates or made available
at the meeting. No speaker opposing it was invited or heard.

Before adjournment the delegates representing numerous State-wide organ-
izations, voted to poll Congressmen and candidates on their stand on the national
health program. They agreed to form the Dakota Action for Medical Care
Council to coordinate and continue agitation. Our committee unanimously con-
cluded that the Workship program "was calculated to build up an artificial,
federally stimulated public demand upon Congress for enactment of legislation
for compulsory health insurance."

The members of our committee, of both parties, also unanimously agreed that
these efforts of certain Federal bureaucrats to organize pressure against Congress
to advance their ideas and increase their authority are a threat to our representa-
tive institutions. We agreed that, with democracy almost everywhere under
attack, these efforts must be exposed and fought. To that, we are sure, the
American people will agree.

Senator DONNELL. Now I would like to read two things at this time.
One is a further portion of this letter of September 9, 1947, from Mr.
Harness to Congressman Taber. I read the first paragraph of it. He
then proceeds as follows:

In a letter addressed to Mr. Watson B. Miller, Administrator of the Federal
Security Agency, under date of August 6, 1947, the Secretary of War stated the
objectives of the mission were "to consult with the Public Health and Welfare
and with the Japanese Committee on Social Insurance and Japanese Council on
Medical Care for the purpose of drafting a national-health bill which will in-
corporate a unified national-health program with a national medical-care pro-
grain. This bill must be available to present to the Diet not later than October 1,
1947."

I deem it proper to bring this matter to your attention because It appears to me
to involve a question of legislative policy for the consideration of the Appropri-
ations Committee. All members of this mission are permanent, full-time em-
ployees of the Federal Government and are well known In the United States
for their persistent agitation for a national system of socialized medicine to be
achieved through a program of compulsory health insurance.

The members of the mission are Joseph W. Mountin, Associate Chief, Bu-
reau of State Services, United States Public Health Service; Burnet M. Davis,
surgeon, United States Public Health Service; Barkev S. Sanders, Chief, Health
Studies Division, Bureau of Research and Statistics, Social Security Adminis-
tration; and Francis A. Staten, Assistant Regional Director for Management,
Federal Public Housing Authority.

This mission departed for Tokyo on August 28, 1947. We are informed that
at a later date the mission will be expanded to include Mr. Arthur J. Altmeyer,
Commissioner of the Social Security Administration; Mr. Wilbur Cohen, Assist-
nt Director of the Bureau of Research and Statistics, and possibly Mr. I. S.
Falk, Director of the Bureau of Research and Statistics.

Ia reply to allegations by the War Department that protests against this
mission have been based on lack of Information, please be advised that my
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statements are founded upon what purports to be the complete file of the War
Department in this matter. These files indicate definitely that the plans for the
mission were originated by key agitators for socialized medicine on the Federal
pay roll in Washington and their collaborators on the Federal pay roll in Tokyo;
that very close liaison was maintained among the two groups, and that the
basic purpose of the mission is the establishment of socialized medicine in Japan.

In preparation for the mission, a civilian employee, Mr. Stanchfield, was sent
to Tokyo to make a preliminary survey of social security and health needs.
Thereafter Mr. Stanchfield proposed the mission to Arthur J. Altmeyer, Commis-
sioner of the Social S.'curity Administration, and on March 5, 1947, Mr. Alt-
meyer in a letter to the War Department designated the personnel to be ill-
cluded in the mission, and suggested Mr. William 1-. Wandel, Chief of the Pro-
grain Division, Bureau of Unemployment Security, as a member, and suggested
that )Ir. Wandel precede the mission to Japan by about 3 months and that he
should remain 3 months after the mission had completed its visit to Japan to
finish up any necessary details, and he further suggested that while in Japan oi
the mission, Mr. Wandel serve as Chief, Social Insurance Division, Public Health
and Welfare Section of the Supreme Command for the Allied Powers (SCAP).

It is al)parent from the letter herein referred to from Mr. Altmeyer to the
War Department that the personnel of the mission and the planning of its pro-
gram was dictated and originated in and from the Social Security Administra-
tion in Washington. There is fiothing in the entire record before us to indi-
cate or suggest that the need for the mission was suggested originally either by
General MacArthur or any responsible Japanese source. To the contrary, our
records contain a letter under date of June 14, 1947, from William H. Wand(el,
Chief of the Social Security Division, public health and welfare section of SCAP,
to I. S. Falk in Washington, outlining the real purposes of the proposed mission.
In this letter Mr. Wandel said, in part:

"We now think that our need is for someone who is primarily not so ,woch
an economic analyst as one versed in health insurance. Health insurance iq the
major field of social security in Japan. * * * P'ermanent revision requires
amalgamating national health insurance with health insurance, on a compulsory
basis."

In a letter from William H. Wandel from Tokyo to I. S. Falk of the Feder:il
Security Agency, Mr. Wandel exposed the fact that there were conflicts of inter-
ests as to the purposes to be accomplished when he stated:

"I find the work here very interesting and engrossing. One is reminded
forcibly of the apparently universal character of the confli(-t of established
interests, but nevertheless there are real possibilities for accomplishment. I
ani glad I came out."

It has also come to the attention of our committee that Dr. B. M. Davis, oyre
of the members of the Tokyo mission roturned only recently from London, where
lie was attached to the British Ministry of H-alth, to assist in the natio11:c
program for socialized medicine in England. He is the son of Mr. Michael [
Davis, chairman of the executive committee of the Committee for the Natioii's
Health, the foremost lay organization agitating for socialized medicine in the
United States, as embodied in the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill. The Committee
for the Nation's Health, as our previous reports have delineated, is the principall
national organization in the United States engaged in distributing the propaganda
of the Social Security Board supporting socialized medicine.

I feel strongly that the question fairly arises as to when these gentlemen work
for the people of the United States who pay them? Our committee has already
trac ,d out their operations in New Zealand, in England, in Latin America, and
finally in Japan. Personally, I feel that if the American taxpayers are support-
ing a world-wide movement for socialized medicine, then the people are entitled
to know it and to know how much such international activities are costing them.

We have been investigating this situation for 6 weeks. Our conclusions to
date are as follows:

1. That the health mission to Japan is composed entirely and exclusively Of
men long identified in the public record as advocates and proponents of socialized
medicine not only in the United States but throughout the world.

2. That the real purpose of this mission is to lay the ground work for a system
of socialized medicine in Japan.

3. That the scheme for such a mission originated In the Division of Research
and Statistics in the Social Security Board in Washington, and nowhere else.

4. That the nominal request for the mission was engineered through the General
Headaiarters of the Supreme Commander in Tokyo by Federal employees sent
from Washington for that particular purpose.
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5. That Gen. Douglas MacArthur does not favor and does not approve any
plan to establish compulsory socialized medicine in Japan.

6. That the dispatch of this mission to Tokyo for the purpose indicated in
mr. Wandel's letter to Mr. Falk under date of June 14, 1947, is a gross misuse
of public funds.

7. That the real purpose of the mission is not to assist Japan in working
oit her basic problems in health and welfare, but to force upon that country a
,.mipulsory system of socialized medicine.

s. That although the questions here involved are of a health and medical
nature, the Surgeon General of the United States Army was not consulted in
reference to the problems involved.

I deem it inappropriate for Federal employees, at the expense of the American
taxpayer, to travel throughout the world preparing or assisting in the preparation
of legislation to be adopted by foreign countries when similar legislation, long
pending, has not been approved by the Congress of the United States.

We are continuing our investigation of the origins and real purposes of the
T',lyo health mission. Meanwhile we believe that your committee would want
to have these facts before it when the next appropriation bill comes up for'
the Public Health Service and the Social Security Board.

I am most anxious to cooperate with your committee, and will be h:ippy at
a ny time to make available to you or your staff the documents assembled by
the staff of my committee in regard to this matter.

The letter is signed "Sincerely yours, Forest A. Harness."
Mr. FALK. May I comment on that letter which you just read, Sen-

ator?
Senator DONNELL. Yes, if you desire to comment on it.
Mfr. FALK. I do.
Senator DONNELL. Very well. You may.
MAr. FALK. And I hope that nothing that I say will be in any way

interpreted as indicating anything but the highest respect for any
committee of the United States Congress, or any subcommittee thereof,
but I would like to comment on that letter, and if this is criticism, I
Ihi ik it is merely to indicate that Mr. Harness is not well served.

Senator DONNELL. Might I ask, before you make these comments,
whether, so far as you know, Mr. Harness has ever yet revoked any
of these statements or contradicted any of the statements set forth in
Ilhi letter of September 9, 1947 ?

MA[r. FALK. I regret to say that so far as I know, he has not. How-
eVCr, I think that he should have before now.

Senator DONNELL. Proceed.
Mir. FALK. In offering these comments for the record, I should like

to state that they were prepared by people who know the facts about
tii, mission better than I do, and with such participation as I could
gilVe on such items on which I have factual knowledge.

As you pointed out in reading the letter, Mr. Harness' letter contains
eight specific conclusions. I would like to comment on each of the
eight.

Senator DONNELL. Very well.
Mr. FALK. In his letter of September 9, 1947, Mr. Harness states

as follows:
We have been investigating this situation for 6 weeks. Our conclusions to

date are as follows:
1. That the health mission to Japan is composed entirely and exclusively of men

long identified in the public record as advocates and proponents of socialized
Medicine not only in the United States but throughout the world.

I will comment on that as follows:
Our comment: The members of the social-security mission who

actually went to Japan included Mr. William Wandel, on transfer
64431-48--pt. 4- 21
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from his position as Chief, Program Division, Bureau of Employment
Security, Social Security Administration; Dr. Joseph W. Mountin, on
reimbursable detail from his position as Associate Chief, Bureau of
State Services, United States Public Health Service; Dr. Burnet M.
Davis, on reimbursable detail from his position as surgeon, United
States Public Health Service; Mr. Barkev S. Sanders, on reimbursable
detail from his position as Chief, Division of Health and Disability
Studies, Bureau of Research and Statistics, Social Security Admini -
tration; and Mr. Francis Staten, formerly Assistant Regional Director
for management, Federal Public Housing Authority.

Mr. Wandel never, throughout more than 11 years' service with the
Social Securitv Administration

Senator DONNELL. I'm sorry. I did not understand the beginning
of that sentence.

Mr. FALK. I will repeat it.
Mr. Wandel never, throughout more than 11 years' service with

the Social Security Administration, worked on insurance against the
costs of medical care. Mr. Wandel and Mr. Staten had taken no
position on the question of health insurance and could not have been
"long identified" as either "advocates or proponents of socialized
medicine."

My quotes are from Mr. Harness' statement.
Senator DONNELL. When you finish your comment with respect

to Mr. Wandel. I wonder if you would have any objection to my intro-
ducing a letter from him to yourself?

Mr. FALK. I shall refer to it.
Senator DONNELL. When you arrive at that point?
Mr. FALK. Yes. (Continuing) : Both had had experience in other

fields of social-insurance operation and administration.
May I inject a remark which seems not to have been given much

publicity, with respect to General MacArthur's request and in con-
nection with the composition of the mission in attempting to meet
the general's request for a staff on the social-security front. It is
not merely the health front. The health problems in this field, is
they found out when they got there, as indicated by something which
you read, were perhaps the most difficult problem or the most critical

roblem. But the recruitment had reference to the fact that General
acArthur's request was for people to tackle some very tough prob-

lems that they were confronted with there in Japan with respect to
old-age insurance, invalidity insurance, unemployment insurance, anl
other forms of social security, as well as health insurance, which Jal)ail
has had since 1922.

Senator PEPPER. Excuse me, Dr. Falk. Do you not think that in
the minds of the American people the patriotism of General Mac-
Arthur is immune against any insinuation that he is trying to impose
any communistic or seemingly communistic scheme upon the peol)le
of Japan, and that he is intelligent enough not to be the dupe for
anybody else that might have such designs?

Mr. FALK. I would think so, Senator, and yet I do not know what
the intimation of the plain statement in some of these documents that
have been referred to has been, saying these matters did not origi-

nate with General MacArthur and since, by his own statement., he ha,
identified himself with them as having originated with him-in otlier
words, there are many implications, that he is the dupe of somebody

2008
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over there or over here, and if that implication is a fail one I think I
would like to associate myself with you in saying that I think it is
most unfortunate.

Senator DON'ELL. I may say there, Mr. Falk, I think it is perfectly
clear from this letter of Mr. Harness' that there is not the slightest
initiation of aniy sort against General MacArthur.

There is this statement, as I read before, and I am quoting:
That the nominal request for the mission was engineered through the General

Ileadquarters of the Supreme Commander in Tokyo by Federial employees sent
froni Washington for that particular purpose.

And then there is the further statement, which is so clear that
nobody can doubt the meaning of it, and which I quote exactly:

That General I)ouglas MacArthur does not favor-and does not approve--
ay lan to establish compulsory socialized medicine in JaDan.

We shall address ourselves in a few moments to the gentlemen from
your department or the others on the mission with respect to that par-
ticular subject.

Mr. FALK. About health insurance?
Senator DONN-FLL. But it is perfectly (lear here that there is no

charge made by Mr. Harness in anything I have seen that General
MacArthur favors the establishment of compulsory socialized medi-
ciiie in Japan.

Mr. FALK. May I repeat. I have no question at all with respect to
the establishment of health insurance in -Japan. It was established
]i 1922. That law went into effect, I think, in 1926 or 1927, and sub-
se(quent legislation, in 1939, if I remember correctly-I think it was
198--established an additional semivoluntary insurance plan, so that
variouslv between forty-odd and sixty-eight-odd million people in
Japan have been under health insurance in Japan. Therefore there
ca inot be, as far as I understand it, any question about establishing it
in Japan.

Senator DoNNELL. I see nothing in the letter from Mr. Harness
wlich intimates (lirectlv or indirectly that General MacArthur favors
co,)mpulsory medical service-nothing that justifies that implication.

Senator PEPPER. Mr. Chairman, I believe that the Senator from Mis-
soiri has placed his own interpretation upon the effect of the statement
()f Ir. Harness. I am afraid I do not put quite the saame interpretation
upon it, because I cannot reconcile Mr. Harness' charge, as it were, that
Ge-neral MacArthur. where he says that the nominal request for the
1llission was engineered through the General Headquarters of the
Supreme Commander in Tokyo-which means, of course, General
MacArthur-by Federal employees sent from Washington for that
particular purpose, with the idea that there was not some scheming
going on, which they made General MacArthur the victim of, and
secured his cooperation in. Because in the letter, if the authenticity
(f General MacArthur's statement, released by the IWar Department,
dated August 31, 1947. is not questioned, General MacArthur says in
s( "ay words that the request originated with the Japanese, came to
his headquarters, was transmitted by his headquarters to Washington,
and Washington complied with the request of a fellow Government
agency. So General MacArthur has either been duped by somebody,

l' l eem to be unlikely, or Mr. Harness and General MacArthur
are not at one about the facts.
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In his letter of August 31, 1947, General MacArthur says, and it has
already been put into the record:

I suggest that the above facts be furnished those who protest this mission. I
am sure the protests are caused by lack of accurate information in the matter.

So I would prefer to believe that General MacArthur being on the
ground. and fully cognizant of the matter, had closer access to the
facts than perhaps Mr. Harness here in Washington.

Mr. FALK. May I proceed with my comments with respect to this
letter?

Senator DONNELL. You may.
Mr. FALK. I was giving you the information about the members of

this mission.
Referring still to the first conclusion of Mr. Harness' letter, which

you read-that letter from Mr. Harness to Mr. Taber:

Dr. Mountin is best known for his studies on public-health administration and
Mr. Sanders for his studies of disability and costs of medical care. In these con-
nectionis they have expressed themselves favorably on health-insurance programs
for the United States. We are not informed as to whether or not Dr. Davis has
supported health insurance.

Now, quoting the second conclusion from Mr. Harness' letter, which
reads-

Senator DONNELL. Pardon me. Do you mind if at this point, in
order to preserve what I think is the continuity, I read into the record
a letter to yourself from Mr. Wandel, over in Tolo?

Mr. FALK. Senator, I was going to comment on that since it comes
up in connection with one of the latter specific conclusions.

Senator DONNELL. If you have no objection, I think it would be well
to have this letter before us before you make your comments on it.

Mr. FALK. I do not mean that, Senator. I think the record will
be more useful, for one reading and studying it, if that letter went
in at the point where the discussion deals with conclusion No. 6,
which deals specifically with Mr. Wandel's letter.

Senator DONNELL. It does?
Mr. FALK. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. All right.
Mr. FALK. Continuing with the second conclusion contained in

Mr. Harness' letter of September 9, 1947:

2. That the real purpose of this mission is to lay the ground work for a system
of socialized medicine in Japan.

Our comment: In reaching this conclusion, the Harness subcoim-
mittee is in disagreement with General MacArthur's statement of
August 31:

* * * The purpose of the mission from the United States is to advise witi

reference to the coordination and application of social-security measures wlich
have been in practice in Japan for many years. In the aftermath of the wvar

and the economic stringencies resulting therefrom the Japanese GovernmelIt
has found manifold difficulties in the implementation of its old health-security
laws. It appealed to this headquarters for advice and assistance in consolidd
tion and simplification of existing codes in view of the general revision il
governmental structure now taking place.

As the appropriate section of SCAP did not possess the expert ability called

for, the United States Government's corresponding services were requested tO
lend competent personnel for a short period of time to consult with and advise

in the premises. * * *
* * * So far as this headquarters knows, there has been no slightest

effort or thought on the part of the United States Government services to inject
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themselves into the matter nor to impose any preconceived concepts or contro-
versial issues such as the socialization of medicine in Japan, and their actions
in linking experts temporarily available represent nothing but health assistance
iii response to a normal request from a fellow governmental agency.

The Harness subcommittee has not stated its definition of "socialized
medicine"-for which it alleges the mission was laying the ground
work. This subcommittee conclusion does not indicate knowledge of
the fact that Japan has had a system of health insurance in opera-
tion since 1926. In recent years some 68,000,000 persons have been
members of the Japanese health-insurance system of a total popula-
tion of about 72,000,000. Continuing with Mr. Harness' subsequent
conclusions:

3. That the scheme for such a mission originated in the Division of Research
and Statistics in the Social Security Board in Washington, and nowhere else.

4. That the nominal request for the mission was engineered through the Gen-
eral Headquarters of the Supreme Commander in Tokyo by Federal employees
sent from Washington for that particular purpose.

Our comment: We have not seen the file of the War Department in
this matter. The War Department announced on August 27, 1947,
that the mission was being sent to Japan at the request of Gen. Doug-
las MacArthur. In a message to the War Department dated August
31, 1947, replying to Representative Harness' statements to the press
criticizing the mission, General MacArthur again stated that SCAP
had requested the organization of the mission.

Also, we are informed that the Surgeon General of the United
States Army, testifying recently before the Harness committee, re-
ported that General MacArthur had personally assured him that he
and his staff in Japan had originated and initiated the idea of obtain-
ing technical staff to review and advise on the Japanese social security
and health program for SCAP.

The first survey by SCAP of the Japanese social-insurance program
was made in the spring of 1916 by two members of a special labor ad-
visory mission, Mr. Oscar Weigert and Mr. Tilhnan Sogge. Mr.
Weigert was on the teaching staff of American University. Mr. Sogge
was on detail from his position at the Budget Bureau, where he was
responsible for work relating to industrial classification. The Social
Security Administration ha no connection with that mission.

At several times during 1946, the Social Security Administration
was asked to suggest candidates for positions in the Public Health and
Welfare Section, General Headquarters, SCAP. The War Depart-
'nent experienced considerable difficulty in recruiting for these (and
other) positions. Late in 1946, Mr. Paul Stanchfield, Deputy Chief,
Labor Division, Economic and Scientific Section, SCAP-who had
been in Japan as a member of the staff working on labor and labor
market problems-returned to the United States with authority from
SCAP to recruit personnel for Colonel Sams, Chief of the Public
Health and Welfare Section, SCAP.

Before joining the staff of SCAP, Mr. Stanchfield had been a senior
member of the staff of Office of War Mobilization and Reconversion,
Iand the Social Security Administration had no connection with his
selection or appointment to SCAP staff. When Mr. Stanchfield re-
turned to the United States in the late fall of 1946 for a few months,
he had been deputized by SCAP to make an effort through personal
contacts to attempt to recruit for the major unfilled jobs in the Public
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Health and Welfare Section, SCAP, dealing with social security ani
health fields.

Mr. Stanchfield talked with Mr. Altmever and a number of senior
members of the staff of the Social Security Administration. When le
found no qualified persons who were willing to accept the jobs on a
2-year basis, as originally offered, Mr. Stanchfield suggested the forma-
tion of a temporary mission headed by Mr. Altmeyer to provide the
necessary leadership and technical assistance. When the mission was
proposed to Mr. Altmeyer, he said it might be possible if that was an
arrangement which General MacArthur wanted. Mr. Stanchfield
then communicated with Tokyo and obtained instructions to proceed
with the plan for a social-security mission.

On March 5 Mr. Altmeyer wrote to Maj. F. B. Simmons, who had
been assisting with the arrangements for the War Department, setting
forth the conditions under which lie would be willing to participate
and to release staff to participate in the proposed mission. The ar-
rangements were placed on a formal basis with a letter of April 14,
1947, from the Secretary of 'War to the Federal Security Adminis-
trator requesting the services of Mr. William Wandel to serve as Chief
of the Social Security and Insurance Division, Public Health and
Welfare Section of SCAP in Tokyo.

Then I quote the fifth conclusion contained in the Harness letter:
5. That Gen. Douglas MacArthur does not favor, and does not approve, any plan

to establish compulsory socialized medicine in Japan.

Our comment: We are not informed as to General MacArthur's
opinion as to the desirability of health insurance or of a progTam
which the Harness subcommittee would regard as "compulsory social-
ized medicine." In his statement of August 31, 1947, General Mac-
Arthur made it clear that he did not regard it as the function of SCAP
to impose any particular program on Japan, but that SCAP did wish
to respond to the request of the Japanese Government for help in the
implementation-and "consolidated and simplification"-of its estab-
lished health-insurance and social-security laws.

Continuing on to Mr. Harness's conclusion No. 6:
6. That the dispatch of this mission to Tokyo for the purpose indicated in Mr.

Wandel's letter to Mr. Falk, under date of June 14, 1947, is a gross misuse of
public funds.

Our comment: Mr. Wandel's letter of June 14 to Mr. Falk refers
to the problem of recruitment for the long-term positions on the staff
of SCAP, and this request had no bearing on the proposed mission.
In this instance, the letter plainly explains that one of the immediate
needs was for someone who had specialized in health insurance rather
than a general economic analyst. The statement quoted earlier in
the Harness letter, that "health insurance is the major field of social
security in Japan" is not a statement of "purposes" but of fact as to
social security in Japan. Likewise the statement quoted earlier in the
letter about 'amalgamating national health insurance with health in-
surance" is Mr. Wandel's judgment, while on the ground, as to a method
of dealing with practical problems in a country which already had two
systems of health insurance.

Mr. Wandel's letter also contains a reference to the problems "of an
emergency character" facing the Japanese Government and SCAP
"The emergency," Mr. Wandel said, "is due to the critical condition of
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the Voluntary National Health Insurance Association, the financial
resources of which have not kept pace with the increased costs of
medical service." The only purpose indicated in Mr. Windel's letter
is the function of SCAP'S technical staff giving technical advice with
regard to problems confronting General MacArthur's staff.

The public funds used to pay the salaries and other expenses of the
mission were provided by the War Department, in response to a re-
quest from General MacArthur, who presumably regarded the purpose
as a proper function of SCAP.

Shall I proceed, or did you wish to introduce the letter at this point,
Senator?

Senator DONNELL. The letter that I refer to is the one that you are
speaking of, June 14, 1947.

Mr. FALK. I have only two further remarks to make, both of them
brief, if I may.

Senator DONNLFL. It might be well, however, to insert, if you have
no objection, at this point that letter in full, Mr. Falk.

Mr. FALK. This would be the proper place to insert it, if you wish
to do so.

Senator DONNE.L. It will take only a couple of minutes to read it.
It is dated June 14, 1947.

(The letter above referred to is as follows:)
GENERAL HEADQUARTERS,

SUPREME COMMANDER FOR THE ALLIED POWERS,
PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE SECTION,

SOCIAL SEcuBH'r DmSION,Junbe 14, 1947.
Dr. I. S. FALK,

Director, Bur~ai of Re8earch and Statistics, Sooial Security
Administration, Federal Security Agency, Wa8hington, D. C.

DEAlC MR. FALK: We are still recruiting for vacancies in the Social Security
Division of the Public Health and Welfare Section. Yesterday we thought all
vacancies filled; today we know that a person who was to fill a position of
economic analyst will not be able to come. Our organization of the Division
follows this pattern:

Chief: William -I. Wandel.
Deputy Chief: George F. Pollock.
Branches:

Social Insurance (other than Health Insurance) : L. R. Anton, P. Sullivan.
Health Insurance: L. Janis.
Economic Analysis: G. L. Rohrlich-vacancy (OAF-12).

We now think that our tieed is for someone who is primarily not so much
an economic analyst as one versed in health insurance. Health insurance is the
major field of social security in Japan. Existing problems are both of an
emergency character and of permanent reformulation of the program.

The emergency is due to the critical condition of the voluntary national health
Insurance associations, the financial resources of which have not kept pace with
the increased costs of medical service. Permanent revision requires amalgamat-
ing national health insurance with health insurance, on a compulsory basis.
In view of the magnitude of the job and the amount of field work necessary
to gain an understanding of these systems, Dr. Janis needs assistance. While
the need for this job should and probably will be recognized by the establishment
of a new position, we are not planning now to take the time necessary to write
up a new job description and set up a new vacancy. Rather, we wish to fill
the existing vacancy with someone who can properly fill it, but who also will
be qualified to give special attention to the problems in health insurance.

I believe that special consideration is being given this Division to permit us to
recruit for a contract period of 1 year rather than for the standard 2 years.

I .hope you can recommend someone for this job. I would be glad to knowof your recommendations, but do not think you should hesitate to suggest to
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anyone you would recommend that he get in direct touch with Maj. Franklin L.
Simmons, Civil Affairs Division, War Department, Room 38859, Pentagon
Building, Extension 3445. (I am sending a copy of this letter to him and to
Wilbur Cohen.)

I find the work here very interesting and engrossing. One is reminded forcibly
of tlit apparently universal character of the conflict of established interests, I)Iit
nevertheless there are real possibilities for accomplishment. I am glad I canme'
out.

Sincerely,
WILTI..M H. WANDEL, Chief.

Mr. FALK. May I say at. this point for the record, Senator, that I
never wrote any reply to Mr. Wandel in connection with this letter.
In fact, I had no communication with him while he was in Japan, so
that with respect to those who have found in excerpts from this letter
some intimation about my influence on recruiting his staff, it might
be well to indicate for the record that I gave him no-reply and gave
him no particular suggestions as to how to meet his recruitment.

May I resume my comments, with respect to the last two points?
Senator DONNELL. Do you mind telling us why you never sent him

a reply?
Mr. FALK. I immediately sent this around to various people, to try

to find the names; of people who might be available to meet his needs.
We were not very successful, and I believe I had a follow-up call from
Major Simmons, who is referred to in the letter, and I told him about
one or two or three people whom we were exploring, whom we were
thinking over, talking about, as to whether they might fill Mr. Wandel's
needs. I think I mentioned two names to him-I may have made some
mention to him about them. At any rate, I passed this around to the
staff and asked them for suggestions, and I believe that before we ever
got anything, before we found anyone that we could send to Mr. Wan-
del, the other developments concerning this mission arose and called
or headed the whole thing off.

Senator DONNELL. All right.
Mr. FALK. With respect to the last two conclusions in Mr. Harness'

letter:
7. That the real purpose of the mission is not to assist Japan in working out

her basic problems in health and welfare, but to force upon that country a con-
pulsory system of socialized medicine.

Our comment: The Harness subcommittee has not defined what
it means by "a compulsory system of socialized medicine." This con-
clusion appears not to take into account the fact that Japan has had
a system of health insurance in operation since 1926. Japanese leader.
were proposing modifications in that system, and according to General
MacArthur-
appealed to this headquarters (SCAP) for advice * * * As the appropriate
section of SCAP did not possess the expert ability called for, the UTnited St:ite-
Government's corresponding services were requested to lend competent pe-
sonnel * * *

Proceeding to Mr. Harness' eighth and final conclusion:
8. That although the questions here involved are of a health and inedi'-1

nature-

Senator PEPPER. Before you pass on to that next point, with respect
to the point that you just discussed-that charge that you read tOat
Mr. Harness made, and which you have just described-the charge
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that the real purpose of the mission is not to assist Japan in working
out her basic problems in health and welfare but to force upon that
country compulsory socialized medicine, that is directly contradicted
by General MacArthur's communication of the 31st of August, 1947.

Mr. FALK. Yes, sir; as well as by the facts in the record that Japan
had long had a system of compulsory health insurance and a system
of voluntary or semivoluntary health insurance, which were substan-
tially coordinated or amalgamated-I am not sure. which-during the
war.

Senator PEPPE I. Now, if any system is to be implemented in Japan,
it would certainly have to have the approval and the very definite
authority of General MacArthur, and it is unlikely that your Social
Security Agency in Washington could force upon Japan anything that
General MacArthur did not approve of in the first place.

In the second place, General MacArthur would not want to enforce
anything upon the Japanese people which he did not think was proper.

Mr. FALK. Senator, I think the plain fact is that General Mac-
Arthur needed technical aid in facing problems with which he was
confronted in dealing with the Japanese Government and their social.
security program. He asked for such technical help. We were very
glad to give it to him, through the intermediation of the War Depart-
ment, and, as I shall show in a moment, I can indicate what General
MacArthur thought about the work that the mission did.

May I return now to the conclusion of these points in Mr. Harness'
letter to Mr. Taber?

Senator DONNELL. Yes.
Mr. FALK. This is the last conclusion and the last comment:
8. That although the questions here involved are of a health and medical

nature, the Surgeon General of the United States Army was not consulted In
reference to the problems involved.

Our comment: We do not know whether the Surgeon General of the
United States Army was or was not consulted. The War Department
could advise as to the precise responsibilities of the Surgeon General
of the United States Army. We have thought his responsibility
related to the health and medical care of members of the United States
Army, not to the policies of our occupying forces or to the legislative
programs of occupied countries. SCAP, we understand, is responsible
to tle Far Eastern Commission and not to the War Department of
the Tnited States Government. Now. I would like to follow that by
two brief items which bear on these matters covered in that letter and
our comments on them.

The United States Department of the Army furnished us with the
following excerpts from recent exchange of cables with General Mac-
Arthur concerning the conduct of mission personnel and their report.

(The cables above referred to are as follows:)
December 11, 1947--Cable to General MacArthur re Social Security Mission to

Japan:
"Congressionai investigation of Harness House subcommittee has approached

members subject mission requesting information concerning recommendations
submitted in mission report to SCAP. On basis commitments to SCAP and
their and Army Department understanding that only SCAP can release report,
mission members have declined to comment on report content; further, no copy
of report available Washington. Request your recommendation procedure to be
followed by individual members of mission as well as Army Department, keeping

2015
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In mind prospect Army Department momentarily being requested by subcom-
mittee furnish report copy. To date no information re recruitment and purpose
of mission withheld from subcommittee and Army Department desires to coop-
erate with subcommittee to fullest extent."

December 14, 1947-Cable front General MacArthur:
"With reference 1o your cable your understanding concerning conduct of mem-

bers of mission an(l release of report as outlined in radio correct. Report of
inission invited to this theater by SCAP are male to hin for his consideration
and may not be released or commented on by members of his mission until
authorized by SCAP. Report of social security mission is now under study by
this headquarters. This study will he completed in approximately 30 days and
until such tinie as study is completed there will be no release of the report or
its contents. However, you may inform congressional investigator of Harness
House subcommittee or other interested agencies that the scope of this mission
did not include propaganda for nor the imposition of socialized medicine in
Japan. Reference my radio statement dated September 1 (sent August 31) made
by Z20007. conduct t of this mission while in this theater was in accordance
with that policy. They engaged in no propaganda activities nor is their report
concerned in any way with an imposition of socialized medicine on Japan, but
is confined to recommendations to -simplify and coordinate existing social in-
surances to make them more effective."

Mr. FALK. I would be glad to furnish the committee any further
information.

Senator PEPPER. What is the date of that communication from
General MacArthur?

Mr. FALK. December 14, 1947.
Senator PEPPER. December 14, 1947-
Mr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Senator PEPPER. Well, that is then some little time after October 24,

1947. Do you suppose that could have escaped the attention of Mr.
Harness so that lie could not have known about that communica-
tion from (Ieneral MacArthur when he made this speech of his on
October 24, 1947. that I referred to in the Congressional Record of
January 26, 1948?

Mr. FALK. Senator, there are so many items in this whole episode
that, are inexplicable to me that I would not know how to answer your
question?

Senator DONNELL. Have you finished, Mr. Falk?
Mr. FALK. I merely wanted to add, Senator, that in the course

of these comments I have made various references to documents and
memoranda, all of which we would be glad to furnish to your com-
mittee-any part of them or all of them-if you would like to have
them.

Senator DONNELL. I move. Mr. Chairman. that Mr. Falk be given
permission to incorporate each and every one that he deems relevant.

Senator SMITH. You mean, at his discretion?
Senator DONNELL. Yes; whatever he thinks is proper should be

admitted.
(Subsequently, Mr. Falk submitted the following papers:)

NOTES CONCFRNING THE SOCIAL SECURITY MISSION TO JAPAN

In view of the incorrect accounts that have been given of the genesis of the

social-security mission to Japan, and the erroneous interpretations that have
been placed on its purposes, the Social Security Administration welcomes tli
opportunity to record the facts about its participation. The major facts are, in

essence, as follows:
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1. Mr. Stanchfleld, of General MacArthur's staff in Tokyo, came to the United
States to recruit personnel for their staff on social-security and health matters.
The Social Security Administration had had no responsibility for Mr. Stanch-
field's appointment to the Tokyo staff, or for earlier studies on Japanese social-
security problems.

2. Failing to recruit some of the technical staff members needed, Mr. Stanch-
field-with the approval of General MacArthur (SCAP)-proposed to Mr. Alt-
meyer that the latter serve as chief of a special short-term mission. Mr. Alt-
meyer accepted the invitation on terms cleared with the War Department.

3. In accordance with SCAP's desires, the War Department requested the loan
of certain personnel from the Federal Security Agency, on reimbursable detail.
One of these officers, Mr. Wandel, went to Japan in May 1947, in advance of
others, and later was acting head of the mission in Japan. Three other Federal
Security Agency officers (and a fourth person recruited by the War Department)
left for Tokyo in August 1947, as an advance party of the special mission. Owing
to subsequent delays in Mr. Altmeyer's availability, he did not go to Japan.

4. The special mission was advisory to General MacArthur and his staff on the
broad field of social security, including health insurance, which Japan has had
for a long time. Their system of compulsory health insurance was enacted in
1922 and their system of subsidized quasi-voluntary national health insurance
was enacted in 1938. Reorganization of their social-security programs was under
consideration by the Japanese Government in 1946 and 1947, and the needs and
proposals had to be evaluated by SCAP.

5. Congressman Harness criticized the mission to Japan in a public release on
August 27, 1947, alleging that the idea for it originated in the Bureau of Re-
search and Statistics of the Social Security Administration and that its purpose
was to socialize medicine in Japan, and requesting the postponement of its de-
parture for Japan. The War Department issued a release on August 27, 1947,
stating that the mission had been requested by General MacArthur and that it
was to advise him. General MacArthur transmitted to Washington a statement
about the mission, and this was released by the War Department August 31,
1947, repeating that SCAP had requested personnel from the United States Gov-
ernment, to consult with and advise SCAP.

6. The mission prepared a report for SCAP, and its members returned to the
United States in November 1947. The mission was dissolved by War Department
letter of December 22, 1947, to Mr. Altmeyer.

7. Thus the plain facts are that the need and the concept for a mission to
Japan originated with SCAP, and its purpose was to give such assistance to
SCAP as was requested on social-security problems. General MacArthur has
so stated on several occasions.

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS RELATING TO SCAP SOCIAL SECURITY

MISSION TO JAPAN

May 1946.-Mir. Oscar Weigert and Mr. Tillman Sogge, members of the Labor
Advisory Committee (Tokyo, Japan), which had submitted to SCAP a Report on
tie Japanese Social Insurance Program, came in to see Mr. Arthur J. Altmeyer
Commissioner for Social Security) and Mr. Wilbur J. Cohen (Assistant Director,

1Lureau of Research and Statistics) on their return from Japan. During the
discussion Mr. Altmeyer and Mr. Cohen were asked by Mr. Weigert and Mr. Sogge
to Suggest (andidates for positions in the Public Health and Welfare Section,
(eneral Headquarters. Supreme Commander for the Allied powers, Tokyo. Mr.
\Veigert and Mr. Sogge sent Mr. Altmeyer a copy of Report on the Japanese Social

Insurance Programs, prepared by the Labor Advisory Committee, Tokyo, Japan.
Also in the spring of 1946 Mr. Paul Stanchfield, Deputy Chief, Labor Division,
E',conmi(. and Scientific Section, SCAP, conferred with Mr. Altrneyer and Mr.
Cohen regarding technical assistance in social security undertakings by SCAP.

Augu8t 2, 1946.-A letter from Mr. Sogge of the United States Bureau of the
fludget, to Mr. Cohen lists four positions ranging in salary from $5,905 to $8,877,
Plls 25 percent overseas allowance, in the field of social security in Japan for
Which the War Department had asked him to assist in soliciting candidates. Mr.

ogge requested that publicity be given these positions among State agency and
Social security regional office staff.

Late in 1946.-Mr. Stanchfield returned to the United States with authority
from SCAP to recruit personnel for Colonel Sams, Chief of the Public Health and
Welfare Section of SCAP. When he had difficulty recruitig people to go to
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Japan to take jobs in the Social Security Division, Mr. Stanchfl~ld suggested the
formation of a temporary mission headed by Mr. Altmeyer to provide the neces.
sary leadership and technical assistance. Mr. Cohen discussed this with Mr.
Altmeyer who said it might be possible if that was what General MacArthur
wanted. Mr. Stancbfield communicated with Tokyo and obtained histruclions to
proceed with the plan for a social security mission which he and Major Simmons
of the War Department discussed with Mr. Altmeyer before Mr. Stanchfield
returned to Tokyo.

March 5, 1947.-UMr. Altmeyer's letter of this date to Major Simmons records his
reaction to the arrangements for the mission proposed by the War Department
through Mr. Stanchfleld. (Attached.)

April 14, 19047.-The Secretary o$ War wrote the Administrator requesting the
services of Mr. Wandel to serve as Chief of the Social Security and Insurance
Division, Public Health and Welfare Section of SCAP in Tokyo, 4apan, for a
period of approximately 60 days, on a reimbursable basis with the War Depart-
ment paying all travel expenses. On April 17, the Secretary amendeJ his previous
letter by requesting Mr. Wandel for 6 months. (Attached.)

April 21, 1947.-The Acting Commissioner replied to the Secretary of War stat-
ing that a reimbursable detail was not feasible but we would agree to Mr. Wandel's
transfer for the period involved under section 2 of Executive Order 9711. (At-
tached.) (Mr. William H. Wandel, Chief, Program Division, Bureau of Em-
V oyment Security, P-7 $8,778.40 transferred to the War Department pay roll

ay 1, 1947. He is scheduled to return to the pay roll of the Social Security Ad-
ministration in January 1948.)

July 17, 1947.-A teleconversatLon was held between Tokyo and Washington.
Col. C. F. Sams, Mr. William Wandel, Mr. George Pollock, Mr. George Rohrlich
and Mrs. Leone M. Moor participated in Tokyo and Maj. F. B. Simmons, Mr.
Wilbur J. Cohen, and Miss M. Mulliner participated from Washingt~n, The pur-
pose of this teleconversation was to obtain recommendations from SCAP with
respect to the proposed social security mission to Japan.

July 18, 1947.-A memorandum from Mr. W. L. Mitehell (Acting Commissioner
for Social Security) to Mr. Watson B. Miller (Federal Security Adminato ator)
summarized the tentative conclusions reached on July 17 through a telecom nce
between ofmcials in Washington and the War Department staff located In T fokyo,
including the urgent request from Tokyo that the health insurance part if the
mission arrive not later than September 1 "even if Mr. Altmeyer cannot aqcom-
pany." This memorandum requested the Administrator's approval of the steps
set forth to get additional technical people to Tokyo. (Attached.)

July V1, 1947.-The Acting Administrator, Mr. Collins, approved the steps set
forth in the July 18 memorandum on the understanding that the additional Fed-
eral Security Agency staff people were to serve in an advisory capacity at the
request of the War Department and with the War Department bearing the ex-
penses involved.

At.gust 4, 1947.-Miss Huffman, investigator for the Harness committee, re-
quested information for the Congressman concerning the staff members who were
going to Japan, stating it was because of the Interest of Congressman Harness
in foreign travel. She said, however, that the Congressman had not asked her to
look into such foreign travel as Miss Hoey's trip to England and France.

August 6, 1947.-Secretary of War wrote the Administrator requesting that the
services of Dr. Mountin, Dr. Davis, and Mr. Sanders be made available to the War
Department for approximately 60 days beginning on or about August 28, 1947, on
a reimbursable basis pointing out that their services were desired by the supreme
commander, Allied Powers in Tokyo, to participate in the Social Security and
Insurance Mission. (Attached.)

August 12, 1947.-A copy of the Secretary of War's letter of August 6 requesting
the services of Drs. Mountin and Davis and Mr. Sanders was sent to Miss
Huffman for Congressman Harness as requested.

August 18, 1947.-The Administrator replied to the Secretary of War agreeing
to make available the services of the two Public Health Service and one Social
Security man requested, on a reimbursable basis for the salaries, with transport,
nation expenses and per diem being paid directly to them by the War Department.
(Attached.) (Mr. Barkev S. Sanders, Chief, Health Studies Division, P-,
$7,820.40, Bureau of Research and Statistics, was the Social Security Admi'is-
tration man loaned to the War Department. The Social Security Administration
wa; reimbursed for salary in the gross amount of $1,774.52 from August 28
through November 17, 1947, covering the period Mr. Sanders was with the War
Department. The War Department paid all travel and subsistence costs directly
to Mr. Sanders.)
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August 26. 1947.-Mr. Altmeyer conferred with Dr. Mouzitin and Mr. Sanders
preparatory to their departure for Tokyo and provided them with a summary ot
the conference,,a copy of which is attached. It was pointed out at this confer-
ence that pending receipt of the over-all report and recommendations from the
Social Security Division of SOAP, plans with respect to other aspects of the
mission would be held in abeyance.

Materials were received from the Social Security Division, SCAP, with the
advice that further work was being done and the body of the Division's report
would be rounded out considerably by the time the mission personnel on health
insurance arrived in Tokyo. A copy of letter to Mr. Wandel acknowledging
receipt of this material dated August 27, 1947, is attached. (Attached.)

August 27, 1947.-Representative Forest A. Harness, chairman of the Sub-
committee on Publicity and Propaganda in the Executive Departments, in a
statement to the press charged that the mission to Japan originated in the
Bureau of Research and Statistics of the Social Security Board, and that the
purpose of the mission was to advance socialized medicine in Japan. (Copy
attached.)

August 27, 1947.-The War Department in Washington released a press state-
ment concerning the departure of Mountin, Davis, Sanders, and Staten for
Tokyo and saying "General MacArthur last April requested Mr. Altmeyer be
invited, to head a six-man mission that would visit Japan in September for a,
period of W0-90 days." (Attached.) I

August 28, 194.-Mr. Sanders, Dr. Mountin, and Dr. Davis left Washington
for Japan. Mr. Staten joined them in San Francisco.

Auguak 31, 1947.-The War Department released an incoming clear message
from SOAP, Tokyo, Japan, Signed "MacArthur" concerning the objective of the
Social Security mission, containing the statement "So far as this headquarters
knows there has been no slightest effort or thought on the part of the United
States Government services to inject themselves into the matter nor to impose
any preconceived concepts or controversial issues such as the socialization of
medicine on Japan, and their actions in making experts temporarily available
represent nothing but healthy assistance in response to a normal request from a
fellow governmental agency." (Attached.) 1 '

September 9, 194.--Congressman Harness sent the chairman of the Commit-
tee on Appropriations a letter relating to Special Health Mission to Tokyo and
advising that the Harness subcommittee bad been investigating social security In
foreign countries, and setting forth eight conclusions to date. A copy of this
letter is attached together with our factual statements regarding the eight coti-
clusions and certain other significant statements in the letter.

December 11, 1947.-Mr. Altmeyer wrote the War Department pointing out
that Messrs. Wandel, Sanders, Staten, and Drs. Mountin and Davis have returned
to the United States and submitted their reports in Tokyo to Colonel Sams,
Chief of the Public Health and Welfare, SOAP; and under the circumstances the
mission appears to be completed and his responsibility ended. (Attached.)

United States Department of the Army furnished us with following excerpts
from recent exchange of cables with General MacArthur concerning conduct of
mission personnel and their report.

December 11, 1947.---Cable to General MacArthur re Social Security mission to
Japan: "Congressional investigation of Harness House subcommittee has ap-
proached members subject mission requesting information concerning recom-
mendations submitted in mission report to SOAP. On basis commitments to
SOAP and their and Army Department understanding that only SOAP can re-
lense report, mission members have declined to comment on report content;
further, no copy of report available Washington. Request your recommenda-
tion procedure to be followed by individual members of mission as well as Army
Department, keeping in mind prospect Army Department. momentarily being
requested by subcommittee furnish report copy. To date no information re
recruitment and purpose of mission withheld from subcommittee and Army
Department desires to cooperate with subcommittee to fullest extent."
December 14, 1947.--Cable from General MacArthur: "With reference to your

cable your understanding concerning conduct of members of mission and release
of report as Outlined in radio correct. Report of mission invited to this theater
by SOAP are made to him for his consideration and may not be released or
commented on by members of his mission until authorized by SOAP. Report of
SoCial Security mission is now under study by this headquarters. This study
Will be completed i. approximately 30 days, and until such time as study is
completed there will be no release of the report or its contents. However, you
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may inform congressional investigator of Harness House subcommittee or other
Interested agencies that the scope of this mission did not include propaganda
for nor the imposition of socialized medicine in Japan. Reference my radio
statement dated September 1 (sent August 31) made by Z20007. Condtetof
this mission while in this theater was in accordance with that policy. They
engaged in no propaganda activities nor is their report concerned in any way
with an imposition of socialized medicine on Japan, but is confined to recom-
mendations to simplify and coordinate existing social insurances to make them
more effective."

December 15, 1947.-Mr. Altmeyer, as Acting Administrator, wrote (ongress-
man Harness pointing out that Messrs. Wandel and Sanders, of the Social Secu-
rity Administration, and Dr. *Mountin, of the Public Health Service, who had
been requested to appear before the Harness subcommittee on December 16, were
subJ ,ct to the regulations of the Department of the Army Insofar as their par.
ticipation In the work of the Social Security mission to Japan was concerned.
He pointed out that in his capacity as nominal head of the social-security mission
and as Acting Federal Security Administrator he desired to interpose no objec-
tion to the committee's having all the information which it might request.
(Attached.)

December 16, 1947.-Mr. Wandel; Mr. Sanders, and Dr. Mountin appearedbfore
the Harness subcommittee and the first two testified about the Social Security
mission.

December 22, 1947.-Letter from Colonel Hodges, War Department Special
Staff, to Mr. Altmeyer, states "we wish to advise you that your responsibility
for the mission is now-over * * *." (Attached.)

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY,
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, D. 0., March 5, 1947.
Maj. F. B. SIMMONs,

Personnel and Training Branch, (Givi Affairs Division,
War Department, Washington, D. (.

DE&u MAJOR SIMMONS: This is to indicate my reaction to the arrangements
proposed by your office, through Mr. Stanchfield, for a social-security mission to
Japan.

As I understand it, the purpose of the mission would be to assist SCAP In
evaluating social-security programs now in existence in Japan and to advise
SCAP regarding pending or proposed measures to achieve a permanent, sound,
social-security system for that country.

I should be glad to serve as nominal head of the mission and would hope that
I could spend at least a month In Japan, probably during late August and Sep
tember. I would be accompanied by Mr. Wilbur J. Cohen, the Assistant Director
of Research and Statistics of the Social Security Administration.

I would want Mr. William H. Wandel, Chief of the Program Division, Bureau of
Employment Security, to serve on the mission. In order to do necessary prepara-
tory work, he should precede us to Japan by about 3 months and should remain
for about 3 months t fter our visit in order to finish up any necessary details.

I should think it adVisable, and would recommend, that while in Japan oil
the mission, Mr. Wendel also serve as Chief, Social Insurance Division, PublC
Health and Welfare Section, staff of the supreme commander. If such an ar-
rangement can be made, I believe it would greatly facilitate the preparatory back,
ground work to be done and add to the success of the mission.

I would recommend that there be included in the mission a person speciallY
qualified on public welfare to cover the field of assistance, relief, and family
and child welfare services.

I would also recommend that Mr. Anton and Dr. Lee Janis be included 1,
the mission and that, insofar as possible, the services of Mr. Stanchfie-ld be made
available to the mission.

I am leaving next week to go to Geneva, Switzerland, as secutive secretary Of
the Preparatory Commission for the International Refugee Organization. I sball
return to Washington about August 1. In the meantime, if you desire that the
Social Security Administration help you in any way, either along the lines outline
above or in some other manner please get In touch with Mr. Wilbur J. 0o118

(National War Agencies, extension 8377).
Sincerely yours, A. J. ALTMYR Cr UiOIsto.
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WAR DEPARrTMENT,
Hon. WATSON B. Mnr. R.r Washington, D. 0., April 14, 1947.

Adminitrator, Federal Seourity Agency,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. ADMINISTRATOR: It Is requested that the services of Mr. William
Wandel, Chief, Program Division, Bureau of Employment Security, Social Se-
curity Administration, P-7 at $8,778 per annum, be made available to the War
Department for a period of approximately 60 days, effective as soon as possible, on
a reimbursable basis.

It Is desired to have Mr. Wandel serve as Chief, Social Security and Ilnsuraucm
Division, Public Health and Welfare Section, Tokyo, Japan, presently established
at CAF-14. There is no qualified employee of the War Department available for
this assignment.

Reimbursement for the salary of Mr. Wandel will be made upon receipt of Form
1080 by the Civil Affairs Division, War Department Special Staff. Travel ex-
penses incurred as a result of this detail will be paid direct by the War Department.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT P. PATTERSON,

Secretary of War.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington, D. 0., April 17, 1947.

Hon. WATSON B. MILLER,
Administrator, Federal Security Agency,

Washington 25, D. 0.
DFAR MR. ADMImSTxATon: Reference is made to my letter of April 14, 1947,

requesting the services of Mr. William Wandel, chief, Program Division, Bureau
of Employment Security, Social Security Administration, on a reimbprsable
detail basis.

We desire to retain the services of Mr. Wandel for a period of 6 months rather
than 60 days as requested in my previous letter. Your cooperation in making
Mr. Wandel available to the Department will be appreciated.

Sincerely yours,
RowT P. PAmrSON, Secretary of War.

ftERAL SEcrmirr AGENCY,
SocIAL SECURiTY ADMirISTRATrON,

Washington, D. C., April 21, 1947.The honorable the SECRET oP WAR,

Washington, D. 0.
DER Mp. SEcRETARY: Your letters of April 14 and April 17 addressed to the

Federal Security Administrator requesting the reimbursable detail of Mr. William
Wandel for a period of 6 months have been referred to me for" reply. I regret
that the fiscal situation of the Social Security Administration will not make
feasible a reimbursable detail. However, we do consent to Mr. Wandel's trans-
fer under section 2 of Executive Order 9711 (issued April 12, 1946).

Representatives of this office, upon contacting Major Simmons, of your De-
partment, have been iformed orally that this change will be acceptable to the
War Department. If it is acceptable to you, Mr. Wandel's transfer may be
made effective as soon as possible. We shall appreciate receiving an indication
of the date upon which the transfer is desired.

As you stated in your letter, Mr. Wandel is now chief, Program Division,
Bureau of Employment Security, Social Security Administration, P-7, $8,778
per annum. We understand that the War Department desires to use his services
as chief, Social Security and Insurance Division, Public Health and Welfare
Section, Tokyo, Japan, a position presently established at CAF-14,

In accordance with the. provisions of Executive Order 9711 we shall hold
r. Wandels position for his return. It is understood that his services will
needed for a period of about 6 months.

Sincerely yours,
W. L. Mf~~rx Acting Commisstoner.
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FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY,
SOCIAL SzucvT ADMINISTRATION,

July 18, 1947.
Interoffice communication.
To: Mr. Watson B. Miller, Administrator, Federal Security Agency.
From: W. L. Mitchell, Acting Commissioner.
Subject: Status of Japanese Social Security Mission.

This is a further report about development concerning a Japanese Social
Security Mission on which we would like to have your concurrence so we can
proceed along the lines indicated. On the evening of July 7 a telbpbne con.
ference was held between Maj. F. B. Simmons, of the Civil Affairs Division of
the War Department, Mr. Cohen and Miss Mulliner, of the Social Security
Administration with Colonel Sams, Mr. William Wandel, and others located In
Tokyo who are concerned with the Social Security Mission to Japan. This
exchange of questions and answers furnished us with current and concrete
information which we had not had previously. The pertinent Information is
contained in the following statement from Tokyo: "Urgent that mission arrive
not later than September 1, even if Mr. Altineyer cannot accompany. Ifission
at that time. Desire mission for 60 days and purpose of mission to be to consult
with the Public Health and Weltare Division and with Japanese Committee on
Social Insurance and Japanese Council on Medical Care for purpose of drafting
a national health bill which will incorporate a unified national health-insurance
program With a national medical-care program. This bill must be available
to present to Diet not lhtet than October 1. We deem it important to get Dr.
Perrott and others familiar in this field, together with Mr. Cohen. J'a anese
groups continuing studies. Report by Soeial Security Division should be com-
pleted shortly after August i and can be sent to Cohen.". Our reply to above was that on the basis of this telephone conference Steps
will be taken t6 get health insurance part of mission under way by September 1,
to be followed as soon as possible by the rest of mission, according to the need
indicated by their report and recommendations.In addition to the above, the exchange of questions related primarily- to the
report which is being prepared by the Social Security Division thel'e, and the
individuals to be attached to the mission. The following understandings were
reached on these points:

4. 'That their report will cover review of all existing social-security pro-
grams, major problems, and tentative recommendations, as well as recom-
mendations concerning relations of social insurances with other forms of
social security. They were requested to forward to Mr. Cohen by the first
week in AugUst 5 copies of this report, to be used as the basis for planning
the other aspects of the mission.

2. Major Simmons and Mr. Cohen will take immediate steps to get neces-
sary agreement regarding the health-insurance personnel of the mission In
order to have them under way by September 1. The people to be considered
for such staff will be Perrott, Sanders, Mountin, Klein, Lotiis Reed, and
other technical people.

3. The salaries and expenses of the mission personnel will be borne by the
War Department.

I will be glad to try to supplement this memorandum with any other informia-
tion you may wish. As you can see, the timetable obtained in the exchange of
information last evening makes it necessary to make decisions promptly inadler
to get this group of personnel processed and in Tokyo by September 1. I have
asked Miss Mulliner to keep In touch with Mrs. Woodward on developments
regarding the mission.

W. L. MrTOHELL.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Wasohngton, D. C., August 6, 1947.

Mr. WxTSON B. MumER,
Admi/nU#trator, Federal Securiti Agency,

Waahington 25, D. 0.
DEAR MR. AbmiNISTRATOB: It Is requested that the services of Mr. Joseph We

Mountin, medical director, $9,211 per annum; Mr. 13urnet M. Davis, surgeO..
$5,821.50 ppr annqtn, both of the United States Public Health Service; ahd M'
Barkev S. ganders, Chief, Health Stlbdis Division, Bureau of Research and St.
tistics, $7,820.40 per annum, of the Social Security Administration, be made avai1-
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able to the War Department for a period of approximately 60 days, beginning on
or about August 28, 1947, on a reimbursable basis.

The services of Messrs. Mountin, Davis, and Sanders are desired by the
Supreme Commander, Allied Powers in Tokyo, Japan, td participate In a Social
Security and Insurance Mission; the objectives of which are to consult with public
health and welfare and with the Japanese Committee on Social Insurance and
Japanese Council on Medical Care for the purpose of drafting a national health 1
bill which will incorporate a unified national health program with a national
medical-care program. This bill must be available to present to the Diet not
latei-than October 1, 1947. There are no individuals available in the War De-
partment possessing the qualifications necessary to perform this assignment.

The War Department will reimburse the Federal Security Agency for the
salaries, and other expenses incurred as a result of this detail, of Messrs. Mountin,
Davis, and Sanders upon receipt of Standard Form 1080, supported by copies of
the letters of agreement. Transportation expenses and a per diem allowance
in lieu of subsistence will be paid by the War Department direct to Messrs.
Mountain, Davis, and Sanders.

Sincerely yours,
KENNETH C. ROYALL,

Secretary of War.

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY,
Washington, Auguat 13, 1947.

The Honorable KENNETH C. ROYALL,
Secretary of War, Waahington 25, D. 0.

My DEAR MR. ROYALL: In answer to your request of August 6, the Federal
Security Agency will make available to the War Department for a period of 60
days the services of Dr. Joseph W. Mountin and Dr. Burnet M. Davis, of the
United States Public Health Service, and Mr. Barkev S. Sanders, of the Bureau
of Research and Statistics, Social Security Administration.

Your request states that the services of Drs. Mountin and Davis and Mr.
Sanders are desired by the Supreme Commander, Allied Powers in Tokyo, Japan,
to participate in a Social Security and Insurance Mission for which qualified
personnel are not available in the War Department. The objectives of the mis-
sion, as set forth in your letter, are to consult with public health and welfare and
with the Japanese Committee on Social Insurance and Japanese Council on Medi-
cal Care in drafting a national health bill which will Incorporate a unified national
health, program with a national medical-care program.

It is understood that Drs. Mountin and Davis and Mr. Sanders will undertake
this assignment on or about August 29; that the War Department will reimburse
the Federal Securit yAgency for the salaries and other expenses incurred as a
result of this detail, and that transportation expenses abd a per diem allowance
in lieu of subsistence will be paid by the War Department direct to the three
individuals assigned by this Agency.

Sincerely yours,
WATSON B. MiLLER, Administrator.

SuMMAaY OF AUGUST 26, 1947, CONFERENCE

This will sumarize I significant points discussed today with Dr. Mountin
and Mr. Sanders preparatory to their departure for Tokyo, schedule on August 28,
as Technical Consultants to assist in the drafting of a national health bill which
Will incorporate a unifid national health tsuranee program with a national
medical care program, as requested in the letter of the Secretary of War of
August 6. Dr. Davis and Mr. Staten did not participate in this discussion because
they were not In Washington. It was understood that while Drs. Mountin and
Davis, Mr. Sanders and Mr. Staten are technical members of the Social Security
Miss011t to Japan, they will function in Japan in accordance with the plans
Worked out by Mr. William Wandel, Chief, Social Security Division, SOAP, for
the period during Which the head of the mission is not in Japan. They will
clear with thb head of the mission their major technical recommendations before
they are officially put forward.
In general their technical skills can be used most effectively as follows: Dr.

Mountin, the medical aspects involved in the organization and operation of health.
1 Word "insurance" inadvertently omitted.

64431--4--pt. 4---22
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programs and Institutions; Mr. Sanders, nonmedical aspects such as coverage,
financial base and cash benefits, and -their relationship to the other, social-
insurance programs; Dr. Davis, operating details and procedures for medical
services; Mr. Staten, social insurance prcgrams other than health and' disability
and their relationship to the health and disability programs.

Pending the receipt of the report from the Social Security Division which
will also include recomendations, plans with respect to other aspects of the
mission are being held in abeyance. Attached for your information are copies
of my letter to War Department of Mairch 5, 1947, concerning the proposed Social
Security Mission to Japan; excerpts from Mr. Cohen's letter to Mr. Wandel of
August 4, 1947, containing information about the health and medical care part
of the mission; and Secretary of War's letter of August 6, 1947, requesting the
services of Dr. Mountin, Dr. Davis, and Mr. Sanders.

A. 3. ALTMwzT.

FEDnEAL SECURITY AGENCY,
SOCIAL SEcuRITY ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, D. C., August 4, 1947.
Mr. WILLIAM WANDEL,

General Headquarters, SCAP, Public Health an4 Welfare Section,
APO 500, care of Postmaster, San Franoisco, Calif.

DEA BIx.: I hope that by this time you have received official notification
through Major Simmons that we have been able to organize an "advance wtrty"
on health insurance which should arrive In Tokyo about September 1. When I
left Washington on August 25, the tentative arrangements were that Dr. Joseph
Mountin, Dr. Bernard Davis (now in London), and Barkev Sanders would come
to deal specifically with health insurance and medical care. They woud be
part of the Social Security mission but would come ahead now because of your
urgent needs.

I feel sure you will get some help by September 1. I also made arrangements
for Ida Merriam to read, review, and send your report around for sttdy so all
of the staff would be In a position to help you wherever necessary.

If there is anybody or anything you want, be sure to let us know. I have
assured Major Simmons that we will do everything humanely possible to help.

With best wishes to you and your staff, I am,
Sincerely yours, WILBUR J. COHEN,

Technical Adviser to the Commi8sioner for Social Security.

P. S.-There will be no chief to the health part of the mission. Mr. Altmeyer is

the chief of the Social Security mission and the threepersons who are coming

over now will act as your advisers and be part of the Social Security mission. I
hope this is 0. K. from your standpoint. It was on this basis that we were able

to expedite clearance of these three persons for arrival on September I. They

should make some kind of report, therefore, for Mr. Altmeyer's use, too. in

connection with the entire mission.

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY,
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, D. C., Augu8st 27, 1947.

Mr. WILLIAM H. WANDEL,
Public Health and Welfare, General Headquarters, S AP,

APO 500, care of Postmaster, San Francisco, Calif.

DEAR BILL: I delayed answering your last letter, which reached me on August

18, until I could report specific information. Mr. Altmeyer has been back in the

office this week, although beginning tomorrow he will be in New York for the

second session of the United Nations Social Commission. Yesterday we worked

in a conference with him, Dr. Mountin, and Mr. Sanders before their departure

for Tokyo. A summary of that conference Is enclosed for your information. This

was checked with Major Simmons before It was released in order to be sure that

it met the plans of the War Department.
Yesterday afternoon your materials, transmitted August 16, were received.

.Since the technicians on health insurance and medical care are scheduled to leave
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tomorrow morning, there has not been an opportunity for them to study these
materials prior to departure, so we are arranging for them to take two copies of
the material with them for review and study en route. At the same time, our
staff people here will review these materials to furnish from your recommendation
suggestions which Mr. Altmeyer and the War Department can consider regarding
additional aspects of social security which may be worked on by mission person-
nel and decisions concerning what additional technical personnel can be made
available. I notice you say that the body of your report will have been rounded
out considerably by the time the mission personnel leaving tomorrow arrive in
Tokyo. It will be most helpful to the people here concerned to have those
materials forwarded promptly.

We are keeping in mind the suggestion of Mr. Neff that Helen Bary could give
technical help in the general assistance program developmental work.

I should have mentioned above that Mr. Altmeyer has given to each of the
technicians, before leaving tomorrow for Tokyo, the copy of the summary of the
conference on August 26, so all of you will have the same information on these
points.

Sincerely yours,
MAURINE MULLINER, Executive Assistant.

Release morning papers,

Wednesday, August 27, 1947

SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLICITY AND PROPAGANDA IN THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS

(Forest A. Harness, Chairman)

Representative Forest A. Harness, of Indiana, chairman of the Subcommittee
on Publicity and Propaganda In the Executive Departments, today issued the
following statement regarding the proposed health mission to Tokyo:

"It has come to the attention of our investigators that the Social Security
Board and the United States Public Health Service Jointly plant to send a special
mission of Federal experts to Tokyo to advise and consult with Japanese authori-
ties on a national health program for Japan. The mission is scheduled to leave
for Japan about August 28.

"Our committee is informed that the proposed mission is composed chiefly of
Federal employees now engaged in various phases of public-health and social-
Security administration in the United States, all of whom are known to be militant
advocates of the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill for compulsory health insurance in
the United States. This program for socialized medicine has been urged four
times in our own Congress and four times has been rejected in committee.

"Our information is that the proposed mission already has sent to Tokyo copies
of the several versions of the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill as introduced in Con-
gress since 1939, together with' voluminous hearings before the Senate Labor
Committee presenting the views of the United States advocates of socialized
medicine.

"Because the time is short, our committee has not had opportunity to complete
its investigation of all the circumstances surrounding selection of this mission.
But our preliminary inquiry has established that the project was conceived and
arranged in the United States, chiefly by Federal employees within the Social
Security Board and the United States Public Health Service.

"In preparation for the project, certain former employees of the Social Security
Board were attached to the Public Health and Welfare Section of the occupation
authority in Tokyo.

"Our committee has received and carefully studied the complete file of radio
communications between Tokyo and Washington which laid the groundwork for
the appintment of the health mission. No high-ranking occupation authorities
figured in these arrangements.

"Our conclusion is that the demand for this mission did not originate in Japan,
but among certain officials of the Secial Security Board In Washington.

"We are also convinced that the mission is committed in advance to a national
Program for socialized medicine in Japan."The evidence likewise is clear that the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill already
has been selected as the beginning point (if the mission's health survey in Japan.
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We feel that the nominal Japanese 'request' for such a mission was more a matter
of departmental routine in Washington than a bona fide expression of Japan's
needs and wishes in the matter of United States assistance in national health
rehabilitation.

"Our Inquiry discloses that one man selected by the Social Security Board to
be a member of the Tokyo mission has returned only recently from a Special
assignment with the British Ministry of Health, in London, where he assisted in
advancing a comprehensive program of socialized medicine through the British
Parliament.

"As chairman of the subcommittee charged with investigating GdverfiMent
publicity and propaganda, I feel that this mission is a proper subject for public
examination and discUssion before it leaves Washington for Tokyo.

"We, therefore, present the matter for public consideration at this time, in the
hope that some official action in the executive branch may delay departure of the
mission until our investigation may be completed and all the facts presented to
the Department of Justice.

"However concealed in official accounting procedures and interdepartifiatal
transfers of funds and authorizations, such a use of Federal appropriations to
advance the world program for socialized medicine appears to this committee to
present a clear misapplication of Federal moneys far beyond any program or
purpose ever within the intent of the Congress.

"Regardless of what action may be taken in the executive branch, it will be the
firm purpose of this committee to complete its investigation of this matter and
lay the complete picture before the Committees on Appropriations in the next
Congress, and such other committees of the Congress as have these matters *!thin
their jurisdiction.

"Meanwhile, our investigation continues in the Bureau of Research and Statis-
tics in the Social Security Board, where the scheme for a Japanese health mission
originated."

Immediate release
WAR DZPAftWENT,

PUBLIC INFORMATION DMSioN,
PnEW SETON,

August 27, 1947.

SOCIAL SEIX TY MissioN DEPARTS FOa TOKYO THURSDAY

The War Department has announced the Thursday departure of a mission to
Japan being sent at the request of Gen. Douglas MacArthur, Supreme Com-
mander for the Allied Powers, to evaluate and to make recommendations regard-
ing measures to achieve a sound social-security system for Japan.

Four advance members of the mission departing today by air are prominent
health and welfare officials who, it is expected, will be joined at a later date by
two other members, in addition to Mr. Arthur J. Altmeyer, Commissioner, Social
Security Administration. They are: Dr. Joseph W. Mountin and Mr. Burnet M.
Davis, of the United States Public Health Service; Mr. Barker S. Sanders, Social
Security Administration; and Mr. Francis A. Staten, Public Housing Authority.

General MacArthur, last April, requested that Mr. Altmeyer be invited to head
a six-man mission that would visit Japan in September for a period of 30 to 90
days. The mission will consult with Public Health and Welfare Section, SCAP,
and will offer technical guidance to the Japanese Committee on Social 1%UtMce
and the Japanese Council on Medical Care, which are presently engaged in draft-
ing a coordinated national health bill.

The Japanese workmen's compensation and seamen's insurance laws have been
recently reformed, a child-welfare law is now pending, and a national health-
insurance law, passed in 1926 and extended in 1942, covers approximately 42,000,-
000 Japanese. In March 1947 the Japanese Diet passed a resolution recommending
the extension of the national health-insurance law.

Distribution: Aa, Af, B, Da, Dd, Dim, N.
7p.m.
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WAX DEPAqI'MENT,
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE CENTER,

August 81, 1947.
Incoming clear message-Priority
From: GHQ SCA, Tokyo, Japan, signed MacArthur.
To: War for WDSCA.
Nr: Z 20007.

Reur War 85264.
There is no slightest concept at this headquarters of any socialization of

medicine in Japan. The purpose of the mission from the United States is to
advise with reference to the coordination and application of social-security
measures which have been in practice In Japan for many years. In the after-
math of the war and the economic stringencies resulting therefrom the Japanese
Government has found manifold difficulties in the implementation of Its old health
security laws. It appealed to this headquarters for advice and assistance in
consolidation and simplification of existing codes in view of the general revision
in governmental structure now taking place.

As the appropriate section of SCAP did not possess the expert ability called for,
the United States Government's corresponding services were requested to lend
competent personnel for a short period of time to consult with and advise in the
premises. The individuals selected for this purpose are personally unknown
to this headquarters but as responsible public officials of the United States
Governqipnt must be presumed to be qualified. No socialization of medicine is at
issue and nothing of propaganda is involved. The Japanese Government re-
quested the advice and will be entirely free to accept it or not as it may wish.
Its scope is not designed to initiate any concepts beyond present Xapanese laws
and will be limited merely to pass upon the adaptability, workability and prac-
ticability of those now existent.

Nothing new is planned beyQnd making old practices work. So far as this
headquarters knows there has been no slightest effort or thought on the part of
the United States Government services to inject themselves into the matter nor
to impose any preconceived concepts or controversial issues such as the socializa-
tion of medicine oa-Japan, and their actions in making experts temporarily
available represent nothing but healthy assistance in response to a normal
request from a fellow governmental agency.

I suggest that the above facts be furnished those who protest this mission. I
am sure the protests are caused by lack of accurate information in the matter.

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY,
SocIAL SEcuRirY ADMINISTRATION,

Washington 25, D. 0., December 11, 1947.
Maj. READ MORRISON,

Chief, Far East Section Personnel and Training Branch,
Civil Affairs Division, War Department,

Washington 25, D. 0.
Da MA-o, MowusoN: On MD4rch 5, 1947, I wrote Maj. F. B. Simmons I had

considered the proposal submitted by your office for a social security mission to
Japan and that I should be glad to serve as the nominal head of the mission.
On April 14, 1947, the Secretary of War wrote to the Federal Security Adminis-
trator requesting the services of William H. Wandel to serve as Chief of the Social
Security Division, Public Health and Welfare Section of SCAP, which request
Was granted. On August 6 the Secretary of War wrote the Federal Security Ad-
8irAstrator requesting the services of Dr. Joseph W. Mounting, Dr. Burnet M.
Davis, both of the United States Public Health Service and Mr. Barkev S. Sanders
of the Social Security Administration. This request was also granted. On August
26, as nominal head of the mission I furnished Dr. Mountin, Mr. Sanders, Dr.
Davis, and Mr. Staten of the Public Housing Authority whose services had also
been made available, a memorandum of instructions, copy of which is enclosed.

Messrs. Wandel, Sanders, Staten, and Drs. Mountin and Davis have now returned
to the United States and, I am Informed, submitted their reports prior to leaving
Tokyo to Col. Crawford F. Sanis, Chief of the Public Health and Welfare Section,
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SCAP, although I have not been furnished with a copy of any such report&
Under the circumstances I assume that these gentlemen have completed their mis.
sion and that any responsibility I may have had in the matter is now at an end.
If my understanding is not correct I should appreciate your advising me.

If at any time we can be of assistance to you please let us know.
Sincerely yours,

A. J. ALTMEYER, Cominissioer.

FEDMIAL SECURITY AGENCY,
SOCIAL SEouuRTy ADMINISTRATION,

Washington 25, D. C., December 15, 1947.
Hon. FOREST A. HARNESS,

House of Representatives, lVashfington, D. 0.
DPAR CONGRESSMAN HARNESS: I have been informed by Mr. William H. Wandel

a former official of the Bureau of Employment Security of the Social Security
Administration, Mr. Barkev S. Sanders, an official of the Bureau of Research
and Statistics of the Social Security Administration, and Dr. Joseph W. Mountin,
an official of the Bureau of State Services of the United States Public Health
Service, that they have been requested to appear before your committee tomorrow
morning at 10:30. It is the understanding of these gentlemen that you desire
information relative to the social-security mission to Japan.

I, myself, have not yet been furnished with a formal report by these gentlemen,
and I have not requested a report of them. It is my understanding that these
gentlemen as regards their social-security mission to Japan are subject to the
regulations of the Department of the Army.

However, both in my capacity as nominal head of the social-security mission
and as acting Federal Security Administrator, I have informed these gentlemen
that I desire to interpose no objection to your committee's having all the infor-
mation which it may request.

Sincerely yours,
A. J. ALTxr=R,

Ab ng Administrator.

WA DEPARTmzNT,
WAR DEPARTMENT SPECIAL STAFF,

PERSONNEL AND TRAINING BRANCH,
Washington 25, D. C., December 22, 1947.

Mr. A. J. ALTmEyEB,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. ALMEYUS: This will acknowledge your letter of December 11 with
reference to the social-security mission which recently visited General Mac-
Arthur's headquarters in Tokyo.

We wish to thank you for your interest and close cooperation with this office iII
obtaining personnel to go to Tokyo on the social-security mission, and it was
indeed unfortunate that you were not able to make the trip yourself.

We understand that the persons composing this special, mission have com
pleted their assignment ahid have made a report to General MacArthur's head-
quarters, and have now returned to this country to carry out their individual
work.

We wish to again thank you for your interest in this mission, and we wish tO
advise you that your responsibility for the mission is now over, and should an,
other mission of this type be requested by the Far East Command, we will again
take the liberty to call upon you to assist us In selecting the personnel, and we
hope that the next time you will be able to make the trip with the missiOn
selected.Sincerely yours, ARTHUR W. HoDozs, Jr.,

Lieutenant Colonel, OSO.,
Branch Executive.

Mr. FALK. I only have in mind, Senator, that I would not on MY
motion have thought that this episode with respect to the mission to
Tokyo, which has received so much public discussion and attentifl
in the press, in magazines, in medical journals-both State and local
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medical journals-I would not have supposed that it had any con-
gressional bearing on bills before this committee, and I would not on
my motion have undertaken to clutter your record with any of it.
But since the matter has been brought up and used as an illustration
of a charge that we have been engaged in some international plot to
socialize medicine throughout the world, I thought that the committee
might like to have as full and comprehensive a record of the facts as
possible in order to let the facts speak for themselves and to indicate
that this whole thing has been a lot of nonsense and foolery of some
kind, which is very difficult for me to understand.

Senator DoNNELL. The fact is, however, Mr. Falk, notwithstanding
our views and notwithstanding the data that you submit, which may
e quite correct, is it not a fact that Mr. Harness has not changed his

position, as far as you know-publicly, at any rate--that he asserted
in his letter of September 9, 1947?

Mr. FALK. That is correct, Senator, and when I say it is correct,
it is correct so far as I know; and if it is correct, I think it is very
unfortunate, and I hope very much that when the facts become avail-
able to Mr. Harness that he will change his position and that this
episode will be closed and that all concerned, with good will, may
forget a mistake that was made by somebody in following some bad
leads.

Senator PEPPER. Excuse me, Dr. Falk. Do you know whether
General MacArthur has changed any of his statements that he made
which have been referred to? Has he changed any of his statements
either?

Mr. FALK. I have no evidence of any kind that he has changed any
of his, and I have been led to believe that he has reaffirmed them in
other connections.

Senator PEPPER. Is it not rather difficult to understand why Mr.
Harness has not made any correction of his statement unless he takes
the position that General MacArthur is either not telling the truth
or that General MacArthur does not know the facts? Have you
ever heard any such inference or implication from Mr. Harness with
respect to General MacArthur's statements?

Mr. FALK. Senator, I can only repeat what I have said before in
substance. I am very much at a loss to understand this whole episode.

Senator PEPPER. AS you know, I referred a few minutes ago to the
Congressional Record of January 26, 1948, which contains this speech
of Mr. Harness under date of October 24, 1947, and Mr. Harness
himself, according to page A426 of the Congressional Record of
January 26, 1948, says, in the House of Representatives, Monday,
January 26, 1948, Mr. Harness of Indiana says the following:

Mr. Speaker, I ask leave to extend my remarks in the record by including the
following address delivered by me before the National Physicians and Surgeons
Committee, Inc., Colorado Springs, Colo., on October 24, 1947.

Then he Duts his own address in the record. without mentioning
nything at the end of itato indicate that anything said therein has

been contradicted by General MacArthur-in so many words.
It is rather difficult to understand why Mr. Harness would persist

in making statements that le might have made inadvertently when
they were first made in the face of the flat contradiction which has

2029
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been made with respect to those statements, at least insofar as utter-
ances by General MacArthur personally are concerned.

Senator DONNELL. The record from which the Senator froiii
Florida read, I understand, is yesterday's Record ?

Senator PEPPER. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. That was placed in the Record by Mr. Harness

yesterday?
Senator PEPPER. Yes. He put his October 1947 address into the

Record yesterday.
Senator DONNELL. And so far as Mr. Falk knows, he has never re-

voked any of the statements contained in the letter of September 9.
Senator PEPPER. So that the American jury may take the case on tliv

testimony of Gen. Douglas MacArthur and Mr. Harness.
Senator DONNELL. In addition, there is this article in the Deceni-

ber 1947 edition of the Reader's Digest. I do not know when it w:,
printed, but there is this article by Mr. Harness, which has been offered
into the record.

Senator PEPPER. Yes.
Senator MURRAY. May I make an inquiry j

Senator DONNELL. Certainly.
Senator MURRAY. Would it be proper to infer that Mr. Harness may

be a victim of this secret propaganda that was put out by Dr. Shearon,
in which she claims to keep this all secret, originally claiming that
she was the one who was inspiring this move by Mr. Harness, and that
lie may have been entirely deceived by the information that hie has
been receiving from that source?

Mr. FALK. Senator, I can only make these comments and still ati-
here to them; I can only adhere to that which I know, and for which
I have a basis.

Mr. Harness, I believe, was misled in this matter. as lie has been
misled in some other matters relating to this subject. Now, maybe
I am drawing an unfair, unjustified, and unwarranted inference, but
it is a fact, I believe-these are facts, I believe.

The first intimation that there was something wrong about a MiS-
sion going to Japan to assist General MacArthur, so far as I know,
is the statement by Mrs. Shearon in her letter which you read for the
record a little while ago.

Senator MURRAY. And she has been an adviser of this committee.
Mr. FALK. That may be so. I do not know.
The second point is that the investigator for the Harness coiP-

mittee, who came to us and has gone to other agencies of the Govevn-
ment for information on this matter, as on other matters, was
Hazel Huffman. who was identified by this committee, by Senator
Donnell, in hearings held in 1947, as the reputed author of an anony-
mous article that appeared in Medical Economics, which I castigated
and criticized as containing misinformation of all kinds concernwl-'
us and the Social Security Administration with respect to what 11"is
been happening in this health field.

Now, I do not know whether I am unwarranted in drawing the il-
ference, but it is a fact that Mrs. Shearon's hand in this matter, ap-
parently by her own statement, if that is a correct statement, 1)I-
cipitated this matter, and that Miss Hazel Huffman, who apparently
has had some connections with Mrs. Shearon, was the staff investigator
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for the Harness committee in conducting this inquiry, or so much
of it as I know about.

Now, I do think that I am justified and that I am warranted in
drawingg the conclusion which I expressed earlier, that Mr. Harness
hias not been well served. And may I add, I think the United States
(J'overnment and General MacArthur and SCAP have not been well
served.

Senator MURRAY. Do you think this committee has been well served
I!v an agent who is registered as a lobbyist and who put out this sort
o information to the American people Do you think that this com-
mittee is getting good service from that source'.

Mr. FALK. The only comment I can make on that, Senator Murray,
is that it seems to me very unfortutnate that the time of this com-
iittee is spent on hearings like this instead of being spent on more
constructive discussions with respect to the many bills now before
Congress. I think a good deal of the committee's time has been
taken up by this episode concerning the J apanese mission.

Senator PEPPER. Mr. Chairman, what seems to me more regrettable
is the fact that whoever may be responsible for it-and I am not
calling any names any place-but it is regrettable that this commit-
tee and all those who are trying to find the best way, everything con-
sidered, to make it possible for the American people to obtain the
medical, hospital, and other services which they require-I think it
is regrettable that an honest inquiry should be tainted and beclouded
by charges and countercharges that impute to either one side or the
other anything other than the highest motives and the purest Am-ieri-
can objectives in that pursuit.

If some of us happen to believe that a compulsory insurance sys-
tem, where you pay something comparable to a social-security tax,
is the best way that we know of by which the American people may
obtain the hospital and medical service without which they are daily
dying and suffering, we ought to be immune from the charge that w'e
are in any way less possessed of American sentiments than anybody
else; and others who happen to believe that another way is the best
way to do it should be freed from the charge that they are careless
of human life and indifferent to human suffering.

So I wonder when we are going to be able to lift the whole inquiry
out of the contamination of these innuendoes and get it up to a level
where we are trying to discuss what, is the best way. everything con-
&dered, to make it possible for the American people to save their lives
and their health, by paying the medical and other services that they
happen to require.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Cohen, I would like to ask you whether or
hot you and Maior Simmons and Miss Mulliner caused to be sent to
Col. Crawford F. Sams, Chief, PHW; Mr. William Wandel, Chief,
Social Security Division; Mr. George Pollock. Deputy Chief, Social
Security Division; Mr. George Rohrlich, Chief, Economics Analysis
Branch; and Mrs. Leone M. Moor, personnel coordinator. PHW; a
series of cablegraphic communications, if I may term them that, start-
11g with WD 1 and continuing on down through WD 11, sometime in
July of 1947?

Mr. CoHEN. Senator, let me see. I was the person responsible for
the messages in part sent from Washington to Tokyo in the telecon-
ference of July 17, 1947.
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Senator DONNELL. IS it July 17? It is impossible to tell from the
copy I have here.

Mr. COHEN. That is my understanding.
Senator DONNELL. All right.
Mr. COHEN. And I would like to say, Senator, in this connection,

that I was the person who was largely responsible for carrying on
the negotiations with respect to this mission requested by General Mac-
Arthur. and that I would be glad to go into detail; but I would like
to say that Mr. Falk, despite what is said in all of these messages and
charges and countercharges, had no substantial participation what-
soever in suggesting the mission, the names of the persons, the content
of the mission, their duties, or anything whatsoever. The (lticus-
sions, if you would like to hear about them. were originated with a
representative of SCAP, Mr. Stanchfield, who, we were led to be-
lieve, had full powers from Tokyo, who came here and talked with
Mr. Altmeyer, and at Mr. Altmeyer's request I continued the (liscis-
sions with Mr. Stanchfield.

I believe it is fair to say that, outside of some conversations which
I believe Mr. Stanchfield had with Mr. Falk, in no way was Mr. Falk
responsible for any of the major decisions taken with respect to this
activity; and the charges and Statements about Mr. Falk and his
participation in it, in my opinion, are untrue and unfounded.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Cohen, however, you did, in conjunction
with Major Simmons and Miss Mulliner, cause to be sent this tele-
conference of July 17, 1947; is that correct I

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. I would like to read that into this record, if

you please. Do you have a copy of it before you so that you may
follow it?

Mr. COHEN. No; I do not, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. I will read it correctly. I will read this series.

WD-1. For Wandel.
Mr. Altmeyer has not yet returned from Europe and departure of social-se-

curity mission may be delayed. Mr. Cohen is leaving town in a few days for a1
extended period; so it is deemed essential, now that you have had the opportunity
to review the situation, to learn your desires concerning the composition of the
mission before Mr. Cohen leaves.

End of item.

WD-2. For Rohrlich.
Mr. Bishop has left Social Security and has another position in New York,

Mr. Sanders states Bishop will probably not be interested in economic analyst
spot. Dr. Falk and Mr. Sanders have promised to assist in every way possible
to get qualified man for you. Do you have any suggestions you want us to
consider?

End of item.

WD-3. For Jan is.
A Miss Hapney has indicated you may desire her services and has left forin 51.

She appears capable, but would not qualify for more that a P-2 rating.
End of item.

WD-4. For Waiidel.
We have a letter from Francis A. Staten. Mr. Cohen thinks him very capable.

Believe he has written you. Do you wish its to take any action in connectiOn
with him?

End of item.
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WD-5.
We would like to obtain further information from SCAP iii order to begin our

1)lanning for the social security mission. Altmeyer will probably not return from
Europe before the end of August or early September, and pending business here
iiiakes it impossible to say now what his schedule will be. In order that he may
make his plans when he returns, we should like to have a recommendation from
you as to when the best time or times would be for the missii)n to arrive, what
emphasis should be given in selecting personnel for the mission, how many per-
sons should be in the mission, what specifically the mission would do, how long
it would stay, and what materials could be sent to members of the mission before
it departs? Could you give us now some indication of your suggestions on these
matters and follow them up with a detailed memorandum specifically outlining
your recommendations on these and any related points. Do you have any sug-
gestions you want us to consider?

End of item.

WD-6.
From the tempo of your letters it appears that health insurance is now your

primary problem. If you deem it important enough every effort will be made
to get Dr. Perrott and one or two others in this field on the mission.

End of item.

WD-7.
Reur item 3.
Since mission may arrive at time Wandel is about to return we believe it is

desirable to consider Staten as replacement and possibly to accompany mission.
End of item.

WD-8.
Reur item 4.
We will then plan on mission to be composed of Dr. Perrott (if possible) and

other health insurance men. Mission will arrive by September 1. Will plan on
Mr. Altmeyer coming at later date. Will cable names of members and request
approval as soon as available.

What will social security division report contain? Will it cover all aspects of
Social security or only health insurance and medical care? Please forward five
copies of report by air mail by first week of August, if possible, in order to assist
in interesting right people to participate in mission.

End of item.

Senator DONNELL. I interpolate this as Mr. Perrott. He is not a
doctor, is he?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Continuing with the next item:

WD-9.
Reur item 4.
What would your reaction be to following individuals for work on health

insurance: Sanders, Klein, or Louis Reed. Do you have any other suggestions?
End of item.

WD-10.

On basis this telecon will then get health insurance part of mission under way
by September 1 and follow as soon as possible with rest of mission according
t" uleed indicated by your report and recommendations.

End of item.

WD-11.
Reur item 8.
Will consider Mountiu. Will discuss with Surgeon General Parran.
Eld of item.

Mr. COHEN. Senator, may I ask you a question there?
Senator DONNELL. Yes.
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Mr. COHEN. You are just reading now the communications that
went from Washington to Tokyo?

Senator DONNELL. That is right, and then I have the answer, which
I wanted to read in a moment also.

Mr. COHEN. Yes, but the point that I was going to make, Senator, B
is I think it would be clearer if each of these inquiries, as they went
along, were shown as in response to a reply from Tokyo. Those nuin-
bers that you read, in other words, were not a consecutive series but
constitute an exchange of views. Some of the statements made from
Washington are only understandable when you know what it is that
the comment or the inquiry or the question was as it came from Tokyo.

Senator DONNELL. I do not have it.
Mr. COHEN. It probably is all in there, but I say for the record that

it would not be very understandable to know how you got from A to Z,
without knowing in between what it was that Tokyo and the repre-
sentatives of SCAP were asking us for our comments on, because those
were not comments which were gratuitous, but which were in reply to
the request of SCAP for information.

Senator DONNELL. If there is any portion of the other correspond-
ence that you think should be admissible, Mr. Cohen, I have it here.
You are perfectly at liberty to put it into the record. The portion
that I have read, so far as I know, is the material part of what you
have said.

Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. And I do not know of anything further that you

said which is inaterial. If there is any part regarding what led up
to it that you think should be admitted, I would be very happy to
hand you the complete file so that you may incorporate it into the
record. I think the portion that I read is understandable.

Mr. COHEN. The conversation is by your sending the message and
then you wait for approximately 2 or 3 minutes until a reply comes
in on the telecon and it is flashed on the screen for you to read, and then
when that communication comes in you reply with your second com-
munication. So that is the way the flow of the conversation went,
and I think it is extremely important in establishing the points.

Senator DONNELL. I think Mr. Cohen's position is well taken, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator SMITH. I was going to suggest that Mr. Cohen might state
this consecutively in the record. I agree with you that it is utterly
meaningless this way.

Mr. COHEN. You are reading answers to a statement that you do
not have the questions for.

Senator DONNELL. I agree with you, Mr. Cohen, and if agreeable
to you I am going to hand this to you, and we will have the reporter

put in everything that is in this record. Of course, the portions I
have read and your answers are understandable, but I think your

point is well taken, and this may be incorporated in the record. It
is somewhat bulky here but it will probably not consume much i1i
actual type. I want to read, however, with the understanding that
vou may put everything else in the record-I am going to read into
the record this one item from Colonel Sams, Mr. Wandel, Mr. Pollock,
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Mr. Rohrlich, and Mrs. Moor [reading FEC item 4 (reference
item 5)]:

Urgent that mission arrive not later than September 1, even if Mr. Altmeyer
cannot accompany mission at that time. Desire mission for 60 days. Purpose
of mission to be to consult with PH and W and with Japanese Committee on
Social Insurance and Japanese Council on Medical Care, for purpose of drafting
a national health bill which will incorporate a unified national health-insurance
program with a national medical-care program. This bill must be available
to present to Diet not later than October 1. Do deem it important to get
Dr. Perrott and others familiar in this field, together with Mr. Cohen. Japanese
groups continuing studies. Report by Social Security Division should be com-
pleted shortly after August 1 and can be sent to Cohen.

Now, Mr. Cohen, I think, if it meets the chairman's approval, we
might suspend at this point-that is, my examination at any rate--and
I would like to have you-I will hand this to the stenographer with
the understanding that he may take everything in here, this whole
file, and put it in chronological order and place it in the record.

Mr. COHEN. Before you adjourn, Mr. Chairman, may I have just
a moment?

Senator DONNELL. Pardon me, Senator, so the record will show
that this entire file which I now hand to the reporter will go into
evidence, with the understanding that it will be incorporated chron-
ologically, in accordance with the suggestion of Mr. Cohen, which I
think is a proper suggestion.

Mr. COHEN. Pardon me just one moment, Senator. Do you wish
to interrogate me further on that? Because I would like to comment
on those statements.

Senator DONNELL, I think it is fair that you should have that right,
and I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that at the beginning of our
next hearing, which I think will be day after tomorrow, Mr. Cohen
be given the opportunity of making any and all comments he may
desire with respect to this matter.

Senator SMrrH. Very well.
(There follows the record of the teleconference between Washing-

ton, D. C., and Tokyo, Japan, Jul 17, 1948 (chronological file re-
ferred to). Messages sent from Washington are identified by the
symbol "WD" and messages sent from Tokyo are identified by the
symbol "FEC".)
Teleonference-July 17-TT 8337.
Present here (i. e. Washington, D. C.) : Maj. F. B. Simmons: CAD; Mr. Wilbur

J. Cohen: Soe. Sec.; Miss M, Mulliner: Soe. Sec.
Subject: Social Security Il 0i,
Classification: Uueiasified.
WD-1. For Wandel.

Mr. Altmeyer has not yet returned from Europe and departure of Social Se-curity mission may be delayed. Mr. Cohen is leaving town in a few days for anextended period; so it is deemed essential, now that you have had the opportunity
to review the situation, to learn your desires concerning the composition of the
mission before Mr. Cohen leaves.

(End of item.)

WD-2. For Rohrlidi,
Mr. Bishop has left Social Security and has another position in New York. Mr.Sanders states Bishop will probably not be interested in economic analyist spot.Dr. 14alk and Mr. Sanders have promised to assist in every way possible to get

qualified man for yQu. Do you have any suggestions you want us to consider?
(End of item.)
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Teleconference--WCR V TKG-July 18.
Present here (i. e. Tokyo, Japan) : Col. Crawford F. Sams, Chief. PHW; Mr. Wni.

Wandel, Chief, Soc. Sec. Div.; Mr. Geo. Pollock, Deputy Chief, Soc. Sec. Div.;
Mr. Geo. Rohrlich, Chief Econ. Ananysis Br.; Mrs. Leone M. Moor, Personnel.
Coordinator, PHW.

Subject: Social Security mission.
Classification: Unclassified.
FEC item 1. Ref. item 2.

Suggest further contacts with BLS personnel anl Bishop and forward 57's
of those interested and available.

(End of item.)

FEC item 5. Further Ref. item 2.

Bob Guyol, of office of intelligence research, Department of State, might have
candidate. Refer to my telephone conversation with him mid-June.

(End of item.)

WD-3. For Janis.

A Miss Hapney has indicated you may desire her services and has left Form 57.
She appears capable, but would not qualify for more than a P-2 rating.

(End of item.)

FEC item 2. Ref. item 3.

Believe Miss Hapney would be useful assistant. Job in process of being estal-
lished. Will advise by radio when Job available.

(End of item.)

WD-4. For Wandel.

We have a letter from Francis A. Staten. Mr. Cohen thinks him very capalile.
Believe he has written you. Do you wish us to take any action in connection
with him. (End of item.)

FEC item 3. Ref. item 4.

Suggest no action pending discussion with Altmeyer after arrival of mission.
(End of item.)

WD-5.

We would like to obtain further information from SCAP in order to begin our
planning for the Social Security mission. Altmeyer will probably not returii
from Europe before the end of August or early September, and pending business
here makes it impossil)le to say now what his schedule .will be. In order that he
may make his plans when he returns, we should like to have a recommendati"
from you as to when the best time or times would be for the mission to arrive .
what emphasis should be given in selecting personnel for the mission, how man"
persons should be in the mission, what specifically the m-ission would do, how
long it would stay, aid what materials could be sent to members of the mission
before it departs? Could you give us now some indication of your suggestions
on these matters and follow them up with a detailed memorandum specificallY
outlining your recommendations on these and any related points.

Do you have any suggestions you want us to consider?
(End of item.)

FEC item 4. Reference item 5.

Urgent that mission arrive not later than September 1, even if Mr. Altuleyer

cannot accompany mission at that time. Desire mission for 60 days and purple
of mission to be to consult with P. H. and W. and with Japanese Committee 0'
Social Insurance and Japanese Council on Medical Care for purpose for drafti'1g
a national health bill which will incorporate a unified national health-Insurane
program with a national medical-care program. This bill must be vailable tO
present to diet not later than October 1. Do deem it important to get Dr. Perrott

and others familiar in this field together with Mr. Cohen. Japanese groups Co1'
tinuing studies. Report by Social Security Division should be completed shortly
after August 1 and can be sent to Cohen.

(End of item.)
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WI) 6.
From the tempo of your letters it appears that health insurance is now your

primary problem. If you deem it important enough every effort will be made to
gei Dr. Perrott and one or two others in this field on the ni-sion.

(End of item.)

WD 10.
On basis this Telecon will then get health insurance part of mission under way

by September 1 and follow as soon as possible with rest of mission according to
need indicated by your report and recommendations.

(End of item.)

\VD 7.
Reur item 3.
Since mission may arrive at time Wandel is about to return we believe it is

desirablee to consider Staten as replacement and possibly to accompany mission.
(End of item.)

FEC item 6. Ref. item 7.
Would agree to having Staten included in mission. Any other potential suc-

cessors to Wandel should also accompany mission.
(End of item.)

WID 8.
Retir item 4.
We will then plan on mission to be composed of Dr. Perrott (if possible) and

other health insurance men. Mission will arrive by September 1. Will plan on
Mr. Altmeyer coming at later date. Will cable names of members and request
approval as soon as available.

What will Social Security Division report contain? Will it cover all aspects
()f social security or only health insurance and medical care? Please forward
five copies of report by air mail by first week August, if possible, in order to assist
in interesting right people to participate in mission.

(End of item.)

FE(' item 7.
Reur item 8.
SS report will cover up-to-date review of all existing social-security programs,

mifljor problems, and tentative recommendations. Anticipate that recommenda-
tio is will cover all social insurances and relations with other forms of social
security.

(End of item.)

WID 9.
Reur item 4.
What would your reaction be to following individuals for work on health in-

s11Ur.11le: Sanders, Klein, or Louis Reed? Do you have any other suggestions?
iEnd of item.)

F:O item 8. Ref. item 9.
Reaction favorable to Sanders, Klein, and Reed. No other suggestions at

moment. Mountin previously suggested by Janis.
(End of item.)

WID 11.
Reur item 8.
Will consider Mountin. Will discuss with Surgeon General Parran.
IEnd of item.)
Senator PEPER. Mr. Chairman, apropos of my comment a moment

ago that honest men may approve this subject oT providing necessary
iedical and hospital care for the people, though differing in methods,

with equal honesty and patriotism, I want to call attention to five bills
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and ask that they be incorporated in the record of these hearings, be-
cause they are part of the literature on this subject.

The first bill is S. 855, introduced in the Senate on the 15th of Janu.
ary 1937 by Senator Capper, of Kansas, a bill to aid in alleviating the
loss caused by sickness.

The second bill is S. 3660, introduced in the Senate on the 25th of
March 1940 by Senator Capper, of Kansas, entitled "A bill to aid in the
establishment and administration of State health insurance plals." K

The third is S. 489, introduced in the Senate January 23, 1941, by
Senator Capper, of Kansas, to aid in the establishment and administra-
tion of State health insurance plans, on page 2 of which appears the
following provisions:

STATE PLANS FOR HEALTH INSURANCE

SEC. 1202. A State plan for health insurance shall be approved only when t1e
Board finds that it complies with the conditions, standards, and provisions cn-
taint d in this section, as follows.:

(a) Premiums: (1) The fund out of which benefits are paid is created aid
maintained by regular premiums thereto raid by the State, employers, and ,i,-
ployees set according to the wage clauses and equal to at least the weekly ralles
for each calendar week or any part thereof contained in the following schedul -

and the schedule appears here.
Senator SMITH. Do I understand that the Senator wants the full

text of these bills incorporated in the record?
Senator PEPPFR. That is right, as part of the history of this legis-

lation.
Senator SMITH. You have them all together there?
Senator PEPPER. Yes.
Senator SMITH. The Senator does not contemplate that anybody is

going to read all these bills through at this late date, does he, unless,
the reader has a bedtime inclination that most of them do not have?

Senator PEPPER. I want the record of this legislation, Senator, as I
am sure we all do.

Senator SMITH. I am a little dismayed at the size of them, but I
agree with the Senator that we want a complete record, and we will
put them in as the Senator requests.

Senator PEPPER. There are two more, Mr. Chairman, S. 2963, in.
troduced in the Senate on August 4, 1939, by Senator Lodge, of Massa-
chusetts, a bill to provide health insurance to certain workers in severe
economic distress.

The last one is H. R. 9817, introduced in the House of Representatives
March 14, 1938, by Mr. Treadway, of Massachusetts, a bill providing
for the establishment of a national system of health insurance.

By examining those bills we will see that many other able -,id
patriotic Americans have approached this subject in the manner a-
indicated in those bills.

Senator SMITH. And as the Senator has noted, it is quite proper to
observe that there are a few Republicans who have fathered measures
of this character.

Senator PEPPER. And I am sure that their colleagues would not wisl
to charge these patriotic Americans with fomenting socialistic niedi"
cine or communism. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator SMrrH. The committee will recess until Thursday morning
at 10 o'clock, and Mr. Cohen will be here at that time.

2033
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"elnator MURRAY. And Mr. Falk will be here, too, I presume?
Senator SNEIT. Yes, Mr. Falk will be here also.
(The exchange ()f telegraills with the exception of telec)ns previously

iiverted, as submitted by ,Senator Donnell, is as follows:)

war V TKG Nil 534 Routine.
,rom: SCAP 110401Z.

'1,, Washington (WDSCA).
t I.S'l' 224.

I'atren Z 42338 parent l)referelnce our tele'on ()ie four M.karch one nine four Feven
&il.,i tare tare seven eight seven zero it is requested that an invitation be extended
to Mister Arthur Jig Altneyer ('MIA (onllilis.io)ler C- A Social Security Admin-
i-11ti1011 to head able mission of six people to visit Japin for able period of thirty
t() iiinety days effective on or about on( September o(e nine four seen to evaluate
:o(l too mjake recoinnmenlations regarding measures to achieve able sounidl Social
svurity System for Japan PD it is recommended that the following individuals
hv included in the mission ('MA Mister Wilbur (o hen CMA Mister Item Sugar
F':nIk CMA Doctor George Perrtt CA Doctor Oscar Vigert and Doctor Tillinaii
S,,ge( PD
BT 110401Z.
0404Z.

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY,

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION,

OFFICE OF THE ('oMMISSIONER,
Washington 25, D. C'., March 5, 1947.

Ma.i.F. B. SIM-MONS,
Pcr.sontnil and Training Branci, Ciril affairss Dirision.

11'ar Dcpartment, 11'ashington 25, D. C.
I)AR MAJOR SIMMONS: This is to indicate my reaction to the arrangements pro-

lwm-d by your office, through Mr. Stanchfield, for a social security mission to
.11 1,1 I .

As I u derstand it, the purpose of the mission would be to assist SCAP in
(Valluatig social security programs now in existence in Japan and to advise SCAP
rT 'arding pending or proposed measures to achieve a permanent sound social
• sftrtiy system for that country.

I should be glad to serve as nominal head of the mission and would hope that
I .oiuld spend at least a month in Japan, probably during late August and Septein-
Ik"'. I would be accompanied by Mr. Wilbur J. Cohen, the Assistant Director of
I , search and Statistics of the Social Security Administration.

I would want Mr. William H. Wandel, Chief of the Program Division, Bureau
t Employment Security, to serve on the mission. In order to do necessary pre-

1,:' ", tory work, he should precede us to Japan by about 3 months and should remain
Ii' about 3 months after our visit in order to finish up any necessary details.

I should think it advisable, and would recommend, that while in Japan on the
iliSi(sn, Mr. Wandel also serve as Chief, Social Insurance Division, Public Health
"(I Welfare Section, Staff of the Supreme C(ommander. If such an arrangement

II i e made I belie\'e it would greatly facilitate the preparatory background work
t hV (lone and add to the success of the mission.

I would recommend that there be included in the mission a person specially
(lila lified on public welfare to cover the field of assistance, relief, and family and
child d welfare services.

I would also recommend that Mr. Anton and Dr. Iee Janis be included in the
Mission and that, insofar as possible, the services of Mr. Stanchfleld be made
aV:Iilable to the mission.

I am leaving next week to go to Geneva, Switzerland, as Executive Secretary of
Ile Preparatory Commission for the International Refugee Organization. I
shall return to Washington about August 1. In the meantime, if you desire
tlat the Social Security Administration help you in any way, either along the
iues outlined above or in some other manner, please get in touch with. Mr.

Wilbur J. Cohen (National War Agencies, extension 3377).
Sincerely yours,

A. 3. ALTMEYE.R, Com'missioner.

6 4 4 3 1-48-pt. 4-23
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GENERAL HEADQUARTERS,
SUPREME COMMANDER FOR THE ALLIED POWERS,

PUBLIC HEAI.TH ANI) WELFARE SECTION,

SOCIAL SECURITY DIvISION,
June 14, 19i.

Dr. I. S. FxLK,
Director, Bureau of Rcsearch and Statistics,

Social Scurity (tdiistration, FcdCral Sccurity Agency,
Washington, D. C.

DFxi MR. FALK: We are still recruiting for vacancies in the Social Security
Division of the Public Health and Welfare Section. Yesterday we thought all
vacancies filled; today we know that a person who was to fill a position if
economic analyst will not be able to come. Our organization of the Division
follows this pattern:

Chief: William H. Wandel.
Deputy Chief: George F. Pollock.
Branches:

Social Insurance (other than Health Insurance: L. R. Anton and P. Sul-
livan.

Health Insurance: L. Janis.
Economic Analysis: G. L. RIhrlich. (Vacancy CAF-12)

We now think that our need is for someone who is primarily not so much an
economic analyst as one versed in health insurance. Health insurance is the
major field of social security in Japan. Existing problems are both of an emer-
gency character and of permanent reformulation of the program. The einer-
gency is due to the critical condition of the voluntary National Health Insurance
Associations, the financial resources of which have not kept pace with the in-
creased costs of medical service. Permanent revision requires amalgamating
national health insurance with health insurance, on a compulsory basis. In
view of the magnitude of the job and the amount of field work necessary to gain
an understanding of these systems, Dr. Janis needs assistance. While the need
for this job should and probably will be recognized by the establishment of a new
position, we are not planning now to take the time necessary to write up a new
job description and set up a new vacancy. Rather, we wish to fill the existing
vacancy with someone who can properly fill it, but who also will be qualified to
give special attention to the problems in health insurance.

I believe that special consideration is being given this Division to permit us
to recruit for a contract period of 1 year rather than for the standard 2 years.

I hope you can rec()mmend someone for this job. I would be glad to know of
your recommendations, but do not think you should hesitate to suggest to anyone
you would recommend that he get in direct touch with Maj. Franklin B. Simmon s,
Civil Affairs Division, War Department, room 313859, Pentagon Building, exten-
sion 3445. (I am sending a copy of this letter to him and to Wilbur Cohen.)

I find the work here very interesting and engrossing. One is reminded forcibly
of the apparently universal character of the conflict of established interests, but
nevertheless there are real possibilities for accomplishment. I am glad I cafie
out.

Sincerely,
WILIAM H. WANDEL, Chief.

GENERAL HEADQUARTERS,
SUPREME COMMANDER FOR THE ALLIED POWERS,

PuBLic HEALTH AND WELFARE SECTION,
SOCIAL SECURITY DIvIsiON,

July 1, 1947.
Mr. B. SANDERS,

Chief, Health and Disability Studies.
Bureau of Research and Statistics,

Social Security Administration,
Wash ington 25, D. C.

DEAR MR. SANDERS: When I came to see you in your office a few weeks ago, just
prior to my departure from Washington, you mentioned the fact that due to
budget cuts in Congress you were forced to let go your assistant, Mr. Bishop. I
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wonder if Mr. Bishop might not be interested in an opening in our Social Security
Division of SCAP. The job is rated as a P-5, economic analyst, and pays the usual
25 percent additional overseas allowance.

While Mr. Bishop's position would be located in the Economic Analysis Branch,
I should be very glad to give him every opportunity to work primarily on prob-
lems of health insurance, in close cooperation with Dr. Lee Janis, Chief of the
Health Insurance Branch, who is at present the only person dealing with this,
probably the most important of all Japanese social-insurance programs. Thus
Mr. Bishop would be working in his special field where his contribution would
be most welcome, I assure you, and where the need for help is greatest at this
time. Besides, our set-up here is very informal and not at all compartmental-
ized.

If Mr. Bishop is no longer with you I would appreciate it greatly if you will for-
ward this letter to him, as I do not have his address. In fact, I do not have the
pleasure of knowing Mr. Bishop personally, but I know of him and his work.
Doctors Wandel and Janis, likewise, extend their cordial invitation to Mr. Bishop
to join us here at his early convenience. He may wish to write me directly. In
any case, I would urge him to also get in touch with Major Simmons, or his
successor, at 3B859 Pentagon, Republic 6700, extension 3445, who will be glad to
give him all the information pertaining to the job and start processing him if he
is willing to accept it.

Many thanks for this bother, and kind regards from us all.
Yours sincerely,

GEORGE F. ROHELICH,
Chief, Economic Analysis Branch.

WDSCA/3445
MaJ. Simmons/mir

PERSONNEL AND TRAINING BRANCH,
WDSCA 231.2 August 5, 1947.
Memorandum to Administrative Assistant to the Secretary of War.

(Attention: Miss Sellers, Room 3C856.)
Subject: Request for Services of Individuals on Reimbursable Loan Basis.

1. Request necessary action be taken to'secure the services of the following indi-
viduals on a reimbursable basis for a period of approximately 60 days beginning
on or about August 28, 1947.

(a) Joseph W. MJountin, Associate Chief, Bureau of State Services,
USPHS, grade, Assistant Surgeon General, $9,211 per annum.

(b) Burnet M. Davis, surgeon, USPHS, $5,821.50 per annum.
(c) Barker S. Sanders, Chief, Health Studies Division, Bureau of Re-

search and Statistics, Social-Security Administration, grade, P-6, $7,820.40
per annum.

2. SCAP has requested th."rvices of the above individuals to participate in
a social security and insurance mission, the objectives of which are as follows:

"To consult with Public Health and Welfare and with Japianese Com-
mittee on Social Insurance and Japanese Council on Medical Care for purpose
of drafting a national health bill which will incorporate a unified national
health-insurance program with a national medical-care program. This bill
must be ailable to present to Diet not later than October 1."

3. There are no individuals available in the War Department possessing the
qualifications necessary to perform this assignment.

4. Request that Federal Security Agency be asked to submit copies of letters
concerning this reimbursable detail; agreement be submitted when Forms 1080
are presented for payment.

For the Chief, Civil Affairs Division:
ARTHUR W. HODGES, Jr.,

Lieutenant Colonel, General Staff Corps,
Branch Exeoutive.
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WDOAP x5378
HAS/mg

AUGUST 6, 1947.
Mr. WATSON B. MILLER,

Administrator, Federal Security Agency,
Waslington 25, D. 0.

DEAB MR. ADMINISTRATOR: It is requested that the services of Mr. Joseph W.
Mountin, Medical Director, $9,211 per annum, Mr. Burned M. Davis, b.O-geon,
$5,821.50 per annum, both of the United States Public Health Service, an Mr.
Barker S. Sanders, Chief, Health Studies Division, Bureau of Research and Sta-
tistics, $7,820.40 per annum, of the Social Security Administration, be made avail-
able to the War Department for a period of approximately 60 days, beginning
on or about August 28,1947, on a reimbursable basis.

The Services of Messrs. Mountin, Davis, and Sanders are desired by the Suq)reme
Commander, Allied Powers in Tokyo, Japan, to participate in a social security and
insurance mission, the objectives of which are to consult with Public Health
and Welfare and with the Japanese Committee on Social Insurance and Japa-
nese Council on medical care for the purpose of drafting a national health bill
which will incorporate a unified national health program with a national medical
care program. This bill must be available to present to the Diet not later than
October 1, 1947. There are no individuals available in the War Department
possessing the qualifications necessary to perform this assignment.

The War Department will reimburse the Federal Security Agency for the
salaries, and other expenses incurred as a result of this detail of Messrs. Mountin,
Davis, and Sanders upon receipt of Standard Form 1080, supported by copies of
the letters of agreement. Transportation expenses and a per diem allowance
in lieu of subsistence will be paid by the War Department direct to Messrs.
Mountin, Davis and Sanders.

Sincerely yours,
KENNETH C. ROYtLL,

Secretary of War.
cc: Coord. & Records, OSW.

Civil Affairs Div.
Corres. File, Rm 3C856.
Asst. Adm. Asst.

WAR DEPARTMENT

CLASSIFIED MESSAGE CENTER

Outgoing Clear Message

War Dept., Washington, D. C.
Major Simmons 445

AUGUST 9, 1947.
('INCFE, Tokyo, Japan..
Number: WCL 41874.
From: WDSCA PT. Reurad April Z 42388 and July WDTT 8337.

Following individuals have been selected as members of social security mis-
sions:

Jos. W. Mountin, Associate Chief, Bureau State Services, USPHS.
Burnet M. Davis, surgeon, USPHS.
Barker S. Sanders, Chief, Health Studies Division, Bureau Research and

Statistics, Social Security Administration.
Frances A. Staten, assistant regional director for management, FP3A

ETD August 28. Please furnish highest APR and authorized 35 pounds excess
baggage soonest.

Commissioner Altmeyer, Mr. Wilbur Cohen, and remainder of mission will
depart at later date.

Please forward copies of Social Security report to WDSCA PT soonest.

Originator: CAD.
Distribution: OSW/CPD.
MC Out 41874 (Aug. 47) DTG 091850Z sej.
Unclassified.
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WDSCA/3445
Major Simmons/cr

Unclassified
Routine

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington, D. C., August 11, 1947.

To: Dr. Burnet M. Davis, Ministry of Health, Whitehall, London SW-1, England.
From: Civil Affairs Division.

Reference your assignment on mission to Japan. Army authorities, Frankfurt,
Germany, will arrange your air travel Stateside. Arrival here August 25.

Memo for record:
By MC IN 54264, April 11, SOAP requested the services of Commissioner Alt-

meyer, Social Security Administration, and five or six additional individuals to
compose a social security insurance mission to Japan. This matter was further
discussed in TT 8337, July 17, and theater was advised at that time that Mr. Alt-
meyer would not be available until the end of September. Due to the urgency
of getting experts in theater on health insurance, it was decided to send four mem-
bers of the missiodl who are experts in health insurance to the theater prior to the
departure of Commissioner Altmeyer. Dr. Davis, who has been made available
by the United S'tates Public Health Service, is presently stationed in London,
England, with the Ministry of Health of the British Government, and has the
most up-to-date information on the problems of health insurance. This cable
is being dispatched to advise Mr. Davis how arrangements will be made for his
transportation to the States. He has been alerted by USPHS for this assignment.
FBS.

C. R. SMITH,
Major, AGD,

Administrative Officer.
Unclassified.

WDSCA Major Simmons/3445. _

AUGUST 13, 1947.
To: Col. S. T. Williams, Branch Chief, P. and T. Branch, CAD.
From: Maj. F. B. Simmons, Jr.
Subject: Social Security and Insurance Mission

1. In telecon 7870, March 14, 1947, the Public Health and Welfare Section,SOAP, made tentative arrangements for a social security and insurance missionto be sent to Japan. Arrangements made in this telecon were firmed up in MCIH 54264, April 11, and it was requested that an invitation be extended to Com-missioner A. J. Altmeyer, of the Social Security Administration, to head a mis-sion of about six people to come to Japan about September 1 for 30 to 90 days.2. In telecon 8337, final details as to the make-up of the mission were dis-cussed and Public Health and Welfare Section, SCAP, stated their greatestneed was for personnel who were experts in health insurance. On the basisof this telecon, it was decided that the mission would include available expertsfrom the United States Public Health Service and Social Security Administra-tion in health insurance. This personnel would arrive in Japan, and Commis.-sioner Altmeyer and remainder of mission would depart at a later date.3. On August 5 we sent a memorandum to Secretary of War's office requestinga letter be dispatched to Federal Security Agency to secure services on reimburs-able detail of two individuals from USPHS and one from Social Security Admin-istration. The requested letter was signed August 6 by the Secretary and was
hand-carried to Federal Security Agency by myself.

4. Yesterday Miss Mulliner, who Is Acting Commissioner of the Social SecurityAdministration in Mr. Altmeyer's absence, advised me that Congressman Harness,chairman of a subcommittee of the House Committee on Expenditures in theExecutive Departments, has taken an interest in the matter and has requested acopy of the Secretary's letter to the Federal Security Administrator. MissMulliner has furnished the letter. Miss Mulliner states Representative Harnesstakes a dim view of foreign travel o Federal employees and is dead set againstanything which sounds like socialized medicine in any form and that the matterwill likely be investigated further.
P. B. SIMMONS, JR.,

Major, General Staff Corps,
Par Eastern Section.
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Memo for record:
In MC IN 54264, April 11, SCAP requested the services of Commissioner

Altmeyer, Social Security Administrator, and five or six additional individuals,
to compose a social security insurance mission to Japan. This matter was fur-
ther discussed In TT 8337, July 17, and theater was advised at that time that
Mr. Altmeyer would not be available until the end of September. Due to the
urgency of getting experts in the theater on health insurance, it was decided
to send four members of the mission who are experts in health insurance to the
theater prior to the departure of Commissioner Altmeyer. Above memo is being
written to administrative assistant to OSW to secure necessary letter to be
signed by the Secretary of War to Federal Security Administrator to get three
individuals as members of the mission on reimbursable detail. FBS.

Telecon-14 0100Z MAR TT 7870.
Present here i. e., Washington, D. C.: Maj. F. B. Simmons, CAD.
Subject: Personnel for Social Security and Insurance Div. PH & WS and 406th

Med Gen'l Lab.
Classification: Unclassified.

WD-1.
Following letter received by Major Simmons from Commissioner Altmeyer of

Social Security Administration.
"This is to indicate my reaction to the arrangements proposed by your office,

through Mr. Stanchfield, for a social security mission to Japan.
"As I understand it, the purpose of the mission would be to assist SCAP in

evaluating social-security programs now in existence in Japan and to advise
SCAP regarding pending or proposed measures to achieve a permanent sound
social-security system for that country.

"I should be glad to serve as nominal head of the mission and would hope that
I could spend at least a month in Japan, probably during late August and Sep-
tember. I would be accompanied by Mr. Wilbur J. Cohen, the Assistant Director
of Research and Statistics of the Social Security Administration.

"I would want Mr. William H. Wandel, Chief of the Program Division, Bureau
of Employment Security, to serve on the mission. In order to do necessary pre-
paratory work, he should precede us to Japan by about 3 months and should re-
main for about 3 months after our visit in order to finish any necessary details.

"I should think it advisable, and would recommend, that while in Japan on the
mission, Mr. Wandel also serve as chief, Social Insurance Division, public health
and welfare section, staff of the supreme commander. If such an arrangement
can be made, I believe it would greatly facilitate the preparatory background
work to be done and add to the success of the mission.

"I would recommend that there be included in the mission a person specially
qualified on public welfare to cover the field of assistance, relief, and family and
child welfare services.

"I would also recommend that Mr. Anton and Dr. Lee Janis be included in the
mission and that, insofar as possible, the services of Mr. Stanchfleld be made
available to the mission.

"I am leaving next week to go to Geneva, Switzerland, as executive secretary
of the Preparatory Commission for the International Refugee Organization. I
shall return to Washington about August 1. In the meantime, if you desire
that the Social Security Administration help you in any way, either along the lines
outlined above or in some other manner, please get in touch with Mr. Wilbur 3.
Cohen."

Please advise status of request for such'a mission so that answer can be given
Altmeyer. I

Telecon-TKG-WCR--14/0105/Z.
Present here I. e., Tokyo, Japan: Col. W. D. Tigert, 406 Med. Lab.; Col. C. F.

Sams, Chief, P. H. and W.; Mr. P. I. Stanohfield, ESS/LD; Mr. Geo. F.
Pollock, Deputy Chief, Social Security and Insurance Division; Miss Leone
M. Moore, personnel coordinator, P. H. and W.; Miss R. Sullivan, Civiliall
Personnel Section.

Subject: Personnel for Social Security and Insurance Division, P. H. and W. S.
and 406th Med. Gen'l Lab.

Classification: Unclassified.
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FEC item 1.
Reur WD 1 conneur in proposal of Mr. Altmeyer, Mr. Wandel can be em-

ployed by OSW for 6 months' period on reimbursable basis and designated as
Chief of Social Security Division, P. H. and W.. while in Japan, according to
Office Civilian Personnel here. Firm request will be forwarded with air priority
for Mr. Wandel by radio for him to arrive in Japan May 1. Radio will also
be forwarded within next few days extending formal invitation for social-security
mission. Desire arrangements be made for successor to Wandel to arrive Japan
by September 1 to insure 1 month overlap if possible. Neff is Chief of Welfare
Division, Evans is Chief of Welfare Institutions, Markusson is Public Assistance
Chief, and Ernest Witte is scheduled to arrive as social-work training con-
sultant. If Altmeyer desires additional member for welfare on mission, it is
agreeable to P. H. and W. Suggest Mr. Falk.

WD-12 Reur item 1.
This is good news. Will advise Altmeyer immediately and work out further

details with you by radio.

FEC item 2.
From Civ. Pers. Sec. to CAD. Reference radio WCL 28919, March 13, GHQ

Reqn 1312 G-1. Request that individuals selected be processed and furnished
travel earliest. Disregard request in OURAD ZX-38061 for names and summary
of qualifications prior to appointment. Grades for appointments are as follows:

8th Army-CAF-11.
FEAF--CAF-12.
Korea-CAF-12.
Guam (Marbo) -CAF-11.

WD-13-Reur item 2.
Info will be passed to OSW/CPD who is handling.

WD-2-For Colonel Tigertt.
For position senior parasitologist, P-6, recommend Dr. Donald B. McMullen,

age 43; G. S., chemistry and biology, Tarkio College; M. S., zoology, Wash-
ington University; Sc. D. helminthology, Johns Hopkins; 30 hours additional
graduate study in Cheboygan parasitology, University of Michigan; 1938 to
present, associate professor, preventive medicine, Oklahoma University school
of medicine, teaching parasitology and phases of public health and conducted
research in parasitology; 1939-42, summer, director, division of water-itch
control, University of Michigan biological station stream-control commission,
Michigan; 1928-38, head, biology department, Monmouth College; 1925-28, grad-
uate assistant in zoology, Washington University; April 1945-46, member of
commission on schistosomiasis, control of tropical disease, Army epidemiolog-
ical board, preventive medicine service, SGO, doing research on diagnosis, dis-
tribution, epidemiology, and control of schistosomiasis in Philippines and Japan;
highly recommended for position by Dr. E. C. Faust, professor of tropical medi-
cine, Tulane; Dr. W. W. Cort, professor of helminthology, Johns Hopkins; and
Dr. H. E. Meleny, chairman, committee on tropical diseases, National Research
Council; Dr. Stull believes McMullen very well qualified. McMullen will be avail-
able about May 25. Recruitment for Eighth Army positions is presently sus-
pended, therefore, if youdesire McMullen it will probably be necessary for com-
Wand channel request to be received to effect his recruitment.
I'EC item o.

Reur WD 2, McMullen acceptable for parasitologist, P-6. Will attempt com-
Inand channel request.

IFEO Item 12.
Reur WD 2, wdS, will attempt to initiate blanket authorization for contin-

ued recruitment for parasitologist P-6 and bacteriologist P-6.
WD-3.

Phil Booth seems to be best available for Chief, Economics Analysis Branch,
CAF-13, S. S. and I. Division, and will be available for at least a year. Dr. Wigert
and Mr. Zempel believe you should take him for the post on 1-year basis. In this
connection, Altrneyer is only willing to release people from Social Security Board
only for 1 year; however, that part of regulations calling for 2-year contract can
be waived in cases like this.
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FEC item 3.
Reur item 3. Mr. Booth is acceptable on 1-year basis if waiver can be obtained

by you.

WD-14 Reur item 3.
Can arrange * * *.

WD-4--For Colonel Tigertt.
Have received your radio concerning desire for Dr. Hartmann's services in Sep-

tember; will attempt to secure him for you at that time.

FEC item 7.
Reur WD 4. Hartman will be needed in September.

WD-5--For Colonel Tigertt.
Understand Dr. Stull has informed you of Dr. Knudson who is prospective can-

didate for senior cheimist position. Have as yet received no reply from Knudson
confirming his availability. But if he replies in the affirmative, will attempt to
ship him to Japan at earliest posible date if this meets with your desires.

FEC item 8.
Iteur WD 5. Desire Knudsen as *enior chemist.

WD-6:
Dr. Janis, Chief, Health Insurance, is in process but ETD not certain probably

departs first part of April.

WD-7:
For economic analyst, P-5, recommend George F. Rohrlich, age 33, JD., Uni-

versity of Vienna; Ph. D., social security, political economy, and government,
Harvard; additional graduate study in national income and labor statistics,
American University, Brookings Research Training Fellowship, 41-42; worked
with SSB in 41-42; writing ph. D. thesis on Financial Problems of Unemployment
Insurances in United States and abroad. Has published extensively in field of
social security and unemployment compensation; 39-41, various research assist-
antships with Social Security Research Council, Bureau for Research in Municipal
Government, Harvard and Brookings Institute: 42-45, instructor, economics and
government, Sweetbriar College; 45-present, research analyst, P-5, State Depart-
ment, studying government finance, labor sources, living standards, health, wel-
fare, education and population and migration in Latin America. Dr. Weigert
has talked with Rohrlich and believes him well qualified for the post. He has
never been employed by SSB, but has been a student of social security so long
that he is as well versed as many good people in the Board. He has set his
sights for top economics analysis spot, and only will accept P-5 post if someone
like Booth or other competent individual takes top job. Rohrlich's family has
just had baby and Rohrlich would not be available for 3 or 4 months. Suggest
you take him providing better candidate doesn't appear in meantime.

FEC item 4.
Reur item 7. Rohrlich Is acceptable under conditions stated as P-5 economic

analyst.

WD-8--For Colonel Tigertt.
Expect to forward recommendation for senior bacteriologist in few days.

FEC item 9.
Reur WD 8. Senior bacteriologist Is urgently needed now. Can recruitment

be accomplished on our now existing requests?

WD-15-Reur Item 9.
Yes. However, In view of suspension indicated earlier special clearance will

have to come through on each individual.

WD-9-For Stanchfield.
Reference to requestlon 1184, dated January 22, requesting recruitment for

position educational specialist, Labor Division, CAF-11, Mr. James D. Hoover

has been recruited for this assignment. Mr. Hoover has been interviewed bYv
Theodore Cohen who Is now in Washington, and Hoover will depart for Tokyo
in approximately 10 days by air.
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WD-10:
Dr. McDougall was physically disqualified for Assistant VD Control Officer Job.

Hope to have cable on the way next week recommending a Dr. Dowiatt for
the post.

WD-11-
Hope to send Monsignor Flanagan and his secretary as expert consultants on

child welfare by April 1. Radio request for April goes forward tomorrow. Please
expedite.

FEC item 5.
Iteur item 11. Will expedite air priority on Flanagan and secretary.

FEC item 10.
Suggest George Perratt, USPHS, be included in mission as study is now under

way here on drafting national health bill for Japan. By Japanese council espe-
cially established for the purpose by ministry of health and welfare. National
and prefecture hospital systems to be integrated with health-insurance program
and public-health center system.

WD-16-Reur item 10.
Will try to secure Perratt.

FEC item 11.
Suggest possible inclusion in the Altmeyer mission of Dr. Oscar Weigert and/or

Dr. Tillman Sogge, formerly in Tokyo as members of labor advisory committee,
if they can be available Weigert can be contacted through CAD at Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Labor Dept., Washington. Sogge is at St. Olaf's College, Minn.,
and has indicated he might be available during summer vacation.

WD-17-Reur item 11.
Dr. Sogge and Dr. Weigert are excellent suggestions and feel sure they will

come if at all possible. Include them and Perratt in cable requesting invitation
to Altmeyer.

FEC Item 13.
For Theodore Cohen, c/o David Marse, Labor Department, from Stanchfleld.
In view of Haber's unavailability, suggest that William Shaughnessy, of United

States Employment Service, be recruited as chief of manpower branch, if avail-
able. Would Eugene Vinogvadoff, of USES, be available as reimbursable con-
sultant on labor exchanges and labor market analysis.
WD-18-Reur item 13.

Believe Cohen is trying to get Vinogrodoff for Chief, Manpower Branch. Will
pass your item to Cohen.

FEC Item 14.
For Cohen from Stanchfleld:

Either Vinogradoff or Shaughnessy would be excellent for chief of branch,
suggested Shaughnessy because he seemed more likely to be available for per-
manent job,

(The bills submitted by Senator Pepper are as follows:)

[S. 855, 75th Cong., 1st seas.]

A BILL To aid In alleviating the loss caused by sickness

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled,

DEFINITIONS

SECTION 1. As used in this Act-
1. "Board" means the Federal Health Insurance Board created by this Act.
2. "State authority" means the central State agency or officer charged with

the administration of a State system of health insurance.
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3. "State" includes the District of Columbia.
4. "Fund" means the health insurance fund established by a State.
5. "Employer" means any person,, partnership, firm, association, public or

private corporation, the legal representatives of a deceased person, or the re-
ceiver, trustee, or successor of a person, partnership, firm, association, public
or private corporation, including the State, municipal corporations, other gov-
ernmental subdivisions, and all public agencies and authorities having three or
more persons employed in any employment as defined by this Act. Whenever
any helper, assistant, or employee of an employer engages any other person in
the work which said helper, assistant, or employee is doing for the employer, such
employer shall for all purposes hereof be deemed the employer of such other
person, whether such person is paid by the said helper, assistant, or employee, or by
the employer, provided the employment has been with the knowledge, actual,
constructive, or implied, of the employer.

6. "Employee" means any person, including aliens and minors, employed for
hire by an employer in an employment as defined by this Act, except any person
employed at other than manual labor receiving wages in excess of $60 per week.

7. "Employment" means any employment of an employee by an employer in
which all or the greater part of the employee's work is performed within a
State under any contract of hire, express or implied, oral or written, and shall
include any trade, occupation, service, or profession in which any person may en-
gage; except that for the purpose of this Act it shall not include-

(a) employment as a farm laborer; and
(b) employment in the personal or domestic service of an employer having

less than three employees engaged in such service.
8. "Wages" means every form of remuneration received by an employee from

an employer, including wages, salaries, commissions, bonuses, the reasonable
money value of board, rent, housing, lodging, or similar advantages.

9. "Full-time daily wages" means the daily wages that an employee would
receive at current rates but for his disability. Each State authority may make
such rules and adopt such methods of calculating full-time daily wages as may
be suitable and reasonable under this Act and under the conditions prevailing in
the particular State.

10. "A day of employment" means any day in which an employee has had
employment for all 'or any part of the day with an employer and in an employ-
ment as defined by this Act.

11. "A day of voluntary cash insurance" means any day during which voluntary
cash and maternity benefits have been secured and "a day of voluntary medical
insurance" means any day during which voluntary medical benefits have been
secured.

12. "Disability" means the inability of an employee, because of sickness or
injury, to continue in the employment in which he is then engaged, though such
employment be one not within the definition of this Act; or, if the employee
be then unemployed, the inability, because of sickness or injury, to accept im-
mediately available work in any employment for which he is reasonably fitted
by training and experience, including employments not within the definition of
this Act: Provided, however, That in no case shall disability be deemed to exist
if an employee engage,; in any gainful occupation.

13. "Loss due to disability" means a total lack of wages because of disability.
14. "Disabling sickness or injury" means any sickness or injury causing

disability.

CONDITIONS FOR THE APPROVAL OF STATE SYSTEMS OF HEALTH INSURANCE

SEC. 2. A State system of health insurance shall be approved only when the

Board finds that it complies with the conditions, standards, and provisions con-
tained in this section, as follows:

1. Fund: The fund out of which benefits are paid is created and maintained by
regular contributions thereto equal to at least 6 per centum of the total of all
wages periodically paid by employers to employees. Not less than one-quarter

of such contributions shall be made by the State out of its treasury. The other

three-quarters may be divided between employers and employees: Provided,
That employees receiving wages of $20 a week or less shall not contribute amounts
greater than 1 per centum of such wages: employees receiving wages in excess
of $20 but not exceeding $40 a week, shall not contribute amounts greater than
2 per centum of such wages: and employees receiving wages in excess of $40 a
week shall not contribute amounts greater than 3 per centum of such wages.

All such contributions shall be paid into a single, State-wide fund to be IIld
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and administered by the State. Employees' contributions shall be deducted byemployers from their wages and remitted to the fund and until so remitted shallbe set apart and held by the employers as trust funds.2. Cash benefits: (a) Cash benefits shall be paid to an employee for loss dueto disability, after an uncompensated waiting period of not less than three, normore than five days, at the rate of 50 per centum of the employees' full-timewages, if the employee has no dependent wife or children. A maximum shallbe imposed on such benefit which shall be not less than $15 nor more than $25a week. To this benefit shall be added an additional 10 per centum with a maxi-mum of not less than $3 nor more than $5 a week for a dependent spouse, andan additional 5 per centum with a maximum of not less than $1.50 nor more than$3 a week for each dependent child not exceeding three. Such cash benefitshall be payable for at least one hundred and fifty-six cumulated days of lossdue to disability In each consecutive fifty-two weeks. No cash benefit need bepaid for loss due to any disability for which the employee is entitled to moneybenefits under any workmen's compensation act.(b) As a qualification for receiving cash benefits there shall be required notless than ninety nor more than one hundred and four days of employmentand/or of voluntary cash insurance within the twelve months preceding the dayon which the claim for cash benefits is made or (in the alternative) not lessthan one hundred and forty nor more than one hundred and sixty such dayswithin the twenty-four months preceding said day.(c) An employee, qualified for cash benefits in accordance with clause (b) ofthis subsection, shall, on ceasing to be employed in an employment as definedby this Act, be entitled to have his said qualification extended for a periodequal to one day for every five days of employment and/or of voluntary cashinsurance during the preceding five years and should he suffer a loss due todisability during said extended period, he shall be deemed qualified for cashbenefits if otherwise entitled thereto.3. Maternity benefits: (a) Cash maternity benefits shall be paid to a womanemployee for not less than six weeks prior to the birth of a child and for not lessthan 'six weeks after the birth of a child, in amounts equal to the cash benefitswhich such employee would be entitled to receive for loss due to disability. Suchbenefit shall be paid only on condition that the employee refrains from all gainfuloccupation during said period and has received prenatal care.(b) To qualify for the cash maternity benefit, an employee shall be requiredto have not less than two hundred nor more than two hundred and fifty days ofemployment and/or of voluntary cash insurance during the twenty-four monthspreceding the day on which the said benefit is to commence.(c) The period during which the cash maternity benefit is paid shall not beincluded within the maximum period for which the employee is entitled to receivecash benefits for loss due to disability.(d) On the birth of a child, a sum of not less than $15 nor more than $25 shallbe paid to a woman employee entitled to receive the cash maternity benefit, to thewife of an employee qualified to receive cash benefits for loss due to disability,and to the widow of such an employee so qualified at the time of his death, if thechild be born within ten months of his death.(e) Women employees, on ceasing to be employed in an employment as de-fined by this Act, shall have the right of an extension of their qualifications forthe cash maternity benefit similar to that granted to employees with respectto their qualification for cash benefits for loss due to disability in accordancewith the provisions of clause (c) of subsection 2 of this section.4. Medical benefits: (a) Medical benefits shall be provided for employees, theirdependent spouses, and dependent children and such other members of theirfamily who are dependent on them and live in the same household.(b) Medical benefits shall be provided immediately on the occurrence of sick-ness or injury and to qualify for such benefits an employee shall not be requiredto have More than ten days of employment and/or of voluntary medical insur-ance within the three months preceding the day on which the furnishing of medi-cal benefits is to commence for him or any of his dependents.(c) Medical benefits need not be provided for any person in respect to anysickness or injury for which such person Is entitled to medical treatment underany workmen's compensation act.
(d) Medical benefits shall consist of not less than-1. The service of a physician in general practice at the office, home, hos-pital, or elsewhere, in preventive diagnostic, and therapeutic treatment andcare, which shall include immunizations and periodic physical examinations.
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2. On the prescription of the physician in charge, general and special hos-
pital treatment and care which shall include nursing and the other usual
hospital services.

3. Prenatal and maternity treatment and care in the home or in the
hospital.

4. On the prescription of the physician in charge, the services of a surgeon,
diagnostician, medical, or other specialist at the office, home, hospital, or
elsewhere.

5. On the prescription of the physician in charge, the services of aw ra-
tories and clinics.

6. The services of a dentist in general practice in exodontia, plastic fillings,
and prophylactic treatment and care.

7. The services of a dentist in general practice in such other treatment and
care, including restorative work, as may be found necessary to correct condi-
tions which are seriously prejudicial to health, or are causing or threatening
to cause disability, or are interfering or threatening to interfere with the
pursuit of a gainful occupation.

(e) There shall be no limitation upon the said medical benefits except that the
following may be imposed-

1. The benefit stipulated In paragraph 2 of clause (d) of this subsection
need not be provided, in connection with any one sickness or injury, beyond
a period of one hundred and eleven days, of which at least the first twenty-
one days shall be without charge and the remaining ninety days may be at
a charge of not more than 25 per centum of the cost of such benefit.
Such benefit need not be furnished to any person sixty-five years of age or
over for more than ninety days in any consecutive one hundred and four
weeks.

2. In the event of a disabling sickness or injury, the benefits stipulated in
paragraphs 1 and 7 of clause (d) of this subsection need not be provided
beyond a period of twenty-six weeks and the benefits stipulated in paragraphs
4 and 5 of said clause beyond a period of twelve weeks.

3. In the event an employee because of disability or for any other reason
whatever becomes unemployed or ceases being employed in an employment
as defined in this Act, the benefits stipulated in paragraphs 1 and 7 of clause
(d) of this subsection which he or any of his dependents may be receiving
or may thereafter receive in connection with any one sickness or injury
need not be provided "beyond a period of twenty-six weeks and the benefits
stipulated in paragraphs 4 and 5 of said clause beyond a period of twelve
weeks: Provided, however, That if such employee, prior to the expiration of
the said twelve-week period, secures voluntary medical insurance, the said
benefits shall be continued with respect to the said sickness or Injury as long
as he continues to secure voluntary medical insurance.

(f) Additional medical benefits other than those hereinbefore stipulated in
clause (d) of this subsection may be furnished entirely at the expense of the
fund or partly at the expense of the fund and partly at the expense of the persons
receiving such additional medical benefits.

(g) Provision shall be made for extending the qualification of the right to
medical benefits in case an employee ceases being employed in an employment
as defined in this Act in the same way as the extension of the qualification for
cash benefit for loss due to disability in accordance with the provisions of class
(c) of subsection 2 of this section.

5. Voluntary insurance: Provision for voluntary insurance shall be made as
follows:

(a) Every person employed In an employment not within the definition of
this Act, who Is not older than sixty-five years and whose wages are $60 a week
or less, shall be entitled voluntarily to secure on the same conditions the cash
and maternity benefits regularly provided for employees, by regularly contribut"
ing to the fund a percentage of his wages equal to one-fourth of the combined
percentage required of employers and employees.

A health examination may be required as a condition to obtaining such Vol-
untary insurance but no such health examination shall be required of any persOfl
who within the preceding three years had two hundred and sixty-days of emplOY
ment and/or voluntary cash insurance.
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(b) The following shall be entitled voluntarily to secure for themselves and
their dependents on the same conditions the medical benefits regularly provided
for employees and their dependents:

1. Every person not suffering disability whose net income from whatever
source is $60 a week or less and who is not older than sixty-five years.

Such person shall regularly contribute to the fund a percentage of his
income equal to three-fourths of the combined percentage required of em-
ployers and employees.

2. Every person not suffering disability who within the preceding three
years had two hundred and sixty days of employment and/or of voluntary
medical insurance and whose net income from whatever source does not
exceed $100 a week.

Such person shall regularly contribute to the fund a percentage of his
income equal to three-fourths of the combined percentage required of em-
ployers and employees.

3. Every person who within the preceding three years and two hundred
and sixty days of employment and/or of voluntary medical insurance and
who is unemployed, though capable of and available for employment.

Such person shall regularly contribute to the fund a percentage of his
average weekly income during the preceding three years which is equal to
three-fourths of the combined percentage required of employers and em-
ployees.

4. Persons who are receiving old-age or unemployment benefits or relief
from any governmental or public officer or agency, if such officer or agency
regularly pays into the fund such amounts as may be fixed by the State
authority, which amounts shall be fixed so as most equitably to rate the risk
and distribute the cost of the benefits.

5. A health examination may be required as a condition to obtaining
voluntary medical benefits, but no such examination shall be required of
any person who within the preceding three years had two hundred and sixty
(lays of employment and/or of voluntary medical insurance nor of the
dependents of any such person.

(c) All of the terms, provisions, and conditions of the system governing cash,
maternity, and medical benefits to employees shall apply to persons obtaining
voluntary cash, maternity, and/or medical benefits.

(d) The State shall pay into the fund amounts equal to one-third of all sums
paid into the fund by persons securing voluntary cash, maternity, and/or
medical benefits.

6. Administration: (a) The system shall be administered by a central State
department, commission, or other agency or officer through a system of local
public boards, bureaus, officers, or other agencies

(b) The State authority shall have the power to establish standards of ad-
ministration for the system, to make all such rules and regulations as may be
required for the administration thereof, and to amend and modify any of the said
rules and regulations from time to time as may be found necessary or desirable.

(c) The system shall have one or more State and local advisory councils, the
members to be representative of employers, employees, and the public and the
professions furnishing the medical benefits and to serve without salary but with
allowances for actual and necessary expenses.

(d) Excepting the members of the State authority and the advisory councils, all
persons engaged in the administration of the system shall be appointed or em-ployed and shall hold office on a merit-rating basis through open competitiveexaminations of a standard not interior to that prescribed for the United States
Civil Service.

(e) The State authority shall be empowered to obtain from all employers and
employees within its State, including those not subject to the provisions of the
system, all such information as it may require in the administration of the
sYstei, to make reports on such administration as often and in such form as
the same may be required by the Board and, from time to time, to make such
other reports and such suggestions to the Board with respect to such adminis-
tration and the operation of this Act as it may think fit.

(f) The State authority shall be empowered to submit to the Board in advancean estimate of the expenditures necessarily to be incurred in the administration
of the system.
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(g) Provision shall be made for the removal, after a hearing on written charges,
of any physician or dentist in general practice, surgeon, other medical or dental
specialist, hospital, clinic, laboratory, or other person or agency from the list of
those who have agreed or with whom arrangements have been made to furnish
medical benefits provided by the system when the continued inclusion of such
person or agency would be prejudicial to the adequate, proper, or efficient fur-
nishing of the medical benefits.

(h) Provision shall be made for furnishing medical benefits to such persons
entitled to the same under the system who are not residents of the State in any
manner that seems to be most feasible, including the payment to such persons
of sums equivalent to the cost of the medical benefits to which they are entitled.

(i) The State authority shall be empowered to make inquiries into the causes
and results of sickness and injuries, the sources of mortality and the effect of
localities, employments, and other conditions upon the health of the persons
entitled to the benefits provided by the system; to obtain, collect, preserve, and,
from time to time, publish such information relating to mortality, sickness, injury,
and health as may be useful in the administration of the system or may con-
tribute to the promotion of health or the security of life; to promote the health
and safety of the persons entitled to the benefits provided by the system and to
take such steps within its means as it may deem feasible and appropriate to re-
duce and prevent sickness, injury, and death among such persons; to cooperate
with public-health officers and all other agencies, public and private, irt the
improvement of public health and sanitation, and in the promotion of public
education in all matters pertaining to health.

(j) Provision shall be made for fixing the manner of remunerating physicians
and dentists in general practice, surgeons, and other medical and dental spe-
cialists, pharmacists, nurses, hospitals, clinics, laboratories, and the other per-
sons and agencies furnishing the medical benefits.

Any one of the following modes may be adopted for remunerating physicians
and dentists in general practice-

1. a salary system;
2. a per capita system whereunder payment will be based on the number

of persons entitled to medical benefits included in the practioner's list;
3. a fee system whereunder payment will be based on the extent and char-

acter of the treatment given and services rendered by the practioner to per-
sons entitled to medical benefits; and

4. any combination or modification of the systems hereinabove stipulated.
No mode of remunerating physicians and dentists in general practice shall be

adopted for any local area within the State without the consent of a majority
of such physicians or such dentists, respectively, in that locality who have agreed
to furnish medical benefits under the system.

(k) Every duly qualified physician and dentist engaged In general practice in
the State, who so desires, shall have the right to be included in the list of those
furnishing the medical benefits stipulated in paragraphs 1, 6, and 7 of clause (d)
of subsection 4 of this section, prepared and published for each local area in the
State in which he engages in practice, subject to being remunerated for his services
in the manner fixed ior the local area in which his services are rendered.

(1) Every person entitled to -the medical benefits stipulated in paragraphs 1, 6,
and 7 of clause (d) of subsection 4 of this section shall have the right to select
the physician engaged in general practice and the dentist engaged in general
practice by whom he wishes to be attended and treated, from the list of Such
practitioners prepared and published for any local area in the State, irrespective
of the local area in which such person may reside or be employed, subject to
the consent of the practitioner so selected, and the right at any time to change
the selection so made on such notice as the State authority may prescribe.
(m) Any person claiming benefits shall in accordance with such rules as the

State authority may prescribe register at the office in the local area in which
he resides or in which he was last employed or In such other area as may be
designated. After so registering a person claiming benefits shall give notice
of his continuing right to such benefits as often and in such manner as shall be
prescribed.

(n) Any person claiming cash or maternity benefits shall for the time that
such benefits are claimed correctly report any wage-earning employment bad
during such time and any wages received for such employment, including emPloYV
ments not within the definition of this Act, and shall make such reports In accord-
ance with such rules as shall be prescribed.
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(o) Claims, complaints, and controversies with respect to contributions to thefund, tlhe remuneration of those furnishing the medical benefits, the adequacy,quality, and extent of the medical benefits shall be determined by a local publicofficer employed on regular salary. A claimant and any other party. affected shallbe entitled to a hearing before such officer and there shall be a right to an appealfrom the determination of such officer to a State agency. Claims and appealsshall be presented, heard, and determined in accordance with such rules andprocedure as may be prescribed, but shall not be controlled by common law orstatutory rules of evidence or by the technical or formal procedure employed incivil actions.(p) 'No agreement by an employee to waive any right or benefit under thesystem shall be valid; nor shall benefits be assigned, pledged, encumbered, re-leased, or commuted, and such benefits shall be exempt from all claims of creditors-ind from levy, execution, and attachment or other remedy now or hereafterprovided for recovery or collection of a debt, which exemption may not be waived.(q) Penalties shall be provided for any person who willfully makes a falsestatement or representation to obtain any benefit or payment under the provisionsof the system, or to obtain payment or remuneration for services rendered ormaterials supplied in furnishing any of the benefits provided by the system,either for himself or for any other person, or to lower payments to be made tothe fund; or who willfully refuses 6r fails to make any payment to the fund; orwho fails to set apart and hold as a trust fund the amounts deducted from anemployee's wages to pay the contributions required of such employee; or whorefuses to allow the State authority or its authorized representatives to inspectpay rolls or other records or documents relative to the enforcement and adminis-tration of the system; or who makes a deduction from the wages of any employeeto pay any portion of the contributions which an employee is required to make orin any other manner collects from an employee any portion of the contributionsrequired to be paid by an employer; or who violates any of the provisions of thesystem or does any act prohibited by the system, or fails, neglects, or refuses toperform any duty lawfully enjoined by the system, or fails, neglects, or refusesto obey any lawful order given or made by the State authority or any judgment ordecree made by any court in connection with the provisions of the system.(r) The administration of the cash and maternity benefits provided for by thesystem shall, so far as it is practicable, be kept separate and apart from theadministration of the medical benefits and all certificates of right to cash, ma-ternity, and/or medical benefits shall be made by public officers. No physician,dentist, or other person or agency engaged in furnishing the medical benefitsprovided by the system, other than a public officer, shall be required to makeany such certification.

7. Subrogation. If any of the benefits provided by the system are paid orfurnished in the event of sickness, injury, or disability, to any person who byreason of such sickness, Injury, or disability, has a right or claim for compensationor benefits under any workmen's compensation act or any employers' liability actor otherwise against his employer or any other person for causing such sickness,injury, or disability and for the damages resulting therefrom, the fund createdby the system shall, to the extent of the said benefits so paid and the cost thereofso furnished, be entitled to reimbursement out of any sum or damages which saidperson receives by way of compensation or benefits or through suit, settlement, orJudgment and the fund shall, to said extent, be subrogated to the said right orclaim. Upon notice to the one against whom said right or claim exists or isasserted the amount to which the said fund is so entitled by way of reimburse-ment shall be a lien upon said right or claim and the said sum or damages paid orreceived thereunder. Suitable provision shall be made to enable the Stateauthority to enforce the right of reimbursement created in favor of the said fund.8. The fund. (a) The fund created by the system shall consist of all con-tributions and money paid into and received by the fund; of property andsecurities acquired by and through the use of moneys belonging to the fund;alnd of interest and other income earned by the fund. One-fourth of all con-tributions and money paid into the fund, in accordance with the provisions ofsubsection 1 and clause (d) of subsection 5 of this section, and all the contri-butions and money paid into the fund by persons securing the voluntary cashand maternity benefits shall, together with the interest and income earnedthereon, be held and accounted for separately and the same shall be used to paythe cash and maternity benefits provided by the system, the entire cost of ad-ministering the said benefits and such portion of all other expenditures as isproperly allocable to the administration of the said benefits. The other three-
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fourths of the contributions and money paid into the fund, In accordance with
the provisions of subsection 1 and clause (d) of subsection 5 of this section, and
all the contributions and money paid into the fund by persons securing tht
voluntary medical benefits shall, together with the interest and income earned
thereon, be held and accounted for separately and the same shall be used to pay
the cost of the medical benefits provided by the system, the ent ire cost of adminis-
tering the said benefits, and such portion of all other expenditures as is propbi'ly
allocable to the administration of the said benefits.

(b) The State treasurer or other State officer performing similar duties shall
be the custodian of the fund and all disbursements therefrom shall be paid by
him upon vouchers of the State authority.

(c) Any portion of the fund not needed for immediate use shall be deposited
In the same manner and subject to all provisions of law with respect to the
deposit of other State moneys: and all interest earned by such portion of the
fund as may be so deposited shall- be collected and placed to the credit of the
fund.

(d) Any of the surplus or reserves belonging to the fund may, by order of the
State authority, approved by the State treasurer or other State officer perform-
ing similar duties, be invested in any obligations of the United States of America
or in obligations of the State: The State authority may sell any of such
certificates.

AUTHORIZATION AND APPROPRIATION

SEC. 3. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated annually, out of any
,money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $200,000,000, to
be apportioned among the States in accordance with the provisions and subject
to the conditions herein contained to aid them in developing and maintaining
adequate systems of health insurance.

ALLOTMENTS TO APPROVED SYSTEMS OF HEALTH INSURANCE

SEC. 4. 1. The Board shall examine each State system of health insurance
which may be submitted to it for approval and shall approve each such system
which it finds, in its terms and in its actual administration, conforms to the
provisions of section 2 of this Act.

2. The Board shall out of the sum authorized and appropriated by section 3
of this Act annually allot to each approved State system an amount equal to
one-quarter of the total contributions paid into and received by the fund created
under such system.

3. The Board shall annually notify the Secretary of the Treasury of the
amounts of the allotments which it has made pursuant to the provisions of this
section and the Comptroller General is authorized and directed to enter in the
accounts of the Treasury of the United States severally to the credit of each
of the approved State systems the amounts allotted to such systems pursuant to
the notices of the Board.

4. The Secretary of t~ie Treasury is authorized and directed periodically to
pay over to each approved State system out of and to the extent only of the
total of the amounts allotted and standing to the credit of the said system,
together with the Income thereon such sums as the State authority may, with
the approval of the Board, from time to time requisition.

5. The Board may at any time suspend or revoke its approval of any State
system of health insurance when, after investigation and hearing, it finds that
the system is not being maintained or the benefits provided thereunder are not
being furnished in conformity to the provisions of section 2 of this Act, or that
the system is not being administered adequately, properly, or efficiently. When
the approval of any system is suspended or revoked by the Board, no further pay-
nients shall be made to such system out of any allotments then standing to I's
credit so long as such suspension or revocation remains effective, nor shall any
further allotments be made to said system during such period.

6. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to hold .the totwi
of all allotments annually made by the Board pursuant to the provisions of this
section in a separate account at the Treasury or at any bank or banks designated
by him, to receive and hold the income derived therefrom, to invest such portion
thereof as is not required to meet current requisitions in any primary obligatiofs j
of the United States or In any obligations guaranteed both as to principal and
Interest by the United States and to sell the same from time to time as he deenls
advisable. He shall enter quarter yearly to the credit of the account of each
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approved system a proportionate part of the income derived during the preceding
quarter, on the basis of the average daily balance of such account. He is hereby
authorized to appoint any one or more of the Federal Reserve or national banks
as his agents, on such terms and conditions as he may prescribe, to hold and have
custody of the total of the said allotments or any portion thereof and such banks
are hereby authorized to act as such agents.

7. When any allotment made pursuant to this Act or any installment thereof is
withheld by the Board, the State authority administering the system affected may
appeal to the President of the United States, who may affirm, modify, or reverse
the action of the Board in whole or in part. The Board on receiving written
notice of the decision of the President shall promptly take action in conformity
therewith in order to execute the same.

8. The total allotment made to an approved State system pursuant to this Act
shall be used solely to extend, increase, or amplify the cash, maternity, and/or
medical benefits regularly provided under the system and no part thereof shall
be used to pay or furnish any of the cash, maternity, and/or medical benefits
regularly provided for under the system, but in no event shall more than one-
quarter of the total of the said allotment be used to extend, increase, or amplify
the cash or maternity benefits.

9. Before any sum is paid over out of the amounts allotted and standing to the
credit of an approved State system the State authority shall submit to the Board
in detail a plan showing how such sum is to be disbursed and shall receive the
Board's approval thereof.

ADMINISTRATION

SEC. 5. 1. Federal Health Insurance Board: This Act shall be administered
by a Board hereby created,, which shall be known as the Federal Health Insur-
ance Board. This Board shah be composed of the Director of Health Insurance,
who shall be the chairman thereof, and two members appointed by the President,
with the advice and consent of the Senate.

2. Term of Board: The two appointed members of the Board shall be desig-
nated by the President within thirty days after the enactment of this Act. One
member shall be appointed for the term of three years and one member for six
years: and thereafter as their terms expire the President shall appoint or reap-
point members for the term of six years. The President may at any time remove
any member of the Board for cause after a hearing on written charges. Vacan-
cies shall be filled for the unexpired term by appointment by the President, with
the advice and consent of the Senate.

3. Compensation of Board: Each of the two appointed members of the Board
shall receive an annual salary of $10,000. In addition, each member shall be
allowed actual and necessary traveling and incidental expenses.

4. Organization of Board: A majority of the Board shall constitute a quorum
to transact business. No vacancy shall impair the rights of the remaining mem-
bers to exercise all of thie powers of the Board so long as a majority remains.
Any investigation, Inquiry, hearing, review, or appeal which the Board is author-
ized to hold or undertake: may be held or undertaken by or before any one member
of the Board, or by or before one or more of the deputies; and every order made
by a member thereof, o,- by one or more of Its duly authorized deputies, when
approved and confirmed by a majority of the Board, and so shown on its record
of proceedings, shall be deemed to be the order of the Board.

5. Office of Board: The Board shall maintain its principal office in the city of
Washington. It shall provide itself with a seal for the authentication of its rules,orders, awards, and proceedings. The Board may hold sessions in any place
Within the United Stati s.

6. Duties and powers of the Board: The Board shall enforce and administer
this Act and shall have all the duties, powers, and authorities imposed and granted
by this Act. In add-tion, it shall have the following duties, powers, and
authorities-

(a) to make all such rules and regulations as may be required for the
administration and enforcement of this Act, and to amend fnd modify any
of its rules and regulations from time to time as it may find necessary or
desirable;

(b) to appoint or employ such employees and assistants as may be required
for the administration of the provisions of this Act, and to determine their
salaries and duties. All such persons appointed or employed by the Board
Shall be in the competitive class of the civil service and shall be appointed
or employed under civil-service regulations;

64481--4-4O nt A-_ ,
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(c) to make inquiries into the administration of approved State systems
of health insurance and the furnishing and payment of the benefits provided
thereunder and to cooperate with the State authorities in order to make the
administration thereof more adequate and efficient;

(d) to cooperate with State authorities and all other officers and agencies,
public and private, in promoting the health and safety of the persons entitled
to benefits under approved State systems of health insurance, in reducing
and preventing sickness, injury, and death among such persons and in im-
proving public health and sanitation generally; to obtain, collect, preserve,
and, from time to time, publish such information relating to mortality, sick-
ness, injury, and health as may be useful In the administration of this Act
or of approved State systems of health insurance or may contribute to the
promotion of health or the security of life.

7. Director of Health Insurance: The President shall, with the advice and
consent of the Senate, appoint for a term of six years a Director of Health Insur-
ance. The President may at any time remove the Director for cause after a
hearing on written charges. The Director shall receive an annual salary of
$11,000 and in addition shall be allowed actual and necessary traveling and
incidental expenses.

8. Duties and powers of the Director: The Director shall be the chief admin-
istrative officer under this Act and shall have all the duties, powers, and authori-
ties imposed and granted by this Act or assigned to him by the Board. As
representative of the Board and under Its direction he shall supervise, direct, and
control the administration and enforcement of this Act.

9. Federal advisory council: There is hereby created a Federal advisory council
of twelve members to be appointed by the President. Three of the appointees to
this council shall be representative of employers, three shall be representative of
employees, three shall be representative of the professions engaged in furnishing
medical, service, and three shall be representative of the public. One representa-
tive of the employers, one representative of the employees, one representative of
the professions, and one representative of the public shall be appointed for a term
of two years; one representative of the employers, one representative of the em-
ployees, one representative of the professions, and one representative of the public
shall be appointed for a term of four years; and one representative of the em-
ployers, one representative of the employees, one representative of the professions,
and one representative of the public shall be appointed for a term of six years;
and thereafter as their terms expire the President shall appoint or reappoint
members for the term of six years. The said council shall consider and shall
advise the Board upon all matters connected with the administration of this Act
submitted to it by the Board and may recommend upon its own initiative such
changes in the administration of this Act as it deems necessary.

OATHS AND SUBPENAS

SEC. 6. 1. The Board, each member of the Board, Its secretary and its deputies,
the Director of Health Insura-nce, and .his deputies and other duly authorized
representatives of the Board shall for the purposes of this Act have power to
examine under oath any employee, any employer, or the officer, agent, representa-
tive, or employee of any employer, any member of a State authority of a State
system of health insurance, any person employed or engaged in the administra-
tion of any such system, and any person, institution, or agency and the officer,
agent, representative, or employee of any person, institution, or agency interested
or participating In or affected by the administration of this Act or the adminis-
tration of any State system of health insurance, and shall have power to admin
ister oaths, certify to official acts, take depositions, issue subpenas, compel the
attendance of witnesses, and the production of books, accounts, papers, records,
documents, and testimony.

REPORTS

SEC. 7. Annually, on or before the 1st day of March, the Board shall make a
report to the Congress for the preceding calendar year, which shall include a
detailed statement of the number of persons covered by approved State systems
of health Insurance, *-he number receiving benefits thereunder, the amounts dis-
bursed in the payment and furnishing of the benefits thereunder, the amount cOT"
tributed to such systems, and a detailed statement of allotments made by the
Board, the income thereof, the requisitions made thereon, the administrative
expenses of the Board and of the several approved State systems of health insur"
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ance, together with any other matters which the Board deems proper to report,
including any recommendations it may desire to make.

PENALTIES

SEC. 8. Any person shall be guilty of a misdemeanor who-
(a) Willfully makes a false statement or representation to obtain any benefit,

allotment, or payment under the provisions of this Act, either for himself or for
any other person; or for any system of health insurance; or

(b) Violates any of the provisions of this Act or doep any act prohibited by
this Act, or fails, neglects, or refuses to perform any duty lawfully enjoined by
this Act, or fails, neglects, or refuses to obey any lawful order given or made by
the Board or any judgment or decree made by any court in connection with the
provisions of this Act.

SAVING CLAUSE

SEC. 9. The Congress reserves the right to amend, alter, or repeal any provision
of this Act; and no person, State, or State system of health insurance, or those
entitled to benefits under any such system, shall be or be deemed to be vested with
any property or other right by virtue of the enactment or operation of this Act.

SEPARABILITY OF PROVISIONS

SEC. 10. If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to any person
or circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of the Act and the application of
such provision to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

APPROPRfATION

SEC. 11. The entire expenses of the Board in carrying out the provisions of this
Act shall be paid out of the general revenue of the ,United States. The sum of
$200,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated for such
purpose, out of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the
fiscal year ending July 1, 1935, and the fiscal year ending July 1, 1936.

SHORT TITLE

SEC. 12. This Act shall be known and may be cited as the Federal Health
Insurance Law.

EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. 13. This Act shall take effect immediately.

[S. 3660, 76th Cong., 3d seas.]-
A BILL To aid In the establishment and administration of State health insurance plans

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of Amerioa in Congress assembled, That the Social Security Act (Public Law
Numbered 271, Seventy-fourth Congress, approved August 14, 1935) Is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new title:

"TITLE XII-GRANTS TO STATES FOR HEALTH INSURANCE

"APPROPRIATION

"SEC. 1201. For the purpose of enabling each State to furnish medical, casa,and maternity benefits under State plans for health insurance, there is herebyauthorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941, the sum of
$50,000,000, and there is h6reby authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal yearthereafter a sum sufficient to carry out the purposes of this title. The sums
made available under this section shall be used for making payments to States
Which have submitted, add had approved by the Social Security Board estab-lished by title VII (hereinafter referred to as the 'Board'), State plans for
health Insurance.
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"STATE PLANS FOR HEALTH INSURANCE

"SEC. 1202. A State plan for health insurance shall be approved only when the
Board finds that it complies with the conditions, standards, and provisions con-
tained in this section, as follows:

"(a) Premiums: (1) The fund out of which benefits are paid Is created and
maintained by regular premiums thereto paid by the State, employers and em-
ployees set according to the wage classes and equal to at least the weekly rates
for each calendar week or any part thereof contained in the following schedule:

PREMIUM SCHEDULE

an employee's weekly The employer's The employee's The State's pre-
Wage class Whe wage rate is premium shall premium shall mium shall

be- be- be-

------------------------ Under $15 ------------------- $0.40 $0.10 $0.60
I ------------------ $15 to $19.99 -----------------. 40 .20 .50

I ------------------ $20 to $24.99 -----------------. 40 .30 .45
IV ------------------ $25 and over ----------------- .40 .40 .40

"(2) All premiums shall be paid into a single, State-wide fund to be held and
administered by the State.

"(3) Employees' premiums shall be deducted by employers from their wages
and remitted to the fund, and until so remitted shall be set apart and held by
the employers as trust funds.

"(4) No agreement by an employee to pay any portion of the premium re-
quired to be paid by his employer shall be valid, and no employer shall make a
deduction for such purpose from the wages of an employee, or in any other man-
ner collect from an employee any portion of the premium required to be paid by
his employer.

"(5) When an employee is employed by more than one employer in any cal-
endar week, the employer who first employs him in that week shall be liable for
paying the employer's premium and for deducting and remitting the employee's
premium with respect to that week.

"(6) When one full premium has been paid with respect to a calendar week,
or any part thereof, by an employee, his employer, and the State, no further pre-
mium shall be payable for that week either by the employee, any employer of
the employee, or the State.

"(7) The State agency may, by special order, modify the provisions of para-
graph (5) of subsection (a) in its application to employees whose work is of a
casual or intermittent nature or who are employed by several employers and
to their employers, and any such order may apply either generally or to any
one or more particular trades or industries or branches thereof, or to any one or
more particular employers or groupings of employers, and either generally or
in any one or more particular localities. Any such order may make provision
as to the payment of the employer's premium and as to the deduction and remis-
sion of the employee's premium in such manner, in such proportions and in
respect of such periods as may be specified in the order, and for the apportion-
ment among employers of the premiums payable by employers, notwithstanding
any other provision in this title contained, and the State agency is empowered to
modify and adapt the provisions of this title accordingly. No such order shall
be made until notice thereof is given in advance, in a manner to be prescribed
by the State agency, and an opportunity to be heard thereon is afforded to those
interested in or affected by its proposed provisions.

"(8) The State agency shall make provision for the payment and collection
of the premiums payable by employers and employees by means of adhesive or
other stamps affixed to or impressed upon books or cards or otherwise; and for
this purpose shall, through appropriate rules, regulate the manner, times, and
conditions in, at, and under which such stamps are to be affixed or Impressed,
the entry in or upon books or cards of the particulars with respect to premiums
paid and benefits furnished, the issue, sale, custody, production, and delivery
up of books or cards, the replacement of those which have been lost, destroyed,
or defaced, and all other incidental matters.

"(b) Cash benefits: (1) Cash benefits shall be paid to a person for each week
of loss due to disability, after an uncompensated waiting period of not less thaD
five nor more than seven consecutive full calendar days of loss due to such dis-
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ability, according to the benefit classes and at weekly rates equal to at least
those contained in the following schedule:

CASH BENEFIT SCHEDULE

Such person's weekly cash benefit amount shall be-
Benefit class When a person's weekly

wage rate is- If he has If he has If he has If he has
no depend- one depend- two depend- three or more

ent ent ents dependents

I ------------- Under $15 ------------------ $6.00 $7.50 $8.50 $9.50II ------------ $15 to $19.99 ----------------- 7. 50 9. 50 11. 00 12.50III ------------ $20 to $24.99 ----------------- 9.00 11.00 13.00 14.50
IV ------------ $25 and over ----------------- 10.50 12.50 14.00 16.00

"(2) A person's benefit class shall be the saine as his wage class in accordance
with which the amount of the premium which he paid was determined as pro-
vided by the premium schedule contained in paragraph (1) of subsection (a).

"(3) Where a person has been in several wage classes and consequently paid
varying premiums, the total amount of all premiums paid by him shall be aver-
aged by dividing such total by the number of weeks for which such premiums
were paid; his wage class shall then be deemed to be the one for which the afore-
said premium schedule fixes a premium nearest to the average amount so found
and if such average amount falls exactly between two premiums as so fixed by
the said schedule for two wage classes, respectively, his wage class shall be
deemed to be the higher of the two; and his benefit class shall be fixed accord-
ingly. A person's benefit class as determined when cash benefits are first payable
within a period of fifty-two consecutive weeks shall remain fixed and shall not be
altered during the balance of that period, but in the event of any change occurring
during said period in the number of his dependents, his weekly cash-benefit
amount shall correspondingly be changed as provided for that particular benefit
class by the cash-benefits schedule.

"(4) Cash benefits shall be payable for at least twenty-six cumulated weeks
of loss due to disability in each consecutive fifty-two weeks.

"(5) No cash benefits shall be payable to a person suffering disability forwhich he is entitled to receive or recover compensation or m,,:evy benefits undelany workmen's compensation act; nor shall cash benefits be payable to a personreceiving old-age assistance, pension, or annuity under any Federal, State, or
municipal act."(6) As a qualification for receiving cash benefits there shall be required notless than twenty nor more than twenty-five premiums within the fifty-two con-secutive weeks preceding the day on which the claim for cash benefits is made or(in the alternative) not less than thirty-two nor more than forty such premiums
within the one hundred and four consecutive weeks preceding said day."(c) Maternity benefits: (1) Regular cash maternity benefits shall be paidto a woman for not less than six weeks prior to the birth of a child and for notless than six weeks after the birth of a child, in amounts equal to the cashbenefits which such woman would be entitled to receive for loss due to disability.

"(2) Regular cash maternity benefits shall not be paid for any part of theperiod for which It is payable during which the woman engages in any gainfulOccupation; nor shall such benefits be paid for any period for which the woman
has received cash benefits.

"(3) To qualify for the regular cash maternity benefits, a woman shall berequired to have not less than fifty nor more than sixty premiums within theone hundred and four consecutive weeks preceding the day on which the said
benefit is to commence.

"(4) The regular cash maternity benefits shall be paid in full to a womanentitled to the same though her right to cash benefits for loss due to disabilityhas terminated: nor shall the period during which she receives the regular cashmaternity benefits be deemed part of the maximum period of twenty-six weeksof loss due to disability for which cash benefits may be paid.
"(5) On condition that prenatal care shall have been received as prescribedbv the State agency each of the following shall be entitled to the sum of not less

than $15 nor more than $25 on the birth of her child: A woman qualified toreceive the cash maternity benefit; a wife of a man qualified under paragraph (6)
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of subsection (b) ; and a widow of a man who at the time of his death was so
qualified, if the child be born within ten months of his death.

"(d) Medical benefits: (1) Medical benefits shall be provided for employees
and their dependents. -

"(2) Medical benefits shall be provided immediately on the occurrence of
sickness or injury and to qualify for such benefits a person shall not be re-
quired to have more than four premiums or voluntary premiums or a com-
bination of both within the three calendar months preceding the day on which
the furnishing of medical benefits is to commence for him or any of his de-
pendents.

"(3) Medical benefits need not be provided for any person in respect to any
sickness or injury for which such person is entitled to medical treatment, care,
or benefits under any workmen's compensation act nor in respect to any disease
or condition for which medical treatment or care is furnished under the specific
provisions of any other law, whether Federal, State, or municipal.

"(4) Medical benefits shall consist of not less than-
"(A) the services of a general medical practitioner (whether practicing

alone or as a member of a group) at the office, home, hospital, or else-
where, in preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic treatment and care which
shall include, under such regulations as the State agency may prescribe,
immunizations and periodic physical examinations;

"(B) on the prescription of the general medical practitioner or of the
specialist prescribed by the general medical practitioner, necessary gen-
eral and special hospital treatment and care which shall include nursing
and the other usual hospital services;

"(C) prenatal, maternity, and postnatal treatment and care at home or
in a hospital;

"(D) on'the prescription of the general medical practitioner, necessary
services of a surgeon, diagnostician, medical, or other specialist (whether
practicing alone or as a member of a group) at the office, home, hospital,
or elsewhere;

"(E) on the prescription of the general medical practitioner, X-ray ex-
aminations and necessary services of laboratories and clinics;

"(F) the services of nurses outside of the hospital;
"(G) dental services for the relief of pain through surgical intervention.

"(5) If the State agency finds that the portion of the fund which is allow
cated to the cost of providing the medical benefits, In accordance with the pro.
visions of paragraph (1) of subsection (h), is insufficient to provide all of
the regular medical benefits as set forth in paragraph (4) of this subsection,
it may provide only part or parts of such benefits and to such extent as it may
deem feasible and its determinations In this respect may from time to time be
reconsidered and altered by the State agency.

"(6) There shall be no limitation upon the said medical benefits except that
the following may be imposed:

"(A) The benefit stipulated in clause (B) of paragraph (4) of subsec-
tion (d) need not be provided, in connection with any one sickness or in.
jury, beyond a period of one hundred and eleven days, of which at least
the first twenty-one days shall be without charge and the remaining ninety
days may be at a charge of not more than 15 per centum of the cost of sucb
benefit. Such benefit need not be furnished to any person sixty-five years Of
age or over for more than ninety days in any consecutive one hundred and
four weeks.

"(B) In the event of a disabling sickness or injury, the benefits stipu-
lated in clause (A) of paragraph (4) of subsection (d) need not be pro
vided beyond a period of twenty-six weeks and the benefits stipulated ID
clauses (D) and (E) of said paragraph beyond a period of twelve weela

"(7) In the event an employee, because of disability or for any reason what
ever, becomes unemployed or ceases being employed in an employment as defined
in this title, the benefits stipulated in cause (A) of paragraph (4) of sub-
section (d) which he or any of his dependents may be receiving or may therM
after receive in connection with any one siekness or injiry need not hl provided

beyond a period of twenty-six weeks and the benefits stipulated In clauses (D)

and (E) of said paragraph beyond a period of twelve weeks: Provided, hoicever,
That if, prior to the expiration of four weeks after such employee becomes uue"-
ployed or ceases being employed In an employment subject to this title, tile

employee voluntarily insures himself for medical benefits, In accordance witd
the conditions stipulated in subsection (e) of this section, the said benefits stipu"
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lated in clauses (A), (D), and (E) of paragraph (4) of subsection (d) shall be
provided with respect to said sickness or injury as long as he continues so to
insure himself voluntarily.

"(8) Additional medical benefits other than those hereinbefore stipulated in
paragraph (4) of subsection (d) may be furnished entirely at the expense of
the fund or partly at the expense of the fund and partly at the expense of the
persons receiving such additional medical benefits.

"(e) Voluntary insurance: Provision for voluntary insurance for medical
benefits shall be made as follows:

"(1) Persons eligible: The following, not otherwise subject to the State plan,
shall be entitled voluntarily to insure themselves for the medical benefits pro-
vided in subsection (d) for themselves. if they successfully pass such health
examination as the State agency shall prescribe, and such of their dependents
who successfully pass a similar examination, but no health examination shall be
required of any person who within the preceding three years had to his credit
not less than fifty-two premiums, nor of the dependents of any such person-

"(A) Any resident of the State, not suffering disability, whose net In-
come from whatever source is $30 a week or less and who has not reached his
sixty-fifth birthday.

"Such person shall for each calendar week pay into the fund a sum equal
to three-fourths of the combined employer's and employee's premium as
fixed for employees in the same wage class in the premium schedule con-
tained in paragraph (1) of subsection (a).

"(B) Any resident of the State, not suffering disability, who within the
preceding three years had to his credit not less than fifty-two premiums,
or fifty-two voluntary premiums, or a combination of both, and whose net
income from whatever source does not exceed $50 a week.

"Such person shall for each calendar week pay into the fund a sum equal
to three-fourths of the combined employer's and employee's premium as fixed
for employees in the same wage class in the premium schedule set forth in
paragraph (1) of subsection (a).

"(C) Any resident of the State who within the preceding three years had
to his credit not less than fifty-two premiums, or fifty-two voluntary pre-
miums, or a combination of both, and who Is unemployed though capable of
and available for employment.

"Such person shall for each calendar week pay into the fund three-fourths
of the combined employer's and employee's premium as fixed in the afore-
said premium schedule for employees in the same Wage class which the State
agency determines fairly represents his average weekly wages during the
said preceding three years.

"(D) Any resident of the State who is receiving old-age or unemployment
benefits or relief from any government or public officer or agency, if such
officer or agency pays into the fund such amounts as the State agency may
fix. The State agency shall, consistent with the purposes and aims of this
title, fix amounts that will most equitably rate the risk and distribute the
cost of the benefits.

"(2) All of the provisions contained In subsection (d) of this section with
respect to qualifications, disqualification, extent of benefits, duration of benefits,
and additional benefits shall apply to any person voluntarily insuring himself
for the medical benefits pursuant to any of the clauses of paragraph (1) of this
subsection and to his dependents and to the said benefits to which he and his
dependents are entitled as if he were an employee subject to the State plan."(3) For each person voluntarily Insuring himself for the medical benefits the
State shall for each calendar week of such person's voluntary insurance pay into
the fund an amount equal to three-fourths of the State's premium as fixed for
employees in the same wage class in the premium schedule set forth in paragraph
(1) of subsection (a).

"(4) All premiums provided for by the provisions of this subjection shall be
Paid or remitted to the State agency at regular and fixed intervals by means of a
stamp system which the State agency shall prescribe, and shall promptly be paid
over by the State agency to the treasurer of the State, who shall credit the same
to t1 fundt.

"(f) Administration: (1) The State plan shall be administered by a central
State board, a State commissioner of health insurance, and by a State-wide sys-
tem of local councils and local administrative officers. The State board shall
be coinposed of the State commissioner of health or other State officer performing
similar duties, The State commissioner of health insurance, and of eleven to
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fifteen members appointed by the Governor who shall be representatives of
employers, of employees, and of the medical professions, and the hospitals which
have agreed to furnish the medical benefits. The State board shall serve and
function as a regulatory, policy-making, advisory, and supervisory body, but
not as an administrative or executive body, and shall have the power to establish
standards of administration for the State plan, to make all such rules and
regulations as may be required for the administration thereof, and to amend
and modify any of the said rules and regulations from time to time as may be
found necessary or desirable.

"(2) The State commissioner of health insurance shall be the chief administra-
tive and executive officer under the State plan and he shall have all the duties,
powers, and authorities imposed and granted by the State plan or assigned to
him by the State board. At representative of the State board and under its
direction he shall supervise, direct, and control the administration and enforce-
ment of the State plan throughout the State and all administrative and executive
powers and duties needed for the proper administration and enforcement of the
State plan shall be vested in the State commissioner of health insurance to be
exercised by him within the rules and regulations and subject to the policies
and in accordance with the principles established by the State board.

" (3) The State shall be divided and from time to time may be redivided into
such number of local areas as may be found necessary and a local office shall be
maintained in each of said local areas. For each local area there shall be a local
finance manager and a local medical manager who shall be a physician. Local
managers shall be full-time employees serving on an annual salary basis. In
each local area, there shall be a local council. The local council shall be com-
posed of one appointee who shall be representative of the professions engaged iD
furnishing the medical benefits, one appointee who shall be representative of
employers, one appointee representative of employees, one appointee representa-
tiv of the hospitals which have agreed to furnish the medical benefits, the local
finance manager who shall be the chairman, the local medical manager, and the
local public health officer or his duly authorized deputy. The appointed members
of the local council shall be designated by the State commissioner of health insur-
ance with the approval of the State board. In addition to all other duties, powers,
and authorities imposed and granted by the State plan, each local council within
its local area shall, under the direction and subject to the review, approval, and
control of the State board, supervise the collection of premiums, the payment
of the cash and maternity benefits, the notices and proof of sickness, injury, and
disability, and the furnishing of the medical benefits; prepare and publish lists
of general medical and dental specialists, nurses, groups of such practitioners,
pharmacists, hospitals, clinics, laboratories, and other persons and agencies within
its local area who have agreed or with whom arrangements have been made to
furnish the medical benefits; and distribute on a pro rata basis among the
several practicioners or groups of such practitioners who have agreed to fur-
nish the medical benefits those entitled to such benefits who after due notice have
failed to make a selection or who lave been refused by the practitioner or group
of practictitioners whom they have selected.

"(4) The State plan shall l-ave one or more local advisory committees in each
local area, the members to be representative of employers, employees, the public,
and the professions furnishing the medical benefits and to serve without salary
but with allowances for actual and necessary expenses.

"(5) Excepting the members of the State board, the State commissioner of
health, the representatives of the professions, of employers and of employees
on the local councils and the members of the local advisory committees, all
persons engaged in the administration of the State plan shall be appointed or
employed and shall hold office on a merit-rating basis through open competitive
examinations of a standard not inferior to that prescribed by the United States
Civil Service.

"(6) The State agency shall be empowered to obtain from all employers and
employees within the State, including those not subject to the provisions of the
State plan, all such information as it may require in the administration of the
State plan, to make reports on such administration as often and in such form
as the same may be required by the Board and, from time to time, to make such
other reports and such suggestions to the Board with respect to such administra-
tion and the operation of the State plan as it may think fit.

"(7) The State agency shall be empowered to submit to the Board in ad-
vance an estimate of the expenditures necessary to be incurred in the adminis-
tration of the State plan.
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"(8) Provision shall be made for the removal, after a hearing on written
charges, of any general medical or dental practitioner, surgeon, other medical
or dental specialist, nurse, group of such practitioners, pharmacists, hospital,
clinic, laboratory, or other person or agency from the list of those who have
agreed or with whom arrangements have been made to furnish medical benefits
prepared and published by any local council when, in the opinion of the State
board or the local council, the continued inclusion of such person, group, or
agency would be prejudicial to the adequate, proper, or efficient furnishing of
the medical benefits.

"(9) Provision shall be made for furnishing medical benefits to such persons
entitled to the same under the State plan who are not residents of the State
in any manner that seems to be most feasible, including the payment to such
persons of sums equivalent to the cost of the medical benefits to which they are
entitled.

"(10) The State agency shall be empowered to make inquiries into the causes
and results of sickness and injuries, the sources of mortality and the effect
of localities, employments, and other conditions upon -the health of the persons
entitled to the benefits provided by the State plan; to obtain, collect, preserve,
and from time to time, publish such information relating to mortality, sickness,
injury, and health as may be useful in the administration of the State plan or
may contribute to the promotion of health or the security of life; to promote
the health and safety of the persons entitled to the benefits provided by the
State plan and to take such steps within its means as it may deem feasible
and appropriate to reduce and prevent sickness, injury, and death among such
persons; to cooperate with public-health officers and all other agencies, public
and private, In the improvement of public health and sanitation, and in the
promotion of public education in all matters pertaining to health.

"(1) Provision shall be made for fixing the manner of and making arrange-
ments for remunerating general medical and dental practitioners, surgeons,
medical, and other specialists, nurses, groups of such practitioners, pharmacists,
hospitals, clinics, laboratories, and the" other persons and agencies furnishing
the medical benefits. Each local council shall be free to adopt such modes or
combination of modes as in Its opinion seems best, subject, however, to the super-
vision, direction, control, and approval of the State board.

"Any one of the following modes may be adopted for remunerating general
medical and dental practitioners:

"(A) a salary system;
"(B) a per capita system whereunder payment will be based on the

number of persons entitled to medical benefits included in the practitioner's
list;

"(C) a fee system whereunder payment will be based on the extent and
character of the treatment given and services rendered by the practitioner
to persons entitled to medical benefits;

""(D) any combination or modification of the systems hereinabove
stipulated;

"(E) a special arrangement with respect to doctors, dentists, or other
professional persons practicing as a group.

"(12) No mode for remunerating general medical or dental practitioners
shall be adopted for any local area without the consent of a majority of the
general medical or dental practitioners, respectively, in that locality who have
agreed to furnish medical benefits under the State plan.

"(13) Every general medical and dental practitioner, duly licensed to practice
in the State (without discrimination against any school or mode of practice
which is lawful in the State), and any number of such practitioners practicing
as a group, shall have the right to be included in the list of those furnishing the
medical benefits provided for by clauses (A) and (G) of paragraph (4) of
subsection (d) prepared and published by the local council for each local area
in which he or they may be engaging in practice, subject to being remunerated in
the manner fixed for the local area in which the services are rendered and subject
further to the power conferred upon the local councils and the State board, after
hearing on written charges, to remove any practitioner or group of practitioners
from any such list in the interest of the adequate, proper, or efficient furnishing
of the said benefits.

"(14) Every person entitled to the medical benefits provided for by clauses (A)
and (G) of paragraph (4) of subsection (d) shall have the right, in such form
as the State agency shall prescribe, to select the general medical practitioner and
the general dental practitioner or the group of such practitioners by whom he
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wishes to be attended and treated from the list of such practitioners or groups
prepared and published by any local council irrespective of the local area in
which such person may reside or be employed, subject to the consent of the prac-
titioner or group so selected, and the right at any time to change the selection
so made on such notice as the State agency may prescribe.

"(15) Any person claiming benefits shall in accordance with such rules as the
State agency may prescribe register at the office in the local area In which he
resides or in which he was last employed or in such other area as may be
designated. After so registering, a person claiming benefits shall give notice
of his continuing right to such benefits as often and in such manner as shall be
prescribed.

"(16) Any person claiming cash or maternity benefits shall for the time that
such benefits are claimed correctly report any wage-earning employment had
during such time and any wages received for such employment, including employ-
ments not within the definition of this title, and shall make such reports in
accordance with such rules as shall be prescribed.

"(17) Claims, complaints, and controversies with respect to contributions to
the fund, the remuneration of those furnishing the medical benefits, the adequacy,
quality, and extent of the medical benefits shall be determined by a local public
officer employed on regular salary. A claimant and any other party affected
shall be entitled to a hearing to be held before an independent referee and
there shall be a right to an appeal from the determination of such referees to a
State appeal board. The referees shall be under sole jurisdiction of the State
appeal board, which shall be independent of the State agency. Hearings before
referees and appeals shall be presented, heard, and determined in accordance with
such rules and procedure as may be prescribed, but shall not be controlled by
common law or statutory rules of evidence or by the technical or formal procedure
employed in civil actions.

"(18) No agreement by an employee to waive any right or benefit under the
State plan shall be valid; nor shall benefits be assigned, pledged, encumbered,
released, or commuted, and such benefits shall be exempt from all claims of
creditors and from levy, execution, and attachment or other remedy now or here-
after provided for recovery or collection of a debt, which exemption may not be
waived.

"(19) Penalties shall be provided for any person who willfully makes a false
statement or representation to obtain any benefit or payment under the pro-
visions of the State plan, or to obtain payment or remuneration for services
rendered or materials supplied in furnishing any of the benefits provided by the
State plan, either for )himself or for any other person, or to lower payments
to be made to the fund; or who willfully refuses or fails to make any payment
to the fund; or who fails to set apart and hold as a trust fund the amounts
deducted from an employee's wages to pay the premiums required of such em-
ployee; or who refuses to allow the State agency or its authorized representa-
tive to inspect pay rolls or other records or documents relative to the enforce-
ment and administration of the State plan; or who makes a deduction from the
wages of any employee to pay any portion of the premium which an employer
is required to make or in any other manner collects from an employee any por-
tion of the premium required to be paid by an employer; or who violates any of
the provisions of the State plan or does any act prohibited by the State plan, or
fails, neglects, or refuses to perform any duty lawfully enjoined by the State
plan, or fails, neglects, or refuses to obey any lawful order given or'made by
the State agency or any judgment or decree made by any court in connection with
the provisions of the State plan.

"(20) The administration of the cash and maternity benefits provided for by
the State plan shall, so far as It is practicable,. be kept separate and apart from
the administration of the medical benefits and all certificates of right to cash,
maternity, and/or medical benefits shall be made by public officers who are duly
licensed physicians., No physician, dentist, group of such practitioners, or other
person or agency engaged in furnishing the medical benefits provided by the
State plan, other than a public officer, shall be required to make any such
certification.

"(g) Subrogation: (1) If any of the benefits provided by the State plan are
paid or furnished in the event of sickness, injury, or disability to any person
who by reason of such sickness, injury, or disability has a right or claim for
compensation, benefits, or damages against his employer or any other person
for causing such sickness, lnju'y, or disability and for the damages resulting
therefrom, whether under any workmen's compensation or employers' liability
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act, or otherwise under any statute, ordinance, code, regulation, or rule of law,
the fund shall, to the extent of the said benefits so paid and the cost thereof
so furnished, be entitled to reimbursement out of any sum or damages which
said person receives by way of compensation or benefits or through suit, settle.
ment, or judgment and the fund shall, to said extent, be subrogated to the said
right or claim. Upon notice to the one against whom said right or claim exists
or Is asserted the amount to which the fund is so entitled by way of reimbure-
ment shall be a lien upon said right or claim and the said sum or damages paid
or received thereunder.

4(2) If a person receiving the said benefits provided by the State plan for
sickness, injury, or disability has such right or claim as described in the preced-
ing paragraph and unreasonably refuses or neglects to take action or proceedings
to enforce the same, it shall be lawful for the State agency to do either or both
of the following:

"(A) at its own expense, to take such action or proceedings in the name
and in behalf of the said person, in which case any sum recovered by settle-
ment or judgment in excess of the claim for reimbursement given to the
fund and the reasonable expenses of the action or proceedings shall be held
by the State agency as trustee for the said person; and

"(B) to order the withholding of payment or the furnishing of any benefit
to which the said person is entitled:

"In the event the State agency takes action or proceedings as aforesaid
and fails therein, the fund alone shall be responsible for the costs and ex-
penses as if it were claiming on its own account.

(3) Nothing in the State plan contained shall be construed to prevent the
prompt payment or furnishing of benefits to any person pending the settlement
or determination of any such right or claim described in paragraph (1) of sub-
section (g) had or asserted by said person and any advance so made shall,
without prejudice to any other method of recovery, be recoverable by deduction
from or suspension of any benefits which may subsequently become payable or
due to the said person.

"(4) If, pursuant to the last preceeding paragraph, advances are made to any
person, the State agency may give notice thereof to the one against whom such a
right or claim exists or is asserted and the latter may repay to the fund the
amount and cost of the benefits so paid for furnished and such repayment shall,
up to the amount thereof, be a full and valid discharge to him in respect of his
liability to the said person.

"(h) The fund: (1) The fund created by the State plan shall consist of all
premiums and money paid into and received by the fund; of property and securi-
ties acquired by and through the use of moneys belonging to the fund; and of
interest and other income earned by the fund. One-fourth of all premiums and
money paid into the fund, in accordance with the provisions of subsection (a)
of this section, together with the interest and income earned thereon, shall be
held and accounted for separately and the same shall be used to pay the cash and
maternity benefits provided by the State plan, the entire cost of administering
the said benefits, and such portion of all other expenditures as is properly allocable
to the administration of the said benefits. The other three-fourths of the prem-
iums and money paid into the fund in accordance with the provisions of sub-
section (a) of this section and all the premiums and money paid into the fund
in accordance with paragraphs (1) and (3), of subsection (e) of this section,
together with the interest and income earned thereon, shall be held and accounted
for separately and the same shall be used to pay the cost of the medical benefits
provided by the State plan, the entire cost of administering the said benefits,
and such portions of all other expenditures as is properly allocable to the admin-
istration of the said benefits.

"(2) The State treasurer or other State officer performing similar duties shall
be the custodian of the fund and all disbursements therefrom shall be paid by
him upon vouchers of the State agency.

"(3) Any portion of the fund not needed for immediate use shall be deposited in
the same manner and subject to all provisions of law with respect to the deposit of
other State moneys; and all interest earned by such portion of the fund as may
be so deposited shall be collected and placed to the credit of the fund.

"(4) Any of the surplus or reserves belonging to the fund may, by order of the
State agency, approved by the State treasurer or other State officer performing
similar duties, be invested in any obligations of the United States of America or in
obligations of the State. The State agency may sell any of such certificates.
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PAYMENT TO STATES

"SEC. 1203. (a) From the sums appropriated therefor, the Secretary of the
Treasury shall pay to each State which has an approved plan for health. Insurance,
tor each quarter, beginning with the quarter commencing July 1, 1940, (1) an
amount, which shall be used exclusively for benefits, equal to one-half of the total
of the premiums required to be paid by the State under subsection (a) of section
1202 and under paragraph (3) of subsection (e) of section 1202, and (2) 5 per
centair of such amount, which shall be used for paying the costs of administering
the State plan or for benefits, or both, and for no other purpose.

"(b) The method of computing and paying such amounts shall be as follows;
"(1) The Board shall, prior to the beginning of each quarter, estimate the

amount to be paid to the State for such quarter under the provisions of clause
(1) of subsection (a), such estimate to be based on (A) a report filed by the
State containing its estimate of the amount due from the State under subsection
(a) of section 1202 and under paragraph (3) of subsection (e) of section 1202,
and (B) buch other investigation as the Board may find necessary.

"(2) The Board shall then certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the amount
so estimated by the Board, (A) reduced or Increased, as the case may be, by any
sum by which it finds that its estimate for any prior quarter was greater or less
than the amount which should have been paid to the State under clause (1) of
subsection (a) for such quarter.

"(3) The Secretary of the Treasury shall thereupon, through the Division of
Disbursement of the Treasury Department and prior to audit or settlement by
the General Accounting Office, pay to the State, at the time or times fixed by the
Board, the amount so certified, increased by 5 per centum.

"OPERATION OF STATE PLANS

"SEc. 1204. In the case of any State plan for health Insurance which has been
approved by the Board, if the Board, after reasonable notice and opportunity
for hearing to the State agency, finds that the State plan Is not being maintained
or the benefits provided thereunder are not being furnished in conformity to the
provisions of section 1202 of this title or that the State plan is not being admin-
istered adequately, properly, or efficiently, the Board shall notify such State
agency that further payments will not be made to the State until the Board is
satisfied that the benefits and administration are provided in conformity with
section 1202 of this title, and that there is no longer any such failure to comply.
Until it is so satisfied it shall make no further certification to the Secretary of
the Treasury with respect to such State.

"ADMINISTRATION

"Suc. 1205. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1941, the sum of $250,000, for all necessary expenses of the Board
in administering the provisions of this title.

"DEFrNrflONS

"Szc. 120. When used in this title-
"(a) The term 'State agency' means the central State Board charged with

the administration of a State plan for health insurance.
"(b) The term 'State' Includes the District of Columbia, Alaska, and Hawaii.
"(c) The term 'fund' means the health-insurance fund established by a

State.
"(d) The term 'employer' means any person, partnership, firm, association,

public or private corporation, the legal representatives of a deceased person, or
the receiver, trustee, or successor of a person, partnership, firm, association,
public or private corporation, including the State, municipal corporations, other
governmental subdivisions, and all public agencies and authorities, who or whose
agent or predecessor in Interest has employed one or more persons in any em-
ployment subject to this title on each fifteen or more days within any calendar
year. An employer shall be deemed subject to this title for all the purposes
thereof on and after the first of the fifteen days on which such employment oc-
curred, but his liability hereunder shall cease as of the 1st day of January of
any calendar year on a written application made by him between the 1st and the
31st day of January of such year and on a finding that he has not employed one
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or more persons in any employment subject to this title on at least fifteen days
within the preceding calendar year."Whenever any helper, assistant, or employee of an employer engages any
other person in the work which said helper, assistant, or employee is doing for
the employer, such employer shall for all purposes hereof be deemed the employer
of such other person, whether such person is paid by the said helper,.assistant, or
employee, or by the employer, provided the employment has been with the knowl-
edge, actual, constructive, or implied, of the employer.

"(e) The term 'employee' means any person employed for hire by an employer
in an employment subject to this title, except any person employed under an ex-
press contract for a term of not less than one year at total wages for a year in
excess of $1,500, and except further any person employed at nonmanual work
receiving wages in excess of $30 a week.

"(f) The term 'employment' means any employment of an employee by an
employer In which all or the greater part of the employee's work is performed
within the State under any contract of hire, express or implied, oral or written,
and shall include any trade, occupation, service, or profession in which any person
may engage; except that for the purpose of this title it shall not include-

"(1) agricultural labor;
"(2) domestic service for an employer having less than three employees

engaged in such service;
"(3) service by a minor who is actually in regular attendance during the

daytime as a student in an institution of learning.
"(g) The term 'wages' means all remuneration for employment, including the

cash value of all remuneration paid in any medium other than cash. When an
employment is of such character that the employees therein commonly receive
gratuities from persons other than the employer, the amount or value of such
-gratuities shall be deemed and included as part of the wages paid by the
employer.

"(h) The term 'premium' means the premium due to the fund under the pro-
visions of this title for each calendar week or any part thereof during which
an employee has had employment with an employer.

"(I) The term 'voluntary premium' means the premium which a person has
paid into the fund for each calendar week during which he has voluntarily in-
sured himself for medical benefits in accordance with the provisions of this title.

"(j) The term 'disability' means the inability of a person, because of sickness
or Injury, to continue at the work in which he is then engaged, though such work
be in an employment not subject to this title; or, if a person be then unemployed,
the inability, because of sickness or injury, to accept work for which he is rea-
sonably fitted by training and experience, including work in employments not
subject to this title: Provided, however, That in no case shall disability be
deemed to exist If a person engages in any gainful occupation.

"(k) The term 'loss due to disability' means the total loss of wages or other
remuneration because of disability.

"(1) The term 'a week of loss due to disability' means any six consecutive days
of loss due to disability.

:(m) The term 'disabling sickness or injury' means any sickness or injury
causing disability.

"(n) The term 'dependent' means the spouse, minor child, adopted child, step-

(S. 489, 77th Cong., 1st sess.]

A BILL To aid in the establishment and administration of State health insurance plans
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled, That the Social Security Act (Public Law
Numbered 271, Seventy-fourth Congress, approved August 14, 1935) Is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new title:

"TITLE XII-GRANTS TO STATES FOR HEALTH INSURANCE
APPROPRIATIONN

"S5c. 1201. For the purpose of enabling each State to furnish medical, cash,
and maternity benefits under State plans for health insurance, there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941, the sum
of $50,000,000, and there is hereby authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal
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year thereafter a sum sufficient to carry out the purposes of this title. The sums
made available under this section shall be used for making payments to States
which have submitted, and had approved by the Social Security Board established
by title VII (hereinafter referred to as the 'Board'), State plans for health
Insurance.

"STATE PLANS FOR HEALTH INSURANCE

"SEc. 1202. A State plan for health insurance shall be approved only when the
Board finds that it complies with the conditions, standards, and provisions con-
tained in this section, as follows:

"(a) Premiums: (1) The fund out of which benefits are paid Is created and
maintained by regular premiums thereto paid by the State, employers and em-
ployees set according to the wage classes and equal to at least the weekly rates
for each calendar week or any part thereof contained in the following schedule:

PREMIUM SCHEDULE

The employer's The employee's The State's
Wage class we a is premium shall premium shall premium shallwagebe- be- be-

I-------------------- - Under $15 ------------------- $0.40 $0.10 $0.60
------------- $15 to $19.99 -----------------. 40 .20 .50

II[ --------------------- $20 to $24.99 -----------------. 40 .30 .45
IV ---------------------- $25 and over -----------------. 40 .40 .40

"(2) All premiums shall be paid into a single State-wide fund to be held and
administered by the State.

"(3) Employees' premiums shall be deducted by employers from their wages
and remitted to the fund and until so remitted shall be set paiprt and held by
the employers as trust funds.

"(4) No agreement by an employee to pay any portion of the premium required
to be paid by his employer shall be valid, and no employer shall make a deduction
for such purpose from the wages of an employee, or in any other manner collect
from an employee any portion of the premium required to be paid by his employer.

"(5) When an employee is employed by more than one employer in any
calendar week, the employer who first employs him in that week shall be liable
for paying the employer's premium and for deducting and remitting the em-
ployee's premium with respect to that week.

"(6) When one full premium has been paid with respect to a calendar week,
or any 'part thereof, by an employee, his employer, and the State, no further
premium shall be payable for that week either by the employee, any employer
of the employee, or the State.

"(7) The State agency may, by special order, modiy tlUe provisions of pmra-
graph (5) of subsection (a) in its application to employees whose work Is of a
casual or intermittent nature or who are elphloyed by several employers and to
their employers, and any such order may apply either generally or to any one
or more particular trades or industries or branches thereof, or to any one or
more particular employers or groupings of employers, and either generally or
in any one or more particular localities. Any such order may make provision
as to the payment of the employer's premium and as to the deduction and re-
mission of the employee's premium in such manner, in such proportions and in
respect of such periods as may be specified in the order, and for the apportion-
ment among employers of the premiums payable by employers, notwithstanding
any other ]provision in this title contained and the State agency is empowered to
modify and adapt the provisions of this title accordingly. No such order shall be
made until notice thereof is given in advance, in a manner to be prescribed by
the State agency, and an opportunity to be heard thereon is afforded to those
interested in or affected by its proposed provisions.

"(8) The State agency shall make provision for the payment aad collection of
the premiums payable by employers and employees by means of adhesive or
other stamps afflied to or impressed upon books or erds or otherwise pndl for
this purpose shall, through appropriate rules, regulate the manner, tipies, and
conditions in, at, and under which such stamps are to be affixed or impressed, the
entry In or upon books or cards of the particulars with respect to premiums
paid and benefits furnished the issue, sale, custody, production, and delivery up
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of books or cards, the replacement of those which have been lost, destroyed, or
defaced, and all other incidental matters.

"(b) Cash benefits (1) Cash benefits shall be paid to a person for each week
of loss due to disability, after an uncompensated waiting period of not less
than five nor more than seven consecutive full calendar days of loss due to such
disability, according to the benefit classes and at weekly rates equal to at least
those contained in the following schedule:

CASH BENEFIT SCHEDULE

Such person's weekly cash benefit amount sha11 be-

Benefit class When a person's weekly
wage rate is- If he has no If he has one If he has two If he has three

dependent dependent dependents or more de-pendents -

I ------------- Under $15 ---------- ------- $6.00 $7.50 $8.50 $9.50
II------------ $15 to $19.99 ---------------- 7.50 9.50 11.00 12.50
III ------------ $20 to $24.99- ----------------- 9.00 11.00 13.00 14.50
IV -------------- $25 and over ----------------- 10.50 12.50 14. 00 16.00

"(2) A person's benefit class shall be the same as his wage class in accordance
with which the amount of the premium which he paid was determined as
provided by the premium schedule contained in paragraph (1) of subsection (a).

"(3) Where a person has been in several wage classes and consequently paid
varying premiums, the total amount of all premiums paid by him shall be
averaged by dividing such total by the number of weeks for which such premiums
were paid; his wage class shall then be deemed to be the one for which the
aforesaid premium schedule fixes a premium nearest to the average amount
so found and if such average amount falls exactly between two "perfriunjs as
so fixed by the said schedule for two wage classes, respectively, his wage class
shall be deemed to be the higher of the two; and his benefit class shall be fixed
accordingly. A person's benefit class as determined when cash benefits are first
payable within a period of fifty-two consecutive weeks shall remain fixed and
shall not be altered during the balance of that period, but in the event of any
change occurring during said period in the number of his dependents, his weekly
cash-benefit amount shall correspondingly be changed as provided for that par-
ticular benefit class by the cash-benefits schedule.

"(4) Cash benefits shall be payable for at least twenty-six cumulated weeks
of loss due to disability in each consecutive fifty-two weeks.

"(5) No cash benefits shall be payable to a person suffering disability for
which he is entitled to receive or recover compensation or money benefits under
any workmen's compensation act; nor shall cash benefits be payable to a person
receiving, -old-age asststance, pension, or -nnuity under any Federal, State, or
municipal act.

"(6) As a qualification for receiving cash benefits there shall be required not
less than twenty nor more than twenty-five premiums within the fifty-two con-
secutive weeks preceding the day on which the claim for cash benefits is nade
or (in the alternative) not less than thirty-two nor more than forty such premium
within the one hundred and four consecutive weeks preceding said day.

"(c) Maternity benefits: (1) Regular cash maternity benefits shall be paid
to a woman for not less than six weeks prior to the birth of a child and for
not less than six weeks after the birth of a child, in amounts equal to the cash
benefits which such woman would be entitled to receive for loss due to disability.

"(2) Regular cash maternity benefits shall not be paid for any part of the
period for which It is payable during which the woman -engages in any gainful
occupation; nor shall such benefits be paid for any period for which the woman
has received cash benefits.

"(3) To qualify for the regular cash maternity benefits, a woman shall be
required to have not less than lifty nor more than sixty premiums within the
one hundred and four consecutive weeks preceding the day on which the said
benefit is to commence.

"(4) The regular cash maternity benefits shall be paid in full to a woman
entitled to the same though hey right to cash benefits for loss due to disability
has terminated; nor shall the period during which she receives the regular cash
maternity benefits be deemne4 part of the maximum period of twenty-six weeks
of loss due to disability for which cash benefits may be paid.
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"(5) On condition that prenatal care shall have been received as prescribed
by the State agency each of the following shall be entitled to. the sum of not less
than $15 nor more than $25 on the birth of her child: A woman qualified to receive
the cash maternity benefit: a wife of a man qualified under paragraph (6) of sub-
section (b) ; and a widow of a man who at the time of his death was so qualified;
if the child be born within ten months of his death.

"(d) Medical benefits: (1) Medical benefits shall be provided for employees
and their dependents.

"(2) Medical benefits shiall be provided immediately on the occurrence of
sickness or injury and to qualify for such benefits a person shall not be required
to have more than four premiums or voluntary premiums or a combination of
both within the three calendar months preceding the day on which the furnishing
of medical benefits is to commence for him or any of his dependents.

"(3) Medical benefits need not be provided for any person in respect to any
sickness or injury for which such person is entitled to medical treatment, care,
or benefits under any workmen's compensation act nor in respect to any disease
or condition for which medical treatment or care is furnished under the specific
provisions of any other law, whether Federal, State, or municipal.

"(4) Medical benefits shall consist of not less than-
"(A) the services of a general medical practitioner (whether practicing

alone or as amember of a group) at the office, home, hospital, or elsewhere,
in preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic treatment and care which uihall
include, under such regulations as the State agency may prescribe, immuni-
zations and periodic physical examinations;

"(B) on the prescription of the general medical practitioner or of the
specialist prescribed by the general medical practitioner, necessary general
and special hospital treatment and care which shall include nursing and the
other usual hospital services;

"(C) prenatal, maternity, and postnatal treatment and care at home or in
-a hospital;

"(D) on the prescription of the general medical practitioner, necessary
services of a surgeon, diagnostician, medical, or other specialist (whether
practicing alone or as a member of a group) at the office, home, hospital, or
elsewhere;

"(E) on the prescription of the general medical practitioner, X-ray exam-
inations and necessary services of laboratories and clinics;

"(F) the services of nurses outside of the hospital;
"(G) dental services for the relief of pain through surgical intervention.

"(5) If the State agency finds that the portion of the fund which is allocated
to the cost of providing the medical benefits. in accordance with the provisions

of paragraph (1) of subsection (h). is insufficient to provide all of the regular

medical benefits as set forth in paragraph (4) of this subsection, it may provide

only part or parts of such benefits and to such extent as it may deem feasible

and its determination in this respect may from time to time be reconsidered and

altered by the State agency.
"(6) There shall be no limitation upon the said medical benefits except that

the following may be imposed:.
"(A) The benefit stipulated in clause (B) of paragraph (4) of subsection

(d) need not be provided, in connection with any one sickness or injury,

beyond a period of one hundred and eleven days, of which at least the first

twenty-one days shall be without charge and the remaining ninety days may

be at a charge of not more than 15 per centum of the cost of such benefit.

Such benefit need not be furnished to any person sixty-five years of age or over

for more than ninety days in any consecutive one hundred and four weeks.

"(B) In the event of a disabling sickness or injury the benefits stipulated

in clause (A) of paragraph (4) of subsection (d) need not be provided be-

yond a period of twenty-six weeks and the benefits stipulated in clauses

(D) and (E) of said paragraph beyond a period of twelve weeks.

"(7) In the event an employee, because of disability or for anhy reason what-

ever, becomes unemployed or ceases being employed in an employment as defined

in this title, the benefits stipulated in clause (A) of paragraph (4) of subsection

(d) which he or any of his dependents may be receiving or may thereafter

receive in connection wlth any one sickness or Injury need not be provided be-

yond a period of twenty-six weeks and the benefits stipulated in clauses' (D)

and (E) of said paragraph beyond a period of twelve weeks: Provided&, however,

That if, prior to the expiration of four weeks after such employee, becomes un-

employed or ceases being employed In an employment subject to this title, the
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employee voluntarily insures himself for medical benefits, In accordance with
the conditions stipulated in subsection (e) of this section, the said benefits stipu-
lated in clauses (A), (D), and (E) of paragraph (4) of subsection (d) shall
be provided with respect to said sickness or injury as long as he continues so
to insure himself voluntarily.

"(8) Additional medical benefits other than those hereinbefore stipulated in
paragraph (4) of subsection (d) may be furnished entirely at the expense of
the fund or partly at the expense of the fund and partly at the expense of the
persons receiving such additional medical benefits.

"(e) Voluntary insurance: Provision for voluntary insurance for medical
benefits shall be made as follows:

"(1) Persons eligible: The following, not otherwise subject to the State plan,
shall be entitled voluntarily to insure themselves for the medical benefits pro-
vided in subsection (d) for themselves, if they successfully pass such health ex-
amination as the State agency shall prescribe, and such of their dependents who
successfully pass a similar examination, but no health examination shall be re-
quired of any person who within the preceding three years had to his credit
not less than fifty-two premiums, nor of the dependents of any such person-

"(A) Any resident of the State, not suffering disability, whose net in-
come from whatever source is $30 a week or less and who has not reached
his sixty-fifth birthday.

"Such person shall for each calendar week pay into the fund a sum equal
to three-fourths of the combined employer's and employee's premium as fixed
for employees in the same wage class in the premium schedule contained
in paragraph (1) of subsection (a).

"(B) Any resident 9f the State, not suffering disability, who within the
preceding three years had to his credit not less than fifty-two premiums,
or fifty-two voluntary premiums, or a combination of both, and whose net
income from whatever source does not exceed $50 a week.

"Such person shall for each calendar week pay into the fund a sum equal
to three-fourths of the combined employer's and employee's premium as fixed
for employees in the same wage class in the premium schedule set forth in
paragraph (1) of subsection (a).

"(C) Any resident of the State, who within the preceding three years
had to his credit not less than fifty-two premiums, or fifty-two voluntary
premiums, or a combination of both, and who is unemployed though capable
of and available for employment.

"Such person shall for each calendar week pay into the fund three-fourths
of the combined employer's and employee's premium as fixed in the aforesaid
premium schedule for employees in the same wage class which the State
agency determines fairly represents his average weekly wages during the
said preceding three years.

"(D) Any resident pf the State who is receiving old-age or unemployment
benefits or relief from any governmental or public officer or agency, if such
officer or agency pays into the fund such amounts as the State agency may
fix. The State agency shall, consistent with the purposes and aims of
this title, fix amounts that will most equitably rate the risk and distribute
the cost of the benefits.

"(2) All of the provisions contained in subsection (d) of this section with
respect to qualifications, disqualifications, extent of benefits, duration of benefits,
and additional benefits shall apply to any person voluntarily insuring himself
for the medical benefits pursuant to any of the clauses of paragraph (1) of this
subsection and to his dependents and to the said benefits to which he and his
dependents are entitled as if he were an employee subject to the State plan.

"(3) For each person voluntarily insuring himself for the medical benefits
the State shall for each calendar week of such person's voluntary insurance pay
into the fund an amount equal to three-fourths of the State's premium as fixed
for employees in the same wage class in the premium schedule set forth in
paragraph (1) of subsection (a).

"(4) All premiums provided for by the provisions of this subsection shall be
paid or remitted to the State agency at regular and fixed intervals by means of a
stamp system which the State agency shall prescribe, and shall promptly be paid
over by the State agency to the treasurer of the State, who shall credit the same
to the fund.

"(f) Adninistfaition: (1) The State plan shall be administered by a central
State board, a State commissioner of health insurance, and by a State-wide
system of local councils and local administrative officers. The State board shall

64481-48-pt. 4- 25
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be composed of the State commissioner of health or other State officer performing
similar duties, the State commissioner of health Insurance, and of eleven to fifteen
members appointed by the Governor who shall be representatives of employers,
of employees, and of the medical professions, and the hospitals which have agreed
to furnish the medical benefits. The State board shall serve and function as a
regulatory, policy-making, advisory, and supervisory body, but not as an ad-
ministrative or executive body, and shall have the power to establish standards
of administration for the State plan, to make all such rules and regulations as
may be required for the administration thereof, and to amend and modify any of
the said rules and regulations from time to time as may be found necessary or
desirable.

"(2) The State commissioner of health insurance shall be the chief adminis-
trative and executive officer under the State plan and he shall have all the duties,
powers, and authorities imposed and granted by the State plan or assigned to
him by the State board. As representative of the State board and under its
direction he shall supervise, direct, and control the administration and enforce-
ment of the State plan throughout the State and all administrative and execu-
tive powers and duties needed for the proper administration and enforcement of
the State plan shall be vested in the State commissioner of health insurance to
be exercised by him within the rules and regulations and subject to the policies
and in accordance with the principles established by the State board.

"(3) The State shall be divided and from time to time may be redivided into
such number of local areas as may be found necessary and a local office shall
be maintained in each of said local areas. For each local area there shall be a
local finance manager and a local medical manager who shall be a physician.
Local managers shall be full-time employees serving on an annual salary basis.
In each local area, there shall be a local council. The local council shall be
composed of one appointee who shall be representative of the professions engaged
in furnishing the medical benefits, one appointee who shall be representative of
employers, one appointee representative of employees, one appointee representa-
tive of the hospitals which have agreed to furnish the medical benefits, the local
finance manager who shall be the chairman, the local medical manager, and the
local public health officer or his duly authorized deputy The appointed members
of the local council shall be designated by the State commissioner of health in-
surance with the approval of the State board. In addition to all other duties,
powers, and authorities imposed and granted by the State plan, each local council
within its local area shall, under the direction and subject to the review, approval,
and control of the State board, supervise the collection of premiums, the pay-
ment of the cash and maternity benefits, the notices and proof of sickness, injury,
and disability, and the furnishing of the medical benefits; prepare and publish
lists of general medical and dental specialists, nurses, groups of such practi-
tioners, pharmacists, hospitals, clinics, laboratories, and other persons and
agencies within its local area who have agreed or with whom arrangements have
been made to furnish the medical benefits; and distribute on a pro rata basis
among the several practitioners or groups of such practitioners who have agreed
to furnish the medical benefits those entitled to such benefits who after due
notice have failed to make a selection or who have been refused by the practitioner
or group of practitioners whom they have selected.

"(4) The State plan shall hi.ve'one or more local advisory committees in each
local area, the members to be representative of employers, employees, the public,
and the professions furnishing the medical benefits and to serve without salary
but with allowances for actual and necessary expenses.

"(5) Excepting the members of the State board, the State commissioner of
health, the representatives of the professions, of employers and of employees on
the local councils and the members of the local advisory committees, all persons
engaged in the administration of the State plan shall be appointed or employed
and shall hold office on a merit-rating basis through open competitive examina-
tions of a standard not inferior to that prescribed by the United States Civil
Service.

"(6) The State agency shall be empowered to obtain from all employers and
employees within the State, including those not subject to the provisions of the
State plan, all such information as It may require in the administration of the
State plan, to make reports on such administration as often and In such form
as the same may be required by the Board and, from time to time, to make
such other reports and such suggestions to the Board with respect to such
administration and the operation of the State plan as it may think fit.

"(7) The State agency shall be empowered to submit to the. Board in advance
an estimate of the expenditures necessary to be incurred in the administration
of the State plan.
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"(8) Provision shall be made for the removal, after a hearing on written
charges, of any general medical or dental practitioner, surgeon, other medical
or dental specialist, nurse, group of such practitioners, pharmacist, hospital, clinic,
laboratory, or other person or agency from the list of those who have agreed or
with whom arrangements have been made to furnish medical benefits prepared
and published by any local council when, in the opinion of the State board or the
local council, the continued inclusion of such person, group, or agency would be
prejudicial to the adequate, proper, or efficient furnishing of the medical benefits.

"(9) Provision shall be made for furnishing medical benefits to such persons
entitled to the same under the State plan who are not residents of the State in
any manner that seems to be most feasible, including the payment to such
persons of sums equivalent to the cost of the medical benefits to which they are
entitled.

"(10) The State agency shall be empowered to make inquiries into the causes
and results of sickness and Injuries, the sources of mortality and the effect of
localities, employments, and other conditions upon the health of the persons
entitled to the benefits provided by the State plan; to obtain, collect, preserve,
and from time to time, publish such information relating to mortality, sickness,
injury, and health as may be useful in the administration of the State plan or may
contribute to the promotion of health or the security of life; to promote the
health and safety of the persons entitled to the benefits provided by the State
plan and to take such steps within its means as it may deem feasible and appro-
priate to reduce and prevent sickness, injury, and death among such persons;
to cooperate with public-health officers and all other agencies, public and private,
in the improvement of public health and sanitation, and in the promotion of
public education in all matters pertaining to health.

"(11) Provision shall be made for fixing the manner of and making arrange-
ments for remunerating general medical and dental practitioners, surgeons, medi-
cal and other specialists, nurses, groups of such practitioners, pharmacists,
hospitals, clinics, laboratories, and the other persons and agencies furnishing the
medical benefits. Each local council shall be free to adopt such modes or com-
bination of modes as in its opinion seems best, subject) however, to the supervi-
sion, direction, control, and approval of the State board.

"Any one of the following modes may be adopted for remunerating general
medical and dental practitioners:

"(A) a salary system;
"(B) a per capita system whereunder payment will be based on the

number of persons entitled to medical benefits included in the practitioner's
list;

"(C) a fee system whereunder payment will be based on the extent and
character of the treatment given and services rendered by the practitioner to
persons entitled to medical benefits;

"(D) any combination or modification of the systems hereinabove stipu-
lated;

! "(E) a special arrangement with respect to doctors, dentists or other pro-
fessional persons practicing as a group.

"(12) No mode for remunerating general medical or dental practitioners shall
be adopted for any local area. without the consent of a majority of the general
medical or dental practitioners, respectively, in that locality who have agreed
to furnish medical benefits mder the State plan.

"(13) Every general medical and dental practitioner, duly licensed to practice
In the State (without discrimination against any school or mode of practice which
is lawful in the State), and any number of such practitioners practicing as a group,
shall have the right to be included in the list of those furnishing the medical bene-
fits provided for by clauses (A) and (G) of paragraph (4) of subsection (d)
prepared and published by the local council for each local area in which he or they
may be engaging in practice, subject to being remunerated in- the manner fixed
for the local area in which the services are rendered and subject further to the
power conferred upon the local councils and the State board, after hearing on
written charges, to remove any practitioner or group of practitioners from any
such list in the interest of the adequate, proper, or efficient furnishing of the
said benefits.

"(14) Every person entitled to the medical benefits provided for by clauses
(A) and (G) of paragraph (4) of subsection (d) shall have the right, in such
form as the State agency shall prescribe, to select the general medical practitioner
and the general dental practitioner or the group of such practitioners by whom he
wishes to be attended and treated from the list of such practitioners or groups
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prepwfed and published by any local counell irrespective of the local areia tn'which
such person may reside of be employed, subject to the consent of the practitioner'
or qmup so selected, and the right at any time to change the sefecifton'so made on
such notice as the State agency may prescribe.

"(15) Any person claiming benefits shall in- accordance with such rules as the
State agency may prescribe register at the office in the local area in which he
resides or in which he was last employed or in such other area as may be desig-
nated. After so registering a person claiming benefits shall give notice of his
continuing right to such benefits as often and in such manner as shall be
prescribed.

"(16) Any person claiming cash or maternity benefits shall for the time that
such benefits are claimed correctly report any wage-earning employment had dur-
ing such time and any wages received for such employment, including em-
ployments not within the definition of this title, and shall make such reports in
accordance with such rules as shall be prescribed.

"(17) Claims, complaints, and controversies with respect to contributions to the
fund, the remuneration of those furnishing the medical benefits, the adquacy,
quality, and extent of the medical benefits shall be determined by a local public
officer employed on regular salary. A claimant and any other party affected shall
be entitled to a hearing to be held before an independent referee and there shall
be a right to an appeal from the determination of such referees to a State appeal
board. The referees shall be under sole jurisdiction of the State appeal board,
which shall be independent of the State agency. Hearings before referees and
appeals shall be presented, heard, and determined in accordance with such
rules and procedure as may be prescribed, but shall not be controlled by common
law or statutory rules of evidence or by the technical or formal procedure em-
ployed in civil actions.

"(18) No agreement by an employee to waive any right or benefit under the
State plan shall be valid; nor shall benefits be assigned, pledged, encumbered,
released, or commuted, and such benefits shall be exempt from all claims of
creditors and from levy, execution, and attachment or other remedy now or
hereafter provided for recovery or collection of a debt, which exemption may
not be waived.

"(19) Penalties shall be provided for any person who willfully makes a false
statement or representation to obtain any benefit or payment under the pro-
visions of the State plan, or to obtain payment or remuneration for services
rendered or materials supplied in furnishing any of the benefits provided by the
State plan, either for himself or for any other person, or to lower payments to be
made to the fund; or who willfully refuses or fails to make any payment to the
fund; or who fails to set apart and hold as a trust fund the amounts deducted
from an employee's wages to pay the premiums required of such employee; or
who refuses to allow the State agency or its authorized representative to Inspect
pay rolls or other records or documents relative to the enforcement and ad-
ministration of the State plan; or who makes a deduction from the wages
of any employee to pay any portion of the premium which an employer is re-
quired to make or in any other manner collects from an employee any portion
of the premium required to be paid by an employer; or who violates any of the
provisions of the State plan or does any act prohibited by the State plan, or fails,
Leglects, or refuses to perform any duty lawfully enjoined by the State plan, or
fails, neglects, or refuses to obey any lawful order given or made by the State
agency or any judgment or decree made by any court in connection with the
provisions of the State plan.

"(20) The adminiStration of the cash and maternity benefits provided for by
the State plan shall, so far as it is practicable, be kept separate and apart from
the administration of the medical benefits and all certificates of right to cash,
maternity, and/or medical benefits shall be made by public officers who are duly
licensed physicians. No physician, dentist, group of such practitioners, or other

person or agency engaged in furnishing the medical benefits provided by the State
plan, other than a public officer, shall be required to make any such certification.

"(g) Subrogation: (1) If any of the benefits provided by the State plan are

paid or furnished in the event of sickness, injury, or disability to any person who

by reason of such sickness, injury, or disability has a right or claim for com-

pensation, benefits, or damages against his employer or any other person for

causing such sickness, Injury, or disability and for the damages resulting there-

from, whether under any workmen's compensation or employers' liability act, or

otherwise under any statute, ordinance, code, regulation, or rule of law, the
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fund shall, to the extent of the said benefits so paid and the cost thereof so fur-
nished, be entitled to reimbursement out of any sum or damages which said
person receives by way of compensation or benefits or through suit settlement,
or judgment and the fund shall, to said extent, be subrogated to the said right or
claim. Upon notice to the one against whom said right or claim exists or is
asserted the amount to which the fund is so entitled by way of reimbursement
shall be a lien upon said right or claim and the said sum or damages paid or
received thereunder.

"(2) If a person receiving the said benefits provided by the State plan for
sickness, injury, or disability has such right or claim as described in the preced-
ing paragraph and unreasonably refuses or neglects to take action or proceed-
ings to enforce the same, it shall be lawful for the State agency to do either or
both of the following:

"(A) at its own expense, to take such action or proceedings in the name and
in behalf of the said person, in which case any sum recovered by settlement
or judgment in excess of the claim for reimbursement given to the fund and
the reasonable expenses of the action or proceedings shall be held by the
State agency as trustee for the said person; and

-' (B) to order the withholding of payment or the furnishing of any benefit
to which the said person is entitled.

"In the event the State agency takes action or proceedings as aforesaid
and fails therein, the fund alone shall be responsible for the costs and ex-
penses as if it were claiming on its own account.

"(3) Nothing in the State plan contained shall be construed to prevent the
prompt payment or furnishing of benefits to any person pending the settlement
or determination of any such right or claim described in paragraph (1) of sub-
section (g) had or asserted by said person and any advance so made shall, with-
out prejudice to any other method of recovery, be recoverable by deduction from
or suspension of any benefits which may subsequently become payable or due to
the said person.

"(4) If, pursuant to the last preceding paragraph, advances are made to any
person, the State agency may give notice thereof to the one against whom such a
right or claim exists or is asserted and the latter may repay to the fund the
amount and cost to the benefits so paid or furnished and such repayment shall,
up to the amount thereof, be a full and valid discharge to him in respect of his
liability to the said person.

"(h) The fund: (1) The fund created by the State plan shall consist of all
premiums and money paid into and received by the fund; of property and se-
curities acquired by and throug the use- of moveys belonging to the fund; and
of interest and other income earned by the fund. One-fourth of all premiums
and money paid into the fund, in accordance with the provisions of subsection
(a) of this section, together with the interest and income earned thereon, shall
be held and accounted for separately and the same shall be used to pay the cash
and maternity benefits provided by the State plan, the entire cost of administer-
ing the said benefits, and such portion of all other expenditures as is properly
allocable to the administration of the said benefits. The other three-fourths of
the premiums and money paid into the. fund in accordance with the provisions
of subsection (a) of this section and all the premiums and money paid into the
fund in accordance with paragraphs (1) and (3), of subsection (e) of this
section, together with the interest and income earned thereon, shall be held and
accounted for separately and the same shall be used to pay the cost of the medical
benefits provided by the State plan, the entire cost of administering the said
benefits, and such portion of all other expenditures as is properly allocable to the
administration of the said benefits.

"(2) The State treasurer or other State officer performing similar duties shall
be the custodian of the fund and all disbursements therefrom shall be paid by
him upon vouchers of the State agency.

"(2) Any portion of the fund not needed for immediate use shall be deposited
in the same manner and subject to all provisions of law with respect to the deposit
of other State moneys; and all interest earned by such portion of the fund as may
be so deposited shall be collected and placed to the credit of the fund.

44(4) Any of the surplus or reserves belonging to the fund may, by order of the
State agency, approved by the State treasurer or other State officer performing
similar duties, be invested in any obligations of the United States of America or
in obligations of the State. The State agency may sell any of such certificates.
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"PAYMENT TO STATES

"SEc. 1203. (a) From the sums appropriated therefor, the Secretary of the
Treasury shall pay to each State which has an approved plan for health insurance,
for each quarter, beginning with the quarter commencing J uly 1, 1940, (1) an
amount, which shall be used exclusively for benefits, equal to one-half of the total
of the premiums required to be paid by the State under subsection (a) of section
1202 and under paragraph (3) of subsection (e) of section 1202, and (2) 5 per
centum of such amount, which shall be used for paying the costs of administering
the State plan or for benefits, or both, and for no other purpose.

"(b) The method of computing and paying, such amounts shall be as follows:
"(1) The Board shall, prior to the beginning of each quarter, estimate the

amount to be paid to the State for such quarter under the provisions of clause (1)
of subsection (a), such estimate to be based on (A) a report filed by the State
containing its estimate of the amount due from the State under subsection (a) of
section 1202 and under paragraph (3) of subsection (e) of section 1202, and
(B) such other investigation as the Board may find necessary.

"(2) The Board shall then certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the amount
so estimated by the Board, (A) reduced or increased, as the case may be, by any
sum by which it finds that its estimate for any prior quarter was greater or less
than the amount which should have been paid to the State under clause (1) of
subsection (a) for such quarter.

"(3) The Secretary of the Treasury shall thereupon, through the Division of
Disbursement of the Treasury Department and prior to audit or settlement by
the General Accounting Office, pay to the State, at the time or times fixed by the
Board, the amount so certified, increased by 5 per centum.

"OPERATION OF STATE PLANS

"Swo. 1204. In the case of any State plan for health insurance which has been
approved by the Board, if the Board, after reasonable notice and opportunity for
hearing to the State agency, finds that the State plan is not being maintained or
the benefits provided thereunder are not being furnished in conformity to the
provisions of section 1202 of this title or that the State plan is not being admin-
istered adequately, properly, or efficiently, the Board shall notify such State
agency that further payments will not be made to the State until the Board is
satisfied that the benefits and administration are provided in conformity with
section 1202 of this title, and that there is no longer any such failure to comply.
Until it is so satisfied it shall make no further certification to the Secretary of
the Treasury with respect to such State.

"ADMINISTRATION

"Smc. 1205. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1941, the sum of $250,000, for all necessary expenses of the Board
in administering the provisions of this title.

"DEFnNrrIoNs

"SEc. 1206. When used in this title-
"(a) The term 'State agency' means the central State board charged with the

administration of a State plan for health insurance.
"(b) The term 'State' includes the District of Columbia, Alaska, and Hawaii.
"(c) The term 'fund' means the health-insurance fund established by a State.
"(d) The term 'employer' means any preson, partnership, firm, association,

public or private corporation, the legal representatives of a deceased person, or
the receiver, trustee, or successor of a person, partnership, firm, association, public
or private corporation, including the State, municipal corporations, other govern-
mental subdivisions, and all public agencies and authorities, who or whose agent
or predecessor In interest has employed one or more persons in any employment
subject to this title on each fifteen or more days within any calendar year. An
employer shall be deemed subject to this title for all the purposes thereof on and
after the first of the fifteen days on which such employment occurred, but his
liability hereunder shall cease as of the 1st day of January of any calendar year
on a written application made by him between thp 1st and the 31st day of January
of such year and on a finding that he has not employed one or more persons in
any employment subject to this title on at least fifteen days within the preceding
calendar year.
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"Whenever any helper, assistant, or employee of an employer engages any
other person in the work which said helper, assistant, or employee is doing for
the employer, such employer shall for all purposes hereof be deemed the employer
of such other person, whether such person is paid by the said helper, assistant,
or employee, or by the employer, provided the employment has been with the
knowledge, actual, constructive, or implied, of the employer.

"(e) The term 'employee' means any person employed for hire by an employer
in an employment subject to this title, except any person employed under an ex-
press contract for a term of not less than one year at total wages for a year in
excess of $1,500, and except further any person employed at nonmanual work
receiving wages in excess of $30 a week.

"(f) The term 'employment' means any employment of an employee by an
employer in which all or the greater part of the employee's work is performed
within the State under any contract of hire, express, or implied, oral or written,
and shall include any trade, occupation, service, or profession in which any
person may engage; except that for the purpose of this title it shall not include-

"(1) agricultural labor;
"(2) domestic service for an employer having less than three employees

engaged in such service;
"(3) service by a minor who is actually in regular attendance during the

daytime as a student in an institution of learning.
"(g) The term 'wages' means all remuneration for employment, including the

cash value of all remuneration paid in any medium other than cash. When
an employment is of such character that the employees therein commonly re-
ceive gratuities from persons other than the employer, the amount or value of
such gratuities shall be deemed and included as part of the wages paid by the
employer.

"(h) The term 'premium' means the premium due to the fund under the
provisions of this title for each calendar week or any part thereof during which
an employee has had employment with an employer.

"(i) The term 'voluntary premium' means the premium which a person has
paid into the fund for each calendar week during which he has voluntarily
insured himself for medical benefits in accordance with the provisions of this
title.

"(j) The term 'disability' means the inability of a person, because of sickness
or injury, to continue at the work in which he is then engaged, though such
work be in an employment not subject to this title; or, if a person be then un-
employed, the Inability, because of sickness or Injury, to accept work for "vhich
he is reasonably fitted by training and experience, including work In employ-
ments not subject to this title: Provided, however, That in no case shall dis-
ability be deemed to exist if a person engages in any gainful occupation.

"(k) The term 'loss due to disability' means the total loss of wages or other
remuneration because of disability.

"(1) The term 'a week of loss due to disability' means any six consecutive days
of loss due to disability.

"(m) The term 'disabling sickness or injury' means any sickness or injury
causing disability.

"(n) The term 'dependent' means the spouse, minor child, adopted child, step-
child, or grandchild of a person and deriving main support from such person."

[S. 2963, 76th Cong., 1st sess.]

A BILL To provide health insurance to certain workers in severe economic distress

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Health
Insurance Act of 1939."

SEC. 2. The Social Security Act is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new title:

"TITLE XII-HEALTH INSURANCE

"APPROPRIATION

"SEc. 1201. For the purpose of assisting qualified individuals to receive medical
services when they require such care but are without means, the Secretary of
the Treasury is directed to pay each mouth from the "Old-Age Reserve Account"
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the amount estimated by him and by the Chairman of the Social Security Board
which will be expended during the month by the Social Security Board and the
Treasury Department for the administration of this title.

"QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS

"SEC. 1202. An individual shall be qualified for health-insurance payments
under this title if-

"(a) he has been registered as unemployed for at least fifteen consecutive
weeks at a public employment office or other agency approved by the Board; and

"(b) he is not receiving an old-age benefit payment under title II; and
"(c) he has been paid, after December 31, 1936, not less than $5,000 in total

wages (as defined in section 210 (a) with respect to employment (as defined in
section 210 (b)) ; and

"(d) he has been paid such wages, with respect to such employment on some
three days after December 31, 1936, and before he attained the age of sixty-five,
each day being in a different calendar year; and

"(e) he has filed with the Social Security Board (1) an application for health-
insurance benefits, (2) a bill for medical or hospital services rendered to him,
and (3) the sworn affidavit of the attending doctor or of the medical supervisor
of a hospital furnishing assistance to him, that the applicant received medical
or hospital treatment from such doctor or such hospital and that the bill rendered
is a reasonable charge for such services. -

"HEALTH-INSURANCE BENEFIT PAYMENTS

"Sc. 1203. (a) Every qualified individual shall be entitled in any year, upon
approval of his application by the Social Security Board, to have forwarded to
the doctor or hospital furnishing him with medical or hospital services, in part
or full payment, for such services a sum equal to all or to any part of the health-
Insurance benefit to which such individual is entitled for such year. The health-
insurance benefit to which a qualified individual is entitled for any year shal1
be equal to one-fifth of I per centum of his total wages, except that such benefit
shall not be in excess of $25 for any year and the total of all such benefits for
any individual shall not be in excess of $100.

"(b) If the Board finds at any time that more or less than the correct amount
has theretofore been paid in behalf of any individual under this section, then,
undep regulations made by the Board, proper adjustments shall be made in con-
nection with subsequent payments under this section In behalf of the same
individual.

"REGULATION S

"SEC. 1204. (a) The Board shall have full power and authority to make rules
and regulations and to establish procedures not inconsistent with the provisions
of this title which are necessary or appropriate to carry out such provisions, and
shall adopt reasonable and proper rules and regulations to regulate and provide
for the nature and extent of th proofs and evidence and the method of taking and
furnishing the same in order to establish the right to benefits hereunder.

"(b) The Board is directed to make findings of fact, and decisions as to the
rights of any Individual applying for benefits under this title.

"(c) The Social Security Board shall provide for opportunity for a fair hearing
before an impartial tribunal for individuals whose claims for health-insurance
benefits are denied.

"METHOD OF MAKING PAYMENTS

"SEC. 1205. Upon approval of an application and the bill for medical or hos-
pital services submitted therewith, the Board shall certify to the Secretary of the
Treasury the name and address of the doctor or hospital entitled to be paid for
medical or hospital services given to a qualified individual, the name and address
of such qualified individual, the amount of such payment, and the time at which
It should be made, and the Secretary of the Treasury through the Division of Dis-
bursement of the Treasury Department, and prior to audit or settlement by the
General Accounting Office, shall make payment In accordance with the certifica-
tion by the Board.

"PZN&LTXZS

"Sze. 1206. (a) Whoever in any application for any payment under this title
or in any document in connection with such application makes any false state-
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ment as to any material fact, knowing such statement to be false, shall be fined
n1(, more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.

"(b) Any qualified individual participating in any such false statement shall
lose all further rights to health-insurance benefit payments.

i(c) Any doctor participating in any such false statement shall be reported by
the Board to the medical authority which issues and revokes licenses to practice
medicine in his State.

"DEFINITIONS

"(a) The term 'hospital,' when used in this title, includes health, diagnostic,
an(I treatment centers, institutions, and related facilities, administered by a
person licensed to practice medicine in that State and which operates on a non-
profit basis.

"(b) The term 'doctor' when used in this title includes any medical practitioner
licensed in the State in which the beneficiary received treatment."

[H. R. 9847, 75th Cong., 3d sess.]

A BILL Providing for the establishment of a national system of health insurance

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatires of the United States
of Amcrica in Con gress assenbled, That this Act may be cited as the "Health
Insurance Act."

SEC. 2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires-
"Benefits" means the benefits for insured persons which are specified or ap-

proved under part III;
"Commission" means the Health Insurance Commission constituted under this

Act;
"Contribution week" means any calendar week or part of a calendar week for

which an employee who is an insured person within the scope of section 3 is
entitled to receive remuneration from his employer; except that a calendar week
in which an employee is entitled to receive remuneration from two or more
employers shall be counted as one contribution week, and "contribution week"
includes any other week designated by the Commission, pursuant to the provi-
sions of subsection (5) of section 7, as a contribution week in respect of an
employee;

"Dependent," with respect to any employee or other person, means every
person who is wholly or mainly dependent for support upon the employee or
other person; and who is resident in the United States, its Territories and
possessions; and who is-

(a) the wife of the employee or other person; or
(b) the husband of the employee or other person; or
(c) the natural or adopted child of the employee or other person, and

under the age of eighteen years; or
(d) the natural or adopted child of the employee or other person, be-

tween the ages of eighteen and twenty years, inclusive, if dependent upon
them for support; or

(e) the natural or adopted child of the employee or other person, and
over the age of eighteen years, and unable because of mental or physical
incapacity to support himself; or

(f) any other member of the family or household of the employee or
other person who is designated as a dependent by the Commission;

"Employee" means any person who is in receipt of or entitled to any remu-
neration for labor or services performed for another;

"Employer" includes every person directly or indirectly responsible for the
payment or providing of the remuneration of an employee, and in respect of an
employee in the service of the United States Government or in the service of a
State government or in the service of a Territorial government includes the
United States Government and the forty-eight States of the United States of
America and the Territorial governments of the United States of America;

"Fund" means the health insurance fund established under this Act;
"Insured person" means any employee or other person within the scope of part I

who is registered or is entitled to be registered as an insured person under this
Act, and any dependent of an employee or other person so registered who is also
registered or entitled to be registered under this Act. Insured persons who are
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employees and their dependents within the scope of section 3 shall be known as
"employee insured persons". Insured persons who are persons and their de-
pendents within the scope of section 4 shall be known as "voluntary insured
persons";

"Medical services" includes all services and supplies designed for the preven-
tion, cure, or alleviation of illness, injury, or physical or mental defect;

"Pharmacist" means any person registered as a pharmacist in any State or
Territory of the United States of America or in the District 'of Columbia and duly
licensed by the State board of pharmacy or other authorized board of any State,
Territory, or the District of Columbia, to practice in that State, Territory, or
District of Columbia.

"Physician" means any person registered as a physician in any State or Terri-
tory of the United States of America or in the District of Columbia and duly
licensed by the State board of medicine or other authorized board of any State,
Territory, or of the District of Colu:.nbia, to practice in that State, Territory, or
in the District of Columbia;

"Prescribed" means prescribed by this Act or the regulations;
"Remuneration" means every form of compensation which an employee receives

or is entitled to receive from an employer, and, without restricting the generality
of the foregoing, includes wages, salaries, commissions, fees, bonuses, and the
reasonable money value of board, rent, housing, lodging, or similar perquisites or
emoluments;

"Resident in the United States", In respect of any person, means that the person
has his main place of abode in the United States of America, including its Terri-
tories and possessions.

PART I-INSURED PERSONS

Suc. 3. (1) On and after a date to be fixed by the Commission and to be
approved by the President of the United States, every employee who is resident
in the United States of America and whose rate of remuneration is not greater
than $1,800 per annum shall become and be an insured person and his dependents
shal l become and be insured persons under this Act.

(2) The provisions of subsection (1) shall not apply to-
(a) agricultural employees;
(b) any employee holding a certiflcate 3f exemption pursuant to subsec-

tion (3) ;
(c) any employee who is a member ) an industrial medical-service plan

the members of which are exempt puuant to subsection (4).
(3) Where an employee otherwise within the scope of this section makes

application for exemption in the manner prescribed by the regulations, and estab-
lishes to the satisfaction of the Commission that he Is an adherent or member
in good standing of any duly established church or cult and whereby such adher-
ence or membership prejudices the employee by the teachings inculcated, the
Commission shall grant to him a certificate of exemption from the provisions of
this Act; but, subject to the regulations, such certificate may be canceled at the
request of the employee or on the employee ceasing to be an adherent or member
of any such church or cult.

(4) In case of any industrial medical-service plan which was in operation
on the lst day of January 1938, and which at that time was operated primarily
for the benefit of the employees of a single employer, and embraced within Its
membership at least 75 per centum of the employees of that employer, and pro-
vided for its members at least the services of a physician for all cases of ordinary
illness, or such other medical services as in the opinion of the governor and his
council were equIvalent to such services, the employees of that employer other-
wise within the scope of this section who are members of that industrial medical-
service plan shall be exempt from the provisions of subsection (1) if, at the date
when this section became effective, they and their dependents, In the opinion of
the President of the United States, under the continuation and development of
their Industrial medical-service plan, are reasonably assured of at least the
services of a physician for all cases of ordinary illness and of hospital care
thereof, or of such other medical services as in the opinion of the President of the
United States are equivalent to those services; but if a majority of the employees
of that employer otherwise within the scope of this section who are members of
that industrial medical-service plan vote to come within the scope of this Act,
by secret ballot, at a plebiscite of those employees taken at any time after the
commencement of this Act pursuant to an order of the Presil4nt of the United
States therefor made on the request of bona fide representatives of those em-
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ployees, or if it is established to the satisfaction of the President of the United
States that those employees and their dependents are not in receipt of medical
services equivalent to the services of a physician for all cases of ordinary illness
and of hospital care therefor, the President of the United States may by order
declare that those employees shall be subject to the provisions of subsection (1).

(5) Subject to the approval of the President of the United States, the Com-
mission may from time to time and for any period of time exempt any or all of
the following classes of employees from the provisions of subsection (1)-

(a) domestic servants employed in private households;
(b) casual employees; that is to say, those whose employment is irregular

and for short periods of time;
(c) part-time employees;
(d) employees in designated establishments, industries, or localities, and

other employees whom, in the opinion of the Commission, it would be unneces-
sary or inexpedient to hold within the scope of this Act.

(6) Subject to the approval of the President of the United States, the Com-
mission nay extend the provisions of subsection (1) to employees resident in the
United States of America and its Territories and its possessions whose rate of
remuneration is greater than $1,800 per annum. but less than $3,000 per annum, if
such employees were, on the 1st day of January 1938, members in good standing
of any industrial medical-service plan which ceases to provide medical services for
its members after this section becomes effective.

SEC. 4. After a date to be fixed by the President of the United States, in the
case of any person resident in the United States and in any of its Territories and
possessions who is not an employee-insured person, if he makes application to
the Commission to become a voluntary contributor under this Act, the Com-
mission may admit that person to become and be an insured person and his
dependents to become and be insured persons under this Act, subject to provisions
of this Act and to such conditions as the regulations may prescribe.

SEC. 5. Every person who becomes an insured person under this Act shall be
registered in the records of the Commission as an insured person in such manner
as the regulations may prescribe and shall continue to be so registered and to be
an insured person so long as he continues to be eligible to receive benefits in
accordance with the provisions of section 17 or 18.

PART II-HEALTH INSURANCE FUND

SEC. 6. To meet the costs of all benefits provided and all salaries, outlays, and
expenses incurred or payable under this Act there shall be constituted a fund, to
be operated by the Commission and to be known as the "health insurance fund,"
in which shall be placed all moneys received from contributions made by insured
persons and employers and all other moneys and income received by the Commis-
sion. The Commission shall deposit all moneys paid into the fund in one or
more national or one or more State banks or in a separate fund with the United
States Treasury to the credit of the Commission.

SEC. 7. (1) From the remuneration from time to time payable to each employee
who is an insured person within the scope of section 3 his employer shall cause
to be deducted an amount calculated at the rate of 2 per centum of the amount
of the remuneration, except that-

(a) the amount to be deducted shall not be less than 35 cents per con-
tribution week, unless a smaller amount is prescribed by the Commission
with the approval of the President of the United States; and

(b) the amount to be deducted shall not exceed 70 cents per contribution
week.

The employer shall, at such times and in such manner as the regulations may
prescribe, pay over to the Commission the amount so deducted as a contribution
from that employee to the fund.

(2) Every employer who is required to make a deduction from the remunera-
tion of an employee pursuant to subsection (1) shall forward to the Commission
with the contribution of his employee an amount calculated at the rate of 1 per
centum of the amount of the remuneration payable to the employee as the
employers' contribution to the fund in respect of that employee, except that-

(a) the amount of the employers' contribution shall not be less than 20
cents per contribution week in respect of the employee, unless a smaller
amount Is prescribed by the Commission with the approval of the President
of the United States; and
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(b) the amount of the employers' contribution shall not exceed 35S eents
per contribution week in respect of the employee.

Where the United States Government is the employer the contribution shall be
paid by the Secretary of the Treasury or whatever agency the Government
may direct to make sueh payment for moneys appropriated for that purpose by
Congress or, if no appropriation is available for that purpos, from whatever
lund the President of the United States shall direct.

Where a State is the employer the contribution shall be paid T the treasurer
from moneys appropriated for the purpose by the legislature or, if no appropria-
tlOln Is available for that purpose, from whatever fund the governor of each State
shall direct.

Where a Territory or any possession is the employer the contribution shall be
paid by the treasurer from moneys appropriated for the purpose by the legis-
lature, or by the Secretary of the Treasury or whatever agency the Government
may direct to make such payment from moneys appropriated for that purpose
by Congress, or, if no appropriation is available for that purpose, from what-
ever fund the governor or head officer of each Territory and possession shall
direct or, if said officer or officers do not possess proper authority, from what-
ever fund the President of the United States shall direct.

(3) Where the remuneration payable or provided by an employer to an insured
person, consists in part of board, lodging, housing, or other emoluments,
perquisites, or privileges reducible to a money value, the employer shall notify
the Commission of the particulars thereof, and the Commission may approve
or fix an amount which shall be deemed to be the money value thereof for the
purposes of this Act.

(4) Where an employee has more than one employer in any calendar week, the
total amount of the employee's contribution and the total amount of employers'
contribution shall not be greater than the amounts of the respective contributions
that would have been deductible or payable if the employee had had only one
employer in that week, and the regulations may prescribe that the total amount
of the employers' contributions shall be payable by the first employer in that
week or by any other of the employers in that week, or that part of the amount
shall be payable by each of the several employers.

(5) Where an employee has no regular employer or has a number of employers,
or where the remuneration which is payable to an employee fluctuates consider-
ably from time to time because of seasonal or irregular employment, the Com-
mission, subject to the approval of the President of the United States, may fix
rates of contribution for the employee and his employers, and may prescribe the
times and methods of deduction, payment, and remittance of moneys to the Com-
mission other than and in substitution for the rates, times, and methods prescribed
in subsections (1) and (2), except that the rates of contribution so fixed shall
not in any case make the employee liable to a total contribution greater than $36
or his employer or employers liable to a total contribution greater than $18 in
respect of any period of fifty-two consecutive weeks. The Commission May specify
that the contribution of the employee shall be in respect of any number of weeks,
whether the employee is entitled to receive remuneration for labor or services
performed within these weeks or not, and the weeks so specified shall be deemed
to be contribution weeks in respect of the employee.

(6) In case an employer who is liable to pay a sum of money to the fund as
contributions in respect of an employee and himself fails to deduct the amount of
the employee's contribution arotn the remuneration payable to him pursuant to the
provisions of this section, the employer shall nevertheless be liable to pay the
amount of the employee's contribution, as well as his own, to the fund.

SEC. 8. (1) Where an employer who is liable, under this Act, to pay a sum
of money to the fund as contributions in respect of an employee and himself Is-

(a) a contractor who performs work for any municipal corporation, or for
any board or commission having the management of any work or service
operated for a municipal corporation, the amount of the contribution may be
paid by the corporation, board, or commission, as the case may be, and the
amount paid may be deducted from any moneys due the contractor in respect
of such work;

(b) a contractor who performs work for any person, both the contractor
and the person for whom the work is undertaken shall be liable for the
payment of the contributions, and the amount of the cont ributions may be
levied upon and collected from either of them, or partly from one and partly
from the other; but in the absence of any term in the contract to the con-
trary the contractor shall, as between himself and the person for whom the
work is performed, be primarily liable for such contributions;
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(e.) a. subcontractor who performs work for -a contractor, both the sub-
contractor and the contractor shall be liable for the payment of the contaribu-
tions, and the amount of the contributions, may be levied upon and collected
from either of them, or partly from one and partly from the other; but in the
absence of any term in the subcontract to the contrary the subcontractor shall,
as between himself and the contractor, be primarily liable for such contribu-
tions.

(2) The liability of any person for whom work is done in respect of any con-
tributions to the fund required by this Act to be made by any contractor or sub-
contractor shall cease and determine within thirty-one days after the completion
of the contract, unless the Commission within such time mails. to the owner a
notice of its claim by prepaid registered post addressed to the owner at his last-
known address.

(3) The notice shall state the amount claimed and the name or names of the
contractor or subcontractor primarily liable for such payment.

SEc. 9. No agreement to an employee to pay any portion of the contribution
required to be paid by his employer under this part shall be valid, and no employer
or other person shall make a deduction for that purpose from the wages of any
employee, or in any other manner collect from an employee any portion of the
contribution required to be paid by his employer.

SEc. 10. Every voluntary contributor who becomes an Insured person under
section 4 shall in accordance with the regulations make such contributions to the
fund as the Commission, subject to the approval of the President of the United
States, may determine; but the rates of contribution shall be so determined that
the total of the contributions to be made by voluntary contributors shall be suffi-
cient to cover the total costs of providing all benefits for voluntary insured
persons and the administration expenses incidental thereto.

SEc. 11. The Commission shall, subject to the approval of the President of the
United States, cause all moneys in the fund in excess of current requirements to
be invested and reinvested in any securities which are legal for savings banks and
which are considered a proper investment for trust funds. At least every three
months, or at such times as the President of the United States may require, the
Commission shall account to the President for all moneys so invested furnishing
proper vouchers therefor. All investments shall be made In the names of the Com-
mission md the Treasury of the United States jointly, if possible; if not, then
in the name of the Commission and any other name the President shall direct,
and all interest on investments shall be payable to the Commission and shall
form part of the fund.

:SEc. 12. Separate accounts shall be kept by the Commission of the moneys
received and expended to provide benefits for employee-insured persons and
voluntary-insured persons, respectively; but for the purpose of paying the costs
of all benefits, outlays, and expenses under this Act the fund shall, nevertheless,
be deemed one and Indivisible.

Szc. 13. The accounts of the Commission shall be audited by the United
States Treasury or by an auditor appointed by the President for that purpose,
and the salary or remuneration of the last-mentioned auditor shall be paid
by the Commission. PART III-BENI~ITS

SEC. 14. (1) Subject to the provisions of this Act and the regulations, the
Commission shall provide benefits for insured persons as follows:

(a) The services of a physician when required for preventive, diagnostic, or
therapeutic treatment and care, including prenatal and maternity treatment for
women and surgical and specialist services, as may be necessary;

(b) Necessary hospital maintenance and care in a public ward, including
drugs, medicine, and dressings, and all other services which the hospital is
equipped to provide; but such hospital maintenance and care shall be provided
for an insured person for not more than ten consecutive weeks for any one illness,
unless a longer period is prescribed by the regulations: ProvideJ, That, where an
Insured person choose to avail himself of semiprivate or private ward care or
other hospital services more costly than those authorized under this clause and
the regulations, the Commission shall apply toward the payment of the hospital
bill of that insured person an amount equal to the cost of providing the benefits
to which he would otherwise have been entitled under this clause;

-(c) Necessary drugs, medicines, and dressings; subject to the provisions of the
regulations, which may require that a part, not exceeding one-half, of the cost of
such drugs, medicines, and dressings shall be borne by insured persons;
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(d) Necessary laboratory services and diagnostic aids, including X-ray, bio-
chemical, and other services.

(2) To the extent that the resources of the fund permit, the Commission may
provide for insured persons such medical services, additional to those specified
in subsection (1), as it considers to be valuable to protect and advance their
health and well-being.

(3) Subject to the approval of the President of the United States, the Com-
mission may make regulations to limit or to specify and define in greater detail
the nature and extent of the various benefits authorized in subsections (1) and
(2) ; to specify standards of service to insured persons to be observed by physi-
cians, hospitals, laboratories, pharmacists, and other persons rendering such
service; to prescribe that the provision of certain medical services shall be sub-
ject to small charges being borne by insured persons; and to designate the
manner in which and the conditions upon which and the places at which benefits
shall be granted.

Si~c. 15. The benefits to be provided for insured persons shall not include any
services for the diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis, venereal diseases,
nervous and mental diseases, or other diseases or conditions requiring medical
treatment, when such services are -otherwise available to insured persons free
or at nominal charges through any public or governmental Institution or organi-
zation.

SEC. 16. Where in respect of any sickness or injury an insured person-
(a) is in receipt of or is entitled to receive under any other Act of the

legislature or of the Congress of the United States, or through any public
or governmental institution or organization, treatment, care, or service simi-
lar to that which the Commission is authorized to provide by way of benefits
under this Act; or

(b) is entitled to recover the cost of such similar treatment, care, or serv-
ice by virtue of a claim against any other person for causing the sickness
or injury.

no benefits shall be provided for that insured person under this Act in respect
of that sickness or injury, except as the Commission may direct in case of urgent
need.

SEC. 17. (1) Where an employee first becomes an insured person under this
Act, he and his dependents (if any) shall not become eligible to receive benefits
under this Act until after the expiration of four weeks from the time the employee
became an insured person, nor until contribution to the fund from the employee
for four contribution weeks have become deductible and payable; but after be-
coming eligible to receive benefits he and his dependents shall continue to be
eligible during each succeeding contribution week in respect of the employee;
and-

(a) for four additional calendar weeks; and
(b) for such further additional period as may be determined by the

Commission, subject to the approval of the President of the United States.
(2) Where an employee who, having ceased to be eligible to receive benefits

pursuant to the provisions of subsection (1), again becomes an insured person,
he and his dependents shall not become eligible to receive benefits until after
the expiration of one week from that time, nor until contributions to the fund
from the employee for one coptribution week have become deductible and pay-
able; but after again becoming eligible to receive benefits In this manner he
and his dependents shall continue to bp Pligible during each succeeding week in
respect of the employee; and-

(a) for one additional calendar week; and
(b) for such further additional period as may be determined by the Com-

mission, subject to the approval of the President of the United States.
(3) Where an employee who, having ceased to be eligible to receive benefits

pursuant to the provisions of subsection (1) or subsection (2), is unable, be-
cause of sickness or injury, to engage in any employment, as may be determined
by the Commission, he, but not his dependents, shall be eligible to receive benefits
for a further additional period not to exceed twelve weeks, unless a longer period
is prescribed by the regulations; and the regulations may prescribe that the
employee's dependents shall be eligible to receive benefits for the same period
as the employee.

SEC. 18. Voluntary Insured persons shall become eligible to receive benefits
under this Act and shall continue to be eligible in accordance with such condi-
tions as the Commission, subject to the approval of the President of the United
States, may determine.
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SEC. 19. Without in any way limiting the power of the Commission under this
Act to provide benefits for insured persons in such manner as It may consider ex-
pedient, the Commission shall, in all cases where It considers the ci cumstances
do not require the exercise of such power in order to procure prompt, efficient,
and economical medical service for the insured person, permit medical service
to be administered, so far as the selection of physician or pharmacist is con-
cerned, by the physician or pharmacist who may be selected or employed by the
insured person, 'to the end that so tar as possible all competent physicians and
phaimacists without distinction may be employed and be available to insured
persons.

SF:c. 20. (1) Subject to the provisions of subsection (2), the Commission shall
make all arrangements necessary to provide the benefits which insured persons
are entitled to receive under this Act and shall arrange for the payment of the
costs of such benefits. The fees or charges for benefits furnished and for traveling
expenses incurred in providing such benefits under this Act shall not be more than
would be properly and reasonably charged the insured person if he were paying
them directly, and the amount thereof may be fixed and determined by the regula-
tions, and no action for any amount larged than that fixed by the regulations
shall lie in respect of such benefits.

(2) Any one of the following methods may be used for remunerating physicians
who provide the services set out in clause (a) of subsection (1) of section 14:

(a) a salary system;
(b) a per capita system whereunder the physician is paid at the rate of

a fixed amount per annum for every Insured person eligible to receive benefits
for whom the physician has accepted the responsibility of providing services;

(c) A fee system whereunder payment is based upon the exent and char-
acter of the services rendered; but where this system is adopted the total
expenditures for any one year for the services of physicians shall not exceed
a fixed rate per annum per insured person eligible to receive benefits, to be
prescribed by the regulations, multiplied by the average number of insured
persons eligible to receive benefits for that year, and for any portion of a year
tbe total expenditures shall be limited pro rata. The rate shall be fixed to
apply as from the date at which any insured persons first become eligible to
receive benefits under this Act until the 31st day of March next succeeding,
and the rate shall be revised semiannually thereafter to apply for the next
succeeding period of six months, until the 31st day of March next succeed-
Ing; and thereafter the rate shall be revised annually to apply for the next
succeeding year.

(d) Any combination or modification of the system designated in clauses
(a) to (c):

Provided, That, if either of the methods of remuneration set out In clause (b)
or clause (c) Is used, or any combination or modification thereof, from the date
at which section 3 becomes effective until the 31st day of March 1939, the Com-
mission shall allocate, from the fund, moneys for the payment of physicians at
the rate of not less than $4.50 per annum per insured person eligible to receive
benefits.

SEC. 21. In addition to all other penalties prescribed by or under this Act, the
Commission may penalize any person, including any physician or pharmacist, and
the manager of any hospital or laboratory, who fails to provide services according
to the standards prescribed by the Commission, and who willfully violates any pro-
vision of this Act or of the regulations, by debarring him, either permanently or
for a limited period, from all rights of serving or of providing benefits for insured
persons under this Act.

SEo. 22. The Commission may require from any person providing benefits to in-
sured persons such reports or information as it considers necessary.

PART IV-ADMINISTRATION

SEC. 23. For the purpose of administering and carrying out the provisions of
this Act, there is hereby constituted a Commission, which shall be known as the
"Health Insurance Commission" and shall be a corporation. The Commission
shall be composed of the Chairman and not more than four other members, to be
appointed by the President of the United States as hereinafter provided. Two
members shall constitute a quorum to transact business. No vacancy shall im-
pair the rights of the remaining members to exercise all of the powers of the
Commission so long as two members remain. In case of disagreement among the
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members in connection with any matter over which the Commission has authority,
the vote of the majority, as shown in the Commission's record of proceedings,
shall prevail and shall constitute the decision of the Commission.

SEc. 24. (1) The President of the United States shall appoint the Chairman of
the Commission, who shall hold office for a term of seven years and shall be eligible
for reappointment for succeeding terms of office of the same length. The Chair-
man may be removed from office by the President of the United States at any time
for cause. The Chairman shall devote his full time to the service of the Commis-
sion and shall not hold any other position of trust or profit. He shall receive a
salary of not less that $5,00(0 nor more that $7,500 per annum, as may be deter-
mined by the President of the United States. The Chairman shall be the chief
executive officer of the Commission and, as its representative, shall supervise and
direct the administration and enforcement of the Act.

(2) The President of the United States shall appoint not less than two and
not more than four other persons as members of the Commission, each of whom
shall hold office for a term of five years and shall be eligible for reappointment for
succeeding terms of office of the same length. Any member may be removed
from office by the President of the United States at any time for cause. Each
member appointed under this subsection shall devote s) much of his time as may
be necessary to the service of the Commission, and, subject to the provisions of
subsection (3), shall receive such remuneration from the fund as may be deter-
mined from time to time by the President of the United States, to an amount not
to exceed $2,500 per annum.

(3) The President of the United States may at any time designate as Vice
Chairman one of the members of the Commission appointed under the provisions
of subsection (2), who shall hold office until the expiration of his tenure of office
as a member of the Commission. The Vice Chairman shall assist the Chairman
to supervise and direct the administration and enforcement of this Act, shall
devote his full time to the service of the Commission, and shall receive in return
therefor a salary not exceeding $3,500 per annum in addition to such remuneration
as he may receive as a member of the Commission pursuant to the provisions of
subsection (2).

(4) The Chairman shall appoint at any time, with the approval of the Pres.i-
dent, one person in each of the forty-eight States, Territories, and possessions,
to be known as and to act as the health-insurance director, for a term of five
years, and each shall be eligilble for reappointment for succeeding terms of office of
the same length. Any State director so appointed under this subsection shall
devote his full time to the service of the Commission's business in the State, and
shall receive in return therefor remuneration from the fund to an amount not to
exceed $2,500, as a salary, per annum, and the Territories and possessions are
included as States for the purposes of this subsection.

SEc. 25. (1) The President of the United States may appoint, for the term of
five years, not more than six persons to constitute a technical advisory council.
The inembers to be appointed shall be persons equipped by special training or
experience to assist and advie the Commission, and shall include the coin-
missioner )f th, department o)f health. )r the Surgeon General: and the chair-
man of the Social Security departmentt: the chairman or some other representa-
tive of the Department of Labor which deals with industrials, accidents, and
other labor problems in connection with the general health of laborers and
others; and a physician with experience in private practice. At least one mem-
ber of the technical advisory council shall be a woman. Members shall be
eligible for reappointment for like terms of five years. The members of the
technical advisory council shall meet at the call of the Commission. It shall be
the duty of the technical advisory council to assist and advise the ('omnission
with respect to the establishment and administration of a system of health
insurance.

(2) The memb'-rs of th techni-ral advisory council shall be paid out of the
fund the amount of the traveling and other expenses necessarily incurred by
them in the discharge of their official duties: but they shall not receive any
remuneration for their services, except as may be determined by the Commis-
sion with the approval of the President.

(3) The President of the UTnited States may appoint, for the term of five
years, not more than six persons to constitute a technical advisory council, in
each Str.'e, Territory. and possession of the United States, so that each State,
Territav, and possession will have a separate technical advisory council to meet
with and advise the State health insurance director of that said State, Territory,
or possession. The members to be appointed shall be persons equipped by
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special training or experience to assist and advise the Commission and each
'tate director, including the Territories and -possessions, and shall include the-

Commissioner of Public Ifealth or some other member of said department, the-
cbairman or some other representative of the industrial accident department,
and a physician with experience in private practice. At least one member of
eaeh technical ad-viaoty council shall be a woman. Members shall be eligible-
for reappoitment for like terms of live years. The members of each or all of the
technical advisory councils shall meet at the call of the State director or at the-
call of the Commission. It shall be the duty of each technical advisory council
to assist and advise the State director and the Commission with respect to the-
establishment and administration of a system of health insurance.

(4) The members of the technical advisory councils of the States, Territories,
and possessions shall be paid out of the fund the amount of the traveling and
other personal expenses necessarily incurred by them in the discharge of their
official duties; but they shall not receive any remuneration for their services,
except as may be determined by the Commission with the approval of the Presi-
dent of the United States.

SEc. 26. (1) The Commission, subject to the approval of the President of the-
United States, shall appoint and employ a physi cian as director of medical serv-
ices, shall Cix his salary, and shall determine his duties.

(2) The Commission shall appoint and employ such other physicians, officers,
employees, and assistants as may be required for the administration and enforce-
meot of this Act; shall determine their duties; and, subject to the approval
of the President of the United States, shall fix their remuneration. All officers
or employees receiving or disbursing moneys of the Commission shall give bonds
in amounts and with sureties to be approved by the Commission.

Ssc. 27. The Commission shall administer this Act and shall have, in addition
to the duties imposed and powers granted elsewhere in this Act, the following
duties and powers:

(a) kfubject to the approval of the President of the United States, to make
all such regulations, not inconsistent with the provisions of this Act, as it may-
consider necessary to implement, to administer, and to enforce this Act;

(b) To require that unless claims for compensation in connection with medical
services rendered to insured persons by physicians, pharmacists, hospitals, or
other persons are filed with the Commission within a reasonable period of time-
after the performance of such services, as may be determined by the Commis-
sion, the Commission shall not be liable to meet such claims for compensation;

(c) To make such expenditures from the fund as may be necessary to provide
for the proper administration of this Act and to provide benefits for the insured
persons entitled thereto;

(d) To appoint local committees to advise on and assist in the administration
of this Act in local districts;

(e) Subject to the approval of the President of the United States, to enter
into agreements with the Government of the United States or any body estab-
lished by that Government to act in its behalf and with the government of any
State, Territory, or possession or any body established by any State, Territory,.
or possession to act in its behalf to accept financial subventions to assist in meet-
ing the costs of the benefits for insured persons authorized under this Act;

(f) Subject to the approval of the President of the United States, to enter
Into an agreement with the Government of the United States, and with the govern-
ment of each State, Territory, and possession of the United States to provide for
the bringing within the scope of this Act the employees of the United States
Government and the employees of each State, Territory, and possession of the
United States;

(g) To investigate the problem of providing cash payments for employees
unable to work on account of sickness, and to report its findings thereon to the
President of the United States;

(h) To organize and administer voluntary hospital insurance plans in coopera-
tion with any hospitals that desire to participate;

(i) Generally to do all other things necessary to carry out the full intent of
this Act.

SEC. 28. (1) All regulations made by the Commission under the authority of
this Act shall be published in the public press, and each regulation shall have
effect from the date of publication, or from a later date specified in the regula-
tions, as if enacted in this Act; and all regulations shall be laid before the Congress
of the United States as soon as may be after they are made.

a- 64481-48--pt. 4- 26
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(2) The President of the United States may by order at any time rescind the
approval given to any regulation made by the Commission under the authority
of this Act and may cause a notice of the order to be published in the newspaper;
and thereupon the regulation in respect of which approval is rescinded shall cease
to be in operation.

SEc. 29. (1) The Commission shall, on or before the 1st day of March in each
year, make a report to the President of the United States of its transactions
during the last preceding calendar year, which report shall contain such par-
ticulars as the President may prescribe.

(2) The report shall be forthwith laid before the Congress of the United
States if it is then in session, or, if it is not then in session within fifteen days
after the opening of the next session.

SEC. 30. (1) The Commission shall have the like powers as the United States
Federal courts for compelling the attendance of witnesses and of examining them
under oath, and for compelling the production and inspection of books, papers.
documents, and things in connection with any inquiry, hearing, or proceeding of
the Commission under this Act.

(2) The Commission may cause depositions of witnesses residing within or
without the United States to be taken before any person appointed by the Com-
mission in a similar maner to that prescribed by the rules of the Federal courts
for the taking of like depositions in any of said Federal courts before a com-
missioner.

SEc. 31. Any inquiry which the Commission considers necessary may be made
by one of its members or by an officer of the Commission, or by some other person
appointed by the Commission to make the inquiry; and the Commission may act
upon his report as to the result of the inquiry, and every such member, officer, or
person appointed to make an inquiry shall, for the purposes of the inquiry, have
all the powers conferred upon the Commission by section 30.

SEC. 32. No officer or employee of the Commission and no person authorized
to make an inquiry under this part shall divulge or allow to be divulged, except
in the performance of his duties or under authority of the Commission, any
Information obtained by him or which has come to his knowledge in making or
in connection with an inquiry under this Act.

SEC. 33. Every employer within the scope of this Act shall keep a true and
accurate record of the full name and residential address of each of his em-
ployees, the remuneration paid or payable to such employee, and the days of
employment for which such remuneration is payable to the employee, and shall
upon demand furnish the Commission with a statement of the record verified
under oath, and shall upon demand permit the inspection of the record by the
Commission or any of its officers at any time and as often as may be necessary
to verify the names or numbers of employees, the amounts of remuneration paid
or payable, and their days of employment.

SEC. 34. Every employer, including employers not otherwise subject to the
provision of this Act shall furnish to the Commission upon request all informa-
tion in his possession required by it to carry out the purposes and provisions of
this Act. The Commission may prescribe the time, manner, and form in which
the information shall be furnished and may require that the information be
verified under oath. The information shall be for the exclusive use of the
Commission and shall not be available to the public, except that it may be
tabulated and published in statistical form if the business affairs of individual
employers are not thereby revealed.

Szc. 35. (1) The Commission shall have exclusive jurisdiction to inquire into,
hear, and determine all matters and questions of fact and law arising under
this Act, and no proceedings by or before the Commission shall be restrained by
Injunction, prohibition, or other process or proceeding in any court, or be remov-
able by certiorari or otherwise into any court.

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (1), the Commission shall
have full discretionary power at any time to reopen, rehear, and determine any
matter which has been dealt with by it.

SEC. 36. (1) Every insured person who applies for or Is in receipt of any bene-
fits under this Act, if requested by the Commission, shall submit himself to medi-
cal examination at such time and place as it may direct. If the insured person
fails to submit himself to such examination, or obstructs the same, his right to
benefits may be suspended until the examination has taken place.

(2) If in the judgment of the Commission, an Insured person persists In such
practices as tend to imperil or retard his recovery or refuses to submit to such
medical treatment as is necessary to promote his recovery, the Commission may,
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in its discretion, reduce or suspend the benefits to which the insured person would
otherwise be entitled.

Sc. 37. No agreement, by an insured person entitled to any of the benefits
provided by this Act, to waive any right or any of the benefits under this Act
shall be valid.

SEC. 38. If any benefits are paid for or furnished by the Commission under this
Act in the event of sickness or Injury to any person who by reason of the sick-
ness or Injury has a right or claim for compensation or med;(.al services against
an employer or any other person for causing the sickness or injury and for the
damages resulting therefrom, or has a right or claim for compensation or medical
services under the Workmen's Compensation Act or any other Act, the fund
Ishall, to the extent of the benefits so paid for and the cost of the benefits so
furnished, be entitled to reimbursement out of any sum or damages or allow-
ance which that person receives by way of compensation or payment for medical
services or through suit or judgment in settlement of his right or claim, and the
Commission shall, to that extent, be subrogated to the said right or claim as
against such employer or other person.

SEc. 39. (1) If any person otherwise entitled to receive benefits provided by this
Act for sickness or injury has such right or claim as described in section 38 and
refuses or neglects to take the necessary action to enforce his right or claim
within such time as may be fixed by the Commission, it shall be lawful for the
Commission to take action or institute proceedings at its own expense in the
name and in behalf of the said person.

(2) In case any judgment or award is granted in behalf of an insured person
in consequence of an action or proceding under subsection (1), the Commission
shall be entitled to recover its reasonable costs and expenses in connection with
such action or proceeding from said judgment or award in addition to its claim
for reimbursement against the Insured person. But the liability of the insured
person to reimburse, tIep Commission shall be limited to the amount of money
-collected in respect of said judgment or award.

SEC. 40. (1) The payment of every sum of money which any employer or per-
son, other than the United States Government and the government of any State,
Territory, and possession, is required by this Act or the regulations or by any
agreement entered into under this Act to pay or forward to the Commission may
be enforced by action In any court of competent jurisdiction in the name of the
Commission, together with the costs of the action, as for a debt due by that
-employer or person to the Commission.

(2) Where default is made by any employer or person in the payment or for-
warding to the Commission of any sum of money referred to in subsection (1) or
any part of that sum, the Commission may issue its certificate stating that the
sum so required to be paid or forwarded, the amount thereof in default, and the
name of the employer or person by whom it was required to be paid or forwarded;
and such certificate, or a copy of it certified by any member of the Commission
to be a true copy, may be filed with the registrar or clerk of any court either
Federal or State, and when so filed shall become an order of that court and may
be enforced as a Judgment of the court against that employer or person for the
amount stated in the certificate.

(3) In the case of every amount payable to the Commission under this Act by
an employer other than United States Government and government of any State,
Territory, and possession, the Commission shall as between itself and any other
person be entitled to the same rights of priority in respect of the payment of that
amount as the United States Government and the governmentof any' State, Ter-
ritory, and possession would have if that amount were a debt due from that
employer to either the said national or the said governments of any State, Terri-
tory, and possession.

SEC. 41. (1) If any sum of money which any employer or person, other than
the United States Government and the governments of any State, Terri-
tory, and possession, Is required by this Act or the regulations or by any agree-
ment entered into under this Act to pay or forward to the Commission, or any
part of it, is not paid or forwarded at the time when it was so required to be
paid or forwarded, the defaulting employer or person shall be liable to pay
and shall pay to the Commission as a penalty for his default such a percentage
upon the sum in default as may be prescribed by the Commission, and the
penalty shall be added to the sum so in default and shall for all purposes of
this Act be deemed to become and be a part thereof.

(2) Every person who in violation of any provision of this Act does any
act which Is prohibited from doing or refuses or neglects to perform or observe
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any duty or obligation imposed on him shall be guilty of an offense against
this Act and shall be liable, on summary conviction, to a fine of not less than
$10 and not more than $500.

(3) The Commission may by the regulations provide fines, recoverable oil
summary conviction, for the enforcement of the provisions of the regulations,
but in no case shall the fine exceed the sum of $50.

(4) All fines imposed under subsection (2) or (3) shall, when collected,
be paid over to the Commission and shall form part of the fund.

SEC. 42. Every notice or request which the Commission or any member, oi
officer, or representative of the Commission is empowered or required to give
or make under the provisions of this Act or the regulations shall be in writ-
ing, and may be served either personally or by mailing it by letter to the
address of the person to whoim it is given or made. Where a notice or re-
quest is mailed, service of the notice or request shall be deemed to be effected
at the time at which the letter containing it would be delivered in the ordinary
course of post.

PART V-COMMENCEMENT OF ACT

SEC. 43. This Act shall come into operation on a day to be fixed by the

President of the United States by a suitable proclamation.

(Whereupon, at 5:15 p. m., the subcommittee adjourned until
10 a. m. Thursday, Janmary 29, 1948.)
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 29, 1948

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COM ITEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

SUBCOMMnMTEE ON HEALTH,
Washington, D. C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m., in the
committee room, Capitol Building, Senator H. Alexander Smith
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Smith (presiding), Donnell, and Murray.
Senator StITH. The committee will come to order. Mr. Cohen, will

you take the stand and give us the statement that you propose to make
this morning?

STATEMENT OF WILBUR 3. COHEN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, BUREAU
OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRA-
TION-Resumed

Mr. COHEN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, the purpose of my state-
ment this morning is to present to you in somewhat more detail the
actual background of the events that led up to teleconversations which
Senator Donnell referred to in the previous hearing. I do so in order
to indicate to you what is my personal opinion, and from my own
personal knowledge, that this mission was not taken on our initiative
and was taken on the initiative of responsible officials of the War
Department, and that as a matter of fact, as 1 will attempt to show
you, curiously enough we were exceedingly reluctant to become mem-
bers of the mission, and it was only at the continued and insistent
request of the officials of the War Department that we finally com-
plied with what we thought was a great need on the part of our military
officials in Japan for our technical help.

The first that we had any knowledge of the developments relating
to Japan occurred approximately in the spring of 1946, when Mr.
Oscar Weigert and Mr. Tillman Sogge, who were members of what
is called a Labor Advisory Mission of SCAP. submitted a report
entitled "Report on the Japanese Social Insurance Program by the
Labor Advisory Mission. Tokyo, Japan. May 1946." This is a 23-page
report with some additional pages as introduction, summary, and
table of contents. That was the first time I had heard anything about
the study of the Japanese social-insurance program, when these two
gentlemen came in to see Mr. Altmeyer, the Commissioner for Social
Security, and myself, on their return from Japan.

During the course of the discussion by Mr. Weigert and Mr. Sogge
with us about the situation in Japan, they asked us to suggest candi-
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dates for positions in the Public Health and Welfare Section, General
Headquarters, Supreme Command for the Allied Powers in Tokyo.
Mr. Weigert and Mr. Sogge sent to Mr. Altmeyer a copy of this report
that I have mentioned.

Also, in the spring of 1946 Mr. Paul Stanchfield conferred with Mr.
Altmever and invself regarding technical assistance in the social-
security work of S(AP in Tokyo. May I say in passing that, as far
as I know we had absolutely no connection wlat.oever with the selec-
tion of Mr. Stanchfield for the position in Tokyo, although he was
a Government employee here in Washington. It has been implied
that there wa. some connection with us. The first that I knew any-
thinlgz about Mr. Stanchfield's responsibility iii connection with the
Japanese work was when he came in and said he was going to Japan,
and asked whether we had any material or any hel l) or any ug'e-,
tionis for people w'h)o ought to gro out there.

Later, August 2, 1946, I received a letter from Mr. Sogge, who was
then a staff member of the Bureau of the Budget. listing four posi-tions in the field of social security in Japan for which the War De-
partment had asked him to assist, in soliciting candidates. Mr. Sogge
requested that publicity be given these positions among State agen-
cies, social security and regional offices, because of the difficulty they
were finding in recruiting people for that work at such a long dis-
stance, and because of the separation from their families. We were
not able at, that time, I believe, to suggest anyone, and if my memory
serves me correctly, at that time we did not, and we were not able to
find anyone who was willing to be nominated for serious consideration
for any of these Japanese positions.

Later on in 1946 Mr. Stanchfield returned to the United States with
authority from SCAP to recruit personnel.

Senator DONNELL. Do you know the date of Mr. Stanchfield's arrival
in the United States?

Mr. COHEN. I could not say. I have tried to check that up, Senator.
I have it late in '46. My impression from other documents is that
it was in December 1946, but I do not know the exact date. As I
say. he came here to recruit personnel for Colonel Sams, Chief of the
Public Health and Welfare Section of SCAP.

Now, this will come up later and I would like to take a moment
at this time to say that Colonel Sams is the responsible War Depart-
ment official, General MacArthur's staff, in charge of all the public-
health and welfare work in Tokyo, including social security, and we
believed, and still do believe, that as the responsible official for Gen-
eral MacArthur he was acting with full authority, and that Mr.
Stanchfield coming here to recruit personnel for him was acting with
full authority and full knowledge of his superior. Colonel Sams later
on will appear in these teleconversations, and I make that point
because I believe it is fair to assume that, with Colonel Sams in at-
tendance as the responsible representative of General MacArthur, we
certainly were on sound ground in believing that all of our discus-
sions and negotiations with the War Department through Mr. Stanch-
field and Major Simmons; and indirectly by teleconversation with
Colonel Sams, were with the full knowledge and approval of either
General MacArthur or through Colonel Sams at the delegation of
General MacArthur.

NATIONAL HEALTH PROGRAM
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When Mr. Stanchfield had difficulty recruiting people to go to
Japan to take jobs in the Public Health and Welfare Division, it
was Mr. Stanchfield himself who personally suggested to me in one
of our numerous conversations that perhaps the solution of the prob-
lem of recruiting personnel for a year or two would be the formation
of a temporary ad hoc commission to go to Japan headed up by Mr.
Altmeyer, to provide the necessary technical assistance to them.

I discussed this suggestion of Mr. Stanchfiecld's with Mr. Altmeyer,
whose reaction was that, of course, he wanted to do everything pos-
sible to help General MacArthur in his duties over there: however.
he was exceedingly reluctant to do it at that time because he said
he had no personal information as to whether this was important to
General MacArthur or not, and as the Commissioner for Social Se-
curity, with his heavy responsibilities here, he did not feel that he
should leave here for 6 weeks or 2 months, as the case might be, unlss
General MacArthur himself felt it was something in which Mr. Alt-
meyer l)ersonally could make a contribution, that it was important to

General MfacArthur in his work, and that it would be a real contribu-
tion. I stressed that point to Mr. Stanchfield several times. and lr.
Stanchfield discussed it personally with Mr. Altmeyer. Thereafter
Mr. Stanchfield communicated with Tokyo, and it was my understand-
ing he obtained instructions from them to proceed with the plan for
a social-security mission which he and Major Simmons, of the Civil
Affairs Division of the War Department, which handled these matters,
had discussed with Mr. Altmeyer before Mr. Stanchfield returned to
Tokyo.

Major Simmons and Mr. Stanchfield urged that this matter be put
into some written document, showing that we were willing to offer co-
operation with General MacArthur. As I said, that was quite em-
barrassing to us, because of the fact that no member of our staff ap-
peared to be willing to go, and that we were the responsible Federal
agency to give help on this, made us feel that their continued request-
that we show a willingness to provide technical assistance was such
that on March 5, 1947, Mr. Altmeyer wrote a letter to Major Simmons
in which, he recorded his reactions to the arrangements for the mission
proposed by the War Department to Mr. Stanchfield.

I don't know whether you have that letter in the record or not, but
if you would like it, it could be put in the record.

Now, the importance of that is this. After that letter was sent, on
March 14 a teleconversation was held with Tokyo by Major Simmons.
I don't know whether Senator Donnell put that in the record yesterday
or not, but the importance of that, to my mind, is that was a telecon-
versation with Tokyo by Major Simmons, and at the other end with
Colonel Sams, as I said, the responsible official of General MacAr-
thur's staff, and we were not in attendance. No member of the Social
Security Administration staff was at that time in attendance at that
teleconference.

Mr. Altmeyer's letter of March 5 was teletyped to Tokyo.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Cohen, if you have not objection, permit

me t- refer to a letter from Mr. Altmeyer to Major Sinmmons on March
5, 1947.
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(The letter referred to appears on p. 2039.)
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Altmeyer's letter, which the Senator has just re-

ferred to, was teleconned to Tokyo and the reply that was received back
from Tokyo at that time is as follows-keeping in mind that no offi-
cial of the Social Security Board was in attendance during this two-
way conversation.
FEC item 1.

Reur WD-1, concur in proposal of Mr. Altmeyer. Mr. Wandel can be em-
ployed by OSW for 6 months period on reimbursable basis and designated as chief
of Social Security Division PH&W while in Japan, according to office Civilian
Personnel here. Firm request will be forwarded with air priority for Mr. Wan-
del 1by radio for him to arrive in Japan May 1. Radio will also be forwarded with-
in next few days extending formal invitation for social-security mission. Desire
arrangements be made for successor to Wandel to arrive Japan by September 1 to
insure 1 month overlap if possible. Neff is chief of Welfare Division, Evans is
,chief of welfare institutions. Markusson is public-assistance chief, and Ernest
Witte is scheduled to arrive as social-work training consultant. If Altineyer de-
sirs. additional member for welfare on mission, it is agreeable to PH&W. Sug-
gest Mr. Falk be included on mission if possible.

Major Sinunons then replied as follows:
WD-12. Reur item 1.

This is good news. Will adviFe Altmeyer immediately and work out further
details with you by radio.

There then follows a series of teleconversations which have nothing
to do with this Social-Security mission, on other matters relating to
Tolyo, and finally there is contained an item from Tokyo, as follows:

Senator DONNEIL. What is the date of this?
M. ComN. This is all in the same teleconversation. It is just that I

didn't think you wanted to be burdened with irrelevant material.
Senator SMirTH. I am assuming, Mr. Cohen, that you are arranging

in proper order these teleconversations for the record as you want
to present your side of the case.

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir; and I am only reading to you now excerpts
from them because the entire matter will be in the record.

Senator SMrriH. I want to leave that to your judgment.
Mr. COHEN. There is a lot in here about bacteriologists and para-

sitologists and other matters connected with health, but nothing re-
lated to the Social-Security mission.

Tokyo then wired this statement on their own initiative:
FEC item 10.

Suggest George Perrott United States Public Health Service be included in
mi ssion as study is now under way here on drafting national-health bill for Japan

Senator DONNELL. What is the date of this, so that we may have
the record clear?

Mr. COhEN.. March 14, sir.
Senator DONNELL. March 14, 1947?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator, that is correct.
Senator DONNELL. All right.
Mr. CoHEN. And for identification, this is known as FEC item 10.

Suggest George'Perrott, United States Public Health Service, be included In
mission as study is now under way here on drafting national health bill for
.apan. By Japanese Council especially established for the purpose by ministry
-of health and welfare. National and prefecture hospital systems to be integrated
with health-insurance program and public health center system.

That communication came from them, as I say, on their own initia-
tive, with none of our people in attendance either here or in Japan.
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Senator SAIITH. Who was it sent you that message?
Mr. COHEN. Tokyo.
Senator SMITH. Who in Tokyo.
Mr. COuEN. I will tell you who the people were. It says present

were Col. W. D. Tigert. I believe lie had nothing to do with this. He
was probably on other conversations on the bacteriologists. and para-
sitologists. Col. C. F. Sanis. Chief P. H. and W., Mr. P. I. Stanch-
field, Mr. George F. Pollock, Deputy Chief, Social Security and Insur-
ance Division, Miss Leone M. Moor, Personnel Coordinator, P. H.
and W., Miss R. Sullivani. Civilian Personnel Section, subject : "Per-
sonnel for social security and inslirance division PH and WS and
406th Medical General Laboratory," which must be the reference to the
other points. So this commuication cane to u, and Major Simm1ns
then replied:

WD-16. Reur item 10.
Will try to secure Perratt.

Then Tokyo replied:
FEC item 11.

Suggest possible inclusion in the Altmeyer mission of Dr. Oscar Weigert and/or
Dr. Tillman Sogge, formerly in Tokyo as members of labor advisory committee, if
they can be available. Weigert can be contacted through CAD at Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Labor Department, VV'ahington. Sogge is at St. Olaf's College, Min-
nesota, and has indicated he might be available during sumnwer vacation.

Major Simons then replied in WVD-17:
Reur item 11. Dr. Sogge and Dr. \Veigert are excellent suggestions and feel

sure they will come if at all possible. Include thein and Perratt ill cable re-
questing invitation to Altmeyer.

Now that concludes the relevant material in the March 14 telecon-
versation which was the basis for latter receipt by the Social Security
Administration of an official communication to proceed with the plans
for this work.

In other words, they gave approval to Mr. Altmeyer's communica-
tion of March 5 and shortly thereafter Major Simmons' caine over and
talked with miie and informed ne that, he had received this telecon
clearance with Japan on the proposed social-security muission.- out-
lined in Mr. Altmeyer's letter.

Mr. Altmeyer was out of the country at that time and conseltlently
Major Simons handled the matter with me per Mr. Altmeyer s dele-
gation of the matter to me in his letter of March 5.

He told us that a letter from the Secretary of War would be sent
to us very shortly requesting that Mr. Wandel arrive in Japan about
May 15. I then proceeded to have further conversations with both
Mr. Perrott and Mr. Falk, and Mr. Weigert, and I think with Mr.
Sogge by mail, but I don't remember.

I talked with Mr. Perrott and Mr. Perrott did not wish to interrupt
his work at that time to go to Japan. I consulted with other per-
sons about the desirability of going on the mission, but it was agreed
after much discussion that it would be better for Mr. Wandel to
go over per the request of the War Department, and on the spot

nd out specifically what the needs were there and then let us know
what type of personnel was required.

In other words, we didn't feel that we were in a position here,
thousands of miles away from Japan, to determine what particular
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specialties or professional skills were required to assist them, but that
if Mr. Wandel, ani intelligent and capable member of the staff was
on the spot lie coulh find out what their needs were and let us know.

I make that point because in my mind that largely explains the
type of letter which Mr. Wandel later on wrote to Mr. Falk, which
Senator Donnell referred to earlier in these hearings, in which he
l old somewhat more about the problems that they had in ,Japan,
the organization of the division and the need for particular personnel

t particular grades. Mr. Wandel did go to Japan.
Senator SMITH. That was in May?
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Wandel left-lie was tl'a.iSfeired to tle War De-

):artment pay roll May 1. 194T.
Senator SMITI. Did lie leave about that tinie?
Mr. (OHEN. Approximately. He had to go through certain proc-

Vs,-i1lg and so oni. but if my memory serves Ime correctly, I believe
it was sometime ini May. and no further steps were taken at that time.

Now with regard to the telecoiiversatioi of July 17 tlat Senator
Doinell introduced in the record the other (lay, my work in the
Social Security Administration is largely connected with legislative
hearings and otler legislative work, applying to requests of Mem-
bters of Congress, and I usually take iiiy vacatioul shortly after the

Senators and the Coigressmen leave. I was planning to go on an
extended vacation.

Senator Sii'rn. You believe in early adjouirninents then, do you?
.1r. COHFN. I certainly (1o, Senator. [Laughter.]
I find that at the end of a lono session I am usually as tired as

the Senators.
Senator Sin'rH. I agree with you.
Mr. COHEN. Consequently I indicated to Major Simmons in our

ls(li.,',-ios that before I left on in vacation (I was going to Texas)
that it might be best since Mr. Altmeyer was gone, for ii: to have a
,.ouversation with Mr. WVandel to see if there was anything more that
was needed. I di(lnt want to be gone for 4 or 5 weeks and leave the
matter hanging since it was my responsibility, because I felt that
since Mr. Wandel had( gone over there at the request of the War De-
l)artmeit, I should see that anything that they wanted from us was
haandled expeditiously.

It was therefore arranged to have this teleconversation of July 17
about a week or so before I left on my vacation. That was the reason
for tile teleconversatior, and since I was leaving for 5 weeks I asked
Miss Mulliner, the executive assistant, to come with me so that if there
were any matters that needed handling during my absence she could
take care of them.

That accounts for the presence of these two representatives of the
Soil Security Administration, and of course Major Simmons of
the Civil Affairs Division was there and he was responsible for ap-
proving, editing, and changing these communications that we sent to
Tokyo.

At the other end of the line in Tokyo was Col. Crawford F. Sams,
the chief of the Division, Mr. William Wandel, Mr. George Pollock,
and Mr. George Rohrlich, and Mirs. Leone M. Moor.

The first communication, re WD-1, that was referred to, I think
is very important in that we wrote with the approval of Major Sim-
mons this sentence, and I am going to now be reading some things
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just excerpts because I don't want to read the whole thing, just the
relevant material:

* * * Now that you have had the opportunity to review the situation to
learn your desires coincernilig the composition of the IIissin before Mr. Cohen
leaves.

I n other word., Senator, tlii.n wa an attempt to find out what the
people in Tokyo wanted. We were trying to be helpful. We were
not trying to designate the members of the mission or who it should
be or what they should do.

I honestly wanted, as this communication indicates, to find out who
they wanted and what they wanted done. I continued on that same
line in these teleconversations in which I finally wrote this, whicl
I think gives an idea of the fact that we wanted them to set the stand-
ards for the mission, the personnel, and its character.

Senator DoNNELL. Pardon me, ALI'. Cohen. 1For the record I think
if it doesn't appear already, WI)-1 was sihate(l to 1 for Wandel €

Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Senator S.Nirri. He had been there tlen about 2 months, hadn't he €
Mll'. COHEN. That is correct, sir. lie liad been tlere al)out 2 montl h.

I couldn't tell you, Seniator, wlhy it -say's f4il Wai(lel
Senator DONNELL. If I am wro '. )lease correct me. As I under-

stand it, each one of these serial numbers designates a particular
individual for whose attention tlat was inten(led.

Mr. COi-EN. Yes.
Senator DONNE.LL. VD-1 is described for Wail(lel just as WD-2

is described for Rohrlich ?
Mr. COHEN. That's correct : although I an advised that Colonel

S.ams, who was the senior official there, approved aiid was responsible
for seeing that the messages from Tokyo that were sent here were
transcribed and sent just as my messages to Toky, Nvere edited and
changed and approved by Major Simmons before lie senit them.

As a matter" of fact, he imnade several changes that we discussed and
debated for a few minutes before thev were sent.

Senator DONNELL. However, WD-1 reads, does it not, as follows:
WD-1, for Wandel:

Mr. Altmeyer has not yet returned from Europe and departure of social-
security mission may be delayed. Mr. Cohen is leaving town in a few days for
an extended period, so it is deemed essential, now that you have had the oppor-
tunity to review the situation, to learn your desires concerning the composition
of the mission before Mr. Cohen leaves.

Mr. COHEN. That is correct, sir.
Now in message WD-5, which doesn't have any indication at all

on it, Senator, whom it is for, which I would now like to read:
We would like to obtain further information from SCAP in order to begin

our planning for the social-security mission.

Senator DONNELL. Pardon me, Mr. Cohen. For the record, that
is the first one of the first five that does not contain the designation -,s
to whom it is for, for whom the particular paragraph is intended.
That is correct, isn't it?

Mr. COHEN. I think that is correct, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. So the record may be clear, WD-1 is marked

for Wandel, WD-2 for Rohrlich, WD-3 for Janis, WD-4 for Wandel,
and WD-5 not stating for whom it is.
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Mr. CoHEN. That is correct, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Wandel has been designated by Mr. Altineyer

to go to Japan. That is correct, isn't it? Who selected Mr. Wandel
to o?

Mr. COHEN. The first discussions concerning Mr. Wandel were
directly between Mr. Stanchfield and Mr. Wandel. Mr. Stauchfield
then informed me that Mr. Wandel was willing to go. Then after
that was so, Mr. Altmeyer suggested his name in the letter of March 5.

Senator DO\NELL. Yes: that is the letter that was offered in evidence
this morning.

Mr. CoHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNEL. That's right, and Mr. Altmeyer said, and I

quote:
I would w:nt Mr. William II. Wandel, Chief of the Program Division, Bureau

of Employment 'Security, to serve on the nmissil- in order to do the necessary
prepltratory work lie should precede us to Japan by about 3 months and should
remain for 3 months after our visit in order to finish up the necessary details.

That is correct, isn't it?
Mr. COHEN. That is correct, sir-.
Senator DONNELL. All right, proceed.
Mr. COHEN (reading):

WD-5.
We would like to obtain further information from SCAP in order to begin

our planning for the social-security mission. Altmeyer will probably not return
from Europe before the end of August or early September and pending business
here makes it impossible to say now what his schedule will be. In order that
he may make his plans when he returns, we should like tio have a recommenda-
tion from you as to when the best time or times would be for the mission to
arrive, what emphasis should be given in selecting personnel for the mission,
how inmany persons should be in the mission, what specifically the mission would
do. how long it would stay, and what materials could be sent to members of the
mission before it departs. Could you give us now some indication of your sug-
g%, tiont on these , matters and follow them up with a detailed memorandum
spe(ifically outli:,iiig your recomfenflatiois on these an(1 any' related points.
Do you h.Ve any suggestions Vo wflnt us to (.onsider?

Senator SM'I. By whom is this signed?
Mr. COHEN. This next one comes from Tokyo.
Senator SMITH. Any special names?
Mr. COHEN. No, sir; they were not signed as specific names.
,Senator SMITn. This was in reply to what you have just read?
Mr. CoyiF.N. Yes. sir: this is in reply to what I sent to Tokyo. This

is FEC item 4, reference item 5.

Urge t that mni.ssion arrive not 1h ler than September 1, even if Mr. Altmeyer
ca:ilit accompany mis-ion at that time. Dsire mission for 60 days and pur-
Imo (of mission to l,e to consult with Public lIoalth and Welfare and with Japa-
i,.', (',irnmittee on SociaI Ilnsura: mf and Japinese Council on Medical Care for
purpose of drafting a national health bill which will incorporate a unified na-
tional health insurance program with a national medical care program. This
bill imust be available to present to Diet not later than October 1. Do deem it
important to get Dr. Perrott and others familiar in this field together with Mr.
(',lien. Japanese groups continuing Ftudies. Report by Social Security Divi-
sion should be completed shortly after August 1 and can be sent to Cohen.

Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Cohen, did you learn at any time who is
the author of FEC item 4, which you just read?

Mr. COHIEN. No, sir; I did not. I did learn this, that the writing
of these communications in Tokyo was somewhat similar to our writ-
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ing them here, that is, one of the persons would make a draft, circu-
late it around to the other persons who were sitting around the table,
each person would make such amendments and additions and changes,
and finally it was transmitted-at least I can speak with authority
here at the Washington end-to the War Department official, Major
Simmons, for final editing and approval, and he then handed it to
the person who transmits it.

Iii other words, the civilian person-at least I was not able or au-
thorized to transmit directly to the person sending these teleconver-
sations what I would have preferred to send myself. They were all
sent through Major Simmons, but I can't answer your question spe-
cifically, Senator, from my own knowledge.

The reason I have read that is because it does indicate that the
initiative camie from the people in Tokyo, the urgency of the mission
and their own needs, and the fact that they urged us again very
strongly to come, and to come quickly.

Senator DONNELL. Well. that was in response, however, to WD-5.,
which said:
We hOuld like to have a recommendation froii you as to when the best time

or tines would boe for the Jiission to arrivee.

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator I)ONNELL. That you read a while ago, so that the question

as to when the arrival should take place originated not in FEC item 4
but in WD-5, and was an inquiry from this end of the line, was it not

Mr. COIWEN. That is correct, Senator, because we had no knowledge
of how urgent it was or when they wanted us to arrive, and I must say I
was quite surprised at the time when we received this that they wanted
us to organize the mission so quickly and to come so speedily. Then I
should like to read WD-8. Senator.

Senator DONNELL. Do you mind reading 6 and 7 also, so we nay
have them consecutively? I have then here. This likewise is not
addressed to any specific person. WD-6 says:

From the tenl)o or your letters it appears that health insurance i-; now your
primary problem. If 3ou dlee it important enough every effort will he tilade to
get Dr. Perrott and one or two others ii this field on the mission.

And WD-7 says:
Reur item 3. Since mission may arrive at time Waiidel is about to return we

believe it is desirable to consider Staten as replacenierit and Possi)lie to tccxmiplny
mission.

Have you checked those?
Mr. ConixN. Yes, although I can't find it.
Senator DONNEL. I will be glad to show this to you if you need it in

your testimony. I would like it back as soon as you are finished
looking it over.

Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Senator. It was just misplaced here. I
will now read WD-8. That conies in next.

Senator S~NITI. Were there any replies to 6 and 7 relevant to this ?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, there was an FEC item 6, reference WD item 7,

which says:
Would agree to having Staten included in mission. Any other potential

successors to Wandel should also accompany mission.
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Senator DONNET. Mr. Cohen. just a moment before we get away
from WD--6 and WD-7. Dr. Perrott, as you indicated the other day,
is really not Dr. Perrott: it's Mr. Perrott, is that right ?

Mr. COHEN. That is correct, Senator.
senator DONNE.o. NOw Miss Mulliner, who was present duringg the

teleconversation to which you prefer, Miss M. Mulliner was formerly
employed in the office of Senator Wagner, was she not?

Mr. COHE.-N. That is correct, sir.
Senator DOxEI,. Senator Wagner of New York. is that right ?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator.

Senator DONNELL. NoW whv was it particularly desirable, if yNtu
know, and I quote WD-7 which originated here in Washington •

To consider Staten as replacenient and l)ossibly to accompany mission?

And before you answer that may I ask yoiu first, is it correct that
Mr. Staten was formerly a-sistant to Dr. Falk?

Mr. COHEN. Yes. Ii answer to your last question, Mr. Staten was,
p rioir to my appointment as Assistant Director of the Bureau of

research and Statistics, the Assistant Director of the Bureau.
Senator DONNELL. 'Was lie an-expert in health insurance, if you

know?r'. COHEN. :NO more than a general knowledge of the field.

Senator DONN-ELL. Then why was it particularlyy Iml)ortant. if you
know, following WD-6 which says-

It appears that health insurance is now your primary problem-

I say why was it particularly important to consider Mr. Staten as a
replacement of Wandel if Mr. Staten was not an expert in health
insurance?

Mr. COHEX. Well, first, as I said before, there was great difficulty,
Senator, in getting anyone with even the most general knowledge of
the social-security program recruited for these positions.

I cannot emphasize too strongly the amount of time I and other
members of our staff took trying to encourage and enlist and persuade
people to leave the United States and go to Tokyo, and be separated
from their families for at least 1 year or perhaps longer because of
the unavailability of housing in Japan.

Mr. Staten had come in one day to our office-I did not see him per-
sonally-and said, although I don't know what the exact reason
was, that his position with Housing Authority no longer was as
important or as necessary or was being abolished. I couldn't tell you
what the reason was, but in any case he was personally available for
any reemployment or employment in the social-security or related
fields.

Senator DONNELL. You didn't hear him say that?
Mr. COHEN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. That was relayed to you by someone else?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator.
Senator DoNxm.LL. Who was that?
Mr. COHEN. That was Mrs. Merriam.
Senator DONNELL. All right.
Mr. COHEN. I then said to her quite on the spur of the moment,

"Well. perhaps he would be willing to go on the Japanese assignment
if lie is footloose and free and had severed connections with previous
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einployment. That might be the kind of case in which an individual
would take the assiginnent.'

I urged her to write to Mr. Stateii andl have him communicate withi
Major Sinmmons. which I understand he did. He wrote to Major
Simms, and I asked him to do so, so that the communication would
be direct with the War Department, because Mr. Staten was no longer
a nemiiber of our staff.

Senator DONNELIL. Pardon me. Mr. Colen. lint at this point, is this
the Francis A. Staten who was assist ant regional director for naage-
mieit, IF"ederal Public Housing A utlority.?

Mr. (Th iix. I believe that was his position. sir.
Senator DoNNi:I.,. Particularly I \walIte(1 to ask you that, because.

iii the letter I read into evidence the other day front Mr. Harnes to
tie Honorable .Jl,)uj Taber. September' !. 1947, the name of Mr. Statem.
with the (official designation to which I referred, is i1Mcluded, but the
spelling of it is F-r-a-u-c-e-s. which I thougtli was a feiimiine mialui.
a1(d I assume the correct spelling is F-r-a-n-c-l-S.

(The letter referred to appears on p. 1994.)
Mr. Comil:n. That is correct. ,Senator.
Senator DON-ELL. All ri,-ht.
Mr. Coii.',. To merely conclude our inquiuies about Mr. Stateii.

from that point onward, at least, I had ito direct contact with the
further conversation of Air. Stateni. except tliat 'Major Simmons woul(l
call me repeatedly and would say, "We liave just got to get somebody
who will be able to take over wlheni Mr. Wandel's term expires. You
haven't been able to suggest anvone else. 'Flie okvo people ai,
urgently in iwed ()f someone. Vliv niot have Mr. Staten go over?"

We made somewhat the anme commeluts, I believe, that you implied-
that Mr. Staten was not primarily an expert in the health problem;buttlhe had, in terms of his background and in knowledge of the social
security field, an excellent background in general on all parts of the
social-security program and was particularly a person who was a good
supervisor who knew how to work a teami of people together in :a
cooperative way, and we therefore said that, in terms of the available

eople. we would certainly, in the absence of other people, recolnmen(l
Mr. Staten.

It was for that reason, I believe, that this item, WD-7, was in-
serted; and if my memory serves nie correctly, that was written by
Major Simmons, not by myself. He was concerned, in terms of his
responsibility in Washinaton for supplying them with nominations of
personnel, to try to get t~iem to consider ?taten as a possible replace-
nient; and it was for that reason, I am sure. that he included that
item in the teleconversations.

Senator DONNELL. Well, now, at the time that WD-7 was com-
posed it was already known, as stated in WD-6, that from the tempo
of your letters it appears that health insurance is now your primary
problem; that is correct, is it not?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Well, was any endeavor made by any of you

gentlemen, or by Miss Mulliner, to get in touch with any well-known
authority on health insurance to go over on this mission, and particu-
larly was there any endeavor to get into touch with such organiza-
tion as the American Medical Association or other organization of
doctors to get their strggestions as to who should be this person t go
over to succeed Mr. Wandel?
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Mr. COHEN. Senator, in WD-11, which we will come to later, we
indicated that we would discuss this matter with Surgeon General
Parran. In other words, as Federal officials when these inquiries
came in on health insurance, we felt that rather than to be handled
solely by us they should be considered by Surgeon General Parran,
particularly their nominations and referrals of the question of Dr.
Mountin and other persons.

Senator DONNELL. In fact, WD-11 says nothing about anybody ex-
cept Dr. Mountin, does it?

Reur item 8. Will consider Mountin. Will discuss with Surgeon General
Parran.

Mr. COHEN. That is correct; but you will see, if you refer to WD-9,
that Louis Reed's name was mentioned, who is an employee of the
United States Public Health Service, and that we then said, "Do you
have any other suggestions?"

Senator DONNELL. I am glad you mentioned WD-9 at this point.
I think it might be well to put it in right here, because of its connec-
tion with the subject under discussion.

WD-9.
Reur iteln 4. What would your reaction be to following individuals for work

on health insurance: Sanders. Klein, or Louis Reed'

What Sanders is that?
Mr. COHEN. Barkev Sanders.
Senator DO-N-NELL. Who' is he?
Mr. COHEN. He is the person referred to in Mr. Taber's letter. I

believe.
Senator DON:NELL. He is Chief of the Health Study Division, Bureau

of Research and Statistics, Social Security, is he not.?
Mr. COHEN. The correct title is Chief, Health and Disability Divi-

sion.
Senator DONNXELL. He is directly under Mr. Falk?
Mr. CoH-E. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. I proceed now with WD-9. "Klem"--now who

is Klem?
Mr. COHEN. Miss Margaret Klem. She is Chief of the Medical

Economics Section.
Senator DONNELL. Works under Mr. Falk?
Mr. COHEN. That is correct, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. "Louis Reed"-wlo is he?
Mr. COHEN. He is an employee of the United States Public Health

Service. I couldn't tell you his exact title.
Senator DONNELL. He is on Dr. Parran's staff?
Mr. (oHi'n:. He is.
Senator DONNELL. I beg your pardon; M r. Perrott's staff.
Mr. COHEN'. M\I'. Perrott's immediate staff, under the supervision of

Dr. Parran.
Senator DONIELL. So the complete VD-9 reads:
Reur item 4. What would your reaction be to following individuals for work

on health insurance: Sanders, Klem, or Louis Reed. Do you have any other
suggestions?

And that WD-9 originated here in Washington-the inquiry which
was written by you yourself.
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Mr. COHEN. I wrote that myself; yes, Senator. Major Simmons
talked with me several times and said: "Can't you give some specific
names that would give them some idea as to whether those are the
right people to be considered illustratively or specifically"; and he
said he was very insistent upon that, repeating it several times. So I
sat down and wrote this communication here, without too much
thought other than thai it woul(l be illustrative and suggestive, and I
added that statement, "Do you have any other suggestions?"

Senator DONNELL. Well, Mr. Colhen, (oii say you did it without
too much thought? Wasn't this considered to be a matter of exceed-
ingly great importance? Here you have communications between
here and Tokyo on the question of personnel on this important mission
to Japan, and yet you make these suggestions of Sanders, Klem, or
Louis Reed. w]io previolisly apl)eared in the testimony in this matter,
by the way-'uite fiequently, at lea4, some of them have-and you
made tOl9ioe suggestions without too much thmiht : is that right ?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator; that's what I said. Here is what I
meant by that: It had to be done within a minute or two, from the
time that Major Simmons asked me to the tilne that I completed it.
I only meant to imply that I did not have sufficient time in my own
mind to completely review all of the possible candidates that might
be considered.

Senator DONNELL. Well, Mr. Cohen, there was no obligation on
you to decide a matter of this great importance in a minute or two,
was there?

Mr. CoIxN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And if I may call it to vouir attention, in WD-1 I

you obviously didn't decide that matter in a minute; becaw-ze you
said, or somebody said: "Will consider Mountin. Will discuss with
Surgeon General Parran."

Mr. COHrEN. Yes, Senator.
Senator DoNNELL. Then what was the reason for this great haste

in suddenly deciding, as you have indicated here, within a minute
or two the naies Sanders, Klein. or Louis Reed for work on health
insurance?

Mr. COHEN. They were the three people, Senator, who caie to my
mind on such short notice who had some knowledge and background
in the field of health insurance.

Senator DONNELL. You knew that these were all very close to MNlr.
Falk, did you not-Sanders, Klein, and Louis Reed?

Mr. COHEN. Well, I knew that Sanders and Klein worked for Mr.
Falk. But I didn't know that Mr. Louis Reed was close to Mr. Falk.
He is not employed by him.

Senator DONNELL. 'You knew that Mr. Louis Reed was on the re-
search staff of 11 members on the Committee on Costs of Medical Care,
of which Mr. Falk was associate director?

Mr. COHEN. I knew he had been connected with the committee of
which Mr. Falk was the associate director; yes, sir.

Senator DONNELL. All right- go ahead.
Mr. COHEN. Well, I believe, Aenator, that that completes-we have

now read the relevant portions of these communications.
Senator DONNELL. Well now, Mr. Cohen, I may have diverted your

mind from WD-8. I think that should be read, too, do you not?
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Mr. COHEN. Oh, yes I am sorry, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. #ou started to talk about that.
Mr. COHEN. That is what I started to do.
Senator DONNELL. Would you mind going ahead with WD-8? All

these WD's originated here in Washington in this conference which
you participated in?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. And the others, so we have it perfectly clear,

were Miss Mulliner and Major Simmons?
Mr. COHEN. Correct.
Senator DONNELL. That's right; isn't it?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. And Major Simmons was with the War Depart-

ment; is that right?
Mr. Co . He was with the Civil Affairs Division of the War De-

partment.
Senator DONNELL. And Miss Mulliner was with the Social Security

Administration?
Mr. CoEwN. She is the Executive Assistant.
Senator DONNELL. And the same lady you ipentioned awhile ago as

having been in the employ, at one. time, of Senator Wagner; is that
right F

Mr. COHEN. That is correct, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. Would you please read into the record WD-8?
Mr. COHEN (reading):

WD-8.

Reur Item 4. We will then plan on mission to be composed of-

Senator DONNELL. WD-8 isn't addressed to anyone ?
Mr. COHEN. No, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. Do you think it advisable before you read WD-8

to see what that word "then" refers to? Was there something back
from Tokyo preceding the sending of WD-8 which leads you to say,
"We will then p lan"?

Mr. COHEN. My own impression, Senator, without tracing it too
closely-I remember distinctly Major Simmons said, Well, we have
just about come to the limit of our time on this teleconversation." It
must have been some allotted time, and we'd better conclude what is
more or less a summary of the report.

Senator DONNELL. Are you able to tell us what had come back to
you just before WD-8 was sent?Mr. COHEN. Well, my impression-at least, the way I have them or-
ganized here-is FEC item 6, reference item 7, which ends, "Any other
potential successors to Wandel should also accompany mission," which
might explain why we then said, "We will then plan on mission," which
was a sort of pulling together of threads of the conversation.

Senator DONNELL. I call your attention to FEC item 6, which has
another sentence, too, which says, after saying "REF item 7".

Would agree to having Staten included in mission.

Then follows:
Any other potential successors to Wandel should also accompany re mission.

That is correct, is it not?
Mr. COHEN. That is correct, Senator.
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Senator DONNELL. So you think then WD-8 came after the receipt
of FEC item 6; is that right?

Mr. COHEN. That would be my belief, Senator. It seems to be the
logical sequence.

Senator DONNELL. All right; then proceed with the reading of
WD-8.

Mr. COHEN (reading) :_

Reur item 4. We will then plan on mission to be composed of Dr. Perrott (if
possible) and other health insurance men. Mission will arrive by-

Senator DONNELL. Pardon me just a minute. You are obviously
there-it says, "Reur item 4." You are not replying to FEC item 6
are you? You are replying to FEC item 4 which you have already read
into the record, are you not, when you responded in WD-8.

Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator; you are correct. We are responding to
FEC item 4.

Senator DONNELL. Which oriinated in Japan.
Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator. W'e are now replying in effect to their

item 4.
Senator DONNELL. Yes, sir; all right.
Mr. COHEN. In which, as you will recollect, they had indicated that

it is urgent for the mission to arrive not later than September 1. That
is how that item commences.

Senator DONNELL. Now read WD-8, please.
Mr. CoHEN [reading]:
Reur item 4. We will then plan on mission to be composed of Dr. Perrott-

Senator DONNELL. Why was it you constantly referred to him as
"Dr. Perrott," Mr. Cohen? You knew he wasn't a doctor, didn't you?

Mr. COHF&W. Yes. In fact, I usually referred to him as "Mr. Perrott,"
so I am somewhat at a loss to know how that got in there. It may well
be that I did not write that, or Major Simmons did.

Senator DONNELL. It got hito WD-6 also; called him "Dr. Per-
rott" there. I don't suppose, of course, that you intended-and I
mean this; this isn't sarcasm-you didn't intend, of course, to say this
gentleman is a doctor, because he isn't a doctor.

Mr. COHEN. He isn't and I know very well that he isn't.
Senator DON NELL. You know very well that he isn't, and I am

somewhat curious to know why that would appear in both of those
items.

Mr. COHEN. I would say, Senator, in all frankness that I believe it
was probably Major Simmons, because I think there is a tendency to
refer to these people as doctors sometimes indiscriminately.

Senator DONNELL. We have got into that habit here-Dr. Murray
over here. Go ahead.

Mr. COHEN (reading):
Mission will arrive by September 1. Will plan on Mr. Altmeyer coming at

later date. Will cable names of members and request approval as soon as
available.

What will Social Security Division report contain? Will it cover all aspects
of social security or only health insurance and medical care? Please forward
five copies of report by air mail by first week August if possible in order to assist
in interesting right people to participate in mission.

(End of item.)
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Senator DONNELAL. Now Mr. Cohen, right at that point, I notice in
the way that it is typed here on my photostatic copy that that request
to forward the five copies of the report by the first week in August, if
.possible, "in order to assist in interesting right people to participate
in mission," immediately followed the inquiry as to whether the Social
Security Division report will cover all aspects of social security or only
health insurance and medical care. That is correct, is it not?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. And I take it that the request for these copies in

order to assist in interesting the right people was formulated with the
point in mind that the persons to be on that mission should be people
who were particularly qualified to handle whatever the subject matter
of this report would be?

First, at the time there were going to be all aspects of social security,
you would want somebody that was qualified along all aspects of social
security: if it were only health insurance and medical care you would
want so)mebody that was qualified along those lines. That is correct,
isn't it ?

Mr. COHEN. That is correct, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. And that is the reason for the incorporation of

that request in WD-8, is that right ?
Mr. COHEN. That is right, Senator. You stated very correctly what

was in my mind at that time as to whether the people that they were
asking us to send should be people qualified extensively on the entire
1)rograin or intensively on some particular feature of it.

Senator Do .xrETI.. And did you or did you not have in mind the
fact that, it would be of great importance, if this report were to relate
to health insurance, that people that had what you thought were the

right views on health insurance should be on that mission?Mr. COnEx'. No. Senator, that was the furthest from any thought

that I had at the time.
Senator DONNELL. You wouldn't have in any way attempted to put

anybody on that mission because of the fact that he favored the views
that you and Dr. Falk had with respect to health insurance?
Mr. COHEN. No, Senator, I certainly would deny that categorically

because that was not in my mind at all as to their views on any of this
matter. I was thinking of it in terms of people who had the back-
ground and knowledge on the particular areas that the people in Japan
were concerned with.

Senator DONNELL. And yet WD-9 which followed-how many min-
utes after WD-8 did you say WD-9 was sent?

Mr. COHEN. Oh, a couple of minutes.
Senator DONNELL. And yet within a couple of minutes after you sent

WD-8, which contained this request to send the copies of the report-

In order to assist in interesting the right people to participate in the mission-

WD-9 was sent which said:

What would your reaction be to following individuals for work on health insur-
ance: Sanders, Klem, or Louis Reed? Do you have any other suggestions?

That is correct, isn't it?
Mr. COHEN. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. And did you have any idea at all what the views

of Sanders or Klem or Louis Reed were on the subject of health
insurance?
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Mr. COHEN. Well, I have a good idea of what Mr. Sanders' views
are, but I would say my knowledge of what Miss Klem's views and
Mr. Reed's views on these matters is very-well, I will put it this way:
I have never specifically asked them or discussed with them their
particular views on health insurance per se.

Senator DONNELL. Well, you know what Dr. Falk's views were at
that time on health insurance?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. He had delivered speeches, great numbers of

them, and written great numbers of articles which he has very kindly
put into this record, I mean the list of them. You knew without any
doubt that Dr. Falk is firmly convinced of the desirability of compul-
sory national health insurance; you knew that, didn't you?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And you knew that Sanders, Klein, and Louis

Reed had had previously these various connections with Dr. Falk which
had been referred to earlier this morning in the testimony?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. You knew that when WD-9 was written, did you

not?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir. May I say something on that point?
Senator DONNELL. Very well.
Mr. COHEN. That general line of questioning to my mind seems to

imply that anyone who was connected with Dr. Falk had no personal
ideas or integrity of his own. I have been connected with Dr. Falk
for a long period of time. That doesn't necessarily mean that every
single idea that Dr. Falk has is immediately reflected in my mind.

These three people that I mentioned and myself, we consider our-
selves people of r1)fessional ability and integrity and it does not mean
that merely because Dr. Falk has some particular idea, that oir associa-
tion with him automatically means that we reflect his point of view 100
percent, and I think that in fairness to these three individuals it is my
personal impression and my conviction that these three people are
people of ability and professional ability and integrity, irrespective of
whether their ideas happen to agree with mine or not.

I am sure that on many points-I am quite sure of this, Senator, on
points that I happened to discuss with them-that if these three per-
sons and myself will get into the same room together, we would not
agree on many important things.Senator DONNELL. You krAew at the time that WD-9 was prepared
that Louis Reed had written a book entitled, "Health Insurance, the
Next Step," published in 1936 or 1937, did you not?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. And you knew the general tenor of Mr. Reed as

expressed in that book?
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. You had read the book?
Mr. COHEN. I had.
Senator DONNELL. You knew the general views of Miss Klein, did

you not, even though you hadn't specifically put her under oath or
taken interrogatories or presented the question to her? You knew
how she felt on this subject?

Mr. COHEN. No, sir, I do not. I have never discussed the matter
with Miss Klein as to her views on health insurance. I have discussed
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many times her views on voluntary prepayment plans on which she
has done a great deal of work, but I have never asked Miss Klem
whether she is or is not in favor of compulsory national health insur-
ance program.

Senator DONNELL. Who caused Miss Klein to be appointed to the
position, do you know ?

Mr. CoHEN. I could not say, from my own knowledge.
Senator DONNELL. Do you have any ideas, any opinions on that

question as to to who caused her to have her present position .
Mr. COHEN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Over how long a period of years has Miss Klem

been associated in her professional capacity with the work conducted
by Dr. Falk and under his superintendence?

Mr. COHEN. I don't know exactly, but I would say, 5, 8, 9 years,
something on that sort.

Senator DoNNELL. The Committee on the Costs of Medical Care-
that was way back in 1928 to 1932, was it not?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir. I thought you referred to the connection
with social security.

Senator DONNELL. You knew, however, back in 1928, 1932 or there-
abouts when Dr. Falk was the associate director of the study con-
ducted by the Committee on Costs of Medical Care that Miss Klem was
on his research staff. You knew that, didn't you?

Mr. CoHEN. I knew that, Senitor.
Senator DONNELL. And you knew, did you not, that in the book

entitled, "Medical Care for the American People," at page-I don't
see the page. There is an administrative staff listed here under which
is a research staff headed "I. S. Falk, Ph. D., associated director of
study," under which is listed the personnel of that research staff, and
two of the three persons whom you recommended in this WD-9 are
listed in that staff, namely, Margaret C. Klein and Louis S. Reed,
Ph. D. You knew that, didn't you ?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. The date of this book, by the way, is November

1932. That is 15 years ago, so you know that Miss Klem had been
associated in work with Dr. Falk for at least 15 years, or approxi-
mately that, prior to the sending of this WD-9. You knew that, didn't
you?

Mr. Comm. Yes, Senator.
Senator DO.NNELL. And did you know just what type of work she

had done over all this period with him?
Mr. COHEN. I had no knowledge then nor do I have any knowledge

of what her work was during the Committee on the Costs of Medical
Care with Mr. Falk; no, sir.

Senator DON-NELL. Well, now let's see. Dr. Falk continued with
that organization only until 1932 or 1933, that is correct isn't it?

Mr. omN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And Miss Kleim was with him at that time.

Now when he left there, do you know where he went?
Mr. COHE-. Where Mr. Falk went?
Senator DoNNELL. Yes.
Mr. CoHEN.- I don't know where he went immediately. Mv knowl-

edge is that some time later on he went with the Milbank Memorial
Fund.
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Senator DONNELL. Was Miss Klein associated with that organiza-
tion, do you know?

Mr. COHEN. I do not know.
Senator DONNELL. You do not know and I don't know either, but

you do know that later on she became employed in the department
headed up by Mr. Falk. You know that?

Mr COHEN. That is correct, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And she is employed in that department this

very minute?
Mr. COHEN. That is correct, sir.
Senator DONNELL. What is the salary that she receives, do you

know?
Mr. COHEN. I can supply that for the record.
Senator DONNELL. Well, approximately what, if you know about

what it is?
Mr. COHEN. Oh, I would say it is approximately $6,000, but I

would be glad to put the correct figure in the record.
(Mr. Cohen subsequently supplied the figure of $6,623.40.)
Senator DONNELL. All right, if you would be kind enough to do

that. Thank you. Do you know how many years Mr. Falk and
Doctor-I am using the term in the sense of Ph. D.-Louis S. Reed
mentioned in WD-9 had been associated?

Mr. COHEN. I know nothing first-hand of Mr. Reed's association
with Mr. Falk during the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care,
but I do know he was employed in the Bureau of Research and
Statistics very soon after its organization, and I believe

Senator DO-.\NELL. That is the Bureau headed by Mr. Falk?
Mr. COHEN. Yes. At that time it was not headed by Mr. Falk. I

am speaking of the time when Mr. Falk, I believe, was then chief
of the Health Studies Division. Mr. Reed was an employee of the
Bureau of Research and Statistics at a time when Mr. Falk was not
the director of the Bureau of Research and Statistics.

Senator DON.NELL. Mr. Falk didn't discharge him at all, did he, as
far as you know?

Mr. COHEN. That you would have to ask Mr. Falk.
Senator DONNELL. Well, he has been employed right along with

that Bureau, has he not?
Mr. COHEN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. A considerable period of time, at any rate?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, but Mr. Reed is no longer-he severed his con-

nection with the Bureau of Research and Statistics and is at the present
time employed in the United States Public Health Service.

Senator DONXELL. Very well. but for a period of years after Mr.
Falk was in that service Mr. Reed was employed, was he not, in that
bureau?

Mr. COHEN. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. Yes: and was directly under Mr. Falk and asso-

ciated with him in work. That is right, isn't it?
Mr. COHE-N. You say directly under him?
Senator DONNELL. Well, if 'not technically, he was closely asso-

ciated with him, working with him right along?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DON..NELL. Mhen was it that you read this book by Mr.

Reed entitled "Health Insurance, the Next Step" .
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Mr. COHEN. Oh, I would say it was published in 1937 or 1938,
somewhere in there, and I believe that I read it very shortly after it
was published.

Senator DONNELL. You never heard of Mr. Reed changing his view
on the subject in the book, have you; in any material respectI

Mr. COHEN. Well, I couldn't say that, because there has been some
discussion as to whether Mr. Reed has or has not changed his views.

Senator DONNELL. Well, at any rate, Mr. Reed-you know, gen-
erally speaking, that he is an adherent to the view that national health
insurance is a desirable thing. You know that to be true, do you not?

Mr. COHEN. I do not, Senator, and my own impression, if I may say
so quite honestly, has been in the last year or so he is not such an
adherent. You would have to ask him. My impression is purely per-
sonal. I can only say that in this sense, that in my discussions with
Mr. Reed I have personally felt, whether it is right or wrong, that he
has changed his mind in some material respect, but I have never asked
him.

Senator DONNzLL. Well, now I think you are correct on that. Can
you tell me when he made that change, about how long ago ? When
did you learn about it?

Mr. COHENq. I didn't learn about it. I sensed it, Senator, in my
discussions with him on various work that I have had to do with him,
that he had certain attitudes, reservations, or changes in his thinking
which he did not disclose to me, and I didn't ask him point-blank what
they were.

Senator DoxLNuL. I see.
Mr. CoHEN. I have had lunch with Mr. Reed several times. We

have talked about a number of things, but I have never asked him
whether he still believes in everything he wrote in that book.

Senator DONNELL. Your impression is, though, very clearly that he
had changed in some respects from what was in that book?

Mr. COHEN. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. But at the same time you knew that he had been

associated with Mr. Falk over a period of years; that is correct, is it
not?

Mr. COHEN. That is correct, Senator, but the thing that I had in
my mind was not his attitude as to whether he was for or against health
insurance, but that it is my impression from my contacts with him
that he is a competent person first in this field with a lot of detailed
knowledge, and that he could make a contribution to the technical
work in Japan.

Senator DONNELL. Well, I think you are quite correct in regarding
the change in view of Mr. Reed. I didn't recognize the name "Louis
Reed" when I commenced to interrogate you, but I happen to have
some information in regard to Mr. Reed, and have myself, if he is the
gentleman I think he is, talked with him, and if that is the man there
has been a very decided change in his views, as I understand it.

Mr. COHEN. Well, Senator, doesn't that in part-I wouldn't say
prove-but at least indicate that there was not in my mind at the time
the thought as to what these persons' views per se were on compulsory
health insurance?
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I was aware, I feel myself that Mr. Reed's views have materially
changed; but, as I said, I didn't ask him; but I didn't feel that I was
nominating or suggesting candidates who reflected my point of view.
That was farthest from my thoughts.

Senator DONNELL. I am unable to answer your question because I
don't know the date when Mr. Reed began to change his views. I have
no knowledge on that, or at least I do not recall. I may have some
information on that, however, and will be very glad to look it up in
my file.

Senator MURRAY. On that question there, if you had learned that he
had completely changed his views, you still would have recognized him
as a mail competent to work in that field?

NM1'. COHEN. W hy, ves, Senator. I feel that the attitude on com-
pulsory health insurance was somewhat irrelevant to the considera-
tion of these names.

After all, Japan has had a health-insurance system. It wasn't a
question of sending someone over there who was going to be in favor
of health insurance to force a system of health insurance upon the
Japanese. They enacted such a law in 19,22., put it into effect in 1927,
and have what is probably one of the most comprehensive health-in-
surance programs of any country in the world, so there was no thought
in mv mind, nor do I think in anyone's else's mind, of selecting a per-
son who is such a firm advocate of compulsory health insurance that
he would persuade the Japanese people to enact a program which they
did not have.

Rather. the thought that was in my mind to have someone who knew
of the technical elements of health insurance and could help them in
reconstructing and reorganizing the Japanese program. It seemed to
me that the kind of person that should go on that' trip was someone
who was familiar with the problems of health insurance, with the
technical problems related to eligibility and financing and administra-
tion: and those were the considerations that were in my mind; and it
was not the attitude of the person as for or against compulsory health
insurance.

Senator DONNELL. Mfay I ask you in regard to MIr. Sanders, whether
or not. Mr. Sanders-his official title is Chief of Health and Disability
Studies, is that correct, under the Bureau of Statistics?

Mr. COHEN. That is correct, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. How long has he occupied the position of Chief

of Health and Disability Studies?
Mr. CoHEmN. I can tell you in just a second. It's been a number of

years. He became the Acting Chief, according to our information
here, sometime early in 1940.

Senator DON. NELL. 1940, and consequently he worked quite closely
with Mr. Falk?

Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. I am not implying his opinion, but he is thrown

constantly in touch with Mr. Falk?
Mr. COHiEN. Mr. Falk is his immediate superior.
Senator DONNELL. And he had been associated in that connection for

approximately how many years?
Mr. COHEN,'. That would be 7 or 8 years, approximately.
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Senator DONNELL. Now, with respect to Miss Klem, do you know
whether or not she has studied medicine or has taken any degrees in
medicine, or in economics, for that matter?

Mr. COHEN. I couldn't say, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. She does have an A. B. degree, does she not, oi

do you know about that?
Mr. COHEN. I believe she does, and my impresiohi is that she is also

a lawyer, that she is a member of the bar.
Senator DONNELL. Where is she a member of the bar, do you know ?
Mr. COHEN. I don't know myself. I am informed it is New York

State, but I don't know of my own knowledge.
Senator DONNELL. You don't know that of your owh knowledge?
Mr. COHEN. No, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. That's all. Go right ahead. Had you finished

what you were saying?
Mr. COHEN. I was just going to conclude now, Senator, with a gen-

eral statement, perhaps somewhat repetitive but in conclusion to my
general remarks on this subject.

Senator DONNELL. All right.*
Mr. COHEN. I would like to say therefore. Senator, that in conclu-

sion I can state without any qualiAcation whatsoever that representa-
tives of the Social Security Administration were extremely reluctant
to go to Japan because I have pointed out they felt it would impair
the work in their offices and because it would separate them from their
families: that Mr. Altmeyer was very reluctant to form such a mission;
and that he stated to me several times that he would only do so if there
was an indication that General MacArthur thought it was important
and would contribute to the satisfactory carrying out of General
MacArthur's responsibility.

At no time in any of the discussions on any aspect of the Japanese
situation was there any attempt on my part or on the part of anyone
that I know of to utilize the situation to influence the War Department
or any of its representatives in connection with the selection of per-
sonnel for formulation of the project or aiding in the study of social
security in Japan.

Insofar as I am personally concerned. I can deny completely that
there was any interest or attempt in any way to influence the character
of the project, the selection of the personnel, or the comments, conclu-
sions, or opinions of any person participating in the work in Japani.

As far as I know, any charges that there was any conspiracy or
plot to force any program of health insurance or socialized medicine
on the Japanese people is absolutely without foundation and is untrue.

The entire basis for our participation in the Japanese mission was
an attempt to be helpful to General MacArthur and his officials in
carrying out their official responsibilities. There was at no time any
attempt to prejudice the representatives of SCAP in any way, shape,
or manner; and any inference or statement that the mission was
conceived to accomplish some predetermined objective of an under-
cover character is absolutely without any foundation whatsoever.

Senator DONNELL. May I ask you this one question, Mr. Cohen,
please? You have referred now to WD-9, which has been read into
the record. That one says:
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What would your reaction be to following Individuals for work on health
insurance: Sanders, Klein, and Louis Reed? Do you have any other sugges-
tions?

Did you receive in this conversation FEC item 8 in response to
that?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. It reads, "Reference Item 9," does it not?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL [reading]:
Reaction favorable to Sanders, Klein, and Reed. No other suggestiuons at

moment. Mountin previously suggested by Janis.

And then it is correct that your WD-11 entitled, "Reur item b,
WD-11," having originated in Washington, FEC 8 originated in
Japan:
WD-11. Reur item 8. Will consider Mountin. Will discuss with Surgeon Gen-
eral Parran.

Is that right?
Mr. COHEN. That is correct, sir. I think, not to extend the inter-

pretation of these items at great length, but you will note that the
Tokyo reply states that their reaction was favorable to these three
persons mentioned, and they said, "No other suggestions at moment."
They then made the suggestion of Dr. Mountin. at their initiative, and
Dr. Mountin was one of the persons who finally went on the mission.

Senator DONNELL. Well, pardon me, they say that Mr. Janis had
suggested him.

Mr. COHEN. I don't believe in this communication-
Senator DONNELL. 1 am reading from FEC item 8. Pardon me for

interrupting. It says:
Reaction favorable to Sanders, Klem, and Reed. No other suggestions at

moment. Mountin previously suggested by Janis.

Is that right?
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Who was Janis?
Mr. COHEN. Dr. Lee Janis is a medical doctor who was employed

previously by the Public Health Service and who went to Japan and
who, I believe, is still there in a position which, if my memory serves
me correctly, is responsible for the health-insurance work of that
division of which Mr. Wandel, when he was there, was the head or the
supervisor.

Senator SMITH. I would like to know for the record here, Mr. Cohen,
who finally constituted the mission, when did they go, and have they
returned yet?

Mr. COTTEN. Yes, Senator. The mission technically was to be
headed up by Mr. Altmeyer, and I was to go with him, but neither
Mr. Altmeyer nor I did go nor do we have any intention now of going.

The persons who did go were Mr. Wandel, who preceded the group
and who became the Chief of the Division there temporarily during
his stay, and later Mr. Sanders; Dr. Mountin, M. D.; and Dr. Burned
Davis, M. D. Those were the persons who went at that time, and
Francis Staten, of the Housing Authority. Those were the people
who actually went on the mission.
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It was intended that subsequent to Mr. Altmeyer's return and my
return from my vacation, when Mr. Altmeyer returned here, that we
would then go to Japan to work primarily on those points other than
health insurance which were not covered by this mission. There were
many important problems connected with that; but, when Mr. Alt-
meyer returned to this country after his absence for several months in
Europe, he felt that he couldn't give the time to it.

Senator SMITH. That was in August, was it, when he came back?
Mr. COHEN. I believe that is correct, sir.
Senator SMITH. And the mission had gone when? I just want to

get the dates.
Mr. CoHEN. The mission left on August 28; August 27 is the date

that the War Department released its press statement concerning the
departure.

Senator S.3ITH. The departure is that date?
Mr. COHEN. That is correct, sir.
Senator SmIITH. And they stayed how long?
Mr. COHEN. They came back at different times. They didn't all

come back together. I think they came back in-they did not come
back together, but they came back sometime in the fall.

Senator Si.I1T1I. Well, we don't need the exact date. What I am
trying to get a picture of is just what they accomplished. Did they
help set up a national legislation to cover this matter in Japan and
then was their mission completed and they returned?

Mr. COHEN. Well, Senator, they didn't set up anything. Their
purpose in going there was to review the existing legislation and its
administration and to make a report to the appropriate officials
and ultimately to General MacArthur on the operation of the program
and necessary changes to simplify, coordinate, and make it a more
effective system as a result of the inflation and the dislocations of the
war.

Senator SMITH. That report was made?
Mr. COHEN. They made a report to General MacArthur.
Senator SMITH. About when was the report made?
Mr. COHEN. The report was completed almost the same day that they

left. In other words, the members of the mission had plane reserva-
tions to go. I can't give you the exact date now. It is the latter part
of November-approximately in there.

Then the members of the mission came back and a copy of the report
has been in the hands of General MacArthur; and he has sent a copy
here to Washington, which is in the War Department, and he has sent
copies to certain other persons. I have not myself attempted to get
the report, nor have I read it, but I understand that it is in this country,
although not generally available as a public document.

What action General MacArthur and SCAP take on that is a matter
that I don't know of, but these persons had no responsibility for taking
any action with respect to the program other than making a critical
comment and report to General MacArthur and his staff.

Senator SMrni. They were then an advisory committee?
Mr. CoHEN. They were.
Senator SMITHt. I just wanted to get the chronology there as to just

what happened.
Mr. COHEN. That's correct.
Senator SMrr'u. And that is the last chapter, for the moment?
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Mr. COHEN. I believe if members of your committee are interested
in the report-I have not read it or seen it myself-but I think if you
are interested in it I would suggest that you address a communication
to the War Department and ask for a copy of the report and it will
speak for itself.

As I say, I haven't the slightest idea what is in it, but if you are inter-
ested in what they (lid or what they said or what their conclusions
were, I think that you ought to have an opportunity to see it.

Senator M1iRn.%Y. Mr. Cohen. prior to the time that this subject ot
the mission to Tokyo was taken up by Dr. Marjorie Shearon here.
She was the one who first raised any question with reference to this
mission to Tokyo.

Mr. CoiN. The first I heard about it was in connection with some
statement that she issued-that it would sooner or later become a
matter of knowledge when further investigation would be handled by
another committee.

Senator MuRmRY. And the only purpose and intent that you or any-
oie else comected with the Social Security Administration had over
there was merely to assist the War Department in this matter?

Mr. COHEN. Not only the War Department. Senator, but I think-
I speak for myself as an individual citizen. I have been reading the
papers and have some feeling for the tremendous responsibilities that
General MacArthur has, the problem that he has out there, and the
tremendous scope of problems of reorganizing the entire economy of
Japan and when this request came to our attention I felt that as a
citizen and as a public servant that I ought to do everything that I
could to help. I spent many hours froin my other work, which re-
quired a good deal of my overtime, in order to keep up with it, talking
with people, trying to get them to go on this mission, and I may say
it is a matter of deep regret to me that I have had to spend so much
time from my other perhaps more important duties on this completely
irrelevant matter of the Japanese mission which is being referred to
in the press and speeches as a maneuver and a plot and a conspiracy,
all of which is completely foreign to the facts and is a misrepresenta-
tion of what actually took place.

I don't know whether your committee, on the basis of what is before
'ou, will come to the same conclusion, but it certainly has resulted

in a great waste of official time on our part in the Social Security
Administration-distracted us from other duties.

I think it has seriously affected the morale of our people, has caused
in a way the esteem of public servants to be jeopardized, and I feel it
was an extremely unfortunate circumstance.

I would for myself hope that the matter could be closed, because
I feel that it has been a matter which was very unfortunately
brought up on a mistaken basis, and the so-called statements con-
cernig the mission which are being circulated as facts have been
widely circulated everywhere, and as you gentlemen know, we were
given no opportunity except in this forum to state our side of the
case.

Incorrect statements were made by Members of the other branch
of this Congress about myself, about Mr. Falk, about our organiza-
tion, about our intentions. We were given no opportunity to reply
to them.
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I can only say to you gentlemen that, for myself I am very glad
to have had the opportunity. You have been extremely fair and
kind, and I am perfectly willing to rest upon the facts as brought
out, but we didn't -have an opportunity anywhere else to really tell
our side of the story, and that is true about many of these other
incidents, Senator.

They have been torn out of context, false motives have been read
into things that we have done, misstatements have been made and
I can only say, as a person who considers himself a public servant,
that it hasn't been in the interest of either the respect for the legisla-
tive or the executive branch which I think the American people
should hold for their public servants.

Senator MURRAY. You were familiar with all of the details con-
nected with the arrangement to send this mission over to Tokyo and
you know of no design on the part of anyone connected with your
organization over there to try to foster anything or impose upon the
Japanese people?

Mr. COHEN. No, Senator. As I said so many times, the fact that
they had a health-insurance program of their own, the fact that
there was so much reluctance on the part of anybody to go over
there, and I begged many people to make personal sacrifices as far
as family and job were concerned to try to meet the request of the
War Department.

I spent many hours explaining to them what the conditions were,
and talking with Major Simmons and with persons on our staff, and
the result is a kind of personal vilification which, of course, has dis-
tressed me very much because I feel that there was no such motive
in this whatsoever.

Now maybe the facts have not been made known heretofore to the
Members of the Congress and the American people, but that is only
because as public servants we have had no opportunity on our own
to present the facts to anyone, and I hope that when the facts are
known, this incident and many others will be equally brought to the
attention of the people.

If you read as many medical journals and other documents as I
have in which this matter is constantly referred to as a plot and a
conspiracy and in one of the speeches that we are the center of a
world-wide movement to socialize medicine, I can't tell, you how
much that distresses me because it is not true, and as public servants,
if you want to call us that, as bureaucrats, what opportunity do we
have. Senator, to defend ourselves in the public forum?

We have none unless a committee like this gives us an opportunity
to do so.

Senator MURRAY. Sometimes when you do appear before some
committees they don't give you very much of an opportunity either,
do they, sometimes?

Mr. COHEN. Well, that is true-
Senator MURRAY. What do you think of the action of the Harness

committee in handling this matter?
Mr. COHEN. Well, I will only make one statement. We were

ready at any time and we wanted to be heard, but the Harness com-
mittee has never asked Mr. Falk or myself or Mr. Altmeyer or any-
one that is connected with any of these incidents which have been
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discussed today to come up and present our side of the case, but re-
ports have been issued, speeches have been made, and we have had no
opportunity to present our side of the case.

Senator MumRAy. The propaganda that was sent out across the
country was quite widespread, was it not? ft started about the time
that the Harness committee took up this matter for investigation.

Mr. COHEN. It started, of course, a long time before that, Senator.
The Harness committee I think merely picked up a lot of other in-
formation that ,was circulated around, a lot of other statements and
took them as facts without any public hearings, cross-examination, as
this committee has done, and has continued to circulate them.

Senator MURRAY. My understanding is that this Dr. Shearon, who
has been an advisor of this committee, is the one who claims to have
first discovered this plot and arranged to bring it before the Harness
committee, and we have read into the record here just day before yes-
terday when the hearings were on, a document which she sent out to
the medical profession in the country in which she claimed to be the one
who discovered this plot and instigated the hearings over in the Har-
ness committee. Did you see that statement that she put out?

Mr. ComN. Yes; I did, Senator.
Senator MURRAY. What do you think of the truth of that statement?
Mr. COH0EN. Well, I don't think there is any truth in that statement

any more than there is very much proof in a lot of other material Dr.
Shearon gets out. One can, of course, as you gentlemen know, take
an item out of context from statements or actions or activities and by
piecing it together make it look like seething different from what
it really is.

It occurs all the time in human activity, and I don't say that as public
servants we don't recognize that we are going to be criticized. Legiti-
mate criticism, of course, if deserved, is important, but I feel per-
sonally that not only is much of it illegitimate with respect to myself
and my colleagues personally, but it is an attack upon the integrity
of Public servants.

ou cannot run government, Senator, unless you have human beings
to run government, and if there is continued attack on public servants
as there has been recently, I don't see how Government in this country
can continue to run.

You have got to have people to do it. We all make mistakes. Con-
gress has the ultimate responsibility of supervising our activity, but
I say in all fairness that continued personal vilification, attack of mo-
tives and so on, is not conducive in a democracy to the respect to
which people should hold their Government officials whether they
are Congressmen, Senators, or bureaucrats, and that is what bothers
me more than anything else.

I have been up here 13 years now, and I have spent most of those 13
years working with Members of Congress in legislative activity. That
is how I got into most of this legislative work in connection with
social security.

I have learned in that time that people have different opinions.
They are aired out on the floor of Congress. I have respect for people
who have opinions different than I do. I work with many com-
mittees-this committee, the Ways and Means Committee in the House,
the Senate Finance Committee in which I have been asked as a pro-
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fessional person, as a technical person with some knowledge of legis-
lation, to prepare bills which were not in accordance with my views.

I do that; I have done it continually working with Senators on
changes in social security legislation, but to imply some ulterior motive
to what you have done I think is extremely unfair and unfortunate.

Senator MURRAY. If a Senator requested you to make a proposed
amendment to a bill which would totally change its purpose, you
would furnish him with that material?

Mr. CoH E.N. Not only would I, Senator; in the 13 years I have been
here I have prepared amendments and worked up materials for Sena-
tors on both sides of the aisle on matters which our Department had
taken a position opposed to. We have always taken the position that
we are ready to render any assistance to any Member of Congress or
any committee. That is what we were doing for you when you were
chairman of the committee: that is what we would do for the present
chairman or any member of the committee. We would be delighted
to assist in any way that we can to help in improving our present
legislation.

Senator MURRAY. You think it is unfortunate that, this committee
has to be imposed upon with matters of this kind that are wholly
irrelevant to the question involved and which are designed to dis-
credit the program of national health insurance which has been put
before the Congress?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, Senator. As you know. in the so-called five-
point national health program recommended by the President in his
message, health insurance is only one part of the matter.

I mean there is improvement of the public-health program, the
maternal and child-health program, medical education and research,
and the addition of temporary and disability insurance.

I think that, irrespective of one's attitude on some of these contro-
versial matters, there is a great deal that can and should be done in
the field of health, but unfortunately controversy over some of these
other matters has, in my opinion, held back the progress on the non-
controversial items, and I think if thi.s committee and the committees
in the House had given the same time to the substantive consideration
of the bills, we might have been able to make more progress, but.that
is just my personal opinion. I only see it as an official in our own
organization.

We have been distracted; time and our energy and our staff mem-
bers have been taken off of really important technical work, answering
requests and preparing information for this hearing. The morale of
the staff is sometimes seriously affected. Everyone is afraid to put
anything down on paper because Mrs. Shearon will get hold of it
and distort it. and that, irrespective of its merits, I say to you gen-
tlemen, is not a healthy condition for a career service.

I only hope that no matter what your attitude on this investigation
is, that something can be done in the legislative field. Let bygones
be bygones and let's start over so that we can spend our time on the
some constructive aspects.

Senator MURRAY. This Dr. Shearon who has been responsible for
this propaganda that we are talking about has been able to maintain
an office right here in the Senate Office Building from which she sends
out literature of this kind designed to discredit the men in your
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agency over there and discredit the proposed legislation in every
manner possible.

You know that. She's had thlis office here in the Senate Office
Building for some time carryillg on this propaganda.

Senator SMITH. Just at that point, Dr. Shearon has not an office here
now.

Senator MURRAY. Well, I mean to say during time course of the hear-
ings that we had here up uimitil very recently she maintained that office
here and was in the employ, I understand, of the National Republican
Committee, and at, any rate ,he is going to testify in a day or two
and she will tell us exactly whom slhe was representing, but the char-
acter of tme propaganda that she. sent otit obviously was intended for
the purpose of deceiving the public, and even deceivin(r the medical
profession of this country with reference to these matters.

This confidential statement that she sent out on August 20, 1947,
by its very language indicates that. It reads:

Confidential, for subscribers only; not to be shown to anyone else; not to be
released to the press. This story will not reak for several (lays. The leds.
were mine. The follow-up investigation has Iwei done by the Harness subeoi-
iittee and I do not wish to ster1 their thunder. I amn sending this in the hope
that some of you may le in the position to act before August 28.

Then the article goes on to impugn the motives and honestly and
integrity of everybody connected with that mission to Moscow--mis-
sion to Tokyo. [Laughter.]

Well, it is obvious that the whole purpose and object here is to try
to discredit the National health bill pending in the Congress, and
for that purpose only.

Mr. COHEN. Your statement about Moscow, Senator, I think is
relevant in this respect. Many of the statements put out attempt to
show a connection between these activities and the Communist Party
line.

Senator MURRAY. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. I can't tell you what the Communist Party line is. I

am not a Communist. But I certainly resent, as an American citizen-
and a patriotic American citizen-the constant reference to what the
Communist Party line follows on this program of compulsory health
insurance and to our activity and its relationship to the ILO. Because
again that whole attempt to show that type of tie-up is absolutely
without any foundation-I speak not for myself only, but I think -I
s)eak for other persons-and is an attempt again to throw into public
criticism and disrepute the public servants of the United States.

Now if there is any truth in those statements, I think they should be
investigated by Congress and something done about it.

Senator DONNELL. Might I interrupt there at this point, Mr. Cohen ?
You mentioned the ILO. That is the International Labor Organiza-
tion, isn't it?

Mr. Co11EN. Yes, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. Is it a fact that in 1945 and 1946 that that organ-

ization had a special committee on seafarers' insurance? Mr. Falk
was appointed by the United States as an expert and represented the
United States at the London conferences in July of 1945 of that organ-
ization.

Mr. COHEN. I don't remember the exact date, but it is correct that
Mr. Falk was an adviser, and Senator, I was later the United States
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adviser on social security to the ILO conference in Seattle, Wash.,
at which those recommendations and conventions were discussed.

Senator DONNELL. That was in June of 1946, wasn't it?
Mr. COHEN. June of 1946; yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Then there is nothing at all reprehensible in

mentioning the fact that you gentlemen have had some contacts with
the International Labor Organization, is there?

Mr. COHEN. Oh, no, sir. We have had a great many contacts with
the ILO in its official connections, but I believe there was reference
to it here earlier in the discussions, an article that was published in
Medical Economics about-I don't have it before me right now-
about the whole world-wide conspiracy of the ILO and ourselves in
trying to foster a system of socialized medicine.

Senator DONNELL. Well, I thought you were rather resenting a few
minutes ago any mention of the connection or contacts with the ILO,
and I don't know just what your thought was in that connection, but
as a matter of fact you gentlemen have had the contacts to which
you referred yourself in your testimony just now; that is correct,
isn't it?

Mr. ConEX. Absolutely, Senator, and if there was any implication
in what I said, that we had no connections with the ILO, J certainly
did not so intend.

Rather, I meant that this article and other articles about the con-
nections with the ILO, such as appeared in Medical Economics
in 1945, attempt to show some type of-you might call it-interlocking
directorate or conspiracy. Whereas I believe you implied that the ILO
is an organization to which the United States Congress has given its
official legislative authorization for our affiliation, and our connections
as United States Government delegates or advisers is pursuant to that
authorization, and under the authority of the Secretary of State, we go
to these conferences.

I may say on many of these points, if you would like to go into this
whole ILO relationship, we would be only too glad to give you our
full side of the story because there are many things in this article-
what Mrs. Shearon has said about our relationship in the formulation
of the ideas on medical care in connection with the ILO-which
are half-truths and misleading.

Senator DONNELL. This article; who is the author of the article to
which you refer?

Mr. COHEN. The article is not signed, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. You are not implying that that. is an article by

Dr. Shearon, I take it?
Mr. COHEN. I have reason to believe that Dr. Shearon had some part

to play in the writing or preparation or assisting in or cooperating in
the writing of this article.

Senator DONNELL. Did she ever tell you that she had any connection
with it,?

Mr. CoiIEN. No; Senator.
Senator DONNELL. Now referring to the International Labor Or-

ganization, there is a permanent Inter-American Committee on Social
Security in that Organization, is there not?

Mr.. COHEN. It is not technically in that organization, Senator.
That is a separate organization, the Secretary General of which is a
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member of the ILO staff, but it is an autonomous, separate organiza-
tion.

Senator DONNELL. It meets at the same time with the International
Labor Organizaton, does it not?

Mr. COHENq. No; Senator. You are talking about-
Senator DONNELL. The permanent Inter-American Committee on

Social Security.
Mr. COHEN. No; Senator. It meets completely independently and

separately and it has, as I stated, for its secretary-general a member
of the ILO staff and the ILO sends a tripartite delegation represent-
ing employers, employees, and the governing body to the meetings of
the committee and the conference, but the conference is its own su-
preme authority in its field.

Sefiator DONNELL. Now Mr. Altmeyer is the United States delegate
to what? Is it to the International Labor Organization?

Mr. COHEN. No; sir.
Senator DONNELL. What is it to?
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Altmeyer was the United States delegate to the

first meeting of the Inter-American Conference on Social Security
held in Santiago, Chile, in 1942, and the United States delegate again
to the most recent conference, the Second Inter-American Conference
on Social Security held in Rio de Janeiro last year.

He is also, having been elected by the Conference, the chairman or
president of the Inter-American Committee on Social Security which
is the continuing sort of executive body of the conference and which
only meets periodically.

Senator DONNELL. Well, what connection, if any does Mr. Falk or
yourself have with the International Labor Organization? Do you
have any?

Mr. COIEN. We have had quite a number of connections, yes,
Senator.

Senator DONNELL. Well, official connections?
Mr. COHEN. Well, I will speak for myself first. I was, as I pointed

out to you a few moments ago, a United States adviser to the United
States delegation at the Seattle Conference of the ILO which handled
social-security matters relating to the maritime problem.

I was appointed to that position by the Secretary of State and in my
work there I operated under instructions issued by the Secretary of
State. I attended and have attended a number of meetings of the
ILO, particularly the 1944 meeting of the ILO held in Philadelphia.

Senator DONNELL. Montreal?
Mr. COnEN. Yes. I was going to speak of the Philadelphia one

first.
Senator DONNELL. All right.
Mr. COHEN. The Philadelphia one in 1944, which Conference

adopted certain recommendations relating to social security and med-
ical care.

Senator DONNELL. Those are the recommendations which appear in
the report IV (1) of International Labor Conference, twenty-sixth
session, at page 101 and following under the title: "Proposed Recom-
mendations Concerning Afedical Care ;" is that right?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir. 'I just wanted to say those are the recommen-
dations as submitted to the Conference. Those are not the recommen-
dations as adopted by the Conference.
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Senator DONNELL. They were submitted to the Conference?
Mr. COHEN. They were submitted and these were the documents

that were considered. Now I would like to say, Senator, since you
brought it up, because it is extremely important in connection with the
misinformation that has been given out-and I won't take the time to
go into all the aspec-ts unless your committee does want us to go into it,
but it has been stated or implied, referred to several times, that Dr.
Falk and myself, who attended this Conference as advisers to Mr.
Altimeyer

Senator DON NELL. You are speaking of the Montreal Conference
now?

Mr. COHEN. Now I am speaking of Philadelphia, in which this docu-
inent, that you referred to was considered.

Senator DOUNNELL. Pardon me just a minute. It appears, however,
that the publication which iL oil the front page of it. says, "ILO
Montreal International Labor Office, 1944," but it relates to Phila-
delphia ?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir. This is what was developed and printed by
the ILO in Montreal and sent to. the delegates of all of the countries
that attended, for consideration at the Philadelphia meeting in 1944.

When we arrived there this was submitted or it had been sent to us
previously. This was the document for consideration, and as you
notice it consists of two main parts-an income-security recommenda-
tion and a so-called medical-care recommendation.

Now, if I may, I would like to take up the medical-care recommenda-
tion, because that is the one to which I believe you were referring, not
the income security. Now. in the case of the medical-care recom-
mendation, it has been repeatedly referred to that the delegates adopted
this medical-care recommendation, embracing detailed proposals to
guide the member states in developing their health services, and that
a majority of the 114 proposals are embodied directly or by implication
in the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill of 1945, and so on.

Now, the fact is, Senator, that Mr. Falk and myself at this conference
were largely responsible for opposing this recommendation on medical
care, criticizing it and recommending to Mr. Altmeyer the abstention
of the United States Government when voting on this recommendation
on medical care.

Mr. Altmeyer concurred in that recommendation and transmitted
it to Miss Perkins and to Senator Thomas of Utah, who were the two
United States Government delegates, and the United States Govern-
ment, based upon Mr. Falk's recommendation and my recommendation,
ultimately abstained from voting in favor of this recommendation,
so that the United States' position on this matter of medical-care serv-
ice, contrary to the general implication that we urged its adoption by
the ILO and is the basis for the Wagier-Murray-Dingell bill and for
our circularization of their ideas, has never been endorsed by the United
States Government, was not approved by the United States Govern-
ment, and, on the contrary, the recommendation for the United States
Government's abstention was based initially on Mr. Falk's and my
recommendation to do so.

Those facts have never been brought out in public. It is made to
appear as if we were the ones who prepared, endorsed, affirmed, cir-
culated these recommendations in a world-wide attempt to influence
medical care. Mr. Falk and I have written many memos, we talked
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with members of the ILO staff. urging them and criticizing this draft
as not being in accordance with American thinking, American ideas.
or sound policy.

As you will see, I brought along this morning my own copy of that
time and you will see from it here-this is the copy that I was con-
sidering. I blocked out whole sections of this as being inappropriate,
inadvisable, and unacceptable to the United States Government.

Yet it is made to appear in all these documents that it is our brain
child and that we were fostering and circulating it. That is just an
indication of how misinformation on our motives and our ideas is
being circulated when they are the furthest from the truth.

Senator SM TH. Mr. Cohen, I want to state for myself that I am
very glad you have had the chance to make the full statement you
have made this morning. I hope you feel you have had full oppor-
tunity given to you by tlis conunittee to do that.

You mentioned a little while ago that you had, and I want you to
feel you have had every opportunity. I want to say also that I don't
want the impression to be given that this committee is criticizing
ILO. Personally I feel it is one of the finest products of the League
of Nations set-up originally.

I have followed their work carefully. I think the way they meet
and have management and labor discuss these natter--make their
recommendations back-they have no legislative authority-all they
can do is make recommendations back, and I ani glad we have been
able through our distinguished colleague. Mr. Elbert Thomas, of
Utah, to be represented at those conferences with such members as he
took along with him. I think lie has done it in a splendid way.

I want to be on record as one of those who believe in what the
ILO is doing. It may frequently pass resolutions which you or I
wouldn't agree with. That is their right, but the fact is that it is
approaching that problem in a tlireefold way-I thiink they have
representatives of management. labor, and government who work
together to try and resolve these differences in international problems.

I want to make it clear for the record that, as far as I am concerned,
this committee is entirely in favor of and approves the approach of
the ILO to these serious questions.

Mr. COH,ENN. I would only like to say in reference to what you said,
Senator, this one illustration that I have just picked out is only one.
of the countless misstatements about our relationship to the ILO that
is being circulated. I have just picked out one to illustrate to you,
because it was rather specific, but here is a whole document [exhibit-
ing "Labor's Program To Socialize Medicine Internationally, Medi-
cal Economics, 1945"] that is going around which was reprinted in
thousands of copies, reprinted, circulated to the medical profession,
to the public generally, which traces the whole relationship with the
ILO as if it were something illegal, subversive, irresponsible, and in
which our participation was unauthorized and unwarranted.

Now, if you had the time-I think you have only scratched the
surface of these misrepresentations-if you had the time and ou
had the willingness, I would say go into these other matters. We
would be glad to present you with all the information, but I wouldn't
want to leave you with the idea from what I said about the ILO that
that was the only item upon which there was misinformation circulated.
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* Senator MURRAY. Mr. Cohen, it would be almost impossible, would
it not, to wipe out all this propaganda that has been put out over the
country in connection with these matters that we are considering?

Mr. COHEN. Well, it has certainly done irreparable damage, Senator.
I don't know how you can ever repair that.

Senator MURRAY. We pick up pamphlets and statements every day
filled with distortions and falsehoods and misrepresentations wit
reference to this proposed legislation being circulated all over the
country, being distributed from the drug stores in the country, and
it seems to me that it is going to be very difficult for us to get before
the people a correct and honest understanding when you consider that
millions and millions of dollars are being devoted to this kind of prop-
aganda. Expensive circulars are being put out every day almost.

Senator SMiTH. Who, do you suggest, Senator, are spending the
million dollars?

Senator MURRAY. Well, different propaganda organizations. I
understand that the physicians' committee is spending millions of
dollars and taking up collections from the big drug houses of the
country and using that money for the purpose of misrepresenting
the facts to the people of the country. I don t think there is any dis-
pute about that.

They have registered, I understand, as lobbyists in connection with
this matter and are taking up collections all over the country.

Senator SMrrIH. I am not familiar with that.
Senator MURRAY. So that it seemed to me that where people who

oppose legislation in this country have access to such sources of wealth,
that it is almost impossible to combat them in connection with this
legislation that we are trying to present to the American people.

Senator SMITH. The committee will stand in recess until 2 o clock.
I want to thank Mr. Cohen and Mr. Falk for their testimony.
(The committee then, at 12: 30 p. in., recessed to reconvene at 2

p. m. of the sane day.)
AFTER RECESS

(The subcommittee convened at 2 p. m., pursuant to recess.)
Senator SMITH. The meeting please come to order.
On June 25, last, Dr. Maurice H. Friedman, of Washington, D. C.,

testified in these hearings. His testimony appears on page 640 of
the hearings of that date and subsequent dates, and on page 685 appears
a letter that Senator Murray asked to be inserted at the close of Dr.
Friedman's testimony, a letter from Senator Murray to Mr. Watson
Miller, the Federal Security Administrator. Following that. Senator
Murray requested an analysis of Dr. Friedman's testimony and a
statement from the Federal Security Administrator with regard
thereto.

That statement of the Federal Security Administrator appears on
pages 685 and following of the testimony. I received a letter from
Dr. Friedman a short while ago requesting that he be allowed to
appear and give some further testimony with regard to the criticism
made of his previous testimony of June 25.

We invited Dr. Friedman to come here and gave him the courtesy
of a further hearing in order that we may settle some of the issues,
if we can, that are presented by his testimony and the analysis by
the Federal Security Administrator.
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So, with that statement, Dr. Friedman, if you will go on in your
own way and give us your statement as you wish to have it appear
in the record.

Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Chairman, might I ask permission to request
the doctor to state just a little more fully than he did in his initial
testimony some of the professional experiences he has had in that it
will. bear upon his qualifications here to give testimony on these
matters?

Please, Doctor, don't be too modest. Go right ahead, if you will, sir,
and just give us the facts that you think would have a bearing on your
quahficatiois.%

FURTHER STATEMENT OF DR. MAURICE H. FRIEDMAN,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Dr. FrIEDMAN. If the committee will grant me the privilege, I shall
not give them all the facts, but only those pertaining to the direct
matters at hand. I

I am, in the first place, a practicing physician, being duly licensed
to practice in this district. I have been recognized by the American
Board of Internal Medicine as a specialist in internal medicine. I
am a consulting physician in internal medicine to the United States
Veterans' Administration, having consulting service at Mount Alto
Hospital. I have been accepted by the Naval Retirement Board as a
specialist in many hearings regarding retirement of naval officers.
I have had faculty positions, including one for 10 years at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Medical School at full-time appointment,
and I have had 15 or 20 years' experience in research and investigation
in the medical sciences, which I prefer not to detail here at the moment.

I think that covers the matter sufficiently, Senator, if you please.
Senator DONNELL. Thank you.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. There are two matters I should like to call to the

attention of the committee before proceeding with my statement of
the day.

I notice that inadvertently the summary of my previous testimony
was completely omitted from the printed version of the Senate pub-
lication. I am sure that was an error, that it was not intentional,
but it so happens that in my zeal to make it easy for the committee
to refer to my summary and the body of my statement, I prepared
the summary separately and handed the both parts in, so that the
Senators could easily look at my summary and then the text.. Un-
fortunately, only the body of my statement was included, and the im-
portant points of the summary were completely omitted.

Senator DONNEIJL. Mr. Chairman, I move you at this point that
there be inserted in this record the summary to which the doctor
refers.

Senator MURRAY. Yes; I think we ought to have it. I remember
there was a summary, but, I had nothing to do, of course, with ref-
erence to the preparation of the transcript, and I imagine that they
must have overlooked it.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. I think it is my own fault for putting the two things
separately. I take responsibility for that, but it was an unfortunate
error.
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Senator SMI1Tn. We will have it inserted at this point in the record.
(Dr. Friedman's summary is as follows:)

SUMMARY BY DR. MAURICE 1-. FRIEDMAN

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION ON SELECTIVE SERVICE DATA

1. The male population examined by the Selective Service System was not
truly representative of the young adult male population of the United States.

2. The high physical standards set by the armed forces disqualified many men
who were successfully carrying out their tasks in civilian life and who had no
reason to seek medical attention.

3. Fully two-thirds of the rejections of selective service were for causes which
are beyond the powers of the medical profession to correct or prevent, 'regardless
of the amount of medical service available and regardless of the cost of medical
arle.

4. Not more than 20 percent of the rejections were for causes which could con-
ceivably have been influenced by medical care, and even this figure was reached
only after making the assumptions that (a) every person with such defect would
have consulted a physician; (b) that in every instance the physician would have
recomme ided corrective measures, including major surgery; (C) that in every
instance the patient would have accepted these recommendations, and (d) that
the measures taken would have been 100 l)ercent effective in every instance.
5. The high rejection rates for Negroes are accounted for by the high incidence

of venereal disease, mental dcfiicincy, and mental disease. These conditions
accounted for over 60 percent of all rejections of Negro registrants.

6. As amply shown by the experience of the armed services, no amount of medi-
cal care freely available without cost has much influence on these conditions.
7. With the exception of cardiovascular disease, venereal diseases, and educa-

tional deficiency, the incidence of every other disease and defect was lower in
Negroes than in the white registrants.

s. The high rejection rates for registrants from the Southern States are ac-
counted for by the high percentage of Negroes in the population of these States,
and the outstandingly high rejection rates for syphilis and educational deficiency
among the white registrants from these States.

9. The futility of attempting to use the selective-sorvice data for any discus-
sion of medical care is placed in bold relief by the data on tuberculosis. All sur-
veys of the Selective Service System confirm the higher incidence of tubercu-
losis in the white population. If we were to use the same kind of logic as that
employed by the proponents of compulsory health insurance, we might conclude
that with respect to tuberculosis the Negro was receiving better care than the
white man. But the death rate for tuberculosis is much higher for Negroes than
for the white man.

10. Those defects for which selective-service registrants were rejected have
-very little significance with respect to the general health of our people, The
selective-service statistics have no place whatsoever in any honest discussion of
deficiencies in our medical services.

SUMMARY OF MEDICAL FACILTTIES IN RURAL AREAS

1. The people of rural communities use hospital facilities less frequently than
people in similar-income groups in the largest cities.

2. The cause of this difference has not been disclosed by any study cited to date.
3. Almost SO percent of the people in our rural population live within reason-

able access to hospital facilities.
4. A lack of hospital beds does not seem to explain this difference inasmuch as

the people in rural communities do not fully use the beds to which they have access.
5. In rural communities a greater percentage of "illnesses" are unattended than

Is the case in the large cities. The reason for this difference has not been revealed.
6. Despite this larger percent of unattended Illness, the available data show

that persons in rural communities employ the services of a physician just about
as frequently as do persons of comparable income in the largest cities. People
living in cities of 5,000 to 100,000 employ physicians' services much more fre-
quently.

7. With respect to health examinations and immunizations the rural popula-
tion is significantly better off than comparable income groups in the cities.
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SUMMARY OF THE ECONOMIC BARRIER TO MEDICAL CARE

1. According to a survey conducted by I. S. Falk and his coworkers, the inci-
dence of illness is lowest in the low-income families and rises with rising income
to be highest in families with Incomes over $10,000.

2. One factor contributing to this situation is the higher proportion of older
persons in high-income families. In the $10,000 income class the percentage of
persons over 45 years of age is over twice that in the three lowest income groups.

3. About one-third of all "illnesses" In the lowest income group are unattended,
but over 50 percent of all recorded "illnesses" are ambulatory and almost one-half
are not disabling (that is, do not interfere with work or usual activities).

4. Under the present system of medical and dental care-
(a) The volume of dental services rendered increases progressively with

rising income. There is a definite correlation between income and the vol-
ume of dental services.

(b) The volume of services rendered by private physicians rises some-
what with increasing income, but the increment is slight when compared with
that for dental services. Persons in families with incomes of $2,000 to $3,000
received only 19 percent more consultations than did persons in families with
Incomes less than $1,200.

(c) Up to family income of $5,000 per year there is no correlation
between income and volumes of services with respect to hospital care and
immunizations.

5. The proponents of compulsory health insurance have grossly underesti-
mated the significance of the services donated by private physicians to the low-
income groups and the volume of free and low-cost hospital care. Free hospital
care was given to 52 percent of all hospital cases in families with less than
$1,200 income.

6. Up to the present time there has been no survey or analysis which has
determined how many people in this country have been deprived of medical care
because of an economic barrier.

7. The most frequently cited estimate of the cost of medical care is that of the
Committee on the Cost of Medical Care. The figure given is $30 per capita,
or about $100 per family.

(a) This estimate includes many items already paid for by taxation or
by philanthropy and for which the private individual need not pay again,
either in the form of insurance or any other form.

(b) This estimate Is for the cost of services only and does not include any
charge for administrative costs which would have to be added for the opera-
tion of any insurance plan. Nor does it take cognizance of the change in
price levels from 1929 to the present time.

8. Any insurance plan, whether privately or governmentally operated, will
increase the cost of medical care per person to the extent of the charges for
administrative costs.

9. The net money income of a family is not a fair criterion of ability to pay
for medical care. Even in urban communities a considerable portion of the total
income of low-income families is in the form of goods or services received in
kind. In farm families the portion of the total income received in kind accounts
for ,10 to 60 percent of the total income.

10. Based on the pattern of family expenditures for 1935, farm families with
total (not cash) incomes of $1,000 or more could have paid a premium of $100
for health insurance by diverting 30 percent or less of their optional expendi-
tures (nonessential use of automobiles, tobacco, gifts, etc..) to supplement the
stuns actually spent for medical care.

11. In any year there are bound to be some families which cannot afford to
pay their full share of the costs of medical care. Provision of medical care for
such families is not a problem of insurance--it is not a problem of spreading
the unpredictable costs of the changes of illness over a self-supporting popula-
tion. Provision of care for such families involves subsidy or charity.

12. No discussion which confuses health insurance and subsidy is likely to
provide reliable guides for a wise public policy.

SUMMARY

1. The plan for national compulsory health insurance carries distinct threats
to the freedom not only of the physicians of this country, but to the freedom of
every individual.
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2. In return for a premium equal to about 4 percent of each individual's annual
earnings, the provisions of S. 1320 offer no specific contract of services. At any
time the services rendered can be reduced by a ruling of the Federal Security
Administrator.

3. S. 1320 does not offer complete medical service on a prepayment basis.
4. There are now in operation a number of successful, voluntary, prepaid

Insurance plans.
5. From the operating experience of these plans we cannot help but gain

valuable experience to guide us toward a sound policy regarding medical care.
6. It is evident that expansion of medical facilities alone will not suffice to .meet

-our problems. We must determine in each area the relative need for education,
housing and plumbing, sanitation and public health measures, improved highways,
-or additional medical facilities. The people must be taught how to use' these
facilities to the best advantage.

7. The problems confronting this Nation cannot be solved by the establishment
of a fully staffed hospital or group clinic at every cross road.

8. The medical profession cannot shield the entire population from the conse-
-quences of illiteracy, overcrowding, undernutrition, and the widespread neglect of
,personal and public hygiene.

9. The health of this Nation Is not in such desperate state that we must rush
to surrender complete control of our medical care into the hands of an all-powerful
Federal agency.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. Now before cpmmencing my specific comments on
this controversial matter, I should like the indulgence of the commit-
tee to discuss With them, as we might with friends, a doctor's viewpoint
on how to evaluate the health of a community.

I have put this into my testimony at a later point, so that it will be
subject to all the rights of cross-examination and interrogation later
on, but it was so important that I thought I would like first to discuss
this with you, leaving out all controversial matters, and merely try to
tell you as best and as simply as a physician can what are the factors
in trying to evaluate the health of a community or nation or any other
community. If I may have that privilege for about 5 minutes, I will
then proceed with the rest of my testimony.

Senator SMITH. Go ahead in your own way, Doctor. We want to
hear the story as you want to present it.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. I am quite certain there are some segments of our
community that are not receiving the very best of medical care. I
am quite certain that if we reviewed all the statistics, we would see that
there are some places where medical care is not what it should be, but I
don't think for a moment that we can get a clear picture of the health
of the community merely by recording defects that exist for the follow-
ing reason. Particularly. of course, I am referring to such tabulation
as the selective-service data.

I am not reflecting on the accuracy of that data. I am just trying
to reflect on how we might interpret those data. In the first place, a
great many of the defects discovered and listed have very little sig-
nificance to -health. That is not only my opinion, but it was repeat-
edly pointed out in the official bulletins of the selective service statistics.

Over one-half of the defects listed are structural abnormalities
rather than diseases. They might be minor things. A man might
have the tip of one finger knocked off or something of that sort. Of
the remainder of all these defects, a significant number are related to
education rather than to medicine or to health.

Considering only the structural abnormalities-it is a bit ironical
that rather than being the result of a lack of medical care-many of
these defects are the direct result of medical care. For example,
amputations are frequently done as a lifesaving measure or for sur-
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gical or medical purposes. Amputations are recognized method of
treatment of some traumatic injuries. Amputations, therefore, are
one kind of defect which is a direct result of medical care, not the
absence of medical care. Surgical perforations of the middle ear are
another example of a medical care which produces a defect for the
relief of a disease. We have many other examples.

The very existence of these defects, therefore, is the evidence of
previous medical care. Not only that, but the very existence of some
defects is an evidence of our good health, rather than the contrary,
strange as that may sound.

The fact that diabetics live long enough to be registered by a draft
board is only due to our medical services. They are then recorded
as a defect. The fact that they do live long enough is only due to
the wonders of modern medical care and by the grace of Best, Banting,
and Collip. I should like to say here that Bert Collip has never
received proper credit for his work with insulin.

Every child with rheumatic fever nursed into adult life by skill-
ful medical care will live with a defect. Every invalided infant who
survives the tetralogy of Fallot by skillful surgery will increase the
recorded number of rejectees. We might ask ourselves: Is a corpse
healthier than a rejectee with diabetes ?

In order to evaluate the health of a community, one must consider,
among other things, the crude death rate, the death rates for specific
diseases, the age composition of our entire population, the morbidity
rate for various diseases and for childbirth, the birth rate, and the
life expectancy. These are the things we must consider.

Even when we have carefully and satisfactorily evaluated the health
status of our community or one segment of our population, we cannot
draw any inferences regarding medical care or the volume of medical
care services without allowing for many other factors.

Medical care is but one of the factors which determine the health
of a community. I gave some evidence of these other factors in my
original testimony by reference to the statistical work of Dr. Hyde
in Boston.

I should now in closing this section give a few more illustrative
examples. In the Philippines and in China our troops had just as
many doctors as the Army had any place in the world. Nevertheless, at
a time when poliomyelitis was not existing in the native children and
was not epidemic in the adults, our soldiers were coming down with
this disease by the dozens. Was this because our soldiers; did not have
as good medical care as the surrounding population? The official ex-
planation is something else.

It is believed that wtliile our soldiers had built up considerable group
immunity to our own United States strain of poliomyelitis:, they had
built up no immunity to these foreign strains, because they had never
been previously exposed to them.

This illustrates one of many examples of the relation between the
individuals or the host and the invading organism or the environment.

Another factor, and I shall not labor this point, is purely geo-
graphic. It is well illustrated by the distribution of rheumatic heart
disease in this country. The incidence of rheumatic heart disease in
Louisiana is much lower than it is in New England: We can't say.,
because of that, that the medical care in Louisiana is better than in
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New England. We can't say anything at all about that. It is indeed
true that the child of a poor Negro farmer in Louisiana has less chance
of getting rheumatic heart disease than the son of a wealthy Boston
family.

There are many other examples, but these will suffice. In plain
words, one caiuiot say that the medical care in Wales is poorer than
that in New Zealand merely on the basis of certain differentials in death
rates or morbidity rates. These rates will reflect medical care only
if other equally important factors are the same. That is the point
of view I would like to get before you. I don't think there is any
controversy about that. That point of view will be backed up to the
hilt by every scholar in or out of Government, and I think it is impor-
tant that we focus on that, that we realize that because we have a
diabetic recorded in the draft rejection figures, that is not necessarily-
in fact., it is indeed not a sign of ill health.

What shall we do? Let them die off? We would have much better-
looking figures if we did that. But that is not the function of the
medical profession, and *ith your permission, I shall proceed now
with the rest of my testimony..

Are there any questions; now that you gentlemen would like to ask
about this?

Senator SxITh. Well, the conclusion from that statement is that
the percentage of rejects isn't a sound yardstick in determining whether
or not they have had adequate medical care.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. It is no yardstick at all, as I have tried to show.
That is the point.

Now to proceed to those points at which I would welcome criticism
and further examination.

The members of the Federal Security Administration have had
occasion to differ with me on several interpretative points. They have
questioned my medical judgment, my familiarity with statistical pro-
cedures. The lay members of the Federal Security Administration
have even undertaken to lecture me about the treatment of diseases in
my own special field. That is their privilege, but significantly, they
have not challenged the propriety or the verity of any of the data I
have submitted, and you will please note that in the rebuttal.

They have not said that any of the data I have submitted is false,
that it has been misquoted, or that it is distorted. They can say that
I didn't quote all of it, and I did not; I did not have the time to do
that, but they have not said that my quotations are incorrect.

This, gentlemen, is a one-man job. I have no staff. I have no tech-
nical aids. I even did my own typing. Because of the size of this job,
I would be very much surprised if Ididn't make some mistakes. In
fact, I am sure that if competent critics would look it over, they might
find a few; I don't think they are significant, but I am sure there are
some in there.

There are competent men in the Government service, impartial
scholars, in the Bureau of Vital Statistics, Public Health Service and
other departments whose opinions I would welcome, whose criticisms
I would highly respect, because I think they could come to this con-
troversy with an impartial mind.

Indeed a few weeks ago, I had a discussion with a member of the
Public H'ealth Service who is frankly for compulsory health insur-
ance. We had a very amicable lunch together, aired our views, but

r. 74
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'ye had no difficulty on agreeing as to the facts, none whatsoever. Our
differences were a matter of public policy. I regret to say that I cannot
include the members of the Federal Security Administration in this
category of impartial critics. They have been and are vigorous advo-
cates and special pleaders for specific legislation which is designed to
multiply their own powers and expand their own influence.

I do not attribute to them any malicious motives, but it is a natural
bias. These things afe designed to increase the power of the Federal
Security Administration. They cannot be held up as impartial judges
as could these scholars about whom I am talking.

I should like to call your attention to the fact that, despite the fact
that many physicians have testified in favor of S. 1320, and I should
ii-ake mention here that one of them, John Peters, is an unquestionable
scholar and gentlemen; I would certainly respect his opinion. I would
have no hesitancy about submitting this controversy to him and say,
"Dr. Peters, let's have your opinion on it." But despite the fact that
many of these physicians have testified in favor of S. 1320. not a single
physician has come forward to testify or support the claim of the
Federal Security Administration that one-half to two-thirds of re-
jections of the draft statistics could have been avoided by timely
medical care. That is glaring omission from their testimony. Not a
single one.

They have submitted ani estimate by Dr. Leonard Rowntree, which
I will refer to later, but this estimate does not sull)staiitiate their claim
that 50 or 60 or 70 percent of those rejections could have been avoided.
Dr. Rowutree says. in his opinion. 15 percent of the rejectionls were for
causes which were remediable, and if you can recall, I myself bent
over backward and said I thought we might say 18 or 20 percent of
the rejections could have been avoided by medical care.

The Federal Security Administration states that my appraisal of
the significance of the selective-service data is in conflict "with the
opinion of the medical men in charge of that program." They offer
nothing to substantiate that statement except the opinion of Dr.
Leonard Rowntree, who was an officer at one time of the Selective
Service System, but lie does not represent all of them and lie is no
longer with them.

I have personally had many conversations with the officers of the
Selective Service System, and if there is any disagreement of opinion
between us, I have not become aware of it up to the present time. As
a matter of fact, even Dr. Leonard Rowntree, in discussing these
statistics, cautioned the committee in your own records about some of
the matters I have brought up in my original testimony and to which
I shall refer later.

Time and time again the official bulletins of the selective service
committee have issued these same warnings. Those are not matters
which are hidden, but it is significant that the Federal Security Admin-
istration has not emphasized these warnings.

I should like to take this opportunity to pay my respects to the
members of the Selective Service System who are responsible for the
collection of that vast body of data and for the publications in which
these data are discussed. Their presentations have been clear and
scholarly. The limitations of that data have been set forth so forth-
rightly in such prominent places that no one, with or without special
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training, has any excuse for misinterpreting the data. If the presenta-
tions of the members of the Federal Security Administration had been
of the same character, we should not now be engaged in this
controversy.

The rebuttal of the Federal Security Administration not only reflects
errors contained in the more detailed sections, but compounds error
upon error by introducing into the summary some statements which
are unsupported by their own detailed discussions. They state:

Data available from Selective Service System undeniably reflect the greater
prevalence of defects among rural End Negro groups in comparison with the urban
population.

I am quoting now from hearings on S. 1320 in the volume before
you, page 687.

Nowhere in their extensive discussion do members of the Federal
Security Administration submit one iota of evidence to support this
statement. Up to the present moment, the members of the Selective
Service System have not published any data on rural and urban de-
fects. As a matter of fact, if such data are in existince, the present
officials of the Selective Service System are unaware of it. They don't
know the existence of such data.

I say that on the basis of my repeated conversations with them,
and, as a matter of fact, I have recently undertaken to correlate such
data, as I will be glad to explain in detail-I have the data in my
brief case, but I have been only able to complete three States--Iowa,
Indiana, and Illinois-and that is a terrific job. The members of
the selective-service committee have asked my permission to use that
data and to quote that data, and I have just given them permission.
What use they are going to make of it I don't know, but so far as I
know, the only data in existence of urban and rural defects was done
by myself a few weeks ago; it has not been published, and was done
only through the courtesy of the Selective Service System, where I
could examine the raw data as they have it, county by county.

So when the FSA says there is data to support this, I don't know
whether they have it or not, but if they have it, the Selective Service
System people don't have it. They didn't know anything about it
until I gave them this data myself recently

There are, of course, data on defects on egro and white registrants.
I have frequently cited these in my original testimony. The state-
ment of the Federal Security Administration attributing a higher de-
fect rate to the Negroes is altogether false, as is easily demonstrated
by the reference to all selective-service publications without excep-
tion. As a matter of record, in the first 10 pages of their rebuttal,
there are seven statements, including the one just cited above, which
are flatly contrary to fact, as can be easily demonstrated hy reference
either to my original testimony or to readily obtainable publications
such as those of the Selective Service System.

In the following detailed discussion, I propose to cite these errors
to substantiate every statement I have made, and I shall, in doing so,
refer by page and paragraph to this publication as we now have it
here.

We now come to the discussion of the draft rejection figures as
discussed in this volume on page 691. I admit that Dr. ifowntree
expressed some differences in his appraisal of those statistics, but he
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did not cite any evidence which was against what I have already cited,
and I should right here like to cite a reference from the official pub-
lication of the Selective Service System. It is from Selective Service
System Medical Statistics Bulletin No. 1, page 10, footnote No. 2:

There seems to be little doubt but that most of the registrants being classed
as available for limited military service and a substantial portion of the regis-
trants being classed as disqualified for any military service in the United States
Army possess health conditions which would be acceptable for military duty in.
any army in continental Europe.

Here is another quote from the same publication, page 10, para-
graph 3:

In addition to the nondisqualifying defects, a large proportion of the dis-
qualifying defects are minor insofar as health conditions are concerned. Ther
loss of an Index and middle finger, the loss of a great toe, or the fact that a regis-
trant is less than 60 inches in height is sufficient cause for rejection, but such.
conditions do not indicate that the registrant is in poor health.

This is from the official publication of the Selective Service Sys-
tem. Gentlemen, that is the point I have been trying to make all
through my original testimony:

Selective Service System Medical Statistics Bulletin No. 2, page 3:
Failure to meet the relatively strict standards then in force (lid not necessarily

mean that the rejected man was seriously handicapped for a useful role in civilian
life or for many kinds of noncombatant service in the armed forces.

I say again that the Federal Security Administration persist in
theirstatement that 50 to 60 or 70 percent, whatever they say, of these
rejections were preventable by medical care, and I say again not a
single physician has come forward to corroborate that claim. Dr.
Leonard Rowntree, as I have just said, cited 15 percent. Therefore,
their estimate must be regarded as one derived from an analysis of
technical medical problems by lay persons altogether incompetent for
such a task.

We now come to the section headed "Significance of selective-serv-
ice sample," which you will find in your volume on page 692. The
first statement made by FSA under this heading is contrary to fact.
They can cite no statement of mine which charges the Selective Serv-
ice System with failure to point out limitations of this population
sample.

I have cited, in the words of the Selective Service, their own qualifi-
cations, and I should like to quote from them again. I have said, and
I say repeatedly, that some of the proponents of compulsory health
insurance did not warn the committee of these limitations, and that
has been established by the record. I did never charge the Selective
Service System with that. So when the FSA claims that I have
charged the Selective Service System with failure to give these warn-
ings that statement is contrary to fact.

I have quoted this, and I will quote it again. This you will see in
my text on page 657. There is a bibliographic reference 5, page 3, and
I shall quote:

However, several pertinent factors have often been neglected in public discus-
sions of these rejection rates. (1) A large number of physically fit registrants
chose to enlist in the armed forces without awaiting induction through the Selec-
tive Service System. If they had entered the armed forces through selective
service, the records would show larger numbers of inductions, the same numbex-
of rejections, and lower rejection rates.
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I stated that explicitly in my original testimony. So far as I am
aware, the members of the Selective Service System cannot properly
be classed as proponents of compulsory health insurance. My state-
ments could not possibly have referred to them. Quite properly to be
classed in this category, however, are those members of the Federal
Security Administration who have publicly and vigorously advocated
this course of action, and so they are, therefore, properly classed as
advocates of compulsory health insurance.

It is these men, so far as I am aware, who have not cautioned the
committee against the use of these statistics in such clear language as
the Selective Service System has cautioned the committee.

Now we come to factors governing rejection rates. That is on page
692. The Federal Security .A administration states that the publica-
tions cited by me emphasize the prevalence of defects and not the
proportion of men rejected. This statement is flatly contrary to fact,
a can be readily seen by anyone who will inspect the selective-service
bulletins cited in my bibliography.

I should now like to paraphrase a thesis with which the Federal
Security Administration has approached the problems. I ]lope I am
not doing them an injustice. They have really never so succinctly or
definitely expressed it, but I think this is about the procedure: (1)
Diseases or defects for which there are remediable therapeutic pro-
cedures should not exist. (2) Any existing cases of such diseases or
defects are to be regarded as evidence of medical neglect. (3) The ex-
tent to which such diseases or defects exist is a measure of the inade-
quacy of medical care, due either to the maldistribution of medical
facilities or to an economic barrier.

That is ess-entially the thesis. I hope I am not doing them an in-
justice. Despite our wishes in the matter, we must face the hard facts
of life.

I don't think the armed forces really designed this in the following
way, but they really conducted a 4- or 5-year experiment on over
10,000,000 men in which the cost of medical care was not a factor. The
medical care was free. No one had to pay for it. This was true of all
diseases and specifically of the venereal diseases, which 1 should now
like to dwell upon, because so much has been made of it.

If I may, I would like to cite from memory. I am losing myself
here a little bit to tell you what we did for venereal disease in the Army.
Contrary to the last war, men were not punished for having venereal
disease. They lost no pay. They didn't have to pay for medical
service. That wasn't all of it. That wasn't all of it.

We had in the Army venereal-disease officers who made it their full-
time duty to indoctrinate and educate our soldiers about venereal
disease. We pleaded with the men to come in and use our facilities.
We not only gave it to them, but we begged them to use it. We not
only begged them to use our medical facilities, we also provided free to
the enlisted men but not to the officers, and there was gross discrimina-
tion in the Army in that respect, prophylactic devices at no cost and
taught the men how to use them and begged them to use them. They
were available in every day room in the Army, as any GI can tell you.

Not only that, we established in every town of any size what were
called prophylactic stations which were readily available and open all
night. Not only that, I suffered the indignity, along with all other
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medical officers, of having to get up at 2 or 3 o'clock in the morning to
pull surprise inspections on these troops for men who would go out and
get venereal disease and not report it.
That wasn't all. When we found an outfit that was particularly

bad, we confined them to the base without privileges of going to town
or any place else. At one time, gentlemen, we even confined one squad-
ron in barbed wire. They couldn't even visit the PX on the base.

Did that wipe out venereal disease? No. Venereal disease was
rampant in every military installation in the United States. New
cases occurred among those soldiers behind barbed-wire confinements,
the details of which I choose not to repeat here now.

The point was, we not only provided free medical care; we pro-
vided everything we could for the soldiers. You couldn't duplicate
those conditions in civilian life. Not only was there venereal disease
rampant in the Army, but this is the tip-off. The ratio of venereal
disease in the colored man as opposed to the white man was precisely
the same in the Army, with all the care, with all these precautions,
as it is in civilian life, and I have in my pocket telephone recorded
data from the War Department.

So, when we find venereal disease in our civilian communities, we
cannot charge that up against a lack of medical care or the cost of
medical care or anything like it. That is why, gentlemen, I said it,
and I know it sounds strange, but the problem of venereal disease is
not a medical problem. It is a problem of social and moral discipline.
Even in the Army, it wasn't the doctors who had the power to issue
those commands. We didn't string the barbed wire. We were merely
technical advisers, and I think there is full justification for my state-
ment when I say no amount of free medical care will abolish venereal
disease. There is an experiment--10,000,000 men, 4 years, and you
can't ignore that.

Are there any questions so far, gentlemen?
On page 693, the Federal Security Administration makes a state-

ment that environment is a very important factor in the development
of mental deficiencies. I wholeheartedly agree with that. I insist
upon it. We must remember that mental deficiency was not clearly
differentiated in the Army from lack of educational opportunity. In
f act, those two things were classed together, and I shall quote here
again from Selective Service Bulletin No. 3, page 26:

Mental deficiency and educational deficiency are generally grouped together
for purposes of discussion. The line of demarcation between the two groups
has never been clearly defined.

They go on to point out, in trying to combat my testimony, that
the classification wasn't proper.

I am quoting here the official publication of the selective service
bulletin, and they say again:

Only a small portion of the group was comprised of morons, imbeciles, and
idiots.

The others were just a vast conglomerate of men, many of whom
did not have proper educational facilities, and they were classed either
as mentally deficient or educationally deficient.

If the committee is getting a bit tired, I could tell them a very
amusing incident about some of this stuff, or I shall go on, as the
committee desires. What is your wish, gentlemen?

4481--48-.-t. 4--29
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I can go on with my testimony. I am trying to make you a little
more comfortable. [Liughter.]

Senator MURRAY. That is all right with me. I am perfectly willing
to stay here. [Laughter.]

Senator SMIT. Do as you prefer.
Dr. FRIEDNAN. Well, I think this is pretty serious. I would like

to tell you this story; it will take a moment. We will stop here.
Just to show you how coincidents happen I was fooling around in

the library in 1938, and I came across three articles which were fun-
nier than anything I ever read in a scientific library.

The first one was in the Nederlandische Tidschrift in 1938. It was
entitled "Physiological Observations on an Oboe Player." The article
was in Dutch; and although I can't read Dutch, it was funny even
then. The next article was an expose of an error made by the late
great Harvey Cushing. He had erroneously listed the height of one
of his acromegalic giants as being 8 foot 4 instead of 7 foot 4. The
article goes on at great length to tell how this error happened; but it
was essentially due to the fact that on the day this man died they did
not have a yardstick handy, an'd the measurements were made with a
1-foot ruler. The error was introduced by the fact that Dr. Cushing's
,assistant miscounted the number of times he put down and picked up
that 1-foot ruler.

Now, the third case-these things run in threes-concerns the case
of a Czechoslovakian greenhouse worker-and this is important; it
is not so funny-who was afraid of doctors. He was so afraid of
doctors that when something hurt him, like his finger, he would just
chop it off, which he did. There is another defect for the draft rejec-
tion figures. [Laughter.] I hope my technical language will not of-
fend anyone, but he had a pain in his testicles once, and lie chopped
that off, one of them. Now the thing that brought him to the hos-
pital-and this article was published by Chester Guy in the Journal of
the American Medical Association of 1938; it makes fascinating read-
ing-that man had a bellyache once, and this was in tie days before
sulfa, and they picked him up in this bloody mess in the street and
took him to Cook County Hospital in Chicago and patched him up;
and by the grace of something or other, he lived.

But before discharging this man back to civilian life, they thought
maybe they ought to have the psychiatrist see him, because maybe le
wasn't quite right mentally; and this is what I would like to empha-
size-I can't remember all the detailed discussions:

One man, the first man that wrote the opinion, said:

This is a very high-grade moron, as good as any, and he is not admissible to
the psychopathic division.

[Laughter.]
The second quotation I can't remember. The third quotation comes

from Harry Singer. now deceased-and that is interesting, too. be-
cause of all the male members of that generation, not a singleone
lived to be 45 years of age; they all died from high blood pressure,
and he is deceased, too-but before he died, he issued this perfect gem
of a discussion. He said:

This man is probably mentally deficient by our standards but not by his. He
is not admissible to the psychopathic division.

[Laughter.]
V. .- -... : .
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I hope this has been worth your while, gentlemen.
Admitting that many of these cases of mentally and educationally

deficient are the result of environment, the physicians are not in con-
trol of environment. We don't form the environment. We don't influ-
ence it except by our modest efforts in medical care. Where does the
FSA present testimony by experts, qualified experts, that the medical
profession is responsible for the appearances of these mental defects?
It is one thing to charge it by a group of lay people; it is something
else to have some ualified man su stantiate it.

I could go into tile question of cretinism, which they bring in. They
are just tilting at windmills when they bring that into the picture.
Statistically it is unimportant; I wouldn't even discuss it unless you
wish. Actually, cretinism can be controlled and is controlled by
dropping a little iodine in the salt, which we are doing now. We don't
need any medical legislation for changing the entire social order of
this country to control cretinism; and I might tell you on the side that
goiters, which are related to cretinism, were present not only in the
people of the Great Lakes region, so that the ladies had to wear high-
necked shirtwaist bands to hide their big necks, but all the dogs, fish,
and frogs and snakes around Chicago had goiters, too; and the medi-
cal care available to the snakes and the frogs and the fish has not
increased one iota in Chicago: and we don't have goiter any more out
there, by the simple expedient of dropping a little amount of cheap
iodine in the salt. So I wouldn't even discuss that. "

Now we come to the pointt of conditions not preventable and not
remediable, and so forth. I should like to call your attention right
now to the great distinction which the armed forces make between men
who are already in the service and those who are about to be brought
in. For example, gentlemen, for 4 years I sat on boards that were
handling these problems every day in the week, and toward the last
part of the war we had what were called profile boards.

We had groups of specialists meeting together every day to see
whether not only could the man leave the hospital, but was he fit to go
back to service or should he go back to civilian life. So, essentially, we
were doing the same work that the induction stations were doing.

Peptic ulcers, for example, will not be accepted by the Army. That
is cause for rejection. They wouldn't take them. But once a man got
into the Army. not only if he had a peptic ulcer but even if he had
perforation or hemorrhages, we would doctor him up and send him
back to duty. So when the FSA tells me that 70 percent of neuro-
psychiatric patients were returned to duty that doesn't mean anything.
Of course, they were returned to duty. but it is one thing to return to
duty an individual who has succumbed to these unusual strains of war
and quite another to try to rehabilitate an individual who had been
unable to adjust himself to the ordinary demands of civilian life. So
that data is not pertinent. I admit that we returned a lot of men to
duty. That has nothing to do with the point whatsoever.

We next come to the statement by the FSA that 8 percent of mental
diseases can be cured. They say that on page 694, and also show that
in tables B and C. They also state that only a small percent of the
17 or 18 percent of IV-F's rejected for mental disease had serious
mental disorders.
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Dr. Felix, whose letter is submitted on page 721, says that hardly
more than 1 in 10 were rejected for grave mental or personality dis-
orders. It is quite true that of all rejections from mental diseases,
only about 11 percent-Dr. Felix is absolutely right in stating those
facts were for conditions specifically labeled as such "grave mental
or personality disorders." Yet another 2 percent were labeled "major
abnormalities of mood. 27.3 percent psychopathic personality." and,
gentlemen, I am quoting these figures from Selective Service System
Medical Bulletin No. 3, table 5. page 122, "approximately 6 percent
chronic drunkenness or drug addiction."

Now, for those who are unfamiliar with these technical terms,
except for chronic drunkenness, and so forth [laughter]-

Senator DONNELL. I think the committee is acquainted with that
term.

Dr. FRmDMAN. I should like to quote the War Department defini-
tion of some of the kinds of psychopathic personality which we are
told by the FSA rebuttal are not serious mental diseases:

In this ill-defined, more or less heterogeneous group are placed those Indi-
viduals who, although not suffering from a congenital defect in the intellectual
sphere, do manifest a definite defect in their ability to profit by experience. They
are unable to respond in an adult social manner to the demands of honesty,
truthfulness, decency, and consideration of their fellow associates. They are
oftentimes in conflict with the law. Among this general group are three main
types--I am still quoting War Department-I have got it right here-MR 1-9:

(1) Psychopathic personality with pathologic sexuality. This may include
many homosexuals and cases of sexual perversion, etc.

(2) Psychopathic personality with emotional instability.
(3) Psychopathic personality with asocial and amoral trends. This includes

the pathological liars, petty offenders, swindlers, kleptomaniacs, pyromaniacs,
etc.

Gentlemen, it is your privilege to consider these as insignificant
mental aberrations of normal behavior, but the War Department did
not consider them. To that extent, I must seriously disagree with
Dr. Felix. On the other hand, there was a little exaggeration in the
other direction. About one-half of all rejections for mental diseases
are labeled psychoneurosis, and here I cite medical statistics, Selective
Service System Bulletin No. 3, table 5 again, page 122:

Many of these, of course, wouldn't be considered mental diseases at all. On
the contrary, by usual standards, they would be regarded as normal men-

or if you want to use Harry Singer's words--
even by their standards.

Col. William Menninger, psychiatric consultant in the Army, before
this very committee emphasized that point, and that should be reg-
istered. I shall quote. He said:

It has been no surprise to psychiatrists that this segment of the population
hIas been uncovered-

meaning these psychoneurotics-
and is no special cause for alarm as to the mental health of the Nation. It
concerns-

please note-
our family life and our educational system. It is intimately linked with the
prevailing attitude of the public toward their specific service in the Army. To
many men, the security of their homes and their friends and their jobs far
outweighs their belief in their importance for, and their need by, the armed forces.
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The rejection of this group of men for acceptance to the Army has been widely
misunderstood and misinterpreted.

Please note--
The Army, like a football team, needs the best. The fact that a man may be

a regular worker, a community asset, is no indication that he can fit into the
Army or be an asset to the Army. Many men can hold a civilian job with
efficiency who would be unable to fit into the regimentation and discipline of the
Army.

Please note that Colonel Menninger emphasizes the role of the
family, our educational system, and the "prevailing attitude of the
public" in determining the mental reactions of this group of men.
Indeed, in a very illustrative article in the lay press-I will be able
to give that to the committee; I have it here, I hope--Colonel Meninger
went on to discuss this at great length. Yes; I have it here. I should
like to have the committee, if they please, read this at their leisure.
I have finished with it.

In the Atlantic Monthly of January 1948 he called attention of
the lay public to the fact that the personality of the individual is
formed during childhood and early adolescence by the reactions of
the environment on the inherited personality potentials. As Dr. Men-
ninger has so ably indicated:

The healthy development to an emotional adulthood-

and I am really quoting here--
depends very largely on the home situation which provides affection, good
example, and security.

Not only the home, but the community environment must also be
considered in the development of mental disease.

Dr. Menninger explicitly acknowledges the importance of the hous-
ing shortage, unemployment, and the various prejudices and conflicts
which threaten the security and comfort of the family unit.

In my original testimony, I have given statistical evidence of the
interplay of these various factors on mental disease.

Senator DO.NNELL. Doctor, did you identify Dr. Menninger as. he
is identified here in the Atlantic Monthly?

Dr. FRMDMAN. He is the same William Menninger, sir, who. is
psychiatric consultant for the Army.

Senator DONNELL. He is here identified as president of the American
Psychiatric Association.

Dr. FRMDXA. Yes, sir. I do not mean to reflect on the personality,
necessarily, of individual psychiatrists. I think, however, it is per-
missible to say that a psychiatrist is no satisfactory substitute for a
secure and comfortable home or for the affection and firm support
of a wholesome family life. The medical profession cannot be held
responsible for the family life.

I am glad to say here, gentlemen-and this can be off the record,
if you wish-there is a very significant development in this country
which has not received proper notice. The Federal Council of
Churches of Christ in America have recognized this problem and for
10 years have had cooperative meetings between physicians and the
clergy to combat some of these problems, to recognize them, and
I think it is our duty and the public duty of the Congre and the
medical profession to educate the people to what these problems mean.
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I think we have overemphasized the role of the medical profession.
We have sadly underemphasized the importance of the church and
of other wholesome influences in the communities, and I think that
something might be done along those lines.

Now, to return to this, I must certainly agree with Dr. Felix that
there is nothing to be gained by a return to the neglect and do-nothing
attitude of the past. Conversely, there is little to be gained from
exaggerating the importance of the efforts of individual psychiatrists
and minimizing the importance of the environment factors which are
really responsible for the production of mental disease.

For example, gentlemen, I don't know whether you recall this or
not, but no matter what kind of a community one had, no matter how
wealthy one was, regardless of medical care or population density,
mental deficiency did not occur in Irishmen; it di not occur in Jews.

Now the medical profession can't convert all of us to be Irishmen
and Jews, even if that were desirable. Chronic alcoholism does not
occur in Chinamen, and I don't think we all want to be Chinamen,
but there is no use neglecting these cultural, ethical, and important
backgrounds, and say the psychiatrist can do it all. That is poppy-
cock.

Once abnormal behavior patterns or mental disease have developed,
it is probable that psychiatry can do some good for some individuals.
However, I don't know. Even Dr. Felix wisely refrains from sub-
mitting any detailed estimates of how much good can be clone, but the
quantitative estimate was submitted by the Federal Security Adminis-
tration.

They say, and they cite evidence which I am willing to accept for
the moment, that 8.4 percent-8.4 percent of patients discharged from
the mental-disease section of the veterans' hospitals-and they say
on page 722-8.4 percent are regarded as cured or recovered; but,
please note, "at the time of discharge."

Now, gentlemen, if we handled cancer statistics like that, or peptic-
ulcer statistics like that, we would have a most brilliant medical record.
Where is the 5-, 10-, or 20-year follow-up on these patients? How
many of those 8 percent are going to remain cured ? But leaving that
aside, who can determine the curability of a chronic disease by observa-
tions on the condition of the patient at the time of discharge?

Let us grant that about 8 percent of the mentally ill can be cured.
Would that have changed the draft-rejection statistics? Not one iota.

Let me quote from the mobilization records, MR-9, p age 40: "Re-
liable history of commitment to a mental hospital wilI be cause for
rejection." And let me urge upon you, gentlemen, that when the War
Department says "commitment" they are not using that in the legal
way. They don't mean that a person has to be put in there against his
will, and to make doubly sure about that, I called up the Selective Serv-
ice System and got a ruling on it. That is not what they mean at all.
Any patient who has ever been in a mental hospital for treatment of
a verified mental disease is not acceptable by the Army, whether he
is cured or not.

Now we are talking about draft-rejection statistics. We are not
talking about what happened to these people in civilian life, no matter
how much they were cured. We are not responsible for the Army's
ruling. Those men would not have been acceptable for military serv-
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ice by the v6ry fact they had been patients, and if you doubt it, here
is the ruling of the War Department right here [illustrating].

The FSA also claims that I did not sufficiently allow for rejection
for eye diseases. That statement, gentleman, is not proven. I am
fully aware that eye diseases accounted for 2 to 8 percent of all rejec-
tious, or that eye defects, rather, and that eye diseases accounted for
about 40 percent of these. So that the total number of rejections for
eye diseases was about 2 percent.

I make no pretense of being an expert in ophthalmology, but one
of the things I did when I prepared my original testimony was to
collar some of my colleagues in ophthalmology and get their opinion.
So what I wrote was a distillate and the expert opinion of these
ophthalomologists. We also have their opinions, of course, on these
profile boards in the Army for years. I served 4 years with one hos-
pital unit where we were doing specialist work all the time. These
people assured me that, with very few exceptions, the kind of eye dis-
eases that we encountered as listed in the draft rejection figures could
not have been prevented, and very few of them could have been
alleviated.

So that I was not unaware of that. but I had that in mind when I
wrote my original testimony. The FSA alludes to some eye diseases
and to some injuries to the musculo-skeletal system for which treat-
ment was delayed or inadequate. They don't produce any evidence
as to how many people were injured or defected because their treat-
ment was delayed or inadequate. It is one thing to make charges like
that and something else to substantiate it.

In the absence of any data that there was inadequate medical treat-
ment. as, for example, in the case of an eye injury or delayed treat-
ment, how can I or anybody else calculate how many of those could
have been prevented? However, that isn't really the point, because
I was cautious enough in making my tables to include under conditions
which could not have been prevented only those eye rejections which
were due to refractive errors or which are clearly not preventable.
We don't know how to make an eve so that they will never need
glasses. You will see that on page 658. Those are the only ones which
I included in my category of unpreventables.

I expressed such caution to place blinchess and other eye diseases in
category 6, if you will notice, because I felt that we didn't have suffi-
cient information to classify them, even though my colleagues told me
that I would be fully justified in putting them in the unpreventable
class, but I was cautious. I put them in the class I didn't know, and
you will find those in my table category 6 in my original testimony.
In other words, gentlemen, I was trying to be fair, and bent over back-
ward not to include things that are unpreventable unless I knew them
for a fact.

If the members of the Federal Security Administration have any
evidence that a large number of these injuries or defects were due to
medical neglect or delay or inadequate medical treatment, they have
not presented one iota of evidence of that fact at the present time, and
I think, gentlemen, that in fairness to the medical profession that
charge either should be substantiated or withdrawn.

In one sentence in the last paragraph on page 695, the members
of the FSA make two statements, both of which are contrary to fact.
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In the first place, they attribute to me the claim that "no treatment is
of any remedial value" in the treatment of a number of conditions,
including asthma.

If you will note in my original testimony on page 659, the first
sentence, I acknowledge what any physician knows, that the individual
attacks of asthma can be treated successfully and the patient given
relief. In the second place, they claim that I have listed these and
other conditions as "hopeless." This statement also is flatly contrary
to fact. They can cite no such statement of mine any place that any
condition is hopeless.

Senator DOxNELL. Doctor, as regards asthma, do you think they
have in mind the two sentences near the top of page 659, where you
say:

But the attacks will come again. The patient is not cured of asthhia.

Dr. FRIDMAN. I don't know what they had in mind, but they make
the sweeping statement that I say that no treatment is of any remedial
value. It is one thing to say you can't cure it; it is another thing to
say that the treatment is of no value. I not only didn't say that, but I
pointed out that there is some value in treating a patient with asthma,
as we well know, but you can't cure it. That is the difference.

I should expect that a governmental agency in reporting, preparing
a report to this committee, would be accurate. I think that is not too
much to ask. I wasn't satisfied with my own opinions of this, despite
many years of experience with this, but I asked Harry Bernton, here
in town, who specializes in allergy, and who has a terrific practice in
asthma, to go through his own office records and tell me what he found.
He ventured the opinion that after vigorous treatment for many years
or months, depending upon the individual, about 10 percent of
asthmatics could be regarded as "cured." That doesn't mean that they
would be free of the disease, but it would mean that they could go for
many years without any seriously embarrassing symptoms. They
would have, nevertheless, some repetition of attacks, but minor ones.
Even those people who would be alleged to be in this 10-percent group
of "cured" would show asthmatic type of breathing if you examine
them. In other words, they may feel fine and have no trouble, but
you put a stethoscope on their chest and you would hear all the music
you want to hear in any key you want to play it, wheezes, rumbles.

Now, this is a group of people who, even though they *said they felt
fine, would be rejected by the Army as asthmatic. So the number of
people you can regard as'cured in asthma is insignificant. That doesn't
mean that medical treatment doesn't do them any good.

Senator MuiAY. Doctor, I am not trying to get any free medical
advice from you [laughter], but I have heard many people complain
about rheumatism and who claimed that they had been told by mem-
bers of the profession that there is no cure for them. Is that true ?

Senator DoNNEL. Pardon me, just a minute. What was it you
said before you asked that question? [Laughter.] I would like to
know.

Senator MuRRAY. I remember a case where a man got some free
advice from a lawyer by meeting him on the street and making a bet
with him that so-and-so was the law. It developed later that he was
involved in a case which involved that point, and the lawyer sent him a
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bill for $500. I don't want you to send me any bills in this case,
because I am not interested, myself. [Laughter.]

Dr. FRWMDMAN. No, sir; it is difficult to answer the Senator's ues-
tion, because to a medical man the word "rheumatism" doesn't have
much meaning. If you mean disabling chronic arthritis

Senator DONNELL. What do you mean, Senator?
Senator MURRAY. The kind of rheumatism people have when they

can't walk around.
Dr. FRI DMAN. Senator Murray, I will come to that point a bit

later, but that is another point about the United States Public Health
Service. When people speak about "rheumatism," that might include
anything. In other words, the lay person includes any kind of an
ache or pain that he feels some place outside of his belly as rheumatism
[laughter], a pain in the shoulder or a pain in. the hip or a pain in the
knee. Now that might be due to metastatic involvement of the spinal
column. I would have to know the cause. Now if you are talking
about disabling chronic arthritis, I hesitate to say this, but honestly,
we have no cure. As a matter of fact, I am not so sure we can do much
good except to teach the person how to live more comfortably with

is misery.
Senator MURRAY. Eventually they may discover a cure for it.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. I sincerely hope so. I might say, since we are get-

ting personal, that I had the privilege of treating a member of the
Senator's family in the service, which we can talk about later.
[Laughter.] As a matter of fact, he visited me recently. He is a
very grateful patient. He is now selling lenses for Bausch & Lomb,
if you know the one I am talking about. Do you recognize the physi-
cian? It is Dr. James Murray Flynn of New York.

Senator MURRAY. Oh, yes.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. We will talk about that later, but I have him as one

of my grateful patients from Army days, and we are good friends.
He was here a few weeks ago.

Senator MURRAY. Yes; that is right.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. Getting back to the testimony, on page 696, the Fed-

eral Security Administration charges that I have completely ignored
the. important fact that--
modern medicine can control and alleviate many conditions which are not actually
"curable."

That is their first sentence on Page 696, They specifically charge,
among other- things, that I failed to acknowledge the possibility of
thus alleviating the manifestations of diabetes by the use of insulin,
the possibility of alleviating asthma, which I have already referred
to, and the administration of appropriate therapy in heart disease.

These statements are flatly contrary to fact. To be sure, I did not
undertake to write a textbook of medicine for this committee. How-
ever, as tersely as possible, I cited the value of the medical treatment
of asthma, on page 659, first sentence, and the use of insulin for the
control of diabetes, fourth sentence.

In the second paragraph on page 659, I stress the importance of
medical care for various cardiovascular conditions, including con-
genital heart disease, high blood pressure, rheumatic heart disease, and
so forth. The Federal Security Administration persists in confusing
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successful medical therapy which will enable the individual to live a
nearly normal life with the much more difficult task of curing the in-
dividual of these various diseases, and the Army was not interested in
people who could get along by taking pills every day.

The Army has adopted a policy that if a man was dependent on
medicine, no matter how well he looked, they wouldn't take him.
That is one thing we must keep in mind.

In the last paragraph on page 696, the Federal Security Adminis-
tration rebuttal charges me with classifying club foot and diabetes
as conditions which are beyond the province of the medical profes-
sion. This statement, gentlemen, is flatly contrary to fact, as you
can see in your own record. Neither condition was included in my
table 1, page 658, which lists those conditions which I thought, how-
ever, erroneously., are beyond the province of the medical profession.
Diabetes is specifically included under the endocrine disorders of
table 2, page 658.

I should like to acknowledge to this committee at the present time,
that for practical purposes, club foot is entirely preventable. There
is no need for a young man gr-owing to adultlood with club foot;
that is beyond dispute, but this committee should realize, however
illogical it may seem, that the Selective Service System did not
classify club foot under the musculoskeletal system, congenital de-
fects of which are listed in table 2. The Selective Service System
classified club foot under "feet," which may seem strange to you
[Laughter.]

Feet defects were responsible for about 1 percent of all rejections.
Of the total number of rejections for "feet," flat feet accounted for

about 80 percent of the 1 percent, and all other foot defects, includ-
ing club foot, accounted for 20 percent of the 1 percent, or 0.2 of 1
percent; is that right?

Senator DONNELL. Twenty percent of 1 percent?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. Yes: that is 0.2 of 1 percent.
Senator DONNELL. it would be a fifth of 1 percent, two-tenths of

1 percent.
Dr. FRIE MAN. All those diseases, to combine all foot diseases

other than flat feet, was two-tenths of 1 percent, but included in this

group was not only club foot, but six other foot defects also.

Actually, the frequency of club foot was so small that the Selective

Service System doesn't list it independently. You can't find out how

many people there arm with club feet. Nevertheless, they have no

reason for objection, because I was again cautious in my table of

defects which were not preventable. I included only flat feet. I was

cautious enough to omit club foot and all other foot defects from

that, category.
So the FSA once more is in error, and I think this time it is an

understandable error and an unintentional one, because I can see

where they might have thought that we should have included club

foot under nmusculoskeletal defects.
Now, gentlenien, I should like to come to an item which came to

me as a complete surprise, and because the data I now have is so

surprising and so recent, I have not had time to correct my original

testimony that I prepared for you.
The Federal Security Administration presents a letter from a

qualified physician who has expressed the opinion that:
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On the basis of present knowledge, adequate health measures, preventive
and curative, could have lowered draft rejections for the various cardiovascular
disorders you have listed. This statement is based on the following facts-

and so forth, page 722. Then, in the back, they gave this letter.
This, gentlemen, is a rather embarrassing thing for me, because I

am obliged to differ very sharply and publicly with a man who has
proper qualifications in New York, but I shall present the facts and
let the committee judge.

This physician is not only in active practice in the city of New York,
but hs been certified by the American Board of Internal Medicine.
He really should have known better. He also is listed as the medical
director of the American Heart Association, which I will refer to in
a moment.

Gentlemen, I should like to call your attention to the fact that he is
not, never has beeli an officer of the American Heart Association, nor
is he a member of the executive board of the American Heart Associa-
tion.

When I saw that letter of Dr. Connor's, I couldn't understand how
a well-qualified and intelligent physician could submit a letter of that
kind. When I saw the statement, which you will see in your record,
that the Federal Security Administration submits this as a letter, not
from Dr. Connor, but as from the American Heart Association, they
say "This is the opinion of the American Heart Association" gentle-
men, I know the quality and character of the men in the American
Heart Association, I felt so strongly by my own knowledge that the
American Heart Association would never write or endorse such a
stupid letter as came from Dr. Connor, that I took the privilege of
writing the American Heart Association and asked them, "Gentle-
men," in effect, "do I have to challenge you or Dr. Connor ?"

I should like to submit for the record a letter which I wrote to Dr.
H. M. Marvin, American Heart Association, 1790 Broadway, New
York 19, N. Y. Dr. Marvin is the executive secretary of the American
Heart Association. He is an associate professor of medicine at Yale
University Medical School. I should like to read you this letter:

DnAR DR. MARVIN: I have been engaged in a public controversy with members
of the Social Security Administration about the interpretation of the Selective
Service- System data. It is the contention of this Administration that many of
the rejections for cardiovascular defects could have been prevented, and thus that
these rejections are evidence of a widespread -medical neglect. I have challenged
this interpretation on many points.

In a rebuttal to my analysis the Social Security Administration has exhibited
a letter from Dr. Charles A. R. Connor on the stationery of your association.
Dr. Connor reached the conclusion that on the basis of present medical knowledge
draft rejection for various cardiovascular disorders could have been lowered.

I wonder if you would be kind enough to tell me whether this letter of Dr.
Connor was shown to and approved by the officers and executive committee of
the American Heart Association.

incidentally, many of which I know-
or If the opinions expressed are to be accepted only as the personal opinions
of Dr. Connor.

I find myself in rather sharp disagreement with Dr. Connor at many points and
aimi now In the process of filing a paper with the Senate committee in which
these differences are to be expressed in considerable detail with appropriate
reference to the literature in cardiology. This discussion of mine-

I didn't know if I were to be allowed to tell this or not-
if accepted as testimony by the committee will, of course, be published.
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I wanted it strictly on the record.
I should greatly appreciate an answer to the points I have raised, and would be

very happy to forward your letter to the Senate committee along with my own
discussion.

Out of courtesy to Dr. Connor, I plan to write him in the near future and in-
form him of the nature of our differences.

I would like to submit this letter to the committee.
Senator DONNELL. It will be received in evidence.
(The letter submitted by Dr. Friedman is as follows:)

JANUARY 21, 1948.
11. M. MARVIN, M. D.

American Heart Association,
New York 19.

DkL Dix MARVIN: I have leen engaged in a public controversy with members
of the Social Security Administration about the interpretation of the Selective
Service System data. It is the contention of this Administration that many of
the rejections for cardiovascular defects could have been prevented, and thus
that these rejections are evidence of a widespread medical neglect. I have
challenged this interpretation on many points.

In a rebuttal to my analysis the SQcial Security Administration has exhibited
a letter from Dr. Charles A. R. Connor on the stationery of your association. Dr.
Connor reached the conclusion that on the basis of present medical knowledge
draft rejection for various cardiovascular disorders could have been lowered.

I wonder if you would be kind enough to tell me whether this letter of Dr.
Connor was shown to and approved by the officers and executive committee of
the American Heart Association or if the opinions expressed are to be accepted
only as the personal opinions of Dr. Connor.

I find myself in rather sharp disagreement with Dr. Connor at many points
and am now in the process of filing a paper with the Senate committee in which.
these differences are to be expressed iu considerable detail with appropriate
references to the literature in cardiology. This discussion of mine, if accepted as
testimony by the committee will, of course, be published.

I should greatly appreciate an answer to the points I have raised, and would be
very happy to forward your letter to the Senate committee along with my own
discussion.

Out of courtesy to Dr. Connor, I plan to write him in the near future and inform
him of the nature of our differences.

Very truly yours,
MAUICE H. FRIEDMAN.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. I was unable to reach Dr. Marvin in New York
and I got no reply, and when I called New York they offered to serve
me up one order of Dr. Connor, but I declined and insisted on talking
to Dr. Marvin, who was in New Haven.

I finally contacted Dr. Marvin in New Haven. I told him of the
situation. In the telephone conversation he was surprised and indig-
nant that any such interpretation of a letter from Dr. Connor had ever
been contemplated. He said that letter was never shown to the
executive committee, let alone the entire membership, but was never
shown to the officers of the American Heart Association. It was never
shown to the executive board of the American Heart Association, that
those opinions, he said in the telephone conversation, are to be regarded
only as the opinions of Dr. Connor.

Then requested that Dr. Marvin write both to me and to the com-
mittee a letter addressed to Senator H. Alexander Smith, of New
Jersey, stating these views, and Dr. Marvin said, "I would like to have
Dr. Connor write that letter," and he said, "furthermore, I shall see
to it in the future that if Dr. Connor wants to write any more letters,
he will bring a box of his own stationery to the office and not use the
stationery of the American Heart Association." [Laughter.]
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I have here a copy of the letter from Dr. Connor, and I think Senator
Smith should by this time have the original, because I asked that the
original be sent directly to you.

Senator SMITH. I asked this morning for it in my office, but it
wasn't there.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. This is the way it came to me. It should be addressed
here to you, sir. I had it addressed to this room. I didn't know what
time it would get here.

Senator Sm.ITH. I will ask Mr. Rodgers if he received it.
Mr. RODGERS. No.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. It is probably around some place, because this is

dated January 27. This is from Dr. Connor:
My DEAR SENATOR: I have been requested to clarify for you a statement written

for Mr. Watson Miller on the date of July 9, 1947.
This statement, as was indicated in the accompanying letter to Mr. Louis S.

Reed-

whoever he is-
represented my own opinion and not those of the American Heart Association.

Now there is one other thing which I don't understand. Maybe Dr.
Marvin was wrong, but he told me that Charles Connor was not ap-
pointed to his present title as medical director of the American Heart
Association until September 1947. Now it is quite possible that
Dr. Marvin is in error about the date; I don't know, but that is what
he told me over the telephone, and if I may, I would like to submit a
copy of this letter.

Senator SMITH. It will be admitted.
(The letter presented by Dr. Friedman is as follows:)

AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION,
New York 19, N. Y., January 27, 1948.

Senator H. ALEXANDER SMITH,
Chairman, Senator Committee on Education, Labor, andI Public Health, Waahington, D. 0.

My DEAR SENATOR: I have been requested to clarify for you a statement
written for Mr. Watson Miller on the date of July 9, 1947.

This statement, as was indicated In the accompanying letter to Mr. Louis S.
Reed, represented my own opinion and not those of the American Heart
Association.

Sincerely yours,
CHARLES A. R. CONNOR, M. D.,

Medical Director.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. I should now like with great pleasure to consider
the points raised by Dr. Charles Connor.

Senator SMITH. Does that appear in the record that we have here?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. Yes, sir; it will.
Senator SMITH. What page is that?
Dr. FRIDMAN. I cited that, sir. The letter from Dr. Connor is at

the back of the testimony. It is at the tail end. I can find it here.
I should like to say for the record, therefore, that the Federal

Security Administration has-I don't know; I wouldn't say inten-
tionally; I am not saying about their intentions--they have misrepre-
sented a letter from a private physician as being the official opinion of
the American Heart Association.

Senator DONNFL. The letter is the one set forth in appendix B,
is it, Doctor, at page 722?
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Dr. FRIEDIMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And is referred to at page 696?
Dr. FRIEDMUAN. That is right.
Senator DONNELL. The language is:
In a special statement referring to the Friedman document, the American

Heart Association commented-

and so forth?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. Correct.
I submit that that is a misrepresentation of fact. As a matter of

fact, gentlemen, there is no evidence whatsoever that the alleged
Friedman document was ever shown to either Dr. Connor or to any
member of the American Heart Association. I think the inference is
a highly improper one.

I should now with great pleasure like to discuss some of the points
Dr. Connor has brought up. I am glad to be able to agree with
Dr. Connor that bacterial endocarditis can now be treated successfully,
but when Dr. Connor says it can be cured, it is stretching things a little
bit. At the present time the mortality rate from this disease is about
30 percent, which is still bad enough, but much better than we ever
did before. But granting that it is completely curable, I should like to
bring to the attention of this committee something else which Dr.
Connor failed to do.

In the first place, it is so rare that it had no statistical significance
in the draft rejection. If you gentlemen will pardon me, I will just
skip that. I can demonstrate that it is of no significance, but I want to
show you the falseness of this statement. The important point is
that with rare exceptions, so rare that they are published, bacterial
endocarditis does not attack a healthy heart. It attacks the heart
of rheumatic fever or it attacks the heart of congenital defects. I
cite here from Paul White's book, which is a classic in American
literature, the fact and also from some of his published works-the
citation is in my paper-that in a recent survey he made, 82 percent
of the cases of bacterial endocarditis had been engraEfted upon rheu-
matic heart disease and another 14 percent upon congenital heart
disease, and another few percent on miscellaneous kinds of heart
disease.

In other words, gentlemen, even if we could cure 100 percent of the
cases of bacterial endocarditis, Dr. Connor's statement would be a
silly one, because the Army would still reject the people, for the fun-
damental diseased condition upon which bacterial endocarditis was
engrafted, namely, rheumatic fever; congenital heart defects would
still remain. So that is a very silly statement.

Senator S1jirrH. Doctor, if you would prefer to summarize the bal-
ance of your report there, we would be glad to publish the whole
report in the record.

Dr. FRMDMAN. Yes, sir; as you prefer, but so much was made of
this document.

Senator SMITrrH. If you would give us, I think, a summary and put
it in the record, if Senator Murray would be glad to consent to that-

Senator MURRAY. I listened to your testimony with great interest,
Doctor.

Senator SMITH. I think you have been giving us a very fine p resenta-
tion of this issue, and we are very glad to have it in'the record.
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Dr. FRIEDMAN. I will just refer to the general principles now; you
will see the details in here.

To say that because we have penicillin now or that because we have
surgery now we will correct these diseases, doesn't mean that we could
have prevented these defects when these young men were growing up.
We don't know how to make penicillin available retroactively. We
don't know how to cure heart disease retroactively. We cannot take
penicillin and cure heart disease which was present 15 years ago, which
is what they are asking us to do. We can't take surgery for rheumatic
heart disease and say that we should have prevented the draft rejection
of these boys who have been growing up 10 or 15 years ago and came to
World War II.

Senator DONNELL. Pardon ine a moment. The whole statement of
the doctor is going to be in, is it not?

Dr. FRIEDMAN. I would like to have it in.
Senator SMITH. Yes. I want the whole statement in. It is a very

carefully prepared analysis.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Chairman, I might call attention to the fact

that this statement that the doctor is rebutting consumes a very large
amount of space in the record, I think.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. Yes. It was with considerable effort that I got all
through it. I don't think that I really finished, gentlemen.

Senator DONNELL. It begins at page 686 of the record and runs
down through about the middle of page 721. Then there are certain
appendixes which which are attached.

Senator Sxrrrii. Middle of page 726.
Senator DONNELL. Well, that is approximately 40 pages of rather

small type.
Senator S31ITIL. I might say there, Senator Donnell, that pages 723

to 726 is an exchange of correspondence between Senator -McGrath
and myself. So it starts on page 686 to 723.

Senator DONNELL. That is approximately 37 pages. I don't know
what the size of that type is, but it is pretty small and there are a good
many tables there.

Senator MURRAY. I was going to observe that it would have been
nice if we could have found the practice they found where a legal ques-
tion is concerned. They sometimes get together with an agreed state-
ment of facts, instead of this long drawn out-

Dr. FRIEDMAN. There are competent scholars in the Government
with whom that would be entirely possible. Dr. Dunn, in Vital Statis-
tics, is a man with whom I could easily reach an agreement on these
matters; there are others in Public Health Service and various others,
but these statements made by lay persons, unqualified to make them,
is something entirely different.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Chairman, this is obvious, but I would just
like to have it noted specifically in the record that this whole subject
matter that the doctor is discussing with such care this afternoon
is one of tremendous importance, particularly in view of the great
emphasis which has been laid so many, many times upon the results
of the Selective Service investigations.

Senator SMITH. With the emphasis on the large percentage of
rejections.

Senator DONNELL. Yes, sir, and while it may seem at moments that
we who are not doctors can't understand all the technical language,
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this rather lengthy discussion that the doctor is giving us is a very
exceedingly valuable discussion.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. Whatever the gentlemen prefer. I don't want to tire
you.

Senator DONNELL. Let me just ask you this. This need not be on
the record.

(There was a discussion off the record.)
Dr. FRrEDMAN. I am free to admit that I have certain prejudices

which I would be glad to lay on the table, but I have been a scientist
for long enough years, and I could discard those and I could easily
reach agreement with other experts, if I may include myself, on matters
of fact.

Senator MURRAY. Doctor, I would be very glad to have you go ahead
and complete your whole statement.

Senator DONNELL. Might I ask the doctor, Do you have any knowl-
edge as to who it was that actually prepared this analysis which
appears on pages 686 to 721, to which the appendices have been ap-
pended?

Dr. FRIEDMAN. No, sir. I am just a private doctor. I don't know
what is going on down here.

Senator MURMAY. If you want to go into that, Doctor. it will take
two or three more days, and we will have to call a lot of witnesses here,
because I understand they collaborate on these things.

Senator DONNELL. I just wondered if the doctor had any knowledge
as to who actually did this ?

Dr. FR DMAN. No, sir. Personalities don't interest me. I try to
steer clear of that.

Senator DONNELL. I am not particularly interested in the person-
alities except to know whether or not these men who prepared this
document from page 686 on are men who have the requisite experience
and training and knowledge, who have something to give us of real
value.

Dr. FreeDMAN. It has been presented by Mr. Miller, I think.
Senator DONNELL. I started to say a moment ago it is signed-I

don't see it is signed by anybody. I see that appendix A is signed by
R. A. Felix, medical director.

Dr. FRI MAN. No. He was a physician, I believe, in the Public
Health Department.

Senator DONNELL But the document itself, the analysis of Maurice
H. Friedman, Ph. D., M. D., to the committee, and so forth prepared
under the direction of the Federal Security Administrator. I don't see
that it is signed by anybody. Am I wrong on that?

Dr. FR-E MAN. Mr. Miller apparently is responsible for some of it.
What I don't understand is that if Mr. Miller is responsible, how is
it this letter of Dr. Connor was sent to Mr. Reed ? I don't get that.

Senator DONNELL. Pardon me, Doctor. The point I was getting at
is we have here an analysis answering the testimony which you gave,
and the analysis doesn't give us the benefit at all, so far as I observe
here, of who it was that prepared it. So we can't bring i anybody
without going through the process of some inquiry of Mr. Miller or
somebody else. The testimony you have given previously comes out
over your name or under your name, as the case may be, and we know
to whom to look.

Dr. FWIEMAN. I will accept responsibility for that.
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Senator DONNL. But I can't find anything here at this glance
I am giving it that would indicate who prepared it. Now it may
appear here somewhere; I may not be correct.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. I keep referring to Federal Security Administra-
tion because I wasn't interested in personalities, and I had no knowl-
edge of who they were.

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Miller himself, of course, has very frankly
stated to our committee numerous times that he is not a doctor himself,
and obviously he didn't prepare it. It says it was prepared under his
direction.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. Mr. Miller apparently undertook to lecture me on
medical subjects, however.

Senator DONNELL. It* is noted here, Senator Smith calls to my
attention, the fact that the letter of transmittal is over the name of
Maurice Collins, Acting Administrator. Do you know Maurice
Collins?

Dr. FRIEDMAN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know whether he is a doctor?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. I know nothing about him.
Senator DONNE,. Well, go ahead.
Senator MURRAY. We'll subpena Mr. Collins, Watson Miller, and

a few of the others over there and set aside a couple of days probably
so that we can get to the bottom of it.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. There is one important point that Dr. Connor brings
up. As I said, many of these things are just piddling; they are not
statistically significant, but he mentioned a very important statement,
which, if true, would have shown me to be seriously in error. That is
regarding rheumatic fever. )

Rheumatic fever is a very important segment of heart disease and a
very important cause of rejection among draftees. Now Dr. Connor
admits that we cannot in our present state of affairs prevent the first
attack of -rheumatic fever. He also admits that in a large number of
cases, the heart is seriously affected with that first attack. In other
words, we cannot prevent the heart disease resulting from the first
attack of rheumatic fever. He does say, however, and this is where
I should like to challenge him or cite authority to the contrary, that by
prophylactic use of a sulfonamide and penicillin, we can prevent re-
curring attacks of rheumatic fever and thus in some cases, perhaps,
rheumatic heart disease.

Now I admit there are papers in the literature which have been
enthusiastic and optimistic that say we could prevent the recurrence
of rheumatic fever by the prophylactic use of sulfonamides. I really
wish that were true. I really wish that were true. However, I have
cited some authorities here which deny that. I have cited one author-
ity, for example, Dr. May Wilson, who does nothing but work with
rheumatic children in a sanatorium in New York, who says, and I give
the reference in my testimony:

I would not have given it (sulfonamide) In the first place. Until it can be
definitely shown that prophylactic chemotherapy prevents recurrence-

and she goes on to show why it can't be shown.
It is inadvisable to use a drug which may in some Instances have deleterious

effects.
64481-48-pt. 4-80
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Now that is not a joke, gentlemen. I have a woman in my own prac-
tice who has lost the sight of her right eye because she liked to take
sulpha medicine for a cold. Sulpha doesn't do a bit of good for a
cold and it is a dangerous drug, and should never be taken without
a prescription; even then it is taken. We have a disease called periar-
teritis nodosa, which is fatal, for which we have no cure, and the
largest number of cases of periarteritis nodosa is due to the indiscrim-
inate widespread use of sulpha compounds. So a wise physician would
refrain from giving sulpha compounds to rheumatic children unless
the evidence were clear that it was effective. My own view is, I
wouldn't say that it is not effective. I say that it is debatable. Many
authorities deny that it is effective.

At a public meeting of our staff at Mouint Alto Hospital a few
months ago, Dr. Arno d Rich, the famous pathologist of Johns Hop-
kins University Medical School, denied there was any evidence what-
soever that sulpha medication would prevent rheumatic fever. He
cited from his autopsy material the great danger, the great number of
cases of periarteritis nodosa resulting from a widespread, ill-advised
use of sulpha compounds. I say that it is debatable, to put it mildly.
I personally do not know of any evidence that penicillin will affect the
recurrence of rheumatic fever.

I challenge Dr. Connor to produce one scrap of evidence to that
effect. If such exists, I do not know of it. Nevertheless, here we are
again. We can't take sulpha now, we can't take penicillin now and
prevent rheumatic heart disease these boys had when they came out
for the draft board in World War II.

Senator SxrrH. You mean it is not retroactive?
Dr. FRIEDMIAN. Correct. Just as in law, the lawyers and the doc-

tors agree that penicillin is not retroactive. [Laughter.]
Senator DONNELL. Or ex post facto. [Laughter.]
Dr. FRIEDMAN. Or any of those other big words.
Dr. Connor is unquestionably correct in his statement that almost all

cardiovascular syphilis can be prevented by early medical treatment.
We have already discussed the necessity of bringing the patient to the
doctor. Syphilis is a funny disease. You have got to bring the patient
inside. The syringe wouldn't reach him at long distance. Actually,
the rejections for cardiovascular syphilis amounted to only 2 percent
of all rejections for syphilis, and since syphilis accounted for about 9
percent of all rejections, cardiovascular syphilis was responsible for
about .02 percent of rejections.

In sections 7 and 8, D:. Connor admits that nothing could have been
,done about either hypertension, which was responsible for 37 percent
of cardiovascular rejections, or arteriosclerosis, which was insignifi-
cant. As a matter of fact, I am a little more hopeful about hyper-
tension than Dr. Connor is. I have got patients in my own practice
and we are doing something for them, but because we can enable a
cripple patient to get up and walk across the room from his chair, it
doesn't mean that the Army can make a combat soldier out of him.

In brief, Dr. Connor hasn't submitted one iota of evidence which
would in any way alter my original testimony, and I submit that to
any group of impartial experts.

On page 697, the Federal Security Administration, in their rebuttal,
take up my discussion of rejection among Negroes in the population
of Southern States. It was indeed my intention to show that the
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Negro had fewer curable defects, or any defects of any kind, than the
white population. The record shows that; it is perfectly clear.

Contrary to the statement of the FSA, this matter is not determined
by definition. The full list. of defects cited in Selective Service System
Bulletin No. 3 shows 29 classes of defects, each of which may be further
subdivided into more specific types of defects.

Of these 29 classes of defects, the Negro had higher rates in only
5, and I would like to read you those: Educational and/or mental de-
ficiency, gonorrhea, syphilis, cardiovascular, but the selective-service
people are careful to point out that the only reason that the Negro
made that showing there was because of the higher incidence of high
blood pressure in the Negro, about which we can t do anything anyhow
about it from the standpoint of prevention and very little for cure,
and the other category was "other medical." Those are the five.

In the remaining 24 classes of defects, the white man had much
.higher rates of defects than the Negro in every category except the 5 I
have just mentioned. So that isn't a matter of definition.

Senator MURAY. How do you account for that, on the basis that
they got more medical care?

Dr. FRIEDMAN. No, sir. That is the point I am making. I would
like to read you my summary there. I cited that. I cited the lower
defects in the Negro. I don't mean to say he is getting better med-
ical care. As a matter of fact, gentlemen, I am pretty sure he isn't.
The only reason I cited those Negro rejection statistics was to show
how foolish it was to try to; draw any conclusions about the health of
the community because of rejections.

I would like to read you one point which I made that was in my
summary. I wanted to show how very silly it was to try. to draw any
conclusions "from those defect rates. I quote from point 9 of my
original summary, my original testimony. It isn't in your book, Sen-
ator. That is the part that is omitted:

The futility of attempting to use the selective-service data for any discussion
of medical care is placed in bold relief by the data on tuberculosis. All surveys
of the Selective Service System show and confirm the higher inciden?,ce of
tuberculosis in the white man, higher than in the Negro.

If we were to use the same kind of logic as that employed by the
proponents of compulsory health insurance, we might conclude that
with respect to tuberculosis, the Negro was receiving better care than
the white man. I say that is what we might conclude.

My closing sentence, gentlemen, is put in capital letters. I didn't
explain it, gentlemen. Thought it would be perfectly obvious-
but the death rate for tuberculosis is much higher in the Negro than it is in the
white man-

and that is the point I am driving at. You can't take one isolated
bit of statistics and judge community health and medical care from
that. It is perfectly inadmissible.

In medical statistics Bulletin No. 3 they claim my conclusions based
on an analysis of table 6 are untenable. Inasmuch as I drew no con-
clusions from table 6 they are now saying that the no conclusions which
were drawn were untenable. I don't know whether to agree with that
or not.

On page 698, paragraph 5, however, the Federal Securitiy Adminis-
tration makes a perfectly legitimate point, and I admit the validity
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and justice of that point regarding the defect rates for all the whites
and Negroes who were called for examination under Selective Service
and Training Act. They say table 7 is apparently free from the defi-
ciencies which have been pointed out in table 6, but when the basic
data from which the table was conlpiled are analyzed, it becomes
apparent that the defect rates for Negroes and whites are actually not
comparable. During the )eriod of that particular one I happened to
sit-

Senator DON NELL. You are referring now to paragraph 5?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. The fifth paragraph on page 698.
Senator DONNELL. Beginning with the word "presumably," and

elndiing with the words "table 6".
Dr. FRIEDMAN. Yes, sir. I think the point they raise there is legiti-

mate. Theoretically the point is very legitimate, and I will tell you
why. During that period of time the local draft board had the privi-
lege of rejecting men if they had some gross defect like syphilis or
mental deficiency. Therefore, when they took a Wasserman and
came back positive, those men did not get the complete examination at
the induction station.

Those men who were rejected by the draft board were probably-I
am not sure, but possibly they had only one recorded defect, even
though, actually, they might have had many others. Inasmuch as
twice as manyx Negroes, to be sure, were rejected by the local board as
white men, that wollld artificially lower the tabulated rejection rate
for Negroes. That is perfectly true. I allinit that.

Dr. Rowntree discussed it with you at some time, and he thought it
was insignificant, but I am bringing up the point now. But here is
the point: For the period covered by Selective Service Bulletin No. 2
and No. 4. that objection does not hold because this period covered by
No. 2 the men at the draft board got a complete examination so that
is wiped out there. They got a complete examination, and, as medical
statistics, Bulletin No. 2, said, every defect was recorded. Now, unless
we want to disbelieve selective service, we have got to take their word
for it, but if you look at the analysis which I show here, the number of
recorded defects for Negroes in that period was still lower than the
whites. It is no different from what I cite in Bulletin No. 3.

Also, in Bulletin No. 4, instead of coml)lete examination being done
at the draft board, now the local draft boards had lost all of their
functions for all practical purposes, and all registrants received com-
plete examination at the induction station. So the point is that, even
if they want to reject. -or the period of Bulletin 3, which is a valid,
theoretically valid point, that objection does not hold for the period
preceding that or the one following that; nevertheless the Negroes
showed a lower rate of defects in both of those periods. That is
merely a matter of fact. I am not drawing any conclusions from it,
but I am merely saying that the Federal Security Administration is
again in error.

Before discussingg in any detail the significance of these data on the
Negro I should like to call attention to one statement made by the
Federal Security Administration on page 699, paragraph 3, to the
effect that rural rejection rates were higher than urban. It so happens
that that statement is also flatly contrary to the fact, and I have here
a reproduction of table 55 in a forthcoming publication of the Selec-
tive Service System which has not yet been published. I want to get
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that because it is important. I am sorry, but I do not find it at the
moment.

Senator MuuRAY. Sub'it it for the record.
Senator DONNELL. Could you supply it for the record, Doctor, and

just go ahead with your testimony?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. I will do that. It shows briefly that for the Con-

tinental United States as a whole, and for every section-they break
it down by sections-the rural population has a lower rejection rate
than the urban.

Senator DONNELL. You will include that in the record, will you,
Doctor?

Dr. FRIED1%AN. Yes, sir. Now, the situation for the Negro is some-
thing different. For the Negro the rates are about the same in our
rural areas, where it is a little bit the other way around for the urban,
but for all practical purposes the rural rejection rate for the Negro is
about the same as it was for the urban; but for the white man the
rural rejection rate was consistently not only for the United States as a
whole but for every section of the country lower.

I think the reason for some of the contusion is the following: When
you compare, let us say, farm rejection rates with nonfarm you are
doing something there which is not making a fair comparison, because
a large or disproportionate part of the farm population is in southern
United States, and a large part of that population is Negro, so we are
not comparing the white rural worker with the white urban worker;
you are comparing the southern Negro with the white northern indus-
trial worker. That is about what you are doing. When you break it
down to the white rejection rates and Negro rejection rates that factor
no longer operates. The white race shows, as I said, a lower urban
rejection rate in every section of the country. I am sure I can find it
before we close. I have the exact figures. I have got the manuscript
here with me if you would like to have it, or I will read it to you.

Senator DONNELL. Did I misunderstand you there? I understood
you to say there was a lower urban than rural rate. Did you mean
that?

Dr. FRIEDMAN. No, I meant the rural rejection rate was lower than
the urban; the rural population showed up better on those statistics
than the city population.

Senator SrrH. That is for the whites?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. For the whites. I have got the table here.
Senator DONNELL. I think you said it the other way.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. Then I am sorry. Let me correct it.
Senator DoNNILL. Suppose you state it again, so we will get that

clear.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. For the white population the rejection rate of the

rural people was lower than for the city people, not only for the entire
United States but for every section of the country. I can read you
these figures here. They will come out in table 55 in a publication
which is about to come out. I saw the original data of the Selective
Service. Here are the actual figures.

Senator DONNELL. What publication is that? Are you at liberty to
tell us?

Dr. FRIeDMAN. Yes. I forget the title of it, but it is going to display
the Selective Service data for 1941 and 1944, inclusive.
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Senator DONNELL. Is that an official publication?
Dr. FRMDMIAN. Yes, from the United States Selective Service head-

quarters. I went down to Selective Service and had them approve
every item in this table, so I know it is correct.

For the United States as a wholo, for white only-now, I don't want
to be confusing. I put these in the reverse of what I have told you,
because I didn't want to change their table. They have listed these
as acceptances rather than rejections, so, in order not to mess around
with the table, I continued it just as it is. These are acceptance rates,
the number of men accepted per hundred examined in the continental
United States.

Out of every 100 men examined, 54.7 were accepted for military
service. That is for cities. In rural it is 57.3. In other words, more
rural men were accepted for military service per hundred than urban,
in the whites.

Senator DONNELL. Wait a minute, Doctor. That is 54.7 in the
cities?

Dr. FRIEDMAN. Correct.
Senator DONNELL. That were accepted?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. Yes, and 57.3 in the country.
Senator DONNELL. Or, state it the other way, 54.7 accepted were

urban and 57.3 were rural?
Dr. FRIMDMAN. Yes, sir. These are acceptance rates, general ac-

ceptance rates. That is the way they express it, so I didn't want to
change it.

For the eastern United States the rates were urban. 52.3; rural, 53.1.
Again, I don't think it is significant but the figures happen to be
higher, that is all.

For the South the urban rate is 56.6, and the rural rate is 59.
For the Midwest the urban rate is 55.6, and the rural rate is 57.9.
For the far West the urban rate is 56.5 and the rural rate is 57.8..
Now, I should like to call your attention a moment to the statement

that Leonard Rowntree made before this committee some years ago, in
which he stated that, in his opinion, the best boys on the farms never
came up for examination; that, in his opinion, the cream of the crop
was kept at home on the farms-I have got the exact quotation in my
paper-and were classified as 2C or 3C, and kept on the farms and
never showed up at the induction station. I don't know whether he
is right or wrong, but that is his opinion stated before this committee.
If that is true, despite that fact, the rural acceptance rates are higher
and the rejection rates are lower than the urban.

Now, to be quite fair with the commitee, that condition I have just
shown you does not obtain for the Negro.

Senator MURRAY. I don't know whether the statement you have
just made is true or not, but I do know that in my State several farm-
ers came to me who claimed that they were unable to operate their
farms, that they were crippled up and unable to operate the farm,
and wanted to have their sons examined but were unable to do so. So
I think we ought to check into that a little more.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. Yes; I am not pressing the point. I am merely
citing the opinion of Leonard Rowntree, because he has been so fre-
quently cited before, and I want to cite both sides of it. That is all.

For the colored population the acceptance rates in general were
lower than they were for the whites.
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For the continental United States the urban rate was 48.6, and the
rural rate was 47.7 somewhat lower.

For the eastern United States the discrepancy was even larger, 51.8
accepted in the cities, but only 48.6 in the country.

For the South 56.5 were accepted in the city and 59 in the country.
I checked those figures and they are right according to the Selective
Service, though I don't understand them.

For the Midwest, 51.7 for the city and for the rural population 50.4.
For the far West 45 for the city, and somewhat higher for the

country, 47.1.
In other words, it seesawed back and forth, and the net result was

about the same for the city and country for the colored man, and
definitely in favor of the country boy for the white population.

I think that to clear the record that should be inserted. I have pre-
pared the tables, and if I have time I can give them to members of
the committee.

Senator SMITH. I think you had better check with the reporter when
he gets out the record; to be sure that those figures are right.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. I will submit the table here for the record.
(The table referred to follows:)

TABLE 55.-Showing the percentage of mnen aIcepted for military service, by
region and community sizc

[From unpublished data of the Selective Service System]

Area Urban Rural Area Urban Rural

Section A, white registrants: Section A, white registrants-
United States -------------- 54. 7 57. 3 Continued 55. 6 .97.9
East .---------------------- 52.3 53.1 Midwest ------------------ 56.5 57.8
South -------------------- 56. 6 59.0 Far West .............

Area Urban Rural Area Urban Rural

Section B, colored registrants: Section B, colored registrants-
United States----------- 48. 6 47. 7 Continued
East ------------------------- 51.8 48.6 Midwest -------------------- 51.7 50.
South -------------------- 56. 5 59. 0 Far West ----------------- 45.0 47. 1

Senator SMITH. When you get the record I want you to check it to
see that the figures are correct.

(Subsequently Dr. Friedman verified the figures in the tran-
script.)

Dr. FRIEDMAN. I don't know how much further I should go.
We now come to the distribution of medical facilities, page 699 of

the record. This really should not be properly in my sphere, but
I have tried to learn something about it.

I have here a statement, a quotation attributed to an officer of the
United States Public Health Service. I can not vouch for its accu-
racy because I have not heard it myself, but it is quoted in this medical
journal, a United States Public Health officer who states that in his
opinion we are not prepared to say how many physicians are needed
per thousand population.

Senator DONNELL. What publication is that?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. This is Medical Annals of the District of Columbia,

for October 1947, and appears on pages 567 and 568.
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Senator SMITH. Is that a monthly publication?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator SMITH. What month is it?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. October 1947, No. 10. I will give this to the con-

mnittee.
Senator I)ONNELL. Is the quotation very long?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. No, sir.
Senator O)ONNELL. Suppose you just read it into the record. Do

you know what doctor it was who said it ?
Dr. FRIEDMrAN. It is not a doctor. This is M'r. Theodore Wiprud,

who is editor of this journal. I have looked for it and I cannot find a
written record of it, but he is usually pretty reliable, so I think it is
probably all right.. In trying to find out how many physicians we
need-bhe is talking about Washington here-he said:

Your observer looked for that answer in the report, but it wasn't there.
The reason, the surveyors said, is that there is no basis for determining the
proper ratio of plhysicians to population. Dr. ('io co pointed out that no one has
yet defined adequate medical care. Until this is done, the number of Ihysicians
nI~e(ltd for a given population canmot be definitely ascertained. At the present
tine those who seek the answer to this question must be satisfied to base their
cmclusions on the demand for the services of physicians.

I would like to get that in the record to show that, despite these
grand calcuations that we sometimes try to make, I think there is
some reason for wanting to know just what the truth is.

Senator SMITH. Doe, that nean, Doctor. that on page 699, table
E, where it says, "Number of physicians required to meet the present
need for individual preventive services ," you think that, according to
this quotation you have just made, there is not really adequate data
from which to draw those conclusions?
Dr. FRIEDMA\. That is right. And in my original testimony, as

a basis for argument merely, I cited the figures of Lee Jones as a
basis of estimate. They thought that. for treatment and diagnosis
only-I thought the Public Health Service would take care of the
other things, but the treatment and diagnosis only they thought that
1 physician to every 1,200 population would be adequate. I don't
know whether that is right or not, but I must admit this: to the
extent that I did not include, as Lee Jones did, doctors for other
purposes, I was in error. I am perfectly willing to admit that, but
I would like to call to the attention of this committee and to the
ptiblii: the things which are not widely appreciated.

I do not have with ne the exact number of doctors who entered
the Army and Navy, but I think it was on the order of about 50,000.
Is that. ,bout right? I know it is something on that order. In other
wor(ls, during the war years the number of doctors available to the
civilian communities was decreased by about one-third, but the actual
volume of service decrease was greater tlan that., because the younger
and more vigorous men were in the Army, so that a very conservative
estimate is that the medical service of this country suffered a decrease
in manpower of at least 33 percent during the war. Despite this
fact, from 1938 to 1945, the period covered by the war, infant mortal-
ity in the United States dropped from 51 per thousand live births
to 38.3.

Senator DONNELL. Do you have any idea how many physicians
went to war before our country got into the war. We did n't get in
until December 8, 1941, did we?
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Dr. FRIEDMAN. No, sir; but that is a very pertinent point, Senator
Donnell, and I have the information relative to that here too, be-
cause I have brought with me the vital statistics on that point. I
did-that merely as a summary, but even during the war years there
was a very definite step-by-step decrease. I shall be glad to read
this to you. This is vital statistics summary, special report. There
was a perfectly steplike decrease in maternal mortality through 1940
and 1941. Would you like to have me give that ?

Senator DONNELL. Start with 1940 and up to December 8, 1941.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. In 1940 the maternal mortality rate as stated in

this publication, United States Vital Statistics, was 3.8 per thousand
live births. It decreased year by year steadily to 2.1 in 1945. I mean
it is not a question of comparing it before our doctors went to war.
Take it any way you want to take it, it is still there.

In addition to that, during this same period of time also in a step-
like way, our maternal mortality rate dropped from 4.4 to 2.1 per
thousand live births.

Now, gentlemen, you cannot take the statistics or changes in statis-
tics and say that these changes are due to one factor, like the number
of doctors, because here you have decreased the number of doctors by
33 percent, and your health statistics are getting progressively better.
If you want to draw conclusions that way, the thing to do is to get rid
of the doctors. If you take one-third of them away, you get along
better. Maybe that is right. I don't know, but that is where that
kind of conclusion and that kind of logic drive you to; don't you see?

Senator DONNELL. Do you think the conclusion is valid, Doctor?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. Well, being, in addition to a physician, a scientist, I

refrain from comment until I have better evidence.
Senator MumRAY. The conclusion so far from your testimony would

be that we had a great many rejections because we had good medical
care in the country.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. To some extent that certainly was true.
Senator MURRAY. And we would have been better off if we had no

medical care at all.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. You would not have any rejections at all?
Senator MURRAY. That is right.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. Well, no; you would have some.
Senator SMITH. You would have corpses.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. You would have corpses. You would have such as

the Czechoslovakian greenhouse workers who chopped off their hands.
You would have people like that. I don't know whether the oboe
players had anything to do with this or not.

Now, we come to another point, and again- I think this is a mistake.
In all these discussions before the committee we have heard so many
counties are without doctors and so many counties are without general
hospitals. Now, I do not imply that the Senators who use those argu-
ments are willfully stating something that is wrong, but I think they
were badly informed. I think it is very unfortunate. I know that
they would not willingly use bad information if they could get better,
and I would like to get better information. The Federal Security
Administration now admits, page 700, paragraph 1, that the county is
a poor unit of comparison. The Public Health Service pointed that
out 4 years ago. Despite that fact-
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Senator DONNELL. Pardon me, Doctor, but so that we will have in
the record just what it says, I quote from page 700:

Dr. Friedman is correct in stating that the county is a poor unit for measuring
the adequacy of medical facilities. Most investigators have employed it only
for want of better data.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. That is right. Iii my original testimony, gentle-
men, I cited a good example of that when I cited the conditions around
Denver, Colo. Every place that, I go in this country I try to learn
something about medical care. Now, around Denver there are three
or four counties-Arapahoe is one of them-you will find it in m
testimony-in those counties around Denver, each one of them is listed
as having an insufficient number of doctors, and it is true. If you
put it on the per-thousand basis, they do not have many. But what
happens? In those counties practically the entire population of the
county, 70 or 80 percent, is nestled around metropolitan Denver. All
you have got to do is step across an imaginary line and 70 or 80 or 90
percent of the population is right there. The rest of the county has a
lot of rocks and cabins and coyotes and very few people--and no doc-
tors. But the people who live on the fringe of metropolitan Denver not
only have their own doctors who are listed in that county, but they use
all the facilities of metropolitan Denver. So if you say that this county
is in such terrible condition because it has no doctors or no general
hospital, that is not facing the facts, and that is exactly what I have
tried to bring out.

Senator SMITH. I can corroborate that. I lived in Colorado
Springs for about 15 years, and I know that the people from the
counties around there, Pueblo, Lincoln, Keller, all came into Colorado
Springs, where there was very excellent medical service and an ex-
cellent hospital. I am familiar with the raising of the money for
the hospital. It served a lot of the rural population.

Dr. FREDMAN. I think it is a mistake to base the need for physicians
on a county basis after you look at these cities, and 40 percent of our
counties contain only about 8 percent of our population, 10,000,000
people. Isn't that right? I mean that has been broken up and dis-
torted beyond recognition. It has no place in any honest discussion
of our medical needs. I am sure that if we took an honest look we
would find some districts in this country that need more medical
facilities, but let us be honest and find out where they are, and not
list so many counties and so many people without doctors.

I am glad to accept table H on page 702, in rebuttal. I am perfectly
happy. I don't question that at all. I presume table H is correct.
It shows that the number of calls per physician in small towns is
somewhat lower than it is in cities. I think that is probably correct,
but. that is not the whole picture either.

Senator DONNELL. That particular table covers the period from
1928 to 1931, some years back.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. Yes; but I won't even press that.
Senator DONNELL. I wanted the record to show that so it will be

apparent that the figure is not necessarily of today.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. No; it is not. It may be better today. It may be

worse, for all I know. I have no knowledge of that.
This reports per case of illness the rural physicians' calls, and

here in the rural areas the number of calls per case of illness was only
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about 80 percent of that in the small towns, and only about 70 per-
cent of the number in the larger cities. If you work it out in per-
centages, that is about what it means. But the FSA does not con-
test the accuracy of reproduction of the data in my original presenta-
tion. They cannot, because I have quoted their own statistics. They
admit on page 703, for example, that diphtheria immunizations were
more frequent in the rural areas than they were in the cities. They
also admit that physical examinations are more frequent in the rural
areas than they were in the cities. Their only comment on this point
is that I combined these things in my table, which I did, because I
reproduced one of their tables which had already combined them.

I have already discussed the question of distribution of medical
care, and I will not spend more time on that.

Senator DONNELL. In regard to your statement about physical ex-
aminations in rural areas, I am not sure that I understood it. I
cannot keep up with the figures here. I note that on page 703 the
FSA says:

Physical examinations, curiously enough, were most frequent in towns under
5,000 (89.3 per 1,000 population), but least frequent in rural areas (52.6).

Dr. FRIEDMAN. That is right. Apparently they have broken that
down. In their original publication of the Committee on Cost of
Medical Care those two things were combined. They had one head-
ing there, which I reproduced and which they do not contest. They
put the headings "Physical examinations" and "Immunizations" in
one category, so naturally I reproduced that and showed the rural
%areas to be better off than the urban. They discussed here why that
should be.

Senator DONNELL. They say here on page 703, referring to table J,"In the table shown by Dr. Friedman, these two are combined." The
table that you showed was their table?

Dr. FRIEDMAN. That is their table; yes, sir. I did not tamper with
their table. I just took it as it was, and I refer to my text to the
original publication, the original table, and they do not charge me
with either misrepresenting that or misquoting the table-nor can
they.

I also believe that we have given insufficient attention to the
mobility of our population in rural areas, and I think that is im-
portant. We cannot compare these various indices of health and
medical service in the rural areas in this country with the rural areas
in Czechoslovakia or Denmark because of the automobile, our Ameri-
can system of highways, and the tremendous gift that private indus-
try in the way of automotive industry has made to the American
people wherever a man-most people can own an automobile, most
farmers do.
Senator MURRAY. In some States, such as Montana where many of

these people are 70 miles away from a railroad station or from a com-
munity, it is not so good out there.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. I don't know about the roads out there. I will say
this: I happen to be vice president of an aviation corporation, in
addition to a few other duties, and the sales of airplanes, private air-
planes, in Montana and the far West is higher. than it is in any
other part of the country. The farmers out there are buying air-
planes. They are not bothering with automobiles.
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Senator MURRAY. That is right.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. I don't want to make too much of that, but I mean

we do have to consider that this country is not like Denmark, not
like Czechoslovakia or Bohemia or any other "hemia." We have got
something here that is different. We must recognize that.

Senator DoNNEL. Senator Murray, you have an excellent system
of highways in your State, generally.

Senator MURRAY. We have very good highways in Montana now, in
the last 15 years, since the New Deal came in.

Senator DONNELL. The record will show that that is not entirely
new to the New Deal.

Dr. FRIEMAN. I might say that when you say a patient is 30 miles
from the nearest hospital, actually our counties are not more than
30 or 40 miles across in this part of the country. I don't know how
they are out West.

Senator MURRAY. When I was out in Montana this summer I picked
up a paper one day and saw that in one county in the northwestern
part of the State they had had an epidemic and there was no physician
in the county. I was in another county 2 years ago where there was
only one doctor left, and he was preparing to leave because he was not
able to make a satisfactory living there. He had a family and could
not afford to stay.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. I think those are important things, and instances like
that should be brought to our attention and they should be corrected,
but I don't think we are getting any place by covering up the picture
with all this extraneous and false information.

On page 703 here again the Federal Security Administration does
not challenge the verity of the factual material submitted in my orig-
inal testimony. They do claim, however, that I have overlooked the
relation of economic status of the receipt of the care and the necessity
for- period health examinations. These statements are made on 704
also, paragraph 2-the presence of actual illness in some patients who
are unaware of it and therefore do not report it.

Page 704, paragraph 5. That I have not overlooked these factors
can be seen by reference to my tables 10, 11, 12, 14, 17, and 18 in my
original testimony, where I stress these relations, economics, to income,
in great detail, and particularly do I stress this in the first paragraph
on page 667, which I could read for you but which you can read for
yourselves.

Members of the Federal Security Administration cite a poll con-
ducted by the National 'Physicians Committee, which reported that
about 30 percent of the persons interviewed by them said they post-
poned going to a doctor because of the cost.

The decision to spend a certain part of the family income on medical
care rather than on certain other expenditures is colored by the spend-
ing habits of the individuals and their particular evaluation of the
importance of medical care, and I do not want to repeat that. I have
gone into great detail, showing that even in very low-income families
they spend more on the private use of automobiles, more on things
that are in the nature of gifts, more on everything, than they do on
medical care. It is not my province to decide whether they should do
that or not, but, gentlemen, if we are going to say that medicalcare
is a necessity, if it is something worthy the attention of the Congress
of the United States, if it is to be classed as food, clothing, and shelter,
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as an important element in our lives, then people should not be en-
couraged to spend their money on other less necessary items, and be
subsidized for medical care.

Now, it is amazing-I can show you here in my original testimony
tables gotten up by governmental agencies, not my figures, tables show-
ing the spending habits of low-income families. I am not saying that
they should not buy any liquor, that they should not gamble on the
races, or that they should not do something else; but we should make
up our minds whether we are going to consider medical care akin to
food and shelter and clothing, or are we going to consider it as an
optional expenditure which must compete in the budget with all these
other optional expenditures. I think that is a very important con-
sideration.

Senator MURPAY. Of course, there are some things they cannot
escape.. They have got to have shelter and food.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator MURRAY. And if they spend all their money on shelter and

food, how are they going to take care of the medical end of it?
Dr. FREDMAN. May I, with the permission of the Senator, read

some of these expenditures?
Senator MURRAY. I read in the paper the other day about a man who

came down here from New Jersey to testify before a committee. He
was earning the immense sum of something over $2,500 a year, and I
understand that they had not been able to get meat more than once
every 10 days or something of that kind, and he could not afford to
buy milk; it was too expensive. He had several children in his family,
and there was no possible chance for him to set aside any earnings
to pay for medical care.

Dr. FREDMAN. That is true, and I hope the times we are now going
.through are not the normal times to be expected.

Senator MURRAY. They are abnormal now, in the sense that we are
getting a higher income, more people are earning $2,500 a year now
than ever before in the history of the United States, and yet people
earning that amount, or even $3,000 a year, are unable to pay for
medical care.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. Yet I believe I am correct in saying that the official
publications of the Bureau of Labor Statistics show that real wages
have actually gone up. I don't know whether that is right or not.

Senator MURRAY. Real wages have gone up?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. I mean by "real wages" purchasing power despite

the high cost of living. That is what they tell me. I sometimes doubt
it myself, but I think you will find that the Bureau of Labor Statistics
will show that the buying power of the present workman's take-home
pay is greater than it was before, despite our high prices. I am not
saying it is enough. I am not justifying that, but I should like to
read some interesting things. For example, in table 21 of my original
testimony I reproduced some data from an official publication which
I would like to read to you. This is on page 675, table 21.

In the first place I should like to call your attention to the fact that
families which are listed with a premium of zero to $249 a year actu-
ally spent $927 a year, and Margaret Hollingsworth, who conducted
the survey, commented on that:

We must reckon with the fact that these people have other resources than
what they reported as if come.
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I mean-you can look at that table at your leisure-I want to point
out that, as a matter of fact, the people who are listed in these statistics
as having zero to $249 income per year, actually spent more money per
year than anyone until you get up to tile $1,000 to $1,249 class. These
are quotations directly from the work that I have quoted here, ref-
erence table 22-I have forgotten its exact title.

Now, if we turn over to page 676, we see the distribution of income
for optional expenditures, broken down as to food, clothing, and
shelter. I then show what the people spent for other things.

Table 22. page 676. People who are listed as having an income from
zero to $249 spent $'224 for optional expenditures; I mean, expendi-
tures for something other than food, clothing, shelter, maintenance of
household, things like that. Of this $224 optional expenditures, they
spent $33 for medical care, they spent $39 for the family use of an
automobile, and Miss Hollingsworth was careful to point out that that
does not include any use in any way conected with the farm. I simply
wanted to call attention to that point.

They spent $11 on tobacco; and on gifts and taxes, $71; recreational
only $4.

I am not going to judge how these people should spend their money:
but you can just see, when you go up, you will notice, interestingly.
enough, that no matter how the lower-income families spent their
money, they spent as much on tobacco as the wealthiest families in the
country. I am not saying they should not smoke, but those are facts
as reported by Miss Hollingsworth.

When we get to about the $1,500 or $1,749 group, the total optional
expenditures are $341; medical care has increased a little bit, from
$33 up to $46, but the family use of the automobile has jumped to
$140 a year. Tobacco is about the same. The poor man smokes just
about as much tobacco as anybody else.

Gifts and taxes are less, and recreation is listed at $21.
I am not saying that these people should spend all their money for

medical care. I think part of the question is one of education, no matter
what kind of system we have, even if we take it out of taxes, you have
got to get the people prepared to be willing to spend money for medical
care if they are going to buy it.

I will be glad to have table K submitted in rebuttal on page 705.
To be sure, medical attention increases somewhat with increased in-
come. I am speaking now of this table from the Public Health
Service, I believe it is, table K, page 705.

Senator DONNELL. The National Health Survey.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. That is right. That was data actually accumulated

from the National Health Survey conducted by Isidore Falk and
others in 1928 and 1929, and the dates worked over again by the Public
Health Service. That is merely another way of showing what I have
shown you in my original testimony.

If you will note, the groups that were not on relief, the self-support-
ing population, going from the lowest-income groups up to the highest,
a rise of over 500 percent in family income is accompanied by only
an increase of 18 percent in the volume of medical care. In other
words, whatever that economic factor is, it is not as big as people
have been making it. Here you have got an increase of 500 percent in
the family income, and an increase in medical services of about 18
percent. As a matter of fact, if you took in the next column, the
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number of doctors' calls for disabling cases, an increase of over 500
percent in family income was associated with an increase of 16 percent
in the number of calls for disabling illness.

I mean that the question of economic barrier, whatever it is, has been
exaggerated, I think. The reason for the exaggeration is that doctors
are a bunch of peculiar people. They treat sick people for nothing if
they need it. I think we should not lose sight of that fact, and I think
it is unfair to vilify the medical profession by claiming that we are
insensitive to economic needs, when you know, and everybody else
knows, that we frequently give our services for nothing or for little
cost to people who really cannot afford to pay for it. I think that
factor should be considered.

Those figures really are no different than the data I presented to
this committee earlier, and are submitted in my original testimony.
To appreciate each of these figures, however, one should keep in mind
that the number of aged people-I mean by that people over 45 years
of age-is greater in the higher-income groups than it is in the lower-
income groups. That is a very important point ,and I believe that
until I presented my testimony no one had ever told this committee
anything about that.

In the survey conducted by Mr. Falk and his towoi'kers, if you look
at their distribution of population sample-I discussed that in my
original testimony-I have got a table on it-the number of old people
in the higher-income group was over twice as great as it was in the
lower-income group, over twice. Now, when we know that old people
get sick more frequently and that each illness is more serious, when
you say that the higher-income groups are getting more care, of course
they are going to need more care if they have got more old people in
them, and that factor was never brought out in this presentation of
Falk's testimony or any other testimony about the cost of medical
care. I discuss that in some detail in here, and I will not refer again
to that.

The Federal Security Administration states that the PCMC found
that illness occurs with much the same frequency among rich and poor,
which i' not substantiated by the original data of Falk himself. I have
reproduced these data in table 13. The Federal Security Adminis-tration has not and cannot challenge the accuracy of this table. These

data show that the incidence of illness, the frequency of illness, was 40
percent higher in the upper-income groups than it was in the lower,
so that their need for medical service is greater, not less, as you have
been frequently told. Is that clear? From their own data, the data
of Mr. Falk and his coworkers submitting costs on medical care, the
frequency of illness was 40 percent higher in the highest-income group
as compared to the lowest. That is in my record. I am sure you have
got a copy of it there.

Senator MURRAY. How do you account for that? Is it because they
have no money to spend?

Dr. FREMAN. No, I think Dr. Falk says that frequently they have
more sickness. I am not saying they can afford it.

Senator MUIMAY. Why do they have more sickness? Is it because
they are more extravagant?

Dr. FRIMDMAN. No; I don't know, Senator Murray. I think one
factor is-this is a guess, and that was not brought out-that they
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have more old people among the higher-income groups, and old people
oget sick more frequently than younger ones. I think that is one big
?actor that has been utterly neglected in all of our estimates of medical
care.

I should like to point out to this committee that the population
sample which was studied by the National Health Survey of 1935 and
1936 was not identical with that studied by Mr. Falk, because in their
study too there were more old people in the upper-income groups,
but the distribution was not quite the same in the highest-income
group. The people over 45 years of age amounted to 30 percent of
the population in that group; in the lower-income groups they
amounted to about 20 percent of the population. In other words, the
proportion of old people increased by 50 percent as you went up-that
is, from 20 percent to 30 percent, an increase of 50 percent-it in-
creased by 50 percent as you went from the lowest-income group up to
the highest. So, even with the National Public Health Survey we
wouldhave to expect more serious illness in the upper-income groups.

Now, the point is that in trying to frame legislation on these national
questions I think it is our duty to find out :Is the population sample
studied by Mr. Falk and his coworkers in 1928 truly representative of
the difference in incolne groups, or is it as expressed. by the Public
Health Service? In other words, what is the true distribution by age
and by income groups in the United States? Maybe Mr. -Falk is right.
Maybe the people of the United States Public Health Service are
right. Maybe neither is right, but I don't see how we can possibly
frame legislation to cope with health unless we know something about
the population we are dealing with. If we may be perfectly ridicu-
lous and say that in the low-income groups all the people are young,
we have got to have more diapers; if we have them all old in the upper-
income groups, we have got to have false teeth-I know that is ridicu-
lous. I am just showing the relationship. I know the babies have no
bills for false teeth because we don't give them false teeth, but the
point is that before we can frame legislation intelligently we have got
to know for whom we are framing the medical care, and the population
sample discussed by the National Public Health Survey is not the same
distribution by income and age as Mr. Falk's sample. I am not saying
that was willful or that there is anything wrong about it. I just don t
know which one represents the truth; in other words, which is the most
representative sample.

And if we stop to think we must realize that as a man grows older,
if he is honest and if he is a good worker, his income goes up. I mean
that is one part of the picture. Of course, you get to the point where
the incomes goes down again too, but we have got to consider that.
This is particularly true of chronic illness like cancer and high blood
pressure. These are serious things. We don't have to worry so much
about the little sniffles. In fact, in my own practice I tell the patient
to go to bed. I don't even go to see them. But the increased amount
of sickness with old people is important, and if we find more old people
in the higher-income groups than we do in the lower-income groups,
we must take cognizance of that factor.

Senator SMrH. We will have to close very soon. It is now five
o'clock, Doctor.

Dr. FRwMMAN. I will just cite one instance here. I am not object-
ing, or I do not want to cast any unfair aspersions on the public health
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survey of 1935 and 1936, but we must recognize its limitations, as was
frankly stated to me by men in the Public Health Service in private
conversation, the people who conducted that poll were relief workers-
I have nothing against them-that have taken the relief rolls without
any previous medical training or any technical training.

I admit, as the FSA says here, that they gave preference in their
selections to white-collar workers, but they also say that they gave
them training for about 10 days. A 10-day training period is not
adequate for an untrained person to get sufficiently informed about
medical subjects to conduct that kind of a poll, and it shows, gentlemen,
in the result. Let me show you a few things.

Of 35,000,000 cases of chronic illness listed by the National Health
Survey, 7,000,000 were labeled "rheumatism." In other words, 20 per-
cent of all chronic disease compiled was placed under a label which is
meaningless from a medical standpoint. According to Bulletin No. 9 of
the National Health Survey, rheumatism is defined as arthritis, gout,
neuralgia, neuritis, lumbago, acute rheumatic fever, stiff neck, and
other muscular pains. Those are not my words. They are the defini-
tions of the National Health Survey.

Senator SMrri. You probably suffer a number of those things
yourself ?

Dr. FRIeDMAN. That is right. Maybe I should have been in there
too among these 7,000,000 people. In other words, any kind of ache
or pain referred to the extremities, anything outside of the belly was
rheumatism. I submit, gentlemen, that that is not a proper evalua-
tion of national health.

I could go on with this, but I think I will close. I don't want to bore
you. The whole thing is here.

The Federal Security Administration was kind enough to give me a
little lecture on statistical methods. I appreciate that, but I think I
have demonstrated that I can handle some of these things without
their help.

I specifically acknowledge on page 688, despite their statement that
age adjustments are not only permissible but necessary for specific
purposes, as I have already acknowledged in my original testimony
given here last year, so their complaint about nymaig f"g
adjustment" is hardly in order. The only reason I mentioned it was
this: that in presenting~ these materials to the Congress or to non-
technical people it should be prominently and specifically stated when
dhta are adjusted for age and when they are not adjusted for age.
That is all. And, as I just said, in computing the health needs of the
Nation we are interested in the actual composition of the population.
We are not interested simply in finding out how much care they would
need. In considering the $1,200-income group we must consider also
the ages in that group.

Now, I don't think I will bother you any further. I could go on
here and discuss these tables in detail, but the only point I would like
to make is I think that the evidence submitted by the Federal Secur-
ity Administration on technical and medical problems is an unsound
picture, distorted, completely unwarranted. They have made a num-
ber of statements which, without impugning their intent at all, are, by
the record, gentlemen, contrary to fact. I have cited instance after
instance, records, statements contrary to fact, and so demonstrated

64481 -48-pt. 4-31
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by your records and by mine. I have cited one instance where the Fed-
eral Security Administration has misrepresented the opinion of a
private physician as being that of the American Heart Association. If
a private individual has done that I would say he didn't know any
better, but I think the Federal Security Administration should know
better. I don't think that is permissible.

Senator DONNELL. I would like to interrupt you just before you
close. You undoubtedly have given a great amount of work and time
to this study.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. I am sure our committee is very grateful to you

for it. Now, you will not take offense at this question, I know, but I
think we ought to have it in the record here, as to whether any or-
ganization or anybody has either paid you or has obligated itself or
himself to pay you for your services in this matter.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. I am glad you asked that question, and if you will
give me a few minutes I will tell you why and how I got interested
in it.

Senator DoN IL. Tell us first whether anybody has compensated
you or is going to compensate you.

Dr. FRmmEMN. I have received no compensation for this at all. All
the labor has come out of my two hands and all the expenses out of
my own pocket. I have been helped to the extent that after I had pre-
pared this matter for presentation to the Congress, a friend of mine,
Mr. Kirkpatrick, of the chamber of commerce, owns a mimeograph
machine and he mimeographed some additional copies. Except for
that kind of aid, all the labor, all the cost, physical and otherwise, has
come from me. I represent no organization, as I told you before. I
have been asked to join some. I was asked to join the National Phy-
sicians Committee. I have refused, because I don't want to represent
any organization. I want to represent myself as an impartial person,
I hope, who offers his aid to the Government. I am glad to be of any
help I can. But so far, I must be frank with you, there is one other
thing. I have been offered $400 if I would write an article for a mag-
azine. I have not accepted that yet, but they have offered me that.
That is for a general article on the problems related to this question.

Senator DONNEL. But for the services that have been involved in
the preparation of all this data, both your original testimony some
months ago and this testimony today, I understand you have not been
paid by anybody, nor has anybody agreed to pay you anything. Is
that right?

Dr. FRIEDMAN. Yes, that is right. The only persons who have
aided me in any way are my few colleagues, Harry Burns, Bill
Foote, Dorothy Holmes, specialists in these other fields-the whole
crowd got together on this testimony.

The genesis of this paper, gentlemen, was when I was an officer
in the Army I was shocked by what I read in the newspapers coming
out of Washington. I knew it was not true, and I could not speak
then because I was a soldier.

Senator SMITH. You mean by that the reasons for the percentage
of rejections.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. Yes. I was working with F. D. every day. I knew
it was wrong, and I made a firm resolution then, and I told Bob
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Need1e "If I ever get out of this man's army, the first thing I am
going to do is to write this monograph," which I have done. As a
matter of fact, the reason I first testified before you was sheer acci-
dent. I had never had any intention of coming before a Senate com-
mittee. I wrote this monograph only at the request of the medical
editor of Time magazine, who then refused to use it. Dr. Shearon
later heard of this and kept after me for months to come down here
and testify. I didn't want to enter into any controversy at all and
I said, "No, thank you, I am just a doctor. I don't want to." Finally
I was told that this thing was valuable, that I really owed it to the
committee to come down here, and only after a year of coaxing I
came down and presented this thing in June 1947. That was the
genesis of this document.

Senator SmrITH. Doctor, I want to thank you sincerely for your
contribution, which I think is a very important one. We are all very
glad to have it.

The committee will stand adjourned until tomorrow morning at
10 o'clock.

(Dr. Friedmian submitted the following paper:)

THE DRAfT-REJECTION FIGUREU

(P. 691)
The FSA correctly states my opinion that the draft-rejection figures give no

real indication of the health -of our people. They do cite the opinions of Dr.
Leonard Rowntree who regarded the draft-rejection figures somewhat more
seriously than I do. In support of Dr. Rowntree's opinions, however, there is
submitted no detailed analysis either of the draft rejection data or of the bastc
considerations which led to my conclusions. Nor do the members of the FSA
submit the opinion of any other officer of the Selective Service System or the
opinion of any other physician, with or without detailed analysis, that the
draft-reJection figures are to be taken as a real index of the health of our
people. In view of the number of physicians who have testified in favor of
S. 1320 and its predecessors this hiatus in the rebuttal of the FSA Is a glaring
one.

I am content to have the record show that there Is some difference of opinion
betwen Dr. Rowntree and myself. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that
the opinions of Dr. Rowntree are not necessarily to be regarded as the opinions
of other officers of the Selective Service System. Indeed, the following cita-
tions from the official publications of the Selective Service System are evidence
to the contrary:

"There seems to be little doubt but that most of the registrants being classed as
available for limited military service and a substantial portion of the registrants
being classed as disqualified for any military service in the United States Army
possess health conditions which would be acceptable for military duty in any
army in continental Europe.

"In addition to the nondisqualifying defects, a large proportion of the dis-
qualifying defects are mipor insofar as health conditions are concerned. * * *
The loss of an index and middle finger, the loss of a great toe, or the fact that
a registrant is less than 60 inches in height is sufficient cause for rejection, but
such conditions do not indicate that the registrant is in poor 'health * * *." 2

"Failure to meet the relatively strict standards then in force did not necessarily
mean that the rejected man was seriously handicapped for a useful role in
civilian life or for many kinds of noncombatant service in the armed forces." 8
* * *2

The FSA persists in trying to defend its statement that one-half to two-thirdg
of the defects among re ectees could have been prevented or rehabilitated with
tifhliy medical care. Where is the factual Justification for this statement?

I Selective Service System, Medical Statistics Bull. No. 1, p. 10, footnote 2.
2 Ibidem, p. 10, par. 3.
$Selective Service System, Medical Statistics Bull. No. 2, p. S.
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Again they cite Dr. Rowntree, but all he ventured was an estimate that about 15
percent of the rejections were for remediable defects. My own estimate was
that a maximum of 18 to 20 percent of rejections could have been influenced by
medical care. To date the members of the FSA have not been able to produce
a statement from a single physician to substantiate their own higher estimate.
Therefore, their estimate must be regarded as one derived from an analysis
of technical, medical problems by lay persons altogether incompetent for such
task.

SIGNIFICANCE OF SELECTIVE SERVICE SAMPLE

(P. 692)

The first statement made by the FSA under this heading is flatly contrary
to fact. At no time have I made any statement charging the Selective Service
System with failure to indicate clearly the limitations of their population
samples. Indeed, my only source of information on this point was the Selective
Service System. Their official publications clearly warned against these limita-
tions, and I have referred appropriately to these warnings in my text and
bibliography (text, p. 657; bibliography reference 5, p. 3). I should like to
quote one of these warnings now:

"'* * * However, several pertinent factors have often been neglected in
public discussions of these rejection rates. (1) A large number of physically fit
registrants chose to enlist in the armed forces without awaiting induction
through the Selective Service System. If they had entered the armed forces
through Selective Service the records would show larger numbers of inductions,
the same number of rejections, and lower rejection rates."' This is precisely
the point I made in my original testimony (p. 657). Members of the Selective
Service System, so far as I am aware, cannot properly be classed among the
proponents of compulsory health insurance, so that my statements could not
possibly be construed as referring to them." Quite properly classed as such
proponents, however, are the members of the FSA who failed to bring to the
attention of this committee these very pertinent facts. Nor have they reminded
the committee that many of the men who were deferred were probably better
physical specimens than the average of those submitting to induction examina-
tions. In Dr. Leonard Rowntree's words: "* * * * but I think, too, there is
the factor of agricultural deferment, in which the cream of the crop is kept for
work on the farms. You see, a great many of them were rendered I-C or
III-C and were not sent up for examination. I think that perhaps the best
group of all is in that agricultural deferment group." 6

FACTORS GOVERNING REJECTION RATES

(P. 692)

The FSA states that the publications cited by me emphasize the prevalence of
defects and not the proportion of men rejected. This statement is flatly contrary
to fact, as can be readily seen by anyone who will inspect the Selective Service
bulletins cited in my bibliography.

ANALYSIS OF CAUSES OF REJECTION

(P. 692)

Although the thesis of the FSA has not been so succinctly expressed, it seems
to be something like the following: (1) Diseases or defects for which there are
remediable therapeutic procedures should not exist; (2) any existing cases of
such diseases or defects are to be regarded as evidence of medical neglect;
(3) the extent to which such diseases or defects exist is a measure of the in-
adequacy of medical care, due either to the maldistribution of medical facilities
or to an economic barrier.

Despite our wishes in the matter, we must face the hard facts of life. For
more than 10,000,000 men, for a period of over 4 years, the armed services
eliminated completely the factors of distribution of medical facilities and the
cost of medical care. Did this eliminate disease? Specifically, did this wipe
out venereal disease?

' Selective Service System, Medical Statistics Bull. No. 2, p. 3.
a P. 657, see. I first sentence.
AS. Res. 74, 79th Cong., p. 1645.
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As a matter of fact, the armed services did more to control venereal disease
than eliminate the factors of distribution of medical services and the cost of
medical care. They had special venereal disease control officers who carried
on vigorous campaigns to teach the men how to avoid exposure and how to
take fullest advantage of all medical facilities if and when exposed. Prophy-
lactic supplies were made available to enlisted men free of charge, and they
were taught how to use them. Prophylactic stations were provided in towns
and cities adjacent to military installations. These were situated in convenient
locations and kept open all night. Surprise inspections were conducted by
medical officers at frequent intervals at 3 or 4 o'clock in the morning in order
to pick up infected men who had not reported their disease. In some instances
organizations with extraordinarily high venereal disease rates were confined
to the military installations with no privileges to visit the neighboring coin-
munities. In some instances whole units (companies, or squadrons) were con-
fined in barhed-wire enclosures with no chance to visit other sites on the mili-
tary reservation, such as the PX or the post theater.

Despite such vigorous measures venereal disease was rampant in every mili-
tary installation at home and abroad. What is more interesting is that the
venereal disease rate in colored men was from 10 to 15 times the rate in white
men.7 Did the Army and Navy provide inferior medical service for the colored
men? Or, are we to infer that the cost of medical services was higher for the
colored man than for the white man ?

How are we to explain the fact that under the conditions existing in the
armed forces the ratio of the venereal disease rate in the colored man to the
venereal disease rate in the white man was exactly the same as that revealed
by the Selective Service examinations? Indeed, I say that "the provision of
adequate medical services, completely free of charge, will not prevent venereal
disease." ' The venereal disease problem is fundamentally one of education and
of social and moral discipline.

ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF MENTAL OR EDUCATIONAL DEFICIENCIES

The FSA objects to my classification of mental and educational deficiency in
a category entitled "beyond the province of the medical profession." I am not
only content, but eager to accept their statement 0 that a significant proportion
of mental deficiencies are of environmental origin. But we should remember
that we are now discussing "mental or educational deficiency" specifically as
recorded in Selective Service statistics and as related to military service. It
has been repeatedly emphasized that "mental deficiency and educational de-
ficiency are generally grouped together for purposes of discussion. The line of
demarcation between the two groups has never been clearly defined." g "Only
a small portion of the group was comprised of morons, imbeciles, and idiots." 10

Granting that some cases of mental deficiency are environmental in origin, that
some originate in birth injuries (p. 693) does that change matters? Are the
physicians responsible for the "environment"? Are we responsible for the dis-
tribution of educational facilities in this country? Would wider distribution of
medical care at lower cost prevent these birth injuries? Where is the testi-
mony of qualified experts that the medical profession is responsible for the
occurrence of these mental and educational deficiencies?

With the citation of cretinism the FSA are tilting at windmills. All endocrine
disorders accounted for only 1.5 percent of all rejections." Of these, all thyroid
disorders of which cretinism is but one constituted only 21 percent. Hence,
even if cretinism were assumed to constitute all rejections for thyroid disease,
which is preposterous, it could not account for more than 0.3 percent of all
rejections.

Actually, cretinism is rare in this country although it was once quite common
in endemic goitre regions of Italy. This condition occurs in the offspring of
women suffering from iodine deficiency and hypothyroidism. I agree entirely
with the FSA statement on page 693, paragraph 3, that cretinism is susceptible to
correction by early and appropriate medical care. But this does not mean that

I Personal Communication from Mr. Eugene Hamilton, Division of Medical Statistcs,
Surgeon General's Office, Pentagon Building, Washington, D. C.

p. 658.
Selective Service Bull. No. 3, p. 26.
Ibid.. p. 38.

1 Selective Service System, Medical Statistics Bull. No. 3, table 1, p. 63.
Ibid., table 5, p. 123.
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such care will cure the individual. The stricken person would have to take
adequate doses of thyroid substance daily for the rest of his or her entire life.
It was the general policy of the armed forces to reject men who were dependent
upon daily medication for the maintenance of their health. This general policy
applied with equal force to diabetics who could be maintained in good health
by daily injections of insulin.'

The incidence of cretinism, as opposed to the well-being of the individual
cretin, is not readily influenced by the distribution of medical care or the cost of
medical care. It is readily influenced by the distribution of iodine in the water
and vegetables consumed by the people. Cretinism can be largely abolished by
the use of iodized salt in those regions where iodine deficiency exists. This
method is simple, cheap, and effective. We do not need any special legislation for
the distribution of medical care in order to cope with the problem of cretinism.

CONDITIONS NOT PREVENTABLE AND NOT REMEDIABLE, ETO.

(P. 693)

In considering the dispositiont of neuropsychiatric patients in the armed forces
the following points must be borne In mitd: (1) The policy of the Army and
Navy toward specific diseases and defects was not at all the same for men already
in the service as for men being examined for induction. For example, the armed
services flatly rejected men with peptic ulcer. However, those men who developed
active peptic dilcer after indircton Were not dlschlal-ged. Even after such major
complications as perforation or hemorrhage these men were treated and returned
to duty. Therefore to cite the farct that 79 percent of neuropsychiatric patients
were returned to duty has no direct bearing on the question of altering the
rejection rates for mental diseases. (2) The relatively high degree of success
of psychiatric treatment in the armed forces was due not only to the early treat-
ment, but due to the fact that a large proportion of psychiatric casualties had
been well adjusted in civilian life and had succumbed only to the extraordinary
mental strains incident to service !i the Army or Navy. It is one thing to return
to duty an individual who has succumbed to these unusual strains and quite
another to try to rehabilitate an individual who had been unable to adjust
himself to the ordinary demands of civilian life. Psychiatrists who have served
in the armed forces are well aware of this distinction.

The members of the FSA cite the records of the Veterans' Administration and
of the mental hospitals of New Yorik State to show what can be accomplished by
institutional care (p. 694, tables B and C). They allege that even these statistics
underestimate the good that can be expected since "only a small proportion of
the 17.7 percent of IV-4F's rejected for mental disease" had serious mental dis-
orders (p. 695). Dr. Felix, whose letter is exhibited on page 721, also remarks
that "hardly more than 1 in 10 were rejected for grave mental or personality
disorders."

It Is quite true that of all rejections for mental disease, only about 11 percent
were for conditions specifically labeled "grave mental or personality disorders.""'
Yet, another 2 percent were labeled "major abnormalities of mood, 27.3 percent
psychopathic personality, approximately 6 percent chronic inebriety or drug
addiction. For those who are unfamiliar with these technical terms I should
like to quote the official War Department definition of some of the kinds of
psychopathic personality. "in this ill-defined, more or less heterogeneous group
are placed those individuals who, although not suffering from a congenital defect
in the intellectual sphere, do manifest a definite defect in their ability to profit
by experience. * * * They are unable to respond in an adult social manner
to the demands of honesty, truthfulness, decency, and consideration of their fel-
low associates. They are * * * oftentimes in conflict with the law. Among
this general group are three main types:

(1) Psychopathic personality with pathologic sexuality. This may include
many homosexuals and cases of sexual perversion, etc.

(2) Psychopathic personality with emotional instability.
(3) Psychopathic personality with asocial and amoral trends. This Includes

the pathological liars, petty offenders, swindlers, kleptomaniacs, pyromaniacs,
etc."

It is the privilege of the FSA and Dr. Felix to exclude psychopathic personality
as defined above, major abnormalities of mood, chronic alcoholism, and chronic

is War Department Mobilization Regulations MR1-9, April 19, 1944, par. 83, p. 32.
24 Selective Service System, Medical Statistics Bull. No. 3. table 5, P. 122.
if MR 1-0, par. 98d, pp. 41 and 42, War Department, April 19, 1944.
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drug addiction from the category of serious mental disorders. The consultants
responsible for drawing up the mobilization regulations, the Surgeon General of
the Army and Surgeon General of the Navy, and many civilian psychiatrists who
collaborated with the above officers are on record to disagree with Dr. Felix and
the FSA.

On the other hand about one-half of all rejections for mental disease were for
psychoneurosis 10 and a large number of these could not be regarded as examples
of serious mental illness. On the contrary, by usual standards these men would
not be' regarded as mentally ill at all. Col. William Menninger, in testimony
before this committee on July 11, 1944, was emphatic in illustrating this point.
He said, "* 0 * It has been no surprise to psychiatrists that this segment of
the @opulation has been uncovered, and is no special cause for alarm as to the
mental health of the Nation * * *. It concerns our family life and educa-
tional system. It is intimately linked with the prevailing altitude of the
public toward their specific service in the Army. To many men, the security of
their homes and their friends and their jobs far outweigh their belief in their
importance for and their need by the armed forces The rejection of this group
of men for acceptance to the Army has been widely misunderstood and Au4s-
interpreted. * * * The Army, like a football team, needs the best. * * *
The fact that a man may be a regular worker, a community anget, is Po indica-
tion that he can fit into the Army or be an asset to the Army. Many men can
hold a civilian job with efficiency who would be unable to At into the regimenta-
tion and discipline of the Army."

Please note that Colonel Menninger emphasizes the role of the family, our edu-
cational system, and the "prevailing attitude of the public" in detevmiping
the mental reactions of this group of men. Dr. l0enninger more fully discusses
the importance of such factors in an article for the general pitbilc in Atlantic
Monthly, January 1948. In this article he calls the attention of the lay public
to the fact that the personality of an individual is formed during childhood pind
early adolescence by the reactions of the environment of the inherited persmo-
ality potentials. As Dr. Menninger bas so ably indicated, the healthy deyelop-
ment to an emotional adulthood depends very largely on the home situation
which "provides affection, good example, and seevrity." 2 Not ouly the hojme,
but the community environment also must be considered in the development of
mental disease. Dr. Menninger explicitly acknowledges the importance of the
housing shortage, unemployment, aD the vAiots prejudices and conflicts which
threaten the security and comfort of the family unit. In my original testimony
I have already cited Dr. Hyde's statistical studies on the importance of these
socioeconomic factors on the incidence of mental disease."

With no reflection on the personalities of individual psychiatrists it seems
permissible to say that a psychiatrist is no satisfactory substitute for a secure
and comfortable home, or for the alfection and fairm support of a wholesome family
life. The medical profession carqnot be held responsible for the family life in
this country or for the environmental factors Which threaten the secuTty an#
comfort of the family. One must certainly agree with Dr. Felix that there is
nothing to be g~ined by a return to the neglect and do-nothing attitude of the
past. Conversely there is little to be gaine4 from exaggerating tlhe importance
of the efforts of individual psychiatrists qnd miqmxizing the importance of the
environmental factors which are really mesponsile for the production of mental
disease.

Once abnormal behavior patterns or r0entAl disease have develalped It is proo-
a41A that psychiatry can do some good fVxr cwxe Wdividualq. Dr. F'ellx wisely
refr l s from submittig any detailed estimate of the cttrahility or prognosis
of the various types of mental diseases, but he 4oea proceed to poit out the
benefits soMe patients might obtain in m~eutal hWpital (p. 7I. 'Rhe weers
of the FSA submit evidence that after complete ostal treqtVepvt 8.4 pgeent
of patients discharged from the h7piotals of the Veterans' Administration were
considered cured at the tine of 4ischarge, If we treateo cehucer q ttistics like
this the record of the npedica p'ofes09 would be A briUliapt one. Where is
the 5-, 10, or 20-year follaw-up on these patleiti Who Cn determ. e the
curability of a chronic diseae by observatiol qin the condition of the patient
at the time of discharged ' Let us grant that 4lont a percept of the AeUally

16 Selective Service 910tem. Medical Statistics Bull. No. , table 5, p. 22..
IL Atlantic Monthly, Janua#Y 1948, p. 71.
3P. 648.
1 Table B.
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ill can be "cured" by present-day treatment in a mental hospital. That would
not have made one iota of difference in the draft rejection figures. Here again
we are confronted with the difference between the ordinary requirements of
civilian life and the specific qualifications set forth in the mobilization orders.
According to these orders, "Reliable history of commitment to a mental hospital
will be cause for rejection." 2 In view of the official interpretations of this
sentence the number of cures effected by treatment in a mental hospital would
not have affected my original estimates in the slightest degree. Any patient
discharged as cured from a mental hospital would automatically be ineligible for
induction by virtue of having been treated as patient in such hospital.

The FSA claims (p. 695, par. 5) that I have made no allowances for rejec-
tions, other than mental diseases, which could have been prevented by early
and adequate medical care. I wish to assure this committee that I have not
ignored the question of eye diseases in my estimates. I am fully aware that.
rejections for eye diseases accounted for 2 to 8 percent of all rejections, and
that of these eye diseases at times accounted for about 40 percent; i. e., some-
thing like 2 percent of all rejections. My colleagues who specialize in oph-
thalmology assure me that with few exceptions the eye diseases encountered
in the rejectees could not have been prevented. They also assure me that only
a very small number could have been treated with sufficient success to make
them acceptable to the armed forces. The FSA alludes to some eye disease
and to some injuries to the musculoskeletal system for which the treatment
"was delayed or inadequate." In the absence of any data whatsoever I am
unable to estimate the number of cases whose rejection was due to inadequate
or delayed treatmenrt. The committee will note that under category 2-not
preventable, not remediable-I included only those eye rejections due to defec-
tive vision; I. e., refractive errors (p. 658). I exercised sufficient caution to
place blindness and other eye disease in category 6, undetermined, because
I felt that we did not have sufficient information to classify these cases. I did
this despite the opinion of the ophthalmologists that most of these eye diseases
could not have been either prevented or remedied, and that a significant number
of the cases of blindness were due to injury. If the members of the FSA have
evidence that any significant number of rejections due to eye diseases or amputa-
tions, etc., were actually due to delayed or inadequate medical treatment they
have not yet presented It.

In one sentence in the last paragraph on page 695 the members of the FSA
make two statements, both of which are contrary to fact. In the first place
they attribute to me the claim that "no treatment is of any remedial value"
in the treatment of a number of conditions, including asthma. On page 695,
first sentence, I acknowledge what any physician knows, that the individual
attacks of asthma can be treated successfully and the patient given relief. In
the second place, they claim that I have listed these and other conditions as
"hopeless." This statement also is flatly contrary to fact. The members of the
FSA can cite no such statement of mine.

The successful treatment of the individual attack of asthma is entirely dif-
ferent from curing the disease. One of my colleagues, Dr. Harry Bernton, spe-
cializes in allergy. From his own records of many years of practice he esti-
mates that of all patients with asthma only about 10 percent could be regarded
as "cures" after long periods of intensive treatment. Even these people would
not go indefinitely without some minor asthmatic episodes at one time or another.

And of this 10 percent, a certain number would give objective evidence of the
presence of asthma during physical examination even though they were com-
pletely symptom-free at the time. Dr. Bernton, therefore, substantiates and
endorses my classification of asthma for analysis of the selective-service statistics.

On page 696 the FSA charges that I have completely ignored the important
fact that "modern medicine can control and alleviate many conditions which are

not actually 'curable'" (first sentence). They specifically charge, among other
things, that I failed to acknowledge the possibility of thus alleviating the mani-
festations of diabetes by the use of insulin, the possibility of alleviating asthma,

and administration of appropriate therapy in heart disease. These statements
are flatly contrary to fact. To be sure I did not undertake to write a textbook
of medicine for the private use of this committee. However, 9.4 tersely as pos-
sible I cited the value of the medical treatment of asthma (p. 659. first sentence)

and the use of insulin for the control of diabetes (fourth sentence). In the

second paragraph on page 659 1 stress the Importance of medical care for various

20 MR 1-9, par. 98, sec. b4.
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cardiovascular conditions, including congenital heart disease, high-blood pres-
sure, rheumatic heart disease, etc. The FSA persists in confusing successful
medical therapy which will enable the individual to live a nearly normal life
with the much more difficult task of curing or erasing the diseased condition
so that the Army or Navy would accept the individual for military service.

In the last paragraph on page 696 the FSA rebuttal charges me with classifying
clubfoot and diabetes as conditions which are beyond the province of the medical
profession. This statement is flatly contrary to fact. Neither condition was in-
cluded in table 1, page 658, which lists the conditions beyond the province of
the medical profession. Diabetes is specifically included under the endocrine
disorders of table 2, page 658. I should like to acknowledge to this committee
that with our present knowledge clubfoot is, for practical purposes, completely
preventable, so that with adequate medical care this condition need not exist in
persons in the draft age. But the committee should realize that the Selective
Service System did not classify clubfoot under the musculoskeletal system,
congenital defects of which are listed in table 2. The Selective Service System
classified clubfoot under "feet." Feet defects were responsible for about 1
percent of all rejections (table 7, SSS Bull. No. 4, p. 12, No. 3, table 1, p. 63).
Of the total number of rejections for "feet," flat feet accounted for about 80
percent, and all other foot defects, Including clubfoot, accounted for 20 percent
(SSS Bull. No. 3; p. 27). Included among this group of "other foot defects"
were not only clubfoot, but 6 other types of foot defect (SSS Bull. No. 2; table 7,
p. 35). In my classification of foot defects, I was careful to place only flat
feet in my table 2 (p. 658), and exclude from this table the group of miscel-
laneous foot defects which amounted to about 20 percent of rejections for feet,
and about 0.04 percent of all rejections. These rejections should have been
placed in -table 5, or undetermined, since the information available does not
permit adequate analysis. Their omission from this table constitutes an
unintentional error.

CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING REJECTIONS DUE TO CARDIOVASCULAR DEFECTS

The FSA presents a letter from a qualified physician who has expressed the
opinion that: "On the basis of present knowledge, adequate health measures,
preventive and curative, could have lowered draft rejections for the various
cardiovascular disorders you have listed. This statement is based on the fol-
lowing facts * * *," page 722. This physician is not only in active practice
in New York City, but has been certified by the American Board of Internal
Medicine as a specialist in that field. He is also listed as the medical director
of the American Heart Association. He is not, however, an officer of the
American Heart Association, nor a member of the executive board. I have
written the executive secretary of the American Heart Association to find out
if Dr. Connor's letter was shown to and approved by the officers and the executive
board. I have asked specifically whether or not Dr. Connor's letter represents
the opinions of the American Heart Association. I am submitting to this com-
mittee a copy of my letter to this organization, and shall Include their reply if
any comes In time. Until that time we must suspend judgment on the statement
of the FSA that "the American Heart Association commented" (p. 696, par. 2).
As a matter of fact it Is not really clear if Dr. Connor, or any other member of
the American Heart Association, actually saw "the Friedman document," since
no reference to It Is made in Dr. Connor's letter.

Not knowing, therefore, whether I am now challenging Dr. A. R. Connor, or
the entire American Heart Association, I should like to raise the following
specific points with regard to Dr. Connor's detailed discussion (pp. 722 and 723).
1. Bacterial endocarditis I

I am glad to be able to agree with Dr. Connor that a large percentage of
these cases can now be cured by adequate doses of penicillin. At the present
time the mortality rate from this disease is only 20 to 30 percent. However, there
are some very significant points which Dr. Connor has not acknowledged to
this committee.

A. In the first place this condition Is so rare that it has no statistical- sig-
nificance In. the draft-rejection data. In the period covered by SSS Bulletin No.
2, about 3,000,000 men were examined. In all these examinations only three cases
of bacterial endocarditis were recorded (table 7, p. 27). Rejections from this
cause were so insignificant that the disease is not mentioned in discussing or list-
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ing causes for rejection in any Medical Statistics Bulletin of the Selective Service
System.

B. With rare exceptions this disease does not attack a previously healthy
heart. In a recent survey 21 82 percent of the cases had been engrafted upon
rheumatic heart disease, 14 percent upon congenital heart disease.

C. Even if we could cure 100 percent of the cases of bacterial endocarditis
this would not change the rejection figures to the slightest degree, since the
underlying heart disease, either rheumatic fever or congenital heart disease,
would still remain and constitute cause for rejection.

2. Congenital heart disease
A. Dr. Connor correctly cites the success of surgery in correcting patent

ductus arteriosus and coarctation of the aorta (723). He wisely refrains from
listing any other lesions which might be cured or corrected by surgery.

B. In the hands of the few existing surgeons who are experienced in this
field the mortality from surgery on the ductus arteriosus should be less than
5 percent.

C. However, in only one-third of the cases is the patent ductus arteriosus a
single, uncomplicated lesion. In two-thirds of the cases it is merely one of a
series of cardiovascular defects in the same patient 22 the associated lesions being,
in order of frequency: transposition of the great vessels, atresia of the pulmonary
artery, coarctation of the aorta, stenosis of the pulmonary artery, and tricuspid
atresia.

D. These lesions which are associated with patent ductus arterlosus in about
two-thirds of the cases are themselves serious cardiovascular abnormalities and
would be cause for rejection.

E. With reference to coarctation of the aorta, associated abnormalities are
present in somewhat less than half of all cases.

F. Surgical treatment of this condition is so recent that a very few cases com-
prise the entire body of data. One pioneer in this field, has just recently '
reported a total of eight cases, with five good results and two deaths, i. e., a
mortality of 25 percent.

G. The time to operate for this condition is during early childhood before the
primary lesion has led to serious secondary changes, such as hypertension,
which is itself a cause for rejection.

H. Granting that our surgeons are making amazing progress, we cannot con-
sider as a factor in the rejection rates of World War II those surgical pro-
cedures which are only in an early stage of development or those which are to
become available by future research. The medical profession cannot make the
benefits of surgery felt retroactively.

I. Congenital heart disease occurred so infrequently in the men before the
induction boards that nowhere is it listed separately as a cause for rejection.
It has been estimated that all congenital heart lesions represent about 1.5 per-
cent of all organic heart lesions,"' but would represent a much smaller propor-
tion of all cardiovascular lesions listed by selective service. Heart disease alone,
accounted for about 5.3 percent of all rejections. If we assume that the propor-
tion of congenital lesions was the same in these rejectees as it is in the general
civilian population, congenital heart lesions altogether could not have been
responsible for more than 0.1 percent of all rejections. From the arguments in
the preceding sections, it seems rather obvious that medical care could not have
altered more than an insignificantly small part of the 0.1 percent of the estimated
rejections for congenital heart disease.

3. Effort syndrome
At this point Dr. Connor is indulging in pure speculation. The overwhelming

majority of rejections for cardiovascular defects were for rheumatic heart dis-
ease, valvular heart disease, and arterial hypertension. Of the remainder, it is
impossible to tell how many could possibly'be related to effort syndrome on the
basis of factual data available from Selective Service statistics. It is more likely
that the group of men classed as "effort syndrome" by Dr. Connor were rejected
as psychoneurotics.

4. Hyperthyroidism
I agree with Dr. Connor that by and large heart disease due to hyperthyroidism

can be prevented. But here again, heart disease due to hyperthyroidism was of

21 Oglesby. Bland, and White. New England Journal of Medicine, 23T: 349. 1947.
2 Heart Disease, Paul Dudley White, Macmillan, 1947, p. 311; see also table 4, opposite

p. 267.
White, Paul Dudley, Heart Disease, Macmillan, 1947, p. 260, table 3.
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no practical significance In the population coming before the draft boards. More
to the point, irrespective of the condition of the heart, hyperthyroidism per se is
cause for rejection."

5. Rheumatic fever
Here Dr. Connor approaches something of practical significance. He agrees

with me that it is impossible to prevent the initial attacks of rheumatic fever, and
that rheumatic heart often occurs with the first attack. Dr. Connor then states
(p. 723) that repeated attacks of rheumatic fever can be prevented by prophylactic
therapy with sulfonamides or penicillin. The prophylactic use of such prepara-
tions was suggested only in most recent years. The status of such therapy is
still far from. clear. There are some authorities who deny that the prophylactic
use of sulfonamides is of any value in rheumatic fever. For example, Dr. May
Wilson in a conference conducted at St. Francis Sanatorium for Cardiac Chil-
dren, Roslyn, Long Island, N. Y.," stated, "I would not have given it (sulfona-
mide) in the first place. Until it 'aii lie definitely shown that prophylactic
chemotherapy prevents recurrence, it is inadvisable to use a drug which may in
some instances have deleterious effects." 26 Just a few months ago at public
meeting at the Mount Alto Veterans' Hospital, Dr. Arnold Rich, of Johns Hopkins
Medical School, said precisely the same thing in the presence of over 100 Wash-
ington physicians.

If the evidence for the prophylactic value of sulfonamides is, to say the least,
controversial, the evidence to support Dr. Connor's statement regarding penicillin
is nonexistent. I should like to challenge Dr. Connor to produce one scrap of
reliable evidence that demonstrates the value of penicillin in preventing recur-
rent attacks of rheumatic fever.

Most important for our consideration is the fact that here also we are talking
about therapeutic methods, of undemonstrated value, which were not in existence
when the rejectees of World War II contracted rheumatic fever and were develop-
ing their rheumatic heart disease. Neither the sulfonamides nor penicillin are
effective retroactively.

6. Syphilitic cardiovascular disease
Dr. Connor is unquestionably correct in his statement that almost all cardio-

vascular syphilis can be prevented by early medical treatment. We have already
discussed the necessity of having the patient submit to this treatment, and the
difficulties involved in bringing the patient to the doctor.

Actually rejections for cardiovascular syphilis amounted to oly 0.2 percent of
all rejections for syphilis,' and since syphilis accounted for about 9 percent of all
rejections, 28 cardiovascular syphilis was responsible for about 0.02 percent of
rejections.

7 and 8
Dr. Connor admits that nothing could have been done about either hyperten-

sion, which was responsible for about 37 percent of cardiovascular rejections, or
arteriosclerosis, which was insignificant.

In brief, Dr. Connor has not submitted any evidence whatsoever to alter the
estimates submitted with my original testimony.

REJECTION AMONG NEGROES AND THE POPULATION OF SOUTHERN STATES

(P. 697)

It was, indeed, my intention to show that the Selective Service recorded fewer
curable defects among the Negroes than it did among the white rgistrants (p.
662, table 7, and last two paragraphs of text). Contrary to the statement of
the FSA, this matter is not determined by definition. The full list cites 29
classes of defects (each of which may be further subdivided Into several more
specific types of defects). Of these 29 classes of defects, the Negro had higher
rates In only 5; namely, educational and/or mental deficiency, gonorrhea, syphilis,
cardiovascular, and "other medical." In the remaining 24 classes of defects the
rates for white registrants was distinctly higher than for Negro registrants.
Thus the difference between the two races was not merely a matter of definition.

24MR 1-9, par. 83.
25 American Journal of Medicine, vol. 2, 190, 1947.
26 Ibid., pp. 194 and 196.
27 Medical Statistics Bulletin No. 3, table 5, p. 121.
21 Ibid., p. 19, table 5.
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But the members of the FSA criticize the data cited from Medical Statistics
Bulletin No. 3. They claim that my conclusions based on an analysis of table 6
are "untenable" (p. 697; par. 6). Inasmuch as no specific conclusions were
drawn from table 6, 1 aiu not sure which conclusions the FSA regards as un-
tenable. On page 698 (par. 5), however, the FSA makes a perfectly legitimate
I)oint regarding the limitations of the data I had submitted in table 7 (p. 662).
They are quite correct in stating that there was some selection in the Negro
registrants reaching the induction station for examination inasmuch as about
twice as many Negroes were rejected by the local board in a "screening" ex-
amination. Presumably, for those Negroes rejected after such screening exam-
ination (e. g., for mental deficiency or for syphilis) only one defect was recorded,
although some of these rejected Negroes might have had more than one defect.

Although I an confident that an impartial appraisal of the facts would indi-
cate that the FSA has exaggerated the importance of this factor, I shall not
contest the point. I do not contest it simply because we have other Selective
Service data which are free from this objection. For the period covered by
Medical Statistics Bulletin No. 2, the local board conducted detailed examinations
on every registrant and recorded every defect. For the period covered by Bulletin
No. 4, the local board did not perform screening examinations. Almost all reg-
istrants appeared at the induction station for a complete examination. It is
significant that the data on total defects listed in Bulletins Nos. 2 and 4 are
practically the same as those from Bulletin No. 3 which I had listed in my
table 7.

In Bulletin No. 2 the total number of defects recorded per thousand men " were
1.5U5 and 1,494 for white and colored men, respectively." Out of 28 separate
categories of defects the Negro had higher rates than the white registrant in 6,
i. e., syphilis, gonorrhea, genitalia, educational and/or mental deficiency, feet,
and mouth, and gums. In six categories the rates were about equal, and in 16
categories the white registrants had significantly higher defect rates. It is
obvious from the citations on page 698, paragraph 6, that the members of the
FSA were cognizant of these facts. They did not bring them to the attention
of this committee.

Similarly in the period covered by Bulletin No. 4,"1 out of 31 classes of defects
listed the Negro had higher rates in 7; namely, syphilis, gonorrhea, failure to
neet minimum intelligence standards, mental deficiency, feet, cardiovascular,

and hernia. In five categories the rates were about equal. In the remaining 19
categories the rates for white registrants were significantly higher than for
Negroes.

Thu, eliminating the factor about which the FSA protested (p. 698, pars.
5 and 6) the pi.: nre presented by the Selective Service statistics is quite the same
as I described to) this committee in my original testimony. The essential truth
is that for the great majority of all classes of defects the number of defects per
thousand was significantly lower in the Negro.

Before discussing in any detail the significance of these data on the Negro
I should like to call attention to one statement made by FSA on page 699 (par. 3),
to the effect that rural rejection rates were higher than urban. Such state-
ments which have been made frequently in the past are contrary to fact. From
unpublished data of the Selective Service, 2 I present at this point a table which is
numbered table 55 In a forthcoming publication. This publication will sum-
marize the data for years 1941 to 1944, inclusive. You will note that table 55
gives acceptance rates rather than rejection rates. You will note that for white
men a greater percentage were accepted from rural areas than from urban areas.
For the colored man the rural and urban acceptance rates were about the same.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF RECORDED DEFECTS IN SELECTIVE-SERVICE DATA

At no time have I ever stated or intimated that the Negro was "healthier" than
the white man. The FSA statement to the contrary is false (p. 687, par. 4).
I am quite certain that the health status of the Negro In this country Is definitely
inferior to that of the white man. I believe it can be shown that the quality
of medical care received by the Negro is inferior to tht received by the white

"In Bulletin No. 2 there was no limit on the total number of defects which could be
recorded for each man. In Bulletins Nos. 3 and 4 no more than 3 defects could be recorded
for encli man.

8o Table 7, p. 37 : also pp. 24 to 36.
3 1 Table 11, p. 21.
n Data examined at headquarters of Selective Service by the kind permission of officers

of the Selective Service System.
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man. If I am correct in these views then there is a complete lack of agreement
between the actual health status of the Negro and his relative position in the
recorded defects of the Selective Service System statistics. Indeed I used this
very discrepancy to illustrate the fallacy of using the selective-service data
either as a guide to the health of our Nation, or to the volume or quality of
medical care being given to any one group. This point was made briefly but
tersely and emphatically in the summary of my original testimony, section 9,
under the heading "Summary of discussion of selective-service data."

Why can't we put the selective-service data to such use? In the first place
a great many of the defects discovered and listed have very little significance
In an evaluation of "health." I have repeatedly given examples of these and
so have the official publications of the Selective Service System. Over one-half
the defects listed are structural abnormalities rather than diseases. Of the
remainder a significant number are related to education rather than to medicine
or health. Of the structural abnormalities it is Ironical that many are the
direct result of medical treatment rather than the lack of it. For example, we
may cite amputations, surgical perforations of the middle ear for the treatment of
Infections, purposeful ankylosis of joints in orthopedic surgery, .and therapeutic
spinal fusions. The very existence of some defects is evidence of our good
"health" rather than the reverse. The fact that diabetics can live long enough
to be registered by the draft boards and be recorded as "defects" is due to the
wonders of our medical care and only by the grace of Best, Banting, and Collip.
Every child with rheumatic fever carried into adult life by skillful medical care
will live to be a rejectee. Every invalided infant who survives the tetralogy
of Fallot, only because of the brilliant surgery of Blalock, will increase the
number of "defects." Is a corpse healthier than a rejectee with diabetes?

In order to evaluate the health of a community one must consider, among
other things, the crude death rate, the death rates for specific diseases, the age
composition of the entire population, the morbidity rates for the various diseases
and for childbirth, the birth rate, and the life expectancy. Even when we have
carefully and satisfactorily evaluated the health status of one segment of our
population we cannot draw any inferences regarding medical care or the volume
of medical services without allowing for many other factors. Medical care is
but one of many factors which determine the "health" of a community. I gave
somd evidence of these other factors in my original testimony by reference to
the work of Dr. Hyde. I should now, in closing, give a few more illustrative
examples. In the Philippines and in China our troops had just as many doctors
and just as good medical care as the troops any place else. Nevertheless, at a
time when there was no epidemic of poliomyelitis in the native children or the
native adults our soldiers were coming down with this dread disease by the
dozens. Was this because the medical service available to our soldiers was
Inferior to that of the'native population? The official explanation is something
else. It Is believed that while our soldiers had built un considerable group
Immunity to our own, domestic strains of polio, they had built up no immunity
to the foreign strains because of lack of repeated exposure during childhood.
Hence the strain of relatively low virulence, which did not bother the native
population, played havoc with our men. This, if true, illustrates the importance
of the relationship of the host to the organism and the factor of acquired group
immunity. Another factor is purely geographic. It is well illustrated by the
distribution of rheumatic heart disease in this country. The incidence is very
low In Louisiana and high in New England. Indeed, the child of a poor Negro
farmer In Louisiana has less chance of getting rheumatic heart disease than
the son of a wealthy family in Boston. There are many other examples, but
these will suffice. In plain words, one cannot Ray that the medical care in
Wales is poorer than that in New Zealand merely on the basis of certain dif-
ferentials in death rates and morbidity rates. These rates will reflect medical
care only If other equally important factors are the same.

THE DISTRIrBUTON OF MEDICAL FACILITIES

I admit that my estimates of the number of physicians needed were based on
the Lee-Jones figures for diagnosis and treatment only. To this the FSA
criticism of my statement (p. 699, par. 5) is justified. However, it should be
emphasized that no one is In a position to state- at this time precisely how many
physicians are needed per thousand population. I should like to call to the

-attention of this committee that during the war years, when the number of
doctors available to the civilian population was reduced by at least one-third,
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many of the reliable indices of our national health showed marked improve-
ment. For example, from 1938 to 1945 the infant mortality in the United States
dropped from 51 to 38.3 per thousand live births. During this same period of
time the maternal mortality dropped from 4.4 to 2.1 per thousand live births.1

The FSA now admits that the county is a poor unit for measuring the adequacy
of medical facilities (p. 700, par. 1). They even cite an opinion in a Public
Health Service report 4 years ago that serious errors are likely to be encountered
by the use of such small geographic units. The FSA had not called the attention
of this committee to these facts.

The FSA contends that the statement of Falk, Klem, and Sinai (p. 701, first
sentence) about the accessibility of hospitals in rural areas was true only of
the population sample surveyed. This was obvious and understood. But since
the authors drew from the survey on this population sample far-reaching and
general conclusions about the frequency of Illness and the distribution of medical
facilities for the Nation as a whole, it was natural to assume that the authors
considered this population sample a representative one. Since one of the
authors is now a member of the FSA, we must accept the opinion of this Federal
Agehcy that the population sample studied by Falk, Klein, and Sinai was not
truly representative.

Regardless of these considerations, I have never passed any definite judgment
on the need for hospitals in rural areas. My only contention was that we cannot
properly ascribe the lower volume of hospital care in rural areas to a lack of
hospital beds when the people in rural areas are not making full use of the
hospital facilities already available "(p. 664, last paragraph, also original manu-
script, summary, p. 2, sec. 4). Personally, I cannot see the wisdom of building
more hospitals in such areas until we can ascertain why the people are not using
the hospital facilities already at their command.

With reference to physicians' services I am glad to accept table H of the
rebuttal (p. 70-9). This reports that per case of illness the rural number of
physicians' calls were only about 80 percent of the number for small cities, and
only 70 percent of the number in the largest cities. The important question for
us to determine is why this should be so. The SA does not contest the ac-
curacy the reproduction of data in my original discussion of rural medical
services. They admit (p. 703) that diphtheria immunizations were more fre-
quent in the rural areas and that physical examinations were more frequent in
towns under 5,000 population than in the cities. Their only comment on this
point is that in the table I originally presented these items are combined. (See
table 12. "Health examinations and immunizations,'" p. C65.)

The FSA infers that I have come to some very definite conclusions regarding
the distribution of medical facilities in this country, and that I deny the existence
of any serious maldistribution of these facilities. Actually, I have refrained
from drawing any definite conclusions on this subject in the absence of what I
consider satisfactory data. I do believe that the presentations of the FSA have
grossly exaggerated the faults of our distribution of medical services. One rea-
son for this exaggeration is the persistent use of the county as a unit-a prae-
ice which the FSA now admits is a poor one. I also believe that they have not

given sufficient recognition to the extreme mobility of our population as con-
trasted with the mobility of rural peoples In other nations-a mobility made
possible by our highway systems and the widely distributed ownership of auto-
mobiles made possible by the efficiency of private enterprise in this country.
These are but a few of the factors which have not received sufficient attention
in these discussions.

"M ECONOMIC ADMIEZ TO ADEQUATE MEDICAL CA10

(P. 7M)

Here again the FSA does not challenge the verity of the factual material sub-
mitted in my original testimony. They do claim, however (p. 703, last para-
graph) that I have overlooked the relation of economic status to receipt of care,

the necessity for periodic health examinations (p. 704, par. 2) and the presence
of actual Illness in some patients who are unaware of It and therefore do not
report it (p. 704, par. 5). That I have not overlooked these factors can be
seen by reference to tables 10, 11, 12, 14, 17, and 18 in my original testimony,

United States Summary of Vital Statistics, state Summaries, Special Reports, vol. 26,
No. 1, April 4. 1947, p. 7, table A.
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and to the text accompanying these tables, particularly the first paragraph on
page 667.

The members of the FSA cite (p. 704, par. 4) conducted by the National
Physicians' Committee which reported that about 30 percent of the persons
interviewed had (they said) postponed going to a doctor because of cost. The
decision to spend certain parts of the family income on medical care rather
than on certain optional expenditures is colored by the spending habits of the
individuals and their particular evaluation of the importance of medical care.
I have discussed these aspects in detail on pages 674 to 677.

I am glad to have table K submitted In the rebuttal on page 705. To be sure
medical attendance increases somewhat with increasing income. But please note
that in nonrelief groups a rise of over 500 percent in income is accompanied by
an increase of only 18 percent in the percent of illness receiving doctor's care,
and by an increase of only 16 percent in the number of doctor's calls per dis-
abling case. These figures are no different from the data I had presented to
this committee earlier. To appreciate these figures, however, one should keep
in mind that the number of aged persons is greater in the higher income groups
than in the lower income groups, so that each Illness In the higher income groups
is apt to be more serious because of the increased frequency of heart disease,
hypertension, diabetes, and cancer In the older ages (p. 667, par. 2) ; p. 667, last
paragrap, last sentence).

THE INCIDENCE OF ILLNESS

(P. 706)

The FSA statement that the COMO found illness to occur with much the same
frequency among rich and poor is not substantiated by the original data. I
have reproduced these data in table 13. The FSA has not and cannot challenge
the accuracy of this table. These data show that the incidence of illness In the
highest Income group was 40 percent greater than in the lowest income group.
The FSA explanation of these figures on the basis of a different income dis-
tribution for this sample is not acceptable. The difference is not merely between
the extremes. Between the lowest income group and the highest income group
there is A regular, steplike increase in illness with each increment of income.

We cannot measure illness, as they attempt to (p. 706, par. 2) by totaling
the number of days of reported disability. Too many factors enter into a per-
son's desire to return to work. The will to work is not the same in everyone.

The insertion of table M on page 707 is most welcome. I had already cited
these data on page 668 without putting them into tabular form. We may note
from this table that the reported frequency of illness of all types is much higher
in persons on the relief rolls. But note, when we consider self-supporting
persons with family incomes less than $1,000 the frequency of illness is much
lower than in relief families and not so much different from the frequencies
of the higher income groups. Once the level of family income reaches $1,000
per year the frequency of illness shows very little change up to the highest
Income. F0or acute illnesses this change Is less than 10 percent. For chronic
illness an increase -of income from $1,000 per year to $5,000 per year and over is
associated with no change whatsoever in frequency; I. e., there is no correlation
between income and illness.

The FSA obj~Ets to my appraisal 6f the technical qualifications of the persons
who conducted the National Iealth Survey. They do not deny (p. 708) that these
workers were ts'ken from the relief rolls, but they attempt to establish the fact
that these workers were really trained and adequate to the task. I admit that
"preference was given to white-collar workers," etc. But I insist that white-
collar workers with no previous experience in the technical aspects of medicine
cannot be adequately trained for such survey by systematic training of "10 days
or longer."" The efforts might have been sincere, but the results clearly show
the inadequactes. Of a total of about 35,000,000 cases of chronic disease listed In
this survey almost 7,000,000 were labeled "rheumatism." In other words 20
percent of the entire compilation is placed under a label which is meaningless
from a medical standpoint. According to Bulletin No. 9 of the National Health
Survey (p. 10) rheumatism is defined as arthritis, gout, neuralgia, neuritis, lum-
bago, acute rheumatic fever, stiff neck, and other muscular pains. In other words

" 4National Health Survey, Reprint No. 2098, p. 7 (2), by George St. J. Perrott, Clark
Tibbitts, and Rollo H. Britten.
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any kind of ache or pain occurring In or referred to the extremities, bones, or
joints was labeled rheumatism. We may also note that menopause is M included
among the diseases counted as chronic diseases of the female organs.

The FSA Is correct in pointing out the high degree of confirmation of the survey
diagnoses (p. 708, par. 4) in those cases in which the physicians replied to the
questionnaire. They do not deny, however, that only 26 percent of all tabulated
illnesses were so confirmed. It is possible that a correspondingly high degree
of agreement between the survey diagnosis and the physician's diagnosis would
have been attained if all questionnaires had been returned by the physicians.
On the other hand, it Is equally possible that physicians who agreed with the
survey diagnosis were more inclined to answer the question. Simple confirma-
tion is easy, and offends no one. Much more is involved in denying the state-
ment of a patient. More effort is involved and many men might be reluctant
to do so.

The FSA brief lecture on statistical methods (bottom of p. 708) is appreciated,
but superfluous. I specifically acknowledge (p. 668, par. 4) that not only are
age adjustments permissible, but necessary for specific purposes. For the pur-
poses of this committee, however, and for other lay persons not especially
trained in statistical studies on health matters, it is of prime importance that the
use of such adjustments should be prominently noted in the reports, and that the
nature and purposes of all adjustments should be clearly explained. This is
particularly true when we are trying to determine the actual health needs of
various segments of our population,, and medical services needed by those seg-
ments of our population. These needs are best measured by crude, unadjusted
rates. They are determined by the actual composition of the population seg-
ments and not by the composition which would exist if these segments were like
every other segment. For example, in the population surveyed by CCMC persons
over 45 years of age comprised 12 to 15 percent of the population with incomes less
than $3,000. In the $5,000 to $10,000 income class, persons over 45 amounted to
23 percent of the population. In the class with incomes over $10,000 they
amounted to about 30 percent of the population. In the National Health Survey
(cf. p. 667) this age group accounted for 20 percent of persons on relief, but
30 percent of persons with incomes of $5,QOO or over. In other words, the age
distribution of the CCMC population sample and of the National Health Survey
sample were not the same. Which, if either, is correct? What is the proper
age distribution by income groups for our entire country. This is not merely a
question of economics. It is of utmost Importance in calculating the medical
needs and the distribution of medical services because of the very great influence
of age on disease rates. This is especially true of our most serious diseases such
as heart disease, nephritis, hypertension, and cancer.

THE VOLUME AND DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICAL SERVICES

(p. 709)

The insertion of table Q by the FSA at this point is not unwelcome, but it adds
nothing. This table is simply a more complicated version of my table 17, page
671. Table R is quite a welcome addition. It shows, as I have shown in my
original testimony, a complete lack of correlation between volume of hospital
care and family income.

Equally welcome is table S on page 711. If we inspect the first column of this
table, we note that persons with incomes less than $1,200 received more exami-
nations than any other higher-income group until the level of $5,000 Is reached.
Even excluding infant care, there was no great difference in the volume of
services until the level of $3,000 is reached. Although the matter of free school
examinations is quite properly brought into the discussion (p. 711, last para-
graph), this factor should not have influenced the volume of services in the 25
to 44 age group. But in this age group also the correlation between services and
income is a poor one. I should like to acknowledge that this table shows a pro-
nounced and regular relation between Income and volume of services for the older
persons surveyed (those over 45 years of age). I regard this as a serious matter
which should be further investigated.

U National Health Survey, Bulletin No. 6, p. 15 (f), U. S. Public Health Service, Wash-
ington. 1938 (revised, 1989).
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Table U, presented on page 713, shows the frequency of surgical operations and

the influence of income thereon. Taking the figures in this table at face value
(and ignoring the question of the size of samples and sampling error, etc.) let
us inspect the data on essential operations as opposed to what might be termed
optional procedures. The latter do show a relation to income. But, looking
at appendectomies and other abdominal operations, we find a very poor correla-
tion with income. The data on bonesetting might place the l,\ -income groups
in an unjustifiably favorable light, since their occupational h;zirods might entail
a greater risk of fracture. Table V, on page 714, considers surgical services in
relation to need (or diagnosis rather), but does not list bonesetting specifically.
However, for accidents in general the surgical services rendered show no corre-
lation with income. For appendectomies this table shows some correlation
between number of operations and income, except in the older-age groups, where
there is no correlation. Do these data mean that cases of acute appendicitis in
the lower-income groups are actually being neglected, or do these data reflect
a greater number of optional appendectomies in the higher-income groups? This
question cannot be answered by inspection of the data presented.

(Whereupon, at 5 p. m., the subcommittee adjourned until 10 a. m.,
Friday, January 30, 1948.)


